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INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER.

His Majesty's Government having, towards the close of the

year 1823, determined upon another attempt to effect a

northern passage by sea between the Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans, and Captain Parry, the highly distinguished Com-

mander of the two preceding Expeditions, having been again

entrusted with its execution, success, as far as ability, enter-

prise, and experience could ensure it, appeared likely to be the

result. Yet, as the object was one for which Great Britain

had thought proper to contend for upwards of three centuries,

it seemed to me that it might be desirable to pursue it by more

ways than one ; I therefore ventured to lay before His Majesty's

Government a plan for an Expedition overland to the mouth

of the Mackenzie River, and thence, by sea, to the north-

western extremity of America, with the combined object, also,

of surveying the coast between the Mackenzie and Copper-

mine Rivers.

I was well aware of the sympathy excited in the British

public by the sufferings of those engaged in the former over-

land Expedition to the mouth of the Coppermine River, and

b
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x « INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER.

of the humane repugnance of His Majesty's Government to

expose others to a like fete ; but I was enabled to show

satisfactorily that, in the proposed course, similar dangers were

not to be apprehended^ while the objects to be attained were

important at once to the naval character, scientific reputation,

and commercial interests of Great Britain; and I received

directions from the Right Honourable Earl Bathurst to make

the necessary preparations for the equipment of the Expe-

dition, to the command of which I had the honour to be nomi-

nated.

My much valued friend, Dr. Richardson, offered his services

as Naturalist and Surgeon, and also volunteered to undertake

the survey of the coast between the Mackenzie and Coppermine

Rivers, while I should be occupied in endeavouring to reach

Icy Cape.

Lieutenant Bushnan, who had served under Captains Ross

and Parry on their voyages of discovery, was also appointed to

accompany me ; but, long before the party was to leave Eng-

land, I had to lament the premature death of that excellent

young officer, who was eminently qualified for the situation, by

his skill in astronomical observations, surveying, and drawing.

Many naval officers, distinguished for their talent and ability,

were desirous of filling the vacancy ; but my friend and former

companion, Lieutenant Back, having returned from the West

Indies, the appointment was offered to him, and accepted with

his wonted zeal.

Mr. E. N. Kendall, Admiralty Mate, and recently Assistant
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INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER

Surveyor with Captain Lyon, was appointed to accompany

Dr. Richardson in his voyage to the eastward, and to do

the duty of Assistant-Surveyor to the Expedition at large,

whilst it continued united. Lastly, Mr. Thomas Drummond,

of Forfar, was appointed Assistant Naturalist, on the recom-

mendation of Professor Hooker and other eminent scientific

A residence in the northern parts of America, where the

party must necessarily depend for subsistence on the daily

supply of fish, or on the still more precarious success of Indian

nunters, uivolves many duties which require the superinten-

dence of a person of long experience in the management of the

fisheries, and in the arrangement of the Canadian voyagers and

Indians : we had many opportunities, during the former voyage,

of being acquainted with the qualifications of Mr. Peter Warren

Dease, Chief Trader of the Hudson's Bay Company, for these

services, and I therefore procured the sanction of His Majesty's

Government for his being employed on the Expedition.

As soon as I had authority from Earl Bathurst, I entered

into a correspondence with the Governor and Directors of

the Hudson's Bay Company ; and these Gentlemen, taking the

most lively interest in the objects of the Expedition, promised

their utmost support to it, and forthwith sent injunctions to

their officers in the Fur Countries to provide the necessary

depdts of provision at the places which I pointed out, and to

give every other aid in their power. I also wrote to the dift

ferent Chief Factors and Chief Traders of the Company, who

b 2
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•

resided on the route of the Expedition, explaining its objects,

and requesting their co-operation. . .

Pemmican, the principal article of provision used in travel-

ling, being made during the winter and spring, the orders for

providing the extra quantity required for the Expedition,

though sent out from England by the earliest conveyance,

so as to reach the provision posts in the summer of 1824,

could not be put into effect sooner than the spring of 1825

;

hence, it was not proper that the main body of the Expedition

should reach the Fur Countries before the latter period. Some

stores were forwarded from England, by way of New York, in

March 1824, under charge of Mr. Robert M'Vicar, Chief Trader,

for the purpose of relieving the Expedition as much as possible

from the incumbrance of heavy baggage, and thus enabling it,

by marching quickly, to reach its intended winter-quarters at

Great Bear Lake, as well as to provide for its more comfortable

reception at that place. These stores, with the addition of

other articles obtained in Canada, sufficed to load three north

canoes, manned by eighteen voyagers ; and they were delivered

by Mr. M'Vicar, before the winter set in, to Mr. Dease, at the

Athabasca Lake. Mr. Dease was instructed to support his

party by fishing at Great Slave Lake, during the winter of 1824-

25 ; and, early in the spring of 1825, to proceed to Great Bear

Lake, and commence the necessary buildings for the reception

of the Expedition. I may here cursorily remark that, in select-

ing Great Bear Lake as our winter residence, I was influenced

by the information I had obtained of its being the place nearest
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INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER. xii,

to the mouth of the Mackenzie, known to the traders, where a

sufficient supply of fish could be procured for the support of so

large a party.

Three light boats, which I shall soon more particularly de-

scribe, were also sent out to York Factory, in June 1824, in

the annual Hudson's Bay ship, together with a further supply

of stores, two carpenters, and a party of men, with a view of

their reaching Cumberland House, on the Saskatchawan River,

the same season ; and, starting from thence as soon as the navi-

gation opened in the following spring, that they might be as

far as possible advanced on their way to Bear Lake before they

were overtaken by the Officers of the Expedition. The latter,

proceeding by way of New York and Canada, would have the

advantage of an earlier spring in travelling through the more

southern districts ; and, further to expedite their progress, I

directed two large canoes (can6ts de maitre), with the neces-

sary equipments and stores, to be deposited at Penetanguishene,

the naval dep6t of Lake Huron, in the autumn of 1824, to

await our arrival in the following spring ; having been informed

that, in ordinary seasons, we should, by commencing our voyage

at that place, arrive in the north-west country ten days earlier

than by the usual way of proceeding up the Utawas River from

Montreal.

The return of the Hudson's Bay ship towards the close of

the year 1824, brought me satisfactory intelligence of the

progress of the above-mentioned parties, together with the

most pleasing assurances from the Gentlemen of the Company
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Xiy INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER.

to whom I had written, of their zeal in our cause ; and here I

must express the deep sense I have of the kindness of the late

Honourable William M'Gillivray, of Montreal, whose experience

enabled him to give me many valuable suggestions relating to

the clothing and subsistence of the party, and to the supplies

proper for the Indians.

In connexion with the above sketch of the preparatory steps

taken in the course of the year 1824, it may be proper to give,

in this place, a short account of the general equipments of the

Expedition,

And first, with regard to the vessels intended for the naviga-

tion of the Arctic Sea : birch-bark canoes
,
uniting lightness and

iacility of repair with speed, are certainly well adapted for navi-

gating the rivers of America, but they are much too slight to

bear the concussion of waves in a rough sea, and they are still

less fitted, from the tenderness ofthe bark, for coming in contact

with ice. I therefore requested of the Lords Commissioners

of the Admiralty that three boats might be constructed under

my superintendence ; and they were immediately ordered and

promptly finished under the directions of the Commissioners

of the Navy. To fit them for the ascent and descent of the

many rapids between York Factory and Mackenzie River ; and

to render their transport over the numerous portages more

easy, it was necessary to have them as small, and of as light a

construction as possible; and, in fact, as much like a north

canoe as was consistent with the stability and capacity required

for their voyage at sea. They were built of mahogany, with
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INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER. xv

timbers of ash, both ends exactly alike, and fitted to be steered

either with a sweep-oar or a rudder. The largest, twenty-six

feet long, and five feet four inches broad, was adapted for six

rowers, a steersman, and an officer; it could be borne on the

shoulders of six men, and was found, on trial, to be capable of

carrying three tons weight in addition to the crew. The two

others were each twenty-four feet long, four feet ten inches

broad, and were capable of receiving a crew of five men, a steers-

man, and an officer, with an additional weight of two and a half

tons. The greatest care was paid to their construction by

Mr. Cow, boat-builder of Woolwich Yard; and, as I could not

often be present, my friend Captain Buchan, K.N., kindly under-

took to report their progress ; and I am further indebted to him

for many valuable suggestions which were acted upon.

When the boats were finished, they were tried at Woolwich,

in the presence of many naval and military officers, as to their

qualities of sailing, rowing, and paddling, and found to answer

fully the expectations that had been formed of them. At the

same time we tried another little vessel belonging to the Expe-

dition, named the Walnut-Shell, the invention and construction

of which I owe to my friend Lieutenant-Colonel Paslcy, of the

Hoyal Engineers. Its length was nine feet, its breadth four

feet four inches, and it was framed of well-seasoned ash, fastened

with thongs, covered with Mr. Mackintosh's prepared canvas,

and shaped like one valve of a walnut-shell, whence its appella-

tion. It weighed only eighty-five pounds, could, when taken to

pieces, be made up in five or six parcels, and was capable of
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being put together in less than twenty minutes. So secure was

this little vessel, that several ladies, who had honoured the trial

of the boats with their presence, fearlessly embarked in it, and

were paddled across the Thames in a fresh breeze. It was in-

tended to provide against a similar detention in crossing rivers

to that which proved so fatal to our party on the former jour-

ney ; and it was also thought, that this little bark would be

found useful in procuring water-fowl on the small lakes, to which

the boats could not be conveyed.

In the choice of astronomical instruments I was necessarily

guided by their portability. Our stock consisted of two small

sextants, two artificial horizons, two altitude instruments, a

repeating circle for lunar observations, and a small transit tele-

scope for ascertaining the rates ofthe chronometers. We had a

dipping-needle mounted on Meyer's plan, a plain needle very

delicately fitted for observing the diurnal variation; two of

Kater's azimuth compasses, and a pocket compass for each officer.

The atmospherical instruments were two electrometers, two of

Daniel's hygrometers, Leslie's photometer and hygrometer,

besides a good supply of mercurial and spirit thermometers of

different sizes. The magnetic instruments were examined in

concert with my friend Captain Sabine, previous to my departure

from London ; and the observations that were obtained for dip

and intensity, served as points of comparison for our future

results.

The stores consisted of bedding and clothing, including two

suits of water-proof dresses for each person, prepared by Mr.
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»

Mackintosh, of Glasgow ; our guns had the same bore with the

fowling-pieces, supplied by the Hudson's Bay Company to the

Indian hunters, that is, twenty-eight balls to the pound ; their

locks were tempered to withstand the cold of the winter ; and a

broad Indian dagger, which could also be used as a knife, was

fitted to them, like a bayonet Ammunition of the best quality

was provided by the Ordnance, the powder being secured in

small field or boat magazines. A quantity of wheaten-flour, arrow,

root, macaroni, portable-soup, chocolate, essence of coffee, sugar,

and tea, calculated to last two years, was also supplied, made up

into packages of eighty-five pounds, and covered with three layers

of prepared waterproof canvas, of which material coverings for

the cargo of each boat were also made.

There was likewise an ample stock of tobacco, a small quan-

tity of wine and spirits, marquees and tents for the men and

officers, some books, writing and drawing paper, a considerable

quantity of cartridge-paper, to be used in preserving specimens

of plants; nets, twine, fishing-lines and hooks, together with

many articles to be used at winter-quarters, for the service of the

post, and for the supply of our Indian hunters, such as cloth,

blankets, shirts, coloured belts, chiefs' dresses, combs, looking-

glasses, beads, tapes, gartering, knives, guns and daggers,

hatchets, awls, gun-worms, flints, fire-steels, files, whip and

hand saws, ice-chisels and trenching-irons, the latter to break

open the beaver lodges.

As the mode of travelling through the Hudson's Bay territo-

ries, with all its difficulties and hazards, is now well known to the

c
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public, I think it better to give in this Introductory Chapter

a slight outline of our route through the United States, Upper

Canada, and Southern part of the Fur Countries, and to com-

mence the detailed Narrative of the proceedings of the Expe-

dition with its arrival in Methye River, where the officers joined

the boats that had been sent out from England in the preceding

year.

On the 16th of February, 1825, I embarked with Lieutenant

Back, Dr. Richardson, Mr. Kendall, Mr. Drummond, and four

marines, at Liverpool, on board the American packet-ship,

Columbia, Captain Lee; and, on quitting the pier, we were

honoured by a salute of three animating cheers, from a crowd of

the principal inhabitants, who had assembled to witness our

departure. The passage across the Atlantic was favourable and

pleasant, and our reception at New York kind in the extreme.

We landed at that city on the 15th of March, and our baggage

and stores were instantly passed through the Custom-House

without inspection. Cards of admission to the Public Scientific

Institutions were forwarded to us the same evening, and, during

our stay every other mark of attention was shown by the civil and

naval authorities, as well as by private individuals, indicating

the lively interest which they took in our enterprise.

James Buchanan, Esq., the British Consul, in addition to

many other attentions, kindly undertook to accommodate a

journey he had to make to Upper Canada, so as to accompany

ois through the State of New York. After a stay of eight

days in the city, for the purpose of obtaining the rates of the
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chronometers, and for making some other observations with

Meyer's dipping needle, we embarked, under the Consul's

guidance, in the steam-boat Olive Branch, and ascended the

Hudson River, to Albany, where we experienced similar civilities

to those we had received at New York. Every body seemed to

desire our success, and a fervent prayer for our preservation

and welfare was offered up by the Reverend Dr. Christie, the

minister of the church that we attended. The Honourable De

Witt Clinton, the Governor of the State, assured me, that had

we not been accompanied by a gentleman so conversant in the

different routes and modes of travelling as Mr. Buchanan, he

would have sent lias son with us, or would himself have con-

ducted us to the confines of the State.

From Albany, we travelled through Utica, Rochester, and

Geneva, to Leweston, in coaches, with more or less rapidity,

according to the condition of the roads ; and, crossing the river

Niagara, entered Canada, and visited the Falls so justly cele-

brated as the first in the world for grandeur. We next crossed

Lake Ontario in a sailing boat, and came to York, the capital

of Upper Canada, where we were kindly received by the Lieu-

tenant-Governor Sir Peregrine Maitland, and by Colonel Cock-

burn and the Commissioners then employed on an inquiry

respecting the value of the Crown Lands. From York we passed

on to Lake Simcoe, in carts and other conveyances, halting for

a night at the hospitable house of Mr. Robinson of Newmarket.

We crossed Lake Simcoe in canoes and boats, and landed near

the upper part of Kempenfeldt Bay, but not without being
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xx INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER.

obliged to break our way through the ice for a short distance.

A journey of nine miles, performed on foot, brought us to the

River Nattawassaga, which we descended in a boat ; and pass-

ing through a part of Lake Huron, arrived at Penetanguishene.

At this place, we were hospitably entertained by Lieutenant,

now Captain Douglass, during eight days that we waited for

the arrival of our Canadian voyagers from Montreal.

We left Penetanguishene on St. George's day (23d April) in

the two large canoes, winch had been deposited at that place in

the preceding autumn, our party, by the accession of the voy-

agers, now amounting to thirty-three; and after a few days,

detention by ice, and bad weather, we reached Sault dc St. Marie

on the 1st of May, being ten days or a fortnight earlier than

the oldest resident remembered a canoe from Canada to have

arrived. From the Sault de St. Marie, we coasted the northern

shore of Lake Superior to Fort William, formerly the great depot

of the N.W. Company, where we arrived on the 10th of May.

We now exchanged our two canots de mattre for four small

north canoes, in one of which, more lightly laden, Dr. Richard-

son and I embarked, with the view of proceeding as rapidly as

possible to arrange supplies of provision at the different posts,

while Lieutenant Back was left to bring up the three remain-

ing and more deeply laden canoes.

We proceeded by the route delineated in the maps through

Rainy Lake, the Lake of the Woods, Lake Winipeg, and the

Saskatchawan River to Cumberland Houie, where we arrived on

the 15th of June, and learned that our boats had left that place
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on the 2d of the same month. We found, also, with deep regret,

that Thomas Mathews, the principal carpenter, who had accom-

panied the boats from England, had had the misfortune to break

his leg the evening before their departure. But, fortunately, an

officer of the Hudson's Bay Company then present, had sufficient

skill to set it, and Dr. Richardson now pronounced that in two

months he would be able to come on in one of the Company's

canoes, and join us at the Bear Lake, which he was very

desirous of doing. I therefore made arrangements to this effect,

and also concerning supplies for Mr. Drummond the Assistant

Naturalist, who was to be employed, during our stay in the

north, in making collections in the vicinity of the Bocky

Mountains.

Having remained one night at Cumberland House, we

resumed our voyage, and passing through Pine Island Lake,

Beaver Lake, crossing the Frog Portage, and ascending the

English River, with its dilatations, named Bear Island, Sandfly,

Serpent, Primeau, and Isle a la Crosse Lakes, we came to the

post situated on, and named from the latter sheet of water,

at four p.m. on the 25th June. In the course of this voyage,

we met the Gentlemen ofthe Hudson's Bay Company proceeding

from the interior with various brigades of canoes, carrying the

returns of trade for the year to York Factory, and I had not

only the satisfaction of hearing frequent news of the progress of

our boats, but that the deposits of provisions I had requested,

and the other arrangements I had made, were all punctually

carried into effect Mr. Spencer, the gentleman in charge at
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Isle a la Crosse, informed us, that the boats had gone off a few-

hours previous to our arrival, with the addition of a batteau

laden with pemmican, under the charge of Mr. Fraser, a clerk

of the Hudson's Bay Company.

I waited at this establishment one night to obtain astrono-

mical observations, and to bespeak an additional quantity of

provisions, &c, which being satisfactorily done, we resumed our

voyage on the 27th, and, passing through Deep River, Clear

and Buffalo Lakes, overtook the boats in Methye River, at sun-

rise on the 29th ofJune.

Having brought this preliminary sketch up to the date at

which the ensuing Narrative of the proceedings of the Expe-

dition commences, I turn to the pleasing duty of rendering

my best thanks to the many gentlemen who have assisted me

in forwarding its progress. To the Right Honourable Earl

Bathurst, I am greatly indebted for the readiness with which

he attended to every suggestion I had to make regarding the

equipment of the Expedition, and to the Right Honourable

Wilmot Horton, the Under Colonial Secretary, for his kindness

and promptitude in facilitating all my views. Nor can I feel

less grateful to Lord Viscount Melville, and to the Lords Com-

missioners of the Admiralty for their patronage and support, as

well as to Sir Byam Martin, the Comptroller, and to the

Commissioners of the Navy and Victualling Offices, for the

arrangements depending on their boards. Mr. Pelly, the

Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company, and Mr. Garry,

the Deputy-Governor, as well as every Member of its Corn-
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wittee, claim my most sincere thanks for their unremitting

endeavours to promote the welfare of the Expedition through

its whole progress ; and I feel truly obliged to Mr. Simpson,

the Governor in the Fur Countries ; to Mr. M'Tavish, Mr.

Haldane, Mr. M'Donald, Mr. Leith, Mr. Stuart, and Messrs.

James and George Keith, Chief Factors, who, acting in the

spirit of their instructions, were very assiduous in collecting

provisions and stores for the use of my party, and in for-

warding all our supplies. There were other gentlemen resi-

dent in the more northern parts of the country, to whom I

am no less obliged for advice and assistance ; but the brevity

requisite in this place necessarily compels me to refer to the

Narrative, where their names, and the services they rendered,

are mentioned.

I cannot, however, close this Introductory Chapter, without

expressing the deepest obligation to those kind friends and

excellent officers with whom I had the happiness of being

associated, who constantly aided me by their most cordial

co-operation, and whose best efforts were devotedly applied

to every pursuit which could be interesting to science. Nor

can I omit to mention the gratitude I owe to each of the sea-

men, marines, British and Canadian voyagers who composed

our party at the winter-quarters, for their steady obedience and

truly good conduct, whether in the days of relaxation during

the winter, or in the more arduous exertions of our summer

occupations.
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The Views with which the ensuing Narrative is illustrated,

have been chosen from a large collection of drawings, made by

Captain Back and Lieutenant Kendall. Of the interesting

nature of the scenes which have been selected, the reader will

be the best judge ; but for their fidelity, I pledge myself

in the most unreserved manner.
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OFFICIAL INSTRUCTIONS.

Downing-itreet, 3l»t Jan., 1«25.

Sir,

His Majesty's Government having decided that an

Expedition should be set forth, for the purpose of exploring the

Northern Coast of America, between the Mouth of Mackenzie's

River, and the Strait of Behring ; and confiding in your zeal and

experience for the due execution of this service, I have recom-

mended you as a proper person to be charged with the same.

You are, therefore, to proceed with your party (a list of whom is

annexed) by the Packet from Liverpool to New York, and from

thence make the best of yuur way to Lake Huron, where the

stores necessary for your journey have already been sent.

Embarking in Canoes, you are from thence to follow the water

communication to the western side of the Great Bear Lake,

where you are to establish your winter-quarters ; and having so

done, your first care should be to endeavour to open a friendly

communication with the Esquimaux.

Early in the Spring of 1826, you are to proceed down the

Mackenzie River with aU the necessary stores and provisions, in

order to be prepared to take advantage of the first opening of

d
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the ice on the Polar Sea, so as to enable you to prosecute your

voyage along the coast to Icy Cape, round which you are to

proceed to Kotzebue's Inlet, where you may expect to find

His Majesty's Ship, Blossom, which the Lords Commissioners

of the Admiralty will order to proceed to that rendezvous, in

the Summer of 1826. But if, on your arrival at Icy Cape, or

the northern point of Behring's Strait, you should be of opinion

that you could, with safety, return the same season to the

established winter-quarters, you are at liberty to do so,

instead of proceeding to join the Blossom. You will, therefore,

without loss of time, settle with Captain Beechey, her com-

mander, such a plan as may appear to you, both, best adapted

for ensuring your meeting together, and establish a code of

signals, or devise such other means as may tend to give you

information, if possible, previous to your reaching the longitude

of Icy Cape.

On your arrival at the mouth of Mackenzie River, you are to

despatch Dr. Richardson with Mr. Kendall and five or six men,

in one of the boats, to examine the intermediate coast between

the Mackenzie and Coppermine Rivers; but if you should

rind that the stores and provisions you have been able to accu-

mulate are not sufficient for your own and Dr. Richardson's

party, you are, in that case, to direct Dr. Richardson to employ

himself and party on shore, in examining the country contiguous

to the Mackenzie River, the Rocky Mountains, the shores of

the Great Bear Lake, the Copper Mountains, and as far round

as he can with safety, collecting specimens of the animals, plants
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and minerals, and also laying in a stock of provisions sufficient

for both parties, if, by any unforeseen accident, you should find

yourselfcompelled to return without reaching the Blossom.

If, in proceeding westerly towards Icy Cape, you should make

but slow progress, and find yourself impeded by ice or land

jutting out to the northward farther than is calculated upon, or

from accidents to the boats, or any other unforeseen circum-

stance, so that it remains doubtful whether you will be able to

reach the neighbourhood of Kotzebue's Inlet the same season,

you are not to consider yourself authorized to risk yourself and

party to the chance of being obliged to winter on the coast, but

commence your return about the 15th or 20th of August to

the established winter-quarters on Bear Lake, unless you should

be satisfied that yourself and party could pass the winter with

safety among the Esquimaux, and that there was afforded a

certainty of your reaching Behring's Strait the following Season'

when the Blossom will again proceed to the appointed rendez-

vous.

In the event of your reaching Kotzebue's Inlet the first

season, Captain Beechey will be instructed to convey you and

your party in the Blossom to the Sandwich Islands or Canton,

as may seem most advisable to you, from whence you will be

able to take a passage to England in one of the Company's

Ships or Private Traders ; and you will leave such instructions

with Dr. Richardson for his guidance, in the event of your being

able to accomplish this point , as you may deem fit and proper for

his return to England.



OFFICIAL INSTRUCTIONS.

In the event of your death, or any accident which may prevent

your proceeding, the command of the Expedition must neces-

sarily devolve on Lieutenant Back, who is to follow these

Instructions ; but he is not to alter any arrangement with

regard to Dr. Richardson's proceedings which you may have

settled for him to pursue, the principal object of Dr. Richard-

son's accompanying you, being that of completing, as far as can

be done, our knowledge of the Natural History of North

America. Lieutenant Back will, therefore, in the event above-

mentioned, act in concert with Dr. Richardson, but not direct

him and his party from any plan of operations which he and you

may previously have settled.

You will take care to inform me from time to time, as oppor-

tunities may occur, of your proceedings, and the progress made

in the Expedition, with the direction of which you are hereby

entrusted.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient Servant,

BATHURST.

To Captain Franklin, R.N.,

fyc. Hfc. Sfc.
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SECOND JOURNEY TO THE SHORES

OF

THE POLAR SEA.

CHAPTER I.

Join the Boats in the Methye River—Cross the Long Portage—Arrival at Fort Chipewj an

—Departure from thence with the whole party for Mackenzie River—Arrangements at

Fort Norman—Descent to the Sea—Return to the Winter Quarters at Great Bear Lake.

TlIE boats of the Expedition had advanced from Hudson's Bay 1888.

into the interior, twelve hundred miles, before they were joined

by the officers ; whilst the latter, from taking a more circuitous

route by New York and Canada, as shewn in the introductory

chapter, travelled two thousand and eight hundred miles, to

reach the same point.

This junction took place early in the morning of the 29th of June 2D.

June, 1825, in the Methye River, latitude 56° 10' N., longitude

108° 55' W., which is almost at the head of the waters that flow

from the north into Hudson's Bay.

In no part of the journey was the presence of the officers more

requisite to animate and encourage the crews, because the river

itself, beside being obstructed by three impassable rapids, is

usually so shallow, through its whole course of forty miles, as

scarcely to admit of a flat-bottomed bateau floating with half its

B
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1825. cargo, much less our boats, which drew, when loaded, from

eighteen to twenty inches. This river and its impediments being

surmounted, the Methye Portage, ten miles and three quarters

long, was at no great distance, which is always held up to the inex-

perienced voyager as the most laborious part of the journey.

But whatever apprehensions the men might have entertained on

this subject, seemed to vanish on our landing amongst them

;

and Dr. Richardson and myself were received by all with cheer-

ful, delighted countenances, and by none more warmly than

by our excellent friend and former interpreter Augustus the

Esquimaux, and Ooligbuck, whom he had brought from Churchill,

as his companion. A breakfast was quickly prepared by Mr.

Fraser, a clerk of the Hudson's-Bay Company, under whose

charge the boats had been, since their departure from Cumber-

land House ; and I then inspected the boats and stores, which

I was rejoiced to find were in good order. We had brought

letters from the relatives of several of the party, and another

hour was allowed to read them.

At ten a.m. we began to ascend the stream, but very soon

found that it was necessary for the whole party to walk in the

water, and drag the boats through the mud. Nor could we long

advance even by this mode, but were compelled either to carry

some of the cargo along the shore, where walking was at all prac-

ticable, or else to take half the lading in a boat to a part where

the river was deeper, and then return for the remainder. From
thus travelling the distance twice over, it was the fifth day be-

fore we reached the lake from whence its waters flow.

Thursday. On the evening of the 30th of June, we witnessed one of those
June 30

violent but momentary gusts ofwind which occur not unfrequently

in the spring and autumn, and which prove so destructive to the

forests in this country. It was preceded by calm and very sultry

weather, with loud thunder and vivid lightning. In an instant
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the tents were overthrown, and even very large trees were bent 1825.

by its force into a horizontal position ; indeed, for a few seconds, •

Jluie
' -

the scene around us appeared one of almost entire devastation.

When the violence of the squall was past, we had great reason

to be pleased at its occurrence, for the strong steady breeze and

heavy rain that succeeded, carried away the myriads of mus-

quitoes by which we had been tormented the whole day.

Having crossed the Methye Lake, we arrived at the portage of Monday,

that name. Here it was necessary to make an equal division of
Ju,y 4"

the cargoes, and to devise means for the conveyance of the boats.

The packages amounted to one hundred and sixteen, weighing

from seventy to ninety pounds each, exclusive of the three boats

and the men's personal luggage ; and there were nineteen men
of the boats' crews, two Canadians, and two boys, to carry these

burdens. At first the packages were equally distributed among
this party ; but several of the men, who had been reduced by

their previous exertions, became lame : among these were the

Esquimaux, and we were, therefore, compelled to make other

arrangements, and ultimately to employ the crew of my canoe,

though the great fatigue they had suffered in our rapid journey

from Penetanguishene, made me desirous of sparing them for

the present

The boats were the heaviest and most difficult articles to

transport. One of the small boats was carried on the shoulders

of eight men, of whom Mr. Fraser undertook to be one, as an

example to the rest. Another of the same size was dragged by

other eight men ; and the largest was conveyed on a truck made
for the purpose on the spot, to which service the lame were

attached.

Each day's journey, and also the intermediate stages, were

determined by the places where water could be procured, and

our mode of travelling was as follows :—Rising at three a.m., the

B 2
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4 SECOND JOURNEY TO THE SHORES

i«25. men carried a part of their burden to the first stage, and con-

w^* tinued to go backwards and forwards till the whole was deposited.

They then slept for a few hours, and in the cool of the evening

the boats were brought up. By these means every thing was

ready at the western end of the portage early on Monday, the

Monday, 1 lth of July. The slight injuries which the boats had received,

principally from exposure to the sun, were soon repaired ; they

were put into the water to tighten, and the whole party were

allowed to rest.

With reference to the Methye Portage I may remark, that,

except the steep hill at its western extremity, the road is

good and tolerably level, and it appeared to us that much
fatigue and suffering might have been spared by using trucks.

Accordingly two were made by our carpenters at Fort Chipewyan,

in 1827, for the return of the Expedition, and they answered

extremely well. I mention this circumstance, in the hope that

some such expedient will be adopted by the Traders for the

relief of their voyagers, who have twice in every year to pass

over this ridge of hills.

The annexed accurate drawing, taken by Lieutenant Back,

from the highest part of this Portage, gives a beautiful delinea-

tion of one of the most picturesque scenes in the northern parts

of America.

Tuesday, Being now in a fair way to reach the Athabasca Lake, Dr.

Richardson and I embarked, on the 12th, in the canoe, to proceed

to Fort Chipewyan, for the purpose of preparing the gentleman

in charge for the reception of the party.

By noon we got over the four Portages on Clear-Water river,

and descended, with some trouble, the series of rapids that follow

them. Once below these, the passage to the lake is generally

considered as free from fatigue ; but we did not find it so, for,

owing to the shallowness of the water, the men had to get out
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OF THE POLAR SEA. 5

and drag the canoe in several places. The difference between 1825.

the depth of water now and in other years at the same period,

was attributed to the snow having fallen in the preceding autumn

before the frost was sufficiently intense to harden the ground,

and, consequently, much of the moisture had penetrated the

earth, which, under other circumstances, would have remained in

a frozen state, for the supply of the river at the spring thaw.

In the course of the night we were under some alarm for one

of our men, who having incautiously lain down to sleep under a

wet sail, while the rain was pouring heavily, was seized with a

cramp in the stomach, and violent pain in the head. Having

been brought into the tent and covered with blankets, he became

better before morning, but not sufficiently strong to allow of our

setting off at the usual hour. We entered the Elk, or Athabasca Wednesday,

Eiver, at three p.m., on the 13th, and were carried swiftly down 13th "

by its current to the Hudson-Bay Company's post named Berens

House, where we stayed the night. Here we received a supply

of dried meat.

We safely arrived in the Athabasca Lake on the 15 th, by the Friday,

channel of the " Riviere des Eaux remuees ;" but in the subse-

quent traverse between Bustard Island and Fort Chipewyan the

canoe was in danger of foundering in a sudden gale. Two
large waves broke with full force into it. and obliged us to

bear away and steer for the nearest shore ; but the men having

soon rested, and being now sheltered by islands, we pushed on to

Fort Chipewyan. Our arrival there caused great surprise to its

inmates, when they learned that we had come from England to

that advanced post so early in the season, being only two days

later than the time at which Dr. Richardson and Mr. Hood had

arrived in 1819, though they had passed the winter at Cum-

berland House.

The stores at Fort Chipewyan being well furnished with warm
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1825. clothing, and other articles, which we required for the use of the

^iL, men and Indians at winter-quarters, I availed myself of the per-

mission which the chief factor of this department, Mr. James

Keith, had given me to complete our stock of cloth, blankets,

nets, and twine, to a quantity sufficient for two years' con-

sumption. A supply of twine was indispensable, because, by a

letter from Mr. Dease, I had learned that the meshes of the nets

made in England, -of the size generally required for fishing

throughout this country, were too large for the smaller fish that

frequent that part of Bear Lake where our house was to be con-

structed. Mr. Campbell, the clerk in charge, cheerfully gave me
the benefit of his experience in making out lists of such things

as we were likely to want, and in assorting and packing them.

MoiuUy, The boats rejoined on the 18th, and the crews were
18th

allowed the following day to recruit themselves. A party of

Indians came very opportunely with fresh meat, which is always

an agreeable change to the voyager, who has generally to live

on dried provision. The Indians, as well as the women and

children of the fort, spent the greater part of the day by the

side of our boats, admiring their whole equipment, but more

especially the gay figures painted on them. Many of these

were different from any animals or representations they had

seen, and, judging from the bursts of laughter, some curious

remarks were made on them.

Wednesday, It being necessary that I should await the arrival of Lieu-

tenant Back's canoes, Dr. Richardson undertook to proceed

with the boats towards Slave Lake. Their lading was now
increased by the bales already mentioned, as well as by several

bags of pemmican, which Mr. Keith had stored up for our use.

The crews, however, were reduced by the discharge of three

Englishmen, at their own desire, who thought themselves un-

equal to the fatigue of the service.
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I had the happiness, on the 23rd, of welcoming my friends, mb.

Lieutenant Back and Mr. Kendall, on their arrival with three
Saturda

canoes. Their journey from Fort William had been expedi- 23rd.

tious, notwithstanding the detention of eighteen days, by bad

weather, on the road. A serious misfortune had happened at

the very outset of the journey, through the unskilfulness of one

of the bowmen, in allowing his canoe to turn round and get

before the current, while attempting to ascend the Barrier

Rapid, by which it was driven against a stone with such force,

as to be overset and broken. The stores were fortunately saved,

though completely drenched; but many of the delicate atmo-

spherical instruments were broken. Mr. Kendall was de-

spatched to Fort William for another canoe while the things

were drying.

On a subsequent occasion, in the Winipeg River, the same

man placed his canoe in such a situation, as to endanger its

being hurried down a steep fall, and had it not been for the

coolness of a man, named Lavalle, who jumped into the water

and held the canoe, while the rest of its crew arranged them-

selves so as to drag it into a place of safety, every life must have

been sacrificed. The success, indeed the safety, of this kind of

river navigation, among currents and rapids, depend on the skill

of the bowman ; and after these proofs of his incapacity, Lieute-

nant Back very properly engaged a substitute at the first fort

to which he came.

At another time, in the Sturgeon-weir River, the canoe in

which Mr. Kendall was embarked, having been accidentally

driven before the current, she was only saved from destruction

by his own powerful exertion and activity.

These short details will convey an idea of the anxiety and

trouble these officers experienced in their journey to Chipewyan.

The party and the stores having now passed the more difficult
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idy' Part °^ tnc roa(^' * discharged as many of the Canadians as

•'— could be spared, and furnished them with a canoe to take them

home. Some went to Montreal ; and they were the first per-

sons who had ever gone from that place to Chipewyan, and

returned in the same season.

Monday, The greater part of the 25th was employed in obtaining

astronomical observations, the results of which, we were de-

lighted to find, placed Fort Chipewyan within a few seconds of

longitude of the position in which it had been laid down on

the former Expedition. Our present azimuth compasses showed

an increase in variation, since 1820, of 2° 16' E. The dip was

observed 81° 26' 47".

Fort Chipewyan was this summer visited, for the first time,

by a large flight of swallows, resembling the house-martins of

England. They came in a body on the 25th of June, and

immediately began to construct their earthy nests under the

ledge of the south-front of the house. Some barn or forked-tail

swallows also arrived on the 15th of June, and took possession

of the store-houses and garrets, as they had in former years

done. Some of the young of the last-mentioned birds were

sporting on the tops of the houses as early as the 17th of July.

At sunset we embarked in four canoes, one having been pro-

cured here. The descent to Slave Lake occupied four days, and

was unattended with any circumstance deserving mention, ex-

cept that two of the canoes were broken in consequence of the

guide mistaking the proper channel in a rapid; fortunately,

*» these bark vessels are soon repaired, and we had only to regret

the delay the accident occasioned.

We halted at the Salt Eiver to take in salt, as we found, by

a note left here, Dr. Richardson had done. The geese were

moulting at this time, and unable to fly ; they afforded us much
sport in their chace, and an excellent supper every night.
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A body of Indians were waiting near the entrance of the 1825.

lake to welcome our arrival ; they were so numerous, that we > -
u
»^>

were forced to omit our general custom of giving a small pre-

sent to each native, and thus incurred the charge of stinginess,

which the loud vociferations they raised on our setting sail,

were probably meant to convey.

At six, on the evening of the 29th, we reached Fort Heso- Friday,

lution, the only establishment now at Slave Lake, and we 29lh-

felt happy in being once more under the roof of our hos-

pitable friend, Mr. Robert M'Vicar, to whom I am much
indebted for the excellent order in which he had brought

up our supplies from Canada in the preceding year. Dr.

Richardson, after a halt of two days, had gone forward with

inc ooats.

All the portages on the road to Bear Lake being now passed,

the Canadians made a request, that we would allow them to

commemorate the event by a dance. It met with a ready com-

pliance ; and though they had been paddling for thirty-six out

of the thirty-nine preceding hours, they kept up their favourite

amusement until daylight, to the music of bagpipes, relieved

occasionally by the Jews' harp.

We rejoiced to find at this post our worthy old Copper-Indian

friends, Keskarrah and Humpy, the brother of Akaitcho, who
had been waiting two months for the express purpose of seeing

us. These excellent men showed that their gratification

equalled ours, by repeatedly seizing our hands and pressing

them against their hearts, and exclaiming, "How much we
regret that we cannot tell what we feel for you here !

" Akaitcho

had left the fort about two months on a hunting excursion,

hoping to return, with plenty of provision for our use, by the

middle of August, which was as early as he thought we should

arrive. Keskarrah confirmed the melancholy report we had
c
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1825. heard in the more southern districts, that most of the hunters

fl^L, who had been in our service at Fort Enterprise, had been

treacherously murdered, with many others of the tribe, by the

Dog-ribs, with which nation we also learned the Copper-Indians

had been at war, since the year of our departure from them, till

the last spring. The peace had been effected through the me-
diation of Messrs. Dease and M'Vicar, and we were gratified to

find that Akaitcho and his tribe had been principally induced to

make this reconciliation, by a desire that no impediment might

be placed in the way of our present expedition. u We have too

much esteem," said Akaitcho, " for our father, and for the service

in which he is about to be again engaged, to impede its success

by our wars, and, therefore, they shall cease and on being

asked by Mr. Dease whether he and some of his young men
would go to hunt for the party at our winter quarters, he replied,

«* Our hearts will be with them, but we will not go to those parts

where the bones of our murdered brethren lie, for fear our bad

passions should be aroused at the sight of their graves, and that

we should be tempted to renew the war by the recollection of

the manner of their death. Let the Dog-ribs who Hve in the

neighbourhood of Bear Lake furnish them with meat, though

they are our enemies." Such sentiments would do honour to

any state of civilization, and show that the most refined feelings

may animate the most untutored people. Happily we were now

so circumstanced as to be able to reward the friendship of these

good men by allotting from our stores a liberal present to the

principal persons. On the delivery of the articles to Keskarrah

and Humpy, I desired them to communicate to Akaitcho, and

the whole tribe, the necessity of their strictly adhering to the

terms of peace, and assured them that I should not fail to urge

the same obligations on the Dog-ribs. A silver royal medal, such

as is given to the Indian chiefs in Upper Canada, was likewise
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left with Mr. M'Vicar, to be presented to Akaitcho, as a further issra.

mark of our regard for his former services and present good

wishes.

The party was detained at Fort Resolution until this morning Sunday,

by a strong south-west gale; and even when we embarked, the

wind and waves were still high, but time was too precious to

of our waiting when there was a prospect of making

As our future course inclined to the westward,

we now quitted the track of the former journey to Fort Enter-

prise, along which we had been travelling from Lake Winipeg.

We first steered for the Buffalo River, and then along the south

shore of Slave Lake, obtained the latitude 61° l' N, at noon, and

afterwards the longitude 114° 18| W. at the Isle of the Dead.

The islands and shores of this part of the lake are composed of

horizontal beds of limestone, containing pitch and shells.

A small party of Chipewyan Indians, with their principal chief,

joined us at the encampment, from whom we learned that they

had supplied Dr. Richardson with dried meat the preceding

noon, at Hay River. The chief was very importunate for rum,

but I steadily adhered to the determination I had formed this

time, on my entering the Fur Country, of not giving spirits to

any Indian. A share of our supper and tea, and some tobacco,

were offered to him, and accepted, though with a bad grace.

The Fur Company ceased the following season to bring any

rum to this quarter, and I learned that this man was one of

the few natives who were highly displeased at this judicious

change.

We coasted this day along the low shore of the lake, steering Monday.

from point to point to avoid the sinuosities of several deep
Auguat lsC

bays, and passed the mouth of the Sandy and Hay Rivers,

whose positions we settled by astronomical observations. The
results of these, and the subsequent observations, appear in a

c 2
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182*. table in the Appendix, arid; therefore, will hot be inserted,

except at particular points. - wlj »-

Tu
|^°y> On the 2nd we came to the narrow part between the Big Island

of Mackenzie, and the main shore, and perceived that a gentle

current was setting towards the Mackenzie River. The water

in this strait is very shallow, and also in many places near the

south shore, though we know, from trial, on the former Expedi-

tion, that the depth of the east end of the lake, at a distance

from the land, exceeds sixty and seventy fathoms. The beach,

both of the north and south shores of the strait, is strewed with

drift timber. In clear weather the north shore is visible from the

point of the south shore nearest Big Island.

Below this detroit the shores recede so as to form a small

shallow lake, about twenty-four miles long, by from four to twelve

miles broad, near the north-west end of which we encamped, in

latitude 61° 15' N, longitude lir 6' W. This spot may be

considered as the commencement of Mackenzie River. The
ground is very swampy, and nourishes willows only ; but inland,

at a short distance from the beach, grow plenty of the spruce^fir,

poplar, aspen, and birch trees ; and among the underwood,

numerous shrubs and berry-bearing plants.

Wednesday, On the 3rd we travelled to another contraction of the

river about one mile broad, through which the current sets

between high banks with such force as to form strong eddies.

There are likewise in this part many sandy islands, and through

the channels between them the current rushed with no less

rapidity than in that we descended. For distinction's sake,

these islands have been named the « Isles of the Rapid:" below

them occurs another expansion, which is called by the voyagers

"The Little Lake;" and Sandy Point, at its northwest end,

is considered by them as the commencement of the Mackenzie

River.
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I • When abreast of this point, a favouring breeze enabled us to ieas.

use the sail as well as the paddles, and with the assistance of the i25£
current great progress was made. We -had occasional glimpses

of the Horn and Rein-Deer Mountains as we passed along ; but,

until we were sotne some way below the rapids, our view was

very limited, owing to the woods being on fire in almost every

direction* Thia I should have mentioned to have been the case

in many parts between Isle a la Crosse and the Mackenzie. The
cause of these extensive conflagations I could not learn ; some

attributed them to voluntary acts of the Indians, and others to

their negligence in leaving their fires burning*

We put up at sunset on a beach of gravel under a well-wooded

bank of moderate height, and the party regaled themselves with

raspberries and other indigenous fruits.

At half past two a.m., on the 4th, the canoes were again on the Thursday,,

water, and being driven by sail and current, made good way.
4tb*

We stopped at the Trout River, which flows in from the south-

ward, and ascertained its longitude 1 19° 47' W. The breadth of

the Mackenzie is here about two miles, and its banks are com-

posed of a muddy clay : the stones on the beach mostly lime-

stone, with some boulders of primitive rocks. The trees are of

the kinds we had seen north of the Athabasca Lake : they are

here of a smaller size. Five miles below this part, the Mac-

kenzie is divided into several channels by islands, and the cur-

rent runs with increased swiftness, and strong eddies.

The latitude 61° 26' 30" N. was obtained at noon ; it was the

same as on the preceding day ; so that our course, in the interval,

had been due west.

The banks now were higher, and for the next forty miles the

breadth of the stream did not exceed one mile, nor was less than

half a mile ; its course inclined more to the north. We passed
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i$>5. the site of the first establishment that the North-West Company
had made in these parts, which was erected by Mr. Livingstone,

one of the partners, who, with the whole of the crew of his

canoe, except one individual, were massacred by the Esqui-

maux on the first attempt to open a trade with them.

At three p.m. a picturesque view opened upon us of a distant

range of mountains running east and west, and nearly at right

angles to the course ofthe river. The current being considerably

increased by the contribution of some streams near this place,

we descended very swiftly. Six miles below Pine Island, there

is a strong but not a dangerous rapid ; and about fifteen miles

farther is Fort Simpson, the principal depot of the Hudson-Bay

Company for this department, at which we arrived by eight p.m.,

and thus escaped a very wet, comfortless night. Dr. Richardson

had departed for Fort Norman the preceding day.

This establishment, three hundred and thirty-eight miles from

Fort Resolution on Slave Lake, is situated at the confluence of

the River of the Mountains and the Mackenzie. The former

is the channel of communication with a fur post not far distant

from the Rocky Mountain Range, from whence the residents here

procure much of their provision, including a tolerable supply

of potatoes, which have been recently introduced from the

southern parts. Mr. Smith, the chief factor of the district,

was fortunately at Fort Simpson, so that I had the opportunity

of arranging with him as to supplies of provision or stores

that my party might require during its residence at Bear Lake.

, He cheerfully acceded to every suggestion that was made,

and likewise furnished me with a letter of instruction to the

same effect, addressed to the gentlemen in charge of the lower

I learned from Mr. Smith that, as yet, a few only of the Indians

posts.
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who live nearest the mouth of the river, and none of the Esqui- i88&.

maux, had been apprised of our intended visit, the traders

at the lower posts having considered that it would be better

to defer this communication until we should arrive in tlie river,

for fear of disappointing these people, which might have been

attended with unpleasant results.

There were two Canadians here belonging to the Expedition,

whom Mr. Dease had sent to serve as guides to Sear Lake. By
letters which they brought, I was informed that Indian hunters

were engaged, and the necessary buildings in course of prepara-

tion for our reception. As Fort Simpson had been short of

ammunition during the summer from some accidental cause, I

was glad to find that Mr. Dease had been enabled to lend from

our stores a barrel of powder, and a bag of balls, and I now
increased the loan, so as to meet the probable demands of the

Indians, until the Company's supplies should arrive, when they

would return to Fort Norman the whole of what we had lent.

Cloudy weather limited our astronomical observations at this

place to the dip of the needle, which was observed 8 1° 54'.

We quitted the fort on the 5th, soon after noon, whence the Friday,

river preserving nearly a straight course for fifteen miles, gra-

dually extends itself to nearly two miles in breadth: in its chan-

nel there are three islands. At two p.m. we obtained the first

glimpse of the Rocky Mountains, and kept them in view until

we encamped, which was early, as the canoes required gumming.

The outline of the mountains was very peaked, and at their

easternmost part was a cone-shaped hill, higher than the rest,

whose summit was veiled by clouds. The general appearance

of the range somewhat reminded me of the east end of

Jamaica.

The morning of the 6th was beautifully fine : we embarked at Saturday,

2h 30' a.m., and by seven came within six or seven miles of the
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1825. mountain range, where the river suddenly changes its course from

S£ w b N to north> in longitude 123
o 3rw

A distinct stratification was perceptible on the face of the

nearest mountain : on one side of a nearly perpendicular ravine

the strata dip to the southward at an angle of 25° ; whilst on the

other they are nearly horizontal. There was a large accumu-

lation of debris at its base : every part of the hill was destitute

of vegetation. Its altitude was guessed at one thousand two

hundred feet.

At noon, in latitude 62° 49' N., we saw a chain of mountains,

on the eastern side of the river, similar in their outline and

general character to those hitherto seen only on the opposite

bank. Between these ranges the river flowed in a channel two

miles broad ; but as we advanced we receded from those on

die western side, their direction being W.N.W. In the brilli-

ancy of the sunshine, the surfaces of some of the eastern hills,

which were entirely bare, appeared white as marble, and for some

time we fancied them to be covered with snow. By four p.m.

we reached the Kocky Island mentioned by Mackenzie, where,

from the river being contracted, the current flowed with great

rapidity, and soon brought us opposite to the remarkable hill

close by the river side, which that persevering traveller ascended

in July, 1789. His account, and the annexed detailed engra-

ving, from an accurate drawing by Mr. Kendall,*render a descrip-

tion of it unnecessary. It is composed of limestone, and is about

four hundred feet high.

We continued a N.b.W. course for eight miles, and encamped

at sunset, having travelled this day one hundred and twenty

miles. A small supply of fresh deer's meat was obtained from

some Dog-Rib Indians. Their canoes were made of the bark of

the pine-tree, sewn at the ends and top with the fibrous parts of

the root of that tree, leaving only a space sufficient for the legs

of the sitter.
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We pursued our course at dawn of day, and at the end of a 1825.

few miles came to a more winding part of the river, where the

stream is interrupted by numerous sand banks and shoals, which tSl*

we had some trouble to get round. Mr. Kendall, in his Journal,

remarks of this part, " That bubbles of air continually rose to

the surface with a hissing noise resembling the effervescence pro-

duced by pouring water on quick lime."

We arrived at Fort Norman at ten, a.m., distant two hun-

dred and thirty-six miles from Fort Simpson, and five hundred

and seventy-four from Fort Resolution.

Being now only four days' journey from Bear Lake, and there

remaining yet five or six weeks of open season, I resolved on

following up a plan of a voyage to the sea, which I had che-

rished ever since leaving England, without imparting it to my
companions, until our departure from Fort Chipewyan, because

I was apprehensive that some unforeseen accident might occur

in the course of the very intricate and dangerous river naviga-

tion between Fort William and the Athabasca Lake, which

might delay our arrival here to too late a period of the year.

It was arranged, first, that I should go down to the sea, ac-

companied by Mr. Kendall, and collect whatever information

could be obtained, either from actual observation, or from the

intelligence of the Loucheux Indians, or the Esquimaux, re-

specting the general state of the ice in the summer and autumn ;

the direction of the coast, east and west of the Mackenzie ; and

whether we might calculate upon any supply of provision.

Secondly, Br. Bichardson, on his own suggestion, was to pro-

ceed in a boat along the northern shore of Bear Lake, to the

part where it approached nearest to the Coppermine Biver,

and there fix upon a spot to which he might bring the party

the following year, on its return from the mouth of that river.

And, thirdly, that these undertakings might not interfere
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825. with the important operations necessary for the comfortable

525 residence and subsistence of the Expedition during the fol-

lowing winter, Lieutenant Back was to superintend them dur-

ing my absence, with the assistance of Mr. Dease, chief trader

of the Hudson Bay Company, whose suggestions, relative to

the proper distribution of the Indian hunters, and the station

of the fishermen, he was to follow. Accordingly, Dr. Bichardson,

on his quitting this place two days previous to our arrival,

had left the largest of the boats, the Lion, for my use, and

a well-selected crew of six Englishmen, and Augustus the

Esquimaux.

Lieutenant Back was directed to take the canoes forward to

Bear Lake, laden with such supplies as would be required for

the winter, and was further instructed to furnish Dr. Bichardson

with one of the boats, and a good crew. The services of the

Canadians who had brought the canoes from Penetanguishene,

being no longer required, I desired lieutenant Back to dis-

charge them, and also all the voyagers of Mr. Dease's party who
could be spared. They were sent in canoes to Slave Lake,

where I had arranged with Mr. M*Vicar for their being supplied

with the means of gaining subsistence by fishing, during the

winter ; and the following spring, they were to be forwarded to

Canada, at the expense of Government, according to the terms

of their agreement.

Fort Xorman being situated in our way to the sea, the pem-

mican and other stores, intended for the voyage along the coast

next season, were deposited here, by permission of Mr. Smith,

under the care of Mr. Brisbois, the clerk in charge. Our ob-

servations place this establishment in latitude 64° 40' 30" N.,

and longitude 124° 53' 22" W.
onday, ine aoove matters oeing satisiactomy settiea, ana a lew

articles packed up as presents to the Indians and Esquimaux,
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Mr. Kendall and I embarked on the 8th, at noon, taking, in 1025.

addition to our crew, a voyager, who was rqoorted to be able to
A
JI^I!l

guide us through the proper channels to Fort Good Hope, of

which, however, we found him altogether ignorant We were

accompanied by Lieutenant Back, with the three canoes, each

manned by five men. The crews of the canoes imagining they

could easily pass our English boat, were much surprised, on

putting it to the proof, to find the boat take and maintain

the lead, both under sail and with oars.

A few miles above the Bear Lake River, and near its mouth,

the banks of the Mackenzie contain much wood coal, which was

on fire at the time we passed, as it had been observed to be by

Mackenzie in his voyage to the sea. Its smell was very dis-

agreeable. On a subsequent trial of this coal at our winter

quarters, we found that it emitted little heat, and was unfit

for the blacksmith's use. The banks likewise contain layers

of a kind of unctuous mud, similar, perhaps, to that found

on the borders of the Orinoco, which the Indians, in this neigh-

bourhood, use occasionally as food during seasons of famine,

and even, at other times, chew as an amusement. It has a

milky taste, and the flavour is not disagreeable. We used it for

whitening the walls of our dwellings ; for which purpose it is

well-adapted.

The entrance of the Bear Lake River is distinguished by a

very remarkable mountain, whose summit displays a variety of

insulated peaks, crowded in the most irregular manner. It is

composed of limestone ; and from the lower cliffs, which front

the river, a dark, bituminous liquid oozes and discolours the

rock. There are likewise two streams of sulphureous water

that flow from its base into the Mackenzie. At this place we

parted from our friend, Lieutenant Back, who entered the clear

and beautiful stream that flows from Bear Lake, of whose pure
D *
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1625. waters we had also the benefit, till they were overpowered by
August.

mudjy current 0f tne Mackenzie. The day was fine, the

wind fair, the current swift, and every circumstance concurred

to put the party in high glee. There was little in the scenery

to attract our attention, now that we had become familiar with

the general appearance of the Mackenzie, and we passed island

after island, of the same alluvial mud, without further regard

than the delineation of them in the survey book. At length*

however, a most picturesque view of the rocky mountain range

opened before us, and excited general admiration, and we had

also some portions of the mountain range on the eastern side of

the river, in view for the remainder of the day's journey. The

outline of these mountains is very irregular, the highest parts

being peaked hills. The general direction of the ranges is

between N.W. and N.W.b.W.
Being unwilling to lose the advantage of the wind, we only

put ashore to sup, and after two hours' delay, resumed our

voyage under easy sail. When the sun rose, the oars were

used ; and then, as the current set at the rate of two miles and

a half per hour, the boat travelled swiftly down the stream.

The eastern bank of the river, along which we were passing, is

about one hundred and twenty feet high, almost perpendicular,

and is composed of thin strata of bituminous shale. Amongst

the fragments of shale which strewed the beach, we found many

pieces of brown wood-coal. A reach, eighteen miles in length,

T'^day, followed. It is bounded on both sides by high cliffs of sand-

stone. We landed to breakfast, and to obtain the longitude,

128° 23' W.
From the reach here described, are seen two hills, named by

me the East and West Mountains of the rapid, which seem to

present a barrier to the further progress of the stream ; but the

river, bending suddenly between them to the north, dilates into
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a kind of basin, and, by so doing, opens by far the most interest- 162b.

ing view of the Rocky Mountains which the Mackenzie aflbrds.

The river, too, makes its nearest approach to those mountains

at this spot, and, probably, the easiest communication with

them would be by ascending a small stream that flows in here

on the western side. Here too arc found the first rapids men-

tioned by Mackenzie, which continue in succession for two

miles, when the water is low. The centre of the basin is occu-

pied by low sandy islands ; and the channel on the western side

is the deepest. The beauty of this scene furnished employment

for the able pencil ofLieutenant Back, on a subsequent occasion.

As the Mackenzie, in its further descent, continues to hold a

northerly course, and the range of mountains runs N.W.b.N.,

we did not obtain any other view of them till we approached

the sea.

At one p.m. we saw a party of Indians encamped on the beach

of a small stream, whom we invited to come off to us. They

hesitated at first, being doubtful who we were, from our boat

being different in shape from any they had seen, and carrying

two sails ; but after some time they launched their canoes, and

brought us a good supply of fresh deer's meat. The sight ofour

boats seemed to delight them as much as the ammunition and

tobacco which they received. These were Hare Indians, the

tribe that follows next to the Dog-Ribs, in the line of country

below Bear Lake ; and, like them, they speak a dialect of the

Chipewyan language. "We admired the shape and appearance of

their canoes, which were larger than those used by the Chipe-

wyans, and had the fore part covered with bark, to fit them for

the navigation of this'broad river, where the waves are often high.

The river varied from two to four miles in breadth, and its

course was interrupted by several small islands and sand-banks.

At six p.m. we came to an open space, bounded by lofty walls of
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1825. sandstone. In this expansion are fonnd the second rapids of

Mackenzie : at the first appearance they seem dangerous, but are

not so. The river becomes again contracted, and rushes with

great force for the space of seven miles through a kind of defile,

varying in breadth from four hundred to eight hundred yards,

which has been appropriately named " The Ramparts," by the

traders. The walls of this defile are from eighty to one hundred

and fifty feet high, and are composed of limestone, containing

numerous shells : for a part of the way the stone is very white,

and in the rest it is blue. Several streams of water were run-

ning over the summits of the cliffs, which had worn the stone,

in some places, into a turreted shape; while the heaps, over-

thrown by its action at their base, resembled mounds for defence.

To these appearances were occasionally added cavernous open-

ings, and other hollow parts, not unlike the arched windows

or gateways of a castellated building. I could not help fancy-

ing what delight a visit to this spot would afford to any person

of a romantic turn, especially at the time we first saw it, when

the broad shadows of a declining sun gave effect to the picture.

This is a place of resort for the Hare Indians to fish, and we were

visited by a large party of men and women of that tribe, who
brought fish, berries, and meat. They were all neatly clothed

in new leathern dresses, highly -ornamented with beads and

porcupine quills. The paintings of animals on the sides of our

boats were very attractive to them ; they scanned every figure

over and over, bursting into laughter whenever they recognised

any of the animals. We encamped near a small river below the

ramparts, one hundred and ninety-three miles from Fort Nor-

man. Two young Indians followed us in their canoes, bringing

some musk rat-skins, and fish, for sale. We purchased the fish,

but declined taking the furs. They were so pleased with their

reception, that they passed the night by our fire.
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At day-light we again embarked, and descended the river 1825.

pleasantly and swiftly under sail, haying the benefit of a strong

current, especially where it was narrowed by islands or sand- 10th.

banks. The sides of the river are generally high cliffs of lime-

stone or sandstone, and its breadth from two to three miles.

The intervals between these cliffs are mostly occupied by hills

of sand, from eighty to one hundred feet high, whose interme-

diate valleys are well wooded ; and whenever these occur, the

channel of the river is much interrupted by banks, on which, as

well as on the beach, there are vast collections of drift timber,

piled, in some places, twenty feet high, by the spring floods.

At eleven p.m. we arrived at Fort Good Hope, the lowest of

the Company's establishments ; it is distant from Fort Norman
three hundred and twelve miles, and is in latitude 67° 28' 21" N.,

and longitude 130° 51' 38" W. : the variation of the compass

being 47° 28' 41" E. Our arrival at this period of the year, at

least two months earlier than that of the Company's boats from

York Factory, caused great astonishment to the few inmates of

this dreary dwelling, and particularly to its master, Mr. Charles

Dease, who scarcely recovered from his surprise until we had

been seated some time in his room. But this over, he quickly

put every one in motion to prepare a meal for us, of which we
stood in much need, as it was then verging on midnight, and we
had breakfasted at eight in the morning. This post had been

but recently established for the convenience of the tribe of

Indians whom Mackenzie calls the Quarrellers, but whom the

traders throughout the fur country name the Loucheux. As
is now in general use, I shall adopt it, though it is

to the people to say that they have bright sparkling

eyes, without the least tendency to that obliquity which might

be inferred from the term. The fact is, that Loucheux, or

Squinter, was intended to convey the sense of the Indian
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1825. of the tribe—Deguthee Dennee, which means * the people who
—.—

' avoid the arrows of their enemies, by keeping a look oat on both

sides." None of the tribe was at this time at the fort ; but from

Mr. Dease we learned the interesting fact, that the Loucheux

and Esquimaux, who are generally at war, had met amicably the

preceding spring, and that they were now at peace. We pro-

cured from the store an assortment of beads, and such things as

were most in request with the Loucheux, and made up a small

package of clothing to be presented to each chief of that tribe,

whose favour it was thought advisable by this means to pro-

pitiate, as they were the next neighbours to the Esquimaux.

After the latitude had been observed, we embarked, and were

accompanied by Mr. Dease as far as Trading River, where he ex-

pected there might still be a party ofIndians, which did not prove

the case. This river being the usual limit of the traders' travels

towards the sea, the voyager who had come with us from Fort

Norman declined going any farther, and by permission of Mr.

Dease he was exchanged for a young half-breed named Baptiste,

the interpreter of the fort, who went under the promise of being

left with the chief of the Loucheux, to whom he was to intro-

duce the party.

The reach below Trading River is remarkable, from the banks

on the eastern side consisting of hills of a light yellow marl-

slate, nearly uniform in shape, and strongly resembling piles of

cannon shot. The name of Cannon-Shot Reach was, therefore,

bestowed on it. The channel of the river is very intricate,

winding amongst numerous sand-banks, and some low alluvial

islands, on which willows only grow. Its breadth is about two

miles, and the depth of water, in the autumn, from six to twelve

feet. In passing through Cannon-Shot Reach, we were hailed

by an Indian from the shore, and landed immediately, to inform

him of the purport of our visit. As soon as Baptiste had
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explained these matters to him, the man, deeming it of impor- 1825.

tance that we should be properly introduced to his relatives,

offered to accompany us to the next party, providing we would

undertake to carry his baggage. This we consented to do, little

expecting, from the appearance of poverty in himself and his

family, and still less from that of his tent, a mere covering of

bark and pine branches, supported on three poles, that load upon

load of unsavoury fish would be tossed into the boat. However,

we were unwilling to retract our promise, and suffered our vessel

to be completely lumbered. We then pushed off, leaving the

family to follow in the canoe, but in a short time our ears were

assailed by the loud cries of the man demanding that we should

stop. On his coming up, we found he was apprehensive of the

canoe sinking, it being very leaky and overloaded, and of his

losing his wife and infant child. The water being thrown out,

the man proposed going forward and keeping by our side.

There was nothing now to fear, yet the lamentations of the

woman became louder and louder, and at last the poor crea-

ture threw off her only covering, raised the most piteous

cries, and appeared a perfect object of despair. We learned

from Baptiste that she was mourning the loss of two near rela-

tives who had recently died near the spot we were passing. In

this manner do these simple people show their sorrow for the

death of their connexions. As we drew near the tents of the

party on shore, the husband proclaimed with a stentorian voice

who we were ; this produced a long reply, of which Baptiste

could only collect enough to inform us that many persons were

lying sick in the lodges, and that two had died the preceding

day. Not choosing to expose ourselves to the hazard of con-

tagion, we put the baggage of our friend on shore at some

distance below the lodges. All those who were able to manage

a canoe, came off to receive presents, and to see Augustus, the
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principal object of attraction. Each person crowded to the side

on which he sat to shake him by the hand ; and two of the party,

who had been occasionally with the Esquimaux, contrived to

make him understand that, being accompanied by him, we
apprehend no violence from them, though they were a

ous people. At the end of five miles farther we put on shore to

•up, and afterwards slept in the boat ; but Augustus spread his

blankets on the beach before the fire, and allowed four of the

Loucheux, who had followed us from the tents, to share them

with him.

Friday, At daylight we loosened from

descent of the river ; winding, in our course, as numerous sand-

banks rendered necessary. In a few hours we descried another

collection of Indian lodges. One of the party happened to be

examining his nets nearer to us than the tents ; on espying the

boat, he immediately desisted, and paddled towards his friends

with the utmost speed, bawling the whole way for them to arm.

The women and children were seen hurrying up the bank to

hide themselves ; and by the time we had got abreast of the

lodges, the whole party were in a state of defence. They stood

on the beach gazing at us evidently with much distrust ; and for

some time no one would accept our invitations to approach. At
length an adventurous youth, distinguishable among the rest by

the gaiety of his dress, and the quantity of beads that were sus-

pended around his neck, launched his canoe and paddled gently

towards the boat, till he discovered Augustus, whom he knew

by his countenance to be an Esquimaux ; then rising from his

seat, he threw up his hands for joy, and desired every one of the

party to embark at once. The summons was instantly obeyed,

and a friendly intercourse followed ; each person that had a gun

discharging its contents, and taking the iron heads and barbs

from the arrows, to show their entire confidence. On landing
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from that of the men we had seen yesterday, and that Baptiste

did not understand their language ; consequently our communi-

cations were carried on by signs, except when they attempted to

speak Esquimaux, which Augustus, with difficulty, made out.

He was still the centre ofattraction, notwithstanding Mr. Kendall

and myself were dressed in uniform, and were distributing pre-

sents to them. They caressed Augustus, danced and played

around him, to testify their joy at his appearance among them,

and we could not help admiring the demeanour of our excellent

little companion under such unusual and extravagant marks of

attention. He received every burst of applause, every shake of

the hand, with modesty and affability, but would not allow them

to interrupt him in the preparation of our breakfast, a task which

he always delighted to perform. As soon as we had finished

our meal, he made his friends sit down, and distributed to each

person a portion of his own, but without any affectation of supe-

riority. When we were on the point of embarking, the oldest

Indian of the party intimated his desire that we should stop

until some one whom he sent for should come. This proved to

be his son, in a very sickly state. Though the day was warm,

the lad was shivering with cold, and it was evident he was suffer-

ing from fever, which the father had no doubt we could cure.

The only remedy we could apply was some warm tea, with a

little brandy in it, which we afterwards learned had the desired

effect of restoring the invalid. Again we were preparing to set

oiK when the same old man begged us to stop until the women
should come ; these were no less pleased with Augustus, and with

the presents they received, than the men had been.

This good-natured tribe is distinguished by the traders as the

Lower Loucheux, but the literal meaning of their Indian name
is the Sharp Eyes. They are decidedly a well-looking people :
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1825. in manner, and general appearance, they resemble the Esquimaux

near the mouth. of the Mackenzie, though not in their eyes,

which are prominent and full. Their canoes, too, are shaped

like those of the Esquimaux, and made of birch bark, which, by

some process, is striped from the gunwale perpendicularly down-

wards, for the purpose of ornament. Their summer dress, like

that of the upper Loucheux and Esquimaux, is a jacket of leather,

prolonged to a point before and behind : the leggings, of the

same material, are sewn to the shoes, and tied by a string round

the waist. The outer edges of their dress are cut into fringes,

coloured with red and yellow earth, and generally decorated with

beads. Beads are so much coveted by them, that, for some years,

they were the principal article of trade exchanged for their furs

;

and even now the successful hunter, or the fevourite son, may be

known by the quantity of strings of different coloured beads

which he has about his neck. These Indians are the only natives

of America, except the Esquimaux, whom I have seen with the

septum of the nose perforated, through which, like the Esqui-

maux, they thrust pieces of bone, or small strings of shells, which

they purchase from that people. Few of them have guns, but

each man is armed with a bow and arrows. The bows are con-

structed of three pieces of wood, the middle one straight, and

those at each end crooked, and bound with sinews, of which the

string is also made. The dress of the women only differs from

that of the men by the hood being made sufficiently wide to

admit of their carrying a child on their back. *

At ten a.m. we resumed our journey, followed by the young

man who had first spoken to us, and his brother, in their canoes,

and in the course of two hours came abreast of a remarkable

round-backed hill, on which we were informed Mr. Living-

stone and his party had encamped in 1795, the night before

they were massacred. This hill marks the commencement of
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another contraction of the river, which is here pent in between l825-

very steep cliffs of blue limestone, which I have denominated

the Narrows. The Red River contributes its waters to the

Mackenzie at the lower part of the Narrows, in latitude

67° 27' N, longitude 133« 31' W. ; and, though of inconsiderable

size, is remarkable as being the boundary between the lands

claimed by the Loucheux Indians and those of the Esquimaux,

and likewise as the spot where the amicable meeting between

these tribes had been held in the preceding spring. We did not

find the chief of the Loucheux here, as had been expected, and

therefore passed on. The banks of the river, now entirely com-

posed of sand and sandstone, became gradually lower, and more

bare of trees. At the end of eight miles we arrived at a very

spacious opening, in which were numerous well-wooded islands,

and various channels. The rocky mountains on the west once

more appeared in view, extending from S.W. to N.W., and pre-

serving a N.W.JW. direction ; and of this range a very lofty

peak, and a table mountain, which I have named after the late

JVlr. Oinord, form tne most conspicuous features, w e steered

into the eastern channel, as being that through which the current

seemed to run swiftest ; and as soon as we came to a high bank

we landed, for the purpose of taking a survey of the surrounding

scene. But even from its summit our view was very limited,

and all we could discover was, that we were certainly in that

expansion of the river that Mackenzie delineates in his chart,

and, therefore, in the fair way to the sea, whatever channel we
took. This might have been inferred, from the sudden depar-

ture of our two Indian companions, who dropped behind and

turned their canoes round, without further ceremony, as soon as

they saw our intention of entering the eastern channel. Baptiste,

who was asleep at the time, expressed surprise at their having

gone back, but consoled himself with the idea of meeting the

Indian chief the next morning, at a place he called the Forks.
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We were amused at conjecturing how great his surprise would be

Should he be next disturbed by the hallooing of a party of Esqui-

maux, whom he greatly dreaded. At the end oftwenty-three miles

descent in the middle channel, having passed one that branched off

to the eastward, we put up at an early hour, and caused the guns to

be cleaned, and two sentinels appointed to watch, lest the Esqui-

maux should come upon us unawares. The banks of the river,

as well as the islands, are entirely alluvial, and support willows

at the lower parts, and the spruce-fir trees at the summits.

The beach on which we were encamped was much intersected

with the recent tracks of the moose and rein-deer.

Saturday, We embarked at three a.m. on the 13th ; and as we were in

momentary expectation of meeting the Esquimaux with whom
I wished to have an interview, the masts were struck, lest they

should discover the boat at a distance, and run off. We soon

passed two of their huts, which did not seem to have been re-

cently inhabited The longitude 134° 20' 30" W., and variation

51° 4' 20* K, were observed at the time we halted to breakfast,

and the latitude 68° 1
5' 50" N„ at noon. The Rein-deer moun-

tains on the eastern side, came in view before noon. The range

on the west was also occasionally visible: we were descending be-

tween the M'Gillivray and Simpson islands, in a channel that did

not exceed half a mile in breadth. A fine breeze sprung up after

noon, of which we took advantage by setting the sails, not having

seen any recent traces of the Esquimaux. At the extremity of

Simpson island there is a broad channel, which pours its waters

into the one in which we were, at a place where the stream is

contracted by a small island, and a strong rapid is the Conse-

quence of this junction. Here we found many huts, and other

indications of its being a place of resort for fishing
; here, too, it

is supposed Mr. Livingstone and his crew fell a sacrifice to the

first party of Esquimaux whom they met. Several other open-

ings branched off to the eastward ; but we continued to follow the
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largest channel, in which the current was very strong, and kept

nearly parallel to, and about ten miles from, the Rein-deer moun-

tains. Their outline, viewed from this distance, appeared very

regular, the only remarkable parts being some eminences that

were tinged with a deep pink colour. Sailing by one of the huts

at a quick rate, every one's attention was arrested at hearing a

shrill sound, which was supposed to be a human voice ; but on

landing to ascertain the feet, we could find no person, nor any

footsteps. We, therefore, continued our journey. A.s we pro—

ceeded, the river became more devious in its course, the huts of

the Esquimaux were now more frequent ; none of them, how-

ever, seemed to have been recently inhabited. The islands were

of the same alluvial kind as those seen yesterday, and the wood

on them equally plentiful and large. We stopped to sup at

nine, extinguished the fire as soon as we had finished, and then

retired to sleep in the boat, keeping two men on guard.

We set off aided by a fresh breeze this morning, and at the Sunday,

end of seven miles came to the last of the fir trees, in latitude

68° 40' N« the only wood beyond this being stunted willows,

which became still more dwarfish at thirty miles from the mouth

of the river. There was plenty of drift-wood on the borders of

the islands, and some even on the higher parts, at a distance

the water ; from which it would appear that at certain

they are inundated. At length the main stream took

a turn to the S.S.W., which we followed, though there was

a branch going northwards, but it seemed to be much impeded

by mud-banks*. At the end of eight miles the river again

inclined to the north of west, round the southern extremity

of Halkett island, and there were openings to the north
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1825. and south, which we did not stop to examine. A fog-bank

—v— hung over the northern horizon, which gave us no little un-

easiness, from its strong resemblance to a continuous line of

ice-blink; and the clouds, from the sun-beams falling on

them, had the exact appearance of icebergs. However, the

sun became sufficiently powerful in the afternoon to dissi-

pate the cause of this illusion, and relieve us from anxiety on

that score. A body of water, nearly equal to that we were

descending, poured in between the Colville and Halkett islands

-with such force as to cause a very strong ripple at the point of

junction, which we avoided by keeping close to the shore of

Langley island. The channel, after the union of these streams,

increased to a breadth of two miles, preserving a N.N.W. course.

We stood twelve miles in this direction, and two to the west-

ward, when we were gratified by the delightful prospect of the

shore suddenly diverging, and a wide space of open water to the

northward, which we doubted not would prove to be the sea.

Just at this time a seal made its appearance, and sported about

the boat as if in confirmation of this opinion. We attempted to

coast along the shore of Ellice island, but found the water too

shallow, and that the boat grounded whenever we got out of the

channel of the river, which was near the western side. The
wind and waves were too high for us to make any progress in the

middle of the stream, and as the clouds threatened more bois-

terous weather, we went to Pitt island to encamp. The haze

which had hidden all distant objects since five p.m. passed off as

the sun set, and we gained a very magnificent view of that

portion of the rocky mountain which I have called after my
companion Dr. Richardson, and of which the, remarkable conical

peak, named in honour of my friend Dr. Fitton, President of

the Geological Society, and the Cupola mountain, are the most

conspicuous objects. These were subsequently found to be near

sixty miles distant. The water was entirely fresh, and there
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was no perceptible rise of tide. Our drowsy companion Baptiste, 1825.

when he looked upon the vast expanse of water, for the first —>

—

time, expressed some apprehension that we had passed the Forks,

and that there was a doubt of our seeing the Indian chief; but

he was by no means convinced of the fact until the following

day, when he tasted salt water, and lost sight of the main shore*

After our Sunday evening's supper, the party assembled in the

tent to read prayers, and return thanks to the Almighty, for

having thus far crowned our labours with success.

In the morning of the 15th the wind blew a gale, as it had Monday,

done through the night, and every object was obscured by a thick

fog. About six a.m. we took advantage of a temporary abate-

ment of the wind to cross over to some higher land on the

eastern side, which we had seen the preceding evening, appearing

like islands. Owing to the thickness of the fog, we were guided

in our course at starting solely by the compass. When we
reached the channel of the river, the gale returned with in«

creased violence, and its direction being opposite to the current,

such high waves were raised, that the boat took in a good deal

of water. The fog now cleared away, and the three eminences

mistaken for islands were ascertained to be conical hum-

mocks, rising above the low eastern shore. We pushed for the

nearest, and landed a short distance from its base at eight a.m.

On going to the summit of this eminence, in the expectation of

obtaining the bearings of several distant points, we were a little

disappointed to find that only the low shores of Pitt Island were

visible, extending from S.E. to W.N.W., though we were repaid

for our visit by observing two moose deer quietly browsing on the

tops of the willows, a short distance from us. Mr. Kendall

hastened down to despatch Baptiste in pursuit of them, who
returned an hour afterwards to inform us that he had wounded

one, which he had been prevented from following by the loss of
f
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1825. his powder-horn. As there was no possibility of our getting

» forward until the gale abated, Baptiste and Augustus were sent

out to hunt, there being numerous tracks ofmoose and rein deer

in the neighbourhood of the tent. I also despatched Mr. Kendall,

with two seamen, to walk some distance into the interior, and

endeavour to clear up the doubt whether we were upon the main

shore, or upon an island. The astronomical observations obtained

at the encampment place it in latitude 69° 3' 45" N., longitude

135° 44' 57" W. A tide-pole was put up immediately on our

landing, and we perceived the water to rise about three inches

in the course of the forenoon, and to fall the same quantity

in the evening. The temperature of the air did not exceed

forty-eight degrees all this day : when in the river, it used to

vary from 55° to 70°. Mr. Kendall came back in the evening,

bringing the agreeable intelligence that he had assisted in killing

a female moose and her calf, and that Augustus had shot a rein-

deer. Some men were sent to carry the meat to the borders of a

river which Mr. Kendall had discovered, while the boat went

round to its entrance about one mile from the encampment.

They returned at sunset. Many geese and ducks were

seen by our hunters. Throughout the whole of Mr. Ken-

dall's walk, of twelve or fourteen miles, he saw only the same

kind of flat land, covered with the dwarf willow and the

moose-berry plant, as was discovered from the tent, except one

small lake, and the river that has been mentioned, issuing

from it.

Tuesday, The atmosphere was so thick on the morning of the 16th

as to confine our view to a few yards ; we therefore remained at

the encampment till the sun had sufficient power to remove the

fog : temperature ofthe air 39°. Embarking at eleven a.m., we con-

tinued our course along the shore of Ellice Island, Until we found

its coast trending southward of east. There we landed, and
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were rejoiced at the sea-like appearance to the northward. Thiff is«5.

point is in latitude 69° 14' N., longitude 135° 5f W., and forms AJ^±
the north-eastern entrance to the main channel ofthe Mackenzie

River, which, from Slave Lake to this point, is one thousand and

forty-five miles, according to our survey. An island was now dis-

covered to the N.E., looking blue from its distance, towards

which the boat was immediately directed. The water, which

for the last eight miles had been very shallow, became gradually

deeper, and of a more green colour, though still fresh, even when
we had entirely lost sight of the eastern land. In the middle of

the traverse, we were caught by a strong contrary wind, against

which our crews cheerfully contended for five hours, though

drenched by the spray, and even by the waves, which came into

the boat. Unwilling to return without attaining the object of

our search, when the strength of the rowers was nearly exhausted,

as a last resource, the sails were set double-reefed, and our excel-

lent boat mounted over the waves in the most buoyant manner.

An opportune alteration of the wind enabled us, in the course

of another hour, to fetch into smoother water, under the shelter

of the island. We then pulled across a line of strong ripple

which marked the termination of the fresh water, that on the

seaward side being brackish ; and in the further progress of three

miles to the island, we had the indescribable pleasure of finding

the water decidedly salt.

The sun was setting as the boat touched the beach, and we
hastened to the most elevated part of the island, about two

hundred and fifty feet high, to look around ; and never was a

prospect more gratifying than that which lay open to us. The
Pocky Mountains were seen from S.W. to W. *N. ; and from the

latter point, round by the north, the sea appeared in all its

majesty, entirely free from ice, and without any visible obstruc-

tion to its navigation. Many seals, and black and white whales
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1825, were sporting on its waves ; and the whole scene was calculated

igS to excite in our minds the most flattering expectations as to our

own success, and that of our friends in the Heck and the Fury.

There were two groups of islands at no great distance ; to the

one bearing south-east I had the pleasure of affixing the name

of my excellent friend and companion Mr. Kendall, and to that

bearing north-east the name of Pelly was given, as a tribute justly

due to the Governor of the Hudson-Bay Company, for his earnest

endeavours to promote the progress and welfare of the Expedi-

tion. A similar feeling towards my much-esteemed friend Mr.

Garry, the Deputy Governor of the Company, prompted me to

appropriate his name to the island on which we stood,—a poor,

indeed, but heartfelt expression of gratitude, for all his active

kindness and indefatigable attention to the comfort of myself

and my companions.

During our absence the men had pitched the tent on the

beach, and I caused the silk union-flag to be hoisted, which my
deeply-lamented wife had made and presented to me, as a part-

ing gift, under the express injunction that it was not to be

unfurled before the Expedition reached the sea. I will not

attempt to describe my emotions as it expanded to the breeze

—

however natural, and, for the moment, irresistible, I felt that it

was my duty to suppress them, and that I had no right, by

an indulgence of my own sorrows, to cloud the animated coun-

tenances of my companions. Joining, therefore, with the best

grace that I could command, in the general excitement, I en-

deavoured to return, with corresponding cheerfulness, their warm
congratulations on having thus planted the British flag on this

remote island of the Polar Sea.

Some spirits, which had been saved for the occasion, were

issued to the men ; and with three fervent cheers they drank

to the health of our beloved monarch, and to the continued
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success of our enterprise. Mr. Kendall and I had also reserved mas.

a little of our brandy, in order to celebrate this interesting event

;

but Baptiste, in his delight of beholding the sea, had set before

us some salt water, which having been mixed with the brandy

before the mistake was discovered, we were reluctantly obliged

to forego the intended draught, and to use it in the more
classical form of a libation poured on the ground.

Baptiste, on discovering that he had actually reached the

ocean, stuck his feathers in his hat, and exultingly exclaimed,

* Now that I am one of the Gens de la mer, you shall see how
active I will be, and how I will crow over the Gens du nord," the

name by which the Athabasca voyagers are designated No fresh

water was found on Garry Island until Augustus discovered a

small lake, the streams that poured down from the cliffs being as

salt as the sea. The temperature of the sea water was 5 1°
; the

fresh water we had left at five miles from the island 55° ; and

that of the air 52°.

Garry Island is about five miles long, by two broad, and seems

to be a mass of frozen mud, which, in the parts exposed to the

air and sun, has a black earthy appearance. It is terminated to

the north-west by a steep clifij through which protrude, in a

highly-inclined position, several layers of wood-coal, similar to

that found in the Mackenzie. There was likewise observed a

bituminous liquid trickling down in many parts, but particularly

near the south-west point of the cliff where the bank had been

broken away, and a hollow cavity was formed. The ravines and

gullies were still filled with ice, though none was seen on the

level ground. There were no stones above the sea level ; those

on the beach consisted of granite, greenstone, quartz, and lydian-

stone, of a small size and completely rounded. The vegetable

productions were grasses, a few mosses, and some shrubs, the

latter in flower. Four foxes were the only land animals we saw;
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and a small hawk, some gulls, dotterels, and phaleropes, composed

the list of birds. A large medusa was found on the beach.

Wednesday, The sky was cloudless on the morning of the 17th, which en-

abled us to ascertain the position of our encampment to be in

latitude 69° 29' N, longitude 135° 41' W., and the variation of

the magnetic needle to be 51° 42' E. We likewise found that it

was high water that day at one p.m., with a rise and fall of eight

inches, but the direction of the flood could not be ascertained.

I wrote for Captain Parry an account of our progress, with such

information as he might require, in case he wished to commu-
nicate either with the Company's Post at Fort Good Hope, or

our party, and deposited my letter, with many others that I had

in charge for himself and the officers of the ships, under a pole

erected for the purpose, on which we left a blue and red flag

flying, to attract his attention. Another statement of our pro-

ceedings was encased in a water-proof box, and committed to the

sea, a mile to the northward of the island. The wind blew

strong off the land at the time, and there was a gale from the

northwest the next day, so that there is every chance of the

letter having made good way to the eastward.

Having completed the observations, we embarked at two p.m.,

and pulled along the western shore of the island three miles to

the sandy spit at its south-west end, on which there was a vast

quantity of drift-wood piled by the action of the waves. From
this point we launched forth to cross towards the Mackenzie

under double-reefed sails, as the wind was blowing strong, and

the waves high in the offing ; but finding the boat very stiff and

buoyant, the sail was increased, and reaching the eastern point of

Ellice Island by seven p.m., we encamped at the foot of the outer-

most of the three hummocks mentioned on the 15th of August.

As we passed along the shore of the island, we disturbed some

moose and rein deer, and several geese, cranes, and swans, that
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were quietly feeding near the water. At this period of the year,

therefore, there would be no lack of food, in this country, for the

skilful hunter. In the course of the evening I found that a

piece of the wood-coal from Garry's Island, which I had placed

in my pocket, had ignited spontaneously, and scorched the metal

powder-horn by its side.

Our enterprising precursor, Sir Alexander Mackenzie, lias been

blamed for asserting that he had reached the sea, without having

ascertained that the water was salt. He, in fact, clearly states

that he never did reach the salt water. The danger to which his

canoe was exposed in venturing two or three miles beyond

Whale Island, (which lies to the eastward of our route,) at a

time when the sea was covered with ice to the north, is a

sufficient reason for his turning back ; and we can abundantly

testify that those frail vessels are totally unfitted to contend

against such winds and seas as we experienced in advancing

beyond the volume of fresh water poured out by the Mac-

kenzie. It is probable, therefore, that even had the sea been

free from ice at the time of his visit, he could not have gone

far enough to prove its saltness, though the boundless hori-

zon, the occurrence of a tide, and the sight of porpoises and

whales, naturally induced him to say that he had arrived at the

ocean. The survey of the Mackenzie made on this Expedition,

differs very little in its outline from that of its discoverer,

whose general correctness we had often occasion to admire. .We
had, indeed, to alter the latitude and longitude of some of its

points, which he most probably laid down from magnetic bearings

only ; and it is proper to remark, that in comparing our magnetic

bearings with his, throughout the whole course of the river, they

were found to be about fifteen degrees more easterly ; which

may, therefore, be considered as the amount of increase in varia-

tion since 1789. In justice to the memory of Mackenzie, I
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1825. hope the custom of calling this the Great River, which is in

^y*; general use among the traders and voyagers, will be discontinued,

and that the name of its eminent discoverer may be universally

adopted.

^lsth
*y' excursi°ns to Garry Island having made us acquainted

with the state of the sea to the northward, and having shewn

that, the bank at the mouth of the river being passed, there was

no visible impediment to a boat's proceeding eastward, I was

desirous of making further examination in aid of the future

operations of the Expedition, by going over to the western shore,

and of reaching, if possible, the foot of the Rocky Mountains.

With these intentions we embarked at nine a.m., but before we
could get half way to the nearest part of Pitt Island, a gale of

wind came on from N.W., followed by violent squalls, which,

from the threatening appearance of the clouds, and the rapid

descent of the thermometer from 68° to 5 1°, seemed likely to be

of some continuance. The design was, therefore, abandoned,

and the boat's head directed towards the entrance of the river.

It proved, however, no easy task to get into the proper chan-

nel; and to effect this object the officers and crew had to

drag the boat half a mile over a bar, while the waves were beat-

ing into it with such force as to make us apprehensive of its

being swamped. As soon as we were in deep water, all the sail

was set that the boat could bear, and at two p.m. we arrived at the

narrow part. Here, likewise, the waves were high and breaking,

and for the purpose of avoiding these and the strength of the

current, we kept as close to the shore as possible, going through

the water at seven miles an hour, and about four over the cur-

rent. The wild fowl, warned by the sudden change of the

weather, took advantage of this fair wind, and hastened away in

large flights to the southward. At ten p.m., the boat having

twice grounded, from our not being able to see our way clearly,
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1923.

Aujrmt.

Friday,

19th'.

we halted to sup, and laid down to sleep before a good fire.

Temperature at 45°.

When day-light permitted us to distinguish the channels, we

embarked again, and scudded under the foresail before the gale,

which this day blew with increased violence. We halted to

breakfast near some winter habitations of the Esquimaux, which

we supposed, from the freshness of the wood-shavings, and the

implements of fishing that were scattered about them, had been

abandoned only in the preceding spring ; and as it was probable

they would revisit this spot, we fixed to the pole of a tent a

present of a kettle, knife, hatchet, file, ice-chisel, some beads,

and pieces of red and blue cloth. These huts were constructed

of drift wood, in a similar manner to those which will be described

in a subsequent part of the narrative. A second present was

deposited at some other huts, and a third at those below the

rapids. We imagined that some, if not all, of these would be

found by the Esquimaux, and would make them acquainted with

our visit. By noon we had advanced as far as the rapid, which

we ascended under sail ; and at a few miles above this point,

owing to the fogginess of the atmosphere, we took a more

western channel than that by which we had descended. This

proved circuitous, though it ultimately brought us to the

former route. It was quite dark before we could find a secure

place for the boat, and a sheltered spot for the tent. The gale

continued without abatement, the weather was raw and cold,

and it was with difficulty we collected some sticks to kindle a

fire. Temperature 40°.

On the 20th the wind was moderate. We resumed our jour- Saturday.

ney at four a.m. ; passed our sleeping-place of the 12th by

noon, and at sunset encamped at the narrow part of the river

where the numerous channels commence. Large flights ofgeese

and swans were observed passing to the southward all this day.

o

20tb.

'
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1825. The musquitoes again made their appearance, though the tem-

perature was at 45° : scarcely any of them had been seen on the

descent to the sea.

Sunday, Temperature at daylight, on the 21st, 37°. We commenced

our labour under oars, but a strong gale from the southward soon

rendered this mode of ascending the river ineffectual The
were, therefore, divided into two parties, who towed the boat

by line, relieving each other at intervals of an hour and a half.

At fifty minutes past one p.m. we were abreast of the Red Hiver,

and there met a large party of the lower Loucheux Indians, who

had assembled to wait our arrival. They welcomed our return

with every demonstration of joy, more particularly that of Au-

gustus and Baptiste, and at first cheerfully assisted the men in

towing, but, like Indians in general, they soon became tired of this

labour, and rather impeded than forwarded our progress. So we
distributed to each a present ; made known as well as we could by

signs, that at our next visit we would purchase whatever fish or

meat they might collect, and took our leave of them. Owing to

the detention these men and another party occasioned, we were

caught by a heavy gale from N.W. before we could reach our en-

campment at the head of the Narrows, and had to pitch the

tent in pelting rain. Temperature 43°.

On the 22nd, we started at four in a thick wet fog, which

gave place to snow and sleet, and sailed the whole day before

a strong N.W. wind, much to the annoyance of several Indians

who tried to keep pace with the boat, by running along the shore:

each of them had a present of tobacco thrown to him. We en-

camped near the bottom of Cannon-shot Beach ; the weather was

extremely cold, and, during the night, ice was formed in the kettle.

Tuesday, On the next day the wind came contrary from S.E., which obliged

us to have recourse to the tow-line. The frequent recurrence

of sand-banks, to avoid which we had either to pull round or
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cross the river, made this day's operations very tedious. In i &25.

taming round one of the points, we came suddenly upon a party AJ^±
of Indians, who had not seen us on our way down. Our ap-

pearance, therefore, created great alarm ; the women and children

were instantly despatched to the woods, and the men came down
to the beach with their guns and arrows prepared and knives

drawn ; but the explanation that Baptiste gave, soon allayed their

fears. They were, indeed, objects of pity ; all their property had

been destroyed to testify their grief at the death of some of their

relations, and the bodies of several were still sore from the deep

gashes they had inflicted on themselves in their demonstrations

ofsorrow. We distributed such useful articles among them as we
had remaining, but the supply was not at all equal to their neces-

sities. Several ofthem attempted to follow us in their canoes by

poling, which they dexterously perform by pushing at the same

time with a pole or paddle in each hand ; the boat, however,

was towed faster than they could ascend the stream, and they

were soon far behind. We arrived at six p.ji. at the Trading

River, and there met another party of the Loucheux, among

whom was the woman whose tears had excited our sympathy on

the 1 1th, now in high glee, and one of the most importunate for

beads. The boy was likewise there to whom the tea had been

given as a remedy for his fever, completely recovered, which was,

no doubt, ascribed to the efficacy of the medicine. Not choosing

to encamp near these people, we crossed the river, and towed

four hours longer, when we reached Fort Good Hope. Mr.

Dease, and all at his fort, were overjoyed on seeing us again,

because the Indians had begun to surmise, and in fact had

brought a report that we had all been massacred by the Esqui-

maux ; and had we been detained another week, tins statement

would have gained entire credence, and, in all probability, spread

throughout the country.

G2
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1825. The Indian whose fish we carried on our way down, happened

to be at the fort, and he cheerfully communicated, through the

interpreter, a female, all the information that he or his tribe

possessed respecting the mouth of the river, the sea-coast, and

the Esquimaux ; all topics highly interesting to us, but we sub-

sequently found that his knowledge of these matters was very

imperfect. We made known to him our wish that the Esqui-

maux should be informed of our arrival as soon as possible, and

signified that a very substantial present would be given to any

person that would carry the intelligence to them in the course

of the following winter. Mr. Dease pressed this point strongly

on his consideration. This gentleman, indeed, was anxious to

promote our desires in every respect, and promised that his

utmost exertions should be used to procure a good supply of

provision for our next summer's voyage, though he represented

the hunters in this vicinity as unskilful and inactive, and begged

of me not to rely too much on his collection. We left in his.

charge five bags of pemmican, and the superfluous stores, to

lighten the boats. We quitted the fort in the afternoon with a

contrary wind, and towed twenty miles up the stream before we

encamped, though the beach was composed of sharp stones^

which rendered walking very unpleasant.

The wind being contrary during the four following days, we

could only ascend the river by using the tracking line. Our

crew cheerfully performed this tedious service, though three of

them had been much reduced by dysentery, brought on by pre-

vious fatigue, exposure to wet, and by their having lived for some

time on dried provision. These men, however, had gradually

been gaining strength since the fresh meat was procured on

Ellice Island.

On the 25th we came to the aspin, poplar, and larch, in

latitude 67° 10' N., and were not a little surprised to observe the
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change in their foliage within the last fortnight. Their leaves i825.

had assumed the autumnal tint, and were now fast falling. The AJi^;

wild fowl were hastening in large nocks to the south, and every

appearance warned us that the fine season drew near its close.

In the passage through the rampart defile, several families of 28th.

the Hare Indians were observed encamped on the heights, for

the purpose of gathering berries, which were at this time ripe,

and in the best flavour. At the first sight of the boat the

women and children scampered down wherever descent was

practicable, to get at their canoes, that they might cross over to

us, but we travelled so fast that only a few could overtake the

boat. The Indians who reside near this river, from their want

of skill in hunting, principally subsist, from spring to autumn,

on the produce of their fishing nets, and on wild berries. At the

influx of small streams, or wherever there is any eddy, a net is

set. In shallow water it is suspended upon sticks planted in a

semicircle, so as to enclose the mouth of the river, or the sweep

of the eddy ; but where the water is deep, and the shore bold or

rocky, two stout poles are firmly secured at a short distance from

the water's edge, the breadth of the net apart, to the ends of

which pliable rods are fastened, of a length sufficient to hang

over the water, and to these the net is attached. In the winter

these Indians snare hares, which are very abundant in this

quarter.

On the 29th we arrived at the upper rapids, %vhich were 29th.

scarcely discernible at the time of our descent ; but from the

falling of the water since that time, there was a dry sand-bank of

considerable extent in the centre, and the waters on each side of

it were broken and covered with foam. Augustus being tired

of tracking, had wandered from us to the extremity of this bank,

from whence he could not be extricated without great hazard,

unless by making him return to the bottom of the rapid. As

1
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18»5. this, however, would have compelled the poor fellow to pass the

tH^' night upon the sand-bank, Mr. Kendall undertook to bring him
off, by running with the current to the point at the commence-

ment of the rapids, which he effected in a masterly manner,

although the boat struck twice, and was in considerable danger

from the violence of the eddies.

We found, at the place of our encampment, a solitary old

woman, sitting by a small fire, who seemed somewhat alarmed at

her visitors, until she was joined, after dark, by her husband and

son. As soon as the man understood from our signs that we
were desirous of having some fish for supper, he instantly em-
barked to examine his nets ; but as they proved to be empty,

the woman generously dragged a pike out of a bundle on which

she was sitting, and presented it to us, though it was evidently

reserved for their own meal. In return we furnished them with

a more substantial supper, and made them some useful presents.

The weather was extremely sultry throughout this day ; at two

p.m. the thermometer stood in the shade at 66°, and at 76° when
exposed to the sun. The refraction of the atmosphere, which

we had often remarked to be unusually great since we had

entered the Mackenzie, was this day particularly powerful. The
mountains were distorted into the most extraordinary shapes,

and the banks of the river, which we knew to be only from thirty

to sixty feet high, appeared to have such an elevation, that it

would have been impossible for us to recognise the land. The
air became cooler in the evening, and the atmosphere less refrac-

tive. Soon after sunset the objects appeared in their proper

form, and we enjoyed the prospect of the delightful mountain

scenery that distinguishes this rapid.

Tuesday, Favoured by a N.W. gale, we made great progress on the

30th. The temperature of the air varied in the course of

the day from 62° to 41°. The bruldts and sand-flies were very
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1st.

teasing wherever we landed ; but these, unlike the musquitoes, 1935.

disappear with the sun.
f
t^E^t,

The upper parts of the Rocky Mountains on the western side

of the river were, at this time, covered with snow, but not those

on the eastern side, which are, probably, less elevated than the

former. We had no opportunity of ascertaining their height,

though we conjectured that the loftiest did not exceed two thou,

sand feet, as it was free from snow in the early part of August.

At sunset this evening we quitted the muddy waters of the

Mackenzie, and entered the clear stream that flows from the

Great Bear Lake ; but owing to the shallowness of the water near

its mouth, and the beach being a mere collection of stones, we
had to grope our way long after dark in search of a place for an

encampment, stumbling and falling at every step. At length we
espied a light about a mile further up the river on the opposite

shore ; we, therefore, crossed over, at the expense of some heavy

blows to the boat, and tracked along the base of a steep

bank, until we reached the Are. There we found a Canadian

and two Indian boys who had been sent from Bear Lake three

days before in a canoe, to procure some white mud from the

banks of the Mackenzie to decorate our houses. This man was

the bearer of a letter from Lieutenant Back to me, which detailed

the proceedings at the Fort.

We embarked at daylight, having the canoe in company. The Friday,

weather was cold and raw throughout the day ; the temperature

from 34° to 45° ; but the party were kept in constant exercise,

either in tracking or walking ; the steersman and bowman only

being required in the boat. Except where the river was bounded

by steep cliffs, the path was pretty good. Its general breadth

varied from three hundred to live hundred yards, and its banks

were tolerably well wooded, but the trees were small.
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1825. This morning the ground was firmly frozen, and the thermo-
Scptcmber. . 0 , , _ .

meter stood at 28 , when we commenced our operations. .Larly

in the afternoon we arrived at the lower part of the mountain

that is delineated in the annexed engraving, and which we had

kept in view this day, and the greater part of the preced-

ing. As we had now to ascend a succession of rapids for

fifteen miles, and two of our crew were lame, I directed the

canoe to be laid up on the shore, and took the Canadian and the

boys to assist at the tow-line. We had not advanced more than

two miles before we met with an accident that was likely to have

been attended with serious consequences : in the act of hauling

round a projecting point, and in the strength of the current,

the tow-line broke, and the boat was driven with great force

against a large stone at some distance from the shore, having

deep water on every side. There it lay with the broadside

exposed to the whole pressure of the current, beating violently

against the stone ; and from this situation it could not have been

extricated, had not Gustavus Aird, the strongest man of the

party, ventured to wade into the river, at the imminent risk of

being swept off his feet, until he could catch the rope that

was thrown to him from the boat. As soon as it was dragged

to the shore, we found that part of the keel was gone, and the

remainder much twisted, and all the fastenings of the lowest

plank were loosened. The carpenter set to work to repair this

mischief in the best manner he could with the materials he had,

and before night the boat was again launched. The leaks, how-

ever, could not be quite stopped, and in our further progress

one of the men was constantly employed baling out the water.

The next day's operations were tedious and hazardous as long

as the rapids continued. The men had to walk with the tow-

line along a narrow ledge that jutted out from the base of a

4th.
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steep rocky cliff, which was very slippery from the rain that had i825.

fallen in the night : a false step might have proved fatal ; and SeP^fr

we rejoiced when, having passed the rapids, we found earthy

banks and a better path. The services of Augustus and the

Indian lads being no longer required, I despatched them to the

Fort, to apprize the party there of our approach.

We had a severe frost this night : at daylight in the morning

the thermometer was down to 20°, and a raw fog contributed

to make the weather very cold and comfortless. The sun shone

forth about eleven, and soon dispersed the fog, and then the

temperature gradually rose to 54°.

At four p.m. we arrived at the foot of the upper rapid, and in Monday,

two hours afterwards entered the Great Bear Lake, and reached

the house at seven. Dr. Richard n having returned from his

voyage to the northern part of the lake, the members of the

Expedition were now, for the first time, all assembled. We
heartily congratulated each other on this circumstance, and also

on the prospect of being snugly settled in our winter-quarters

before the severe weather. Dr. Richardson had surveyed the

Bear Lake to the influx of Dease's River, near its N.E. termina-

tion, at which point it is nearest to the Coppermine River. He
fixed upon the first rapid in Dease River as the best point to

which the eastern detachment of the Expedition could direct its

steps, on its return from the mouth of the Coppermine River the

following season. The rapid was, by observation, in latitude

66° 53' N., and longitude 118° 35' W, and the variation of the

magnetic needle there, was 47° 29' E.
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THE FOLLOWING TABLE CONTAINS THE DISTANCES TRAVELLED

BY THE EXPEDITION DURING THE SUMMER OP 1825.

PRINCIPAL PLACES.
STATUTE

From New York to Penetanguishene, by the route we travelled.

.

Lake Huron

Lake Superior

From Fort William to Cumberland House

Cumberland House to Fort Chipewyan

Chipewyan to Fort Resolution, Slave Lake

Fort Resolution to the commencement of the Mackenzie .

.

Head of the Mackenzie to Fort Simpson

Fort Simpson to Bear Lake River

Bear Lake River to, and the return

Length of the Bear Lake River to the Fort.

Dr. Richardson's excursion to the

760

250

406

1018

840

240

135

271

1206

91

463

Distance travelled

.

6803

Number of Miles surveyed 2593
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CHAPTER II.

TRANSACTIONS AT FORT FRANKLIN, 1825-26.

1S25.
Mb. Dease having passed the winter of 1824-25 at the Big September.

Island of Mackenzie, arrived here with fifteen Canadian voyagers,

Beaulieu, the interpreter, and four Chipewyan hunters, on the

twenty-seventh of July, 1825 ; which, on account of the drifting

of the ice, was as soon as he could, with safety, ascend the Bear

Lake River. Several of the Dog-Rib Indians were on the spot,

which enabled him to take immediate steps towards procuring a

supply of dried meat for our winter use, as well as of fresh meat

for present consumption. It having been ascertained that the

Rein-deer are most abundant in the north-east quarter of the

lake, during the months of August and September, a select

party of Indians was despatched to hunt thereabout, under the

direction of the interpreter, who took a large canoe for the pur-

pose of bringing home the produce of their hunt. Other men
were sent to inform the Hare Indians of our wish to purchase

any meat they might bring to the establishment. Our principal

subsistence, however, was to be derived from the water, and

Mr. Dease was determined in the selection of the spot on which

our residence was to be erected, by its proximity to that part of

the lake where the fish had usually been most abundant. The
place decided upon was the site of an old fort belonging to the

North-West Company, which had been abandoned many years

;

H 2
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1825. our buildings being required of a much larger size, we derived

—.—« very little benefit from its materials. The wood in the imme-

diate vicinity having been all cut down for fuel by the former

residents, the party was obliged to convey the requisite timber

in rafts from a considerable distance, which, of course, occasioned

trouble and delay. We found, however, on our arrival, all the

buildings in a habitable state, but wanting many internal arrange-

ments to fit them for a comfortable winter residence. They

were disposed so as to form three sides of a square, the officers'

house being in the centre, those for the men on the right, with

a house for the interpreter's family, and the store on the left

A blacksmith's shop and meat store were added, and the whole

was inclosed by the stockading of the original fort, which we
found highly serviceable in skreening us from the snow-drift and

wintry blasts. The officers' dwelling measured forty-four feet

by twenty-four, and contained a hall and four apartments, beside

a kitchen. That of the men was thirty-six feet by twenty-three,

and was divided into three rooms. These buildings were placed

on a dry sandy bank, about eighty yards from the lake, and

twenty-five feet above it ; at the distance of half a mile in our

rear, the ground rose to the height of one hundred and fifty

feet, and continued in an even ridge, on which, though the

timber had been felled, we found plenty of small trees for fuel.

This ridge bounded our view to the north ; and to the west,

though confined to less than two miles, the prospect was pretty,

from its embracing a small lake, and the mouth of a narrow

stream that flowed in at its head. Our southern view com-

manded the south-west arm of Bear Lake, which is here four

miles wide, and not deeper than from three to five fathoms,

except in the channel of the river, which conveys its waters to

the Mackenzie. We had also, in front, the Clark-hill, a moun-
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tain about thirty-six miles distant, which was always visible in
g^JJJj

clear wTeather. When the refraction was great, we saw the tops —<

—

of some other hills, belonging to the range that extends from

Clark-hill to the rapid in Bear Lake River.

Immediately under the sandy soil on which the house stood,

there is a bed of tenacious bluish clay, of unknown thickness,

which, even in the months of August and September, was firmly

frozen at the depth of twenty-one inches from the surface. No
rocks were exposed in any part, and wherever the surface had

been torn up, a clayey soil appeared. Many boulder stones of

granite, lime-stone, sand-stone, and trap rocks, were scattered

about the lake, not far from the shore.

The trees at some distance from our fort consisted of black

and white spruce, and larch, generally small, though a few of the

better grown measured from four to five feet in girth, and were

from fifty to fifty-five feet high. Dr. Richardson ascertained, by

counting the annual rings, that some of them, in a sound state,

were upwards of one hundred and thirty years old ; while others,

which were not much greater in size, had two hundred and fifty

rings, but these were decayed at the heart.

The officers had done me the honour, previous to my arrival,

of giving the name of Franklin to the fort, which I felt a grate-

ful pleasure in retaining at their desire, though I had intended

naming it Fort Reliance. The number of persons belonging to

the establishment amounted to fifty : consisting of five officers,

including Mr. Dease ; nineteen British seamen, marines, and

voyagers ; nine Canadians ; two Esquimaux ; Beaulieu, and four

Chipewyan hunters ; three women, six children, and one Indian

lad ; besides a few infirm Indians, who required temporary sup-

port. This party was far too large to gain subsistence by fishing

at one station only ; two houses were, therefore, constructed at

four and seven miles distance from the fort, to which parties
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1825. were sent, provided with the necessary fishing implements ; and
September. ^ more than ^ty persons were left to reside at the principal

establishment. From fifteen to twenty nets were kept in use,

under the superintendence of Pascal Cote, an experienced fisher-

man, who had two assistants. These were placed opposite the

house, and towards the end of summer, and in autumn, they

yielded daily from three to eight hundred fish, of the kind

called « the Herring Salmon of Bear Lake," and occasionally

some trout, tittameg, and carp. Four Dog-Rib Indians, who
were engaged to hunt the Kein-deer in the neighbourhood of

the fort, from want of skill, contributed very little fresh meat

to our store. Augustus and Ooligbuck employed themselves in

the same service, but from not being accustomed to hunt in a

woody country, they were not more successful.

The consideration of next importance to furnishing the party

with food, was to provide regular occupation for the men, who

had not the resources to employ their time which the officers

possessed. Accordingly, some were appointed to attend exclu-

sively to the fishing nets, others to bring home the meat when-

ever the hunters killed any deer ; some were stationed to fell

wood for fuel, others to convey it to the house, and a third set

to split it for use. Two of the most expert travellers on snow-

shoes were kept in nearly constant employment conveying

letters to and from the posts in the Mackenzie and Slave Lake.

As the days shortened, it was necessary "to find employment

during the long evenings, for those resident at the house, and a

school was, therefore, established, on three nights of the week,

from seven o'clock to nine, for their instruction in reading, writ-

ing, and arithmetic ; and it was attended by most of the British

party. They were divided in equal portions amongst the officers,

whose labour was amply repaid by the advancement their pupils

made : some of those who began with the alphabet, learned
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to read and write with tolerable correctness. Sunday was a day 1325.

of rest ; and, with the exception of two or three of the Canadians, s^^fr-

the whole party uniformly attended Divine service, morning and

evening. If, on the other evenings for which no particular occu-

pation was appointed, the men felt the time tedious, or if they

expressed a wish to vary their employments, the hall was at

their service, to play any game they might choose ; and on these

occasions they were invariably joined by the officers. By thus

participating in their amusements, the men became more at-

tached to us, at the same time that we contributed to their

health and cheerfulness. The hearts and feelings of the whole

party were united in one common desire to make the time pass

as agreeably as possible to each other, until the return of spring

should enable them to resume the great object of the Expe-

dition.

The officers found employment in making and registering the

thermometrical, magnetical, and atmospherical observations,

which were hourly noted from eight a.m. to midnight ; and, in

addition to the duties which they had in common, each had a

peculiar department allotted to him.

Lieutenant Back had the superintendence of the men ; and

the accurate drawings which he finished during the winter, from

sketches taken on the voyage, afford ample proof of his diligence

and skill. Dr. Kichardson, beside the duties of medical officer,

which, from the numerous applications made by the natives,

were not inconsiderable, devoted his attention to natural his-

tory, as well as to a series of observations on the force of the

sun's radiation. Mr. Kendall constructed all the charts after

the data had been recalculated by myself; he also made several

drawings ; and he undertook an interesting series of observations

on the velocity of sound, which will appear in the Appendix.

To Mr. Dease the charge was committed of whatever related to
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the procuring and issuing of provision, and the entire manage-

ment of the Canadian voyagers and Indians.

Previous to the officers leaving London, Dr. Fitton, President

of the Geological Society, had the kindness to devote much of

his time to their instruction in geology ; and having furnished

them with a portable collection for the purpose of

on the voyage, Dr. Richardson, when he had leisure,

these specimens, weekly, to the party, and assisted them in

reading on this science, which proved a most agreeable and

useful recreation to us all.

Some of the preceding remarks refer to a period of our resi-

dence later than that which I am about to enter upon ; but I

thought it best to insert them here, that the mention of them

might not interrupt the narrative of occurrences which I shall

now resume, reserving detailed notices of the appearance of the

Aurora Borealis, of the deviations of the magnetic needle, and

the observations on temperature, for the Appendix.
Thursday, On September 8th, two men were sent off to Slave Lake, in a

canoe, with a despatch, containing an account of our proceedings,

addressed to His Majesty's Secretary of State for the Colonies;

and as we expected letters from England, by the way of Hud-
son's Bay, they were directed to await their arrival at Slave

Lake. There was almost constant rain from the 11th to the

14th, which much retarded the work going on out of doors, and

particularly the construction of an observatory, which we were

desirous of completing as soon as possible, that the magnetical

observations might be commenced. We found employment,

however, in whitewashing and fitting up the interior of the

different houses. The 15th proving fine, we established a

meridian line, and ascertained the variation by each of the

compasses.

Tuesday, Beaulieu returned with his family, the Chipewyan hunters,
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and some Dog-Ribs, bringing a supply of dried meat, rein-deer

tongues, and fat, sufficient for a month's consumption, which

was reserved for use when the fishing should become unpro-

ductive. These men reported, that at the time they quitted the

northern shores of the lake, the deer were retiring towards this

quarter; which intelligence accounted for the Indians having

killed four within a day's march from the house.

The chimney of the last of the buildings being completed Fridav,

this morning, the flag-staff erected, and all the men assembled,

we commemorated these events by the festivities usual on the

opening of a new establishment in this country. The first part

of the ceremony was to salute the flag ; the men having drawn

themselves up in line, and the women and children, and all the

Indians resident at the fort, being disposed in groups by their

side, a deputation came to solicit the presence of the officers.

When we appeared, we found our guns ornamented with blue

ribbons, and we were requested to advance and fire at a piece of

money which was fastened to the flag-staff. The men then fired

two volleys and gave three hearty cheers, after which Wilson

the piper struck up a lively tune, and placing himself at the

head of his companions, marched with them round to the en-

trance of the hall, where they drank to His Majesty's health,

and to the success of the Expedition. In the evening the

hall was opened for a dance, which was attended by the whole

party, dressed in their gayest attire. The dancing was kept up
with spirit to the music of the violin and bag-pipes, until day-

fight.

These entertainments over, Beaulieu and the hunters were Monday,

despatched to the chace, and they soon added two moose-deer

to our store.

There had been much rain in the course of the preceding

week, and the temperature was generally mild, but a fall of snow

25th.
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182a. took place on the 27th. Some Dog-Ribs came to the fort on
St^^r

- tnat day with the produce of their autumnal hunt, which was

very inconsiderable, but they rendered good service to us by

taking away with them several of their relations, who had been

subsisting on our bounty for some time. After their departure

there only remained one man of the tribe, who, beingafflicted with

rheumatic fever, was retained under the care of Dr. Eichardson.

Warm clothing was provided for him, and a comfortable leathern

lodge was erected for himself and family.

0
*jJ

tt* The month of October commenced with frost and snow, and

the party were now furnished with for caps, leathern mittens

and trowsers, and the rest of their warm winter-clothing. This

day we completed the erection of the observatory, and adjusted

an instrument to the magnetic meridian, for the purpose of

observing the variations of the needle.

Tuesday, Much snow fell on the night of the 7th, and on the 1 1th the

small lake was firmly frozen over, and the ground in the same

state. All the migratory birds being now gone, except a few

ducks, which still lingered in the open water of Bear Lake, we

considered this day to be the first of the winter. It was remark,

ably clear and fine, and we hailed the commencement of this

season with a degree of pleasure, from its contrast with the wet

unsettled weather which marks the close of summer. A few

clouds passing over the sun's disk, produced an instantaneous

depression of ten degrees of the mercury in a thermometer ex-

posed to the sun's rays. The atmospherical refraction was

remarkably strong at this time. We had repeated opportunities,

in the course of the winter, of observing it to be greatest in

similar states of the atmosphere.

The boats were now secured for the winter in a sheltered place,

and screened as much as possible from the effects of the wind

and snow drift, by a strong fence made of boughs and branches.
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We were surprised on the 14th by the arrival of two Cana- is**-

m _ *~_ .
' October.

dians from Fort Norman, with letters from Governor Simpson, j^j^
and other gentlemen in the southern districts, containing satis- i-tth.

factory answers to the requisitions for stores that I had made in

my passage through the country. We were also pleased to

learn that Thomas Matthews, the carpenter, whom we had lea at

Cumberland House, on account of his leg being broken, had

reached Fort Norman, in the Company's canoe ; and I felt much
indebted to Mr. James Keith, and Mr. Smith, Chief Factors, form*mm *™ ^*m^ w ^—* * ~ ^mmr ^^^m V mrmimi J mm m m mmm m^w^m.mm w mm* mmmw^ r ^*m* m^mmw — J

the care and tenderness with which they had conveyed him

through the country.

The season at which the ice begins to form, is the most favour-

able for fishing in the lakes of this country, and we then pro-

cured from four to five hundred daily. Those not required for

immediate consumption, were hung on a stage to freeze, in

which state they keep until the following spring. But we could

not derive the full advantage from the season, because the drift

ice, making it unsafe to keep the nets set in Bear Lake, they were

taken up on the 18th. Near a month elapsed before they could

be set with safety under the ice ; our first attempts resulting in

the loss of three nets. We procured, however, a few fish

the small lake, during this interval, and the rest of our food

supplied from the store of dried meat.

We were visited on the 20th by a storm of snow, which con- Thursday,

tinned, without intermission, for thirty-six hours. Although it

put an end to the skating, and the games on the ice, which had

been our evenings' amusement for the preceding week, yet the

change made every one glad, because the snow was now deep

enough for winter travelling. We had learned, some days be-

fore, that the hunters had stored fifteen rein-deer in the woods,

and on the 22nd four men were despatched with sledges to bring

them to the fort.

I s

20th.
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oltob^r
^e **ret ^aaw °^ °^ tne dog-sledges for the season never

fails to attract general attention ; accordingly the whole party

was collected to witness it on this occasion. They set off at full

speed, and were soon out of sight. From this time dog-sledges

were used to drag the fuel, which had been hitherto done by

the men. We sent a party to cut down timber, and saw it into

planks, fit for the construction of another boat.

Wednesday, On the 26th the thermometer first fell below zero, but the

month closed with a very calm, mild day. Mr. Kendall and I

were employed in measuring a geographical mile on the small

lake, preparatory to a series of observations on the velocity of

sound. The only ferine companions we now had were a few

hardy quadrupeds and birds, capable of enduring the winter.

The variety of the former was confined to wolves, foxes, martens,

hares, mice, and a few rein-deer. Of the feathered tribe, there

were the raven and Canadian crow, some snow-birds, wood-

peckers, red-caps, crossbeaks, Canada, rock, and willow partridges,

and a few hawks and owls.

November. Having received information that the Hudson's Bay Company
intended sending their annual despatch from the Mackenzie

River to York Factory, by the close of this month, and the ice

Wednesday, on Bear Lake and the Mackenzie River being, on the 9th,

sufficiently strong, we forwarded a packet of letters to Fort

Norman, and a dog-sledge to convey Thomas Matthews to this

place. On the 15th the nets were reset under the ice, and we
were relieved from the necessity of putting the party on short

allowance. We had the additional pleasure of learning that the

hunters had killed ten rein-deer. The men returned from Fort

Norman on the 18th, accompanied by Thomas Matthews,

whose leg was yet too weak for him to walk more than a short

distance.

During the middle, and towards the close of November,
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parheliae were frequent; the most brilliant appeared on the
N<J£JJ^

27th ; it continued as long as the sun was above the horizon. »—'

*

The atmosphere was cloudless, and apparently free from haze,

except just about the sun, which seemed to gleam through a

fog. The surrounding circle was nearly complete, and displayed

the prismatic colours vividly ; from the centre of the sun's disk

a beam of bright light extended upwards several degrees beyond

the circle. The inner radius of the circle measured 2 1° 34', and

the outer 22° 50'. The wind blew fresh all the day from E.N.E.,

and the temperature was 10°. In the evening the moon was

encircled by two distinct halos
; temperature 7°.

This morning the principal leader of the Dog-Ribs, and a Tuesday,

large party of his tribe, came to the fort. It is usual for Indians,

on the first visit to an establishment, to make their approach

in line, and with much formality; but on this occasion our

visitors shewed an unusual degree of caution. Their distrust

had originated in a very trifling occurrence at the close of our

house-warming festivities on the 23d of September. Some of the

Canadians having asked Mr. Dease if our Highlandmen did not

come from the same country with the rest of the English party,

were told that they were natives of the mountainous lands, or

Montagnards. This name unfortunately being used by the

voyagers to designate the Dog-Ribs, was considered by the

Highlanders to be a term of reproach when applied to them-

selves, and a scuffle ensued. Harmony was soon restored by the

officers sending the most noisy to bed, and next morning the

true meaning of the word Montagnard was explained to the

Highlandmen, and the party set about their usual occupations

with their wonted good feeling towards each other. Not so

with an unlucky Dog-Rib, who had been attracted to the scene

by hearing the name applied by the voyagers to his countrymen
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bandied about from one to the other, and thrusting his head into

the crowd had received a blow. This at once confirmed all his

fears, and he tied to spread a report amongst his countrymen

that the white people intended to destroy the Indians. AL
though his report was not fully believed, yet it produced the

feeling of distrust which the Indians manifested ,on their ap-

to the house. It was entirely removed by the explana-

"hese Indians having brought a quantity of furs

1*1 Bay Company, as well as dried meat for our-

I having understood from Mr. Dease that it would

be an accommodation to them if they were permitted to deposit

their furs at this place, instead of carrying them to Fort Nor-

man, I acceded to this suggestion, and directed Mr. Dease to

advance from our stores the goods required for the purchase of

the furs, which were to be returned when we should visit that

fort in the spring.

An old man belonging to the Company's establishment at

Fort Norman arrived this day with his wife, to stay some time

with us, because the supply of provision had failed at that po6t.

We felt much pleasure in sharing our means with this aged

couple, who were much reduced by their late scanty fare.

The close of November was marked by a succession of strong

winds, and a mildness of temperature, rare at this sea-

On the 30th the thermometer rose from + 18° to 29° above

sero, on the occurrence of a gale from the north.

TTurelky
^ret °^^ecemDer being a cloudless day, we endeavoured

1st. to observe the latitude at noon, but failed, owing to the extra-

Friday, ordinary atmospherical refraction. At midnight, on the 2nd,

there was a shower of hail, so small that we could hardly dis-

tinguish it from rain. Dr. Richardson thought he perceived

lightning. Temperature + 22°, calm. On the night of the
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ftn anotner instance 01 a suuaen increase or temperature trom

+ 7° to + 26° was observed, on a north wind succeeding a calm.

The fishery having gradually declined for some days, our nets

were removed nearer to the entrance of Bear Lake Biver, where

the current continued to keep the water open for a considerable

space. We then procured a daily supply of fish sufficient for

the rations of the household, as well as the dogs, though our

number was now increased by the party from the more distant

fishery, which had proved unproductive. The allowance was

seven of the herring salmon to a man per day, and two to

each dog.

The shortness of the days now precluding the Indians from

hunting, many came, according to their custom, to spear fish at

the head of Bear Lake Biver, and their numbers gradually in-

creased. They were not, however, successful, nor diligent, pre-

ferring to beg what they could from us, and sending their women
and children to subsist on the offal of the fish used at the fort.

To encourage them to greater exertion, I provided them with

nets, and other fishing materials, but their indolence led them to

make a very ungrateful return ; for on several occasions they

emptied our nets in the night, and thus not only robbed us of

what they took away, but, by deranging the nets, deprived us of

the whole of that day's supply. We never could ascertain the

perpetrators of these thefts. The blame was invariably thrown

on some aged and infirm men, who denied it. Notwithstanding

the straits to which they became reduced, they could not be

persuaded to go off to a more productive fishery, until we were

compelled to withhold all supplies, from fear of starving our own
party. These Indians shewed more indolence, and less regard

for truth and honesty, than any other tribes with which we had

dealings. Their sufferings are often extreme, and some of them
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1825. perish every year from famine ; although, from the abundance

^~r
* of fish in this country, but slight exertion would be required to

lay up, at the proper seasons, a stock for the whole year.

The difficulty of procuring nourishment frequently induces

the women of this tribe to destroy their female children. Two
pregnant women of the party then at the fort, made known their

intention of acting on this inhuman custom, though Mr. Dease

threatened them with our heaviest disnleasure if thev Dut it

into execution : we learned that, after they left us, one actually

did destroy her child ; the infant of the other woman proved to

be a boy. Infanticide is mentioned by Hearne as a common
crime amongst the northern Indians, but this was the first in-

stance that came under our notice, and I understand it is now
very rare amongst the Chepewyan tribes ;—an improvement in

their moral character which may be fairly attributed to the

influence of the traders resident among them.

Sunday, On the 18th a party of sixteen Hare Indians, two Copper In-

dians, and a Loucheux, arrived with sledges of dried rein-deer meat

and furs. While the house was in confusion from the unpack-

ing of their lading, a melancholy scene took place, which excited

the wannest sympathy. The wife of one of our Dog-llib

hunters brought her only child, a female, for medical advice. As
she entered the room it was evident that the hand of death was

upon it. In the absence of Dr. Richardson, who happened to

be out, all the remedies were applied that were judged likely to

be of service ; and as soon as he returned, there being yet a faint

pulsation, other means were tried, but in vain. So gentle was

its last sigh, that the mother was not at first aware of its death,

and continued to press the child against her bosom. As soon,

however, as she perceived that life had fled, she cast herself on

the floor in agony, heightened by the consciousness of having
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delayed to seek relief till too late, and by apprehension of the isas.

anger of her husband, who was doatingly attached to the child.
D^!^r*

The Indians evinced their participation in her affliction by si-

lence, and a strong expression of pity in their countenances. At
the dawn of day the poor creature, though almost exhausted by

her ceaseless lamentation, carried the body across the lake for

interment.

The 20th being a very stormy day, we were surprised at the

arrival of two voyagers from Fort Good Hope, bearers of letters

from Mr. C. Dease, conveying the gratifying intelligence that

the Loucheux had seen the Esquimaux since the autumn,

and that the latter had found the presents which had been

left at their huts, and would be delighted to welcome the

return of the white people to the Esquimaux lands next

spring.

Our constant occupations had made the time pass so swiftly,

that the shortest day came almost unexpectedly upon us. The
sun rose this morning, (the 22d,) at 10k 24", thirteen minutes Thursday,

earlier than its appearance was expected from calculation,

owing to the great refraction. Mr. Kendall and I measured

its meridional altitude from the lake with two instruments,

the one bringing its upper limb to the top of the land four

miles distant, the elevation of which had been ascertained

to be eight minutes, and the other to its base, the depres-

sion of which was two minutes. The mean of both these

observations, corrected for refraction by the tables in the Nau-

tical Almanack, gave a result of 65° 1
L' 56" N., which latitude

exactly corresponds with the best observations made in the

preceding autumn. At 8h 30m
p.m. a halo was observed, whose

radius measured 28° 40' from the moon ; and at an equal altitude

with the latter body there were two paraselena?, which, as well

as the moon, were intersected by a luminous circle, having the

'22nd.
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zenith for its centre, and a diameter of 94° 15'. The length of

our shortest day did not exceed five hours, but the long nights

were enlivened by most brilliant moon-light, and we had fre-

quent and very fine appearances of the Aurora Borealis. The
latter phenomenon made some of its grandest displays on the

26th of October, the 2nd of November, and the 7th of Decem-

ber. On all these occasions the disturbed motions of the mag-

were very remarkable, and a most careful series of

convinced the party that they had a close coa-

with the direction of the beams of light of which the

was composed. My observations also led me to conclude

that the deviations of the needle were, in a certain degree, con-

nected with changes in the weather ; for, previous to a gale or

a snow-storm, the deviations were always considerable ; but dur-

ing the continuance of the gale, the needle almost invariably

Preparations were made for the celebration of Christmas.

The house was replastered with mud, all the rooms white-

washed and repainted, and Matthews displayed his taste by orna-

menting a chandelier with cut paper, and trinkets. On the

evening of the 24th the Indian hunters' women and children

were invited to share in a game of snap-dragon, to them an

entire novelty. It would be as difficult to describe the delight

which the sport afforded them after they recovered their first sur-

prise, as to convey the full effect of the scene. When the candles

were extinguished, the blue flame of the burning spirits shone

on the rude features of our native companions, in whose coun-

tenances were pourtrayed the eager desire of possessing the fruit,

and the fear of the penalty. Christmas Day falling on a Sunday,

the party were regaled with the best fare our stores could supply

;

and on the following evening a dance was given, at which were

present sixty persons, including the Indians, who sat as
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tors of the merry scene. Seldom, perhaps, in

as our hall, or in the same number of

of character, or greater confusion of

of Englishmen, Highlanders, (who mostly

other in Gaelic,)

the Dog-Ribs at length yielded to the

of Mr. Dease, and removed in a body to a

part of the lake, -where they now confessed the fishery was

abundant. As the hunters were drawing rations from our store,

he despatched them in quest of deer, furnishing them also with

After which there remained at the establishment, only

Indian, and his wife.

January 1st, 1826. This morning the men called in the hall

to offer the congratulations of the season to the officers, and we Sunday,

afterwards assembled to read divine service. On the evening of

the 2nd, similar festivities were held to those at Christmas, to

welcome the new year. The temperature was at—49° on the 1st,

which was its lowest state during this winter. This severe

weather was of short continuance, for on the 3rd there was a

storm of snow, and the thermometer rose to —9°.

Accompanied by Mr. Dease, and Fuller, the carpenter, I 4th.

walked several miles in search of birch-trees fit for the keel and

timbers of the new boat. We found some that would answer

for the latter purpose, but none for the keel ; we, therefore, sub-

stituted pine. The general depth of snow in the woody and

sheltered parts was two feet. On the 16th, by the return of Monday,

the two men who had been sent to Slave Lake, we had the l6lh-

happiness of receiving a packet of letters, which left England

in the preceding June. Beside the more interesting private

K s
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communications, our friends had been kind enough to for-

ward piles of newspapers, and several periodical publications.

The 'Quarterly Review,' the 'Edinburgh Philosophical Jour-

nal/ and a series of the ' Literary Gazette,* and the « Mechanics

Magazine,' were spread upon the table, and afforded us the most

agreeable amusement, as well as never-failing topics for conver-

sation. Could any of our friends have dropped in upon us, in

the evening, they would have found us discussing the events of

the by-gone year, with all the earnestness and interest which we
could have shewn had they been the occurrences of the day, and

depended upon our decision. This valuable packet had nigh

been lost on its way through the interior, owing to the treachery

of an Indian. The fellow had undertaken to guide the Cana-

dian servants of the Hudson-Bay Company, who had it in

charge, from York Factory to Cumberland House; but sup-

posing, from its being unusual to forward packets at that season,

that it must contain something of value, he seized an opportu-

nity, when the two men had gone a little way from the river side,

to steal the canoe, with its contents, and cross the river. There

were no means of pursuit, and the poor men, destitute of

food, without a gun, or even the means of making a fire, were

obliged to march to the nearest establishment, through a very

rugged and thickly-wooded country. They reached it after

many days travelling, and much suffering, and as soon as they

arrived, Mr. Mackintosh, the chief of the department, imme-

diately sent off different parties in search of the culprit. They

did not find him, though they got possession of the packet, which

was torn open, and the letters scattered upon the ground. I

need hardly mention that I afterwards remunerated the Cana-

dians for their sufferings and good conduct on this occasion.

On the morning of the 22nd we perceived a gray wolf cross-

ing the lake, and Augustus and Ooligbuck went in pursuit
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The speed of the animal, however, so much outstripped theirs, i82«.

that it coolly halted to snap up an unfortunate fox which hap-
J^^2'

pened to cross its path, and bore it off in triumph. The visits

of this animal were repeated for three successive days, and it at

last became so bold as to steal fish, on two occasions, from a

sledge which the dogs were accustomed to draw home from the

nets, without a driver. The dogs were not touched, but this

was accounted for when the wolf was killed, and found to be a

female, as Mr. Dease informed us that at this season of the year

the female wolves never attack the dog.

The month of February was a very anxious period of our Febrowy.

winter's residence. The produce of the nets and fishing lines

had been gradually diminishing during January, until the sup-

ply did not afford more than three or four of the small herrings

per man ; and none could be furnished to the dogs. The stock

of dried meat was expended, and serious apprehensions were

entertained of the party's suffering from want of food. The fish

too, from being out of season, afforded very little nourishment,

and frequent indisposition was the consequence with us all.

Three of the stoutest men with whom this diet particularly dis-

agreed, suffered very much from diarrhoea. It became, therefore,

necessary to draw upon the stores of provisions which had been

set apart for the voyage along the sea-coast, and, on the Gth, we
despatched three sledges to Fort Norman, for some pernmi-

can, arrow root, and portable soup : they were likewise to bring

any iron that could be procured from that establishment fit

for being converted into nails or fastenings for the intended boat.

This being the last opportunity of the season for forwarding

letters to the southern department, I wrote to Governor Simp-

son and the Council at York Factory, requesting that supplies

of provisions might be stored for the Expedition, on the route to

Canada and York Factory, and that the necessary means of con-
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1886. veyance might be provided for its return in 1827. All these
F$^- arrangements requiring to be made a year in advance, I included

the whole party in the estimate of the numbers to be provided

for, that there might be no want of provision, if the western part

of the Expedition should, from any cause, be obliged to retrace

its steps. By the same conveyance I sent an account of our

proceedings, with maps and drawings, to be forwarded to the

Colonial Office.

Saturday, On the 4th of this month, when all were heartily tired of short
4lh

* allowance, a report was brought of the traces of a moose deer

having been seen about twelve miles from the fort. Had the

days been longer, and a crust formed upon the snow, the hunters

would have found no great difficulty in running down the

animal, but our principal hope lay in their getting within shot

without " raising it,"—the expression used when a deer is scared.

Beaulieu being the most expert moose-hunter, went out on this

occasion, accompanied by two others, Landre a Chipewyan lad,

and a Dog-Rib hunter. When they arrived on the deer's track,

they found that it had been raised, probably, by the Indians who

first discovered it ; but anxious to procure meat for the fort, they

commenced the pursuit. From their knowledge of the habits

of the animal, and of the winding course it takes, they were

enabled to shorten the distance ; but after running four succes-

sive days without coming in sight, Beaulieu had the misfortune to

mil over the stump of a tree, and sprain his ankle ; the other two

hunters being previously tired out. When this accident hap-

pened, t lie v knew they were near the deer, and that it would soon

give in, because its footsteps were stained with blood. Beaulieu,

however, on account of his lameness, returned to the house, and

his companions came with him. During the chase they bivou-

acked on the snow, and subsisted on a few ptarmigan which they

killed. Landre, after a night's rest, again set out, and was suc-
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cessful after two more day's running; not, however, without

having nearly lost his life, for the moose, on receiving a shot,

made a rush at him, striking furiously with its fore feet. He
had but just time to shelter himself behind a tree, upon which

the animal spent its efforts, until his gun was again ready.

Landre's arrival with the joyful intelligence of his success, was

hailed as the commencement of a season of plenty. When the

moose meat was brought in, we had not an ounce of provision

in store, and it was, therefore, most acceptable ; although, from

the manner in which it was hunted down, it proved exceedingly

tough. In the evening, to increase our satisfaction, an Indian Friday,

arrived with the information that the fish were plentiful at the
10lh-

station to which the Dog-Ribs had removed, and likewise that

the hunters belonging to the fort had killed some rein-deer near

their lodges. We immediately equipped four men with nets

and lines, and sent them back with the Indian, giving them

directions to report whether more persons could gain subsis-

tence there. Their report, a few days afterwards, being favour-

able, four more men were despatched thither. They sent us

some tittameg, weighing from six to eight pounds, which were

the more acceptable, because none of that kind had been taken

in our nets since the lake had been frozen over. By the time the

was finished, the men came back from Fort Norman, with

bags of pemmican, which enabled us to continue the daily

of rations, though the fare was still scanty.

On the 25th, Beaulieu, accompanied by two men, went off in Saturday,

one direction, and the Dog-Rib hunters in another, in search of

deer. Both parties were successful. From the former we

received a summons, after four days' absence, to send sledges for

meat, but not so from the Dog-Ribs, for they, to compensate for

their long abstinence, consumed almost all the meat, and gorged

to such a degree, that they were unable to move, and

25th.
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1826. became quite ill. From this period we had a sufficient supply

t^!3' of provision, because the fisheries improved, and we received

deer from time to time. The men who had been indisposed

gained strength, from the increased quantity, and amended qua-

lity, of their food ; and we had also the gratification of seeing

the does dailv fatten, amidst the general plentv. The conduct

of the men during the season of scarcity was beyond all praise;

and the following anecdote is worthy of record, as displaying the

excellent feeling of a British seaman, and as speaking the senti-

ments of the whole party. Talking with Robert Spinks as to the

difference of his present food from that to which he had been

accustomed on board ship, I said I was glad the necessity was

over of keeping them on short allowance. " Why, Sir," said

he, " we never minded about the short allowance, but were fear-

ful of having to use the pemmican intended for next summer;

we only care about the next voyage, and shall all be glad when

the spring comes, that we may set off; besides, at the worst

time, we could always spare a fish for each of our dogs." Dur-

ing the period of short allowance, the three dogs under the

charge of this man were kept in better condition than any of

the others.

We now called the men home from the nearest fishery, and

set their nets near the Bear Lake River, but the men at the

distant station with the Indians were kept there, and occa-

sionally supplied the fort with fine tittameg and trout. The
otters did considerable mischief to our nets at this time ; six of

these animals were seen in one day.

Many parhelia were observed this month. On the 14th, at

forty-five minutes after nine a.m., the arched form of the clouds,

and the appearance of a collection of rays projected from the

sun's disk in the shape of a fan, strongly resembled the corusca-

tions of the aurora. The atmosphere was misty ; temperature
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in the shade -f-
8° 5'; and when the thermometer with a black- is26.

ened bulb was exposed to the sun's rays, it rose to + 43°. The *252!?'

magnetic needle, at nine a.m., was perceived to have made a

greater deviation to the westward than usual at that hour, and I

imagine that the cause of this increase probably arose from the

atmosphere being then in a state of electricity, similar to that in

which it is when the aurora appears in hazy weather ; on which

occasions we have observed that its coruscations hav6 the

strongest effect in causing aberrations of the needle. A violent

gale from the north-west commenced on the 26th, and lasted,

without intermission, for thirty-six hours.

The early part of this month was marked by a succession of wJJj^;r
gales from the N.W., with a few intervals of moderate weather, 1st.

in which the wind came from the east, and was attended by a

clearer atmosphere than usually accompanies easterly winds in

the colder months. We observed, with pleasure, on the 7th, that

the sun had sufficient power to soften the snow in exposed places,

and to form icicles from the roofs which had a southern aspect,

but the return of strong winds from the W.N.W. brought back

severe weather. On the 1 1th there was a violent gust of wind, Saturday,

which, in its passage over the lake, gathered up the snow in a

column, similar to that of a waterspout.

Dr. Richardson made an excursion for the purpose of examin-

ing the rocks to the north of the establishment. He returned

after two days, the snow being too deep for him to obtain speci-

mens. The description he gave of a view from an eminence

nine miles behind the fort, induced Lieutenant Back and me to

visit the spot, and we were amply repaid for the walk. The
view embraced the mountains on the borders of the Mackenzie

to the west, a considerable portion of Bear Lake River, with the

mountains near its rapids, Clark's Hill to the south, and the

range of elevated land stretching to the east till they were lost
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MM in the distance- To the N *E - tnere appeared several small lakes,

^—

—

: and the view was terminated by a portion of Bear Lake.
T
2^

ay
' The Chipewyan hunters who had been absent since Christmas,

returned to us with their families, and brought with them a

Dog-Rib girl, about twelve years old, who had been deserted by

her tribe. When they found her, she was in the last stage of

weakness, from famine, sitting by the expiring embers of a fire,

and but for their timely appearance, death must soon have

ended her sufferings. They fed and clothed her, and waited

until she gained strength to accompany them. The wretches

who had abandoned the poor creature, were on their way to a

fishing station, which they knew to be very productive, and not

above a day's march distant. She was unable to keep the pace

at which they chose to proceed, and having no near relation

but an aged aunt, who could not assist her, they left her at an

encampment without any food. The hunters met this party of

Indians about a month afterwards, when they were living in

abundance. The girl, by that time, had perfectly recovered her

strength, and they desired that she should be restored to them,

but the hunters firmly resisted their importunity, and one of

them adopted her as his own child. It is singular that she was

the only female of the tribe that could be called good-looking.

Her Indian name was Aton-larree, which the interpreter trans-

lated, Burnt-weed. Lieutenant Back made a sketch of her, in

the dress which the hunter's wife gave to her on their first meet-

ing. When the Indians came to the fort, I took the first

opportunity of their being assembled in the hall, to send for the

hunters and their wives, and to reward them by a substantial

present of clothing and ammunition. I also gave to them

some neat steel instruments, consisting of gimblets, and other

useful articles, which they were desired to preserve, and shew

to other Indians, as a testimony of our approbation of their
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humanity. A present was also bestowed upon the girl, and then isas.

the Dog-Ribs were addressed as to their unfeeling conduct

towards her. They listened quietly, and merely stated her

weakness as the cause. There is little doubt but that the trans-

actions of this day were canvassed afterwards, and it is to be

hoped that the knowledge of our sentiments gaiiung circulation,

may induce a discontinuance of their inhuman practices.

By the men who had conveyed our last packet to Fort Simp- Wednesday,

son, we received intelligence that some Chipewyans had brought

information to the Athabasca and Slave Lakes, of their having

seen many indications of a party of white people on the sea-

coast eastward of the Coppermine River. The report stated,

that they had found, in the preceding autumn, on the borders of

a river near the sea-coast, a sawpit, some saws, and axes, and a

store of deer's meat. There was snow on the ground, and the

footsteps of the party appeared recent. We concluded from

these statements, that Captain Parry had laid up his ships

in the vicinity of Bathurst's Inlet, and sent hunting-parties

up the river to augment his stock of provision. I there-

fore despatched two men with letters to Mr. M'Vicar, at

Slave Lake, containing a series of questions, that the matter

might be thoroughly investigated, and requested him to transmit

the answers to the Admiralty. I likewise begged of him imme-

diately to procure a party of Indians to go to the spot, and con-

vey a letter from me to Captain Parry, in order that they might

either be employed as hunters for the ships, or carry their letters

to the nearest establishment for conveyance to England. Had
- the information reached us sooner, so that a party could have

gone from Bear Lake to the point at which the ships were, and

returned before the men were wanted, I should have sent to

ascertain the fact. The idea of the ships being on the northern

coast, the prospect of their success, and the expectation of the

L s
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^1826^ eastern detachment meeting them in the summer, afforded

—*—; enlivening topics of conversation for several days, and on the

day the intelligence came, we celebrated its arrival with a

bowl of punch. The health of Captain Parry, and his party, as

well as that of Captain Beechey, was drank with enthusiasm.

Thursday We obtained observations for the time, from which it appeared
*3rd

* that the chronometer, No. 1733, generously lent to the Expedi-

tion by my friend the late Mr. Moore, had only varied its rate

two hundredths of a second, since the 3rd of November. I had

worn it next my skin, suspended round my neck, the whole time;

and, consequently, it was not exposed to much variation of tem«

perature.

After the middle of this month the N.W. winds gave

place to a succession of easterly breezes ; whenever these pre-

vailed, we observed the terrestrial refraction was much increased

:

double refraction of the land was not unfrcquent, and twice the

mist, arising from the open water, appeared like a wall of ice.

When the moon shone, halos, and occasionally paraselene, were

visible ; and towards the close of the month the coruscations of

the aurora were often very brilliant.

During this month I noticed that on several occasions the

magnetic needle oscillated when I approached it in a dress of

water-proof cloth, although it remained stationary when others

of the party examined it in their ordinary garments. The water-

proof dress probably acted by exciting electricity in the body,

although this opinion is rather contradicted by the fact of a fur

cap, which had been rubbed by the hand until it affected the gold-

leaf electrometer, producing no change in the needle, and my
approach to the electrometer not causing the gold-leaf to expand.

Having failed in an attempt to make charcoal for the black-

smith's use at this place, we despatched William Duncan, and

the blacksmith, to make some at Fort Norman, where birch.
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are plentiful ; and on the 6th of April we were glad to see iwa.

them return with the first load. The carpenters had already >

AJ*^

prepared the timbers and the keel for the new boat, and we

were waiting for the coals to get the iron-work forward.

On the 10th Dr. Richardson and Mr. Kendall left the fort Monday,

on snow-shoes, accompanied by an Indian guide, and a

driving a dog-sledge with provisions, for the purpose of

pleting the survey of Great Bear Lake, which Dr. Richardson

had commenced the preceding autumn. The day was remark-

ably warm ; the blackened thermometer, exposed to the sun,

rose to + 90; and we hailed with delight a complete thaw.

Cheered by the prospect, a spot was cleared of snow, the keel of

the boat laid down, and that there might be no delay, all the

sledges we could spare were despatched to fetch the remainder

of the charcoal from Fort Norman. On the following day

water was dripping from the roofs, and the flies were active
llth'

within the rooms. The continuance of mild weather for six days

caused a rapid decay of the snow, but no spots of land became

visible. The men returned with the charcoal, and from them we

learned that the season was more backward here than in the vici-

nity of Fort Norman. In the evening of the 17th, a telescope

was put up in the meridian for finding the rates of the chrono-

meters by the transit of Arcturus. On the 19th, thirty Hare-

Indians arrived with sledges, bringing their winters collection
19th-

of furs for the Hudson Bay Company, and a large supply of

dried meat for us, which, with the stock already in store, put us

quite at ease respecting food until the season for our departure.

The party consisted mostly of young lads, who, very good-

naturedly, sang and danced for our amusement all the evening.

They likewise gave us specimens of the dances in use among

the Loucheux, which were more graceful than their own. The

tune they sung to the Medicine-dance of the Loucheux, struck
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1826. me as being soft and pretty. The ludicrous attitudes and

"-S^ grotesque figures of the dancers, as they wheeled in a circle,

shaking the knives and feathers which they held between their

fingers, were happily sketched by Lieutenant Back.

As the fish had withdrawn from the open water at the com-

mencement of the fine weather, the nets were brought nearer to

the house ; but we did not obtain more than thirty fish daily*

This diminution, however, gave us no concern, as we had plenty

of meat. Shortly afterwards the trout began again to take bait,

and we caught several of large size. Easterly winds prevailed

this month, and they blew uninterruptedly from the 21st to the

last day. A storm, on the 28th and 29th, delayed the carpenters

working at the boat : the patches of ground which had for the

last few days been visible, were again covered with snow, and

the general aspect was bleak and wintry.

Dr. Richardson and Mr. Kendall returned on the 1st of May,

and we were furnished with the following particulars of their

journey. Their course, on leaving us, was first directed to the

fishery in Mac Vicar's Bay, which they reached on the fourth day,

and from whence, taking with them another sledge-load of provi-

sions and an additional attendant, they continued their journey

to the bottom of Mac Tavish Bay, the most easterly part of the

Lake. The reduction in their stock of provisions now caused

them to commence their return, and they reached the fort after

an absence of three weeks, during which, in very unfavourable

weather, they travelled about three hundred and eighty miles.

Dr. Richardson had sailed four hundred and eighty miles through

the lake in the autumn, and in the two excursions, five hundred

miles of its shores were delineated, and the positions of many
points established by astronomical observations. About twenty

miles of the north shore ofMac Tavish Bay are the only parts of

Bear Lake remaining un surveyed. The following brief descrip-

4
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tion of Bear Lake is extracted from Dr. Kiehardson's Jour- ism.

nal :- ^
. .

Monday,
* Great Bear Lake is formed by the union of five arms or 1st.

bays, which were named after Messrs. Keith, Smith, Dease,

Mac Tavish, and Mac Vicar, of the Hudson's Bay Company.

The principal feeding-stream, named Dease Biver, rises in the

Copper Mountains, and falls into the upper end of Dease Bay,

which is the most northern part of the lake, and Bear Lake

Biver, which conveys the waters of the lake to the

issues from Keith Bay, the most southerly arm. Mac

Bay is the most easterly portion of the lake, and Smith Bay,

which lies opposite to it, runs to the westward. Mac Vicar Bay

has a southerly direction nearly parallel to Keith Bay. The

length of the lake, from Dease Biver to Bear Lake Biver, is

about one hundred and seventy-five miles; and its breadth,

from the bottom of Smith Bay to the bottom ofMac Tavish Bay,

is one hundred and fifty miles. A range of granite hills skirts

the bottom of Mac Tavish Bay. The Great Bear Mountain, at

whose base some bituminous shale cliffs are exposed, is about

nine hundred feet high, and separates Mac Vicar and Keith

Bays ; a similar mountain lies betwixt Keith and Smith Bays.

In Dease Bay, limestone and sandstone are the prevailing

rocks. The waters of the lake are very clear, and of unknown

depth ; forty -five fathoms of line were let down near the

shore, in Mac Tavish Bay, without reaching the bottom. There

is a considerable quantity of good wood, principally white

spruce, in the vicinity of the lake ; but there is reason to believe

that, before many years elapse, it will become scarce, for it is

very slow of growth, and the natives every year set fire to it in

various quarters, and thus destroy it for many miles. The
finest timber was observed on the west side of Great Bear Lake

Mountain. There are good fisheries in Dease Bay, and in
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May
various other quarters of the lake ; but the fish taken in Mac

'
*—

' Vicar Bay are remarkably fine and abundant at all seasons of

the year. The principal advantage of the site chosen for Fort

Franklin, is its vicinity to the Bear Lake River, and the great

quantity of fish that can be procured at certain seasons, although

they are small and of inferior quality."

• On the 5th of this month, the men being called in from

the fishery in Mac Vicar Bay, the whole party was once more

assembled at the house, anxiously looking forward to the arrival

of spring. We hailed the appearance of swans, on the following

day, as a sure sign of its approach. A goose was seen on

the 7th, two ducks on the 8th, and on the 9th several gulls

were observed in the open water near the Bear Lake River.

The snow, at this time, was rapidly diminishing from the surface

of the lake, and there were many spots of ground visible. We,
therefore, commenced the preparations for the summer's voyage.

The seamen were employed in repairing the coverings and sails

of the boats, as well as in refitting their rigging, and occupation

was allotted to every person in the establishment. These opera-

tions requiring the constant superintendence of the officers, the

observations on the magnetic-needle were discontinued. After

the middle of the month, we were visited by occasional showers

of rain, which removed the snow and produced a perceptible

decay of the ice.

On the 23rd, the ice broke away from the shore of the small

lake, and also of Bear Lake, in front of the house. Swans and

geese were now daily passing to the northward; many shots

were fired at them, both by the Indians and our own party, but

only a few were killed. The geese were principally of the kind

known to naturalists by the name of Canada geese, and deno-

minated bustards by the voyagers. Numbers of white geese

also passed; we saw only two flocks of laughing-geese. The
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first swallow came on the 16th, and, on the following day, many 182«.

others arrived. A variety of ducks, gulls, and many of the

small aquatic birds, now frequented the marshy borders of the

little lake, which afforded constant amusement to the sportsmen,

and full occupation to Dr. Richardson in preparing the skins for

specimens.

On the 24th, the musquitoes appeared, feeble at first, but, Wednesday,

after a few days, they became vigorous and tormenting. The
first flower, a tussilago, was gathered on the 27th. Before the

close of the month, several others were in bloom, of which the

most abundant was the white anemone (anemone tenella). The
leaf-buds had not yet burst, though just ready to open.

The carpenters had now finished the new boat, which re-

ceived the name of the Reliance. It was constructed of fir, with

birch timbers, after the model of our largest boat, the Lion, but

with a more full bow, and a finer run abaft. Its length was

twenty-six feet, and breadth five feet eight inches. It was

fastened in the same manner as the other boats, but with iron

instead of copper, and to procure sufficient nails we were obliged

to cut up all the spare axes, trenches *, and ice-chisels. ' Being

without tar, we substituted strips of water-proof canvass, soaked

in some caoutchouc varnish, which we had brought out, to lay

between the seams of the planks; and for paint, we made use of

resin, procured from the pine-trees, boiled and mixed with grease.

The other boats were afterwards put in complete repair. The
Lion required the most, in consequence of the accident in Bear

Lake River. The defects in the other two principally arose

from their having been repaired at Cumberland House with

the elm that grows in its vicinity, and is very spongy. We
now substituted white spruce fir, which, when grown in these

• »

• . • Used by the Indians to break up the beaver lodges.
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18*0. high latitudes, is an excellent wood for boat-building. We were

surprised to find, that, notwithstanding the many heavy blows

these boats had received in their passage to this place, there

was not a timber that required to be changed.

In our bustle, we would gladly have dispensed with the pre-

sence of the Dog-Ribs, who now visited us in great numbers,

without bringing any supplies. They continued hanging

about the fort, and their daily drumming and singing over

the sick, the squalling of the children, and bawling of the men

and women, proved no small annoyance. We were pleased,

however, at perceiving that the ammunition we had given to

them in return for meat, had enabled them to provide themselves

with leathern tents. Their only shelter from wind, snow, or

rain, before this season, had been a rude barricade of pine

branches. Fortunately, for our comfort, they were obliged to

remove before the expiration of the month to a distant fishery

to procure provision.

June. The preparations for the voyage along the coast being now in
J1

"i™
dny

' a state of forwardness, my attention was directed to the providing

for the return of Dr. Richardson's party to this establishment in

the following autumn, and to the securing means of support for

all the members of the Expedition at this place, in the event of

the western party being likewise compelled to return to it.

Respecting the first point, it was arranged that Beaulieu the

interpreter, and four Canadians, should quit Fort Franklin on

the 6th of August, and proceed direct to Dease River with a

bateau, and wait there until the 20th of September, when,

if Dr. Richardson did not appear, they were to come back to the

fort in canoes, and to leave the boat, with provision and other

necessaries, for the use of the eastern detachment. All these

points were explained to Beaulieu, and he not only understood

every part of the arrangement, but seemed very desirous to
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perform the important duty entrusted to him. I next drew up isx>.

written instructions for the guidance of Mr. Dease, during the i^i*

absence of the Expedition, directing his attention first to the *ilf*
equipment and despatch of Beaulieu on the 6th of August, and

then to the keeping the establishment well-stored with provision.

He was aware of the probability that the western party would

meet his Majesty's ship Blossom, and go to Canton in her. But

might compel us to winter on the

it necessary to warn him against inferring,

from our not returning in the following autumn, that we had

reached the Blossom. He was, therefore, directed to keep Fort

Franklin complete, as to provision, until the spring of 1828.

Dr. Richardson was likewise instructed, before he left the fort

in 1827, on his return to England, to see that Mr. Dease fully

understood my motives for giving these orders, and that he was

provided with the means of purchasing the necessary provision

from the Indians.

The long reign of the east wind was at length terminated by Wednesday,

a fresh N.W. breeze, and the ice yet remaining on the small
7tIu

lake soon disappeared, under the softening effects of this wind.

This lake had been frozen eight months, wanting three days.

A narrow channel being opened along the western border of

Bear Lake, on the 14th Dr. Richardson took advantage of it,

and went in a small canoe with two men to examine the moun-

tains on the borders of Bear Lake River, and to collect speci-

mens of the plants that were now in flower, intending to rejoin

the party at Fort Norman. On the same day, in 1821, the former

Expedition left Fort Enterprize for the sea.

• The equipments of the boats being now complete, they were Thursday,

launched on the small lake, and tried under oars and sails. In 15th*

the afternoon the men were appointed to their respective sta-

tions, and furnished with the sky-blue waterproof uniforms, and
M2
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1826. feathers, as well as with the warm clothing which had been

provided for the voyage. I acquainted them fully with the

object of the Expedition, and pointed out their various duties.

They received these communications with satisfaction, were

delighted with the prospect of the voyage, and expressed their

readiness to commence it immediatelv. Fourteen men. including

Augustus, were appointed to accompany myself and Lieutenant

Back, in the Lion and Reliance, the two larger boats ; and ten,

including Ooligbuck, to go with Dr. Richardson and Mr. Ken-,

dall, in the Dolphin and Union. In order to make up the com-

plement of fourteen for the western party, I proposed to receive

two volunteers from the Canadian voyagers ; and to the credit of

Canadian enterprise, every man came forward. I chose Francois

Felix and Alexis Vivier, because they were the first who offered

their services, and this too without any stipulation as to increase

of wages.

Spare blankets, and every thing that could be useful for the

voyage, or as presents to the Esquimaux, which our stores could

furnish, were divided between the eastern and western parties,

and put up into bales of a size convenient for stowage. This

interesting day was closed by the consumption of a small quan-

tity ofrum, reserved for the occasion, followed by a merry dance,

in which all joined with great glee, in their working dresses.

On the following Sunday the officers and men assembled at

Divine service, dressed in their new uniforms ; and in addition

to the ordinary service of the day, the special protection of

Providence was implored on the enterprise we were about to

commence. The guns were cleaned the next day, and stowed

in the arm chests, which had been made to fit the boats. Tues-

day and Wednesday were set apart for the officers and men to

pack their own things. A strong western breeze occurred on

the 2 1st, which removed the ice from the front of the house
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and opened a passage to the Bear Lake River. The men were
J
82s.

sent with the boats and stores to the river in the evening, and »—

were heartily cheered on quitting the beach. The officers

remained to pack up the charts, drawings, and other documents,

which were to be left at the fort ; and, in the event of none of

the officers returning, Mr. Dease was directed to forward them

to England. We quitted the house at half past ten, on Tuesday

morning, leaving Cote, the fisherman, in charge, until Mr. Dease

should return from Fort Norman. This worthy old man,

sharing the enthusiasm that animated the whole party, would

not allow us to depart without giving his hearty, though solitary

cheer, which we returned in full chorus.

The position of Fort Franklin was determined to be in lati-

tude 65° 11'56"N., longitude 123° 12' 44 " W. ; variation of the

compass 39° ^ E. ; dip of the needle 82° 58' 15".
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CHAPTER III.

i

Yoyage to the Sea—Part from the Eastern Detachment at Point Separation—Reach toe

Mouth of Ihe Mackenzie—Interview and Contest with i

Ice—Meet friendly Esquimaux—Point Sabine.

On our arrival at the Bear Lake River, we were mortified to find

the ice drifting down in large masses, with such rapidity as to

22nd.
}

' render embarkation unsafe. The same cause detained us the

whole of the following day ; and as we had brought no more

provision from the house than sufficient for an uninterrupted

passage to Fort Norman, we sent for a supply of fish. This

was a very sultry day, the thermometer in the shade being 7
1°

at noon, and 74° at three p.m.

The descent of the ice having ceased at eight in the morning

of the 24th, we embarked. The heavy stores were put into a

bateau, manned by Canadians, who were experienced in the

passage through rapids, and the rest of the boats were ordered

to follow in its wake, keeping at such a distance from each other

as to allow of any evolution that might be necessary to avoid the

stones. The boats struck several times, but received no injury.

At the foot of the rapid we met a canoe, manned by four of

our Canadian voyagers, whom Dr. Richardson had sent with

some letters that had arrived at Fort Norman from the Atha-

basca Lake ; and as the services of the men were wanted, they
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were embarked in the boats, and the canoe was left. Shortly 182«

afterwards we overtook Beaulieu, who had just killed a young 1—*-*

moose deer, which afforded tlie party two substantial meals. At
this spot, and generally along the river, we found abundance of

wild onions.

We entered the Mackenzie River at eight in the evening,

and the current being too strong for us to advance against the

stream with oars, we had recourse to the tracking line, and

travelled all night. It was fatiguing, owing to large portions of

the banks having been overthrown by the disruption of the ice,

and from the ground being so soft that the men dragging the

rope sank up to the knees at every step ; but these impediments

were less regarded than the ceaseless torment of the musquitoes.

We halted to sup at the spot where Sir A. Mackenzie saw the

flame rising from the bank in 1789. The precipice was still

on fire, the smoke issuing through several apertures. Speci-

mens of the coal were procured.

We reached Fort Norman at noon on the 25th. On the foi* Sunday,

lowing morning the provision and stores which had been left at

this place were examined, and found to be in excellent order,

except the powder in one of the magazines, which had become

caked from damp. I had ordered a supply of iron-work,

knives, and beads, for the sea voyage from Fort Simpson ; they

had arrived some days before us, and with our stock thus aug-

mented, we were well furnished with presents for the natives.

The packages being finished on the 27th, the boats received their

respective ladings, and we were rejoiced to find that each stowed

her cargo well, and with her crew embarked floated as buoyantly

as our most sanguine wishes had anticipated. The heavy stores,

however, were afterwards removed into a bateau that was to be

taken to the mouth of the river, to prevent the smaller boats

from receiving injury in passing over the shoals.
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1826. We waited one day to make some pounded meat we had
—^ brought into pemmican. In the meantime the seamen en-

larged the foresail of the .Reliance.

The letters which I received from the Athabasca department

informed me that the things I had required from the Company
jn February last, would be duly forwarded ; they likewise con-

tained a very different version of the story which had led us to

suppose that Captain Parry was passing the winter on the

northern coast. We now learned that the Indians had only seen

some pieces of wood recently cut, and a deer that had been

killed by an arrow ; these things we concluded were done by

the Esquimaux. Three men from Slave Lake, whom I had sent

for to supply the place of our Chipewyan hunters, who were very

inactive last winter, joined us at this place. They were to

accompany Mr. Dease and the Canadians to Fort Franklin ; and

that they, as well as the Indians, might have every encourage*

ment to exert themselves in procuring provision during the

summer, I directed a supply of the goods they were likely to

require, to be sent from Fort Simpson, as soon as possible. The

longitude of Fort Norman was observed to be 124° 44' 47" W.,

its latitude 64° 40' 38" N. ; variation 39° 5? 52" E.

Wednesday, Early this morning the boats were laden and decorated with

their ensigns and pendants, and after breakfast we quitted the

fort, amidst the hearty cheers of our friends Mr. Dease, Mr.

Brisbois, and the Canadians, and I am sure carried their best

wishes for our success. We halted at noon to obtain the latitude,

which placed the entrance of Bear Lake River in 64° 55' 37" N.

;

and Dr. Richardson took advantage of this delay to visit the

mountain at that point, but his stay was short, in consequence of

a favourable breeze springing up. We perceived that the four

boats sailed at nearly an equal rate in light breezes, but that in

strong winds the two larger ones had the advantage. When we
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landed to sup the musquitoes beset us so furiously that we j**6 -

hastily despatched the meal and re-embarked, to drive under —

'

easy sail before the current. They continued, however, to pur-

sue us, and deprived us of all rest. On our arrival, next morn-

ing, at the place of the first rapids, there was scarcely any appear-

ance of broken water, and the sand-bank on which Augustus

had been so perilously situated in the preceding autumn, was

entirely covered. This was, of course, to be ascribed to the

spring floods ; the increase of water to produce such a change,

must have exceeded six feet. In the afternoon we were over-

taken by a violent thunder-storm, with heavy rain, which made

us apprehensive for the pemmican, that spoils on being wet.

It unfortunately happened that a convenient place for spreading

out the bags that were injured could not be found, until we

reached the Hare-Skin River, below the Rampart Defile, which

was at nine o'clock. They were spread out the next morning, *^»y.

with the other perishable parts of the cargo, and we remained

until they were dry. We embarked at ten, and, aided by a

favourable breeze, made good progress until six p.m., when the

threatening appearance of the clouds induced us to put on shore,

and we had but just covered the baggage before heavy rain

fell, that continued throughout the night. Four Hare Indians

came to the encampment, to whom dried meat and ammunition

were given, as they were in want of food from being unable to

set their nets in the present high state of the water. These

were the only natives seen since our departure from Fort Nor-

man ; they informed us, that, in consequence of not being able to

procure a sufficiency of fish in the Mackenzie at this season,

their companions had withdrawn to gain their subsistence from

the small lakes in the interior.

We embarked at half past one on the morning of the 1st of July 1*.

July. The sultry weather of the preceding day made us now
N
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1S26. feel more keenly the chill of a strong western breeze, and the

mist which it brought on, about four hours after our departure.

This wind, being contrary to the current, soon raised such high

waves that the boats took in a great deal of water ; and as we
made but little progress, and were very cold, we landed to kindle

a fire, and prepare breakfast; after which we continued the

voyage to Fort Good Hope, without any of the interruptions

from sand-banks that we had experienced in the autumn.

On our arrival we were saluted with a discharge of musketry

by a large party of Loucheux, who had been some time waiting

at the fort, with their wives and families, for the purpose of

seeing us. After a short conference with Mr. Bell, the master

of the post, we were informed that these Indians had lately met

a numerous party of Esquimaux at the Red River, by appoint-

ment, to purchase their furs ; and that in consequence of a mis-

understanding respecting some bargain, a quarrel had ensued

between them, which fortunately terminated without bloodshed.

We could not, however, gain any satisfactory account of the

movements of the Esquimaux. The only answers to our re-

peated questions on these points were, that the Esquimaux came

in sixty canoes to Red River, and that they supposed them to

have gone down the eastern channel, for the purpose of fishing

near its mouth. The chief, however, informed us that he had

mentioned our coming to their lands this spring, and that they

had received the intelligence without comment ; but from his

not having alluded to this communication until the question

was pressed upon him, and from the manner of his answering

our inquiries, I thought it doubtful whether such a communica-

tion had really been made.

We had been led to expect much information from the Lou-

cheux respecting the channels of the river, and the coast on

the east and west side near its mouth, but we were greatly dis-
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appointed. They were ignorant of the channel we ought to i82«.

follow in order to arrive at the western mouth of the river ; and d^L
the only intelligence they gave us respecting the coast on

that side was, that the Esquimaux represented it to be almost

constantly beset bv ice. Thev said also that thev were unac-

quainted with the tribes who reside to the westward. Several

of the party had been down the eastern channel, of which they

made a rude sketch ; and their account of the coast on that side

was, that, as far as they were acquainted with it, it was free from

Mr. C. Dease, the former master of Fort Good Hope, had

retained two of the Loucheux to accompany the Expedition

until we should meet the Esquimaux : they spoke a few words

of the language, which they had learned during an occasional

residence with the tribe that resides on the eastern border of

the river. But the knowledge of the recent transactions at Red
River had convinced us that their presence would be more

likely to irritate than pacify the Esquimaux. We also dis-

covered that their sole motive for accompanying us was the

desire of trading with that people ; and further, that they ex-

pected we should take their families and baggage in the boats.

Their services were therefore declined ; and a compensation was

offered to them for their loss of time in waiting for us; but

having fixed their minds on the gain to be derived from us and

from the trade with the Esquimaux, they expressed great dis-

appointment, and were very intemperate in their language. As
I was anxious, for the sake of the trade at the post, to leave them

no room to complain either of us, or of Mr. Dease who had acted

for us, I spent several hours in debate with them to very little

purpose, and at last discovered that the whole scene was got up

for the purpose of obtaining a few more goods. My compliance

with their wish rendered them quite contented. I afterwards

N2
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1826. added a present to the principal chief of the party, who still

dljL expressed a wish to accompany us, but he frankly said that if he

went, all his young men must go also. They came in the even-

ing in great good humour to exhibit their dances in front of our

tent, a compliment we could well have dispensed with, as we
were busy.

Having ascertained that the Esquimaux were likely to be

seen in greater numbers than had been at first imagined, I

increased the stock of presents from the store at this place, and

exchanged two of our guns, which were defective, that the party

might have entire confidence in their arms. And to provide

against the casualty of either or both branches of the Expedition

having to return this way, I requested Mr. Bell to store up as

much meat as he could during the summer. We learned from

this gentleman that the supply of meat at this post was very

precarious, and that had we not left the five bags of pemmican in

the autumn, the residents would have been reduced to great dis-

tress for food during the winter. These bags were now replaced.

The arrangements being concluded, we spent the greater part

of the night in writing to England. I addressed to the Colonial

Secretary an account of our proceedings up to this time, and I

felt happy to be able to state that we were equipped with every

requisite for the Expedition.

S
2nd

ay
' ^e Qu*tte<^ Fort Good Hope at five on the 2nd. In the

passage down the river we were visited by several Loucheux, who,

the instant we appeared, launched their canoes, and came off to

welcome us. We landed, at their request, to purchase fish ; yet,

after the bargain had been completed, an old woman stepped for-

ward, and would only allow of our receiving two fish : she main-

tained her point, and carried off the rest in spite of all remon-

strance. The natives were all clothed in new leathern dresses,

and looked much neater, and in better health, than last autumn.
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Being anxious to reach the Red River, we continued rowing 1826.

against the wind until after midnight. On reaching that place,

the ground proved too wet for us to encamp ; we, therefore,

proceeded a short distance lower down, and put up under some

sandstone cliffs, where there was but just room for the tents.

As we were now on the borders of the Esquimaux territory,

we devoted the following morning to cleaning the arms ; and a

gun, dagger, and ammunition, were issued to each person. We
had no reason, indeed, to apprehend hostility from the Esqui-

maux, after the messages they had sent to Fort Franklin, but

vigilance and precaution are never to be omitted in intercourse

with strange tribes.

Embarking at two in the afternoon of the 3rd, we soon entered Monday,

the expansion of the river whence the different channels branch

off, and steering along the western shore, we came to the head of

a branch that flowed towards the Rocky Mountain range. Being

anxious not to take the eastern detachment out of their course,

I immediately encamped to make the necessary arrangements

for the separation of the parties. The warm clothing, shoes,

and articles for presents, had been previously put up in separate

packages, but the provisions remained to be divided, which was

done in due proportion. Twenty-six bags of pemmican, and

two of grease, were set apart for the Dolphin and Union, with a

supply of arrow-root, macaroni, flour, and portable soup, making

in all eighty days' provision, with an allowance for waste. The

Lion and Reliance received thirty-two bags of pemmican, and

two of grease, with sufficient arrow-root, &c, to make their

supply proportionate to that of the eastern party. Provided no

accident occurred, neither party could be in absolute want for

the whole summer, because at two-thirds allowance the pemmican

could be made to last one hundred days ; and we had reason to

expect to meet with deer occasionally.
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182«. In the evening I delivered my instructions to Dr. Richardson ;

they were in substance as follows :—He was to take under his

eharge Mr. £. N. Kendall, and ten men, and proceed in the

Dolphin and Union to survey the coast between the Mackenzie

and Copper-Mine Rivers. On reaching the latter river, he was

to travel by land to the northeast arm of Great Bear Lake, where

Beaulieu was under orders to meet him with a boat for the

conveyance of his party to Fort Franklin. But if he should be

so much delayed on the coast as to have no prospect of reaching

the Copper-Mine River by the close of August, or the Bear

Lake Portage by the 20th of September, he was not to expose

himself or his party to risk by persevering beyond the 15th

or 20th of August, but was to return to Fort Franklin by the

way of the Mackenzie, or by any other route he might discover.

The only cause of regret I had respecting the equipment of

the eastern party was my being unable to provide Dr. Richardson

with a chronometer, the main-springs of two out of the three

chronometers furnished to us having been broken. I borrowed,

however, from Mr. Deasc, a watch, made by Barraud, to enable

Mr. Kendall to obtain the longitude by lunar distances. They
were likewise provided with that excellent instrument Massey's

Log ; and knowing Mr. Kendall's intimate acquaintance with

marine surveying, I had no doubt of his being able to make a

correct survey of the coast. The spot where the above arrange-

ments were made, bears the name of Point Separation, and lies

in latitude 67° 38* N., longitude 133° 53' W.
As the parties entertained for each other sentiments of

true friendship and regard, it will easily be imagined that the

evening preceding our separation was spent in the most cordial

and cheerful manner. We felt that we were only separating to

be employed on services of equal interest ; and we looked for-

ward with delight to our next meeting, when, after a successful
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termination, we might recount the incidents of our respective is26.

voyages. The best supper our means afforded was provided,

and a bowl of punch crowned the parting feast.

We were joined by an elderly Loucheux, who gave us a better

account of the eastern and western channels than we had

hitherto obtained. " The west branch," he said, u would take us

to the sea, and flowed the whole way at no great distance from

the mountains." « The eastern was a good channel, and passed

close to the hills on that side." He further informed us that the

Esquimaux were generally to be found on an island in the

eastern channel, but were seldom seen in the western branch.

He was, however, unacquainted with the coast, and we found

afterwards that he knew little about the movements of the

Esquimaux.

By six in the morning of the 4th the boats were all laden, and Tuesday,

ready for departure. It was impossible not to be struck with

the difference between our present complete state of equipment

and that on which we had embarked on our former disastrous

voyage. Instead of a frail bark canoe, and a scanty supply of

food, we were now about to commence the sea voyage in ex-

cellent boats, stored with three months' provision. At Dr.

Richardson's desire the western party embarked first. He
and his companions saluted us with three hearty cheers, which

were warmly returned; and as we were passing round the

point that was to hide them from our view, we perceived them

also embarking. Augustus was rather melancholy, as might

have been expected, on his parting from Ooligbuck, to proceed he

knew not whither ; but he recovered his wonted flow of spirits

by the evening.

The western party were distributed as follows :

—
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LION.

John Franklin, Captain R. X.

William Duncan, Cockswain.

Thomas Matthews, Carpenter.

Gustavus Aird, Bowman.

George Wilson, Marine.

Archibald Stewart, SMier.

Neil Mac Donald, Voyager.

Augustus, Esquimaux.

RELIANCE.

George Back, Lieutenant R. N.

Robert Spinks, Cockswain.

Robert Hallotn, Corpl. of Marines.

Charles Mackenzie, Bowman.

Alexander Currie, 3fid<«e

.

Robert Spence, Ditto

Alexis Vivier, Canadian.

Francois Felix, Ditto.

Wednesday,
5th.

Our course was directly towards the Rocky Mountain range,

till we came near the low land that skirts its base ; where, fol-

lowing the deepest channel, we turned to the northward. I was

desirous of coasting the main shore, but finding some of the

westernmost branches too shallow, we kept on the outside of

three islands for about twelve miles, when we entered the

tjhannel that washes the west side of Simpson's Island. It was

winding, and its breadth seldom exceeded a quarter of a mile.

During our progress we occasionally caught a glimpse of the

Rocky Mountains, which was an agreeable relief to the very dull

picture that the muddy islands in our neighbourhood afforded.

We halted to breakfast just before noon, and observed the lati-

tude er 5i n.
In the afternoon one deer was seen, and many swans and

geese ; we did not fire at them, for fear of alarming any Esqui-

maux that might be near. Encamped at eight p.m., opposite

Simpson's Island, in latitude 68° 13' N., longitude 134° 2T W.
The boats were secured without discharging the cargoes, and

two men were placed on guard, to be relieved every two hours.

We set forward at four a.m., with a favourable breeze, and

made good progress, though the river was very winding. At
eight we entered a branch that turned to the westward round

the point of Halkett Island into the channel washing the main
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shore. We soon afterwards arrived at a spot where a large body i«26.

of Esquimaux had been encamped in the spring, and supposing Ĵ tr-^

that they might revisit this place, a present of an ice-chisel, kettle,

and knife, was hung up in a conspicuous situation. Soon after

we had entered the channel that flows by the main shore, we
first perceived lop-sticks, or pine trees, divested of their lower

branches, for the purpose of land-marks, and therefore concluded

it was much frequented by the Esquimaux. Our course was

then altered to N.W., and we soon passed the last of the well-

wooded islands. The spruce fir-trees terminated in latitude

68° 36' N. ; and dwarf willows only grew below this part. A
very picturesque view was obtained of the Rocky Mountains,

and we saw the entire outline of their peaked hills, table-land,

and quoin-shaped terminations. Two lofty ranges were fronted

by a low er line of round-backed hills, in which we perceived the

strata to be horizontal, and the stone of a yellow colour. A few

miles lower down we found hills of sand close to the west border

of the river. We passed several deserted huts, and in one spot

saw many chips and pieces of split drift-wood, that appeared to

have been recently cut. The channel varied in breadth from a

half to three-quarters of a mile, but, except in the stream of the

current, the water was so shallow as scarcely to float the boats,

and its greatest depth did not exceed five feet. We landed at

eight p.m., on Halkett Island, intending to encamp, but owing

to the swampiness of the ground the tent could not be pitched.

Having made a fire and cooked our supper, we retired to sleep

under the coverings of the boats, which afforded us good shelter

from a gale and heavy rain that came on before midnight. Lati-

tude 68° 39' N., longitude 135° 35' W.
The continuance of stormy weather detained us until two p

of the 6th, when, the rain ceasing, we embarked. After passing
6th '

through the expansion of the river near the west extreme of Hal-
o
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182a. kett Island, we turned into the narrower and more winding chan-

«— nel, between Colvill Island and the main. A fog coming on at

eight p.m. we encamped, in latitude 68° 4# N., longitude 136° 4'

W. ; temperature of the air 42°, that of the water being 47* in

the middle of the stream. Several of the glaucous gulls were seen,

and this circumstance, as well as a line of bright cloud to the

N.W. resembling the ice-blink, convinced us that the sea was

not far off. A rein-deer appearing near the encampment, two

men were sent after it, who returned unsuccessful. Augustus

obtained a goose for supper. Many geese, swans, and ducks, had

been seen on the marshy shores of the island in the course of

the day.

*™«y, The night was cold, and at day-light on the 7th the thermo-

meter indicated 36°. Embarking at four a.m. we sailed down

the river for two hours, when our progress was arrested by the

shallowness of the water. Having endeavoured, without effect,

to drag the boats over the flat, we remounted the stream to

examine an opening to the westward, which we had passed. On
reaching the opening we found the current setting through it

into the Mackenzie, by which we knew that it could not afford a

passage to the sea, but we pulled up it a little way, in the hope

of obtaining a view over the surrounding low grounds from the

top of an Esquimaux house which we saw before us. A low

fog, which had prevailed all the morning, cleared away, and we
discovered that the stream we had now ascended issued from a

chain of lakes lying betwixt us and the western hills, which were

about six miles distant, the whole intervening country between

tin- hills and the Mackenzie being flat.

After obtaining an observation for longitude in 136° 19' W.,

and taking the bearing of several remarkable points of the Rocky

Mountain range, we returned to the Mackenzie, and passing the

shallows which had before impeded us, by taking only half the
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Back of ray intention of opening the communication with the

Esquimaux by landing amongst them, accompanied only by

Augustus ; and I now instructed him to keep the boats afloat,

and the crews with their arms ready to support us in the event

of the natives proving hostile ; but on no account to fire until he

was convinced that our safety could be secured in no other way.

Having received an impression from the narratives of different

navigators that the sacrifices of life which had occurred in their

interviews with savages, had been generally occasioned by the

crews mistaking noise and violent gestures for decided hostility,

I thought it necessary to explain my sentiments on this point to

all the men, and peremptorily forbade their firing till I set the

example, or till they were ordered to do so by Lieutenant Back.

They were also forbidden to trade with the natives on any pre-

tence, and were ordered to leave every thing of that kind to the

officers.

On quitting the channel of the river we entered into the bay,

which was about six miles wide, with an unbounded prospect to

seaward, and steered towards the tents under easy sail, with the

flying. The water became shallow as we drew towards the

o 2

boats' cargoes over at a time, we came in sight of the mouth of isas.

the river. Whilst the crews were stowing the boats, I obtained i'jL

an observation for latitude in 68° 53' N., and having walked

towards the mouth of the river, discovered on an island, which

formed the east side of the bay into which the river opened, a

crowd of tents, with many Esquimaux strolling amongst them.

I instantly hastened to the boats, to make preparations for

opening a communication with them, agreeably to my instruc-

tions. A selection of articles for presents and trade being

the rest of the lading was closely covered up ; the arms

and every man was directed to keep his gun
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1826. island, and the boats touched the ground when about a mile from
— '—- the beach ; we shouted, and made signs to the Esquimaux

to come off, and then pulled a short way back to await their

arrival in deeper water. Three canoes instantly put off from

the shore, and before they could reach us others were launched

in such quick succession, that the whole space between the

island and the boats was covered by them. The Esquimaux

canoes contain only one person, and are named kaiyacks ;

but they have a kind of open boat capable of holding six or

eight people, which is named oomiak. The men alone use

the kaiyacks, and the oomiaks are allotted to the women and

children. We endeavoured to count their numbers as they

approached, and had proceeded as far as seventy-three canoes,

and five oomiaks, when the sea became so crowded by fresh

arrivals, that we could advance no farther in our reckoning.

The three headmost canoes were paddled by elderly men, who,

most probably, had been selected to open the communication.

They advanced towards us with much caution, halting when

just within speaking distance, until they had been assured

of our friendship, and repeatedly invited by Augustus to ap-

proach and receive the present which I offered to them Au-

gustus next explained to them in detail the purport of our visit,

and told them that if we succeeded in finding a navigable

channel for large ships, a trade highly beneficial to them would

be opened. They were delighted with this intelligence, and

repeated it to their countrymen, who testified their joy by

tossing their hands aloft, and raising the most deafening shout

of applause I ever heard.

After the first present, I resolved to bestow no more gratui-

tously, but always to exact something, however small, in return

;

the three elderly men readily offered the ornaments they wore

in their cheeks, their arms, and knives, in exchange for the
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articles I gave them. Up to this time the first three were the 1626.

only kaiyacks that had ventured near the boats, but the natives
^SJ"'

around us had now increased to two hundred and fifty or three

hundred persons, and they all became anxious to share in the

lucrative trade which they saw established, and pressed eagerly

upon us, offering for sale their bows, arrows, and spears, which

they had hitherto kept concealed within their canoes. I en-

deavoured in vain, amidst the clamour and bustle of trade, to

obtain some information respecting the coast, but finding the

natives becoming more and more importunate and troublesome,

I determined to leave them, and, therefore, directed the boats'

heads to be put to seaward. Notwithstanding the forwardness

of the Esquimaux, which we attributed solely to the desire of a

rude people to obtain the novel articles they saw in our posses-

sion, they had hitherto shown no unfriendly disposition ; and

when we told them of our intention of going to sea, they ex-

pressed no desire to detain us, but, on the contrary, when the

Lion grounded in the act of turning, they assisted us in the

kindest manner by dragging her round. This manoeuvre

was not of much advantage to us, for, from the rapid ebbing

of the tide, both boats lay aground ; and the Esquimaux told

us, through the medium of Augustus, that the whole bay was

alike flat, which we afterwards found to be correct.

An accident happened at this time, which was productive of

unforeseen and very annoying consequences. A kaiyack being

overset by one of the Lion's oars, its owner was plunged into the

water with his head in the mud, and apparently in danger of

being drowned. We instantly extricated him from his unpleasant

situation, and took him into the boat until the water could be

thrown out of his kaiyack, and Augustus, seeing him shivering

with cold, wrapped him up in his own great coat. At first he

was exceedingly angry, but soon became reconciled to his situa-

/
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tion, and looking about, discovered that we had

other articles, in the boat, which had been concealed from the

people in the kaiyacks, by the coverings being carefully spread

over alL He soon began to ask for every thing he saw, and ex-

much displeasure on our refusing to comply with his

i ; he also, as we afterwards learned, excited the cupidity

of others by his account of the inexhaustible riches in the Lion,

and several of the younger men endeavoured to get into both

our boats, but we resisted all their attempts. Though we had

not hitherto observed any of them stealing, yet they showed so

much desire to obtain my flag, that I had it furled and put out

of sight, as well as every thing else that I thought could prove

a temptation to them . They continued, however, to press upon

us so closely, and made so many efforts to get into the

that I accepted the offer of two chiefs, who said that if they

allowed to come in, they would keep the others out. For a time

they kept their word, and the crews took advantage of the

respite thus afforded, to endeavour to force the boats towards

the river into deeper water. The Reliance floated, but the

Lion was immovable, and Lieutenant Back dropping astern

again made his boat fast to the Lion by a rope. At this time

one of the Lion's crew perceived that the man whose kaiyack

had been upset had a pistol under his shirt, and was about to

take it from him, but I ordered him to desist, as I thought it

might have been purchased from the Louchcux. It had been,

in fact, stolen from Lieutenant Back, and the thief, perceiving

our attention directed to it, leaped out of the boat, and joined

his countrymen, carrying with him the great coat which Au-
gustus had lent him.

The water had now ebbed so far, that it was not knee deep at

the boats, and the younger men wading in crowds around us,

tried to steal every thing within their reach ; slyly,
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and with so much dexterity, as almost to escape detection. The 1826.

moment this disposition was manifested, I directed the crews

not to suffer any one to come alongside, and desired Augustus to

tell the two chiefs, who still remained seated in the Lion, that

the noise and confusion occasioned by the crowd around the

boats greatly impeded our exertions ; and that if they would go

on shore and leave us for the present, we would hereafter return

from the ship which we expected to meet near this part of

the coast, with a more abundant supply of goods. They received

this communication with much apparent satisfaction, and jump-

ing out of the boats repeated the speech aloud to their com-

panions. From the general exclamation of "teyma," which

followed, and from perceiving many of the elderly men retire to

a distance, I conceived that they acquiesced in the propriety of

the suggestion, and that they were going away, but I was

much deceived. They only retired to concert a plan of attack,

and returned in a short time shouting some words which Au-
gustus could not make out. We soon, however, discovered their

purport, by two of the three chiefs who were on board the Reli-

- ance, jumping out, and, with the others who hurried to their

assistance, dragging her towards the south shore of the river.

Lieutenant Back desired the chief who remained with him to

tell them to desist, but he replied by pointing to the beach,

and repeating the word teyma, teyma, with a good-natured

smile. He said, however, something to those who were

seated in the canoes that were alongside, on which they threw

their long knives and arrows into the boat, taking care, in so

doing, that the handles and feathered ends were turned towards

the crew, as an indication of pacific intentions.

As soon as I perceived the Reliance moving under the efforts

of the natives, I directed the Lion's crew to endeavour to follow

her, but our boat remained fast until the Esquimaux lent their
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182«. aid and dragged her after the Reliance. Two of the most powerful

men, jumping on board at the same time, seized me by the wrists
J to,

and forced me to sit between them ; and as I shook them loose

two or three times, a third Esquimaux took his station in front

to catch my arm whenever I attempted to lift my gun, or the

broad dagger which hung by my side. The whole way to the

shore they kept repeating the word " teyma" beating gently on

my left breast with their hands, and pressing mine against their

breasts. As we neared the beach, two oomiaks, full of women,

arrived, and the "teymas" and vociferation were redoubled.

The Reliance was first brought to the shore, and the Lion close

to her a few seconds afterwards. The three men who held me
now leaped ashore, and those who had remained in their canoes

taking them out of the water, carried them to a little distance.

A numerous party then drawing their knives, and stripping

themselves to the waist, ran to the Reliance, and having first

hauled her as far up as they could, began a regular pillage,

handing the articles to the women, who, ranged in a row behind,

quickly conveyed them out of sight. Lieutenant Back and his

crew strenuously, but good-humouredly, resisted the attack, and

rescued many things from their grasp, but they were overpowered

by numbers, and had even some difficulty in preserving their

arms. One fellow had the audacity to snatch Vivier's knife

from his breast, and to cut the buttons from his coat, whilst

three stout Esquimaux surrounded Lieutenant Rack with up-

lifted daggers, and were incessant in their demands for whatever

attracted their attention, especially for the anchor buttons which

he wore on his waistcoat. In this juncture a young chiefcoming

to his aid, drove the assailants away. In their retreat they carried

off a writing desk and cloak, which the chief rescued, and then

seating himself on Lieutenant Back's knee, he endeavoured to

persuade his countrymen to desist by vociferating " teyma teyma,"
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and was, indeed, very active in saving whatever he could from 1826.

their depredations. The Lion had hitherto been beset by 4^-'
smaller numbers, and her crew, by firmly keeping their seats

on the cover spread over the cargo, and by beating the natives

off with the butt-ends of their muskets, had been able to

prevent any article of importance from being carried away.

But as soon as I perceived that the work of plunder was going

on so actively in the Reliance, I went with Augustus to assist

in repressing the tumult ; and our bold and active little inter-

preter rushed among the crowd on shore, and harangued them

on their treacherous conduct, until he was actually hoarse.

In a short time, however, I was summoned back by Duncan,

who called out to me that the Esquimaux had now commenced

in earnest to plunder the Lion, and, on my return, I found the

sides of the boat lined with men as thick as they could stand,

brandishing their knives in the most furious manner, and at-

tempting to seize every thing that was movable ; whilst another

party was ranged on the outside ready to bear away the stolen

goods. The Lion's crew still kept their seats, but as it was

impossible for so small a number to keep off such a formidable

and determined body, several articles were carried off. Our

principal object was to prevent the loss of the arms, oars, or

masts, or any thing on which the continuance of the voyage, or

our personal safety, depended. Many attempts were made to

purloin the box containing the astronomical instruments, and

Duncan, after thrice rescuing it from their hands, made it fast

to his leg with a cord, determined that they should drag him

away also if they took it

In the whole of this unequal contest, the self-possession of our

men was not more conspicuous than the coolness with which the

Esquimaux received the heavy blows dealt to them with the

P
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1826. butts ofthe muskets. But at length, irritated at being so often

foiled in their attempts, several of them jumped on board and
forcibly endeavoured to take the daggers and shot-belts that

were about the men's persons ; and I myself was engaged with

three of them who were trying to disarm me. Lieutenant Back

perceiving our situation, and fully appreciating my motives in

not coming to extremities, had the kindness to send to my assis-

tance the young chief who had protected him, and who, on his

arrival, drove my antagonists out of the boat. I then saw that

my crew were nearly overpowered in the fore part of the boat,

and hastening to their aid, I fortunately arrived in time to pre-

vent George Wilson from discharging the contents of his mus-

ket into the body of an Esquimaux. He had received a pro-

vocation of which I was ignorant until the next day, for the

fellow had struck at him with a knife, and cut through his coat

and waistcoat ; and it was only after the affray was over that I

learned that Gustavus Aird, the bowman of the Lion, and three

of the Keliance's crew, had also narrowly escaped from being

wounded, their clothes being cut by the blows made at them

with knives. No sooner was the bow cleared of one set of marau-

ders than another party commenced their operations at the stern.

My gun was now the object of the struggle, which was beginning

to assume a more serious complexion, when the whole of the Es-

quimaux suddenly fled, and hid themselves behind the drift timber

and canoes on the beach. It appears that by the exertions of the

crew, the Reliance was again afloat, and Lieutenant Back wisely

judging that this was the proper moment for more active inter-

ference, directed his men to level their muskets, which had pro-

duced that sudden panic. The Lion happily floated soon after,

and both were retiring from the beach, when the Esquimaux

having recovered from their consternation, put their kaiyacks in
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the water, and were preparing to follow us ; but I desired Au-

gustus to say that I would shoot the first man who came within

range of our muskets, which prevented them.

It was now about eight o'clock in the evening, and we had

been engaged in this harassing contest for several hours, yet the

only things of importance which they had carried off were the

mess canteen and kettles, a tent, a bale containing blankets and

shoes, one of the men's bags, and the jib-sails. The other articles

they took could well be spared, and they would, in fact, have been

distributed amongst them, had they remained quiet. The place

to which the boats were dragged is designated by the name of

Pillage Point. I cannot sufficiently praise the fortitude and

obedience of both the boats' crews in abstaining from the use of

their arms. In the first instance I had been influenced by the

desire of preventing unnecessary bloodshed, and afterwards, when

the critical situation of my party might have well warranted me
in employing more decided means for their defence, I still endea-

voured to temporize, being convinced that as long as the boats

lay aground, and we were beset by such numbers, armed with

long knives, bows, arrows, and spears, we could not use fire-arms

to advantage. The howling of the women, and the clamour of

the men, proved the high excitement to which they had wrought

themselves ; and I am still of opinion that, mingled as we were

with them, the first blood we had shed would have been instantly

revenged by the sacrifice of all our lives.

The preceding narrative shows that, bad as the general conduct

of the Esquimaux was, we had some active friends amongst them

;

and I was particularly desirous of cultivating a good understand*

ing with them, for we were as yet ignorant of the state of the ice

at sea, and did not know how long we should have to remain in

their neighbourhood. I was determined, however, now to keep
p 2
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1826. them at bay, and to convince them, if they made any further
July.

ww
attempts to annoy us, that our forbearance had proceeded from

good-will, and not from the want of the power to punish them.

We had not gone above a quarter of a mile from Pillage Point

before the boats again took the ground at the distance of one

hundred and fifty yards from the shore ; and having ascertained

by the men wading in every direction, that there was no deeper

water, we made the boats fast side by side, and remained in that

situation five hours.

Shortly after the boats had been secured, seven or eight of the

natives walked along the beach, and carrying on a conversation

with Augustus, invited him to a conference on shore. I was at first

very unwilling to permit him to go, but the brave little fellow

entreated so earnestly that I would suffer him to land and reprove

the Esquimaux for their conduct, that I at length consented, and

the more readily, on seeing that the young chief who had acted

in so friendly a manner was amongst the number on the beach.

By the time that Augustus reached the shore, the number of Es-

quimaux amounted to forty, and we watched with great anxiety

the animated conversation he carried on with them. On his

return he told us that its purport was as follows :—" Your con-

duct," said he, " has been very bad, and unlike that of all other

Esquimaux. Some of you even stole from me, your countryman,

but that I do not mind ; I only regret that you should have

treated in this violent manner the white people who came solely

to do you kindness. My tribe were in the same unhappy state

in which you now are, before the white people came to Churchill,

but at present they are supplied with every thing they need,

and you see that I am well clothed; I get all that I want,

and am very comfortable. You cannot expect, after the trans-

actions of this day, that these people will ever bring goods to
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your country again, unless you show your contrition by returning 1826.

the stolen goods. The white people love the Esquimaux, and d^L
wish to shew them the same kindness that they bestow upon the

Indians : do not deceive yourselves, and suppose that they are

afraid of you ; I tell you they are not, and that it is entirely

owing to their humanity that many of you were not killed

to-day ; for they have all guns, with which they can destroy you

either when near or at a distance. I also have a gun, and can

assure you that if a white man had fallen, I would have been

the first to have revenged his death."

The veracity of Augustus was beyond all question with us

;

such a speech delivered in a circle of forty armed men, was a

remarkable instance of personal courage. We could perceive, by

the shouts of applause with which they filled the pauses in his

harangue, that they assented to his arguments, and he told

us that they had expressed great sorrow for having given us

so much cause of offence, and pleaded, in mitigation of their

conduct, that they had never seen white people before, that

every thing in our possession was so new to them, and so desi-

rable, that they could not resist the temptation of stealing, and

begged him to assure us that they never would do the like again,

for they were anxious to be on terms of friendship with us, that

they might partake of the benefits which his tribe derived from

their intercourse with the white people. I told Augustus to

put their sincerity to the test by desiring them to bring back a

large kettle and the tent, which they did, together with some

shoes, having sent for them to the island whither they had been

conveyed. After this act of restitution, Augustus requested to be

permitted to join a dance to which they had invited him, and he

was, for upwards of an hour, engaged in dancing and singing

with all his might in the midst of a company who were all armed
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with knives, or bows and arrows. He afterwards told us that he

was much delighted on finding that the words of the song, and

the different attitudes of the dances, were precisely similar to

those used in his own country when a friendly meeting took

place with strangers. Augustus now learned from them that

there was a regular ebb and flow of the tide in this bay, and that

when the sun came round to a particular point there would be

water enough to float the boats, if we kept along the western

shore. This communication relieved me from much anxiety,

for the water was perfectly fresh, and from the flood-tide having

passed unperceived whilst we were engaged with the Esquimaux,

it appeared to us to have been subsiding for the preceding

twelve hours, which naturally excited doubts of our being able

to effect a passage to the sea in this direction.

The Esquimaux gradually retired as the night advanced ; and

when there were only a few remaining, two of our men were

sent to a fire which they had made, to prepare chocolate for the

refreshment of the party. Up to this period we remained seated

in the boats, with our muskets in our hands, and keeping a

vigilant look out on Augustus, and the natives around him. As
they had foretold, the water began to flow about midnight, and

Saturday, by half past one in the morning of the 8th it was siifficiently

deep to allow of our dragging the boats forward to a part where

they floated. We pulled along the western shore about six miles,

till the appearance of the sky bespoke the immediate approach

of a gale ; and we had scarcely landed before it came on with

violence, and attended with so much swell as to compel us to

unload the boats and drag them up on the beach.

The whole party having been exhausted by the labour and

anxiety of the preceding twenty-four hours, two men were

appointed to keep watch, and the rest slept
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o'clock in the morning, when we began to repair the damage 1826.

which the sails and rigging had sustained from the attempts iljL

made by the Esquimaux to cut away the copper thimbles.

We were thus employed when Lieutenant Back espied,

through the haze, the whole body of the Esquimaux paddling

towards us. Uncertain of the purport of their visit, and not

choosing to open a conference with so large a body in a situation

so disadvantageous as our present one, we hastened to launch

the boats through the surf, and load them with our utmost

speed ; conceiving that when once fairly afloat, we could keep

any number at bay. We had scarcely pulled into deep water

before some of the kaiyacks had arrived within speaking distance!

and the man in the headmost one, holding out a kettle, called

aloud that he wished to return it, and that the oomiak which

was some distance behind, contained the things that had

been stolen from us, which they were desirous of restoring, and

receiving in return any present that we might be disposed to

give, I did not deem it prudent, however, for the sake of the

few things in their possession which we required, to hazard their

whole party collecting around us, and, therefore, desired Au-

gustus to tell them to go back ; but they continued to advance

until I fired a ball ahead of the leading canoe, which had the

desired effect—the whole party veering round, except four, who

followed us for a little way, and then went l)ack to join their

companions.

I have been minute in my details of our proceedings with

these Esquimaux, for the purpose of elucidating the character of

the people we had to deal with ; and I feel that the account

would be incomplete without the mention, in this place, of some

communications made to us in the month of August following,

which fully explained the motives of their conduct. We
learned that up to the time that the kaiyack was upset, the
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1826. Esquimaux were actuated by the most friendly feelings towards

-S^- us, but that the fellow whom we had treated so kindly after the

accident, discovering what the boats contained, proposed to the

younger men to pillage them. This suggestion was buzzed

about, and led to the conference which the old men held together

when I desired them to go away, in which the robbery was de-

cided upon, and a pretty general wish was expressed that it

should be attended with the total massacre of our party. Pro-

videntially a few suggested the impropriety of including Au-

gustus ; and for a reason which could scarcely have been imagined.

* If we kill him," said they, " no more white people will visit our

lands, and we shall lose the opportunity of getting another sup-

ply of their valuable goods ; but if we spare him, he can be sent

back with a story which we shall invent to induce another party of

white people to come among us." This argument prevailed at the

time ; but after the interviews with Augustus at the dance, they

retired to their island, where they were so much inflamed by the

sight of the valuable articles which they had obtained, that

they all, without exception, regretted that they had allowed us to

escape. While in this frame of mind the smoke of our fire being

discovered, a consultation was immediately held, and a very artful

plan laid for the destruction of the party, including Augustus,

whom they conceived to be so firmly attached to us that it was in

vain to attempt to win him to their cause. They expected to find

us on shore ; but to provide against the boats getting away if we
should have embarked, they caused some kettles to be fastened

conspicuously to the leading kaiyack, in order to induce us to

stop. The kaiyacks were then to be placed in such a position as

to hamper the boats, and their owners were to keep us in play

until the whole party had come up, when the attack was to

commence. Through the blessing of Providence, their scheme

was frustrated.
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But to resume the narrative of the voyage. The breeze is2«.

became moderate and fair ; the sails were set, and we passed 1 »

*
'

along the coast in a W.N.W. direction, until eleven in the even-

ing, when we halted on a low island, covered with drift wood,

to repair the sails, and to put the boats in proper order for a

sea voyage. The continuance and increase of the favourable

wind urged us to make all possible despatch, and at three in

the morning of the 9th again embarking, we kept in three Sunday,

fathoms water at the distance of two miles from the land. After

sailing twelve miles, our progress was completely stopped by the

ice adhering to the shore, and stretching beyond the limits of our

view to seaward. We could not effect a landing until we had gone

back some miles, as we had passed a sheet of ice which was fast

to the shore ; but at length a convenient spot being found, the

boats were hauled up on the beach. We quickly ascended to

the top of the bank to look around, and from thence had the

mortification to perceive that we had just arrived in time to

witness the first rupture of the ice. The only lane of water in

the direction of our course was that from which we had been

forced to retreat : in every other part the sea appeared as firmly

frozen as in winter; and even close to our encampment the

masses of ice were piled up to the height of thirty feet. Dis-

couraging as was this prospect, we had the consolation to know
that our store of provision was sufficiently ample to allow of a

few days' detention.

The coast in this part consists of black earth, unmixed with

stones of any kind, and its general elevation is from sixty to

eighty feet, though in some places it swells into hills of two

hundred and fifty feet. A level plain, abounding in small lakes,

extends from the top of these banks to the base of a line of hills

which lie in front of the Rocky Mountains. The plain was

clothed with grass and plants, then in flower, specimens of which

Q
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1826. were collected. We recognised in the nearest range of the

— Rocky Mountains, which I have named after my much-esteemed

companion Dr. Kichardson, the Fitton and Cupola Mountains,

which we had seen from Garry Island at the distance of sixty

miles. Few patches of snow were visible on any part of the

range.

Having obtained observations for longitude and variation, we
retired to bed about eight a.m., but had only just fallen asleep

when we were roused by the men on guard calling out that a

party of Esquimaux were close to the tents ; and, on going out,

we found the whole of our party under arms. Three Esquimaux

had come upon us unawares, and, in terror at seeing so many

strangers, they were on the point of discharging their arrows,

when Augustus's voice arrested them, and by explaining the

purpose of our arrival, soon calmed their fears. Lieutenant

Back and I having made each of them a present, and received in

return some arrows, a very amicable conference followed, which

was managed by Augustus with equal tact and judgment. It

was gratifying to observe our visitors jumping for joy as lie

pointed out the advantages to be derived from an intercourse

with the white people, to whom they were now introduced for

the first time. We found that they belonged to a party whose

tents were pitched about two miles from us ; and as they were

very desirous that their friends might also enjoy the gratification

of seeing us, they begged that Augustus would return with

them to convey the invitation ; which request was granted at

his desire.

Before their departure, marks being set up on the beach one

hundred and fifty yards in front of the tent, and twice that dis-

tance from die boats, they were informed that this was the

nearest approach which any of their party would be permitted

to make ; and that at this boundary only would gifts be made,
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and barter carried on. Augustus was likewise desired to explain isvc.

to them the destructive power of our guns, and to assure them >—t~
that every person would be shot who should pass the prescribed

limit. This plan was adopted in all succeeding interviews with

the Esquimaux. After five hours' absence Augustus returned,

accompanied by twenty men and two elderly women, who halted

at the boundary. They had come without bows or arrows, by the

desire of Augustus, and, following his instruction, each gave

Lieutenant Back and myself a hearty shake of the hand. We
made presents to every one, of beads, fish-hooks, awls, and

trinkets ; and that they might have entire confidence in the whole

party, our men were furnished with beads to present to them*

The men were directed to advance singly, and in such a

manner as to prevent the Esquimaux from counting our num-

ber, unless they paid the greatest attention, which they were

not likely to do while their minds were occupied by a succession

of novelties.

Our visitors were soon quite at ease, and we were preparing

to question them respecting the coast, and the time of removal

of the ice, when Augustus begged that he might put on his

gayest dress, and his medals, before the conference began. This

was the work of a few seconds ; but when he returned, sur-

prise and delight at his altered appearance and numerous orna-

men t s so engaged their minds, that their attention could not be

drawn to any other subject for the next half hour. " Ah," said

an old man, taking up his medals, * these must have been made
by such people as you have been describing, for none that we
have seen could do any thing like it;" then taking hold of his

coat, he asked " what kind of animal do these skins which you

and the chiefs wear belong to ? we have none such in our country."

The anchor buttons also excited their admiration. At length

Q 2
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1826. we managed to gain their attention, and were informed that, as
July. «

'—^ soon as the wind should blow strong from the land, the ice

might be expected to remove from the shore, so as to open a

passage for boats, and that it would remain in the offing until

the reappearance of the stars. " Further to the westward,"

they continued, ** the ice often adheres to the land throughout

the summer ; and when it does break away, it is carried but a

short distance to seaward, and is brought back whenever a

strong wind blows on the coast. If there be any channels in

those parts, they are unsafe for boats, as the ice is continually

tossing about." " We wonder, therefore," they said, " that you

are not provided with sledges and dogs, as our men are, to travel

along the land, when these interruptions occur." They con-

cluded by warning us not to stay to the westward after the stars

could be seen, because the winds would then blow strong from

the sea, and pack the ice on the shore. On further inquiry we
learned that this party is usually employed, during the summer,

in catching whales and seals, in the vicinity of the Mackenzie,

and that they seldom travel to the westward beyond a few days'

journey. We were, therefore, not much distressed by intelli-

gence which we supposed might have originated in exaggerated

accounts received from others. In the evening Augustus

returned with them to their tents, and two of the men under-

took to fetch a specimen of the rock from Mount Fitton, which

was distant about twenty nriles. The following observations

were obtained :—Latitude 69° 1' 24" N. ; longitude 13T 35' W..

variation 46° 41' E. ; dip 82° 22'.

Lieutenant Back made the sketch of the encampment from

which the annexed engraving is taken. The party assembled

at divine service in the evening. The wind blew in violent

squalls during the night, which brought such a heavy swell upon
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the ice, that the larger masses near the encampment were broken *82«.

before the morning of the 10th, but there was no change in the

main body. loth.

The Esquimaux revisited us in the morning, with their women
and cliildren ; the party consisted of forty-eight persons. They
seated themselves as before, in a semicircle, the men being in

front, and the women behind. Presents were made to those

who had not before received any ; and we afterwards purchased

several pairs of seaLskin boots, a few pieces of dressed seal-

skin, and some deer-skin cut and twisted, to be used as cords.

Beads, pins, needles, and ornamental articles, were most in

request by the women, to whom the goods principally belonged,

but the men were eager to get any thing that was made of iron.

They were supplied with hatchets, files, ice chisels, fire-steels,

Indian awls, and fish-hooks. They were very anxious to procure

knives, but as each was in possession of one, I reserved the few

which we had for another occasion. The quarter from whence

these knives were obtained, will appear in a subsequent part of the

narrative. It was amusing to see the purposes to which they

applied the different articles given to them ; some of the men
danced about with a large cod-fish hook dangling from the nose,

others stuck an awl through the same part, and the women im-

mediately decorated their dresses with the ear-rings, thimbles, or

whatever trinkets they received. There was in the party a great

proportion of elderly persons, who appeared in excellent health,

and were very active. The men were stout and robust, and taller

than Augustus, or than those seen on the east coast by Captain

Parry. Their cheek-bones were less projecting than the repre-

sentations given of the Esquimaux on the eastern coast, but they

had the small eye, and broad nose, which ever distinguish that

people. Except the young persons, the whole party were afflicted

with sore eyes, arising from exposure to the glare of ice and
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ibm. snow, and two of the old men were nearly blind. They wore

the hair on the upper lip and chin ; the latter, as well as that on

their head, being permitted to grow long, though in some cases

a circular spot on the crown of the head was cut bare, like the

tonsure of the Roman catholic clergy. Every man had pieces

of bone or shells thrust through the septum of his nose ; and

holes were pierced on each side of the under lip, in which

were placed circular pieces of ivory, with a large blue bead

in the centre, similar to those represented in the drawings of the

natives on the N.W. coast of America, in Kotzebue's Voyage.

These ornaments were so much valued, that they declined selling

them; and when not rich enough to procure beads or ivory,

stones and pieces of bone were substituted. These perforations

are made at the age of puberty ; and one of the party, who
appeared to be about fourteen years old, was pointed out, with

delight, by his parents, as having to undergo the operation in

the following year. He was a good-looking boy, and we could

not fancy Ins countenance would be much improved by the

insertion of the bones or stones, which have the effect of

depressing the under lip, and keeping the mouth open.

Their dress consisted of a jacket ofrein-deer skin, with a skirt

behind and before, and a small hood ; breeches of the same ma-

terial, and boots of seal-skin. Their weapons for the chase were

bows and arrows, very neatly made ; the latter being headed with

bone or iron ; and for fishing, spears tipped with bone. They

also catch fish with nets and lines. All were armed with knives,

which they either keep in their hand, or thrust up the sleeve of

their shirt. They had received from the Loucheux Indians

some account of the destructive effects of guns. The dress of

the women differed from that of the men only in their wearing

wide trowsers, and in the size of their hoods, which do not

fit close to the head, but are made large, for the purpose of
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receiving their children. These are ornamented with stripes of

different coloured skins, and round the top is fastened a band

of wolfs hair, made to stand erect. Their own black hau-

ls very tastefully turned up from behind to the top of the head,

and tied by strings ofwhite and blue beads, or cords ofwhite deer-

skin. It is divided in front, so as to form on each side a thick tail,

to which are appended strings of beads that reach to the waist.

The women were from four feet and a half to four and three

quarters high, and generally fat. Some of the younger females,

and the children, were pretty. The lady whose portrait adorns

this work, was mightily pleased at being selected by Lieutenant

Back for his sketch, and testified her joy by smiles and many
jumps. The men, when sitting for their portraits, were more

sedate, though not less pleased, than the females ; some of them

remarked that they were not handsome enough to be taken to our

country. It will be seen from the engraving, that one of the men
had a different cast of countenance from the rest ; we supposed

him to be descended from the Indians.

It would appear that the walrus does not visit this part of the

coast, as none of these people recognised a sketch of one,

which Lieutenant Back drew ; but they at once knew the seal

and rein-deer. We learned that the polar bear is seldom seen,

and only in the autumn ; and likewise that there Jire very few of

the brown bears* which we frequently saw on the coast eastward

of the Copper-mine River. We had already seen a few white

whales, and we understood that they would resort to this part of

the coast in greater numbers with the following moon.

The habits of these people were similar, in every respect, to

those of the tribes described by Captain Parry, and their dialect

differed so little from that used by Augustus, that he had no diffi-

culty in understanding them. He was, therefore, able to give them

full particulars relative to the attack made by the other party,
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1826. an(i they expressed themselves much hurt at their treacherous

conduct. " Those are bad men," they said, " and never fail

either to quarrel with us, or steal from us, when we meet. They
come, every spring, from the eastern side of the Mackenzie, to

fish at the place where you saw them, and return as soon as the

ice opens. They are distinguished from us, who live to the

westward of the river, by the men being tattoed across the face.

Among our tribes the women only are tattoed ;" having five or

six blue lines drawn perpendicularly from the under lip to the

chin. The speaker added, " If you are obliged to return by

this way, before these people remove, we, with a reinforcement

of young men, will be in the vicinity, and will willingly accom-

pany you to assist in repelling any attack." Augustus returned

with the Esquimaux to their tents, as there was not the least

prospect of our getting forward, though the ice was somewhat

broken.

A strong breeze from the westward during the night, contri-

buted, with the swell, to the further reduction of the ice, in front

Tuesday, Gf the encampment ; and on the morning of the 1 1th, the wind

changed to the eastward, and removed the pieces a little way off

shore, though they were tossing too violently for the boats to

proceed. The swell having subsided in the afternoon, we cm-

barked ; but at the end of a mile and a half were forced to land

again, from the ice being fixed to the shore ; and as the wind had

now become strong, and was driving the loose pieces on the

land the boats were unloaded and landed on the beach. From

the summit of an adjoining hill we perceived an unbroken

field of ice to the west, and, consequently, a barrier to our

progress.

We encamped on the spot which our Esquimaux friends

had left in the morning, to remove in their oomiacks and

kaiyacks towards the Mackenzie, where they could set their
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fishing nets, and catch whales and seals. One of them showed i82c.

his honesty, by returning some arrows, and a piece of a pem- viijL,

mican bag, that we had left at our last resting-place. The
men also joined us here with specimens of rock from Mount
Fitton.

The Esquimaux winter residences at this spot were con-

structed of drift timber, with the roots of the trees upwards,

and contained from one to three small apartments, beside a

cellar for their stores. There were generally two entrances,

north and south, so low as to make it necessary to crawl through

them. The only other aperture was a hole at the top for the

smoke, which, as well as the doorways, could be filled up with

a block of snow at pleasure. When covered with snow, and

with lamps or fire burning within, these habitations must be

extremely warm, though to our ideas rather comfortless. Lofty

stages were erected near them for the purpose of receiving their

canoes, and bulky articles. The annexed engraving from Lieu-

tenant Back's sketch of these habitations, renders further descrip-

tion unnecessary. A north-east gale came on in the evening,

and rolled such a heavy surf on the beach, that twice, during

the night, we were obliged to drag the boats and cargoes

higher up.

About three the next morning a heavy rain commenced, and Wednesday,

continued, without intermission, through the day; at which 12th*

we were delighted, however comfortless it made our situation,

because we saw the ice gradually loosening from the land under

its effects. We found the keeping a tide-pole fixed in the loose

gravel beach impracticable here, as well as at the last resting-

place, on account of the swell. It appeared to be high water

this morning at half past one a.m., and that the rise of tide was

about two feet. I need hardly observe that we had the sun

constantly above the horizon, were it not for the purpose of
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1826. mentioning the amusing mistakes which the men made as to the

hour. In fact, when not employed, a question as to the time of

day never failed to puzzle them, except about midnight, when
the sun was near the northern horizon.

Lieutenant Back missing the protractor which he used for

laying down his bearings on the map, Augustus set off in the

rain early this forenoon to recover it from an Esquimaux woman,
whom he had seen pick it up. The rain ceased in the afternoon,

the wind gradually abated, and by eight in the evening it was

calm. A south wind followed, which opened a passage for the

boat, but Augustus was not in sight. At midnight we became
greatly alarmed for his safety, having now found that he had
taken his gun, which we supposed the natives might have

endeavoured to wrest from him, and we were on the point of

despatching a party in search of him, when he arrived at four in

TOureday, the morning of the 13th, much fatigued, accompanied by three

of the natives. His journey had been lengthened by the Es-

quimaux having gone farther to the eastward than he had

expected, but he had recovered the protractor, which had been

kept in their ignorance of its utility to us. His companions

brought five white fish, and some specimens of crystal, with other

stones, from the mountains, which we purchased, and further

rewarded them for their kindness in not allowing Augustus to

return alone.

The boats were immediately launched, and having pulled a

short distance from the land, we set the sails, our course being

directed to the outer point in view, to avoid the sinuosities of

the coast. We passed a wide, though not deep bay, whose points

were named after my friends Captains Sabine and P. P. King

;

and we were drawing near the next projection, when a compact

body of ice was discovered, which was joined to the land ahead.

At the same time a dense fog came on, that confined our view
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to a few yards ; it was accompanied by a gale from the land, and 1826.

heavy rain. We had still hopes of getting round the point, and it-
approached the shore in that expectation, but found the ice so

closely packed that we could neither advance nor effect a landing.

We, therefore, pulled to seaward, and turned the boat's head to

the eastward, to trace the outer border of the ice. In this situa-

tion we were exposed to great danger from the sudden change of

wind to S.E., which raised a heavy swell, and brought down upon
us masses of ice of a size that, tossed as they were by the waves,

would have injured a ship. We could only catch occasional

glimpses of the land through the fog, and were kept in the most
anxious suspense, pulling in and out between the floating masses

of ice, for five hours, before we could get near the shore. We
landed a little to the west of Point Sabine, and only found suffi-

cient space for the boats and tents between the bank and the

water. The rain ceased for a short time in the evening, and,

during this interval, we perceived, from the top of the bank, that

the whole space between us and the distant point, as well as the

channel by which we had advanced to the westward, were now
completely blocked ; so that we had good reason to congratulate

ourselves on having reached the shore in safety.

R 2
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14 th.

CHAPTER IV.

Babble River—Meet Natives at Herschel Island—Their Trade with the Russians, through

the Western Esquimaux—Ascend Mount Conybeare—Boundary of the British Do-
minions on tin- Coast—Delayed at Icy Reef—Barter Island—Detention at Foggy
Island—Return Reef—Limit of outward Voyage.

Although it rained heavily during the night, and the wind blew

strong offthe land for some hours, there was no other change in the

Friday, state of the ice on the morning of the 14th, than that the smaller

pieces were driven a short way from the beach. The day was

foggy and rainy, but the evening fine. The bank under which

wfc were encamped is of the same earthy kind as that described

on the 9th, but rather higher and steeper. It contains much
wood-coal, similar to that found in the Mackenzie River, and at

Garry's Island. The beach and the beds of the rivulets that

flow through the ravines, consist of coarse gravel. Specimens of

its stones, of the coal, and of the plants in flower, were added to

the collection. We saw two marmots, and two rein-deer, which

were too wary to allow of our getting witlun shot of them.

Between noon and ten p.m. the loose ice was driving in front of

the encampment from the N.W. to S.E., and at the latter hour

it stopped. We could not detect any difference in the height of

the water, and there was a calm the whole time. A light breeze

from S.E. after midnight, brought the masses close to the beach.

On the morning of the 15th, having perceived that the ice was

loosened from the land near the outer point, to which I have
15th.
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given the name of Kay, after some much-esteemed relatives, we IMA

embarked, and in the course of a few hours succeeded in reach-

ing it, by passing between the grounded masses of ice. On
landing at Point Kay, we observed that our progress must again

be stopped by a compact body of ice that was fast to the shore

of a deep bay, and extended to our utmost view seaward ; and

that we could not advance farther than the mouth of a river

which discharged its waters just round the point. The boats

were, therefore, pulled to its entrance, and we encamped. For-

mer checks had taught us to be patient, and we, therefore, com-

menced such employments as would best serve to beguile the

time, consoling ourselves with the hope that a strong breeze

would soon spring up from the land and open a passage. Astro-

nomical observations were obtained, the map carried on, and

Lieutenant Back sketched the beautiful scenery afforded by a

view of the Rocky Mountains, while I was employed in collecting

specimens of the plants in flower. The men amused themselves

in various ways, and Augustus went to visit an Esquimaux family

that were on an island contiguous to our encampment.

We now discovered that the Rocky Mountains do not form a
continuous chain, but that they run in detached ranges at

unequal distances from the coast. The Richardson chain com-

mencing opposite the mouth of the Mackenzie, terminates

within view of our present situation. Another range, which I

have named in honour of Professor Buckland, begins on the

western side of Phillips Bay, and extending to the boundary of

our view, is terminated by the Conybeare Mountain.

It gave me great pleasure to affix the name of my friend Mr.

Babbage to the river we had discovered, and that of Mr. Phil-

lips, Professor of Painting at the Royal Academy, to the bay

into which its waters are emptied. We learned from the Es-

quimaux that this river, which they call Cobk-Keaktok, or Rocky
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1929. Eiver, descends from a very distant part of the interior, though

they are unacquainted with its course beyond the mountains.

It appeared to us to flow between the Cupola and Barn moun-

tains of the Richardson chain. There are many banks of gravel

near its mouth, but above these obstructions the channel ap-

peared deep, and to be about two miles broad. There were no
rocks in situ* or large stones, near the encampment ; the rolled

pebbles on the beach were sandstone of red and light-brown

colours, greenstone, and slaty limestone. We gathered a fine

specimen of tertiary pitch-coal.

Augustus returned in the "evening with a young Esquimaux

and his wile, the only residents at the house he had visited.

They had now quite recovered the panic into which they had

been thrown on our first appearance, which was heightened by
their being unable to escape from us owing to the want of a

canoe. We made them happy by purchasing the fish they

brought, and giving them a few presents ; they continued to

skip and laugh as long as they staid. The man informed us that

judging from the rapid decay of the ice in the few preceding

days, we might soon expect it to break from the land, so as to

allow of our reaching Herschel Island, which was in view ; but

he represented the coast to the westward of the island as being

low, and so generally beset with ice, that he was of opinion we
should have great difficulty in getting along. This couple had

been left here to collect fish for the use of their companions,

who were to rejoin them for the purpose of killing whales,

as soon as the ice should break up; and they told us the

black whales would soon come after its rupture took place.

It would be interesting to ascertain where the whales retire

in the winter, as they require to inhale the air frequently.

Those of the white kind make their appearance when there are

but small spaces of open water; and we afterwards saw two
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black whales in a similar situation. One might almost infer from 1826.

these circumstances that they do not remove very far. Is it -

—

<^

probable that they go, at the close of the autumn, to a warmer

climate ? or can the sea be less closely covered with ice in the

high northern latitudes ? The situation of our encampment was

observed to be, latitude 69° 19' N. ; longitude 138° 10£'W.;

variation 46° 16' E.; and a rise and fall of nine inches in the

water. The wind blew from the west during the night, and

drove much ice near the boats ; but as the masses took ground

a little way from the shore, we were spared the trouble of

removing the boats higher up the'beach.

We were favoured in the forenoon of the 16th by a strong Sunday,

breeze from the land, which, in the course of a few hours, drove

away many of these pieces towards Point Kay, and opened a

passage for the boats. We immediately embarked to sail over

to the western side of Phillips Bay, concluding, from the motion

of the ice, that it must now be detached from that shore. On
reaching it, we had the pleasure of finding an open channel close

to the beach, although the entrance was barred by a stream of

ice lying aground on a reef. The boats being forced by poles

over this obstruction, we stood under sail along the coast to

about five miles beyond Point Stokes ; but there we were again

compelled by the closeness of the ice to stop, and from the top

of a sand-hill we could not discover any water in the direction

of our course. The tents were therefore pitched, and the boats

unloaded, and hauled on the beach. Heavy rain came on in the

evening, by which we indulged the hope that the ice might be

loosened. We were encamped on a low bank of gravel which

runs along the base of a chain of sand-hills about one hundred

and fifty feet high, and forms the coast line. The bank was

covered with drift timber, and is the site of a deserted Es-

quimaux village. The snow still remaining in the ravines
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1826. was tinged with light red spots. The night was calm, and
the ice remained in the same fixed state until six in the

Monday, morning of the 17th, when, perceiving the pieces in the offing

to be in motion we launched the boats, and by breaking

our way at first with hatchets, and then forcing with the

poles through other streams of ice, we contrived to reach

some lanes of water, along which we navigated for four hours.

A strong breeze springing up from seaward, caused the ice to

close so fast upon the boat, that we were obliged to put again

to the shore, and land on a low bank, similar to that on which

we had rested the night before. It was intersected, however,

by many pools and channels of water, which cut off our com-

munication with the land. As we could not obtain, from our

present station, any satisfactory view of the state of the ice

to the westward, I despatched Duncan and Augustus to take

a survey of it from Point Catton, while Lieutenant Back and I

made some astronomical observations. They returned after an

absence of two hours, and reported that there was water near

Herschel Island, and a channel in the offing that appeared to

lead to it. We, therefore, embarked ; and by pushing the

boats between the masses that lay aground, for some distance,

we succeeded in reaching open water at the entrance of the

strait which lies between the island and the main, and through

which the loose pieces of ice were driving fast to the west-

ward. Having now the benefit of a strong favourable breeze,

we were enabled to keep clear of them, and made good pro-

gress. Arriving opposite the S.E. end of Herschel Island, we

perceived a large herd of rein-deer just taking the water,

and on approaching the shore to get within shot, discovered

three Esquimaux in pursuit. These men stood gazing at

the boats for some minutes, and after a short consultation, we

observed them to change the heads of their arrows, and prepare
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their bows. They then walked along the south shore, parallel 1826.

to our course, for the purpose, as we soon found, of rejoining

their wives. We reached the place at which the ladies were nth.'

before them, and though invited to land, we were not able, on

account of the surf. Augustus was desired to assure them of

our friendship, and of our intention to stop at the first sheltered

spot, to which they and their husbands might come to receive a

present. More than this our little friend could not be prevailed

upon to communicate, because they were " old wives ;" and it

was evident that he considered any further conversation with

women to be beneath his dignity'. On passing round the point

we discovered that the ice was closely packed to leeward, and

such a heavy swell setting upon it, that it was unsafe to proceed.

We, therefore, encamped, and Augustus set off immediately to

introduce himself to the Esquimaux. The tents were scarcely

pitched, and the sentinels placed, before he returned, accom-

panied by twelve men and women, each bringing a piece of

dried meat, or fish, to present to us. We learned from them

that the boats, when at a distance, had been taken for pieces

of ice ; but when we drew near enough for them to distinguish

the crews, and they perceived them clothed differently from any

men they had seen, they became alarmed, and made ready

their arrows, as we had observed. On receiving some presents,

they raised a loud halloo, which brought five or six others from

an adjoining island, and in the evening there was a further

addition to the party of some young men, who had been

hunting, and who afterwards sent their wives to bring us a part

of the spoils of their chase. They remained near the tents the

greater part of the night, and testified their delight by dancing

and singing. An old woman, whose hair was silvered by age,

made a prominent figure in these exhibitions.

The information we obtained from them confirmed that which
s
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18«6. we had received from the last party, namely, that they procure

jJSj^ the iron, knives, and beads, through two channels, but princi-

nth. pally from a party of Esquimaux who reside a great distance to

the westward, and to meet whom they send their young men
every spring with furs, seal-skins, and oil, to exchange for those

articles ; and also from the Indians, who come every year from

the interior to trade with them by a river that was directly oppo-

site our encampment; which T have, therefore, named the

Mountain Indian River. These Indians leave their families and

canoes at two days' march from the mouth of the river, and the

men come alone, bringing no more goods than they intend to

barter. They were represented to be tall stout men, clothed in

deer-skins, and speaking a language very dissimilar to their own.

They also said that the Esquimaux to the westward, speak a

dialect so different from theirs, that at the first opening of the

communication, which was so recent as to be within the memory
of two of our present companions, they had great difficulty in

understanding them. Several quarrels took place at their first

meetings, in consequence of the western party attempting to

steal ; but latterly there has been a good understanding between

them, and the exchanges have been fairly made.

Our visitors did not know from what people either the Indians

or the Esquimaux obtained the goods, but they supposed from

some " Kabloonacht," (white people,) who reside far to the

west. As the articles we saw were not of British manufacture,

and were very unlike those sold by the Hudson's Bay Company
to the Indians, it cannot be doubted that they are furnished by

the Russian Fur Traders, who receive in return for them all

the furs collected on this northern coast. Part of the Russian

iron-work is conveyed to the Esquimaux dwelling on the coast

east of the Mackenzie. The western Esquimaux use tobacco,

and some of our visitors had smoked it, but thonght the flavour
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very disagreeable. Until I was aware of their being acquainted is26.

with the use of it, I prohibited my men from smoking in their

presence, and afterwards from offering their pipes to the Esqui-

maux at any time. At the conclusion of this conference, our

visitors assured us, that having now become acquainted with white

people, and being conscious that the trade with them would be

beneficial, they would gladly encourage a further intercourse,

and do all in their power to prevent future visitors from having

such a reception as we had on our arrival in these seas. We
learned that this island, which has been distinguished by the

name of Herschel, is much frequented by the natives at this

season of the year, as it abounds with deer, and its surrounding

waters afford plenty of fish. It is composed of black earth,

rises, in its highest point, to about one hundred feet, and at the

time of our visit was covered with verdure. The strait between

it and the main shore, is the only place that we had seen, since quit-

ting the Mackenzie, in which a ship could find shelter ; but even

this channel is much interrupted by shoals. Latitude 69° 33*'

N. ; longitude 139° 3' W. ; were observed at the encampment
On the morning of the 18th the fog was so thick that we Tuesday,

could not see beyond the beach. It dispersed about noon, and 18lh *

we discovered that there was a channel of open water near the

main shore, though in the centre of the strait the ice was heavy,

and driving rapidly to the north-west. We embarked at once,

in the expectation of being able to penetrate between the drift

ice and the land, but the attempt was frustrated by the shallow-

ness of the water ; and the fog again spreading as thick as before,

we landed on a sand-bank. We were soon visited by another

party of the Esquimaux, who brought deer's meat for sale ; and

although the whole quantity did not amount to a deer, we had

to purchase it in small pieces. This practice of dividing the

meat among the party, we found to prevail throughout the

S 2
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1826. voyage ; and they avowed as their reason for it, the desire that

every one might obtain a share of the good things we distributed.

lsih.
' One of the men drew on the sand a sketch of the coast to the

westward, as far as he was acquainted with it ; from which it

appeared that there was a line of reefs in front of the coast the

whole way ; the water being deep on the outside of them, but

on the inside too shallow even for their oomiacks to float. We
subsequently found that his knowledge of the coast did not

extend beyond a few days' march.

The atmosphere becoming more clear about two p.m., we

again embarked, and endeavoured to get to seaward. The

boats, however, soon grounded; and finding all our attempts

to push through any of the channels between the reefs inef-

fectual, we pulled back close to Herschel Island. Following,

then, the course of the drift ice, we passed near to its south-

west point, which was found to be the only deep passage

through the strait. We afterwards entered into a fine sheet of

open water, the main body of the ice being about half a mile to

seaward, and only a few bergs lying aground in the direction of

our course. The outer parts of the island appeared closely beset

with ice. At the end of five miles we discerned another large

party of Esquimaux, encamped on a reef; they waved their

jackets as signals for us to land, which we declined doing, as we

perceived the water to be shallow between us and them. They

ran along the beach as far as the end of the reef, tempting us by

holding up meat. Only two of the party were provided with

canoes, and they followed us to a bluff point of the main shore,

on which we landed. These proved to be persons whom we had

seen at Herschel Island, and who had visited the Esquimaux in

this quarter on purpose to make them acquainted with our

arrival. We were happy to learn from them that we should not

see any more of their countrymen for some time, because, while
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surrounded by them, the necessity of closely watching their 182«.

motions, prevented us from paying due attention to other objects. JSL.

Resuming our voyage, we pulled along the outer border of a

gravel reef, about two hundred yards broad, that runs parallel to,

and about half a mile from, the coast, having a line of drift ice

on the outside of us. The wind being contrary, and the even-

ing cold, temperature 40°, we encamped on the reef at eight

p.m., where we found plenty of drift timber; the water was

brackish. The distance travelled this day was eight miles and a

half. The main shore opposite the encampment was low to a

great distance from the coast; it then appeared to ascend

gradually to the base of the Buckland chain of mountains.

The following morning being calm, and very fine, the boats were Wednesday

launched at three a.m., and we set off in high spirits ; but after

pulling three miles, we perceived the channel of open water

becoming narrow, and the pieces of ice heavier than any we had

before seen, some of them being aground in three fathoms water.

At six a.m., after having gone five miles and a half, we were

stopped by the ice which adhered to the reef, and was unbroken

to seaward. Imagining we saw water at some distance beyond

this barrier, we were induced to drag the boats across the reef,

and launch them into the channel on the inside, in the hope of

reaching it. This proved to be a bay, at the head of which we
arrived in a short time. It was then discovered that a fog hang-

ing over the ice had been mistaken for water. The boats were,

therefore, reconveyed across the reef, the tents pitched, and we
had to draw largely on our nearly exhausted stock of patience,

as we contemplated the dreary view of this compact icy field.

A herd of rein-deer appeared very opportunely to afford some em-
ployment, and most of the men were despatched on the chase, but

only one was successful. The following observations were ob-

tained :—Latitude 69° 36' N. ; longitude 139° 42' W. ; variation
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MM. 46° 13' E. Being now abreast of Mount Conybeare, Lieutenant

Back and I were on the point of setting out to visit its summit,

when we were stopped by a very dense fog that accompanied a

fresh breeze from the N".W, followed by heavy rain. The
Thursday, weather continued bad, until ten the following morning ; the ice

near the beach was broken into smaller pieces, but as yet too

closely packed for our proceeding. The water being brackish in

front of the reef, we despatched two men to bring some from the

pools at a distance inland, which was found to have the same

taste ; from this circumstance, as well as from the piles of drift

wood, thrown up far from the coast, one may infer that the sea

occasionally washes over this low shore. The ice broken off

from large masses, and permitted to drain before it was melted,

did not furnish us with better water. A couple of pin-tailed

ducks were shot, the only pair seen ; the black kind were more

numerous, but were not fired at, as they are fishing ducks,

and, therefore, not good to cat. We also saw a few geese and

swans.

The atmosphere was calm, and perfectly clear, on the morning

Friday, of the 21st ; and as there was not any change in the position of

the ice, I visited Mount Conybeare, accompanied by Duncan and

Stewart. Though its distance was not more than twelve miles

from the coast, the journey proved to be very fatiguing, owing

to the swampiness of the ground between the mountain and the

sea. We had also the discomfort of being tormented the whole

way by myriads of musquitoes. The plain was intersected by

a winding river, about forty yards broad, which we forded, and

on its western side found a thicket of willows, none of which

were above seven inches in circumference, and only five or six

feet high. At the foot of the mountain were three parallel

platforms, or terraces, whose heights we estimated at fifty, eighty,

and one hundred and thirty feet ; composed of transition slate,
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the stone of the lowest being of the closest texture. We found 182«.

the task of climbing above the upper terraces difficult, in con-

sequence of the looseness of the stones, which did not afford gist,

a firm footing, but after an hour's labour, we succeeded in reach-

ing the top. The mountain is also composed of slate, but so

much weathered near the summit, as to appear a mere collection

of stones. Its height above the sea we estimated at eight hun-

dred feet. Two or three hardy plants were in flower, at the

highest elevation, which we gathered, though they were of the

same kind that had been collected in the lower lands ; and dur-

ing the whole march we did not meet with any plant different

from the specimens we had already obtained. On arriving at the

top of the mountain, we were refreshed by a strong south wind,

which we fondly hoped might reach to the coast, and be of

service, by driving the ice from the land. This hope, however,

lasted only a few minutes ; for, on casting our eyes to seaward,

there appeared no open water into which it could be moved,

except near Herschel Island. The view into the interior pos-

sessed the charm of novelty, and attracted particular regard.

We commanded a prospect over three ranges of mountains,

lying parallel to the Buckland chain, but of less altitude. The

view was bounded by a fourth range of high-peaked mountains,

for the most part covered with snow. This distant range was

afterwards distinguished by the name of the British Chain;

and the mountains at its extremities were named in honour of the

then Chancellor of the Exchequer, and President of the Board of

Trade— the Right Honourable Mr. Kobinson, now Lord Gode-

rich, and Mr. Huskisson. When seen from the coast, the moun-
tains of the Buckland chain appeared to form a continuous line,

extending from N.W. by N., to S.E. by S. ; but from our present

situation we discovered that they were separated from each other

by a deep valley, and a rivulet, and that their longest direction.
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1826. was N.N.E. and S.S.W. The same order prevailed in the three
—-J^ ranges behind the Buckland chain ; and the highest of their

mountains, like Mount Conybeare, were round and naked at the

top ; the rallies between them were grassy. We erected a pile

.of stones of sufficient height to be seen from the sea, and deposited

underneath it a note, containing the latitude, longitude, and

some particulars relative to the Expedition.

S
52^!

y
' 1 he 22nd was a calra sultrv dav

'
the temPerature varying be-

tween 58° and 63°, and we were tormented by musquitoes. The
ice remained very close to the beach. Impatient of our long

detention, we gladly availed ourselves, at three in the morning
Sunday, cf the 23rd, of a small opening in the ice, to launch the boats,
23rd.

and push them forward as far as we could get them. We thus

succeeded in reaching a lane of water, through which we made

tolerable progress, though after two hours and a half of exertion,

we were gradually hemmed in, and forced again to encamp at

the mouth of a small stream westward of Sir Pulteney Malcolm

River. We had, however, the satisfaction of finding, by the

observations, that we had gained ten miles. Latitude 69° 36' N,

;

longitude 140° 12' W. ; variation 45° 6' E. The temperature of

the water at the surface a quarter of a mile from the shore

was 40°, that of the air being 49°. The water was two fathoms

deep, ten yards from the beach.

The coast here was about fifteen feet high ; and from the top

of the bank a level plain extended to the base of the mountains,

which, though very swampy, was covered with verdure. At this

place we first found boulder stones, which were deeply seated in

the gravel of the beach. They consisted of greenstone, sand-

stone, and limestone ; the first mentioned being the largest, and

the last the most numerous. Having seen several fish leaping in

the river, a net was set across its mouth, though without success,

owing to the meshes being too large. Two men were despatched
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to examine the state of the ice ; and on their return from a walk 1826.

of several miles, they reported that, with the exception of a

small spot close to the beach, it was quite compact. They had

observed, about two miles from the encampment, stumps of drift

wood fixed in the ground at certain distances, extending from the

coast across the plain towards the Rocky Mountains, in the

direction of two piles of stones, which were erected on the top

of the latter. We were at a loss to conjecture what motive the

Esquimaux could have had for taking so much trouble, unless

these posts were intended to serve as decoys for the rein-deer.

The party assembled at divine service in the evening, as had

been our practice every Sunday.

On the morning of the 24th we were able to make a further Monday,

advance of two miles and three quarters, by forcing the boats

between the masses of ice, as far as the debouche of another

rivulet, in latitude 69° 36|' N., and longitude 140° 19$' W.
Under any other circumstance than that of being beset by ice,

the beautifully calm and clear weather we then had would have

been delightful ; but as our hope of being released rested solely

on a strong wind, we never ceased to long for its occurrence. A
breeze would have been, at any rate, beneficial in driving away

the musquitoes, which were so numerous as to prevent any

enjoyment of the open air, and to keep us confined to a tent

filled with smoke, the only remedy against their annoyance.

We were still detained the two following days, and the only Tuesday,

things we saw were a grey wolf, some seals, and some ducks.

More tedious hours than those passed by us in the present

situation, cannot well be imagined. After the astronomical

observations had been obtained and worked, the survey brought

up, a sketch made of the encampment, and specimens of the

plants and stones in the vicinity collected, there was, literally,

nothing to do. The anxiety which was inseparable from such an
T
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i82«. enterprise as ours, at such an advanced period of the season, left
J Illy. • • • •

*—
• but little disposition to read, even if there had been a greater

choice of books in our travelling library, and still less composure

to invent amusement. Even had the musquitoes been less tor-

menting, the swampiness of the ground, in which we sank ancle

deep at every step, deprived us of the pleasure of walking. A
visit to the Rocky Mountains was often talked of, but they were

now at a distance of two days' journey, and we dared not to be

absent from the boats so long, lest the ice, in its fickle move-

ments, should open for a short time. Notwithstanding the

closeness of the ice, we perceived a regular rise and fall of the

water, though it amounted only to seven inches, except on the

night of the 24th, when the rise was two feet ; but the direction

of the flood was not yet ascertained. We found a greater pro-

portion of birch-wood, mixed with the drift timber to the west-

ward of the Babbage, than we had done before ; between the

Mackenzie and that river it had been so scarce, that we had to

draw upon our store of bark to light the fires. Some lunar

observations were obtained in the afternoon of the 25th, and

their results assured us that the chronometers were

steadily. At midnight we were visited by a strong S.W. bi

accompanied by rain, thunder, and lightning. This weather

succeeded by calm, and a fog that continued throughout the

next day, and confined our view to a few yards. Temperature

from 4 1° to 43°. On the atmosphere becoming clear about nine

Wednesday, in the evening of the 26th, we discovered a lane of water, and

immediately embarking, we pulled, for an hour, without experi-

encing much interruption from the ice. A fresh breeze then

sprung up from the .N.W., which brought with it a very dense

fog, and likewise caused the ice to close so fast upon us, that we

were compelled to hasten to the shore. We had just landed,

when the channel was completely closed. We encamped on the
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western side of a river about two hundred yards broad, which, isa«.

at the request of Lieutenant Back, was named after Mr. Back-

house, one of the under Secretaries of State for Foreign Affairs.

It appeared that the water that flowed from this channel had

caused the opening by which we had travelled from our last

resting-place ; for beyond it, the ice was closely packed.

Some heavy rain fell in the night, and the morning of the 27th Thursday.

foggy ; but tne sun> al>out noon » having dispersed the fog,

we discovered an open channel, about half a mile from the shore.

No time was lost in pushing the boats into it. By following its

course to the end, and breaking our way through some streams

of ice, we were brought, at the end of eight miles, to the mouth

of a wide river that flows from the British range of mountains.

This being the most westerly river in the British dominions on

this coast, and near the line of demarcation between Great

Britain and Russia, I named it the Clarence, in honour of His

Royal Highness the Lord High Admiral. Under a pile of drift

timber which we erected on the most elevated point of the coast

near its mouth, was deposited a tin box, containing a royal silver

medal, with an account of the proceedings of the Expedition

;

and the union flag was hoisted under three hearty cheers, the

only salute that we could afford. This ceremony did not detain

us longer than half an hour ; when we launched into a larger

space of open water than we had seen since the 9th of the month.

This circumstance, together with the appearance of several seals,

and the water becoming more salt, created a hope that we should

soon enter upon a brisker navigation. But this too sanguine

expectation was dispelled in little more than an hour, by a close

and heavy field of ice, which obliged us to pull to the shore.

The tent was pitched under a steep bank of mud, in latitude

69° 38' N. ; longitude 140° 46' W. The soundings this day
T s
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1826. varied from two to ten fathoms ; and the temperature of the air

from 37° to 45°. The ice having opened near the beach by noon

28th.
y

* of the 28th, so as to admit the boats, we embarked, to try if we
could not advance by thrusting the masses aside with poles.

After spending several hours in this labour, and gaining only two

miles, further exertion became ineffectual, owing to the ice being

closely packed, and many of the pieces from fifteen to twenty

feet high, lying aground. We had, however, gained by the

removal the comforts of dry ground, and good water, which had

been wanting at the last encampment. Among the drift timber

on the beach was a pine tree, seven feet and a quarter in girth,

by thirty-six long. We had previously seen several, little inferior

in size. The temperature this day varied from 39° to 48°. We had

observed, for the preceding fortnight, that the musquitoes assailed

us as soon as the temperature rose to 45°, and that they retired

quickly on its descending below that height.

Saturday, The morning of the 29th opened with heavy rain and fog ; the

precursors of a strong gale from E.N.E., which brought back the

ice we had already passed, and closely packed it along the

beach, but we could not perceive that the wind had the slightest

effect on the main body at a distance from the shore. This was

a very cold, comfortless day, the temperature between 38° and 42°.

Sunday, On the following morning a brilliant sun contributed with the
0 U til.

gale to the dispersion of the mist which had, for some days past,

overhung the Rocky Mountains, and we had the gratification of

seeing, for the first time, the whole length of the British Chain

of Mountains, which are more peaked and irregular in their

outline, and more picturesque than those of the Buckland Bange.

The following observations were obtained here:—Latitude

69°38'ISr.; longitude 140° 51' W.; variation 45° 43' E.; Dip
83° 27'. In exploring the bed of a rivulet we found several pieces
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of quartz, containing pyrites of a very bright colour, which so 1826.

much attracted the attention of the crews, that they spent several

hours in examining every stone, expecting to have their labour soth*

rewarded by the discovery of some precious metal.

The gale having abated in the evening, we quickly loaded the

boats, and pulled them into a lane of water that we had ob-

served about half a mile from the shore. This, however, ex-

tended only a short way to the west, and at the end of a mile

and a half inclined towards the beach, the ice beyond it being

closely packed. Before the boats could be brought to the land,

they received several heavy blows in passing through narrow

channels, and over tongues of grounded ice. I walked to the

extreme point that we had in view from the tent, and was rejoiced

by the sight of a large space of water in the direction of our

course ; but up to the point the ice was still compact, and heavy.

On my way I passed another Esquimaux village, where there

were marks of recent visitors.

We witnessed the setting of the sun at eleven p.m. ; an

unwelcome sight, which the gloomy weather had, till then, spared

us ; for it forced upon our minds the conviction that the favour-

able season for our operations was fast passing away, though we

had, as yet, made so little progress. This was not the only

uncomfortable circumstance that attended us this evening. Our

friend Augustus was seized with a shivering fit, in consequence

of having imprudently rushed, when in full perspiration, into a

lake of cold water, to drag out a rein-deer which he had killed.

He was unable to walk on coming out of the water, and the con-

sequence would have been more serious had it not been for the

kindness of his companion, Wilson, who deprived himself of his

flannels and waistcoat to clothe him. On their arrival at the

tent, Augustus was put between blankets, and provided with
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1826. warm chocolate, and the only inconvenience that he felt next

morning was pain in his limbs.

Monday, We had several showers of rain during the night, with a steady

S.W. breeze, and in the morning of the 31st were delighted by

perceiving the ice loosening and driving off the land. We
were afloat in a few minutes, and enjoyed the novelty of pulling

through an uninterrupted channel as far as Point Demarcation,

which has been so named from its being situated in longitude

141° W., the boundary between the British and Russian domi-

nions on the northern coast of America. This point seems

to be much resorted to by the Esquimaux, as we found here

many winter houses, and four large stages. On the latter were

deposited several bundles of seal and deer skins, and several

pair of snow-shoes. The snow-shoes were netted with cords

of deer-skin, and were shaped like those used by the Indians

near the Mackenzie. A favourable breeze now sprang up;

and having ascertained, by mounting one of the Esquimaux

stages, that there was still a channel of open water between a

low island and the main shore, we set sail to follow its course.

At the end of three miles we found the water gradually to

decrease from three fathoms to as many feet, and shortly after-

wards the boats repeatedly took the ground. In this situation

we were enveloped by a thick fog, which limited our view to a

few yards. We, therefore, dragged the boats to the land, until

we could see our way ; this did not happen before ten in the

evening, when it was discovered from the summit of an eminence

about two miles distant, that though the channel was of some

extent, it was very shallow, and seemed to be barred by ice to

the westward. We also ascertained that it was bounded to

seaward by a long reef. The night proved very stormy, and

we were but scantily supplied with drift wood.
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Though the morning of the 1st of August commenced with a

heavy gale from E.N.E., and very foggy weather, we proceeded
f^day

to the reef, after much fatigue in dragging the boats over the 1st.

flats, under the supposition that our best chance of getting for-

ward would be by passing on the outside of it. But there finding

heavy ice lying aground, and so closely packed as to preclude the

possibility of putting the boats into the water, it was determined

to examine the channel by walking along the shore of the reef.

An outlet to the sea was discovered, but the channel was so flat

that gulls were, in most parts, wading across it ; and there was,

therefore, no other course than to await the separation of the ice

from the reef. On the dispersion of the fog in the afternoon,

we perceived that some of the masses of ice were from twenty

to thirty feet high ; and we derived little comfort from beholding,

from the top of one of them, an unbroken surface of ice to

The gale blew without the least abatement throughout the Wednesday,

night, and until noon of the 2nd, when it terminated in a violent

gust, which overthrew the tents. The field of ice was broken

in the offing, and the pieces put in motion ; and in the evening

there appeared a large space of open water, but we could not

take advantage of these favourable circumstances, in consequence

of the ice still closely besetting the reef. Lieutenant Back

occupied himself in sketching the different views from the reef;

from one of which the annexed engraving has been selected, as

conveying an accurate delineation of our position on Icy Beef.

We remarked large heaps of gravel, fifteen feet above the sur-

face of the reef, on the largest iceberg, which must have been

caused by the pressure of the ice ; and from the top of this berg

we had the satisfaction of discovering that a large herd of rein-

deer were marching in fine towards the opposite side of the

channel. Our party was instantly on the alert, and the best
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1826. hunters were sent in the Reliance in chase of them. The boat
August.—-— grounded about midway across, and the eager sportsmen jumped

overboard and hastened to the shore ; but such was their want

of skill, that only three fawns were killed, out of a herd of

three or four hundred. The supply, however, was sufficient for

our present use, and the circumstances of the chase afforded

amusing conversation for the evening. The astronomical obser-

vations place our encampment in latitude 69° 43' N. ; longitude

141° 30' W. The temperature this day varied from 40° to 42°.

Th
3Td

Hay
' ^n t^le morninS of tne 3rtl a stro,1g breeze set in from the

east, which we were rejoiced to find caused a higher flood in the

channel than we had yet seen, and the hope of effecting a pas-

sage by its course was revived ; as the ice was still fast to

the reef, and likely to continue so, it was considered better to

occupy ourselves in dragging the boats through the mud, than

to continue longer in this irksome spot, where the wood was

already scarce, and the water indifferent. The boats, therefore,

proceeded with four men in each, while the rest of the crew

walked along the shore, and rendered assistance wherever it was

necessary, to drag them over the shallow parts. After four hours'

labour, we reached the eastern part of the bay, which I have had

the pleasure of naming after my friend Captain Beaufort, R.N.,

and which was then covered with ice. We had also the happi-

ness offinding a channel that led to seaward, which enabled us

to get on the outside of the reef ; but as we pushed as close as

we could to the border of the packed ice, our situation, for the

next four hours, was attended with no little anxiety. The
appearance of the clouds bespoke the return of fog, and we were

sailing with a strong breeze through narrow channels, between

heavy pieces of drift ice, on the outside of a chain of reefs that

stretched across Beaufort Bay, which we knew could not be ap-

proached within a mile, owing to the shallowness of the water.
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Beyond Point Humphrys, the water being deep close to the 1828.

iii' - - ii- i
August.

coast, we travelled in more security, though the ice was less open <—

'

* ° 1 Thursday,

than before. We halted to sup on a gravel reef that extends 3rd.

from the main shore to Point Griffin, having run twenty-eight

miles, the greatest distance we had made on one day since our

departure from the Mackenzie.

A black whale, and several seals, having been seen just before

we landed, the water now decidedly salt, and the ice driv-

ing with great rapidity to the westward, were circumstances that

we hailed with heartfelt joy; as affording the prospect of getting

speedily forward, and in the evening we lost sight of Mount
Conybeare, which had been visible since the 9th of July. There

were several huts on the reef, and one large tent, capable of

holding forty persons, which appeared to have been lately occu-

pied, besides eighteen sledges, that we supposed to have been

left by the men who had gone from Herschel Island, to exchange

their furs with the western Esquimaux. Among the baggage

we found a spoon, made out of the musk ox horn, like those used

by the Canadian voyagers. At six this evening we passed the

termination of the British chain of Mountains, and had now

arrived opposite the commencement of another range, which I

named after the late Count RomanzofF, Chancellor of the Russian

Empire, as a tribute of respect to the memory of that distin-

guished patron and promoter of discovery and science.

Having taken the precaution of supplying ourselves with fresh

water, we quitted the reef, to proceed on our voyage under sail,

but shortly afterwards arrived at very heavy ice, apparently

packed. We found, however, a narrow passage, and by forcing

the boats through it, reached a more open channel, where the

oars could be used. This extended along a reef, so that we
could pursue our course with safety, being ready to land in the

event of the ice drifting upon us. The sun set this evening at
F
4ih7'

u
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half past ten p.m. ; and the temperature of the air during its

p^rg^ disappearance was 38°. Between the reefs and the low main

4th. land the water was entirely free from ice. After passing Point

Sir Henry Martin, we were tempted, by the appearance of a bay,

to steer within the reefs, as we could then use the sails, and

make a more direct course than by winding among the ice. The
water proved so shallow that the boats took the ground, at the

distance of three miles from the shore, which caused us to alter

our plan, and follow the line of drift ice near the border of the

pack. The breeze died away ; and in proceeding under oars

beyond Point Manning, we descried a collection of tents planted

on a low island, with many oomiacks, kaiyacks, and dogs around

them. The Esquimaux being fast asleep, Augustus was desired

to hail them, and after two or three loud calls, a female appeared

in a state of nudity ; after a few seconds she called out to her

husband, who awoke at the first sound of her voice, and shout-

ing out that strangers were close at hand, the whole space

between the tents and the water was, in a few minutes, covered

with armed, though naked, people. Their consternation on

being thus suddenly roused by strangers, of whose existence

they had never heard, can be better imagined than described.

"We drew near the shore, to let Augustus inform them who we

were, and of the purpose of our visit, which produced a burst of

acclamation, and an immediate invitation to land. This we

declined doing, having counted fifty-four grown persons, and

knowing that we had not the means of furnishing such a number
with the articles they might crave. Besides, it was evident,

from their hurried manner, that they were in a state of high ex-

citement, and might then, perhaps, have been disposed to seize

upon every thing within their grasp. Four of the kaiyacks being

launched, afterwe had receded to a proper distance from the island,

we allowed them to come alongside ; and presents were given
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to the men. We then learned that these were the people who

had conveyed the furs, &c., from Herschel Island, and that the

exchange with the western Esquimaux had been made at the

place where they were encamped, only a few days before. They

intended to commence their return this day to Herschel Island,

where the iron and beads would be distributed among their rela-

tions, according to the furs, &c, they had supplied. The Es-

quimaux saluted us at parting with many vociferations of tei/ma,

and we continued our journey for five miles ; at the end of which,

the wind setting in strongly against us, we landed at the western

part of Barter Island, to refresh the crew. We then found

that a rapid tide was running to the eastward, and at eleven

the water had risen one foot, from the time of our landing.

The tents were scarcely pitched before we saw two kaiyacks com-

ing towards us from the westward, and the man in the headmost

accepted, without hesitation, our invitation to land. His com-

panion was asleep, and his canoe was driving with the wind

tide ; but when awaked by the voice of Augustus, he also

These were young men returning from hunting to the tents that

we had passed ; and being much fatigued, they made but a short

stay. The only information collected from them was, that the

coast before us was similar to that along which we had been

travelling, and that the ice was broken from the shore. The
latitude 70° 5' N. ; longitude 143° 55' W. ; variation 45° 36' E.;

were observed.

As soon as the latitude had been obtained, we embarked,

favoured by wind and tide, to cross the bay, which has been

named in honour of the Marquess Camden. The water was of

a seagreen colour, perfectly salt, and from three to five fathoms

deep ; the temperature 35° at the surface, that of the air 43°.

The day was very clear, and exposed to our view the outline of

the Komanxoff chain of Mountains, whose lofty peaks were
u *
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1826. this river, we pulled out to seaward into deep water. The land

iturday
was ^en hidden from our view by the haze, though not more

atfa.
' than four miles distant, and our course was directed by the

masses of ice lying aground ; but at the end of three miles, our

further progress was stopped at six a.m., by the ice being closely

packed on the outer border of a reef, in latitude 70° 7' N.;

longitude 145° 27' W.
We perceived, on landing, by the driving of the loose pieces

of ice, that the tide was running strongly to the eastward, through

the channel we had passed along, and that it continued to do so,

until ten this morning, during which time the water was falling.

It changed at ten, and the water rose one foot before one p.m.

This observation would indicate the flood to come from the east-

ward, though contrary to what was remarked at Barter Island

the day before ; but in a sea so closely beset with ice, no accurate

observations as to the direction of the tide could be obtained.

The Rocky Mountains either terminated abreast of our present

situation, or receded so far to the southward as to be imper-

ceptible from the coast a few miles beyond this reef. Lieutenant

Back made a sketch of the most western mountain, which ap-

pears in the annexed vignette, and which I had the pleasure of

naming in honour of Dr. Copleston, Provost of Oriel College,

now Bishop of Landaff. The ice being somewhat loosened by

the flood tide, we embarked at one p.m., to force the boats

through the narrow channels, and in the course of two hours

reached Point Brownlow, where we landed, for the purpose of

ascertaining whether the ice could be avoided by passing into

the bay that then opened to our view, trending to the south.

We perceived that this bay was in every part flat, and strewed

with stones ; and that the only prospect of getting forward was

by entering the ice again, and pushing to an island about two

miles further to the west, which we reached after receiving
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several heavy blows in passing through the loose ice at the en- l

trance of the strait, between the central reef and the island. ^3?-
,

' Saturday,

where the pieces were much tossed by the tide. 5th.

The view from the south-east part of the island led us, at first,

to suppose that we might proceed by keeping close to its south

shore ; but in making the attempt, the boats repeatedly took the

ground, and we were obliged to seek a passage by the north side

of the island. At the end of a mile in that direction we were

stopped by the ice being unbroken from the shore, and closely

packed to seaward, as is represented in the annexed engraving,

from a sketch taken by Lieutenant Back, at the tents, about

thirty feet above the horizon. Since the day after our departure

from the Mackenzie, when we first came to the ice, we had not

witnessed a more unfavourable prospect than that before us.

No water was to be seen, either from the tents, or from the

different points of the island which we visited, for the purpose

of examining into the state of the ice. We were now scantily

supplied with fuel ; the drift timber being covered by the ice

high up the bank, except just where the boat had landed.

In the evening a gale came on from the east, and blew through-

out the following day : we vainly hoped this would produce some

favourable .change ; and the water froze in the kettle on the

night of the 5th. The position of the encampment was ascer-

tained by observation to be, latitude 70° 11' N. ; longitude Sunday,

145° 50' W. ; variation 42° 56' E. ; so that notwithstanding the

obstructions we had met, an advance of two degrees of longitude

had been made in the two preceding days.

This island received the name of Flaxman, in honour of the

late eminent sculptor. It is about four miles long, and two

broad, and rises, at its highest elevation, about fifty feet. In

one of the ravines, where a portion of the bank had been carried

away by the disruption of the ice, we perceived that the stratum

6th.
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1826. of loose earth was not more than eighteen inches thick, the

lower bed being frozen mud; yet this small quantity of soil,

though very swampy, nourished grasses, several of the arctic

plants, and some few willows, that were about three inches high.

Several boulder stones were scattered on its beach, and also in

the channel that separates it. from the main shore.

Monday, An easterly wind gave place to a calm on the morning of the

7th : and as this change, though it produced no effect in loosen-

ing the ice to the north, caused more water to flow into the

channel between the island and the main, we succeeded with

little difficulty in crossing the flats that had before impeded us.

Beyond this bar the water gradually deepened to three fathoms

;

and a favourable breeze springing up, we set the sail, and steered

for the outer point of land in sight. We continued in smooth

water until we reached Point Thomson, when, having lost the

shelter of the ice which was aground on a tongue of gravel

projecting from Flaxman Island, we became exposed to an

unpleasant swell.

The Lion was very leaky, in consequence of the blows she

had received from the ice ; but as we could keep her free by

baling, we did not lose the favourable moment by stopping to

repair her. Our course was continued past Point Bullen, until

we came to an island lying three miles from the shore, which

proved to be connected with the main land by a reef. Dazzled by

the glare of the sun in our eyes, the surf, which was breaking on

this reef, was mistaken for a ripple of the tide ; and although the

sails were lowered, as a measure of precaution, we were so near

before the mistake was discovered, that the strength of the wind

drove the Lion aground, by which accident she took in much

water. The exertions of the crew soon got her afloat, and both

boats were pulled to windward of the island. The sails were

then set, but as the wind had by this time increased to a strong
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gale, they were close reefed. We stood along the coast, looking 1826.

for a favourable landing-place, that we might obtain shelter from *

an approaching storm which the appearance of the sky indicated,

and to repair the damage which the Lion had sustained. At
length, some posts that had been erected by the Esquimaux on

a point, denoted an approachable part of the coast, and we

effected a landing after lightening the boats, by carrying part

of the cargo two hundred yards through the water. The main

shore to the westward of Flaxman Island is so low that it is not

visible at the distance of three miles, with the exception of three

small hummocks, which look like islands.

The carpenter had finished the repairs of the boat by mid-

night, and we were prepared to go forward, but were prevented

from moving by a very thick fog, which continued throughout

the night, and till eleven on the morning of the 8th. The storm Tuesday,

continued violent throughout the day, but the fog cleared away

for the space of two hours, and enabled us to perceive that the ice,

which in the preceding evening had been at a considerable

distance from the land, was now tossing about, in large masses,

close to the border of the shallow water. We were also enabled,

during the interval of clear weather, to ascertain, by astronomical

observations, the latitude 70° 16'27"N. ; longitude 147° 38' W.;
and variation 43° 15' E.

The hunters were sent out in pursuit of some deer that were

seen, and Augustus killed one. They ascertained, during the

chase, that we were on an island, separated from the main shore

by a channel, fordable at low water. At this encampment we
remarked the first instance of regularity in the tide. It was low

water at half past nine on the evening of the 7th, and high

water at half past two the following morning ; the rise being

sixteen inches. An equally regular tide was observed on the

8th, but we could not ascertain the direction of the flood.

x
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1826. After sunset the squalls became extremely violent ; and until

three in the afternoon of the 9th, the fog was so dense that every

object more distant than forty yards, was hidden. After that

period, a partial clearness of the atmosphere discovered to us the

waves more high than the day before, and beating heavily against

the weather beach of the island. We rejoiced, however, at seeing

a large stream of ice to windward, supposing that its presence

there would cause the swell to go down, and that we should be

able to proceed as soon as the wind should fall. We employed

ourselves in observing the dip with Meyer's and the common
needles, as well as the magnetic force. The mean dip was

82° 26'. The temperature of the air this day varied from 38° to

45°. High water took place at fifteen minutes after three p.m.,

the rise being two feet. The water did not fall so low as

yesterday, owing to the wind blowing more across the mouth of

the bay.

On the 10th, the continuance of the* gale, and of the fog more

opaque, if possible, than before, and more wet, were not only pro-

ductive of irksome detention, but they prevented us from taking

exercise ; our walks being confined to a space between the marks

which the Esquimaux had put up on two projecting points,

whither we went at every glimpse of clearness, to examine into

the state of the waves. We witnessed with regret, in these short

rambles, the havoc which this dreary weather made amongst the

flowers. Many that had been blooming on our arrival, were

now lying prostrate and withered. These symptoms of decay

could not fail painfully to remind us that the term of our opera-

tions was fast approaching ; and often, at this time, did every

one express a wish that we had some decked vessel, in which

the provision could be secured from the injury of salt water, and

the crew sheltered when they required rest, that we might

quit this shallow coast, and steer at once towards Icy Cape.
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The annexed sketch taken by Lieutenant Back, conveys a 1826.

better picture of our encampment, and of the murkiness of the
Atlg

^Ir-

atmosphere, than any description of mine could do, and points

out the propriety of designating this dreary place by the name of

Foggy Island. As an instance of the illusion occasioned by the

fog, I may mention that our hunters sallied forth, on more than

one occasion, to fire at what they supposed to be deer, on the

bank about one hundred yards from the tents, which, to their

surprise, took wing, and proved to be cranes and geese.

The wind changed from east to west in the course of the night,

and at eight in the morning of the 1 1th, the fog dispersed suffi- Friday,

ciently to allow of our seeing a point bearing N.W. by W., about
llth'

three miles and a half distant, which we supposed to be an

island. We, therefore, hastened to embark; but before the

boats could be dragged so far from the shore that they would

float, the fog returned. The wind, however, being light, we
resolved to proceed, and steer by compass, to the land that had

been seen. Soon after quitting the beach we met with shoals,

which forced us to alter the course more to the north ; and having

made the distance at which we estimated the point to be, and

being ignorant which way the coast trended beyond it, we rested

for some time upon the oars, in the hope that the fog would clear

away, even for a short time, to enable us to shape our course

anew ; but in vain ; all our movements in the bay being impeded

by the flats that surrounded us, we were compelled to return to

Foggy Island. Scarcely had the men made a fire to dry their

clothes, which were thoroughly wet from wading over the flats,

than the fog again dispersing, we pushed off once more. On this

occasion wearrived abreast of the point whilst the weather con-

tinued clear, but found a reef, over which the waves washed,

stretching to the north-west, beyond the extent of our view.

Just as we began to proceed along the reef, the recurrence of
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1826. the fog rendered it necessary for us to seek for shelter on the

£252* shore ; and as we were heartily tired of our late encampment*

we endeavoured to find another, but the shoals prevented our

reaching any landing-place. We, therefore, retraced our course^

though with much reluctance, to Foggy Island, which the men
declared to be an enchanted island. Though our wanderings

this day did not exceed seven miles, the crews were employed

upwards of two hours in dragging the boats through the mud,

when the temperature of the water was at 40°, and that of the

air 41°. They endured this fatigue with the greatest cheerful-

ness, though it was evident they suffered very much from the

cold ; and in the evening we witnessed the ill effects of this kind

of labour by finding their legs much swelled and inflamed. The
fear of their becoming ill from a frequent repetition of such

operations, made me resolve not to attempt the passage of these

flats again till the weather should be so clear that we might

ascertain their extent, and see in what way they might be passed

with less risk. Fog is, of all others, the most hazardous state of

the atmosphere for navigation in an icy sea, especially when it

is accompanied by strong breezes, but particularly so for boats

where the shore is unapproachable. If caught by a gale, a heavy

swell, or drifting ice, the result must be their wreck, or the

throwing the provisions overboard to lighten them, so as to pro-

ceed into shoal water. Many large pieces of ice were seen on

the borders of the shallow water ; and from the lowness of the

temperature, we concluded that the main body was at no great

distance. We had also passed through a stream of perfectly

fresh water, which we supposed was poured out from a large

river in the immediate vicinity, but the fog prevented our seeing

its outlet. The atmosphere was equally foggy throughout the

Saturday, night, and all the 12th, although the wind had changed to the

east, and blew a strong breeze. Winds from this quarter had
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been extremely prevalent since the preceding April : but on our

former visit to the Polar Sea, they had been of rare occurrence,

and confined to the spring months, which we passed at Fort

Enterprise. The obstinate continuance of fog forms another

material difference between this season and the same period of

1821. We were only detained three times in navigating along

the coast that year to the east of the Coppermine Kiver ; but on

this voyage hardly a day passed after our departure from the

Mackenzie that the atmosphere was not, at some time, so foggy

as to hide every object more distant than four or five miles. The
day that I visited Mount Conybeare, and that spent on Flaxman

Island, form the only exceptions to this remark. A question,

therefore, suggests itself :—Whence arises this difference ? which,

I presume, can be best answered by reference to the greater

accumulation of ice on this coast, and to the low and very

swampy nature of the land. There is a constant exhalation of

moisture from the ice and swamps during the summer months,

which is, perhaps, prevented from being carried off by the

vicinity of the Rocky Mountains, and, therefore, becomes con-

densed into a fog. The coast to the eastward of the Coppermine

River is high and dry, and far less encumbered with ice.

Some deer appearing near the encampment, a party was

despatched in pursuit of them; but having been previously

fired at by Augustus, they proved too wary. The exertions of

the men were, however, rewarded by the capture of some geese

and ducks. The whole of the vegetation had now assumed the

autumnal tint.

There was not the least abatement in the wind, or change in

the murky atmosphere, throughout the 13th. The party assem- Sunday,

bled at divine service, and afterwards amused themselves as they

could in their tents, which were now so saturated with wet as to be

very comfortless abodes ; and in order to keep ourselves tolerably

13th.
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1826. warm we were obliged to cover the feet with blankets; our
A
J^!fi; protracted stay having caused such a great expenditure of the

drift-wood, that we found it necessary to be frugal in its use,

and only to light the fire when we wanted to cook the meals.

The nights, too, we regretted to find, were lengthening very

fest; so that from ten p.m. to two a.m., there was too little light

for proceeding in any unknown track.

M
fjJ*

The wind this day was moderate, but the fog was more dense,

and very wet. Tired, however, of the confinement of the tent,

most of the party wandered out in search of amusement, though

we could not see one hundred vards : and some partridges, ducks,

and geese, were shot.

T
iSh*

y
' The fog was ^P61^^ at mrm m moraing of the 15th,

by a north-east gale, which created too great a surf on the beach

for us to launch the boats, and the fog returned in the evening.

The temperature fell to 35°, and in the course of the night ice

was formed on the small pools near the encampment. Augustus

set off in the afternoon to cross over to the main shore for the

purpose of hunting, and to see whether there were any traces of

the western Esquimaux, but he found none, and only saw three

rein-deer.

Wednesday, The weather again became clear, after the sun rose, on the

16th, and we embarked as soon as the flowing of the tide enabled

us to launch the boats, all in the highest spirits at the prospect

of escaping from this detestable island. We took advantage of

the fair wind, set the sails, and steered to the westward parallel

to the coast. We had never more than from three to six feet

writ or, for the first seven miles, until we had passed round the

reef that projects from the point we had so often attempted to

reach, and which was named Point Anxiety.

Between Point Anxiety and Point Chandos, which is eight

miles further to the westward, the land was occasionally seen

;
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but after rounding the latter point we lost sight of it, and steered 1826.

to the westward across the mouth of Yarborough Inlet, the

soundings varying from five feet to two fathoms. The fog

returned, and the wind freshening, soon created such a swell

upon the flats, that it became necessary to haul further from the

land ; but the drift ice beginning to close around us, we could

no longer proceed with safety, and, therefore, endeavoured to

find a landing-place. An attempt was made at Point Heald,

and another on the western point of Prudhoe bay, but both were

frustrated by the shoalness of the water, and the height of the

surf. The increasing violence of the gale, however, and density

of the fog, rendering it absolutely necessary for us to obtain some

shelter, we stood out to seaward, with the view of making fast to

a large piece of ice. In our way we fell among gravelly reefs,

and arriving at the same time suddenly in smooth water, we

effected a landing on one of them. A temporary dispersion of

the fog showed that we were surrounded with banks nearly on a

level with the water, and protected to seaward by a large body

of ice lying aground. The patch of gravel on which we were

encamped, was about five hundred yards in circumference, desti-

tute of water, and with no more drift wood than a few willow

branches, sufficient to make one fire.
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CHAPTER V.

Commence Return to the Mackenzie—Delayed again at Foggy Island—Ice packed on the

Reefs near Beaufort Bay, and on the Coast about Clarence River—Pass the I

near Herschcl Island in a Gale and Fog—A sudden Gale—Escape an Attack

the Mountain Indians meditated—Enter the Mackenzie—Peel River—Arrival at Fort

Franklin.

1826. The period had now arrived when it was incumbent on me to

'W«£m5ij
consider, whether the prospect of our attaining the object of the

16th. voyage was sufficiently encouraging to warrant the exposure of

the party to daily increasing risk, by continuing on. We were

now only half way from the Mackenzie River to Icy Cape;

and the chance of reaching the latter, depended on the nature

of the coast that was yet unexplored, and the portion of the

summer which yet remained for our operations.

I knew, from the descriptions of Cook and Burney, that the

shore about Icy Cape resembled that we had already passed, in

being flat, and difficult of approach ; while the general trending

of the coast from the Mackenzie to the west-north-west, nearly

in the direction of Icy Cape, combined with the information we

had collected from the Esquimaux, led me to conclude that no

material change would be found in the intermediate portion.

The preceding narrative shows the difficulties of navigating

such a coast, even during the finest part of the summer; if,

indeed, any portion of a season which had been marked by a

constant succession of fogs and gales could be called fine. No
opportunity of advancing had been let slip, after the time of our
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arrival in the Arctic Sea ; and the unwearied zeal and exertion of \B26.

the crews had been required, for an entire month, to explore the
A
J^lfi;

ten degrees of longitude between Herschel Island and our pre-

sent situation. I had, therefore, no reason to suppose that the

ten remaining degrees could be navigated in much less time.

The ice, it is true, was more broken up, and the sea around our

present encampment was clear; but we had lately seen how
readily the drift ice was packed upon the shoals by every breeze

ofwind blowing towards the land. The summer, bad as it had

been, was now nearly at an end, and on this point I had the

experience of the former voyage for a guide. At Point Turn-

again, two degrees to the south of our present situation, the

comparatively warm summer of 1821 was terminated on the

17th of August, by severe storms of wind and snow; and

in the space of a fortnight afterwards, winter set in with all its

severity. Last year, too, on the 18th and following days of the

same month, we had a heavy gale at the mouth of the Mackenzie

;

and appearances did not indicate that the present season would

prove more favourable. The mean temperature of the atmos-

phere had decreased rapidly since the sun had begun to sink

below the horizon, and the thermometer had not lately shown a

higher temperature than 37°. Ice, of considerable thickness,

formed in the night, and the number of the flocks of geese which

were hourly seen pursuing their course to the westward, showed

that their autumnal flight had commenced.

While a hope remained of reaching Behring Straits, I looked

upon the hazard to which we had, on several occasions, been

exposed, of shipwreck on the flats, or on the ice, as inseparable

from a voyage of the nature of that which we had undertaken ;

and if such an accident had occurred, I should have hoped, with

a sufficient portion of the summer before me, to conduct my
party in safety back to the Mackenzie. But the loss of the

v
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182«. boats when we sbould have been far advanced, and at the end of

&i the season, would have been fatal. The deer hasten from the

coast as soon as the snow falls : no Esquimaux had been lately

seen, nor any winter-houses, to denote tnat tnis part or tne coast

was much frequented ; and ifwe did meet them under adverse cir-

cumstances, we could not, with safety, trust to their assistance for

a supply of provision ; nor do I believe that, if willing, even they

would have been able to support our party for any length of time.

Till our tedious detention at Foggy Island, we had had no

doubt of ultimate success ; and it was with no ordinary pain that

I could now bring myself even to think of relinquishing the

great object of my ambition, and of disappointing the flattering

confidence that had been reposed in my exertions. But I had

higher duties to perform than the gratification of my own feel-

ings ; and a mature consideration of all the above matters forced

me to the conclusion, that we had reached that point beyond

which perseverance would be rashness, and our best efforts must

be fruitless. In order to put the reader completely in possession

of the motives which would have influenced me, had I been

entirely a free agent, I have mentioned them without allusion to

the clause in my instructions which directed me to commence

my return on the 15th or 20th of August, " if, in consequence

of slow progress, or other unforeseen accident, it should remain

doubtful whether we should be able to reach Kotzebue's Inlet

the same season."

In the evening I communicated my determination to the

whole party ; they received it with the good feeling that had

marked their conduct throughout the voyage, and they assured

me of their cheerful acquiescence in any order I should give.

The readiness with which they would have prosecuted the

voyage, had it been advisable to do so, was the more creditable,

because many of them had their legs swelled and inflamed from
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continually wading in ice-cold water wliile launching the boats, iS2t.

not only when we accidentally ran on shore, but every time that '—»—

it was requisite to embark, or to land upon this shallow coast.

Nor were these symptoms to be overlooked in coming to a

determination ; for though no one who knows the resolute dis-

position of British sailors can be surprised at their more than

readiness to proceed, I felt that it was my business to judge of

their capability of so doing, and not to allow myself to be

seduced by their ardour, however honourable to them, and

cheering to me.

Compelled as I was to come to the determination of return-

ing, it is a great satisfaction to me to know, as I now do, that

the reasons which induced me to take this step were well-founded.

This will appear by the following extract from Captain Beechey's

official account of his proceedings in advancing eastward from

Icy Cape, with which I have been favoured.

" Mr. Elson, (the master,) after quitting the ship off Icy

Cape, on the 18th August, had proceeded along the coast with-

out interruption, until the 22nd of the month, when he arrived

off a very low sandy spit, beyond which, to the eastward, the

coast formed a bay, with a more easterly trending than that on

the west side ; but it was so low that it could not be traced far,

and became blended with the ice before it reached the horizon.

It was found impossible to proceed round the spit, in consequence

of the ice being grounded upon it, and extending to the horizon

in every direction, except that by which the boat had advanced,

and was so compact that no openings were seen in any part of it.

This point, which is the most northern part of the continent

yet known, lies in latitude, by meridian altitude of the sun,

71° 23' 39" N. ; and longitude, by several sets of lunar distances,

both observed on an iceberg, 156° 21' W. ; and is situated one

hundred and twenty miles beyond Icy Cape. Between these

Y 2
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1826. two stations, and, indeed, to the southward of the latter, the

coast is very flat, abounding in lakes and rivers, which are too

shallow to be entered by any thing but a baidar. The greater

part of the coast is thickly inhabited by Esquimaux, who have

their winter-habitations close to the beach.

" The barge had not been off this point sufficiently long to

complete the necessary observations, when the same westerly

wind, which had induced me to proceed round Cape Lisburn,

brought the ice down upon the coast, and left the boat no

retreat. It at the same time occasioned a current along shore

to the northward, at the rate of three and four miles per hour.

The body of ice took the ground in six and seven fathoms water,

but pieces of a lighter draft filled up the space between it and

the shore, and, hurried along by the impetuosity of the current,

drove the barge ashore, but fortunately without staving her.

By the exertions of her officers and crew she was extricated from

this perilous situation, and attempts were made to track her

along the land wherever openings occurred, in execution of which

the greatest fatigue was endured by all her crew. At length all

efforts proving ineffectual, and the spaces between the ice and

the shore becoming frozen over, it was proposed to abandon the

boat, and the crew to make their way along the coast to Kotzebue

Sound, before the season should be too far advanced. Prepara-

tions were accordingly made ; and that the boat might not be

irrevocably lost to the ship, it was determined to get her into

one of the lakes, and there sink her, that the natives might not

break her up, and from which she might be extricated the fol-

lowing summer, should the ship return. During this period of

their difficulties they received much assistance from the natives,

who, for a little tobacco, put their hands to the tow-rope. Their

conduct had, iu the first instance, been suspicious ; but in the

time of their greatest distress, they were well disposed, bringing
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venison, seal's flesh, oil, &c~ and offered up a praver that the 1826.

Auirust
wind would blow off the shore, and liberate the boat from her t—

critical situation. Before the necessary arrangements were made
respecting the barge, appearances took a more favourable turn

;

the ice began to move off shore, and after much tracking, &c,

the boat was got clear, and made the best of her way toward the

sound ; but off Cape Lisburn she met with a gale of wind, which

blew in eddies so violently, that it is said the spray was carried

up to the tops of the mountains ; and the boat, during this trial,

behaved so well, that not a moment's anxiety for her safety was

entertained. I must not close the account without expressing

my tfarm approbation of the conduct of Mr. Elson."

The barge rejoined Captain Beechey on the 10th September,

at Chamisso Island, the Blossom having gone thither to wood

and water, and being further forced to quit the coast to the

northward, in consequence of strong westerly winds.

Could I have known, or by possibility imagined, that a

party from the Blossom had been at the distance of only one

hundred and sixty miles from me, no difficulties, dangers, or dis-

couraging circumstances, should have prevailed on me to return ;

but taking into account the uncertainty of all voyages in a sea

obstructed by ice, I had no right to expect that the Blossom had

advanced beyond Kotzebue Inlet, or that any party from her had

doubled Icy Cape. It is useless now to speculate on the pro-

bable result of a proceeding which did net take place ; but I

may observe, that, had we gone forward as soon as the weather

permitted, namely, on the 18th, it is scarcely possible that any

change of circumstances could have enabled us to overtake the

Blossom's barge*.

* I have recently learned, by letter from Captain Beechey, that the barge turned

back on the 25th of August, having been several days beset by the ice. He likewise

informs me, that the summer of 1827 was so unfavourable for the navigation of th©
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1826. The wind changed to the N.E. after midnight, the squalls

were more violent, and in the morning of the 17th such a surf

Ittfcu
' was beating on the borders of the reef, that the boats could not

be launched. The fog disappeared before the gale about eleven,

and during the afternoon we enjoyed the clearest atmosphere

that we had witnessed since our departure from Mount Cony-

beare. This was the first opportunity there had been, for the

seven preceding days, of making astronomical observations, and

we gladly took advantage of it, to observe the latitude, 70° 26'

N. ; longitude 148° 52' W. ; and variation 41° 20' E. We had

likewise the gratification of being able to trace the land round

Gwydyr Bay, to its outer point, bearing S. 79 W. ten miles,

which I have named after my excellent companion Lieutenant

Back, and of seeing a still more westerly hummock, bearing

S. 84 W., about fifteen miles, that has been distinguished by the

name of my friend Captain Beechey ; at which point, in latitude

70° 24' N., longitude 149° 37' W„ our discoveries terminated.

The fog returned at sunset, and as the wind was piercingly cold,

and we had neither fire nor room for exercise, we crept between

the blankets, as the only means of keeping ourselves warm.

Friday, The gale having considerably abated, and the weather being
18lh

clear, we quitted Keturn Beef on the morning of the 18th, and

began to retrace our way towards the Mackenzie. As the waves

were still very high to seaward, we attempted to proceed inside

of the reefs, but as the boats were constantly taking the ground,

we availed ourselves of the first channel that was sufficiently

deep to pull on the outside of them. The swell being too great

there for the use of the oars, the sails were set double reefed,

northern coast of America, that the Blossom did not reach so high a latitude as in

the preceding year; nor could his boat get so far to the east of Icy Cape, by one

hundred miles. The natives, he says, were numerous, and, in some instances,

ill-disposed.
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and the boats beat to the eastward against the wind, between i826.

the drift ice and the shallow water.
AJ2£^

A gale rose after noon from N.E. by N., which enabled

us to shape a course for Foggy Island, where we arrived at three

p.m., just at a time when the violence of the squalls, and the

increased height of the swell, would have rendered further pro-

ceeding very hazardous. We now enjoyed the comforts of a

good fire and a warm meal, which we had not had since the even-

ing of the 16th. The men were afterwards employed in erecting

a square pile of drift timber, on the highest part of the island

fronting the sea, on which a red cornet flag was left flying, and

underneath it was deposited, in a tin case, a letter for Captain

Parry, containing an account of our proceedings ; also a silver

medal and a halfpenny : and in order that government might

have some chance of hearing of our proceedings, should any

accident subsequently befal the party, there was also deposited

an unsealed letter, wrapped in bark, addressed to the Russian

Fur Traders, in the expectation that the Esquimaux might pro-

bably convey it to their Establishment. An ice chisel, a knife,

a file, and a hatchet, were hung up on the pile, for the Esqui-

maux. On digging to erect these posts, the ground was found

frozen at the depth of sixteen inches ; and the thermometer,

during the day, seldom rose above 37°. This evening the tem-

perature was 33°. We were vexatiously detained the 19th, and Saturday,

following day, by the continuance of the gale, and a thick fog

;

during which time many large flocks of geese were observed

passing away to the westward. The tides were now much
higher than during our first visit.

The breeze was moderate on the morning of the 21st, vet we Monday,

were prevented from embarking until ten o'clock, by the return

of the fog. We then hastened to escape from this ill-omened

island. The boats were pulled to seaward, so as to gain a suffi-
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1826. cient offing for them to pass on the outside of the shallow water

:

Aumist
•— and by the aid of the oars and sails we made good progress, and

encamped within sight of Flaxman Island. A black whale, a

seal of the largest kind, and numerous flocks of geese, were seen

in the course of this day. Several stars were visible after ten

p.m. Showers of snow fell during the night, but the morning of

Tuesday, the 22nd was calm and clear. We embarked at day-light, and
22nd

" in the course of three hours arrived abreast of the east end of

Flaxman Island. The ice had broken from the northern shore

during our absence, and was now lying about a mile from the

land, apparently aground on reefs, as we had observed it to be

along the outer border of the one at the west end of the island.

The water was much deeper between Flaxman Island and the

main, than when we passed in the early part of August. East-

ward of Point Brownlow there was an open channel of three or

four miles wide, and by keeping close to the borders of the drift

ice we avoided the shallows at the mouth of the Canning River,

and arrived at Boulder Island about noon. Here we found

an Esquimaux grave, containing three bodies, covered with drift

timber, and by their side there were placed the canoes, arrows,

and Ashing implements of the deceased. Not being able to

procure fresh water here, we set forward to cross Camden Bay,

touched at one of the points to fill the water-casks, and reached

Barter Island after dark ; the crews much fatigued, having been

pulling for nineteen hours. We regretted to find the Esqui-

maux had visited this spot during our absence, and carried away

the gun and ammunition which had been left by mistake at the

encampment on the 4th of August, because we were not only

apprehensive that some accident might have occurred in the

attempt to discharge the gun, but were very desirous to prevent

the introduction of fire-arms among these people. Being now
near the point of the coast at which we had seen a considerable
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number of the natives, we remained at the encampment until ten 1826.

o'clock on the morning of the 23rd, to clean the guns and issue
. „ , , . _ ° . . , _ °

, , Wednesday,
a fresh supply of ammunition to the party. The day was calm 23rd.

and cloudless ; the whole range of the Komanzoff Mountains

was in sight, and they appeared to be more covered with snow

than when we passed to the westward. A few musquitoes made

their appearance, but they were very feeble. Having landed at

Point Manning to replenish the water-casks, we afterwards

pulled throughout the day close to the edge of the ice, which

was still heavy, though loose, and encamped near Point Griffin.

Some large-sized medusae, and several of the gelatinous sub-

stances known to seamen by the name of blubber, were found on

the beach, which accounted for the number of black ducks that

had been seen in the course of the day, as they feed on those

substances. The temperature varied this day from 35° to 46°

;

and the thermometer rose to 64° at two p.m., when exposed to

the sun's rays.

The morning of the 24th was calm ; we set forward at daylight, Thursday,

and having proceeded a few miles between heavy floating ice,

about half a mile from the shore we met with a large sheet of

bay ice of last night's formation, of sufficient thickness to impede

though not to stop the boats. Having arrived abreast of Point

Humphreys, we steered out to seaward, for the purpose of avoid-

ing the shallows that extend across Beaufort Bay, intending to

direct our course in a line for Mount Conybeare, which was in

sight. We were then exposed to a long rolling swell, and we
soon afterwards perceived that it had driven the ice upon the

reefs at the eastern extremity of the bay, which would have pre-

cluded our retreat to the shore in the event of the wind rising.

It therefore became necessary to penetrate into the pack, and

keep by the side of the reefs ; but in doing so, the boats were

exposed to no little danger of being broken in passing through

z
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1826. the narrow channels between the masses of ice which were toss-

ing with the swell, and from which large pieces frequently felL

At six p.m. we passed our former encampment on Icy Reef, and
afterwards proceeded through an open space to Demarcation

Point, where we encamped, and hauled up the boats to prevent

them from being injured by the surf. We found here two

families of Esquimaux, which belonged to the party that had

been to Barter Island, waiting the return of a man from hunting

in order to follow their companions to the eastward. They
showed much joy at seeing us again, and remained the greater

part of the night talking with Augustus. The most active

young man of the party, not thinking himself sufficiently smart

for the occasion, retired to the oomiack to change his dress and

mouth ornaments, capering about on his return, evidently proud

of his gayer appearance.

Friday, The morning was foggy, but there being little wind, we
launched the boats, and pulled for an hour close to the shore,

when we came to a body of ice so closely packed as scarcely to

afford a passage, and it was with difficulty that we arrived at

Clarence River. There we perceived four tents ; near which we

had been warned by our visiters last night not to land, as the

party had recently lost their parents, and it was feared that, in

the state of mind in which they then were, they might be dis-

posed to do us some injury. We pulled near enough to inquire

about the gun, and learned that the person who had it was farther

to the eastward. The difficulties of forcing a passage were not

diminished beyond this place, and we were further impeded in

our advance by new ice formed between the larger masses, which

required additional labour to break through. The fog cleared

away at ten ; we halted to breakfast at Backhouse River, and

remained whilst Augustus went in pursuit of two rein-deer, one

of which he killed.
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Renewing our course, we passed on the outside of the ice until 1826.

we were nearly abreast of Mount Conybeare, when the wind

came strong from the eastward, and obliged us to have recourse

again to its shelter. This barrier, however, terminated at the

end of five miles, and being then exposed to the wind and swell,

against which the men were unable to pull, we encamped.

The experience we had now gained of the ice being packed

upon this shore by a wind from the sea, assured us of the cor-

rectness of the report which the Esquimaux had given, and

likewise afforded a reason for their expression of surprise at our

being unprovided with sledges, as it was evident, unless a strong

wind blew from the land, that the new ice would soon unite the

pack with the shore, and preclude the possibility of making the

passage in boats, unless by going outside of the ice, which would

be extremely hazardous, from the want of shelter in the event

of a gale springing up. The pieces of ice were generally from ten

to fifteen feet in height, many of them were from twenty to thirty

feet : their length was from twenty to one hundred yards. We
saw several white whales in the open water, and a flock of white

geese at the encampment, which were the first noticed on this

coast. The rising of the wind from E.N.E. this afternoon was

accompanied by an increase of temperature from 43° to 53°, and

we felt a comfortable sensation of warmth, to which we had been

strangers for the preceding month.

We took advantage of a favourable breeze to embark before Saturday,
b ... 26th

daylight on the morning of the 26th ; at sunrise it increased to

a gale, and raised a heavy sea. In two hours we ran to the

commencement of the intricate channels leading to Herschel

Island, where the Esquimaux seen at Barter Island were en-

camped on a reef, and apparently gazing in astonishment at the

speed of our boats. They made many signs for us to land,

which we were desirous of doing had it been practicable for the

Z 2
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1826. surf. That the boats might be perfectly manageable, we took
Au^t. tWQ reefg

-m the^ and 8haped the coujgg for Herschel Island

;

'a

26i!h!
y

* but scarcely were the sails reset before a fog came on that hid

every mark that could guide us ; a heavy swell was rolling at the

time, and to arrive at the island we had to pass through a chan-

nel only about two hundred yards broad. To find this, sur-

rounded as it was by shoals, in the midst of a dense fog, was a

task of considerable anxiety and danger, and our situation was

not rendered more agreeable by being assailed the whole way

with continued shouting from persons to us invisible; our

arrival having been communicated by the Esquimaux who first

descried us, to their companions on the neighbouring reefs. We
effected it, however, and landed in safety, though we did not

discover the island till we were within forty yards of its shore.

We had scarcely landed before the fog dispersed, and discovered

to us a solitary tent on an adjacent point. Three men soon paid

us a visit, whom we had not seen before, and they informed us

that nearly the whole of the tribe was now collected in the

vicinity for the purpose of hunting deer, and catching whales

and seals for the winter's consumption. We quitted the island

at ten a.m.. and steered directly for Point Kay, to avoid the

sinuosities of the coast, and the frequent interruption of the

Esquimaux, whose tents were observed to be scattered on the

beach nearly the whole way to Babbage River. Three men and

some women came off to bring us fish, and being liberally

rewarded, they went away perfectly happy, singing the praises

of the white people. We passed round Point Kay at four p.m.,

with a moderate breeze from W.N.W., and steered for Point

King, keeping about two miles from the land. As the afternoon

wore away, gloomy clouds gathered in the north-west ; and at six

a violent squall came from that quarter, attended with snow and

sleet. The gale increased with rabidity : in less than ten minutes

N
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the sea was white with foam, and such waves were raised as I 1826.

had never before been exposed to in a boat. The spray and sea
A
Ji£l!!:

broke over us incessantly, and it was with difficulty that we

could keep free by baling. Our little vessels went through the

water with great velocity under a close-reefed sail, hoisted about

three feet up the main-mast, and proved themselves to be very

buoyant. Their small size, however, and the nature of their

construction, necessarily adapted for the navigation of shallow

rivers, unfitting them for withstanding the sea then running, we
were in imminent danger of foundering. I therefore resolved

on making for the shore, as the only means of saving the party,

although I was aware that, in so doing, I incurred the hazard of

staving the boats, there being few places on this part of the

coast where there was sufficient beach under the broken cliffs.

The wind blowing along the land we could not venture on

exposing the boat's side to the sea by hauling directly in, but,

edging away with the wind on the quarter, we most provi-

dentially took the ground in a favourable spot. The boats were

instantly filled with the surf, but they were unloaded and

dragged up without having sustained any material damage. Im-

pressed with a sense of gratitude for the signal deliverance we

had experienced on this and other occasions, we assembled in the

evening to offer up praise and thanksgiving to the Almighty.

On the 27th the weather was calm ; but as a heavy surf pre- Sunday,
27th

'

vented our embarkation, we took advantage of the delay to dry

our bedding, clothes, and pemmican. The guns were likewise

cleaned, and every thing put in proper order. There was an

Esquimaux party at this spot, which had witnessed the landing

of the boats in the storm with astonishment, having expected to

see every man drowned. Augustus passed the night at their

tents; and having brought the whole party to our encampment,

the women, with much good nature, sewed soles of seal-skins to
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1826. the men's mocassins, in order to fit them better for the operation

of tracking, in which they -were soon to be employed. These

Esquimaux had recently returned from a visit to the gang that

had pillaged the boats at the mouth of the Mackenzie ; and we
now learned the intention that had been entertained of destroy-

ing our party, along with the other particulars that have been

already mentioned.

Mgjy Our approach to the Mackenzie was marked by the quantity

of drift timber floating about. We passed several families of the

natives, without visiting them, until we perceived one party

taking some fish from their nets, which tempted us to land.

The fish were large tittameg and inconnu, and proved remarkably

fine. We again embarked, but having to pull head to the sea,

we took in much water, and were glad to seek shelter on a gravel

reef, where three Esquimaux tents were pitched. The whole

party quickly mustered around us, and we were not a little sur-

prised to find so many inhabitants as twenty-seven, including

women and children, in three tents only ; but on inquiry we

found that the number was not greater than usual. Two of the

men were very aged and feeble, the rest were young and active.

They practise jumping, as an amusement, from their youth ; and

we had an opportunity of witnessing some of their feats, which

displayed much agility. The women cheerfully repaired our mo-

cassins, and their industry, as well as the good conduct of the men,

were rewarded by some valuable presents. We were astonished

to learn that there had been fog only a day and a half in this

neighbourhood since we passed, but the wind had been generally

strong. Augustus gained some information respecting the wes-

tern Esquimaux, and the coast to the westward, which he did

not communicate to me until some days afterwards, otherwise I

should have endeavoured to elicit more satisfactory details. It

was to the following purport :—The western Esquimaux having
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purchased the furs from those men that dwell near the Macken- 182«.

lie, at Barter Island, proceed to the westward again without ^^!!
_ . Monda'

delay. A few days journey beyond a part of the coast which 28th.

Augustus understood from description to be Eeturn Reef, the

sea is still more shallow than that which we had navigated, and

the water is still, except at certain periods of the year, when it

is agitated like a strong rapid, by the efflux of the waters of a

deep inlet, or strait. The land is visible on both sides from the

middle of this opening ; the Esquimaux make for the west side,

and on reaching it relinquish their canoes, and drag their furs

overland to the Russian establishments, which are situated in

the interior, where the land is more elevated than on the coast.

The mountain Indians come down annually in large parties to

this inlet, and warm contests often arise between them and the

Esquimaux. The latter are frequently worsted, from their

inferior numbers, and lose their property, which the Indians

bring by land to the neighbourhood of Herschel Island, to dis-

pose of to the Esquimaux in that quarter. The direction of the

inlet was supposed, by Augustus, to be about south-west. I am
inclined to think that it is the estuary of a large river, flowing

to the west of the Rocky Mountains, obstructed by sand-banks,

like the mouth of the Mackenzie. In the course of the day

three Esquimaux, who had seen our tent from a distance, came to

visit us. One of them was recognised to have been of the party

which attacked us at the mouth of the Mackenzie. He gave

Augustus a detailed account of their schemes on that occasion,

which exactly corresponded with that we had received on the

preceding day. He further told us that the party which had

assailed us had certainly removed to the eastward ; but if any

of them should have remained, to watch our motions, they could

be avoided by entering the river by a more westerly branch than

the one which we had descended, and offered to guide us thither.
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182G. This man was very intelligent, and having carefully examined

the boats, intimated that he would construct an oomiack after

the same plan. We embarked at four in the evening with our

new friend for a guide, and in a short time arrived at the main

shore where his tent stood, and where he asked the party to

encamp, as he intended to go no farther. We were not, how-

ever, so disposed; and having filled the casks with fresh water,

and made some presents to the women, we pushed off to take

advantage of the remaining daylight in getting round a reef

which projected far to seaward. We could not effect this, and

at sunset, not being able to land on the reef on account of the

shallowness of the water, we put back to within a mile and a

half of the Esquimaux tents. Garry Island was seen soon after

sunset ; and the aurora borealis appeared in the night for the first

time this season. The temperature of the air varied from 30°

to 49°, and that of the sea water was 37° 2', a quarter of a mile

Tuesday, from the shore. A gale coming on in the night, and continuing

till the following evening, detained us on shore. During our

stay we were visited by a numerous party of Esquimaux, and

found it necessary to draw a line round the tents, which they

were not permitted to pass. These people told us that Dr.

Richardson's party had been seen clear of the Mackenzie, and

had given kettles to men in three canoes, after escaping an

attempt made by the Esquimaux to drag the boats on shore.

This account, showing that the propensity to plunder was not

confined to the Esquimaux with whom we had met, excited

painful apprehensions for the safety of the eastern party, if they

should find it necessary to return by the Mackenzie, because we

now learned that the natives collect in numbers near its mouth

at the close of summer. In ordinary seasons the weather is

mild, and the winds variable until the ice breaks up, which is

usually about the end of August, when north-west winds, and
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stormy weather, are expected. In this season, however, the 1826.

winds had been so boisterous that the Esquimaux had seldom

been able to venture out to sea, and their whale fishery 29th.

had consequently failed. Our visitors left us about two p.m. ;

but, shortly afterwards, we heard loud cries, and on looking

round saw two young Esquimaux running in breathless haste to

announce that a large party of Indians had come down from the

mountains with the express purpose of attacking the boats and

killing every man of the party. They desired us to embark

instantly, as the only means of escape ; for the Indians, they

said, were already at the tents within our view, and when they

left them they were on the point of spreading round us to com-

mence the onset. They further said, that the Indians, having

been provoked by our trading with the Esquimaux, had been

along the coast in search of us, and that it was only this after-

noon they had espied our tents, which, by their fluttering in the

wind, they knew did not belong to the Esquimaux. On this

discovery they had come to the nearest party of Esquimaux to

make known their intention, and to request their aid. They

were met by our two young friends, who were out hunting, but

who returned with them to their tents, and after learning the

plans in agitation, had stolen off to apprise us of our danger.

As soon as Spinks returned, who had gone to shoot, we shoved

off ; and never were men more delighted than our two Esqui-

maux friends seemed to be at our escape ; and especially at that

of Augustus, to save whom, they asserted more than once, was

their principal motive in coming to us. While Spinks was out

of sight, they climbed up to the top of an old house to look for

him, with the greatest apparent solicitude, and were the first to

discover him returning. Up to the time of his arrival they kept

repeating every particular respecting the Indians, and pointing

out the mode of avoiding them. It was their intention, they

2 A
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1826. said, to pursue us to the Mackenzie, but that we should get there

before them, because there were two rivers in the way which the

Indians would have great difficulty in crossing, being unprovided

with canoes. They urged us to make all speed, and not to halt

in the night, nor to go to sleep ; but, if the crew became tired,

to put up on an island out of gun-shot of the main shore, because

the Indians were armed with guns as well as bows. They
instructed Augustus minutely as to the course we were to steer

round the reef, and directed us to keep along the main shore

until we should come to a large opening, which was the western

outlet of the Mackenzie, and had a deep channel. We rewarded

their friendly conduct by a considerable present of iron, which

they received with an indifference that shewed them not to have

been actuated by interested motives in making the communi-

cations. Previous to the arrival of these men we had perceived

the smoke of a distant fire, which we had little regarded, sup-

posing it to have been made by some Esquimaux who were

hunting, but which, it seems, was the fire of the Indians. Having

pulled round the reef, and being aided by a westerly breeze, we

soon regained the main shore, and passed the mouth of the two

rivers of which the Esquimaux had spoken. The night begin-

ning to close in we pulled up to the head of an inlet ; when

Wednesday, heavy rain and squalls coming on, we determined to halt As
30th

* soon as the day dawned, which was about half-past two in the

morning, we returned to Shoal Water Bay ; and, sailing along

the coast for two or three miles to the eastward, arrived at

another opening, in which the water was fresh, and we did not

doubt but it would prove the deep channel by which we had

been instructed to ascend. There was plenty of water near its

mouth, but it gradually shoaled ; and, at the distance offour miles,

we ascertained that this promising opening was likewise an inlet

I now relinquished the search for a more westerly outlet than
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the one by which we had descended, and, therefore, steered for

Pillage Point, which soon afterwards came in sight. After

dragging the boats for two hours over the shoals, we rounded

Pillage Point at ten a.m., and reached the deep water most

opportunely ; for, almost at the instant, a violent north-west gale

came on, attended by thunder, lightning, and torrents of rain*

The wind, however, was fair, and brought so much water into

the channel of the river, that we passed, without obstruction*

the shallow parts above Pillage Point. A temporary cessation

of the rain at noon enabled us to land to breakfast ; and we

afterwards continued to scud before the gale until sunset, when

we encamped. The temperature fell from 48° to 40° in the gale,

and we had several showers of snow.

During the above run Augustus entertained us with an account,

which he had learned from the two Esquimaux, respecting the

Mountain Indians; the substance was as follows:—Seven men
of that tribe had been to Herschel Island to trade with the

Esquimaux, who shewed them the different articles they had

received from us, and informed them of our being still on the

coast, and that our return by this route was not improbable.

This intelligence they set off at once to communicate to the rest

of their tribe, who, supposing that we should ruin their trade

with the Esquimaux, resolved on coming down in a body to

destroy us ; and that they might travel with expedition, their

wives and families were left behind. They came to the sea

coast by the Mountain Indian River, opposite Herschel Island,

and finding that we had not returned, but supposing it possible

that we might pass them there, as they had no canoes to intercept

us, they determined on travelling to the mouth of the Mackenzie,

where they could conveniently subsist by fishing and hunting

until our arrival They had been informed of the manner in

which we had been robbed by the Esquimaux at that place, and
2 A2

August.
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1626. they formed a similar plan of operations. When our crews were

w^Say, wading and launching the boats over the flats in Shoal Water
3otb. ' Bay, a few of them were to have offered their assistance, which

they imagined would be readily accepted, as we should probably

take them for Indians belonging to the Loucheux tribe, with

whom we were acquainted. While pretending to aid us they

were to have watched an opportunity of staving the boats, so as

to prevent them from floating in the deeper channel, which runs

close to the land near Pillage Point. The rest of the party, on

a signal being given, were then to rush forth from their con-

cealment, and join in the assault. They were, in pursuance of

this plan, travelling towards the Mackenzie, when they dis-

covered our tents ; and it appeared that the two young men
who brought us the intelligence, had been sent as an act of

gratitude by an old Esquimaux, to whom we had given a knife

and some other things, on the preceding day. After hearing

the plans of the Indians, he called the young men aside and

said to them, " These white people have been kind to us, and

they are few in number, why should we suffer them to be killed ?

you are active young men, run and tell them to depart instantly."

The messengers suggested that we had guns, and could defend

ourselves. M True," said he, " against a small force, but not

against so large a body of Indians as this, who are likewise armed

w ith guns, and who will crawl under cover of the drift timber, so

as to surround them before they are aware ; run, therefore, and

tell them not to lose a moment in getting away, and to be

careful to avoid the flats at the mouth of the river by entering

the western channel."

. As the goods which the Mountain Indians exchange with the

Esquimaux at Herschel Island, are very unlike those issued from

any of the Hudson's Bay Company's post, I conclude that they

obtain them from the Kussians ; but the traders of that nation
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being prohibited by their government from supplying guns to 1S26.

any Indians, I am at a loss to account for these people having

them ;—perhaps, the prohibition onjy applies to the Esqui-

maux, or the people on the sea coast. That the Mountain

Indians have fire-arms we learned, not only on the present occa-

sion, but in our first interview with the Esquimaux at Herschel

Island.

The few general remarks which I have to offer, on the subject

of a North-West Passage, will appear in a subsequent part of

the narrative ; and here I shall only state, that we traced the

coast, westward from the mouth of the Mackenzie, three hundred

and seventy-four miles, without having found one harbour in

which a ship could find shelter.

On the 31st, we continued the ascent of the river, and Thursday,

encamped in the evening within the limit of the spruce fir trees.

Favoured by a strong north-west gale, on the 1st of Septem- Friday,

ber, we sailed the whole day along the western main shore, and,
SeP^™ber»

generally, within view of the Rocky Mountains. One of the

numerous bends of the river took us within eight miles of part of

the mountains, which appeared to be composed of a yellow stone,

and was from eight hundred to a thousand feet in height. In

the course of the day, we came to the most northerly poplars,

where the foliage had now assumed the yellow autumnal hue.

The gale continued with strong squalls on the 2nd, and we Saturday,

advanced rapidly under double-reefed sails, though the course

of the river was very winding. The temperature of the air

varied from 41° to 35°. On the third we had calm weather, and

still keeping the western land aboard, we were led into a river

which we had not discovered in our descent. The course of this

river was, for a time, parallel to our route, and we took it at first

for one of the channels of the Mackenzie ; but, in the afternoon,

we saw a mountain to the eastward, and ascertained that we were
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1826
to the sout*lwartl of P°int Separation. We, therefore, began to

September, descend the river again, and encamped shortly after sunset,

s^py. Just after it became dark, voices were heard on the opposite side

of the river, to which we replied, and soon afterwards, three

Indians were observed crossing towards us in canoes. They

approached cautiously, but on being invited to land, they did so,

though one of them was so great a cripple as to require being

carried from the canoe to the fire-side. The alarm these poor

people had felt, was soon dissipated by kind treatment. They
were armed with bows and arrows only, and clothed in hare

skins and leather. Their trowsers were similar to those worn by

the lower Loucheux. to which tribe they, probably, belonged.

We could communicate with them only by signs, except by

using a few words of Chipewyan, which one of them appeared to

understand. We collected from them that they knew of Fort

Good Hope, but none of them seemed to have visited it, as they

had not a single article of European manufacture about their

persons. They delineated on a stone the course of the Macken-

zie, and of the river we had newly discovered, which appears

to flow from the Rocky Mountains, and to break through the

same ridge of lull that the Mackenzie does at the Narrows. It

is probable, that it was to this river the Loucheux alluded, when

they told Sir Alexander Mackenzie, opposite the present site of

Fort Good Hope, that there was a river which conducted them

to the sea in five days. I have distinguished this river by the

name of Peel, in honour of His Majesty's Secretary of State for

the Home Department. It is from a quarter to half a mile

wide, and its banks are clothed with spruce, birch, and poplar

trees, like those of the Mackenzie in the same parallel. We set

Mouday, forward at four a.m. on the 4th, with a strong favourable

4Uu
breeze, and in an hour, passed another river descending from the

Rocky Mountains, and nearly as large as the Peel, into which it
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flows. We regained the Mackenzie at noon, and at five p.m. 1826.

arrived at Point Separation, where we encamped. Here we
Se^^1'

found the boat, rope, and kettle, in the same state in which we

had deposited them. The kettle was a great acquisition to us,

because we had suffered much inconvenience in having only one

for cooking, after the Esquimaux had robbed us of the others.

The temperature varied during the day from 29° to 55°, and, in

the evening, the sand flies were troublesome. We quitted our Tuesday,

encampment at day light on the 5th, and crossed the river to 5tb -

look for a mark which Dr. Richardson was to have erected, if he

returned by the Mackenzie ; but not finding any, we deposited a

letter and a bag of pemmican, in case he should come at a later

period, and that his party should be in want of provision. In

the vicinity of the Red River, we met Barbue, the Chief of the

Loucheux, and two or three families, who seemed in a sorry

condition from want of food, the water being too low for fishing.

The chief appeared very anxious to communicate some intelli-

gence, which he evidently considered important, but we could

not understand him. We learned afterwards at the fort, that

it related to the death of a chief by violence on the sea coast
;

this had given rise to a rumour of the death of myself, and

afterwards of Dr. Richardson, which occasioned us, for a

much anxiety. The weather, on this and several days,

remarkably fine ; berries of various kinds were very abundant

on the banks, and quite ripe. By the aid of the tracking line,

with the occasional use of the oars and sails, we proceeded up the

river at a quick rate, and reached Fort Good Hope, at half-past Thursday,

four on the 7th. In consequence of the above-mentioned 7lh-

rumour, I requested Mr. Bell, the gentleman in charge of the

fort, to despatch two of the Loucheux as quickly as possible to

the eastern mouth of the river, in order to gain any information

the Esquimaux could give regarding Dr. Richardson's party ; aixfc
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ig2g
that the messengers might not be delayed by hunting on the

September, way, I left a bag of pemmican for their use. We were sorry to

learn that there was some apprehension of a serious quarrel

arising between the upper and lower Loucheux, in consequence

of one of Barbue's sons having killed his wife, a woman of the

latter tribe.

Friday, We quitted Fort Good Hope at noon on the 8th, arrived at

the entrance of Bear Lake River on the 16th, and on the 21st

Thu^, reached Fort Franklin, where we had the happiness of meeting
* l8t

- our friends in safety. The eastern detachment had arrived on

the 1st of September, after a most successful voyage ; and Dr.

Richardson being anxious to extend his geological researches,

as far as the season would permit, had gone in a canoe to the

Great Slave Lake, having previously sent a report of his pro-

ceedings, to meet me at Fort Good Hope, in case of our being

obliged to return by the Mackenzie ; but the bearer of them
passed us without being seen. Having read Mr. Kendall's

journal, I drew up a brief account of the proceedings of both

parties for the information of His Majesty's Government, and
transmitted it by canoe, to Slave Lake on the following morning.

The distance travelled in the three months of our absence

from Fort Franklin, amounted to two thousand and forty-eight

statute miles, of which six hundred and ten were through parts

not previously discovered.

I cannot close this account of our sea voyage without express-

ing the deep obligation I feel to Lieutenant Back for his cordial

co-operation, and for his zealous and unwearied assiduity during

its progress. Beside the daily delineation of the coast in the

field book, the service is indebted to him for numerous drawings

of scenery, as well as of the natives ; and for an interesting collec-

tion of plants. My warmest thanks are likewise due to the men
of my party, who met every obstacle with an ardent desire to
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surmount it, and cheerfully exerted themselves to the utmost of
g Jjjj^»

their power. Their cool, steady conduct is the more commend- —*~

able, as the sea navigation was entirely novel to the whole, except

the seamen Duncan and Spinks, and Hallom, the corporal of

Marines. The Canadian voyagers, Felix and Vivier, first saw

the ocean on this occasion.

The following Chapters contain the narrative of the proceed-

ings of Dr. Richardson in his own words ; and I embrace this

opportunity of conveying my sincere thanks to him, to Mr. Ken-

dall, and to their respective crews. I may be allowed to bear my
testimony to the union of caution, talent, and enterprise in the

former, which enabled him to conduct, with singular success, an

arduous service of a kind so foreign from his profession and

ordinary pursuits ; and to the science and skill, combined with

activity, of Mr. (now Lieutenant) Kendall, which must heighten

the character he has already obtained for general ability and

energy in his profession. I must not omit to state, that these

officers describe the conduct of their crews to have been excellent.

* n
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ABSTRACT of the M«nn Temperature for each Day during theVoyage along the Sea Coast west of

the Mi e, and on the return to Beai Lake
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Dr. RICHARDSON'S NARRATIVE of the PROCEEDINGS of ti

EASTERN DETACHMENT of the EXPEDITION.

CHAPTER I.

Leave Point Separation and descend the Eastern Channel of the Mackenzie—Arrive at

Sacred Island—Esquimaux Graves—Interview with the Natives; their thievish dispo-

sition—Attempt to gain possession of the Union—Heavy Gale—Find Shelter in

Refuge Cove—Low Coast—Mirage—Stopped by Ice at Point Toker—Reach the Sea.

IN THE DOLPHIN.

Or. Richardson.

Thomas Gillet, Coxttcain.

John M'Lcllan, Bowman.
Shadrach Tysoe, Marine.

Thomas Fuller, Carpenter.

Ooligbuck, Esquimaux.

IN THE UNION.

Mr. Kendall.

John M'Leay, Comrain.

George Munroe, Bowman.
William Money. Marine.

Jolm M'Dufley.

George Harkncss.

2 B !

Tuesday.

4 th.
'

The two parties, of which the Expedition was composed, having i«2g.

spent the evening of the 3rd of July in cheerful conversation

about their future prospects, prepared to separate on the morning

of the 4th. By six o'clock all the boats were stowed ; and Cap-

tain Franklin, Lieutenant Rack, and their party, had committed

themselves to the stream in the Lion and Reliance : while the

Eastern Detachment, drawn up on the beach, cheered them on

their departure with three hearty huzzas. The voices of our

friends were heard in reply until the current had carried their

boats round a projecting point of land, when we also embarked

to proceed on our voyage. Our detachment was composed of

twelve individuals, distributed in two boats, named the Dolphin

and Union.
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1826. The instructions we received were, to trace the coast between
July.

v-^-' the Mackenzie and Coppermine Rivers, and to return from the

latter overland to Great Bear Lake. Ice was the only impedi-

ment we dreaded as likely to prove an obstacle to the execution

of these orders. We knew that the direct distance between, the

two rivers did not amount to five hundred miles
; and, having pro-

visions for upwards of eighty days stowed in the boats, we were

determined not to abandon the enterprise on light grounds, espe-

cially after we had seen the friends that had just parted from us

embark with so much cheerfulness in their more arduous under-

taking.

On leaving Point Separation we pulled, for two hours, against

the current, to regain the entrance of the " Middle Channel,"

which was first explored by Mackenzie, on his way to the sea, in

1798, and more perfectly surveyed by Captain Franklin, on his

voyage to Garry's Island, last autumn. It has a breadth of

nearly a mile, and a depth of from three to five fathoms ; though

in one place, where there was a ripple, the sounding lead struck

against a flat bed of stone in nine feet water. Having proceeded

about ten miles in this channel, we entered a branch flowing to

the eastward, with the view of tracing the course of the main land.

[Mackenzie, on his return from the sea by this route, observed

many trees having their upper branches lopped off by the Es-

quimaux, and we saw several such trees in the course of the

day. The lands are low and marshy, and inclose small lakes

which are skirted by willows. The summits of the banks are

loaded with drift-timber, shewing that they are all inundated by

the spring floods, except a few sandy ridges which bound the

principal channels, and which arc clothed with well-grown white

spruce trees. Our voyage amongst these uninteresting flats was

greatly enlivened by the busy flight and cheerful twittering of

the sand-martins, which had scooped out thousands of nests in
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the banks of the river, and we witnessed with pleasure their 1826.

activity in thinning the ranks of our most tormenting foes the —
musquitoes. When our precursor, Sir Alexander Mackenzie,

passed through these channels on the 10th of July, 1789, they

were bounded by walls of ice veined with black earth, but the

present season was so much milder, that the surface of the banks

was everywhere thawed.

An hour before noon we put ashore to cook our breakfast,

near a clump of spruce trees, where several fires had recently

been made by a party which had left many foot-prints on the

sand; probably a horde of Esquimaux, on their return from

trading with the Indians at the Narrows. A thunder storm

that obscured the sky, prevented Mr. Kendall from ascertaining

the latitude at noon, which was the hour we chose for breakfast

throughout the voyage, in order to economize time, as it was

necessary to land to obtain the meridian observation of the sun.

In the afternoon we continued to descend the same channel,

which has a smooth and moderately rapid current, and a general

depth of two or three fathoms. At four p.m. we obtained a view

of a ridge of land to the eastward, which we have since learned is

named by the natives the Rein-Deer Hills, and at seven encamped

near two conical hills of limestone, about two hundred feet high,

and clothed with trees to their tops. The length of the day's

voyage was forty-two miles. We selected a sandy bank, covered

with willows sixteen feet high, for our encamping place ; and

here again we found that a party of Esquimaux had lately occu-

pied the same spot, the ashes of their fires being still fresh, and

the leaves of the willow poles, to which they had attached their

nets, unwithered. Before we retired to bed, the arms were

examined, and a watch was set ; a practice which we kept up for

the remainder of the voyage. Much rain fell in the night.

On the 5th we embarked at four in the morning, and soon Wednesday,
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1826. afterwards, the channel conducting us to the base of the Rein-

~- Deer Hills, Mr. Kendall and I ascended an eminence, which

was about four hundred feet high. Its summit was thinly

coated with gravel, and its sides were formed of sand and clay,

inclosing some beds of brownish-red sandstone, and of gray-

coloured slate-clay. Clumps of trees grew about half way up,

but the top produced only a thin wiry grass. At eleven a.m. we

landed to breakfast, and remained on shore until noon, in the

hope of obtaining an observation for latitude, but the sun was

obscured by clouds. In the afternoon I had an extensive view

from the summit of a hill of flat alluvial lands, divided into

islands by inosculations of the channels of the river, and bounded,

at the distance of about forty miles to the westward, by the

Rocky Mountains. As we advanced to the northward, we per-

ceived the trees to diminish in size, become more scattered, and

ascend a shorter way up the sides of the hills, and they altogether

terminated in latitude 68° 40, in an even line running across the

islands; though one solitary spruce fir was seen in 68° 53'.

Perhaps the lands to the northward of this abrupt line were too

low and wet for the growth of the white spruce, the tree which

attains the highest latitude on this continent.

We pitched our tents for the night on the site of another

Esquimaux encampment, where a small bit of moose deer's meat

was still attached to a piece of wood at the fire-place ; and we
saw, from the tracks of people and dogs in the sand, that a party

had left the river here to cross the Rein-Deer Hills. From
information obtained through the Sharp-eyed, or Quarreller tribe

of Indians, this appears to be one of the Esquimaux routes to a

large piece of brackish water named Esquimaux Lake, and

alluded to by Mackenzie in several parts of his narrative. The

length of our voyage this day was forty-four miles, and our

encampment was opposite to an island named by Captain Franklin
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after William Williams, Esq., late governor of Prince Rupert's isaa.

land. We observed here an unusually large spruce tree, con- ,

Ju
»
y

"

sidering the high latitude in which it grew ; it measured seven

feet in circumference, at the height of four feet from the ground.

A hole was dug at the foot of the hill, in sandy soil, to tlie

depth of three feet without reaching frozen ground.

On the 6th, heavy and continued rain delayed our embarkation Thursday,

until ten o'clock in the forenoon, and the weather, during the

rest of the day, was hazy, with occasional showers of small rain.

Before leaving the encampment, we lopped the branches from a

tree, and suspended to it a small kettle, a hatchet, an ice-chisel,

and a few strings of beads, together with a letter written in

hieroglyphics, by Mr. Kendall, denoting that a party of white

people presented these articles to the Esquimaux as a token of

friendship*. As we advanced, we came to the union of several

ramifications of the middle channel with the eastern branch of

the river, and the breadth of the latter increased to two miles ; its

depth of water being rarely less than three fathoms. In latitude

69°, the eastern channel of the Mackenzie makes a turn round

the end of the Itein-deer-hills which terminate there, having

previously diminished in height to about two hundred feet. At
the commencement of this turn, there is a small island nearly

equal to the main land in height, and appearing, when viewed

* As the reader may desire to know what hieroglyphics were used to express our

intentions, a copy of the letter is annexed.
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July'
r̂om l*ie soutnwart*» to be a continuation of it. Its position

—v-' pointing it out to be the one described by Mackenzie as possess-

ing " a sacred character," and being still a burial place of the

Esquimaux, I named it Sacred Island. We saw here two

recent, and several more ancient graves. The bodies were

wrapped in skins, loosely covered with drift-wood, and laid with

their heads to the west ; so that the rule mentioned by Captain

Lyon in his account of Melville peninsula, does not obtain

on this part of the coast ; for there, none but the bodies of

infants are placed in that direction. Various articles, such as

canoes, sledges, and fishing nets, were deposited near the graves.

Sacred Island is formed entirely of layers of fine sand of

different colours, covered by a little vegetable mould. One of

its sides being steeply escarped by the waves, shewed its struc-

ture completely. Amongst the vegetable productions of this

spot, we noticed the perennial lupine, the narrow-leaved epilo-

bium, and some currant bushes in full flower, and growing

with great luxuriance. From its summit we had a view of

the river flowing in many channels, both to the eastward and

westward. The islands lying in sight to the westward are low,

and apparently inundated when the river is flooded; but to

the eastward, there are many islands having hummocks as high

as Sacred Island, and judging from those that were near, they

are, like it, composed of sand. The channels surrounding the

islands appear to be shallow.

After leaving that island, we steered along the main shore to

a sandy point about four miles distant, and encamped near a

very recent resting place of a large party of Esquimaux, not

fewer than ten fires having been made since the heavy rain of

the morning. There were also vestiges of five or six winter-

houses on this point. Richards' Island, which was named in

honour of the Governor of the Bank of England, forms the
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opposite bank of the channel here, and exhibits, like the neigh-

bouring islands, some sandy hummocks and cliffs. The length

of the day's voyage was twenty-five miles, and our encampment

was situated in lat. 69° 4' N., long. 134° 10' W.
We embarked on the morning of the 7th at four o'clock, in

cold, hazy weather, and soon came to a point of Richards' island,

on which there were four or five Esquimaux tents, with several

skin canoes, and boats lying on the beach. I had previously

arranged that on our first interview with the Esquimaux, I

was to land with Ooligbuck, whilst Mr. Kendall kept the boats

afloat ready to lend us such aid as might be required ; conceiv-

ing that this was the best way of inspiring the natives with

confidence, should they be distrustful, or of securing freedom of

action to our crews should they prove unfriendly. The muskets

were kept in the arm-chest out of sight, but ready for instant

use. As we drew near the point, two women, who were walking

along the shore, looked at us with amazement for some minutes,

and then ran into the tents and alarmed their inmates. Seve-

ral men instantly rushed out, nearly naked, with their bows and

quivers in their hands, making furious gestures and apparently

much frightened. I desired Ooligbuck to speak to them, and

called to them myself in their own language that we were friends;

but their terror and confusion were so great, that they did not

appear to comprehend us. I then took a few beads, files, and

knives, in my hand, and landing with Ooligbuck, made some

presents to the men, and told them I was come to trade. The
moment I mentioned the word a trade" (noowoerlook), their fears

subsided, and they sent away their bows, but retained their

long knives ; those that were clothed thrusting them into their

pockets or up their sleeves. An old woman who seemed to have

greater self-possession than the rest, and to understand my
meaning more readily, ran and fetched some dried fish, for
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1826. which I gave her beads ; and the others then began to mani-

fest an eager desire of exchanging their fish for any thing

that I offered. More people coming from the tents, a crowd

was formed, who obtained all the trading articles I had brought

on shore. As their surprise subsided, their boldness and

clamour increased, and some few of them began again to use

threatening expressions and gestures, either from a dislike to

strangers coming into their country, or for the purpose of intimi-

dation and extortion. When the interview assumed this disa-

greeable character, Ooligbuck said that they were very bad people,

and entreating me to embark, took me on his back and carried me
on board. At the same time, several of the natives ran into

the water and attempted to drag the boat ashore, but on my
calling to them, they desisted. One fellow, whose countenance,

naturally disagreeable, had been rendered hideous by the inser-

tion of a large brass thimble into a perforation in the under lip,

seized upon our tea-kettle, and endeavoured to conceal it under

water, but being seen from the Union, he was made to return it.

When we left the shore, all the males, twenty-one in number,

embarked in their small canoes or kaiyaks and accompanied us;

and in less than a quarter of an hour, the women had struck the

tents and embarked them, together with their children, dogs,

and luggage, in their row boats or oomiaks, and were in close

pursuit. For a time, we proceeded down the river together

in an amicable manner, bartering beads, fire-steels, flints,

files, knives, hatchets, and kettles, for fish, adzes, spears, and

arrows. The natives seemed to have a correct idea of pro-

perty, and showed much tact in their commerce with us ; cir-

cumstances which have been held by an eminent historian to be

evidences of a considerable progress towards civilization*. They

* Robertson's History of America.
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were particularly cautious not to glut the market by too great a lsae.

display of their stock in trade ; producing only one article at a 4^-"

time, and not attempting to out-bid each other ; nor did I ever

observe them endeavour to deprive one another of any thing

obtained in barter or as a present. As is usual with other

tribes of Esquimaux, they asked our names and told us theirs, a

practice diametrically opposite to that of the Indians, who con-

ceive it to be improper to mention a man's name in his presence,

and will not, on any account, designate their near relatives,

except by some indirect phrase. They shewed much more

curiosity respecting the construction of our boats than any of the

tribes of Indians we had seen, and expressed great admiration of

the rudder, soon comprehending its mode of action, although

it is a contrivance of which they were previously ignorant.

They were incessant in their inquiries as to the use of every

thing they saw in our possession, but were sometimes content

with an answer too brief to afford much explanation ; as in the

following instance. Ooligbuck had lighted his pipe and was

puffing the smoke from his mouth, when they shouted " ookah,

ookah," (fire, fire,) and demanded to be told what he was doing.

He replied with the greatest gravity, " poo-yoo-aLletchee-raw-

mah" (I smoke) ; and this answer sufficed. On my referring to

an Esquimaux vocabulary, Ooligbuck, in answer to their ques-

tions, told them that the book spoke to me, when they entreated

me to put it away. I afterwards detected the rogue with the

brass thimble endeavouring to steal this book, and placed it, as

I thought, out of his reach ; it was missing in the evening,

but I never ascertained whether it had been purloined by

the Esquimaux, or had fallen overboard in moving some of the

stores. Seeing me use my pocket telescope, they speedily com-

prehended its use, and called it " eetee-yawgah" (far eyes) the

name that they give to the wooden shade which is used to

2C2
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182«. protect their eyes from the glare of the snow; and which,

from the smallness of its aperture, enables them to see distant
7th. *

object smore clearly. Of our trading articles, light copper

kettles were in the greatest request, and we were often asked

for the long knives which are used for flinching whales. It is

creditable to the Esquimaux habits of cleanliness, that combs

were in great demand, and we saw wooden ones of their

own manufacture, not dissimilar to ours in form. I distri-

buted looking-glasses to some of the young men, but they

were mostly returned again, although I do not know on what

account.

This party of Esquimaux, being similar in features and dress

to the tribe seen by Captain Franklin, and not differing mate-

rially from the Esquimaux inhabiting Melville peninsula which

have been so fully described by Captains Parry and Lyon, it is

not necessary to enter into any detail here on those points.

Ooligbuck's dialect and theirs differed a little, but they mutually

understood one another. I observed that they invariably

sounded the letter m instead of g, when in the middle of a word,

calling Ooligbuck, Oolimbauk. Ooligbuck's attempts to pro-

nounce " Doctor" were sufficiently imperfect, but to our visi-

tors, the word seemed utterly unattainable, and they could

designate me only by the term Eheumattak or chief. They

succeeded better with the names of some of the men, readily

naming Tysoe, and calling Gillet " Hilletr The females, as

they passed in their oomiaks, bestowed on us some glances that

could scarcely be misconstrued,—their manners, in this respect,

differing widely from those of the Indian women, who have a

modest and even shy demeanour. Some of the young girls had a

considerable share of beauty, and seemed to have spared no pains

in ornamenting their persons. Their hair was turned up in a

neat knot, on the crown of the head, and a lock or queue, tied
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by a fillet of beads, hung down by the ears, on each side. Mr. 1826.

Nuttall, in his account of the Quapaws or Arkansas, mentions d^L,

that the unmarried women wear their hair braided into two

parts, brought round to either ear in a cylindrical form and

ornamented with beads ; and a similar attention to head-dress

is paid by some of the Indian women inhabiting the borders of

the great Canada lakes, and also by the Tawcullies or Carriers of

New Caledonia* ; but the females of all the tribes of Indians

that we saw in our route through the northern parts of the fur

countries, suffer their hair to hang loose about their ears, and, in

general, adorn their persons less than the men of the same tribes.

The Esquimaux women dressing better, and being required to

labour less, than the Indian females, may be considered as a proof

that the former nation has made the greater progress towards civi-

lization ; and I am of opinion that the Esquimaux would adopt

European habits and customs much more readily than the Indians.

Though there are many circumstances which widely distinguish

the Esquimaux from their/ Indian neighbours, they might all,

possibly, be traced to the necessity of associating in numbers for

the capture of the whale, and of laying up large hoards of blub-

ber for winter consumption. Thus have they been induced to

build villages for their common residence, and from thence have

originated those social habits which are incompatible with the

wandering and precarious life of an Indian hunter. It would

lead, however, to too long a digression, were I to enter into

details on this subject, and I resume, therefore, the narrative of

the voyage -f.

* Harmon's Journal, p. 2SS.

t The Esquimaux method of settling disputes, which we learned from Augustus,

deserves to be mentioned, not only as being very different from the sullen conduct of

an affronted Indian, but from its coincidence with the practice of a people widely

separated from them—the native inhabitants of Sydney, in New South Wales. Mr.
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, In the course of the morning we came to several other en-

campments, one of them consisting of nine tents; and each party

no sooner learnt who we were, than they embarked bag and bag-

gage and followed us. Some of the new comers were shy, and

kept aloof, but in general they were too forward. Emboldened

by their increase of numbers, they gradually became more daring,

and running their kaiyacks alongside, laid hold of the boat's

gunwale, and attempted to steal any thing within their reach.

To lessen their opportunities of annoying us, I was obliged to

keep the crews constantly rowing, for when we attempted to

rest, three or four fellows would instantly seize the opportunity

of lifting the blades of the oars and pushing their kaiyacks along-

side, whilst others would cling on by the bows and quarters, nor

could they be dislodged without much trouble. They mani-

fested great cunning and dexterity in their pilfering attempts,

and frequently acted in concert. Thus, one fellow would lay

hold of the boat with both his hands ; and while the coxswain

and I were disengaging them, his comrade on the other side

would make the best use of his time in transferring some of our

property into his canoe, with all the coolness of a practised thief.

The smaller tilings being, however, put as well out of the way as

possible, and a strict look-out kept, they were, in almost every

instance, detected ; and they restored, with the most perfect good

humour, every article they had taken, as soon as it was demanded,

often laughing heartily at their own want of address. They

Cunningham, in his entertaining work on New South Wales, says, " The common

practice of fighting amongst the natives is still with the tvaddie, each alternately

stooping the head to receive the other's blows, until one tumbles down, it being con-

sidered cowardly to evade a stroke." The Esquimaux use the fist instead of the

waddie, in these singular duels, but there is no other diiTereuce betwixt their practice

and that of the New South Wales' people. Another coincidence betwixt the Esqui-

maux and the inhabitants of Australasia, is the use of the throwing stick for dis-

charging their spears.
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succeeded only in purloining a bag of ball, and a powder-horn, 1826.

as the theft was not perceived at the time. I was unwilling to

check this conduct by a display of arms, because I was desirous

of gaining the natives by kindness and forbearance, the more

especially, as our ignorance of the state of the ice rendered it

doubtful, whether we might not be under the necessity of en-

camping, for some time, in their neighbourhood. Had we re-

sented their pilfering attempts too hastily, we should have

appeared the aggressors, for they expressed great good-will

towards us, readily answered such questions as we were able to

put to them about the course of the river, pointed out to us the

deepest channels, invited us to go ashore to cook our breakfast,

and even offered to provide us with wives, if we would pass the

night at their tents. For very obvious reasons we declined all

their invitations ; but our crews being fatigued with continual

rowing, and faint from want of food, we halted at one p.m., by

the side of a steep bank, and breakfasted in the boats, insisting

on the Esquimaux keeping aloof whilst we were so engaged.

In the afternoon we had to search for a passage amongst

islands, there being no longer water enough near the main shore

to float our boats. The Esquimaux undertook to guide us, but

whether through accident or design, they led us, on one occasion,

into a shallow channel, where we grounded on a sand-bank, over

which there was a strong current setting ; and we had not only

much difficulty in getting afloat, but had to pull, for an hour,

against the stream, to regain the passage we had left. Soon after

this, one of the natives made a forcible attempt to come into

the Dolphin, under the pretext of bartering two large knives

which he held in his hand ; and the dexterity with which he

leaped from his kaiyack was remarkable. There were three

other kaiyacks betwixt him and our boats, which, on his giving

the signal, were, by their owners laying their broad paddles
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across, instantly converted into a platform, over which he ran

with velocity and sprang upon the stern seat of the Dolphin, but

he was immediately tumbled out again. Judging from the

boldness of this fellow's behaviour, and the general tenour of the

conduct of the natives, that sooner or later they might be

tempted to make an attack upon us, I adopted, as a measure of

precaution, the plan of purchasing their bows, which are their

most powerful weapons. They were at first unwilling to part

with them ; but rinding that wc would take nothing else in ex-

change for the articles we had to dispose of, they ultimately let

us have a good number. The Esquimaux bows are formed of

spruce-fir, strengthened on the back by cords made of the sinews

of the rein-deer, and would have been prized, even beyond their

favourite yew, by the archers of Sherwood. They are far superior

to the bows of the Indians, and are fully capable of burying

" the goose-wing of a cloth-yard shaft" in the heart of a deer.

Several of the young men tried the speed of their kaiyacks

against our boats, and seemed to delight in shewing us how much
their little vessels excelled ours in velocity. Towards evening

the women's oomiaks had all gone ahead, and we were given to

understand that they were about to encamp for the night.

Thinking that they would choose the best route, we followed

them into a channel, which proved too shallow ; and when we

put about to try another, the natives became more urgent than

ever that we should land and encamp along with them. Just as

we were about to enter a passage which the Esquimaux, doubtless,

knew was deep enough, and led by the shortest route to the sea,

the Union grounded upon a bank, about half a bow-shot from the

shore. Seven or eight of the natives instantly jumped out of

their kaiyacks, and laying hold of the boat's bow and steering-

sweep, attempted to drag her ashore. They were speedily joined

by others, who hurried from the beach with knives in their
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hands; and Mr. Kendall seeing that he would almost imme- 1&26.

diately be surrounded by a force too great to permit his men to

act, called to me that he should be obliged to fire. Fully aware

of the necessity of prompt measures, I answered that he was at

liberty to fire, if necessary. Upon which, snatching up his fowl-

ing-piece, he presented it at three of the most daring who had

hold of the sweep-oar, and his crew who were now in the water

endeavouring to shove the boat off, and struggling with the

natives, jumped on board and seized their muskets. The crew

of the Dolphin likewise displayed their arms and stood ready,

but I ordered that no individual should fire until called upon by

name. They were, however, the instant that a shot was fired

from the Union, to lay the Dolphin aground alongside of her,

that thus we might present only two assailable sides to the

enemy. Happily there was no occasion to fire at all; the

contests of the Esquimaux with the Indians had taught them to

dread fire-arms, and on the sudden sight of every man armed

with a musket, they fled to the shore. Until that moment

we had kept our guns carefully concealed in the arm-chest, to

prevent any of the natives from snatching them away and dis-

arming us, and also that they might not deem our intentions to

be other than pacific.

I do not believe that the natives had matured a plan of

attack, but the stranding of a boat on their own shore was too

great a temptation to be resisted. Some individuals had pre-

viously shown unequivocal signs of good feeling towards us, such

as bringing back the Union's sweep-oar, which had slipped from

the coxswain's hands ; and also in pointing out the channel we

afterwards pursued to the sea, as preferable to the one which the

oomiaks had taken. Even the better-disposed, however, would,

doubtless, have joined the others, had they began to plunder

with success ; for they told us in the forenoon that there was no
2D
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one of their horde acknowledged as a chief. It is probable that

the Esquimaux were doubtful as to the sex of some of our parly,

until they saw them prepare for battle. None but women row

in their oomiaks, and they had asked Ooligbuck if all the white

women had beards.

The crews on this occasion behaved with a coolness and reso-

lution worthy of the utmost praise, executing without the

slightest confusion the orders they received. Mr. Kendall acted

with his usual judgment ; and his prudence and humanity, in

refraining from firing, merit the highest encomiums. The
Union being speedily set afloat by her crew, we pulled together

through a wide channel, three feet deep. The spot where this

transaction took place has been named Point Encounter, and is

in latitude 69° 16' N, and longitude 136° 20' W.
The Esquimaux seemed to hold a consultation on the beach

after we left them ; but, as none attempted to follow us imme-

diately, we enjoyed the respite from their forwardness and cla-

mour, which had become very harassing, particularly to Mr.

Kendall and myself, who had other duties to attend to. He had

full occupation in surveying and delineating the route ; and as

the Dolphin led the way through a shoal and intricate naviga-

tion, it was requisite that I should keep the sounding-lead con-

stantly going, and be on the watch for any change in the appear-

ance of the current which might indicate shoal water, the small-

ncss of our crews preventing me from appointing any man to that

service. In about an hour after leaving Point Encounter, we

observed ten kaiyacks coming towards us from a cluster ofislands

;

they soon overtook us, but kept at a reasonable distance, and no

longer gave us any trouble by coming alongside. We wished

to show that we had no desire to hurt them, notwithstanding

their past conduct, and, therefore, began again to trade with

them
; yet we were naturally anxious that they should leave us
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before we encamped, because, from the fleetness of their kaiyacks, ism.

they could soon collect a great number of their countrymen, and Jl£L

give us much annoyance in the night. Our wishes were seconded
7th *

by a fresh breeze of wind springing up and enabling us to set

the sails, by which the crews enjoyed a rest, after fourteen hours'

labour at the oars ; and the Esquimaux had greater difficulty in

keeping up with the increased velocity of our boats. Thinking

that they would quit us as soon as they lost the hope of getting

more goods, I desired Ooligbuck to tell them I would trade no

more, and they accordingly, one by one, dropped behind and left

us. Three followed us longer than the others, and as they were

not of the party which attacked the Union, and had hitherto

received nothing from us, I made each of them a small present

of beads and fire-steels, when they also took leave, calling out
*' teymah, peechaw-ootoo," " friendship is good."

We learned, in the course of the day, from the natives, that

they called themselves Kitte-garrce-oot, (inhabitants of the land

near the mountains,) and that they were now on their way to a

place favourable for the capture of white whales, as in the sea,

which they said was many days' march distant, there was too

much ice to take the black whales at this season. It also ap-

peared that they annually ascend to the Narrows of Mackenzie

River, for the purpose of trading with the Quarrellers, and were

accustomed to spend their summers in a large lake of brackish

water, (Esquimaux Lake,) lying to the eastward, where they

occasionally meet parties of Loucheux. They informed us that

the land to the eastward of Encounter Point is a collection of

islands, and that there were many of their countrymen fishing

in the rivers which separate them. They had heard of the Es-

quimaux at the mouth of the Coppermine River, and knew them

by their name of Naggoe-ook-tor-mce-oot, (or Deer-horns,) but said

they were very far off, and that they had no intercourse with

2D 2
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1826. them ; adding, that all the inhabitants of the coast to the east-

w^L ward were bad people. They knew white people by the name of

Kabloonacht, and Indians by that of Eitkcdlig, the same appel-

lations that are used by the Esquimaux of Hudson's-Bay ; but

their name for the black whale was different from that given to it

by Ooligbuck ; and they also gave names to some of their utensils

which he had never heard before. Ooligbuck was not of much

use as an interpreter, in our intercourse with these people, for he

spoke no English ; but his presence answered the important pur-

pose of showing that the white people were on terms of friendship

with the distant tribes of Esquimaux. As a boatman he was of

the greatest service, being strongly attached to us, possessing an

excellent temper, and labouring cheerfully at his oar.

We could not ascertain the numbers of Esquimaux we saw in

the course of the day, because they were always coming and

going, but we passed at least thirty tents, and had reason to

believe that on some of the islands there were tents which we

did not see. Four grown people is, perhaps, the average number

of the inhabitants of each tent. A short time before the attack

on the Union, I counted forty kaiyacks round the two boats.

The wind freshened, and the night began to look stormy, as

we stood across a wide sound which was open from the N.W. to

the N.E., and had a depth of water varying from three to seven

feet. White whales were seen ; and some of the crew thought

the water tasted brackish. About nine p.m. a drizzling rain

came on, attended with very dark weather, which induced us to

make for a round islet, with a view of encamping, and securing

the boats for the night ; it was skirted by shoals that prevented

us from landing, and we therefore anchored the boats by poles

stuck in the mud, raised the coverings of the cargo on masts and

oars, so as to turn off the rain ; and after eating our supper and

setting a watch, we endeavoured to get some repose by lying
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down in our clothes, wet as they were. We had scarcely laid 1826.

down, however, before the wind changed and began to blow with

violence directly on the shore, so as to render it necessary for us

to shift our situation without delay. An attempt was made to

row the boats round to the other side of the islet, but they

drifted upon the shoals in spite of the exertions of the crew, and Saturday,

began to strike violently. In this perilous situation we per- 8th-

ceived some smooth water to leeward, upon which, setting the

foresails, the boats were pushed over a sandy bar into two fathoms

water. We then stood towards the eastern shore, and keeping

in deep water, entered a small inlet, which received the name of

Refuge Cove ; where having made fast the boats to the beach,

pitched a tent on the shore, and set a watch, we attempted a

second time to obtain some rest.

We were not, however, destined to enjoy much repose that

night, for we had scarcely overcome the chilliness occasioned by

lying down in wet clothes, when the Union broke from her

moorings in a violent gust of wind, and began to drive across the

inlet towards the lee-shore, on which there was a considerable

surf. Mr. Kendall and one of the crew, who were sleeping on

board, to be ready in case of accident, lowered the covering

with the utmost expedition, and taking the oars, kept her from

driving far, until the rest of the party arrived to their assistance in

the Dolphin. The boats were brought to the beach and secured,

and we had again retired to rest, when the tent-pegs, although

loaded with drift timber, were drawn up by the force of the wind,

and the tent, drenched with rain, fell upon us. It was in vain

to attempt to sleep after this, benumbed as we were by the

coldness of the weather ; but the rain ceasing about four in the

morning of the 8th, we were enabled to make a good fire, and

dry our clothes. The cargo of the boats was then landed, the

wet packages spread out to dry, and the boats were drawn upon
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1886. the beach so as to form, with the baggage, a three-sided breast-

work, to which we could retreat, should the Esquimaux pay us a

hostile visit These arrangements being made, the tent was

removed to a more sheltered spot, and we slept quietly until ten

o'clock in the morning. In the night an accident happened to

Mr. Kendall, which might have had fatal consequences, and

alarmed us at the time exceedingly. The point of a small two-

edged knife which he wore in a sheath slung from his neck, was,

by his falling against one of the tent-poles, forced through the

sheath into his side, exactly in the region of the heart . Through

the mercy of Providence, its progress was arrested by one of the

ribs, and the wound healed in the course of a few days. At
noon a meridian observation was obtained, which placed the

mouth of Refuge Cove in latitude 69° 29' N. ; and the sun's

bearing showed the variation of the magnetic needle to be 49^°

easterly. The length of our voyage the preceding day was fifty-

seven miles. Refuge Cove has an irregular form ; its length is

about two miles and a half, and its greatest width one mile. It

is upwards of two fathoms deep at the entrance, and for some

distance within ; but a bar runs from Shoal Islet to its north

side. Its shores are flat and sandy, but here and there hum-
mocks rise abruptly to the height of one hundred feet, resem-

bling the downs on the Norfolk coast. The sandy hum-
mocks are bound together by the creeping fibrous roots of a

species of grass, named Elymus mollis ; and many of them are

covered by a coat of black vegetable mould. Ruins of Esqui-

maux houses, that appeared to have been deserted for many
years, were scattered along the borders of the cove, and much
druVtimber lay on the low grounds. We saw some ducks and
geese, and two of the crew went to hunt round the harbour for

deer, but they had no success.

The wind having moderated in the evening, we prepared to
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resume the voyage, and had begun to load the boats, when I 18*«-

thought I saw a kaiyack paddle across the mouth of the cove. ^k""
It was followed by many others, that were in succession lost

behind the point, with the exception of one which seemed to

return and look into the inlet. I concluded that the natives

were in search of us ; and, as it was desirable to have all the cargo

on board when they arrived, the utmost despatch was used in

loading the boats. Before this operation was completed, Mr.

Kendall, on attentively examining one of the objects with his

telescope, suggested that it was not a kaiyack ; and accompanying

me to a sandy eminence nearer the entrance of the cove, we
ascertained that the whole was an optical deception, caused by

the haze of an easterly wind magnifying the stumps of drift

wood, over which the surf was rolling. The imagination, no

doubt, assisted in completing the resemblance, but the decep-

tion, for a few minutes, was perfect.

We quitted Refuge Cove at nine o'clock in the evening, and

rounding Shoal Islet, steered to the northward along the coast.

The circuit of Shoal Islet was made because there was too little

water to float our boats over the bar, which we had crossed

the preceding evening. The temperature of the air on

leaving the cove, was 36°, but it fell at midnight to 32° ; and

the night proved fine. When resting on our oars, the boats

were drifted to the westward, by a current which we ascertained,

by subsequent observations, to be the flood tide.

After pulling along the coast for some time, the ice-blink Sunday,

appeared in the horizon, and about one o'clock in the morning

on the 9th, we could perceive a stream of ice, lying at the

distance of eight or nine miles from the shore, and inclosing

several small ice-bergs. At four o'clock, a northerly breeze

springing up, brought a quantity of loose ice down upon us,

and we made for the shore. This part of the coast is skirted
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1826. to the distance of two miles by flat sands, on which there is

not more than afoot or eighteen inches of water. The depth of

water gradually increases to four fathoms, which it attains at the

distance of six or seven miles from the shore, and the heavy ice

we saw outside, showed that the depth there was considerable.

Esquimaux winter-huts occur frequently on the coast, and the

rows of drifUtrees planted in the sand with the roots upper-

most, in their vicinity, assume very curious forms when seen

through a hazy atmosphere. They frequently resembled a crowd

of people, and sometimes we fancied they were not unlike the

spires of a town just appearing above the horizon. We learnt

by experience, that the shore was more approachable at the

points on which the Esquimaux had built, and we effected a

landing at one of those places, when, having discharged the

cargoes, we hauled the boats up, and pitched the tents. The

water at our landing-place was fresh, but too hard to make tea

;

and at four or five miles from the shore, it was disagreeable to

drink. Out of respect to Captain Toker of the Royal Navy,

under whom I had once the honour to serve, his name was given

to this Point. Mr. Kendall ascertained its latitude to be 69° 38'N.;

its longitude by reckoning, 132° 18' W. ; and the variation

of the magnetic needle 50
j
degrees easterly. The distance

rowed from Eefuge Cove was about twelve miles. A tide pole

was erected, by which it appeared that the ebb ran from four

o'clock, the time at which we landed, until ten in the morning,

producing a fall of eighteen inches ; but the afternoon tide did

not rise so high, and at lOh. 50' p.m. it was low water again,

the wind blowing fresh from the northward all the time.

The vicinity of Point Toker, like the rest of the lands to the

eastward of Point Encounter, consists of level sands, inclosing

pieces of water which communicate with the estuary of the

river, and interspersed with detached conical hills rising from
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one to two hundred feet above the general level. These hills 1826.

are sometimes escarped by the action of the water, and are then
^jf"

seen to consist of sand of various colours, in which very large

logs of drift-timber are imbedded. They are covered by a coat

of black vegetable earth from six inches to a foot in thickness,

which shows that they cannot be of very recent formation,

though at some distant period they may have been formed by

the drifting of moveable sands. At present, the highest floods

reach only to the foot of the hills, where they deposit a thick

layer of drift-timber. One straight log of spruce fir, thirty feet

long, was seven feet in circumference at the small end, and

twelve a short distance above the root. The branches and bark

are almost always rubbed off from the drift-timber which reaches

the sea, but a few of the main divisions of the root are generally

left. Various instruments tied up in bundles were suspended to

poles near some of the Esquimaux houses, such as spear-heads

and ice chisels made from the tooth of the narwhal, and spoons

of musk-ox horn. The marine animals that frequent this part

of the coast, according to the information we obtained from the

Esquimaux, are, the white whale, the narwhal; large and small

seals (oggee-ook and natcha-ook), and a species of black whale,

named aggee-wark. There are also many sea-fish, of which the

capelin (ang-maggee-ook), that abound on the shoals at this season,

are most easily caught. The natives are unacquainted with sea-

horses. Swans, Canada and white geese, and Arctic ducks,

are numerous, and several were killed by our sportsmen. Oolig-

buck likewise killed a rein-deer, which afforded us an agreeable

change of diet.

In the evening, the party having assembled in one of the

tents, prayers were read, a practice to which we adhered on

every Sunday evening during the voyage. At 10b. 45m. p.m., I

lighted a piece of touchwood with a convex lens, an inch in

2 E
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i89«. diameter, the altitude of the sun being then 3° 6'. It is seldom

JSL that the sun in warmer climates affords so much heat at so low

an altitude.

The ice opening a little, we resumed the voyage at five

o'clock in the morning of the 10th, but had not rowed above

five miles, when our further progress was impeded by a ridge

of grounded-ice, extending apparently far out to sea. We
landed to obtain a view from a height, and took advantage

of the opportunity to prepare breakfast. Whilst thus engaged,

we discovered, on the opposite side of a bay which we had just

Monday, crossed, two of the natives couched upon the sand, and evidently
10th

" watching us ; but before we had concluded our meal, they went

off. On re-embarking, we went round the ice which was aground

on extensive sandy spits, and then pulled in for the shore;

but a fresh breeze of wind created such a swell, that we did not

advance above three miles in two hours. Deeming it unadvisable

to fatigue the crews, while the progress was so small, we pulled

into a sandy bay, and made the boats fast to one of many large

pieces of ice which were stranded on the beach, having gained,

since setting out in the morning, eight miles.

Just as we made for the shore, we observed three Esquimaux

regarding us from an eminence, and two others soon afterwards

joined them : the latter being, as we discovered from the direc-

tion of their path over the sands, the two we had seen at break-

fast-time. They retired as we drew near the beach, and on

reconnoitring the neighbourhood, we discovered three skin-

tents, whose owners were running off with their effects in great

alarm. As we had experienced how troublesome the natives were,

when relieved from their fears, we did not seek an interview at

this time ; and to guard against accidents from parties of them

way-laying our men, I determined that, while we remained in

this anchorage, the crews should land only to cook their provi
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sions, and then be accompanied either by Mr. Kendall or myself. 1826.

The water at our anchorage was decidedly brackish, the beach

was strewed with sertularia and other marine productions, and

several white whales were seen in the offing ; all which circum-

stances being considered as decided evidences of our having

reached the mouth of the river, that event was celebrated by

issuing to each of the men a glass of grog, which had been

reserved for the occasion.

2 E 2
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CONTINUATION or ihb PROCEEDINGS or the EASTERN DETACHMENT.

CHAPTER II.

Detention by wind—Visited by Esquimaux—Cross a large Stream of Fresh Water— Winter

Houses on Atkinson Island—Gale of Wind, and Fog—Run into Browell Cove

—

Double Cape Dalhousie—Liverpool Bay and Esquimaux Lake—Icy CliHs—Meet

another Party of Esquimaux— Cape Bathurst.

The wind blew so strongly during the 11th, that we remained

in our mooring-place, landing occasionally to take a little exer-

cise on the beach ; and as it continued to freshen from the north-

east in the evening, most of the ice in the offing had drifted out

of sight, while a great reduction took place at the same time in

the number and size of the pieces of stranded ice. One of them

which had grounded about a mile outside of us, and rose fifteen

feet above the water, fell over and floated away with the ebb

tide. Mr. Kendall obtained a meridian observation for latitude,

and afterwards took several sets of lunar distances, whose results

placed our anchorage in latitude 69° 42$' N.» and longitude

131° 58' W. In the afternoon two Esquimaux were seen walk-

ing fast over a hill, and often stopping and looking anxiously

around them. About midnight two black foxes carried off the

scraps of meat that had been left at our cooking-place, and buried

them carefully in the sand above high-water mark. We ob-

served that they dug separate hiding-places for each piece, and

that they were careful to carry the largest bits farthest from the

sea. The time spent inactively at the anchorage was so tedious

and devoid of incident, that even the movements of these animals

were a subject of much interest to us, and we felt great regret

when they were scared away by the talking of the men in the boats.
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No material alteration took place in the weather on the 12th.

The temperature was 45°
; but from the force of the wind, and

our confinement in the boats, we felt cold. In the evening "T^uT

two elderly Esquimaux came to us in their kaiyacks, shouting

as they approached the boats, and paddling boldly alongside.

They told us that they were the same two whom we had seen

in the morning of the 10th watching us while at breakfast,

though they had first discovered us on the 9th, and had seen

Ooligbuck kill the deer, which had alarmed them greatly

;

they had since been to inquire about us from the party at Point

Encounter, and having learnt that we were well-disposed, they

had come to open a communication. In allusion, I suppose, to

the attempt on the Union, they often said that the Esquimaux

at the river's mouth were bad people, but that they them-

selves were good-hearted men ; and they struck their breasts

forcibly with their hands, to give energy to their assurances.

They told us that a large party of their countrymen, who were

at present fishing at the mouth of a river to the eastward, would

soon move in this direction to kill white whales. Eetkoo-yak,

the principal spokesman, invited us to go to his tents, where, he

said, the women would be glad to receive us ; and added, that

next day he would bring four of his countrymen to visit us.

We made them a handsome present of iron-work ; and having

paid, with beads, for some dried fish which they brought, sent

them away highly contented.

At seven o'clock in the morning of the 13th, nine Esquimaux Thursday,

came to us, amongst whom were our two acquaintances of yester-

day. Some ofthe young men inquired when we were going away,

and seemed to be anxious that we should depart ; but our friend

Eetkoo-yak gave us a pressing invitation to his tents, and wished

to embark in the boats to conduct us thither. We declined

his proposal, and the wind having moderated, we unmoored the

boats, and rowed along the coast. The natives followed us, and

13th.
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IBM. soon afterwards four women and two boys came off in an oomiak,

and exchanged some boots, pieces of leather, deer's meat, and
l3th

fish, for beads. The point on which their tents were pitched

was named Point Warren, after my friend Captain Samuel

Warren, of the Royal Navy. As we continued our course the

oomiak returned to the shore, and the men also left us soon

afterwards, apparently pleased with our departure; for the

knowledge of the effect of our muskets seemed to have im-

pressed them with some dread. They were tattooed across the

cheeks. The tribes to the westward of the Mackenzie are de-

scribed by Captain Franklin, (p. 120,) as following a different

fashion in the application of this ornament.

We coasted this day a flat shore, with dry sands running off

to the distance of two or three miles, and we passed within

several shoals, on which some heavy ice had grounded. Only a

few small streams of ice were seen, although the ice-blink was

visible the whole day. Soon after rounding Point Warren, we

crossed the mouth of a large river, the water being muddy and

fresh for a breadth of three miles, and the sounding lead was let

down to the depth of five fathoms, without striking the bottom.

This river is, perhaps, a branch of the Mackenzie, and falls into

a bay, on which I have bestowed the name of my esteemed

friend Copland Hutchison, Esq., Surgeon Extraordinary to His

Boyal Highness the Duke of Clarence. On its east side there

is an island, which was named after Captain Charles Phillips, of

the Royal Navy, to whom the nautical world is indebted for the

double-capstan, and many other important inventions.

At five o'clock in the afternoon, rainy weather setting in, we

made for a small island, and mooring the boats as near the

beach as we could, covered them up, and landed to prepare sup-

per. The length of the day's voyage was twenty-eight miles

and a half. Mr. Kendall named the island in honour of Mr.

Atkinson, of Berry-House : it is situated in latitude 69° 55' N.,
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longitude 130° 43' W., and is separated from a flat, and occa-
JJ

sionally inundated shore, by a narrow creek. It is bounded
"Jj

towards the sea by a bulwark of sand-hills, drifted by the wind

to the height of thirty feet. Under their shelter seventeen

winter-houses have been erected by the natives, besides a large

building, which, from its structure, seemed to be intended for a

place of assembly for the tribe. Ooligbuck said he thought it

was a general eating-room, but he was not certain, as his tribe

erect no such buildings.

I annex a section and ground plan of one of the largest
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1826. of the dwelling-houses. The centre (A) is a square of ten

— feet, having a level flooring, with a post at each corner (D, D)

to support the ridge-poles*, on which the roof rests. The

recesses (B) are intended for sleeping-places. Their floors have

a gentle inclination inwards, and are raised a foot above the

central flooring. Their back walls are a foot high, and incline

outwards like the back of a chair. The ridge-poles are six feet

above the floor, the roof being flat in the centre, and sloping

over the recesses. The inside of the building is lined with

split-wood, and the outside is strongly but roughly built of logs,

the whole being covered with earth. An inclined platform (C)

forms the ascent to the door, which is in the middle of one of

the recesses, and is four feet high ; and the threshold, being on a

level with the central flooring, is raised three feet above the sur-

rounding ground, to guard against inundations. There is a

square hole in the roof, near the door, intended for ventilation,

or for an occasional entrance. As we observed no fire-places in

these dwellings, it is probable that they are heated, and the

cookery performed, in the winter, with lamps. Some of the

houses were built front to front, with a very narrow passage

between them leading to the doors, which were opposite to each

other. This passage must form a snug porch in the winter

when it is covered with slabs of frozen snow, and one end stopped

up. Some of the larger houseswhich stood single, had log-porches

to shelter their doors ; and near each house there was a square

or oblong pit, four feet beneath the surface of the ground, lined

and covered with drift-timber, which was evidently intended for

a store-house.

The large building for an assembly-room was, in the interior,

a square of twenty-seven feet, having the log-roof supported on

* The ridge-poles were omitted in the section by mistake.
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two strong ridge poles, two feet apart, and resting on four upright 1826.

posts. The floor in the centre, formed of split logs, dressed and d^L.
13th,

laid with great care, was surrounded by a raised border about

three feet wide, which was, no doubt, meant for seats. The
walls, three feet high, were inclined outwards, for the convenience

of leaning the back against them, and the ascent to the door,

which was on the south side, was formed of logs. The outside,

covered with earth, had nearly a hemispherical form, and round

its base there were ranged the skulls of twenty-one whales.

There was a square hole in the roof, and the central log of the

floor had a basin-shaped cavity, one foot in diameter, which was,

perhaps, intended for a lamp. The general attention to comfort

in the construction of the village, and the erection of a building

of such magnitude, requiring an union of purpose in a consider-

able number of people, are evidences of no small progress towards

civilization. Whale skulls were confined to the large building,

and to one of the dwelling-houses, which had three or four

placed round it. Many wooden trays, and hand-barrows for

carrying whale blubber, were lying on the ground, most of them

in a state of decay.

Myriads of musquitoes, which reposed among the grass, rose in

clouds when disturbed, and gave us much annoyance. Many
snow birds were hatching on the Point, and we saw swans, Canada

geese, eider, king, arctic, and surf ducks ; several glaucous, silvery,

black-headed, and ivory gulls, together with terns and northern

divers. Some laughing geese passed to the northward in the

evening, which may be considered as a sure indication of land in

that direction. The sea-water at Atkinson Island being quite salt,

and the ponds on the shore brackish, we had recourse to the ice

that lay aground for a supply of fresh water. Strong gales of

wind, with heavy rain, continued all night.

The rain ceasing at four o'clock in the morning of the 14th, *JJj
2 F
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1886. we embarked, and pulled along a sandy bar which projected

-j^—' five or six miles from Atkinson Island, and was covered by masses

of ice. We had not left the beach above an hour, when a thick

fog hid the land from our view, and a noise of breakers being at

the same time heard, we deemed it prudent to moor the boats

to a piece of grounded-ice, and wait for clear weather. After a

time, the fog dispersing partially, we made sail before a fresh

breeze towards the most easterly point of land in sight, but we

had not advanced above five or six miles before the looming of

the shore on the larboard bow made it necessary to haul to the

wind ; and the fog becoming as dense as ever, we ran aground

on some flats, where the surf nearly filled the boats. On lower-

ing the sails, deeper water was attained, but the wind began to

blow hard directly upon the shore, and we could not discover a

landing-place, nor did we even know our distance from the beach.

In this dilemma we saw a long line of floating sea-weed, and

Ooligbuck suggesting that it came from the mouth of a river,we fol-

lowed its direction, and, with the aid of the sounding-lead, groped

our way betwixt two shoals into a well sheltered inlet Here there

was a good landing-place, and we deemed ourselves peculiarly

fortunate in reaching so snug a harbour, for the fog continued

all day, and in the afternoon the wind increased to a heavy gale.

The inlet was named Browell Cove, in honour of the Lieutenant-

Governor of the Royal Hospital at Greenwich, and the bay to

the westward of it, M'Kinley Bay, out of respect to Captain

George M'Kinley, of the Naval Asylum. The latitude of the

mouth of Browell Cove is 70° N., and the longitude 130° 19' W.
We did not ascertain its extent, but as its water is brackish, it

probably communicates with Esquimaux Lake, which, according

to Indian report, lies behind the islands that form this part of the

coast. Several large basins of salt water communicate with the

cove. Some herds of deer were seen, but too many hunters going
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in pursuit ofthem, they were frightened away. The temperature lwe.

throughout the day was 42°. viljL-

I observed forty species of plants in flower here, of which

nearly one-third were grasses and carices. The Thrift common

on the sandy parts of the British coast is a frequent ornament of

Browell Cove; and seven or eight of the other plants seen there,

are natives of the Scottish hills. Two dwarf species of willow

were the only shrubs.

The fog clearing away, and the wind moderating, we embarked Saturday,

about three in the morning of the 15th ; and steering along the

coast, came to a group of low sandy islands, that were separated

by wide but very shallow channels, and skirted, to the distance of

five or six miles, bysand-banks, which were nearly dry at low water.

In rounding these banks our soundings varied from two feet to

two fathoms, and we were occasionally led almost out of sight

of the land. During the whole day we saw much ice to seaward,

and in some places it was so closely packed as to render it doubt-

ful whether a ship would have been able to make way through

it. The line of deep water was marked by large masses of ice

lying aground, and was about ten miles from the shore. As we

could not reach the beach, we disembarked upon a piece of ice

at noon, and cutting up a spare seat for fire-wood, proceeded to

cook our breakfast, and make observations for latitude and mag-

netic variation.

After rounding the shoals, we made a traverse of ten miles

across an inlet, where the water ran out with a strong current

;

and, though five fathoms deep, it was nearly fresh. This I sup-

posed to be another communication betwixt Esquimaux Lake

and the sea, and named it Russell Inlet, after the distinguished

Professor of Clinical Surgery in the University of Edinburgh.

The land on its western side was called Cape Brown, out of

respect to the eminent botanist, whose scientific researches reflect

2F2
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1826. so much credit on British talent ; and that to the eastward of

the inlet received the name of Dalhousie, in honour of His

Excellency the Governor-in-Chief of the Canadas. Cape Dal-

housie consists of a number of high, sandy islands, resembling

those seen from Sacred Island, in the mouth of the Mackenzie.

We entered some deep inlets amongst them, in search of a land-

ing-place, but the beach was every where too flat. At length,

after dragging the boats through the mud for a considerable

way, and carrying the cargoes for a quarter of a mile over a flat

sand, we reached the shore, and pitched the tents. The island

on which we encamped was similar to the others, being from one

hundred to one hundred and fifty feet high above the water, and

bounded on all sides by steep, sandy cliff's, which were skirted by-

flat sands. From the summit of the island we had the unpleasant

view of a sea covered with floating ice, as far as the eye could

reach to the eastward. Temperature during the greater part of

the day 55°; at nine p.m. 52°. Wind easterly. The length of

this day's voyage was thirty miles and a half ; the latitude of the

encampment 70° 12', and longitude 129° 21' W.
Sunday, On the 16th the boats were afloat, and loaded by seven in the

morning, when we pulled round Cape Dalhousie, and found the

land trending as we wished to the south-east. Since reaching

the sea, the coast had gradually inclined to the northward, which,

with the increased quantity of ice seen on the two or three last

days, led us to fear that a cape might exist, extending so far to

the northward, as to prevent us from reaching the Coppermine

River within the period to which our voyage was limited. It was,

therefore, with peculiar satisfaction, that, on putting ashore to

cook breakfast, we saw distant land to the S.E., apparently of

greater height than that which we had recently coasted ; and we

now flattered ourselves that we were about to leave behind us the

low coasts and shoals, which render the boat navigation across the
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mouths of the Mackenzie and Esquimaux Lake so perplexing 1826.

and hazardous. Many deer were seen at our breakfasting-place, *^$L

and the musquitoes annoyed them so much that there would
have been no difficulty in approaching them, if we could have

spared time to send out the hunters.

Having obtained an observation for latitude, we directed our

course to a projecting point across an inlet, with no land visible

towards its bottom. The soundings in the middle of the open-

ing exceeded nine fathoms ; the water became less salt as we
advanced, and at last could only be termed brackish. The point

proved to be an island sixteen miles distant from our break-

fasting-place ; and as we approached it, we had the mortification

to perceive a coast seven or eight miles beyond it, apparently

continuous, and trending away to the north-north-west. The
island was named Nicholson Island, as a mark of my esteem for

William Nicholson, Esq., of Rochester. It is bounded by high

cliffs of sand and mud, and rises in the interior to the height of

four hundred feet above the sea. The cliffs were thawed to the

depth of three feet, but frozen underneath, and the water issuing

from the thawing ground caused the mud to boil out and flow

down the banks. There were many small lakes on the island,

and a tolerably good vegetation. Amongst other plants I gathered

here a very beautiful American cowslip, (dodecatheon,) which

grew in the moist valleys. From the summit of the island a

piece of water, resembling a large river, and bearing south, was

seen winding through a country pleasantly varied by gently

swelling hills and dales, and differing so much in character from

the alluvial islands we had just left, that I thought myself jus-

tified in considering it to be part of the main land. From
S.W. to W.N.W. open water was seen, broken only by a few

islands, that were named after Major-General Campbell, of the

Royal Marines. This large sheet of water is undoubtedly the
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1826. Esquimaux Lake, which, according to the natives, not only com-

djL. municates with the eastern branch of the Mackenzie, but re-

ceives, besides,* two large rivers; and, consequently, the whole

of the land which we coasted from Point Encounter, is a collec-

tion of islands. The temperature varied this day from 38° to 55°.

The length of the day's voyage was thirty-three miles : the lati-

titude of our encampment 69° 57', and longitude 128° 18' W.
Monday, On the 17th a thick fog detained us until nine o'clock in the

morning, when it dispersed, and we left our encampment About
two miles from Nicholson's Island the water was nine fathoms

deep, and had a brackish taste ; but as we continued our course

to the northward, it became shoaler and Salter. This added to

the probability of the winding channel, which bore south, being

a large river ; and that opinion was further strengthened by

our observing, when we landed to breakfast, the shore to be

strewed with tide-wrack, resembling that which is generally

found on the banks of rivers in this country, such as pieces

of willows, fragments of fresh-water plants, and lumps of peat

earth. We were delighted to find here a beach of sand and

fine gravel, bold enough to admit of our running the boats upon

it. The fresh footsteps of a party of Esquimaux were seen on

the sand.

After obtaining an observation for latitude, we embarked, and

continued our course along the coast until we came to the ex-

tremity of a cape, which was formed by an island separated from

the main by a shallow channel. The cliffs of this island were

about forty feet high, and the snow which had accumulated under

them in the winter, was not yet dissolved, but, owing to the

infiltration and freezing of water, now formed an inclined bank

of ice, nearly two-thirds of the height of the cliff. This bank, or

iceberg, being undermined by the action of the waves, maintained

its position only by its adhesion to the frozen cliffs behind it. In
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some places large masses had broken off and floated away, whilst

in others the currents of melting snow flowing from the flat kind

above, had covered the ice with a thick coating of earth ; so that

at first sight it appeared as if the bank had broken down ; the

real structure of the iceberg being perceptible only where rents

existed. In a similar manner the frozen banks, or icebergs,

covered with earth, mentioned by Lieutenant Kotzebue, in his

voyage to Behring Straits, might have been formed. Had the

whole mass of frozen snow broken off from this bank, an iceberg

would have been produced thirty feet wide at its base, and

covered on one side to the depth of a foot, or more, with black

earth. The island was composed of sand and slaty clay, into

which the thaw had not penetrated above a foot. The ravines

were lined with fragments of compact white limestone, and a

few dwarf-birches and willows grew on their sides. The sun's

rays were very powerful this day, and the heat was oppressive,

even while sitting at rest in the boat ; the temperature of the

air at noon being, in the shade, 62°, and that of the surface water,

where the soundings were three fathoms, 55°.

Immediately after rounding the cape, which was named after

His Excellency Sir Peregrine Maitland, Lieutenant-Governor of

Upper Canada, we entered a channel ten miles wide, running to

the eastward, with an open horizon in that direction ; and a

doubt arose as to whether it was a strait, or merely a bay. Many
large masses of ice were floating in it, which proved to us that it

had considerable depth; but the water being only brackish,

excited a suspicion that there was no passage through it. While

we were hesitating whether to hazard a loss of time by exploring

the opening, or to cross over at once to the northern land, several

deer were seen, and the hope of procuring a supply of fresh

meat, induced us to put ashore and encamp for the night, that
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1826. the hunters might go in chase. The beach here was strewed
JulV .

<— with fragments of dark-red sandstone, white sandstone, white
17th. . .

compact limestone, and a few pieces of syenite. There were

many large trunks of spruce-firs lying on the sand, completely

denuded of their bark and branches ; and numerous exuvia? of a

marine crustaceous animal (gammarus borecdis) lay at high water

mark. Our hunters were successful, Ooligbuck and M'Leay each

killing a deer. Many of these animals had fled to the cool moist

sands on the coast, but even there the musquitoes tormented

them so much as to render them regardless of the approach of

the hunters. The latitude of our encampment was 70° 7', longi-

tude 127° 45'; and the length of the day's voyage twenty-three

miles. The temperature varied from 52° to 63°. By watching

the motion of the tide for the greater part of the night, I fully

satisfied myself that the ebb set out of the opening, and that the

flood came round the land on the north side ; hence I concluded

that there could be no passage to the eastward in this direction,

and that the opening led into a bay, to which the name of Har-

rowby was given, in honour of the Right Honourable the Earl of

Harrowby.
T
mh y' Embaying on the 18th at three in the morning, we set the sails

to a favourable though light breeze, and using the oars at the same

time, crossed Harrowby Bay, at its mouth. During the traverse,

land was seen round the bottom of the bay. On nearing the

shore we distinguished twelve Esquimaux tents on an eminence

;

and a woman who was walking on the beach gave the alarm, but

not until we were near enough to speak to her, her surprise

having fixed her to the spot for a time. The men then rushed

out, brandishing their knives, and, using the most threatening

expressions, forbade us to land, and desired us to return by

the way we came. Ooligbuck endeavoured to calm their fears,
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by telling them that we were friends, but they replied only by 1926 -

repeating their threats, and by hideous grimaces and gestures, ^-^p

which displayed great agility ; frequently standing on one foot

and throwing the other nearly as high as the head. At length

on my bawling " noowcerlawgo" (I wish to barter,) they became

quiet at once, and one of them running to his kayack, and pad-

dling off to us, was followed by many of the others, even before

they could witness the reception we gave him. They came

boldly alongside, and exchanged their spears, arrows, bows, and

some pieces of well-dressed seal-skin, for bits of old iron-hoop,

files, and beads. They were not so well furnished with iron-work

as the Esquimaux we had seen farther to the westward, and very

eagerly received a supply from us. In our intercourse with

them we experienced much advantage from a simple contrivance

suggested by Mr. Kendall, and constructed during our halt in

Refuge Cove : it was a barricade formed by raising the masts

and spare oars eighteen inches above the gunwale on two crutches

or davits, which not only prevented our Esquimaux visiters from

stealing out of the boats, but, in the event of a quarrel, could

have been rendered arrow proof by throwing the blankets or

sails over it. On a light breeze springing up we set the sails,

and continuing to ply the oars, advanced at the rate of four miles

an hour, attended by eleven kayacks. Three oomiaks with the

women followed us, and we found that, when rowed by two

women, and steered by a third, they surpassed our boats in speed.

The females, unlike those of the Indian tribes, had much
handsomer features than the men ; and one young woman of the

party would have been deemed pretty even in Europe. Our

presents seemed to render them perfectly happy, and they

danced with such ecstacy in their slender boats as to incur, more

than once, great hazard of being overset. A bundle of strings

of beads being thrown into an oomiak, it was caught by an old

s a
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18«6. woman, who hugged the treasure to her breast with the strongest

expression of rapture, while another elderly dame, who had

stretched out her arms in vain, became the very picture of despair.

On my explaining, however, that the present was for the whole,

an amicable division instantly took place ; and to show their gra-

titude, they sang a song to a pleasing air, keeping time with their

oars. They gave us many pressing invitations to pass the night

at their tents, in which they were joined by the men ; and to

excite our liberality the mothers drew their children out of their

wide boots, where they are accustomed to carry them naked, and

holding them up, begged beads for them. Their entreaties were,

for a time, successful ; but being desirous of getting clear of our

visiters before breakfast-time, we at length told them that our

stock was exhausted, and they took leave.

These Esquimaux were as inquisitive as the others we had

seen respecting our names, and were very desirous of teaching

us the true pronunciation of theirs. They informed us that

they had seen Indians, and had heard of white people, but had

never seen any before. My giving a little deer's meat to one of

them in exchange for fish, led to an inquiry as to how we killed

the animal. On which Ooligbuck showed them his gun, and

obtaining permission, fired it off, after cautioning them not

to be alarmed. The report astonished them much, and an echo

from some neighbouring pieces of ice made them think that the

ball had struck the shore, then upwards of a mile distant. The
women had left us previously ; several of the men departed the

instant they heard the report ; and the rest, in a short time,

followed their example. They applied to the gun the same name

they give to their harpoons for killing whales.

We learned from these people that the shore we were now
coasting was part of the main land, and that some land to the

northward, which appeared soon after we had passed their tents,
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of two islands; between which and the main shore,

there was a passage leading to the open sea. On landing to vi^L

cook breakfast and obtain a meridian observation for latitude, we

observed the interior of the country to be similar to that seen

from Nicholson's Island. The soil was in some spots sandy,

but, generally, it consisted of a tenacious clay which cracks

in the sun. The air was perfumed by numerous tufts of a

beautiful phlox, and of a still handsomer and very fragrant

cruciform flower, of a genus hitherto undescribed.

On re-embarking we pulled about eight miles farther betwixt

the islands and the main, and found a narrow opening to the sea

nearly barred up. The bottom was so soft and muddy that the

poles sunk deep into it, and we could not carry the cargo ashore

to lighten the boats. We succeeded, however, in getting through,

after much labour, and the moment we crossed the bar, the

water was greenish, and perfectly salt. The cape forming the

eastern point of this entrance lies in latitude 70° 36' N., longitude

127° 35' W. ; and proved to be the most northerly part of the

main shore which we saw during the voyage. It is a few miles

farther north than Return Reef of Captain Franklin, and is

most probably, with the exception of the land near Icy Cape,

since discovered by Captain Beechey, in the Blossom, the most

northern point of the American Continent. It was called Ca{>e

Bathurst, in honour of the Bight Honourable the Earl of

Bathurst, and the islands lying off* it were named after George

Baillie, Esq., of the Colonial Office. I could not account in any

other way for the comparative freshness of the sheet of water

we had left, than by supposing that a sand-bank extended from

Cape Dalhousie to Baillie's Islands, impeding the communication

with the sea, and this notion was supported by a line of heavy

ice which was seen both from Cape Bathurst and Cape Dalhousie,

in the direction of the supposed bar, and apparently aground.

2G2
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1826. Taking for granted that the accounts we received from the

natives were (as our own observations led us to believe) correct,

Esquimaux Lake is a very extensive and curious piece of water.

The Indians say that it reaches to within four days' march of

Fort Good Hope ; and the Esquimaux informed us that it

extends from Point Encounter to Cape Bathurst, thus ascrib-

ing to it an extent from north to south of more than one hun-

dred and forty miles, and from east to west of one hundred and

fifty. It is reported to be full of islands, to be every where

brackish ; and, besides its communication with the eastern branch

of the Mackenzie, to receive two other large rivers. If a con-

jecture may be hazarded about the original formation of a lake

which we had so few opportunities of examining, it seems pro-

bable that the alluvial matters brought down by the Mackenzie,

and other rivers, have gradually formed a barrier of islands and

shoals, which, by preventing the free access of the tide, enables

the fresh water to maintain the predominance behind it. The
action of the waves of the sea has a tendency to increase the

height of the barrier, while the currents of the rivers and ebb-

tide preserve the depth of the lake. A great formation of

wood-coal will, I doubt not, be ultimately formed by the im-

mense quantities of drift-timber annually deposited on the bor-

ders of Esquimaux Lake.
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CONTINUATION or tr« PROCEEDINGS of thb EASTERN DETACHMENT.

CHAPTER III.

Double Cape Bathurst—Whales—Bituminous-shale Cliffs on Fire—Enter Franklin Bay

—Heavy Gale—Peninsula of Cape Parry—Perforated Rock— Detention at Cape Lyon

by Wind—Force of an Esquimaux Arrow—Meet with heavy Ice—Pass Union and

Dolphin Straits—Double Cape Krusenslern, and enter Georjre the Fourth's Coronation

Gulph—Reach the Coppermine River— Remarks—Meteorological Table.

As soon as we entered the clear green water off Cape Bathurst, ^6
we perceived a strong flood-tide setting against us, and saw July,

several white whales, and some black ones of a large size, but of isth.

a species unknown to Ooligbuck*. The natives term them

aggeeuxerk, which is the name given, by the Esquimaux of

Hudson's Bay, to the black whales that frequent the Welcome.

Many large masses of ice were floating about, but they were no

* The appearance of whales on the north coast, nearly midway between the

nearest passages into Behring's and Barrow's Straits, and upwards of a thousand

miles distant from either, affords subject for interesting speculation. It is known that

they must come frequently to the surface to breathe, and the following questions

naturally arise :—Are then; at all seasons large spaces of open water in the Arctic

Seas ? or do these animals travel from the Atlantic or Pacific Oceans immediately

on the breaking up of the ice off Cape Bathurst, and so early in the season as the

middle of July ; while the sea, to the eastward and westward, is still covered with ice ?

If the latter is the fact, it is a very curious part of the natural history of these animals.

The Esquimaux informed us, that they are rarely seen when the ice lies close, and in

accordance with this remark Captain Franklin saw few to the westward, and we also

lost them as we approached the Coppermine River, and met with more ice.
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1826. impediment to the boats. The beach, from the time we left Es-
Julv

^Igj"*
quimaux Lake, was bold, there being two or three fathoms water

close to the shore. We hailed this change of circumstances with

pleasure, for the shoals and islands skirting Esquimaux Lake

had embarrassed us much, and the brackishness of the water,

combined with the trending of the coast to the northward, and

even westward, had excited in our minds an apprehension, that

we might possibly be obliged to make a great circuit in search of

a passage, out of that extraordinary piece of water, and that the

opening, when found, might he so far to the northward as to be

obstructed by an icy sea. Fortunately our fears were groundless

;

and, to increase our joy, the coast-line from Cape Bathurst

appeared to run in a straight direction for Coppermine River.

There were many winter-houses built by the Esquimaux on Cape

Bathurst. The cliffs facing the sea were still frozen, but the

water trickling down their sides showed that they were thawing

rapidly. We encamped on the beach in latitude 70° 32J' N.,

longitude 127° 21' W., having sailed that day thirty-seven miles.

A plentiful supply of very fine sorrel (pxyria reniformis) being

obtained from the banks, proved an agreeable addition to our

supper.

Wednesday, Embarking at four o'clock in the morning of the 19th, we
rowed along the coast close to the beach, in from two to three

fathoms water. We landed at noon to observe the latitude ; and

at four p.m. a thunder-storm coming on, induced us to encamp
for the night. The day's voyage was thirty-two miles, and our

encampment was situated in latitude 70° 1
1' N., longitude 126°

15' W., on a point which was named after Dr. Fitton, the dis-

tinguished President of the Geological Society. Nq land was

visible to seaward, nor were any fields of ice or large floes seen,

but we passed many smaller pieces and some masses, that, having
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stranded on the beach, were dissolving with great rapidity. law.

A regular tide of six hours affecting the rate of our progress,

an allowance was made for it in the reckoning.

The coast consists of precipitous banks, similar in structure to

the bituminous-shale cliffs at Whitby, in Yorkshire. They gra-

dually increase in altitude from Cape Bathurst, and near our

encampment their height exceeded two hundred and fifty feet.

The shale was in a state of ignition in many places, and the hot

sulphureous airs from the land were strongly contrasted with

the cold sea-breezes with which, in the morning, they alternated.

The combustion had proceeded to a considerable extent on the

point where we landed at noon. Much alum had formed, and

the baked clays of yellow, brown, white, and red colours, caused

the place to resemble a brick-field or a pottery. This point,

which was named after Dr. Traill, of Liverpool, lies in latitude

70° 19' N. The interior of the country, as seen from the top

of the cliffs, appeared to be nearly level, and to abound in small

lakes. The soil was clayey, and from the recent thaw wet and

soft. Tufts of the beautiful phlox, before mentioned, were

scattered over these, otherwise unsightly wastes ; and, notwith-

standing the scanty vegetation, rein-deer were numerous.

Some of the young ones, to whom man was doubtless a novel

object, came trotting up to gratify their curiosity, and were

suffered to depart unmolested. The sea here abounds in

molluscae, and many black whales were seen ; also king-ducks,

eiders, snow-birds, hawks, and a large moth.

We embarked at half-past two on the morning of the 20th, Thursday,

and ran alongshore for two hours with a strong and favourable

breeze, when some shoals lying off the mouth of a pretty large

river, led us six or seven miles from the coast. The breeze, which

was off the land, freshened considerably, and raised a short break-
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ing sea, through which we attempted to pull towards the shore,

but the boats shipped much water, and made little head-way.

We, therefore, set the sails again, and, fortunately, fetched under

a head-land, and effected a landing. The whole of the pemmican

in the Union, and some of that in the Dolphin, was wet on this

occasion. In the morning we had passed two Esquimaux tents,

pitched on the beach, but the inmates seeming to be asleep,

we did not disturb them, being unwilling to lose the fair wind by

any delay.

Soon after landing the weather became very foggy, and the

wind increased to a heavy gale. The cliffs at our encampment

consisted of slate-clay, and bituminous alum-slate, and were six

hundred feet high. The river, whose mouth we passed, ran close

behind them, having a course parallel to the coast for some miles

before it makes its way to the sea. It was named Wilmot

Horton Kiver, in honour of the Under Secretary of State for

the Colonial Department. Its breadth is about three hundred

yards, and it seems, from the quantity of drift-timber that was

piled on the shoals at its mouth, to flow through a wooded coun-

try. The length of this day's voyage was twenty-four miles, and

the position of our encampment was in latitude 69° 50' N., longi-

tude 125° 55' W. At high-water, which took place at a quarter

past four in the afternoon, the small slip of beach on which we

had encamped was almost covered, and we had to pile the bag-

gage on the shelving cliff. A very showy species of gromwell

grew near our encampment, in company with the common sea-

gromwell, (lithospermum maritimum.)

Friday. On the 21st strong winds and foggy weather, with a consider-

able surf on the beach, detained us until after eight o'clock in the

morning, when many large masses oficecoming in, took the ground

near the shore, and smoothed the water sufficiently to enable us
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to embark. The fog was dense to seaward and over the land, 1820.
*

Jul
but the height of the cliffs left a space ofabout a mile from the ""jj^""

beach, over which it was carried by the violence of the wind.

About two miles from our late encampment, the bitumi-

nous shale was again noticed to be on fire, giving out much

smoke; and as we advanced, the cliffs became less precipitous,

appearing as if they had fallen down from the consumption of

the combustible strata. They gradually terminated in a green

and sloping bank, whose summit, about two miles from the sea,

rose to the height of about six hundred feet. For the infor-

mation of the general reader, I may mention that the shale

takes fire in consequence of its containing a considerable

quantity of sulphur in a state of such minute division, that

it very readily attracts oxygen from the atmosphere, and in-

flames. The combustion is rendered more lively by the presence

of bitumen ; and the sulphuric acid, which is one of its products,

unites with the alumina of the shale to form, with the addition

of a small quantity of potass, the triple salt, well known by the

name of alum. The moistening of the strata by the sea-spray

accelerates the process. In some alum-works, where nature

has not been so favourable as in the cliffs of Cape Bathurst, a

deficiency of the bituminous matter requisite to keep up the

proper intensity of combustion, is supplied by brush-wood,

which is strewed in alternate layers with shale that has been

previously much divided by long exposure to the weather, and

the whole is then moistened with salt-water. A further

account of these cliffs is given in page xl. of the Appendix.

In the forenoon we passed the mouths of two small rivers,

which were designated after Sir Henry Jardine, Bart., King's

Bemembrancer in the Court of Exchequer for Scotland; and

Dr. Burnett, Commissioner of the Victualling Board. A meri-

dian observation was obtained in latitude 69° 38' N.
IB
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1826. 1° the afternoon, the wind, blowing more on the shore, caused

*£$L a tumbling sea. We sailed amongst much stranded ice, and,

following the line of coast, were gradually led into a deep bay,

whose east side, having a northerly direction, was formed by low

land, and so much broken by numerous and extensive inlets, as

to look more like a collection of islands than a part of the main

land. We were now, reckoning by degrees of longitude, fully

half way from Point Separation to the Coppermine River, and

the coast from Cape Bathurst had been so exactly in the proper

direction, as to excite high hopes of a short and prosperous

voyage: it was, therefore, no pleasant sight to us, to behold

land running out at right angles to our course, and we were

willing to believe that a passage existed betwixt it and the main.

This opinion was supported by the direction of the high land,

which had hitherto skirted the shore, continuing to be south-

easterly, until lost to the sight at the distance of fifteen or

twenty miles. We, therefore, endeavoured to find a

but the first opening that we came to, led into a circular

of water, apparently land-locked, and about five miles in diame-

ter. We halted at its entrance to cook our supper, and, during

our stay, perceiving that the ebb-tide set out of it, we deter-

mined on searching for a passage elsewhere. This inlet is six

fathoms deep at its entrance, and would prove an excellent har-

bour for a ship, only for the sand-banks which skirt this part of

the coast, and which render the passage into it too intricate for

vessels having a greater draught of water than our boats. It

was named Langton Harbour, after the agent for the Hudson's

J3ay Company at Liverpool.

this harbour, and steering to the northward, we
several inlets, into which the flood-tide set with a strong

current We could not see land towards their bottoms, but their

mouths were shoal, and we felt convinced that there was no
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passage through them, because the flood-tide entered them from

the westward. We, therefore, proceeded on our voyage without

wasting time in examining them ; and at two o'clock, on the

morning of the 22d, having come fifty-four miles, we encamped Saturday,

on a beach, composed of small fragments of limestone, and

strewed with sea-weed. This beach, which received the name of

Point Stivens, separates an extensive sheet of salt-water from the

sea, and is similar in character to the Chesil Beach, that connects

the I sle of Portland to the shore. It varies in breadth from one

hundred yards to a quarter of a mile, is several miles long, has a

northern direction, and seems to have been formed by the sweep

of the tide round the bay, meeting the ebb from the basins that

intersect the peninsular promontory with which it is connected.

There are several narrow breaches in it through which the tide

flows. Anxious to discover the termination of this promontory

which was leading us so much out of the direct course to the

Coppermine, I went to the summit of a rising ground, about

five miles distant, but the view was closed by some small

hills, two or three miles off. The soil was clayey, and vegetation

scanty.

In taking wood to make a fire, from a large pile of drift-timber

which had been collected by the Esquimaux, the nest of a snow-

containing four young, was discovered. The parent bird

at first scared away, but affection for its offspring at length

gave it courage to approach them with food ; and as it was not

molested it soon became quite fearless, and fed them with the

larvae of insects, whilst the party were seated at breakfast close

by the nest.

At nine o'clock, a.m., we embarked again, and, running before

a favourable breeze, came to a point consisting of cliffs of lime-

stone, twenty feet high, with a small island of the same kind of

at its extremity. Many large boulders of greenstone

8 112
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1826. seen here. After ascertaining the latitude by meridian observa-

Ugf"'
tion to be 69° 42' N., we continued our voyage along a bold

shore, consisting of precipices of limestone, forty or fifty feet high,

with three or four fathoms of water at the base. In the evening,

having reached a projection which appeared to be the western

pitch of the cape, we encamped in a bay near a remarkable perfo-

rated rock, having come twenty-six miles since leaving Point

Stivens. In the course ofthe day's voyage we had to make our way

through some pretty extensive streams of ice, composed of pieces

which rose eight or ten feet above the water ; and we saw a con-

siderable quantity of what is termed sailing ice to seaward, being

such as a ship could make her way through. I had now the gra-

tification of naming the extensive bay we had been coasting for

three days, after my friend and commanding officer ; and to the

several inlets on its eastern side I assigned the names of Wright,

Cracroft, and Sellwood, in honour of his near relatives. A
group of islands to the northward was named Booth Islands on

the same account.

In bestowing the name of Franklin on this remarkable bay, I

paid an appropriate compliment to the officer, under whose

orders and by whose arrangements the delineation of all that is

known of the northern coast of the American Continent has been

effected ; with the exception of the parts in the vicinity of Icy

Cape discovered by Captain Beechey. It would not be proper,

nor is it my intention, to descant on the professional merits of

my superior officer; but after having served under Captain

Franklin for nearly seven years, in two successive voyages of

discovery, I trust I may be allowed to say, that however high his

brother officers may rate his courage and talents, either in the

ordinary line of his professional duty, or in the field of discovery,

the hold he acquires upon the affections of those under his com-

mand, by a continued series of the most conciliating attentions
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to their feelings, and an uniform and unremitting regard to their 1826.

best interests, is not less conspicuous. I feel that the senti- -
J
"fe.-

ments of my friends and companions, Captain Back and Lieu-

tenant Kendall, are in unison with my own, when I affirm,

that gratitude and attachment to our late commanding officer

will animate our breasts to the latest period of our lives.

After this feeble but sincere tribute of respect and regard, in

which I hope I have not overstepped the proper bounds of a

narrative, I hasten to resume the details of the voyage.

The country in the neighbourhood of the encampment con-

sisted entirely of limestone, mostly of the variety named dolo-

mite, and, as is usual where that stone prevails, it was extremely

barren. The cliffs and points of land present many caverns and

perforated rocks, which have very strong resemblances to the

windows and crypts of Gothic buildings. Mr. Kendall made an

accurate sketch of the perforated rock, from which the accom-

panying engraving was executed. The common kittiwake

breeds in great numbers on the rocky ledges in this quarter,

and their young were already fledged. The temperature during

the day was nearly stationary at 46°, the wind south. The
evening being very fine, the pemmican was taken out of the

bags, which were scraped and dried ; and our loss of provision,

by the wetting it sustained in the gale of the 20th, proved to be

less than we had expected.

Embarking at four o'clock, a.m. of the 23d, we sailed with a Sunday,

favourable breeze for nine miles, betwixt Booth Islands and a
23rd "

shore presenting alternately projecting rocky shoals and narrow

inlets. We then landed, and ascended a hill, about seven hun-

dred feet high, to ascertain the direction of the coast, and had

the satisfaction of finding that we had now reached the

northern extremity of this remarkable promontory. It was
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1886. named Cape Parry after the distinguished navigator whose

' skill and perseverance have created an era in the progress of

northern discovery, and a letter addressed to him, contain-

ing information of our proceedings and of Captain Franklin's,

as far as was known to us, was deposited under a pile of

stones which we erected on the summit of the hill. From this

elevated situation, land was faintly seen bearing S.E. by S., about

forty miles distant ; and from thence round to Booth Islands

there appeared an open sea, merely studded with a few streams

of sailing ice, but no islands were seen in that direction. There

are many well sheltered coves in the vicinity of Cape Parry and

amongst Booth Islands, but the bottom is rocky, and numerous

reefs render the navigation unsafe for a ship. The eastern side

of Cape Parry exhibits a succession of limestone cliffs, similar

to those which form its western shores ; and as we continued

our voyage, we passed many excavations ornamented by graceful

slender pillars, and exhibiting so perfect a similarity to the

pure Gothic arch, that had Nature made many such displays in

the Old World, there would be but one opinion as to the origin

of that style of architecture. A small island, on which we
landed to cook breakfast, was named after the late Daniel

Moore, Esq., of Lincoln's Inn. It was composed of a cellular

limestone, containing many crystals of quartz. The whole

party went in pursuit of a polar hare which was seen here, but,

although it had no other shelter than the rocks, it contrived to

escape from us all.

In the evening we encamped on an island, which was named

by Mr. Kendall after the Reverend Dr. Burrow, of Epping. It

is situated in latitude 69° 49' N., longitude 123° 33' W. The
length of the day's voyage was thirty-one miles. Fine weather,

and a temperature of 52°, entailed upon us a visit from the
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musquitoes. The sea-water here is of a light blue colour and ist«.

clear, the bottom being distinctly visible in five fathoms. Pieces sl!$L

of ice still adhered to the cliffs.

We were detained in the morning of the 24th by a thick fog, Monday,

which cleared up about eight o'clock ; but the moon being then

in distance, we remained until noon, that Mr. Kendall might

take observations for lunars and latitude. These necessary ope-

rations being completed, a short voyage of nine miles brought us

to an island on which we encamped, and which obtained from

us the name ofClapperton, in honour of the undaunted explorer

of central Africa. In our way we passed through several streams

of ice, composed of pieces of considerable size, but all evidently

in a state of rapid dissolution, under a bright sun ; the water

flowing from their surfaces in rivulets. Many black whales, and

various kinds of seals, were seen this day. We saw no black

whales farther to the eastward.

From Clapperton Island we had a view of a ridge of hills,

which, from their direction, appeared to be a continuation of

those on the west side of Franklin Bay. The island itself, like

the neighbouring coast, is composed of limestone, and many de-

tached rocks skirt it, rising from water that is beautifully clear.

When we landed there was a strong current setting to the east-

ward, round the end of the island, but it ceased at four p.m., the

time oflow water, and was probably produced by the ebb setting

out of some of the inlets of Cape Parry. In the evening the ice

made a noise so like the regular firing of half-minute guns, as

to excite, at first, an idea that we heard the guns of a ship.

The temperature at six o'clock in the evening was as high as 74*

in the shade.

Clapperton Island lies in latitude 69° 41J' N., and nearly in

the longitude of Fort Franklin, from which it is distant three

hundred and thirteen miles in a straight line ; but the distance
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1826. between the nearer part of the Great Bear Lake and the Arctic

—^ Sea here, does not much exceed one hundred and ninety miles.

Taking advantage of a light breeze and very fine weather, we

embarked at midnight, and crossed over to the east side of the

bay, passing through some heavy streams of ice by rather intri-

Tuesday, cate channels. At half past five in the morning of the 25th, we
25th

landed on a point of the main shore, and Mr. Kendall took ob-

servations for three sets of lunars. On re-embarking we pro-

ceeded a few miles further, when a heavy gale of wind suddenly

springing up, we ran for shelter into a small creek at the extre-

mity of a cape, which I named after the distinguished traveller

Captain G. F. Lyon, B.N. The bay which lies betwixt it and

Cape Parry, was called Darnley, in honour of the Earl of Darn-

ley. The distance from Clapperton Island to Cape Lyon is

fourteen miles.

The country in the neighbourhood of Cape Lyon presents a

surface varied by gently swelling eminences, covered with a

grassy sward, and intersected by several narrow ridges of naked

trap rocks, rising about one hundred and fifty feet above the

general leveL The trap ridges, when they reach the coast, form

high cliffs, and the clay-slate and limestone lie in nearly hori-

zontal strata beneath them. The view inland was terminated by

the range of hills which we had seen at the bottom of Darnley

Bay, to which the name of Melville Bange was now given, in

honour of the Bight Honourable the Lord Viscount Melville.

From the top of the highest trap-hill, near the extremity of

the cape, we saw some heavy ice to seaward, but with enough of

open water for the passage of a ship
; and, occasionally, during

our stay, there was an appearance of land to the north-westward,

occupying two points of the compass ; but we were uncertain

whether it might not be a fog-bank hanging over a field of ice.

If it was land, it could not be less than twenty-five or thirty
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miles distant, and must, from the portion of the horizon it occu- 1826.

. . . j» July
pied, be a large island. Upon the summit of the hill we erected v^^-'
a pile of stones, and deposited another letter for Captain Parry,

containing a short account of our proceedings.

A gale of wind detained us two days at Cape Lyon, during

which Ooligbuck supplied us with rein-deer meat, and Mr. Ken-

dall obtained several sets of lunars. The latitude of our en-

campment, by the mean of three meridian observations, was 69°

46|' N.; and the longitude, by lunar distances, 122° 51' W. The
temperature of the air, during the gale, was about 45°, that of

the water 35°. During our stay at Cape Lyon the tides were

regular, but the rise and fall were short of twenty inches. At

midnight on the 26th of July, the sun's lower limb was observed

to touch the horizon for the first time since our arrival on the

coast. Some old winter houses were seen in our walks, but we

perceived no indications of the Esquimaux having recently visited

this quarter.

The gale moderated on the 27th, and at eight in the evening Thursday,

it was sufficiently abated to permit us to proceed on our voyage.

After rowing about two miles, the horns of a deer were seen

over a rock at the summit of a cliff, on which M'Leay, the

coxswain of the Union, landed and killed it. This poor animal

had been previously wounded by an Esquimaux arrow, which

had broken its shoulder bone. The jagged bone-head of the

arrow was buried in the flesh, and its copper point bent up

where it had struck the bone. The wound was open, and

seemed to have been inflicted at least a fortnight before, but the

animal was still fat. The extremity of Cape Lyon lies about

three miles north-east of the encampment we had left, and in its

neighbourhood the cliffs form bold head-lands, and several small

rocky islands. Soon after rounding it we came to a projecting

point, consisting of cliffs of limestone, in which there was a re-

21
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1886. markable cave, opening to the sea by an archway, fifty feet high

> v?y* ' and twenty wide. The walls of the cavern were two hundred
27th.

feet high, and a large circular aperture in the roof gave free

admission to the day-light. Mr. Kendall named this point after

Mr. Pearce, a particular friend of his.

The night was fine but cold, the temperature having fallen

to 35° soon after we started, and at midnight the sun sunk for

nearly half an hour beneath the horizon. We passed much
heavy stream-ice, and towards the morning a quantity of new,

or, as the seamen term it, M bay ice," having formed on the sur-

face on the sea, the boats were so much retarded that we put

Friday, ashore at four o'clock of the 28th, to wait until the increasing

heat of the day dissolved it The point on which we landed was

named after Admiral Sir Richard Godwin Keats, G.C.B., Gover-

nor of Greenwich Hospital, and lies in latitude 69° 49' N, and

longitude 122° Wn being about eighteen miles distant from our

encampment on Cape Lyon. The rocks at Point Keats consist

of flesh-coloured sandstone. The Melville range of hills ap-

proaches there within eight or ten miles of the sea, and the

intervening country is traversed by ridges of greenstone. On
the coast from Cape Lyon to Point Keats there is a line of large

drift timber, evidently thrown up by the waves, about twelve

feet perpendicular height, above the ordinary spring tides : a

sufficient proof of the sea being nearly clear of ice at the time it

was thrown up; for the presence of any considerable quantity,

even of stream-ice, prevents the waves from rising high. After

two hours halt, the bay-ice having dissolved we re-embarked.

From Cape Lyon to Point Keats the coast runs nearly east

;

after quitting the latter we found it trending a little to the

southward, and from a point, which was named in honour of

John Deas Thompson, Esq., Commissioner of His Majesty's

Navy, it has nearly a south-east direction. We landed a little
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to the eastward of Point Deas Thompson, to take a meridian is*i.

observation for latitude, in a small bay, bounded by cliffs of

limestone, one hundred and forty feet high, in which the waves

had sculptured some beautiful Gothic arches. From the summit

of the cliffs we saw a dark appearance in the eastern horizon,

but it was too indistinct to permit us to decide whether it was

land or merely a fog-bank. To the eastward of these cliffs

the coast decreased in height, and, at the distance of five miles,

we passed a small river, which was named after Francis

Palgrave, Esq. Near this river, on the summit of a cliff, which

was twenty-five feet high, we noticed several large logs of drift

timber, with some hummocks of gravel, that appeared to have

been thrown up by the waves. A portion of the Melville

Range lies within three miles of the shore there ; and one of its

most remarkable hills was named after my esteemed friend,

William Jackson Hooker, LL.D., Regius Professor of Botany

in the University of Glasgow; and another after Colonel

Colby, of the Royal Engineers, one of the Members of the

Board of Longitude. About four o'clock in the afternoon we

came to a stream flowing from a lake, and as it was an excellent

boat harbour, we entered it and encamped. It was named

Roscoe, after the eloquent historian of the Medici ; and a co-

nical hill of the Melville Range, visible from its mouth, received

the name of the venerable geographer Major Rennel.

We passed this day through heavier and more crowded

streams of ice than any we had previously seen on the voyage.

The navigation amongst it was tedious and difficult, and just

before we put ashore much motion was imparted to it by a fresh

south-west wind. The temperature during the day varied from

35° to 50°. The mouth of Roscoe River lies in latitude 69° 4 1 N.,

longitude 121° 2' W., and is forty-eight miles distant from

Cape Lyon.
212
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We embarked early on the 29th, with a fair wind ; but the

ice lay so close, that we could not venture to set more than a
S

29th.

ay>

reefed foresail, and were ultimately obliged to lower the sail

entirely, and to find a passage through ice with oars and poles.

The pieces of ice were of sufficient magnitude to deserve the

name of floes, and were sometimes several fathoms thick. They

were all moving before the breeze, which caused them to arrange

themselves in the form of streams parallel to the coast, and,

consequently, left lanes of open water in the direction of our

course. These lanes, however, were continually changing their

form
; and, on several occasions, when we had been tempted

by the favourable appearance of a piece of open water to

venture from the coast, we had great difficulty in extricating

ourselves from the ice which closed around us. The thickness

of the ice led me to conclude that the sea had not been long

open in this quarter ; and I observed that the vegetation was

later on this part of the coast than on the western side of

Cape Parry.

For the first twelve miles after leaving our encampment, the

coast was low and sandy ; the Melville Range still forming the

back-ground, at the distance of four or five miles from the sea.

The low beaches were terminated by a rocky headland, which

obtained from us the name of De Witt Clinton, as a testimony

of our sense of the urbanity and love of science which had

prompted his Excellency the Governor of the State of New
York* to show so much attention to the members of the

Expedition, in their passage through his government. Some

miles beyond Point De Witt Clinton we came to a steep cliff,

where the ice was so closely packed that we could not force a

passage. The cargoes were, therefore, carried along the foot

• Since the above passage was written, the world has had to mourn the loss of

this distincuished statesman and nhilosonher.
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of the cliff, and the boats launched for a few yards over a i826.

piece of ice. In this operation, the shelving base of an ice- J^L
berg, which had formed under the cliff, and still adhered to it,

29th "

but which was undermined by the waves, gave way whilst

several of the men were standing upon it; but, fortunately,

it did not overset, and they received no injury, as it was large

enough to support them in the water. At nine o'clock, a.m.

we were stopped by the closeness of the ice, and put ashore

until the tide or wind should produce some change.

The tides, since leaving the Mackenzie, had never been

observed to have a greater rise than eighteen inches ; but, in

the neighbourhood of our encampment, the sea-wrack and hues

of drift timber indicated a washing of the sea to the perpen-

dicular height of twenty feet. The country in this vicinity

consists of a bluish limestone, interstratified with slate-clay

:

and naked and rugged ridges of trap rocks rise in various

places above the general level. The soil is composed of clay

and limestone gravel. The latitude of our encampment was

ascertained, by meridian observation, to be 69° 29 N. ; its longi-

tude was 120° 20' W. ; and its distance from Roscoe Kiver was

twenty-five miles.

A breeze of wind from the land having opened a passage Sunday,

two miles wide, we embarked at two o'clock in the morning

of the 30th, and ran seven miles under sail; when, having

overtaken the ice which had passed in the night, we found it

too closely packed to allow us to proceed. In making for the

beach, the Union narrowly escaped being crushed by two large

floes of ice, which came together with violence just as she was

about to run betwixt them. The Dolphin had sailed through

the same passage not two minutes before. From an eminence

near our encampment, we had the unpleasant view of a sea

covered, as far as the eye could reach, with ice, excepting a
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July,

31st.

1826- few lanes of open water far to seaward. The tide fell here

seven inches in the morning, and eleven in the evening,

although the north-west wind increased in the afternoon to a

pretty strong gale. The greater fall of the water with that

wind, showing that it found an exit to the eastward, relieved

us from an apprehension, which we had begun to entertain,

that we were entering a deep bay, which might be encum-

bered by the drift-ice for many days. Much ice drove past

us in the course of the day, before a west-north-west wind,

its progress being only slightly checked for a time by the flood

tide. Recent footsteps of a small party of Esquimaux were

seen on the beach. Our encampment was situated in latitude

69° 24' N„ and longitude 120' 03' W.
Embarking on the 31st, at two o'clock in the morning, we

succeeded in getting about six miles through the ice, when
we were again obliged to put ashore at the mouth of a small

river, which was named after James Buchanan, Esq., his Ma-
jesty's Consul at New York, whose friendly attention to the

officers of the Expedition well entitled him to their gratitude.

After waiting for awhile the tide loosened the ice a little, and

we made some progress by debarking upon the floes, and push-

ing them apart with poles, until a sufficient opening was made.

This operation was tedious, and not devoid of hazard to the

boats, arising from the rotatory motion frequently given to the

floes, by the pressure of the body of the ice. At noon, an obser-

vation for latitude was obtained on a projecting point, which was

named after William Tinncy, Esq., of Lincoln's Inn. At three

in the afternoon, our progress being again arrested by the com-

pactness of the ice, we hauled the boats upon the beach, and

M'Leay having killed a fat buck rein-deer, the party had an ex-

cellent supper after the fatigues of the day. The length of the

day's voyage was twenty-two miles; the latitude of our en-
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campment 69° 17J' N., and its longitude 1 19° 27' W. The coast
JjJ-

line in this quarter is lower, few of the cliffs exceeding forty feet

in height, and there is a greater proportion of flat beach than

occurs nearer Cape Lyon. The ground is strewed with gravel,

apparently arising from a limestone conglomerate which exists

there in considerable quantity. The Melville Range is within

four or five miles of the shore at this place, and does not rise

more than five hundred feet above the sea. Many small rivulets

flow from the rising grounds into the sea, through wide gravelly

beds, indicating that at times they swell into large torrents.

A light westerly wind having opened a narrow channel

between the ice and the shore, we embarked early in the morn-

ing of the 1st ofAugust, and, three miles from our encampment, Tuesday,

came to a river, which discharged itself by various shallow
A
ifU

st

mouths, separated by sand banks. Its westernmost and eastern-

most mouths were five miles apart ; and the latter, which was

the largest, was one hundred and fifty yards wide. Although

the outlet of this river is so much barred up, it discharges a

considerable volume of water, and probably has its sources in the

hills which are visible from the northern shores of Great Bear

Lake. It was named after John Wilson Croker, Esq., Secretary

to the Admiralty. Further on we had a view of a high island,

lying ten or twelve miles from the shore, which received the ap-

pellation of Sir George Clerk's Island. M'Leay, who was now

acknowledged to be our best hunter, was sent in pursuit of a

deer, which we saw from the boats, and being successful, we
landed to cook our breakfast, after having rowed twenty miles

in the course of the morning. An observation for latitude was

obtained a mile further at a point which was named after

Waller Clifton, Esq., Secretary to the Victualling Board. The
coast here makes a turn to the southward, and about six miles

further on, where it resumes its easterly direction, a river about
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1826. one hundred yards wide flows into the sea, betwixt two sand

^yvp hills. To this river Mr. Kendall gave the name of Inman,

out of respect to the Reverend and Learned Professor of the

Royal Naval College at Portsmouth. A conical hill, about ten

miles distant, in a south-west direction, was named after the late

President of the Royal Society, the highly distinguished Sir

Humphry Davy, Baronet. This was the last part we saw of the

Melville Chain. We encamped at half-past seven in the evening,

under a high cliff of limestone, having advanced during the day

thirty-seven miles. The point on which we encamped, received

from Mr. Kendall, the name of Wise, after Captain M . F. Wise,

of the Royal Navy, under whose command he sailed in His

Majesty's ship, Spartan. It is situated in latitude 69 s

03|' N.,

longitude 118° W.
The coast from Cape Clifton to Point Wise consists of lime-

stone in horizontal layers, forming cliffs, which are separated

from each other by intervening shelving beaches, and it is

skirted to the distance of a quarter of a mile by rocky shoals,

having sufficient water on them for our boats, but not enough to

admit the heavy ice. This was the cause of our making greater

progress than we had been led to expect from the appearance of

the ice in the morning. The cliff's at Point Wise are two hundred

feet high, and from their summits, the ice appeared closely packed,

as far as the eye could reach ; no lanes of open water being

visible. It was, however, composed of pieces, and not a conti-

nuous field, for we could distinctly perceive that several of the

hummocks it inclosed were in motion. This was the first time

during the voyage that we saw ice so closely packed as to appear

impenetrable to a ship when impelled by a good breeze, but it is

necessary to state that, even from a considerable height, we could

not tell with certainty the state of the ice six miles off ; scat-

tered pieces at that distance assuming the appearance of a close
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pack. The weather this day was fine, the temperature varying v®6.

from 43* to 50°.

Soon after setting out on the 2d, the temperature, which had Wednesday,

been about 40° throughout the night, fell to 34°, and a fog came

on. The wind also freshening and putting the ice in motion,

the boats received some heavy blows ; but we continued to ad-

vance, though slowly, and with much caution. About ten miles

from our encampment, we passed the mouth of a small river,

which was named after Captain Hoppner, of the Royal Navy,

second in command to Captain Parry, on his third voyage of

discovery. Towards noon the fog cleared away, and a meridian

observation was obtained in latitude 68° 56' N. Three miles

further on we arrived at the mouth of a wide but shallow river,

which flowed over a rocky bottom, betwixt two sand hills, and

joined the sea by several mouths, separated by shoals. To this

river Mr. Kendall gave the name of his friend, Lieutenant Hard-

ing, of the Royal Navy. Five miles beyond this river, on the

extremity of a rocky cape, the Esquimaux had constructed several

store-houses, of drift timber, which were filled with dried deers-

meat and seal-blubber ; along with which, cooking kettles, and

lamps made of potstone, copper-headed spears, and various other

articles, were carefully laid up. The ashes of the recently

extinguished fires showed that the natives had quitted this place

only a few days, and we felt much pleasure in figuring to our-

selves the surprise and joy with which they would behold, on

their return, the iron utensils that we deposited in the store-

houses for their use. The cape received the name of " Young,"

after the learned Secretary to the Board of Longitude.

From Cape Young we had a view of the sea thickly covered

with ice, of a greater thickness than any we had previously en-

countered ; and we perceived that there was a deeply indented

bay lying in our route, and so filled with ice, that our only me-

2 K
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1826. thod of passing it appeared to be by keeping close to the shore,

'-jgr' although under the disadvantage of trebling the distance. The
coast in this quarter is similar to that which we had passed on

the two or three preceding days, and is formed of high lime-

stone cliffs, with intervening shingly beaches ; but the country is

still more barren, the quantity of limestone debris almost ex-

cluding any soil Flat limestone rocks, having only a few inches

of water upon them, skirt the beach, and terminate like a wall

in four or five fathoms water. The ice was closely packed

against these rocks, and for five miles after passing Cape Young,

we made a way for the boats only by the constant use of the

hatchet and ice-chisel, and gladly encamped at six o'clock in the

evening, after a day's voyage of thirty-one miles. A herd of

twenty rein-deer were grazing on the beach, but our hunters

were too much fatigued to go in pursuit of them. The encamp-

ment was situated in latitude 68° 53' N., and longitude 116° 50'

W. The temperature varied in the course of the day from

34° to 50°. We observed that the ice continued to dissolve, but

not so rapidly as in the month of July, when the sun did not sink

below the horizon.

Thursday, We resumed our operations on the morning of the 3rd at the
3rd

* usual hour, and with great labour made a passage for the boats.

At eleven o'clock we landed to refresh ourselves on a projecting

point at the western entrance of a deep bay, having previously

passed a river which was about one hundred yards wide, but very

shallow. After breakfasting, and obtaining a meridian observa-

tion in latitude 68° 53' N., we pushed off again, and for some

time made very slow progress. The shores of the bay consisted

of beds of limestone, which, shelving into the water, were covered

with masses of ice, forced up by the pressure of the pack out-

side. We were, therefore, compelled to work our way in deeper

water, and there the boats, which led by turns, were occasionally
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exposed to the hazard of being overset by pieces of buoyant ice, ms.
which frequently broke off from the bases of the floes. In the

language of the whalers, the ice is said to calf, when masses are

detached in this manner, and they are sometimes of sufficient

magnitude in the Greenland seas to endanger large vessels. The
Dolphin was, at one time, nearly crushed to pieces by the

closing of two floes ; but, fortunately, she had reached a small

recess, just as they came in contact, and they recoiled sufficiently

to leave a passage for her exit, after she had sustained the trifling

damage of a few cracks in the upper planks. The rays of

the sun, and the waves acting on the surface of the floes, had,

by thawing them irregularly, formed lakes of fresh water of some

extent upon their surface. When these pieces of water were

of sufficient depth, we availed ourselves of them to make some

progress in our voyage, and in this way we frequently sailed over

a considerable thickness of ice.

At four o'clock p.m. we had advanced five miles, when to our

joy we found a lane of open water, which permitted us to cross

to the other side of the bay, where we encamped in latitude 68Q

51JN., and longitude 116° 03'\V\, having sailed in the course of

the day eighteen miles and a half. The bay was named Stapylton

in honour of Major-General the Honourable G. A. C. Stapylton,

Chairman of the Victualling Board ; and on ascending a rising

ground we perceived that it communicates with a long, narrow

lake. A few miles from the coast the land rises from three to five

hundred feet above the sea, and presents many precipitous lime-

stone cliffs, and chains ofsmall lakes. The country is very barren,

the only plant we gathered being the yellow poppy, (papaver nu-

cUcaule.) By our reckoning we were now nearly in the longitude

of the mouth of the Coppermine River, but about seventy miles to

the northward of it, we, therefore, entertained an opinion that we

were coasting a narrow peninsula, and that we should soon have

8&t
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1826. the pleasure of perceiving the coast take a southerly direction.

w!i It was, consequently, with some hopes of beholding the sea on

the opposite side of the peninsula that I walked seven or eight

miles to the eastward in the night, but I was disappointed. In

my way I had occasion to wade through a small lake, when two

birds, about the size of the northern diver, and apparently of

that genus, swam, with bold and angry gestures, to within a few

yards of me, evidently very impatient of any intruder on their

domain. Their necks were of a beautiful pale yellow colour,

their bodies black with white specks. I considered them to be-

long to a species not yet described, and regretted tliat, having

left ray gun at the tent it was not in my power, to procure one of

them for a specimen.

Friday, Embarking at three a.m. on the 4th, we found little difficulty

in reaching the eastern cape of Stapylton Bay, the wind having

formed a narrow channel between the ice and the shore in

the night. The temperature was low, and in the morning

some new ice was formed which we easily broke. We noticed

several eider ducks breaking a way through the thin ice for their

young ones with their wings, and in this operation they made
greater progress than we did in the boats.

On reaching the cape * which was named after Vice-Admiral

Sir William Johnstone Hope, G.C.B., we descried another point

about four or five leagues distant, bearing east-north-east, the

intervening bay being filled with closely packed ice. We were

now within twelve miles of Cape Young, after a laborious navi-

gation of four times that distance, and the prospect of another

bay, equally unpromising, was very vexatious ; but our apprehen-

sions were increased by the view of a continuous line of land,

extending from north-north-west until it was hid behind the

nearer cape, which bore east-north-east, for we feared that it might

* Its latitude was ascertained by meridional observations to be 68° 58' N.
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prove to be a continuation of the main shore. Our crews, though 1826.

concerned at the delay that so much ice was likely to occasion.

set about overcoming the obstacle with a hearty good will, and
after an intricate and troublesome navigation of ten or twelve

miles amongst the ice, we found the bottom of the bay more
open, and were enabled to cross over to the eastern side where

we encamped. This bay received the name of the eminent

astronomer James South, Esq.

Mr. Kendall having gone to ascertain from the higher ground

the trending of the coast, returned in about two hours with the

cheering intelligence that the land to the northward was uncon-

nected with the main shore, and that he had seen the latter

inclining to the south-east, with a much more open sea than we
had lately been accustomed to. As soon as supper was over, I

also set out to enjoy the gratifying prospect, and from the ex-

tremity of the cape on which we were encamped, and which was

named in honour of the Bight Honourable Lord Bexley, I be-

held the northern land running from north-north-west till it was

lost in the horizon on a north 73° east bearing. It seemed to be

pretty high but not mountainous ; and although broken towards

the east, the principal portion of it appeared to be continuous.

This island, by far the largest one that was seen, either in the

present voyage or on Captain Franklin's former Expedition, was

named after that most distinguished philosopher Dr. Hyde Wol-

laston. The main shore had a direction nearly parallel to Wollas-

ton Land, its most distant point in sight, which I estimated to be

fifteen miles off, bearing S. 61° E. On the strait, separating the

two shores, I bestowed the names of our excellent little boats,

the Dolphin and Union. It varies in width from twelve to

twenty miles, and to the eastward seemed to contain merely

detached streams of ice, not likely to obstruct the progress of a

vessel ; but to the westward lay the closely packed ice, filling
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1826. South's Bay, and extending to seaward. The ice did not,

-j^—- however, entirely close the strait, for 1 could discern lanes of

open water towards Wollaston Land. The packed ice which

we had seen lining the coast between Point Clifton and Cape

Bexley, may be perhaps considered as an illustration of the

remark made by Captain Parry, that the western sides of seas

and inlets in those latitudes are more encumbered with ice than

the opposite sides ; and it is very probable that a ship might

have found a passage by keeping along Wollaston Land, an

opinion' which the appearance of the ice, as seen from Cape

Bexley, tended to confirm. The latitude of our encampment

was 68° 58' N., and its longitude 1 15° 47' W. ; it was within ten

miles of our encampment of the preceding night, although we
had travelled twenty-five miles in the course of the day.

Saturday, The party embarked on the 5th, at the usual hour in the
5th

' morning, with their spirits pleasantly excited by the intelligence

of the favourable trending of the coast, communicated by Mr.

Kendall, and after doubling Cape Bexley, proceeded under sail,

before a west-north-west wind, with a rapidity to which they

had lately been unaccustomed. The point of land which Cape

Bexley terminates, consists entirely of horizontal beds of Hme-

stone, and is nowhere more than three hundred feet above the

sea. On the west side, the water is two or three fathoms deep,

close to the shore, and the land attains its greatest elevation by a

steep rise from the beach. On the east side there are some preci-

pitous cliffs, but the coast in general is skirted by shelving rocks.

No soil was seen on the Cape, nor any appearance of vegeta-

tion, the ground being everywhere covered, to the depth of a

foot, by fragments of limestone, which are detached by the frost

from the solid strata lying beneath. We were much puzzled at

first with the appearance of several parallel trenches, a foot deep,

running for a great distance amongst the fragments, but on
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examination they were ascertained to originate in fissures of the 189«.

subjacent strata. Much quartz being intermixed with the lime- ^77^
stone of Cape Bexley, the fragments which covered the ground

had, by the action of the weather, lost most of the softer cal-

careous matter, and were converted into a kind of rasp, very

annoying to pedestrians, being capable of destroying a pair of

stout English shoes in a walk of a few hours.

At eleven o'clock we came to a pack of ice abutting against

the shore, but while we halted to cook breakfast, the wind opened

a way for us. In the course of the morning we passed many
heavy streams of ice, separated by lanes of open water, which

would have afforded an easy passage for a ship. Having

obtained a meridian observation for latitude, we re-embarked,

and pulled for five miles through an open channel, to Point

Cockburn, on the opposite side of a bay, which appeared to be

four or five miles deep, and to be quite filled with drift-ice.

Many deer were seen grazing near this point, but we did not

stop to send a hunter in pursuit of them. We afterwards

crossed several other indentations of the coast, skirted by reefs

of limestone and low islets, and encamped on Chantry Island,

lying close to the main shore, in latitude 68° 45' N, longi-

tude 114° 23' W., having sailed thirty-nine miles in the course

of the day. Two islands, lying opposite to our encamp-

ment, received the appellations of Manners Sutton and Sir

Robert Listen's Islands. The degree of motion in the ice,

which was drifting between these islands and the shore,

indicated a stronger current of both flood and ebb than we had

hitherto seen.

On the 6th, we commenced the day's voyage at three in the Sunday,

morning, but were compelled to put ashore soon afterwards by a

stream of ice barring our way. At six o'clock, however, the

flowing tide opened it sufficiently to enable us to push the boats

6lh.
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1826. along with poles, our progress being occasionally facilitated by

-12^ the rocky reefs, which kept the heavier masses from pressing

down upon us. Much of the ice lay aground, in nine fathoms,

but none of it rose more than five or six feet above the surface

of the water. We estimated the velocity of the flood tide, off

some of the rocky points, at three miles an hour, and at such

places we had much trouble in endeavouring to keep the boats

clear of the drifting ice. The circular motion which the pieces

occasionally acquired was particularly difficult to guard against,

and had we not depended on the tongues of ice, which, lying

deep under water, prevented the upper parts of the floes to

which they belonged from coming in contact, we should scarcely

have ventured amongst them. We did not, however, entirely

escape, for the Dolphin was caught between a floe and a piece

that lay aground, and fairly raised out of the water by the pres-

sure, which broke one of her timbers and several of her planks.

We put ashore on a small island to repair the damage, and

during our stay Mr. Kendall had a meridian observation in

latitude 68° 36*' N. Another island, lying about two miles from

the main land, was distinguished by the name of Aylmer Bourke

Lambert, Esq., Vice-President of the Linnean Society. The sea

water there was beautifully clear.

At half-past one, the Dolphin being again rendered sea-worthy,

we prosecuted our voyage until five p.m., when the flood-tide

set with such velocity round a rocky point, and brought so much
ice with it, that we considered it prudent to put ashore. The
violent eddies in the currents there, and the sudden approach and

collision of the large masses of ice, reminded us forcibly of the

poet's description of Scylla and Charybdis. The length of the

day's voyage was twenty-one miles, and our encampment was

situated in latitude 68° 32* N., longitude 113° 53' W. The
temperature at nine p. m. was 60°.
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Mr. Kendall and I took a walk of some miles along the shore, 1826.

and were happy to observe the coast inclining to the southward,

although no doubt now existed as to our accomplishing the

voyage sufficiently early to allow us to cross the barren grounds,

to the eastward of Great Bear Lake, before the cold weather

set in. The flowering season for most of the plants on the

coast was already past, but our route for the remainder of the

distance to Bear Lake, inclining much to the southward, would

naturally have the effect of prolonging to us the duration of the

summer. A conspicuous hill, discovered in our walk, received

the name of Mount Barrow, in honour of John Barrow, Esq.,

Secretary to the Admiralty ; and two islands in the offing were

named after Commanders Bayfield and Douglas, of the Royal

Navy, to both of whom the officers of the Expedition were

indebted for much assistance and personal kindness, in their

progress through Canada. The interior of the country was flat,

but the limestone formed cliffs on the shore two hundred feet

high. From the form of the islands, I was led to believe that

they consisted of trap rocks. Wollaston Land, as seen from the

encampment, appeared to recede gradually from the main, and

it sunk under the horizon, on a north-east bearing. By esti-

mation, the most easterly part of it which we saw, is in latitude

68° 45' N., and longitude 113° 53' W. The navigation of the

Dolphin and Union Straits would be dangerous to ships, from

the many sunken rocks which we observed near the southern

shore.

Embarking at two a.m. on the 7th, we crossed a deeply Monday,

indented bay, which was named after Lieutenant-Colonel Pasley,

of the Royal Engineers, to whose invention we owe the portable

boat, named the Walnut-shell, which we carried out with us.

On the east side of Pasley Cove there are some bold lime-

stone cliffs, that form the extremity of a promontory, to which

2 L

7th.
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1826. we gave the name of Cape Krusenstern, in honour of the distin-

^j"* guished Russian hydrographer. It lies in latitude 68° 23' N.,

longitude 113° 45' W., and is the most eastern part of the main

land which we coasted. From a cliff, two hundred feet high,

two miles to the southward of Cape Krusenstern, we had a dis-

tinct view of the high land about Inman's Harbour, on the

western side of Cape Barrow, which was the most easterly land

- seen on this voyage, and lies in longitude 111° 20' W. The

space between Capes Barrow and Krusenstern is crowded with

islands.

By entering George the Fourth's Coronation Gulf at Cape

Krusenstern, we connected the discoveries of this voyage with

those made by Captain Franklin on his former expedition, and

had the honour of completing a portion of the north-west pas-

sage, for which the reward of five thousand pounds was esta-

blished by his Majesty's Order in Council, but as it was not con-

templated, in framing the Order, that the discovery should be

made from west to east, and in vessels so small as the Dolphin

and Union, we could not lay claim to the pecuniary reward.

While the party were at breakfast I visited Mount Barrow,

which is a steep hill about three hundred feet high, surrounded

by a moat fifty or sixty feet wide and twenty deep, and having

a flat summit bounded by precipices oflimestone. Three banks,

like causeways, afforded the means of crossing the moat, and the

hill altogether formed a remarkably complete natural fortifica-

tion. The Esquimaux had marked most of the prominent points

in this quarter, by erecting piles of stones similar to the cairns

built for land-marks by the shepherds in Scotland. These erec-

tions were occasionally noticed after doubling Cape Parry, but

they were more numerous here. The ice which we saw this

day was in form of loose streams, and offered no material impe-

diment. Several wreaths of snow lay at the base of the ciins
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had a northern exposure, being the remains of that which 1826.

had accumulated in the winter.
August.

• . 7th.

The latitude 68° 13! N. was observed at noon on a low point

which projected from some higher lands. From this point,

which was named after Edward H. Locker, Esq., Secretary to

the Royal Hospital at Greenwich, we had a view of Cape Hearne,

the form of which I thought I recognised from my recollections

of it on the former voyage. We reached Cape Hearne in the

evening, having in the afternoon skirted a low and indented

coast; a bay immediately to the north of it was named after

Captain Basil Hall, of the Royal Navy. Cape Hearne itself is

a low point, not visible from the mouth of the Coppermine ; but

the high land behind it, when seen from a distance, appears like

a steep promontory, and is that designated as Cape Hearne in

Captain Franklin's chart of his former voyage. The latitude of

this cape is 68° 11' N., and its longitude 114° 54' W. The

length of the day's voyage was forty miles. Many deer were

seen here, and Ooligbuck killed a very fine one in the evening.

After encamping I went a few miles into the interior, and found

that the country was composed of limestone, which rose by a

succession of terraces to the height of about three hundred feet

above the sea. The heat of the day was considerable, the ther-

mometer, when exposed to the rays of the sun, indicating 86°,

without the bulb being blackened, or any other means used to

retain the heat.

Embarking early on the eighth, and passing through several Tu|jjay,

loose streams of ice, some pieces of which were twenty-four feet

thick, we landed at nine o'clock on a bold cape to prepare break-

It is formed of columnar greenstone, reposing on slaty

and rising precipitously from the sea to the height of

three hundred and fifty feet. I named this well marked point

Kendall, after my highly esteemed friend and companion,

2 L 2
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1826. and had the pleasure of pointing out to him, from its summit,

the gap in the hills at Bloody Fall, through which the Copper-

mine River flows. Mr. Kendall having taken the necessary bear-

ings and sketches for the completion of his chart, we descended

the hill to announce to the men, that a short traverse would bring

us to the mouth of the Coppermine River. As we were aware of

the disappointment which often springs from the premature ex-

citement of hope, we had not previously acquainted them with

our near approach to the termination of our voyage ; fearing that

an unfavourable trending of the coast, or an intervening body of

ice, might protract it some days longer than we had expected.

The gratifying intelligence that we now conveyed to them, was,

therefore, totally unexpected, and the pleasure they experienced

found vent in heartfelt expressions of gratitude to the Divine

Being, for his protection on the voyage. At noon the latitude

of Cape Kendall was ascertained to be 67° 58' N., and its

longitude by reckoning was 1 15° 18' W.
Re-embarking, we steered for the mouth of the Coppermine

River with the sails set to a fine breeze, plying the oars at the

same time, and on rounding Cape Kendall, we opened a mag-

nificent inlet, or bay, rendered very picturesque by the man-

ner in which its lofty cliffs came successively in sight as we
crossed its mouth. We distinguished it by the name of our

mutual friend and companion Captain Back. One of Couper's

Islands, on %vhich we landed, consists of greenstone, rising from

the water like steps of a stair ; and from its summit we perceived

that a low piece of land, which, on the former voyage, had been

mistaken for an island, was, in fact, the extremity of Point

Mackenzie, and that Richardson River was merely a ravine, now

dry *. Having reached the mouth of the Coppermine River, we

* Captain Franklin has since transferred the name of Richardson to the Bay be-

tween Point Mackenzie and the mouth of the Coppermine River.
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encamped within a hundred yards of the position of the tents on 1826.

Captain Franklin's former Expedition. Some half-burnt wood, ^j—'
the remains of the fires then made, were still lying on the spot

;

and I also recognised the Esquimaux stage, which we visited on

that occasion, but there were no skins nor utensils on it now.

The completion of our sea voyage so early in the season was a

subject of mutual congratulation to us all ; and to Mr. Kendall

and myself it was highly gratifying to behold our men still fresh

and vigorous, and ready to commence the laborious march across

the barren grounds, with the same spirit that they had shown

in overcoming the obstacles which presented themselves to their

progress by sea. We all felt that the comfort and ease with

which the voyage had been performed, were greatly owing to the

judicious and plentiful provision of stores and food which Cap-

tain Franklin had made for us ; and gratitude for his care

mingling with the pleasure excited by our success, and directing

our thoughts more strongly to his party, the most ardent wishes

were expressed that they might prove equally fortunate. The
correctness of Mr. Kendall's reckoning was another source of

pleasure. Having been deprived of the aid of chronometers, by

the breaking of the two intended for the eastern detachment

of the Expedition, during the intense winter cold, our only re-

source for correcting the dead reckoning was lunar observa-

tions, made as frequently as opportunities offered; yet when

we approached the Coppermine River, Mr. Kendall's reckoning

differed from the position of that place, as ascertained on Captain

Franklin's former Expedition, only twenty seconds of time,

or about two miles and a half of distance, which is a very

trifling difference when the length of the voyage and the other

circumstances are taken into consideration. The distance be-

tween Point Separation and the mouth of the Coppermine Itiver,
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1828. by the route we pursued, is nine hundred and two statute

In our progress along the coast no opportunity was omitted of

noting the times of high-water, and a tide-table, drawn up by

Mr. Kendall, is given in the Appendix. We nowhere observed

the rise of the tide to exceed twenty-two inches, and in some

places it was not more than eight or nine ; but the velocity of

the flood and ebb was greater than could have been expected

from so small a rise. Off the Alluvial Islands, lying between

the outlets of the Mackenzie River and Esquimaux Lake, it was

in the strength of the flood about a mile an hour ; at Cape

Bathurst it exceeded a mile and a half ; and in the Dolphin and

Union Straits it was fully three miles. The stream of the flood

set every where from the eastward.

The variation of the magnetic needle, which was forty-six de-

grees easterly at Point Separation, attained to 50° at Refuge Cove,

53° at Point Maitland, and 56° at Cape Parry ; after which it

gradually decreased as we went to the south-east ; and at the

mouth of the Coppermine, it was 48°.

We saw no ice that would have much impeded a ship, except

between Sir George Clerk's Island and Cape Bexley, where it

was heavy and closely packed. The appearance, however, of

lanes of open water towards Wollaston Land, opposite to Cape

Bexley, induced us to think that there might be a good passage

for a ship on the outside of the ice, which lined the south shore*

and which seems to have been packed into the indentations of

the coast by the strong north-west winds that had prevailed for

some days. A ship would find shelter amongst the islands of

George the Fourth's Coronation Gulf, in Back's Inlet, in

Darnley Bay, and amongst Booth's Islands, lying off Cape Parry

;

but the bottom, at the latter place, is rocky, and there are many
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sunken rocks along the whole of that coast. To the westward

of Cape Parry, we saw no ship harbours, and the many sand- ~—r—

banks skirting the outlets of Esquimaux Lake would render it

dangerous for a ship to approach the shore in that quarter.

There is such an abundance of drift-timber on almost every part

of the coast, that a sufficient supply of fuel for a ship might

easily be collected, and wherever we landed on the main shore

we found streams or small lakes of fresh water. Should the

course of events ever introduce a steam-vessel into those seas,

it may be important to know that in coasting the shores

between Cape Bathurst and the Mackenzie, fire-wood sufficient

for her daily consumption may be gathered, and that near the

Babbage River, to the westward of the Mackenzie, a tertiary

pitch-coal exists of excellent quality, which Captain Franklin

describes as forming extensive beds.

The height to which the drift-timber is thrown up on the

shores at the western entrance of the Dolphin and Union

Straits is, I think, an indication of an occasional great rise

in the sea, which, as the tides are in comparison so insignifi-

cant, I can ascribe only to the north-west winds driving the

waters of an open sea towards the funnel-shaped entrance of

the straits. If this view is correct, Wollaston Land probably

extends far to the north, and closely adjoins to Banks' Land,

or is connected with it. Captain Parry found the strait be-

tween Melville Island and Banks' Land obstructed by ice,

and this will naturally be generally the case, both there and

in the Dolphin and Union Straits, if they form the principal

openings through a range of extensive islands, which run north

and south, and bound a large tract of sea, comparatively free

from land. The heat of the summer in that quarter seems to

be always or almost always sufficient to admit of the ice breaking

up, but not powerful enough to dissolve it entirely. Hence the
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1826. loose ice driven about by the winds, and carried to the lee-side

-^p-- of the wider expanses of sea, is firmly packed in the narrow'

straits and winding passages amongst the islands, from whence it

can be dislodged only by a concurrence of very favourable cir-

cumstances, and where the waste by the solar rays is replaced

by every breeze blowing from the open sea. The north-west

winds being the strongest and most prevalent in the latter

part of the summer, it is at the western end of a strait that

the ice is most frequently and closely packed. Captain Parry

remarks that " there was something peculiar about the south-

west extremity of Melville Island, which made the icy sea there

extremely unfavourable to navigation, and which seemed to bid

defiance to all efforts to proceed farther to the westward in that

parallel of latitude." The Dolphin and Union Straits hold out

greater prospects of success for a similar attempt, not only from

their more southern position, but from the strong current of

flood and ebb which flows through them and keeps the ice in

motion.

We noticed on the coast about one hundred and seventy

pfusnogamous, or flowering plants, being one-fifth of the number

of species which exist fifteen degrees of latitude farther to the

southward. The grasses, bents, and rushes, constitute only one-

fifth of the number of species on the coast, but the two former

tribes actually cover more ground than all the rest of the vegeta-

tion. The cruciferous, or cress-like tribe, afford one-seventh of

the species, and the compound flowers are nearly as numerous.

The shrubby plants that reach the sea-coast are the common juni*

per, two species of willow, the dwarf birch (betula glandulosa)f

the common alder, the hippophae, a gooseberry, the red bearberry

(arbutus uva ursi), the Labrador tea plant, (ledum palustre), the

Lapland rose (rhododendron lapponicum), the bog whortleberry

(vaccinium uliginosum), and the crow-berry (empetrum nigrum.)
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The kidney-leaved oxyria grows in great luxuriance there, and oc-

casionally furnished us with an agreeable addition to our meals,

as it resembles the garden sorrel in flavour, but is more juicy and

tender. It is eaten by the natives, and must, as well as many of

the cress-like plants, prove an excellent corrective of the gross,

oily, rancid, and frequently putrid meat, on which they subsist.

The small bulbs of the Alpine bistort {polygonum viviparurn),

and the long, succulent, and sweet roots of many of the astra-

galea, which grow on the sandy shores, are eatable ; but we did

not learn that the Esquimaux were acquainted with their use.

A few clumps of white spruce-fir, with some straggling black

spruces and canoe birches, grow at the distance of twenty or

thirty miles from the sea, in sheltered situations, on the banks of

rivers.

2 M
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ABSTRACT of tin Meteorological Register, kept by the Eastern Detachment in their

Voyiig* between the Mouth* ofthe Mackenzie and Coppermine Rivers.

Temperature i a Ike
Muilr.

threeIum ol lie W KATHER. AND REMARKS

Ixr<re«t.j Highest. Una.
Wind*.

_____

,uly 0 32 38 35 East; NEbE. Fresh breezes. Clear sky with low fog over the Ice.

10 45 «7 51

11 42 61 A^ Stmnir \\r+*>?i»% rlivp akv anil krie/fit .tinstrung urwwfa, inarsK>, aim urigni sun.

12 45 50 47 Do.
•

l)irtn ditto

13 46 f| Fait • IKbill . r»r.. .nimenne ureeKes, t_ war bk> , niu ill lltQ infill.

14 42 42 42 West. Heavy gales. Thick fog.

IS 02 67 AdO Nearly caliu. \ CJ*V fillC Weather.

16 38 55 47 South. Afd nJiT'iIi* liri'i'"/.** ffmtilv * \r rlnt*" i> *<r

17 CO 02 54 Went; North. |
Fog am. When wind veered to north dcared up. Tem-

1 perature of tea N?.

18 45 56 50 Plinth * Viiv* fjiirht laira am* frMh hriv^^s t» vi • realm In tttf* nifrfit* ' h »«4» • iri*u urethra i - m. , mini in wie iiiijni.

19 J'l*j
{ foggy weather.

20 in4u 50 48 Mt .; M Ml'. Foggy ; fresh breran a.m. Increased to a strong ga> p.m.

21 42 48 46 \I'NW. ; NW. Fresh breezes and foggy a.m. Fine and clear r. m.

SS 45 47 46 Fresh breezes a.m. Fine weather p jia «_ »- . v u asms • Mtilbllll r . __ a

23 46 58 52 sw Moderate &nd cloudy. INlany Mustjuitoe*.

34 50 76 66 i» nu
^In.I. r.ttohri^jw*. Kogjry a.m. Occasionally hasty p. m.

25 45 66 55 OUU a.Li , . S ii .
lt*l >tsT> A S# Clpr ,.i, r mid. anJ rvna^tlnl f***mas tm urmc A.3(a oironp gaics iui<i pariini iOwj* r>X>

36 35 47 11 Strong gales and clear . Temperature of sea 3.*>3.

27 35 45 40 KNE. jModcrate*

28 35 50 JO*•* v aim ; •T.orwi. 1* in© clear weather*

29 37 41 30 ii n • ^Moderate breezes j fogj^y

»

30 36 40 38 WNWi fVog hanging over the ice; clear inland; moderate
l breexes.

31 38 45 41 NW. Sloderate breezes ; occasionally hazy, fog over the ice.

Aug. 1 43 50 48 West.

2 34 50 11 West ; vrble.

3 38 43 40 NE. { East. Light breeze, and clear.

4 38 55 46 NE. j ESE.

5 39 56 47 EbS.; WSW. Dow Moderate p.m.

6 43 56 47 Soutli j vrble. Do.

7 36 68 52 SSE. Fine aud very clear. Temperature in tun 86°.

8 44 60 62 North. Do.

4145 51 92 46 48
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PROCEEDINGS of thk EASTERN DETACHMENT CONCLUDED.

CHAPTER IV.

Ascend the Coppermine River—Abandon the Boats and Stores—Commence the Land

Journey—Cross the Copper Mountains aud Height of Land—Meet Indians who bring

Provisions—Arrive at Great Bear Lake—Detained by want of a Boat—Send out

Hunters—Arrival of Boileau—Collect the Party, and proceed to Fort Franklin—Con-

At four o'clock in the morning of the 9th of August, we left

our encampment at the mouth of the Coppermine River, aud

proceeded in the boats to Bloody Fall, a distance of about eleven " Wu
miles. The river was very low, and, in many places, there was

scarcely water enough for our boats, which did not now draw

than fourteen inches. On the preceding evening an Esqui-

dog had come to our encampment: his meagre aspect

showed that he had fared badly, and hunger had rendered him

so tame that he readily ate from our hands. After following us

a considerable way up the river he left us ; and we found, on

our arrival at Bloody Fall, that a party of Esquimaux had just

quitted that place ; probably having discovered us from a dis-

The Coppermine River, for forty miles above Bloody Fall,

flows over an uneven stony bed, betwixt precipitous rocky walls,

and is full of rapids. It is totally impracticable to ascend it in

boats having a greater draught of water than a few inches; and

even a small canoe must be frequently carried over land for consi-

derable distances, to avoid the numerous obstacles which occur.

2M2
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1826. It was necessary, therefore, that we should leave at this place

the Dolphin and Union, and every thing that was not absolutely

necessary for our journey. We determined, however, on taking

with us Colonel Pasley's canvas boat, the Walnut-shell, in the

hope of its occasionally relieving the men of their burdens for a

short time, should any part of the river admit of its use. The

afternoon was employed in arranging the loads for crossing the

barren grounds. Twenty pounds of pemmican were allotted to

each man, and the packages of maccaroni, arrow-root, portable-

soup, chocolate, sugar, and tea, were equally distributed;

together with the nautical almanac, astronomical tables, charts,

two fishing nets, the collection of plants, specimens of rocks, and

the portable boat, kettles, and hatchets ; all of which, with the

blankets, spare shoes, guns, and ammunition, made a load of

about seventy-two pounds a man. Mr. Kendall undertook to

carry the sextant and azimuth-compass ; and I took the artifi-

cial horizon and a package of paper for drying plants, besides

which we each carried a blanket, gun, and ammunition. As I

feared that some of the party would over-rate their strength,

and, through a desire of saving some favourite article, load

themselves too heavily at the outset, which could not fail to

prove very injurious to the regularity and speed of our march,

I informed them, that, as soon as we were at a convenient dis-

tance from our present encampment, I should halt and examine

all their bundles.

The boats were drawn up on shore, out of the reach of any

flood, and the remainder of the articles, that we had brought to

give the Esquimaux, were put into boxes and placed in the

tents, that they might be readily found by the first party of that

nation that passed this way. They consisted of fish-hooks, lines,

hatchets, knives, files, fire-steels, kettles, combs, awls, needles,

thread, blue and red cloth, gartering, and beads, sufficient to
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serve a considerable number of Esquimaux for several years. 182«.

The tents were securely pitched, and the Union Jack hoisted,

partly for the purpose of attracting the attention of the natives,

and partly to show them the mode of using the tents, which

may prove to be very useful in their summer journeys. That

no accident might occur from the natives finding any of our

powder, all that we did not require to take with us was thrown

into the river.

At six o'clock on the morning of the 10th, after the men Thursday,

had been down to the beach to take a last look of our little

boats, we began our march to Bear Lake, intending to keep on

the banks of the Coppermine as far as its bend at the Copper

Mountains, and to strike from thence straight across the hills for

the mouth of Dease's River, which falls into the north-east arm

of Bear Lake. We set off at a pretty quick pace, and the first

hill, after leaving our encampment, being steep, tried the wind

of most of the party, so that the few who had loaded themselves

with superfluous articles, were glad to throw them away during

a short halt on its summit, and when I examined their pack-

ages, at the next resting-place, I found little to reject. A
path beaten by the rein-deer and the Esquimaux conducted

us down the southern face of this range of hill to the plain

beneath, when we halted to prepare breakfast, and to make

some further arrangements, as several of the party, being unac-

customed to carry loads, advanced slowly. After breakfast the

portable boat was put together, and the baggage being placed in

it, we endeavoured to tow it up the river, but found this to be

impracticable, owing to the badness of the towing-path, the nu-

merous high cliffs which bound the stream, and the form of the

boat, which permitted the water in strong rapids to flow over its

bows. This boat was admirably adapted for the purposes for

which it was constructed by Colonel Pasley, that of crossing a
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low. river or lake, as we had ascertained by previous trials ; but we

knew that no river, except such as we could ford, could occur

on our route to Bear Lake; and I, therefore, determined on

leaving it, together with half a bag of arrow-root, and five

muskets, by which the loads were reduced about fifteen pounds

a man. The march was then resumed with alacrity, and, not-

withstanding that the day was hot and sultry, we proceeded

with greater speed and satisfaction. Mr. Kendall walked at

the head of the line at a steady pace, halting for five minutes

every half hour to rest the party, and prevent straggling.

At five we encamped, having marched about six miles in a

direct line. The route throughout the journey was regulated,

from time to time, by our taking the bearing of a distant hill,

or other conspicuous object, by the compass, and walking

directly for it ; and the distance was estimated by noting the

time and guessing the rate of our march. Of this, which was in

general a little more than two miles an hour, previous practice

had enabled us to judge so correctly, that the estimate seldom

erred more than a mile a day. The error, whatever it was, was

always corrected at noon, when the latitude was observed, and

the course and distance were then calculated anew.

During the day several small herds of rein-deer were seen,

but I would not permit any one to leave the line of march to go

in pursuit of them ; after encamping, however, M'Leay killed a

fine buck. A solitary stunted spruce-fir grew near our encamp-

ment, and the most northerly clump on the river was seen about

two miles to the southward. When supper was over and a

watch set, we stretched ourselves on the ground, and soon sunk

into sound sleep. The temperature at sunset was 62°.

Friday,
Setting out on the 1 1th, at six in the morning, we halted to

nth. breakfast at nine, and Mr. Kendall took an observation at noon,

in latitude 67° 33' N. We encamped at half-past five p.m.
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amongst some small pines. The day was fine, and a fresh

easterly wind rendered it agreeable for walking ; but the men
were much annoyed by their burdens, and appeared jaded when

we halted for the night. Their loads could not have exceeded

fifty-two pounds each, but the frequent ascent and descent in

crossing the small hills that lay in our way, and the occasional

sponginess of the ground, and insecurity of footing, rendered

marching much more laborious than it would have been on a

hard English highway. The direct distance travelled this day

was about twelve miles. We saw many gray Arctic marmots

(Arctomys Parryi), sporting near their burrows, and a little

terrier dog, which had been our fellow voyager from England,

showed much dexterity in cutting off their retreat, and succeeded

in catching several of them. The dog's long confinement in

the boat rendered the exercise he now took very fatiguing, and

when we halted for the night he was the most tired of the party.

Many young rein-deer were also seen, and after we encamped

Ooligbuck killed one. The temperature in the evening was 50°,

but the night was cold.

Our march on the 12th was rendered pleasant by a cool Saturday,

northerly breeze, and the men being now familiar with their

loads, which had also suffered some diminution by the preceding

evening's repast, we made a more rapid progress. The length of

the march was seventeen miles, being, exclusive of the half

hourly halts and the time occupied by breakfast, at the rate of

two miles and a half an hour In the course of the day we
crossed several ridges of the Copper Mountains to avoid a bend

of the river. The Whisky-John (corvus Canadensis) visited

our encampment in the evening for the first time since we left

the Mackenzie.

On the 13th, commencing the day's march at five a.m., we
18th."'
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1826. walked along the banks of the river until nine, when we halted

to prepare breakfast, at the place where Captain Franklin en.

camped on the 11th of July 1821. After breakfast we forded

the small stream, on the banks of which several pieces of native

copper and some copper ore were found on the former Expedition.

A quantity of ice formed by snow, consolidated by the oozing

of the stream, still remained in the bed of this rivulet.

At noon the latitude was observed in 67° 13' N., and as we
were now on the spot where the Coppermine makes the nearest

approach to the north-east arm of Bear Lake, we decided on

striking directly from this place to the mouth of Dease's River,

and the course and distance were accordingly calculated. Our

route lay over rocks of old red sandstone, clay-slate, and green-

stone disposed in ridges, which had a direction from E.S.E. to

W.N.W. The sides of many of the ridges were precipitous,

and their uneven and stony summits were two hundred or two

hundred and fifty feet high. The valleys were generally swampy

and abounded in small lakes. A few scattered and thin clumps

of pines existed in the more sheltered spots, but the country

was, in general, naked. Several burrows of wolves were seen in

the mountains. We crossed two small streams in the course of

the day, flowing towards the Coppermine, and encamped at four

p.m. on the banks of a small lake. Sand-flies, the first we had

seen this season, were numerous and troublesome in the evening,

the temperature then being 53°.

M
H?h

y' Setting out at five a.m. on the 14th, we halted to breakfast at

nine, after a pretty brisk walk through a country entirely desti-

tute of wood. Some partridges, which were so tame as to be easily

killed with stones, furnished us with an agreeable variety of diet.

A meridional observation was obtained in latitude 67° 10' N.

In endeavouring to get round the south end of a small chain
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of lakes, which lay in our route, we were stopped by a narrow 1826.

stream about six feet deep, flowing from them towards the Cop- ^jjp"'

permine River ; but, on sounding the lake a little way from the -

head of the stream, we found that it was fordable without diffi-

culty. We marched to a late hour in search of fuel to cook

some deer's meat, which M'Leay had procured in the course of

the day, and were fortunate in at length finding a wooded

valley on the banks of a small stream, that fell into the chain of

lakes which we had crossed. It is probably this river, and chain

of lakes, that the Indians ascend from the Coppermine River in

canoes to the height of land which they cross on their route to

Bear Lake *. The ridges of hill over which we marched on this

day consisted of spotted sandstone and porphyry. The tempera-

ture in the evening was 47°, and the night was frosty. Two
white wolves took a survey of our bivouack, but did not venture

within gun-shot.

Starting on the 15th at five o'clock, we marched until eight, Tuesday,

when we halted to breakfast. The air felt very cold, although 15th -

the thermometer was not below 39°. In the early part of the

day we crossed some ridges of sandstone, and towards noon

we travelled over granite, similar to that which abounds in the

neighbourhood of Fort Enterprize. Much wood was seen in a

valley far to the westward, but the hills over which our course

lay were quite naked. The bog whortleberry (vaccinium uligi-

i), however, grew abundantly on these hills, and as its fruit

now in the highest perfection, the men at every resting-place

threw themselves down, and indulged freely, without sustaining

any injury.

In the afternoon our route was over nearly horizontal strata of

spotted sandstone and conglomerate. About three o'clock we

* Franklin's First Journey to the Polar Sea, p. 337.

2N
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1B86. had gained the summit of the height of land separating the Cop-

jggp pemiine River from Great Bear Lake, and obtained from it an

extensive view of a lower and well wooded country ; but all the

grounds in our immediate neighbourhood consisted of barren

sandstone strata. Alter looking in vain for a comfortable sleep-

ing-place, as the night threatened to be stormy, and a moist and

cold fog was setting in, we were obliged to content ourselves

with building a rude shelter with blocks of sandstone ; and to

use for firing a black lichen (comicularia divergent), which, for-

tunately, grew plentifully in the crevices of the rock. The dis-

tance walked this day was about fourteen miles. We had no

meridional observations, because the sky was obscured.

We had supped, and most of the men had retired to rest,

when Mr. Kendall, in sweeping the horizon with his telescope,

saw three Indians coming down a hill, and directing their steps

towards us. More moss was immediately thrown on the fire,

and the St. George's ensign hoisted on the end of a musquet,

to point out to the comers who we were ; but as they hid the

youngest of their number in a ravine, at the foot of the hill, and

the two seniors seemed to approach slowly and with suspicion,

Mr. Kendall and I went unarmed to meet them. They came

lip, one with his bow and arrows in his hand, and the other with

his gun cocked ; but as soon as they recognised our dress, which

was the same that I had worn in our voyage round Bear Lake,

the preceding autumn, when I had seen most of the Hare In-

dian tribe, they shouted in an extacy of joy, shook hands most

cordially with us, and called loudly for the young lad to come

up. The meeting"was no less gratifying to us : these people

had brought furs and provisions to Fort Franklin in the winter,

and they now seemed to be friends come to rejoice with us on

the termination of our voyage. We learned from them, partly

by signs, and partly from the little we understood of their
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language, that by the advice of It-chinnah, the Hare Indian isaff.

Chief, they had been hunting for some time in this neigh.
A
Hg^fb

bourhood, in the hopes of falling in with us on our way from

the sea ; that they would give us all the provision they had

collected, accompany us to Bear Lake, and warn all the In-

dians in the neighbourhood of our arrival. They appeared

much surprised, when, placing the compass on the ground,

we showed them the exact bearing of the mouth of J lease's

River ; and they were not able to comprehend how we knew

the way in a quarter through which we had never travelled.

They said, however, that they would conduct us in the morn-

ing to the Indian portage road, where we would have better

walking than by keeping the direct route across the hills.

We had reserved but little that we could present to these kind

people, though every one contrived to muster some small article

for them, which they gratefully received. They were dressed,

after the manner of their tribe, with fillets of deer-skin round

their heads and wrists, and carried in their hands a pair of deer's

horns and a few willow twigs, which are all serviceable in

enabling them to approach the rein-deer, in the way described

by Mr. Wentzel in the Narrative of Captain Franklin's former

voyage.

Ooligbuck, who had gone out to hunt, returned in the night.

He met an Indian who had just killed a deer with an arrow,

and had tried to persuade him to come to us ; but neither of

them understood the other's language, and the Indian, probably

terrified by the sight of an Esquimaux armed with a gun, pre-

sented him with a piece of the deer's meat, and then made off

in an opposite direction. Many of the Hare Indians abstain

from visiting the forts for several years, and it is possible that

this one had not heard of us, or at least had not received a dis-

tinct account of our intention of returning this way, and of our
2 N 2
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1826. having an Esquimaux with us. Our Indian friends told us that

^5^* they did not know that any of their countrymen were hunting

in the direction which Ooligbuck pointed out.

Wednesday, On the 16th a thick fog prevented us from quitting our

bivouack until seven o'clock, when the Indians led us down the

hill about a mile to the portage road, and we resumed the pre-

cise line of march that we had followed from the Coppermine

Biver, (S. 63° W.) Such ofour Highlandmen as had been in the

service of the Hudson's Bay Company, and, consequently, knew

from experience the difficulty of travelling through a country

without guides, could not help expressing their surprise at the

justness of the course we had followed. We had not concealed

from them, that from want of observations, or from the difficulty

of estimating the distance walked, we might err a mile or two

in our reckoning, so that they were prepared, on our reaching

Bear Lake, to turn a little to the right or left in search of the

river ; but they had scarcely hoped to have reached that point

without having to perform a single mile of unnecessary walking.

The portage-road conducted us in a short time to the prin-

cipal branch of Dease's Biver, on the banks of which, at the

distance of six miles from our encampment, we halted to break-

fast. The stream there receives another branch, but it is ford-

able without difficulty, being nowhere much above knee-deep.

A little way further to the westward, however, it is less rapid,

and forms frequent lake-like expansions. Our march from last

night's encampment was over sandstone rocks, and down a

pretty rapid ascent. The ground was barren in the extreme,

except at our breakfasting place, where there was a convenient

clump of wood and a profusion of whortleberries. Having

finished this meal, we resumed the march, with the intention of

halting a few miles further on, that our Indian friends might

rejoin us with their provision, which lay in store to the south-
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ward of our route. We therefore encamped at half-past two 1826.

o'clock in a pleasant pine clump, and immediately set fire to a
A
^!^t.

tree to apprize the Indians of our situation. They arrived at

sunset, heavily laden with tongues, fat, and half-dried meat

;

and M'Leay also killed two deer after we encamped, so that we

revelled in abundance. The length of the day's journey was

fourteen miles, and the estimated distance of the mouth of

Dease's River twenty miles.

The provisions obtained from the Indians being distributed Thursday,

amongst the men, we commenced the march at five o'clock in the
17th *

morning, and walked, until the usual breakfasting hour, over a

piece of fine level ground. A range of sandstone hills rose

on our left, and the river ran nearly parallel to our course on

the right, but we walked at the distance of one or two miles from

it, to avoid its windings and the swampy grounds on its borders.

Pine-trees grow only in small detached clumps on its south

bank ; but the uneven valley, which we saw spreading for ten

or twelve miles to the northward, was well wooded. The
Needagazza Hills, which lie on the north shore of the Bear

Lake, closed the view to the westward. Several columns of

smoke were seen to the westward, and one to the southward

;

the latter, the Indians informed us, was made by It-chinnah.

We breakfasted on the banks of a small stream, where the

whortleberry bushes were loaded with fruit of a finer flavour

than any we had previously met with. At noon we crossed a

hill, on the summit of which Mr. Kendall had an observation,

that placed it in 68° 58' of north latitude. Our route afterwards

led us across several deep ravines close to the river, which there

runs by the base of some lofty cliffs, of light red sandstone,

and we pushed on in great spirits, and at a rapid pace, with the

intention of reaching Bear Lake that evening ; but the Indians

complaining that they were unable to keep up with us we halted
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1826. at three p.m. Several trees were then set on fire to apprize

It-chinnah and his party of our approach ; and, after supper, I

went to the summit of a hill, and readily recognised the islands

in Dease's Bay of Bear Lake, from their peculiar form and dis-

position.

Mjjjf. Setting out at three a.m. on the 18th, the Indians conducted

us over a rising ground, covered with white spruces, to a bay of

the Great Bear Lake, about a mile from Dease's River. After

breakfast, our stock of provisions being examined, it was found

that we had two days allowance remaining. A party was next

sent to Dease's River to make a raft for setting the two nets,

and they were also directed to look for traces of Boileau and his

party. He had been ordered by Captain Franklin to leave the

fort on the 6th of August, and to make the best of his way to

the rendezvous, where he was to remain to the 20th of Septem-

ber. The length of his voyage, allowing for two or three days

detention by adverse winds, was not expected to exceed seven or

eight days, nor to be protracted, under any circumstances, be-

yond ten or twelve. We had, therefore, reason to suppose that

he might have reached Dease's River by this time. He was

fully aware of the inconvenience that we might experience,

should we reach the appointed spot and find no provisions there

;

and to stimulate him to make as much haste as possible, I had

promised him a fowling-piece, on condition that we found him

waiting for us on our arrival. Huts were made to sleep in, and

several trees set on fire to point out our position to the Indians

in the neighbourhood.
Sa

i9th

By
' ^ne mossy ground near our encampment caught fire in the

night, and the flames spread so rapidly that we were obliged, on

the morning of the 19th, to move to the banks of the river,

where we made new huts. Owing to the loss of a hatchet in

driving the stakes, only one net had been set the preceding
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evening, and in it we took eight carp. The raft being made of 1826.

green wood was not sufficiently buoyant, and a new one was,
A"f^*-

therefore, constructed this day of dried timber. The carp

afforded a breakfast for the party, and supper consumed all our

deer's meat, together with a portion of the remainder of the pem-

mican. The young Indian went off in the afternoon in quest

of It-chinnah's party. A strong easterly wind blowing all this

day, was adverse to Boileau's advance.

On Sunday, the 20th, prayers were read, and thanks returned Sunday,

to the Almighty for his gracious protection and the success

which had attended our voyage. The nets yielding seventeen

pike, carp, and white fish, provided an ample breakfast for

the party, and before supper time the young Indian returned

with two of his countrymen, bringing meat sufficient for throe

days consumption. Part of it was the flesh of the musk-ox,

which was fat and juicy, but had a high musky flavour. We
had seen none of these animals on our march from the Cop-

permine River, although we frequently noticed their foot marks.

Frequent squalls during the day brought much rain, but the

huts which we had made of pine brandies kept us dry. We
could not but consider ourselves fortunate in having had no

rain in the journey overland, when there was not sufficient wood

to afford us the shelter we now experienced.

On the 21st the nets yielded sixteen fish, which were enough Monday,

for breakfast. Mr. Kendall crossed the river on a raft, and

went to the top of a hill to the westward to look for Boileau

;

and, by way of keeping the men employed, I sent M'Leay and

some of our best hunters in quest of deer, and set the carpenter

and the remainder of the party to make oars. Our Indian friends

left us to warn some more of their countrymen, of our situation,

five others arrived in the evening, bringing meat and large

•21st.
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M* basketfuls of whortleberries. M'Leay and the other hunters

returned without having seen any deer.

To secure a stock of provision for our journey to the fort, in

the event of any accident preventing the arrival of the boat, I

resolved to send half the party on a distant hunting excursion, and

on the 22d, Gillet, M'Leay, M'Duffie, M'Lellan, and Ooligbuck,

were despatched to hunt in the neighbourhood of Limestone

Point, on the north shore of the lake, with orders not to extend

their excursions beyond Haldanes River, which falls into the

lake about sixty miles to the westward of Dease Eiver. If they

went on to Haldanes River, they were to set up a mark on

Limestone Point, that I might know whether they had passed

or not. They took with them a small supply of provision, and

an Indian guide. In the evening two Indians came with more

meat. They were desirous of being paid with ammunition,

which they much needed, but we had none to give them, and

they cheerfully took our notes of hand for payment, on their

arrival at the fort in the winter.

Wednesday, The 23d day of August having passed away like the four

preceding ones, in anxious expectation of Boileau's arrival, I

began to apprehend that some serious accident had happened to

his boat, and to fear that we should be obliged to walk round the

Lake to the Fort. The distance exceeding three hundred miles,

we could not expect to accomplish it in less than three weeks,

and not without much fatigue and suffering, for the men's stock

of shoes was nearly exhausted, their clothing ill adapted for the

frosty nights that occur in September, and deer do not frequent^

at this season, much of the country through which our route

lay. I naturally looked forward to such a march with uneasi-

ness, yet, as the season was drawing to a close, I determined not

to delay setting out beyond the 28th, when I intended to en-
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gage some Indians as guides, and to take with us as much Wit!

dried meat as we could carry. The wind blew from the south- *—!Z—•'

west this day, and we were much tormented by sand-flies.

On the evening of the 24th, as we were about to retire to ^SS ŷ'

bed, having given up all hopes of Beaulieu's arrival that day, we

heard people talking in the direction of the mouth of the river,

and soon afterwards saw a boat and several canoes. A musket

being fired to show them our position, they steered for the en-

campment, and landed opposite to the huts. They proved to be

Beaulieu's party, consisting of four Canadians, four Chipcwyan

hunters, and ten Dog-ribs, which, with their wives and children,

amounted to about thirty in all. We learnt from Beaulieu, that

he had been sent off from the Fort by Mr. Dease, on the 6th, with

strict injunctions to proceed to the rendezvous with his utmost

speed; but he pleaded the badness of the weather and the

adverse winds as the cause of his delay. He had not seen the

Ave men I sent off on the 22d, though he had noticed a fire in

a bay near Limestone Point, which I had no doubt was made

by them ; I therefore embarked directly to rejoin them at that

place, accompanied by Mr. Kendall and the remainder of our

party, two of the Canadians, and an Indian named the Babil-

lard ; directing Beaulieu to stay at the huts until he heard

from us again. We rowed all night, and soon after day-break

reached the spot where the fire had been made, but found no

marks to indicate which way our men had gone: neither was there

any mark at Limestone Point ; I therefore caused a large fire to

be made at the latter place, and remained there the whole day.

Our people not appearing on the 26th, I returned in the Saturday,

boat to Dease River, leaving Mr. Kendall and the Babillard at
26th '

Limestone Point. Beaulieu had seen nothing of the absentees,

and it was therefore evident that they had gone on to Hal-

dane Biver, whither I resolved to proceed in search of them

;

2 o
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27th.

Monday,
28th.

SECOND JOURNEY TO THE SHORES

1826. but that they might not suffer from want of food, if by any

chance we missed them, I directed Beaulieu's party to remain

where they were, until I sent them permission to depart by two

Canadians, whom I took with me on purpose in a small canoe.

Mr. Dease had directed Beaulieu to go to M'Tavish Bay to hunt

deer, and dry meat for the fort, as soon as we arrived ; and as

the boat was well adapted for carrying dried provision, I now

exchanged it with his north canoe.

Sunday, We rejoined Mr. Kendall at Limestone Point at day-break on

the morning of the 27th, and afterwards paddled along the coast

until two p.m., when a strong head-wind obliged us to put ashore.

As soon as we landed, I set out with the Babillard for Haldane

River, carrying a small quantity of pemmican, lest the people

should be in want of food ; and after a walk, or rather a run, of

five miles, I had the happiness of finding them all well, and with

plenty of provisions, as they had killed six deer. Their Indian

guide had taken them a little inland, by which they had missed

Limestone Point ; but they were very sorry it had so happened,

when they learned the anxiety they had occasioned to Mr. Ken-

dall and myself, by their not erecting the mark there as they

had been directed to do. The wind moderating after sunset,

Mr. Kendall joined us with the two canoes, so that the party

was again happily reunited. On Monday the 28th, I sent back

the small canoe with the Babillard and two Canadians, to join

Beaulieu, and proceeded with the rest of the party in the larger

canoe to Fort Franklin, where we arrived on Friday, the 1st

of September, and received a warm welcome from Mr. Dease,

after an absence of seventy-one days, during which period we

had travelled by land and water one thousand seven hundred

and nine geographical, or nineteen hundred and eighty statute,

miles.
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Having now brought the Narrative of the proceedings of the 1826.

Eastern Detachment to a conclusion, the pleasing duty remains
Sep^ber.

of expressing my gratitude to the party for their cheerful and

obedient conduct. Kota murmur ofdiscontentwas heard through-

out the voyage, but every individual engaged with alacrity in the

laborious tasks he was called upon to perform. Where all behaved

with the greatest zeal, it would be invidious to particularize any ;

and I am happy in having it in my power to add, that since our

return to England, Gillet, Fuller, and Tysoe, who were in His

Majesty's service previous to their being employed on the Expe-

dition, have been rewarded by promotion. Our good-natured

and faithful Esquimaux friend, Ooligbuek, carried with him to

his native lands the warmest wishes and esteem of the whole

party. His attachment to us was never doubtful, even when

we were surrounded by a tribe of his own nation.

The general abilities and professional skill of my companion,

Lieutenant Kendall, are duly appreciated in higher quarters,

and can derive little lustre from any eulogium from me ; but

I catinot deny myself the gratification of recording my deep

sense of the good fortune and happiness I experienced in being

associated with a gentleman of such pleasing manners, and one

upon whose friendly support and sound judgment I could with

confidence rely, on occasions of difficulty and doubt inseparable

from such a voyage.

End of Dr. Richardson'* Narrative of the Proceedings of the

EOS
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TABLE OP TIMES OF HIGH WATER, REDUCED TO FULL AND CHANGE.

By E. N . KENDALL, LIEUTENANT, R.N.

Dale.

Nunc* of Places of

Geographic

Position.

Times of High

Water. Wind
GENERAL REMARKS.

Lat. N. Lon. W. Observed. Direction

1825

Aug. 16 1 Garry Island . .
I 69 29

• '

135 41
h. m.
1 0 Ma.

h. m
10 19 N.E. 6 No ice visible.

1826

July 3 Point Toker. . .

1

|

69 38 132 IS 4 25 r.u. 1 45 N.K.b.E. 5 Loose ice covering the sea. Rise of water 20 in.

in jBaybetweenPoinlsj

69 43 131 58

i5 0 r.u. 0 56 Bast. e Heavy pieces of ice.

Toker and Warren ) (6 18 r.M. 1 48 5 Utile ice visible.

13 Atkinson Island .
HO JIS. 130 43 7 0 r.u. 0 32 S.K. i Rise and fall 18 inches.

14 Browell Cove . .

' 7A Ml/U Vtl 130 20 7 0 p.m. 1 12 West. 6 Very little rise and fall.

ID PointSirP.Maitland 70 08 127 45 3 15 A.M. 3 47 Calm.
i In the mouth of Harrowbv Bay, round which

\ the tide appeared to (low.

19 Til nt f -l.-l
1 30 jum. 1 28 E.S.E. 6

1 Flood setting from the Eastward. Rise and
I fall 144 inchea.

20 Point Fitton • , , n u 126 14 4 00 .m. 3 lt> N.W. 6 Rise and fall 13 inches.

W. Hortoa River 69 50 125 55 4 15 r.v. 3 15 W.N.W. 9

21 • • 5 0 A.M. 3 49 •• 7

27 Cape Lyon ... C9 46 12-2 51 11 50 a.m. 6 33 E.N.E. 8
i

| Stream of flood from the Eastward. Rise

| lad fall 14 inches.

30 j
Three miles from)

[ Uu<:han»„ River |
69 24 120 03 5 0 p.m. 8 20 W.N.W. 8 Ico close and heavy. Rise and fall 9 inches.

Aug.l Point Wiie . . . 69 03 119 00 5 30 r.ii. 7 04 We^t. 4 Compact ice.

3 Stapylton Bay . . 68 52 116 03 8 30 r.u. 8 22 East. 2 In a bay filled with ice.

4
{

B
a

e

ndC.
n

Be"ey
C

}
63 57 115 48 9 0 P.M. 8 25 E-S.E. 4 Ice to seaward.

5 Chantry Island . 68 45 114 23 8 30 p.m. 7 22 W.S.W. 3 Loose masses of ice.

6
( Sereti miles from i

\ C. Krusensten
)

-

68 32 113 53

-

9 0 r.u. r„ Variable. Flood from the S.E. Velocity 3 mile* an hour.
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TABLE of the DISTANCES TRAVELLED by BOTH BRANCHES of tub

EXPEDITION, and of the EXTENT of tueir DISCOVERIES in 1827.

BY THE WESTERN PARTY.

Fort Franklin, by Fort Norman, to Point Separation (river course) „

Point Separation to Pillage Point, at the Mouth of the Mackenzie

Pillage Point to Return Reef (sea-voyage out) . •

Return Reef, back to Fort Franklin, including Peel River .

Distance travelled by the Western Party in July, Aug., Sept, 1826.

BY THE EASTERN PARTV.

From Fort Franklin to Point Separation, along with the western party

Point Separation to Poiut Encounter (river course). - . .159
Encounter to the Coppermine River (sea-voyage)* . . . 863

The mouth of the Coppermine, overland to Fort Franklin . . . 433

Distance travelled by the Eastern Party in July and Aug., 1826 . 1980

EXTENT OP THE DISCOVERIES OF THE WESTERN PARTY IN 182fi.

From Point Separation to the mouth of the Mackenzie, by a western branch, not

previously known . . . . . . .129

Pillage Point by the sea-coast to Point Beechey, which was seen from Return

Reef .
1

. . . . . .391

Peel River and a branch of the Mackenzie surveyed for the first time, on the return 90

610

EXTENT OF THE DISCOVERIES OF THE EASTERN PARTY IN 1826.

From Sacred Island to Point Encounter, being a portion of the river lying to the

eastward of Mackenzie's route . . . • .37
Point Encounter, along the coast to the Coppermine River . . . 863

The Copper Mountains, overland to Bear Lake . . . .115

1015

* The distance of 902 miles called statute miles in page 262, should be geographical mild ; and all the

distances mentioned in the narrative of the proceedings of the eastern detachment, are geographical miles.
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CAPTAIN FRANKLIN'S NARRATIVE RESUMED.

CHAPTER VI.

Brief Notices of the Second Winter at Bear Lake—Traditions of [the Dog-ribs—Leave

Fort Franklin—Winter Journey to Fort Chipewyan—Remarks on the progress or

improvement in the Fur Countries—Set out in Canoes on the Voyage Homeward

—

Join Dr. Richardson at Cumberland House—Mr. Drummond's Narrative—Arrival in

Canada, at New York, and London.

1826.

September.

Thursday,

During our absence on the sea-coast, Mr. Dease had employed

the Canadians in making such repairs about the buildings as to

fit them for another winter's residence, but he had not been

able to complete his plans before the arrival of Dr. Richardson's

party, through whose assistance they were finished shortly after

our return. The inconvenience arising from the unfinished

state of the houses was a trifle, when compared to the disap-

pointment we felt at the poverty of our store, which contained

neither meat nor dried fish, and the party was living solely on

the daily produce of the nets, which, at this time, was barely

sufficient for its support. Notwithstanding the repeated pro-

mises which the Fort hunters and the Dog-ribs in general had

given us, of exerting themselves to collect provision during the

summer, we found that they had not supplied more than three

deer since our departure. The only reason they assigned to

Mr. Dease, on his remonstrating with them, was, that they

had been withheld from hunting at any great distance from

the Fort, by the fear of meeting the Copper Indians, who, they

fancied, would be lying in wait to attack them. This
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1826. however, had been so often alleged without a cause, that it

September. ^ considered mere evasion, and we attributed their negli-

gence to the indolence and apathy which mark the character

of this tribe.

I need not dilate upon the anxieties which we felt at the

prospect of commencing the winter with such a scanty supply of

food. We at once sent off five men, provided with nets and

lines, to the fishery in M'Vicar's Bay, which had been so produc-

tive in the preceding year, in the hope that, besides gaining their

own subsistence, they might store up some fish for us, which

could be brought to the Fort when the lake was frozen. Our

anxiety was, in some measure, relieved on the 28th of September,

by the arrival of Beaulicu and some hunters, from the north side

of Bear Lake, with a supply of dried meat. The term of Beau-

lieu's engagement being now expired, he was desirous of quitting

our service ; and though he was our best hunter, Mr. Dease

advised me to comply with his request, as he had collected a

number of useless followers, whom we must have fed during the

short days. He accordingly took his departure, accompanied by

seventeen persons, which was a very important relief to our daily

issue of provision. I furnished them with ammunition from the

store to enable them to hunt on their way to Marten Lake,

where they intended to fish until the return of spring.

October. Calculating that the stores, which had been ordered from York

Factory, must have arrived at Fort Norman, I despatched Mr.

Kendall for them ; and he returned on the 8th of October, with

as much of them as his canoe would carry. The men were imme-

diately furnished with warm clothing, of which the eastern party

were in great need, having left every thipg on quitting the sea-

coast, except one suit each. We were rejoiced at the receipt of a

large packet of letters from England, dated in the preceding Feb-

ruary. Theybrought out the gratifying intelligence that my friend,
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Lieutenant Back, had been promoted, in December, 1825, to 1826.

the rank of Commander. I likewise received a large packet of
*'

newspapers from his Excellency the Earl of Dalhousie, Gover-

nor-in -Chief of Canada, to whom I take this opportunity of

returning my best thanks for the warm interest he took in the

welfare of the Expedition.

I shall now briefly trace the advance of winter : the nights

were frosty, and the weather was unsettled and gloomy, from

the time of our arrival to the close of September. Heavy rain

fell on the 2d of October, which on the following day was suc-

ceeded by hard frost and much snow. The snow which fell on

the 8th remained on the ground for the rest of the season. The
small lake was frozen on the 12th, from which day we dated the

commencement of winter, as we had done in the preceding year.

There was a succession of gales, and almost constant snow from

that time to the close of the month ; and on the 30th the ther-

mometer first descended below zero. The snow then was much
deeper than at the close of November in the former year. The
last of the migratory birds, which were a few hardy ducks, took

their departure on the 18th of October.

Stormy weather kept the Bear Lake open until the 16th of November.

November, nine days later than the year before ; and for some

weeks we received no assistance from the nets, which again

reduced our stock of meat to a small quantity. The same occu-

pations, amusements, and exercise, were followed by the officers

and men as in the former residence ; and the occurrences were

so similar, that particular mention of them is unnecessary. On
the 25th of November we despatched some men with dogs and

sledges to bring the remainder of the stores from Fort Nor-

man. As it was my intention, as soon as the maps and drawings

could be finished, to proceed on the ice to Fort Chipewyan, in

order to secure provisions for the out-going of the party, and to

ip
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1826. reach England by the earliest conveyance, I requested of Mr.

—
* Brisbois to provide a cariole, sledges, and snow-shoes for my jour-

ney, the birch of which they are made being plentiful in the

neighbourhood of Fort Norman, and he having a better work-

man than any at our establishment. On the 28th Mackenzie

arrived from M'Vicar's Bay, with an acceptable supply of fine

white-fish. We learned from him that our party, as well as the

Indians, were living in abundance; and that the latter had

shown their wisdom this season, not only in taking up their

quarters at that place, instead of remaining about the Fort,

as they had done in the former year, but also in building them-

selves houses like those of our men, and thus having more com-

forts and better shelter than they had ever before enjoyed.

The fishery opposite the Fort was now sufficiently productive

for our wants, though the fish, from being out of

agreed so much with several of the men as to

debility, which was the more distressing to us, t

unable to supply the invalids with meat on more than two days

in the week. Contrary to what had happened last season, we

did not receive meat this year from more than six or seven per-

sons of either the Hare Indians or Dog-rib tribes, after the ice

set in ; this happened, probably, from our being now unprovided

with goods to exchange for their furs ; though they had been

expressly told in the spring, that we should have abundance of

ammunition, tobacco, and other supplies, to purchase all the meat

they would bring.

By the return of our men from Fort Norman, we learned that

one of our Dog-rib hunters had murdered a man ofhis tribe, in the

autumn, near the mouth of the Bear Lake River. The culprit

being at the house, we inquired into the truth of the report, which

was found correct ; and he was in consequence instantly discharged

from our service. His victim had been a man of notoriously
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loose habits, and in this instance had carried off the hunter's 1826.

wife and child, while he was in pursuit of deer, at a great dis-
N
^If^

tance from the Fort. The husband pursued the guilty pair the

moment he discovered their flight, and, on overtaking them,

instantly shot the seducer ; but the woman escaped a similar fate,

by having the presence of mind to turn aside the muzzle of the

gun when in the act of being discharged. She did not, however,

escape punishment: her husband struck her senseless to the

ground with the stock of his gun, and would have completed

her destruction, but for the cries and intreaties of their only child.

This transaction adds another to the melancholy list of about

thirty murders which have been perpetrated on the borders of

this lake since 1799, when the first trading post was established.

The Dog-rib Indians, being derived from the same stock with

the Chipewyans, have many traditions and opinions in common
with that people. I requested Mr. Dease to obtain answers

from the old men of the tribe to a few queries which I drew up,

and the following is the substance of the information he pro-

cured, which may be compared with the more extended state-

ments by Hearne and Mackenzie, of the general belief of the

Chipewyans.

Thefirst man, they said, was, according to the tradition of their

fathers, named Chapewee. He found the world well stocked with

food, and he created children, to whom he gave two kinds of fruit,

the black and the white, but forbade them to eat the black. Hav-

ing thus issued his commands for the guidance of his family, he

took leave of them for a time, and made a long excursion for the

purpose of conducting the sun to the world. During tins, his first

absence, his children were obedient, and ate only the white fruit,

but they consumed it all ; the consequence was, that when he a

second time absented himself to bring the moon, and they longed

for fruit, they forgot the orders of their father, and ate of the

2P n
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black, which was the only kind remaining. He was much dis-

pleased on his return, and told them that in future the earth

would produce bad fruits, and that they would be tormented by

sickness and death—penalties which have attached to his descen-

dants to the present day. Chapewee himself lived so long that

his throat was worn out, and he could no longer enjoy life ; but

he was unable to die, until, at his own request, one of his people

drove a beaver-tooth into his head.

The same, or another Chapewee (for there is some uncer-

tainty on this head), lived with his family on a strait between

two seas. Having there constructed a weir to catch fish, such a

quantity were taken, that the strait was choked up, and the

water rose and overflowed the earth. Chapewee embarked with

his family in a canoe, taking with them all manner of birds and

beasts. The waters covered the earth for many days, but, at

length, Chapewee said, we cannot live always thus, we must find

land again, and he accordingly sent a beaver to search for it

The beaver was drowned, and his carcase was seen floating on

the water ; on which Chapewee despatched a musk-rat on the

same errand. The second messenger was long absent, and when

he did return was near dying with fatigue, but he had a little

earth in his paws. The sight of the earth rejoiced Chapewee,

but his first care was about the safety of his diligent servant, the

rat, which he rubbed gently with his hands, and cherished in

his bosom, until it revived. He next took up the earth, and

moulding it with his fingers, placed it on the water, where it

increased by degrees until it formed an island in the ocean. A
wolf was the first animal Chapewee placed on the infant earth, but

the weight proving too great, it began to sink on one side, and

was in danger of turning over. To prevent this accident the wolf

was directed to move round the island, which he did for a whole

year, and in that time the earth increased so much in size, that
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all on board the canoe were able to disembark on it. Chapewee, 1626.

on landing, stuck up a piece of wood, which became a fir-tree,
N
2I!^

and grew with amazing rapidity, until its top reached the skies.

A squirrel ran up this tree, and was pursued by Chapewee, who
endeavoured to knock it down, but could not overtake it. He
continued the chase, however, until he reached the stars, where

he found a fine plain, and a beaten road. In this road he set a

snare made of his sister's hair, and then returned to the earth.

The sun appeared as usual in the heavens in the morning, but

at noon it was caught by the snare which Chapewee had set for

the squirrel, and the sky was instantly darkened. Chapewee's

family on this said to him, you must have done something

wrong when you were aloft, for we no longer enjoy the light of

day ;
" I have," replied he, " but it was unintentionally." Cha-

pewee then endeavoured to repair the fault he had committed,

and sent a number of animals up the tree to release the sun, by

cutting the snare, but the intense heat of that luminary reduced

them all to ashes. The efforts of the more active animals being

thus frustrated, a ground mole, though such a groveling and

awkward beast, succeeded by burrowing under the road in the

sky, until it reached and cut asunder the snare which bound

the sun. It lost its eyes, however, the instant it thrust its head

into the light, and its nose and teeth have ever since been brown,

as if burnt. Chapewee's island, during these transactions,

increased to the present size of the American Continent ; and

he traced the course of the rivers, and scraped out the lakes by

drawing his fingers through the earth. He next allotted to the

quadrupeds, birds, and fishes, their different stations, and endow-

ing them with certain capacities, he told them that they were

in future to provide for their own safety, because man would

destroy them whenever he found their tracks ; but to console

them, he said, that when they died they should be like a seed of
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1826. grass, which, when thrown into the water, springs again into life.

—.— ' The animals objected to this arrangement, and said, let us when

we die be as a stone which, when thrown into a lake, disappears

for ever from the sight of man. Chapewee's family complained

of the penalty of death entailed upon them for eating the black

fruit, on winch he granted that such of them as dreamed certain

dreams should be men of medicine, capable of curing diseases and

of prolonging life. In order to preserve this virtue, they were

not to tell their dreams until a certain period had elapsed. To
acquire the power of foretelling events they were to take an ant

alive, and insert it under the skin of the palm of the hand, with-

out letting any one know what they had done.

For a long time Chapewee's descendants were united as one

family, but at length some young men being accidentally killed

in a game, a quarrel ensued, and a general dispersion ofmankind

took place. One Indian fixed his residence on the borders of

the lake, taking with him a dog big with young. The pups in

due time were littered, and the Indian, when he went out to

fish, carefully tied them up to prevent their straying. Several

times as he approached his tent, he heard a noise of children

talking and playing ; but on entering it he only perceived the

pups tied up as usual. His curiosity being excited by the noises

he had heard, he determined to watch, and one day pretending

to go out and fish, according to custom, he concealed himself in

a convenient place. In a short time he again heard voices, and

rushing suddenly into the tent, beheld some beautiful children

sporting and laughing, with the dog-skins lying by their side.

He threw the skins into the fire, and the children, retaining their

proper forms, grew up, and were the ancestors of the Dog-rib

nation.

On Mr. Dease questioning some of the elderly men as to their

knowledge of a Supreme Being, they replied—" We believe
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" that there is a Great Spirit, who created every thing, both us 1826.

" and the world for our use. We suppose that he dwells in the —-— '

• lands from whence the white people come, that he is kind to

" the inhabitants of those lands, and that there are people there

u who never die : the winds that blow from that quarter (south)

** are always warm. He does not know of the wretched state of
u our island, nor the pitiful condition in which we are."

To the question, whom do your medicine men address when

they conjure ? They answered,—" We do not think that they

" speak to the master of life, for if they did, we should fare

" better than we do, and should not die. He does not inhabit

" our lands."

On the evening of the 1st of December a brilliant comet December,

appeared in the western quarter, which had been indistinctly

seen the two preceding nights. A line drawn through a and jj

Ursae Majoris led to its position ; it also formed a trapezium with

a Aquilae and « Lyra? and a Corona Borealis. This was the last

night of its being visible. The temperature had been unusually

high for several days, about this time + 18 above zero ; and, with

the exception of the night of the 1st, the atmosphere gloomy ; and

we amused ourselves with conjecturing, whether this extraordi-

nary warmth, and the density of the clouds, could in any way be

ascribed to the comet.

At Christmas we were favoured by a visit from Mr. Brisbois,

to whom we felt much obliged for the care he had taken of our

sea-stores, beside many personal civilities. The visit of a stranger

is always heartily welcomed in such a desolate region, and to pro-

vide for the entertainment of the party during Mr. Brisbois's

stay, Captain Back and Mr. Kendall displayed their ingenuity

in cutting out several pasteboard figures, to represent behind an

illuminated screen the characters ofa comic piece, which Captain

Back had written for the occasion. The exhibition was entirely
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1827. new to most of the party, and its execution afforded such general

amusement, that it was repeated on three nights at the request

of the men/ The New Year was celebrated by a dance, which

closed our festivities ; and on Mr. Brisbois quitting us the fol-

lowing day, we resumed our ordinary occupations. Two Hare

Indians arrived at the Fort, whom Mr. Kendall recognised as

the persons who had brought provisions to Dr. Richardson's

party, as soon as they had heard of his having reached the Bear

Lake Portage ; and we had much pleasure in rewarding their

promptitude on that occasion, by a substantial present and a

silver medal. They were particularly pleased at the medals, and

assured us that they should be proud to show them to the rest

of their tribe as tokens of our approbation.

On the evening of the 4th of January, the temperature being

—52, 2°, Mr. Kendall froze some mercury in the mould of a pistol

bullet, and fired it against a door at the distance of six paces.

A small portion of the mercury penetrated to the depth of one-

eighth of an inch, but the remainder only just lodged in the

wood. Much snow fell in the second week of January ; and on

the 12th, we ascertained that its average depth was two feet in the

sheltered parts of the woods. The Weather became mild after

the 20th ; and on the 22d, the sun's rays were so powerful as

to raise a spirit thermometer with a blackened bulb, to + 30, 5°.

when the temperature of the air was — 3, 5°. A very brilliant

and clearly defined parahelion was visible at the time, and there

were only a few light clouds. The wind was east, and as usual,

with the wind from that quarter when the sky is clear, the dis-

tant land appeared much distorted by refraction.

The documents which had been preparing being now nearly

finished, we sent for the cariolc, &c from Fort Norman. When
the men came back, they brought the information, that, accord-

ing to the report of the Indians, the ice was so rough on the
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Mackenzie above Fort Norman, that travelling would be 1827.
T a*

extremely difficult. I therefore abandoned the intention of
l&th

proceeding by that way, and resolved on passing through the

woods to Fort Simpson, as soon as guides could be procured.

The delay afforded me the opportunity of registering .the lowest

temperature we had witnessed in this country. At a quarter

after eight in the morning of the 7th of February, the thermo- February,

meter descended to —58°
; it had been —57. 5°, and 57. 3° thrice

in the course of this and the preceding day—between the 5th

and 8th, its general state was from —48° to—52°, though it

occasionally rose to —43°.

At Fort Enterprise, during a similar degree of cold, the

atmosphere had been calm : but here we had a light wind, which

sometimes approached to a fresh breeze. The sky was cloudless

the whole time. Some of our men, as well as the Indians, were

travelling on the lake during this cold without experiencing any

greater inconvenience than having their faces frost bitten. The
dogs, however, suffered severely, three being completely lamed

by the frost, and all of them becoming much thinner.* These

cold days were followed by windy though mild weather, which

brought the rein-deer nearer to the Establishment ; and our

hunters killed seven within a day's march. Their re-appearance

in our neighbourhood was very gratifying to the whole party,

as we were heartily tired of a fish diet, and I felt an especial

pleasure at being able to quit the place without the least

apprehension of the party being in want of provision.

The following table contains the amount of provision we

obtained at Fort Franklin, from the time of Mr. Deases arrival

* Notwithstanding the severity of the weather, we had great difficulty in causing

these animals to depart from their usual custom of sleeping in the snow, and in in-

ducing them to occupy the warm houses which were buUt for them.

2Q
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1847. to the close of January 1827; independent of the supplies of
February.

pemmjcailj for fae sea voyage, which were procured from the

Hudson's Bay Company.

Datt.
Small Ki.h.
Il«r Ukc

I
Meat.
Ita.

Drfad rtta

U*tn-
Dcrr.

rviuiMed
I>«T-.
M.-.U.

Ita.

Fat or
T.lluw.

Ita.

II, In l),.r
li

1
!
£ 1

•

From Juuej
182.",,^22d 49.969 2,313 21,007 1,447 900 027 1,204 9 120 24

From 9th July)

1838, to 3l»t\

January, 1027.

1

29,471 1,102 •2.MG 923 784 2,302 685 8 2Cfi 2fl

On the 16th ofFebruary, Augustus and two Dog-ribs were sent

forward to be at the track in the line of my intended route. My
departure being fixed for the 20th, the charts, drawings,journals,

and provisions were distributed between the cariole and three

sledges of which my train consisted ; and as the dogs were in too

weak a condition for drawing heavy burdens, two Indians were

engaged, to accompany us four days, for the purpose of carrying

part of the pemmican. I afterwards delivered written instructions

to Captain Back, directing him to proceed to York Factory as

soon as the ice should break, and from thence, by the Hudson's

Bay ship, to England, taking with him the British party, but to

send the Canadians to Montreal. Augustus and Ooligbuck were

to be forwarded to Churchill, that they might rejoin then-

relatives.

Tuesday, At ten a.m., I quitted the Fort, accompanied by five of our

men and the two Indians, the latter dragging each sixty pounds

ofpemmican on their sledges. Captain Back, the officers, and
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men assembled to give us a farewell salute of three hearty 1827.

cheers, which served to renew my regret at leaving a society «j-

whose members had endeared themselves to me by unremitting 20th.

attention to their duties, and the greatest personal kindness.

We crossed the lake expeditiously, favoured by a north-west gale,

and then continued our course to the southward until sunset.

The mode of bivouacking in the winter, as well as the course

of proceeding, having been so fully described in my former

Narrative, and by several other travellers in this country, I

need not repeat them. We usually set forward at the first

appearance of light and marched until sun-set, halting an hour

to breakfast. The rate of walking depended on the depth of

snow ; where the track was good, we made about two miles in

the hour.

On the evening of the second day, we were deserted by our

Indian companions, who, as we afterwards learned, took advantage

of the rest of the party being some distance in advance of them,

to turn back to the nearest wood, and there deposit the pem-

mican on a stage which they constructed by the road side. Sup-

posing that they had only halted in consequence of the gale that

was then blowing, we did not send to look after them before

the following morning, when every trace of their path was

covered with the snow drift ; and as I considered we might

possibly spend some time in a fruitless search, I thought the

wisest course was to put the party and dogs on a shorter allow-

ance than usual, and proceed on our journey. Their conduct

affords another instance of the little dependence that ought to be

placed on the Indians of this country, when more than ordinary

exertion is required.

We travelled fifty miles through a swampy level country,

thinly wooded, with a few ridges of hills visible in the distance,

east and west of our course. The country was uneven and better

2Q2
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1627. wooded for the succeeding thirty miles. We next crossed a
February.

j^ge of hills elevated about eight hundred feet above the

surrounding land, and then passing over a succession of lower

hills and vallies, descended to the Mackenzie, and following that

March, river for thirty miles, came to Fort Simpson on the 8th of March;

the whole distance being two hundred and twenty miles, and

for the last one hundred and seventy miles, through a well

wooded country. We crossed several rivers which flow into the

Mackenzie, and some considerable lakes which are laid down in

the map. But one solitary family of Indians were seen on the

journey, and these were stationed within a day's march of Fort

Simpson. They had inclosed large tracts of ground with

hedges, in which they set snares for hares, and, being very suc-

cessful , were living in abundance, and were well clothed, their

dress consisting principally of hare skins.

As soon as Mr. Smith, the chief Factor of the District, was

informed of our approach, and that we were short of provisions,

in consequence of the Indians having made off with the pem-

mican, he kindly sent a supply of fresh meat for our use; and

on our arrival at the Fort, he gave us the most friendly recep-

tion. Our Indian guide had never been nearer to Fort Simpson

by land, than the Lake of the Elevated Land, and only once

by the course of the Mackenzie, many years before the Fort was

built ; and yet if he had not been led aside by falling upon the

track leading to the Indians above-mentioned, he would have

come upon the Mackenzie directly opposite Fort Simpson. His

course he told me was governed by his recollection of a par-

ticular mountain, which he remembered to have noticed from

the Mackenzie, and which we now passed within two miles, but

on his former visit, he did not approach it nearer than eighteen

miles. Its outline must have appeared so different when seen

from these distances, that one can hardly imagine a less
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observant eye than that of an Indian recognizing any of its i827.

distinguishing points, especially as it was not a detached moun-
tain, but formed one of a line of hills of considerable extent.

Our dogs being completely tired, I remained a week to recruit

their strength. During this interval, I had the opportunity of

examining all the accounts which the Hudson's Bay Company
had to present for supplies to the Expedition from tins depart-

ment, and of making provision for the outward journey of Capt.

Back and his party. Arrangements were also made, that the

Hudson's Bay Company should take, at a valuation, the spare

stores of the Expedition on its quitting Bear Lake. I accom-

panied Mr. Smith to a part of the Kiver of the Mountains,

where a portion of the bank, several acres in extent, had been

torn off, and thrown a considerable distance into the channel

of the river. The disruption took place in the preceding

November, some days after the water had been frozen, and

when there was no apparent cause for its separation. When
the water is flowing over the banks, and the earth is in con-

sequence loosened, the falling of the bank is not unfrequent

in the Mackenzie, though on a much smaller scale than in this

instance. I can only account for the separation of the mass

after the ground had been frozen, by the supposition, that there

was some spring of warm water in its rear, which loosened the

soil, and that the pressure of the ice contributed, with the weight

of snow at the top, to its overthrow.

At the time of my visit, an Indian woman committed suicide,

by hanging herself, in a fit of jealousy, at an encampment a

short distance from the Fort. I had thought that suicide was

extremely rare among the Northern Indians; but I subse-

quently learned that it is not so uncommon as I had imagined,

and I was informed of two instances that occurred in the year

of 1826. The weather was remarkably mild ;
during my stay
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WW. icicles were formed on the southern front ofthe house, and there

^ were many other indications of an early spring.

Thursday. On the afternoon of the 15th of March I took leave of
16th Mr. Smith, who kindly furnished me with his best dog for

my cariole, one of mine having proved unfit for the journey to

Slave Lake ; we were also indebted to him for the skin of a

mountain goat and a lynx ; and to Mr. M'Pherson for the skins

of several smaller animals and birds, from the neighbourhood of

the Rocky Mountains, which they added to our collection. Hav-

ing sent back one of my men with the Indian guides to Bear

Lake, we had now only two sledges ; but as we were unable to

carry the whole of our lading, Mr. Smith had the goodness to

send a sledge and one of his men to convey a part of the provi-

sions for four days. At the distance ofeight miles we met two men
with a cariole and sledge, which Mr. M'Vicar had sent for my use

from Slave Lake ; but being well provided, I did not require the

serv ices of this party, though we derived great benefit from their

track as we proceeded, and also from some deposits of provision

which they had made on the route.

Wednesday, Following the course of the Mackenzie we arrived, on the 2 1st,

2l8t
* at the expansion of the river called the Little Lake, and there

had the pleasure of meeting two Canadians, on their way to

Bear Lake, with a packet of letters from England. We has-

tened towards the shore and encamped ; and though the night

was piercingly cold, I spent the greater part of it most agree-

ably, scanning the contents of the box by the unsteady light

of a blazing fire. After breakfast next morning I despatched

the packet to its destination, under the charge of M'Leay,

who had accompanied me from Bear Lake, and retained one

of the Canadians in his stead. We arrived at Fort J le solu-

tion, on the Slave Lake, to breakfast, on the 26th, and I once

more had the happiness of receiving the friendly attentions of
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Mr. M*Vicar, to whom it will be remembered by the readers of 1M7.
March

my last Narrative, that the members of that Expedition were so —«—•?

greatly indebted for his tender care of them after their suffer-

ings. Dr. Richardson had quitted this place in the preceding

December, for the purpose of joining Mr. Drummond, the

Assistant Botanist in the Saskatchawan River, and that he might

have the benefit of an earlier spring than in this quarter to

collect plants. The prospect here being completely wintry, I

made another halt of eight days, being desirous of remaining as

long as I could, without incurring the risk of exposure to the

thaw on my way to Fort Chipewyan.

I was glad to find that the Chipewyans and Copper Indians

were at length employing dogs to drag their sledges. A supersti-

tious belief that their own origin was derived from those animals,

had for several years past thrown this laborious and degrading

occupation on the poor women, who, by the change, experienced a

most happy relief. It was, indeed, highly gratifying to ol>serve

that these Indians no longer beat their wives in the cruel man-

ner to which they had been formerly accustomed ; and that, in

the comparative tenderness with which they now treat the sex,

they have made the first and greatest step to all moral and general

It will be recollected that on receiving, at Bear Lake, a

report of the traces of white people having been seen near the

sea-coast, I had requested that Mr. M'Vicar would collect a

party of Indians, and send them to the spot to convey a letter

from me to Captain Parry. Mr. M'Vicar now informed me that

some Indians had left his Fort for the purpose, under the charge

of a Canadian, named Joseph St. Pierre, who volunteered for the

occasion, but the Indians continued with him only for a short

distance beyond the east end of Slave Lake, when they became

weary of their journey, and dropping off one by one, left him
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1827. alone. St. Pierre, however, having determined to deliver the let-

ter to Captain Parry, if possible, persevered for many days in a

fruitless search for the river on the banks of which the marks were

reported to have been seen ; even after he had sustained the loss

of all his clothes (except those on his person), by the grass

catching fire when he was asleep ; but at length, being shor tof

food, his shoes worn out, and almost without covering for his

feet, he was compelled to return to the Fort. He was not at

the house at the time of my visit, but I left an order with Mr.

M'Vicar, that he might be rewarded for his zeal and exertions,

and handsomely remunerated for his loss.

April. The subsequent journey to the Athabasca Lake occupied

eight days ; we arrived at Fort Chipewyan in the afternoon of

the 12th of April. I found Mr. Stewart, the Chief Factor of

the Department, surrounded by a large body of Indians, who

quitted the Fort as soon as they had exchanged their furs, in

order to seek their living by fishing and hunting wild fowl,

instead of passing four or five weeks in indolence about the

Establishment, as had been their custom at this season for many

preceding years. This beneficial change of conduct, on their

part, is owing to the Hudson's Bay Company having ceased to

bring spirits into the northern department ; and to some other

judicious regulations which the Directors have made respecting

the trade with the natives. The plans now adopted offer sup-

plies of clothes, and of every necessary, to those Indians who
choose to be active in the collection of furs ; and it was pleasing

to learn, that the natives in this quarter had shown their acqui-

escence in these measures by increased exertion during the pre-

ceding winter. Some other very wholesome regulations have

been introduced by the Company ; amongst others, the Sabbath

is ordered to be properly observed, and Divine Service to be read

at every post. They have also directed, where the soil will
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allow, a portion of ground to be cultivated for the growth of 1S27.

culinary vegetables at each of their establishments, and I wit- <^?L

nessed the good effects of this order, even at this advanced post,

where the ground is rocky ; the tables of the officers being

supplied daily, and those of the men frequently, with potatoes

and barley. Such luxuries were very rarely found beyond Cum-
berland House, on the route that we travelled during my former

journey.

Feeling a deep interest in the welfare of this country, in

which I havespent a large portion of the last seven /ears, I have

much pleasure in recording these improvements ; and in stating

my conviction, that the benevolent wishes of the Directors,

respecting the inhabitants of their territories, will be followed

up with corresponding energy by the resident Governor, the

chief factors, and the traders of the Company.

I mentioned in my former Narrative, that the northern

Indians had cherished a belief for some years, that a great

change was about to take place in the natural order of things,

and that among other advantages arising from it, their own con-

dition of life was to be materially bettered. This story, I was

now informed by Mr. Stewart, originated with a woman, whose

history appears to me deserving of a short notice. While living

at the N.W. Company's Post, on the Columbia River, as the wife

of one of the Canadian servants she formed a sudden resolu-

tion of becoming a warrior ; and throwing aside her female dress,

she clothed herself in a suitable manner. Having procured a

gun, a bow and arrows, and a horse, she sallied forth to join a

party of her countrymen then going to war
; and, in her first

essay, displayed so much courage as to attract general regard,

which was so much heightened by her subsequent feats of

bravery, that many young men put themselves under her com-

mand. Their example was soon generally followed, and, at

2 R
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1827. length, she became the principal leader of the tribe, under the

designation of the " Manlike Woman." Being young, and of a

delicate frame, her followers attributed her exploits to the

possession of supernatural power, and, therefore, received what-

ever she said with implicit faith. To maintain her influence

during peace, the lady thought proper to invent the above-men-

tioned prediction, which was quickly spread through the whole

northern district. At a later period of her life, our heroine under-

took to convey a packet of importance from the Company's Post

on the Columbia to that in New Caledonia, through a tract of

country which had not, at that time, been passed by the traders*

and which was known to be infested by several hostile tribes.

She chose for her companion another woman, whom she passed

off as her wife. They were attacked by a party of Indians, and

though the Manlike Woman received a wound in the breast, she

accomplished her object, and returned to the Columbia with

answers to the letters. When last seen by the traders, she had

collected volunteers for another war excursion, in which she

received a mortal wound. The faith of the Indians was shaken

by her death, and soon afterwards the whole of the story she

had invented fell into discredit.

In the Athabasca department, which includes Slave Lake and

Peace River, as well as in the more southern districts, the

autumn of 1826, and the following winter, were unusually mild.

Near the Saskatchawan River, there was so little snow before the

middle of January, that the sledges could not be used ; but at

Bear Lake, and throughout the Mackenzie, the weather was

severe during the same periods, and the snow came early ; hence

itwould appear, that even in this climate the meteorological

register kept at any one place, affords no sure index from

whence we can judge of the season at another. In my journey

from Slave Lake to the Athabasca we had a snow-storm for three
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days, which we found did not extend beyond sixty miles ; and
j^

82?-

on our arrival at Fort Chipewyan, we learned there had not been '

—

*~

a single shower during these days. The only coinciding circum-

stance, at the different stations this year, was the prevalence of

north-east winds.

We welcomed the appearance of two of the large-sized swans Sunday,

on the 15th April, as the harbingers of spring ; the geese followed 15th-

no the 20th ; the robins came on the 7th May ; the house

martins appeared on the 12th, and in the course of a week

were busily employed repairing their nests; the barn or

forked-tail swallows arrived on the 20th ; and on the same day,

the small-sized swans were seen, which the traders consider

the latest of the migratory birds.

The only symptoms of reviving vegetation at this period, May,

were a few anemones in flower, and the bursting of some catkins 20ttu

of willows; but we learned by an arrival of a boat from the
*

Peace Kiver that, even so early as the 14th, the trees were in

full foliage at not more than a day's journey from the lake.

The barley was sown at Fort Chipewyan on the 15th May,

potatoes on the 21st, and the garden seeds on the 22d, which

were expected to be ready for use by the close of the following

September. As an experiment, whether the barley would yield

a better crop by remaining in the ground through the winter,

some had been sown in the preceding autumn, but only a few

of the plants appeared at the close of this month, and the crop

did not promise favourably.

Some canoes having arrived on the 26th of May with the

furs from Slave Lake, the last of the Company's brigade of boats

was despatched to York Factory. Augustus, who was desirous

again before his departure from the

country, and two other men of the Expedition, embarked in

them. I embarked on the 31st May in the Company's light

2 R2
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MW. canoe with Mr. Stewart and Mr. M'Vicar, having previously
—«—

' made the necessary arrangements for the passage of Captain

Back and his party. We reached Cumberland House on the

i8ib. 18th June, where I had the happiness of meeting Dr. Richardson

after a separation of eleven months. I learned from him that

during our absence in the north, Mr. Drummond the Assistant

Botanist had been indefatigable in collecting specimens of

Natural History, having been sent for that purpose to the Rocky

Mountains at the head of the Athabasca River ; in the course

of which service, he had been exposed to very great privations.

To his perseverance and industry, science is indebted for the

knowledge of several new and many rare quadrupeds, birds, and

plants. That the reader may form some notion of the labour

he sustained, and the zeal he displayed in making his very

valuable and highly interesting collections, and to point out to

the naturalist, the districts from whence they were brought,

I subjoin his brief account of his journey in his own words.

1825. " I remained at Cumberland House about six weeks after the
June

* « departure of Captain Back and Mr. Kendall, in June, 1825,

« when the Company's boats with the brigade of traders for

" the Columbia, arriving from York Factory, I accompanied

" them up the Saskatchawan River two hundred and sixty miles

« to Carlton House. The unsettled state of the Indians in that

" neighbourhood rendering excursions over the plains very

«' unsafe, I determined on proceeding with the brigade as far as

«* the Rocky Mountains. We left Carlton House on the 1st of

" September, and reached Edmonton, which is about four hun-

" dred miles distant on the 20th ofthe same month. Sandy plains

" extend without material alteration the whole way, and there

" is, consequently, little variety in the vegetation ; indeed, I did

" not find a single plant that I had not seen within ten miles of

" Carlton House, although I had an opportunity of examining
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" the country carefully, having performed the greater part of j^5.

" the journey on foot. After a halt of two days at Edmonton, —«—

'

w we continued our route one hundred miles farther to Fort

" Assinaboyn on the Red Deer River, one of the branches of

" the Athapescow. This part of the journey was performed with

" horses through a swampy and thickly wooded country, and
m the path was so bad, that it was necessary to reduce the lug-

" gage as much as possible. I therefore took with me only one

" bale of paper for drying plants, a few shirts, and a blanket

;

" Mr. M'Millan, one of the Company's chief traders, who had

" charge of the brigade, kindly undertaking to forward the rest

ofmy baggage in the ensuing spring. We' left Fort Assinaboyn

" to proceed up the Red Deer River to the Mountains, on the

" 2d of October ; but the canoe appointed for this service being October,

M very much lumbered, it was necessary that some of the party
2d '

* should travel by land, and of that number, I volunteered to be

" one. A heavy fall of snow, on the third day after setting out,

* rendered the march very fatiguing, and the country being

" thickly wooded and very swampy, our horses were rendered

" useless before we had travelled half the distance.

" We reached the Mountains on the 14th, and I continued to

<* accompany the brigade, for fifty miles of the Portage-road, to

" the Columbia, when we met a hunter whom Mr. M'Millan

hired to supply me with food during the winter. The same

" gentleman having furnished me with horses and a man to take

« care of them, I set out with the hunter and his family towards

" the Smoking River, one of the eastern branches of the Peace

" River, on which we intended to winter. My guide, however,

« loitered so much on the way, that the snow became too deep to

" admit ofour proceeding to our destination, and we were under

* the necessity of leaving the Mountains altogether, and taking

« up our winter-quarters about the end ofDecember, on the Bap-
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is"- « tiste, a stream which falls into the Red Deer River. During

« the journey, I collected a few specimens of the birds that pass

• the winter in the country, and which belong principally to the

« genera tetrao and strix. I also obtained a few mosses, and on

« Christmas day, I had the pleasure of rinding a very minute

* gymnostomum, hitherto undescribed.

« In the winter, I felt the inconvenience of the want of my
« tent, the only shelter I had from the inclemency of the weather

** being a hut built of the branches of trees. Soon after reaching

our wintering ground, provisions became very scarce, and the

" hunter and his family went off in quest of animals, taking with

u them the man who had charge of my horses to bring me a

« supply as soon as they could procure it. I remained alone for

« the rest of the winter, except when my man occasionally

« visited me with meat ; and I found the time hang very heavy,

" as I had no books, and nothing could be done in the way of

" collecting specimens of Natural History. I took, however, a

" walk every day in the woods to give me some practice in the

" use of snow shoes. The winter was very severe, and much
u snow fell until the end of March, when it averaged six feet in

" depth ; in consequence of this, I lost one of my horses, and

" the two remaining ones became exceedingly poor. The
" hunter was still more unfortunate, ten of his young colts

" having died.

1S26 In the beginning of April, 1826, setting out for the Columbia
April. it Portage road, I reached it after a fatiguing march on the sixth

u day, and, two days afterwards, had the pleasure of meeting

** Mr. M'Millan, who brought me letters from Dr. Richardson,

" informing me of the welfare of the Expedition ; and he also

" placed me in comparatively comfortable circumstances by

" bringing my tent, a little tea and sugar, and some more

" paper. I remained on the Portace preparing specimens of
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* birds until the 6th of May, when the brigade from the 1826.

« Columbia arrived. On that day the Anemone cuneifolia,
Jjj*

" and Ludoviciana and Saxifraga oppositifolia, began to flower

" in favourable situations. My hunter, who had, in the mean
« time, returned to our late wintering ground, now sent me
44 word that he had changed his mind, and would not accompany
44 me into the Mountains, as he had engaged to do. His fickle-

44 ness deranged my plans, and I had no alternative but to remain

* with the man who had charge of the horses used on the Co-

* lombia Portage, and botanize in that neighbourhood.
44 On the 10th of August, I set out with another hunter, upon August.

44 whom I had prevailed to conduct me to the Smoking River

" although, being disappointed in a supply of ammunition,
u we were badly provided. We travelled for several days
44 without meeting with any animals, and I shared the little

44 dried provision which T had with the hunter's family. On
44 the 15th we killed a Mountain sheep, which was quickly

44 devoured, there not being the smallest apprehension at the

44 time that famine would overtake us—day after day, how-
44 ever, passed away without a single head of game of any

* description being seen, and the children began to complain

** loudly ; but the hunter's wife, a young half-breed woman,
44 bore the abstinence with indifference, although she had two
44 infant twins at the breast. On the 21st, we found two young
44 porcupines, which were shared amongst the party, and two or

44 three days afterwards, a few fine trout were caught. We
44 arrived in the Smoking River on the 5th of September, where
44 the hunter killed two sheep, and a period was put to our

44 abstinence, for before the sheep were eaten, he shot several •

" buffaloes.

44 We proceeded along the Mountains until the 24th of Sep- September.

« tember, and had reached the head waters of the Peace River,
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1S26. w when a heavy fall of snow stopped my collecting plants for
(eptember u season. I was, however, very desirous of crossing the

u Mountains to obtain some knowledge of the vegetation on the

" Columbia River, and, accordingly, I commenced drying provi-

" sions to enable me to accompany the Columbia brigade, when
" it arrived from Hudson's Bay. I reached the Portage on the

October. " 9th of October, and on the 10th the brigade arrived, and I

" received letters from Captain Franklin, instructing me to

" descend in the spring of 1827, time enough to rejoin the

" Expedition on its way to York Factory. It was, therefore,

* necessary that I should speedily commence my return, and

" having gone with the brigade merely to the west-end of the

*' Portage, I came back again on the 1st of November. The snow

" covered the ground too deeply to permit me to add much to

" my collections in this hasty trip over the Mountains, but it

" was impossible to avoid remarking the great superiority of

" climate on the western side of that lofty range. From the

* instant the descent towards the Pacific commences, there is a

" visible improvement in the growth of timber, and the variety

" of forest trees greatly increases. The few mosses that I

«' gleaned in the excursion were so fine, that I could not but

" deeply regret that I was unable to pass a season or two in

" that interesting region.

" Having packed up all my specimens, I embarked on the

" Red Deer River, with Mr. M'Donald, one of the Company's

" officers, who was returning from a long residence on the

" Columbia with his family, and continued to descend the

" stream until we were set fast by the frost. I then left Mr.

" M'Donald in charge of the baggage, and, proceeding on foot

" to Fort Assinaboyn, for the purpose of procuring horses, I

« reached it on the fifth day. It was several days before the

"horses could be obtained, and they were several more in
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u travelling from the Fort to Mr. M'Donald, during which time 1827.

M that gentleman and his family were very short of provisions.

" The relief, however, arrived opportunely, and they reached the

«' Fort in safety. After resting a few days, I set out for Edmon-
" ton, where I remained for some months.

" The winter express brought me a letter from Dr. Richard- March.

" son, requesting me to join him at Carlton House in April, and
u I accordingly set out for that place on snow shoes, on the 17th
u of March, taking with me single specimens of all the plants

gathered on the Mountains, lest any accident should happen
u to the duplicates which were to come by canoe in the spring.

" Two men with a sledge drawn by dogs accompanied me, but

" the Indian inhabitants of the plains being very hostile, we
« made a large circuit to avoid them, and did not reach Carlton

" House before the 5th of April. We suffered much from snow- April.

• blindness on the march, the dogs failed from want of food, we
" had to carry the baggage on our backs, and had nothing to eat
u for seven days. These sufferings were, however, soon forgotten

" in the kind welcome I received from Dr. Richardson, and Mr.
" Prudens, the Company's Chief Trader at Carlton, and the

" hospitable entertainment and good fare of the latter gentle-

u man's table enabled me speedily to recruit my lost strength.

" My collections on the Mountains amounted to about fifteen

i* hundred species of plants, one hundred and fifty birds, fifty

" quadrupeds, and a considerable number of insects."

There being yet two months in which Mr. Drummond might

continue his researches, before Captain Back could arrive at Cum- June.

berland House, Dr. Richardson had left him on the Saskatchawan

River.

After remaining part of a day at Cumberland House, we
proceeded on our journey, Dr. Richardson following in one of istk

the Company's boats. I reached Norway House on the 24th of

2 S
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1827. June, and Dr. Ricliardson on the third day after. Mr. Simpson,

June. thc resident Governor of the Company, was absent on urgent

business at York Factory ; but, previous to his departure, he had

provided a canoe, and some additional men, with every other

requisite for my journey. We found here Mr. Douglass, who

had been sent to the Columbia River by the Horticultural

Society, as a Collector of Natural History, and who had recently

crossed the Rocky Mountains, for the purpose of proceeding to

England from Hudson's Bay. This gentleman being desirous

of occupying himself previous to the arrival of the ship, in

making an addition to his collection from the neighbourhood of

the Red River Colony, I felt happy in being able to give him

a conveyance, in the canoe with Dr. Richardson and myself,

through Lake Winipeg, to Fort Alexander, where he met

another canoe that was going to the colony.

On quitting Norway House we took leave of our worthy

companion, Augustus, who was to wait there until Captain

Back should arrive. The tears which he shed at our parting, so

unusual in those uncultivated tribes, showed the strength of his

feelings, and I have no doubt they proceeded from a sincere

affection ; an affection which, I can venture to say, was mutually

felt by every individual. With great regret he learned that

there was no immediate prospect of our again meeting, and he

expressed a very strong desire to be informed, if another Expe-

dition should be sent to any of the northern parts of America,

whether by sea or land ; and repeatedly assured me, that he and

Ooligbuck would be ready at any time to quit their families and

their country, to accompany any of their present officers, where-

ever the Expedition might be ordered*.

» I have pleasure in mentioning that, by permission of Government, the pay

which was due to Angustus and Ooligbuck, has been delivered to the Directors of

the Hudson's Bay Company, who have undertaken to distribute it to them

annually, in the way suited to their wants.
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We reached Fort Alexander on the 8th of July, and Mr. 1827.

Douglass having left us, I was enabled to offer a passage, as far July,

as Montreal, to Monsieur Picard, one of the clergymen attached

to the Roman Catholic Mission at the Bed Hirer Colony. We
arrived at Lachine, near Montreal, on the 18th of August, and

were hospitably entertained by Mr. James Keith, Chief Factor*

and Agent of the Hudson's Bay Company, with whom we August,

remained five days, to settle the accounts of the Expedition.

After I had paid my respects to his Excellency, the Earl of Dal-

housie, Governor in Chief of Canada, we proceeded to New
York by the way of Lake Champlain. In our passage through

the United States, we received the same kind attentions we had

before experienced ; our personal baggage, and the collections

of Natural History, were forwarded by the officers of the cus-

toms without examination, and every assistance we required was

promptly rendered.

Having embarked, in the packet ship, on the 1st of Septcm- September,

ber, we reached Liverpool on the 26th, after an absence of two

years, seven months and a half. Captain Back, Lieutenant

Kendall, and Mr. Drummond, with the rest of the British party,

arrived at Portsmouth on the 10th of October. I then received

the distressing intelligence of the death of two excellent men,

on their homeward passage from Bear Lake to York Factory

;

Archibald Stewart, who died from consumption ; and Gus-

tavus Aird, who was drowned in consequence of his jumping

out of the boat, in his exertions to save her, when she was hur-

rying down the Pelican Fall, in Slave River. Until this account

reached me, I had cherished the hope that our Expedition

would have terminated without my having to record a single

casualty. The loss of these men was the more deeply felt by

me, from their uniform, steady, obedient, and meritorious con-

duct, which I had repeated opportunities of observing and
2S2
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1827. admiring, while they were my companions in the Lion, during

September, the voyage along the coast.

I must be allowed to add, that in this long homeward

journey, in which there were no fresh discoveries to be made,

nor any of those excitements that relieve the monotony of

constant labour, and in which they had to contend with a

succession of dangerous rapids, there was the same masterly

skill and exemplary conduct evinced by Captain Back and

Lieutenant Kendall; and the same patient and ready obe-

dience by the men*, which had marked their whole conduct,

while more immediately under my own observation.

On my arrival in London, on the 29th of September, accom-

panied by Dr. Richardson, I had the honour of laying the charts

and drawings before his Royal Highness the Lord High Ad^

miral, and Mr. Secretary Huskisson ; and, from the latter, I

received directions to publish an account of our proceedings.

In concluding this Narrative, I feel it incumbent on me to

offer a few remarks on the subject of a North-West Passage,

which, though it has not been the immediate object of the enter-

prises in which I have been engaged, is yet so intimately con-

nected with them, as to have naturally excited in my mind, a

strong and permanent interest. It is scarcely necessary to

remark, that the opinion I ventured to express in my former work,

as to the practicability of the passagef, has been considerably

* I am happy to add, that those men who had been in His Majesty's service

before the present Expedition, have been rewarded by promotion,

f See page 388.
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strengthened by the information obtained during the present Ex-
pedition. The Northern Coast of America has now been actually

surveyed from the meridian of 109° to 149J
0
west; and again by

the exertions of Captain Beechey, in His Majesty's ship the

Blossom, from Icy Cape eastward to about 156° west, leaving

not more than fifty leagues of unsurveyed coast, between Point

Turnagain and Icy Cape. Further, the delineation of the west

side of Melville Peninsula, in the chart of Captain Parry's

Second Voyage, conjoined with information which we obtained

from the Northern Indians, fairly warrants the conclusion, that

the coast preserves an easterly direction from Point Turnagain

towards Repulse Bay ; and that, in all probability, there are no
insurmountable obstacles between this part of the Polar Sea

and the extensive openings into the Atlantic, through Prince

Begent Inlet and the Strait of the Fury and Hecla.

Whenever it may be considered desirable to complete the

delineation of the coast of the American Continent, I conceive

that another attempt should be made to connect Point Turn,

again with the important discoveries of Captain Parry, by

renewing the Expedition which was undertaken by Captain

Lyon, and which, but for the boisterous weather that disabled

the Griper, must have long since repaid his well known zeal and

enterprise with discoveries of very great interest.

In considering the best means of effecting the North-

West Passage in a ship, it has hitherto been impossible not

to assent to the opinion so judiciously formed, and so con-

vincingly stated, by Captain Parry, that the attempt should

be made from the Atlantic rather than by Behring's Straits,

because the enterprise is then commenced after a voyage of

short duration, subject to comparatively few vicissitudes of cli-

mate, and with the equipments thoroughly effective. But im-

portant as these advantages are, they may, perhaps, be more
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than balanced by some circumstances which have been brought

to light by our Expedition. The prevalence of north-west

winds during the season that the ice is in the most favourable

state for navigation, would greatly facilitate the voyage of a ship

to the eastward, whilst it would be equally adverse to her pro-

gress in the opposite direction. It is also well known, that the

coast westward of the Mackenzie is almost unapproachable by

ships, and it would, therefore, be very desirable to get over that

part of the voyage in the first season. Though we did not

observe any such easterly current as was found by Captain

Parry in the Fury and Hecla Strait, as well as by Captain

Kotzebue, on his voyage through Behring's Straits; yet this

may have arisen from our having been confined to the naviga-

tion of the flats close to the shore ; but if such a current does

exist throughout the Polar Sea, it is evident that it would

materially assist a ship commencing the undertaking from the

Pacific, and keeping in the deep water, which would, no doubt,

be found at a moderate distance from the shore.

The closeness and quantity of the ice in the Polar Seas

vary much in different years ; but, should it be in the same state

that we found it, I would not recommend a ship's leaving Icy

Cape earlier than the middle of August, for after that period the

ice was not only broken up within the sphere of our vision, but

a heavy swell rolling from the northward, indicated a sea unshel-

tered by islands, and not much encumbered by ice. By quitting

Icy Cape at the time specified, I should confidently hope to

reach a secure wintering place to the eastward of Cape Bathurst,

in the direct route to the Dolphin and Union Straits, through

which I should proceed *. If either, or both, of the plans which

I have suggested be adopted, it would add to the

• See Dr. Richardson's opinion in favour of this route, p. 264.
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safety of those who undertake them, if one or two dep6ts of

provision were established in places of ready access, through the

medium of the Hudson's Bay Company.

Arctic discovery has been fostered principally by Great Britain

;

and it is a subject of just pride that it has been prosecuted

by her from motives as disinterested as they are enlightened

;

not from any prospect of immediate benefit to herself, but from

a steady view to the acquirement of useful knowledge, and the

extension of the bounds of science. Each succeeding attempt

has added a step towards the completion of northern geo-

graphy ; and the contributions to natural history and science

have excited a general interest throughout the civilised world.

It is, moreover, pleasing to reflect that the loss of life which has

occurred in the prosecution of these discoveries does not exceed

the average number of deaths in the same population at home

under circumstances the most favourable. And it is sincerely

to be hoped that Great Britain will not relax her efforts until

the question of a north-west passage has been satisfactorily set

at rest, or at least until those portions of the northern shores

of America, which are yet unknown, be laid down in our maps ;

and which, with the exception of a small space on the Asiatic

continent eastward of Shelatskoi Noss, are the only inter-

vals wanting to complete the outline of Europe, Asia, and

America.

END OF THE NARRATIVE.
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SUMMARY or the DISTANCES TRAVELLED by the EXPEDITION, fbom its

LANDING in AMERICA, until its EMBARKATION.

Statut*

Distance travelled in 1825, as given in page 50 .... 5,803

Dr. Richardson and Mr. Kendall's excursion on the ice to the eastern parts of

Bear Lake, in the Spring of 1826 . . . . 359

Distance travelled by the Western Party in 1826 (given in page 2S5.) . . 2,048

Distance travelled by the Eastern Party in 1826, after its separation from the

Western Party . . • . . . . 1,455

Return from Fort Franklin to New York . . . . . 4,000

Captain Back and Lieutenant Kendall's journey to York Factory, after quitting

Captain Franklin's route . .
1 520

Distance travelled by the Expedition in going and reluming, including the excur-

sions of detached parties . . . . . 14.1S5

Number of miles surveyed and laid down in the maps, but not all included under

the head of discoveries, because the routes have been traversed by Traders 5,000
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APPENDIX.

No. I.

TOPOGRAPHICAL AND GEOLOGICAL NOTICES,

BY

JOHN RICHARDSON, M.D., F.R.S., &c.

SUROEOX AXD XJTCRAUST TO THE BXPBDITIOX.

[Read before the Geological Society.]

A very limited portion of my time could be allotted to geological inquiries.

For eight months in the year the ground in the northern parts of America is

covered with snow ; and during the short summer, the prosecution of the main

object of the expedition rendered the slightest delay in our journey unadvisable.

The few hours that could be stolen from the necessary halts, for rest and refresh-

ment, were principally occupied in the collection of objects for the illustration

of botany and zoology. It is evident, that an account of the rock forma-

tions, drawn up under such circumstances, cannot be otherwise than very im-

perfect ; but I have been led to publish it from the belief that, in the absence of

more precise information, even the slightest notice of the rocks of the extreme

northern parts of the American continent would be useful to those employed in

developing the structure of the crust of the earth ; the more especially, a3 it is

not probable that the same tract of country will soon be trod by an expert

geologist The specimens of rocks I obtained have been deposited in the

Museum of the Geological Society, and are referred to in the ensuing pages by

the numbers affixed to them. The notices are arranged nearly in the order of

the route of the expedition, commencing with Great Bear Lake, where our winter-

quarters were situated.

a
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GREAT BEAR LAKE.

Great Bear Lake is an extensive sheet of water, of a very irregular shape,

being formed by the union of five arms or bays in a common centre. The greatest

diameter of the lake, measuring about one hundred and fifty geographical miles,

runs from the bottom of Dease Bay, which receives the principal feeding stream,

to the bottom of Keith Bay, from whence the Bear Lake River issues, and has

a direction from N.E. to S.W. The transverse diameter has a direction from

N.W. by W. to S.E. by E., through Smith and M'Tavish Bays, and is upwards

of one hundred and twenty miles in length. M'Vicar Bay, the fifth arm of the

lake, is narrower than the others, and being a little curved at its mouth, appears

less connected with the main body of water. The light bluish-coloured water

of Great Bear Lake is everywhere transparent, and is particularly clear near some

primitive mountains, which exist in M'Tavish Bay. A piece of white rag, let

down there, did not disappear until it descended fifteen fathoms. The depth

of water, in the centre of the lake, was not ascertained ; but it is known to

be very considerable. Near the shore, in M'Tavish Bay, forty-five fathoms of

line did not reach the bottom. Owing to the barometers supplied to the expe-

dition having been broken in an early period of its progress, the height of the

surface of Bear Lake above the Arctic Sea could not be ascertained ; but it is,

probably, short of two hundred feet *. If this supposition comes near the truth,

the bottom of M'Tavish Bay is below the level of the sea, and towards the

centre of the basin of the lake the depression is probably still greater. The

great lakes, Huron, Michigan, and Superior, which discharge their waters into

the St. Lawrence, are reported to sink three hundred feet below the level of the

ocean ; and the Lake of the Mountains or Chipewyan Lake and Great Slave

Lake f, through which the Mackenzie flows, have, it is highly probable, some

portions of their beds below the sea level.

In the autumn of 1825, 1 coasted the western and northern shores of the

* This was estimated by allowing one foot descent per mile for Bear Lake River, whose length is

seventy miles ; and three inches per mile for the descent of Mackenzie River, from the junction of

the former river to the sea, being a distance of five hundred miles.

t In our former journey, we sounded near the Rein-Deer Islands in Slave Lake, with sixty-five

fathoms line, without reaching the bottom.
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Great Bear Lake; and in the spring of 1826, travelled on the ice along its

eastern and southern arms, leaving no part of its shores unexamined on these

two surveys, except the north side of M'Tavish Bay. I did not, however, on

these occasions, make excursions inland.

PRIMITIVE ROCKS.—GREAT BEAR LAKE.

At the south-east corner of M'Tavish Bay, primitive rocks form a hilly range

which, at the distance of a mile or two from the shore, attains an elevation of

eight hundred or one thousand feet. The steep face of the range forms the shore

of the lake for fifteen miles, and perhaps further, on a direction from N.W. by

W. to S.E. by E. , and is prolonged on the latter bearing, at the back of the lower

country lying towards Point Leith. The general form of the hills is obtuse,

conical, in some instances approaching to dome-shaped. None of them rise

much above the others, and the vallies between them are seldom wide or deep.

At a distance, some of the masses of rock appear round-backed ; and in certain

points of view, the crest of the ridge seems to consist of raammillary peaks. On
a nearer approach, the individual hills are found to be composed of rounded emi-

nences, having summits, generally, of an oblong form, and consisting of smooth,

naked rock. Small mural precipices are frequent, and many detached blocks of

stone lie beneath them. Between the eminences, there are level spots destitute

of vegetation, and covered with small stones or gravel not much worn. A con-

siderable portion of the gravel is granite or quartz, the debris, perhaps, of the

rocks, of which the hills consist ; it contains also some pieces of slate, and

not a few of quartzose sandstone, neither of which I observed in situ. In the

course of a walk of two miles over these hills, the only rock I observed was

granite, verging in a few places towards gneiss, and generally whitish, with

black mica. Sometimes the felspar is brownish-red, and the rock not unfre-

qucntly contains disseminated augite ? The weathered surface of the stone was

everywhere of a brick-red colour. In many spots the rocks split into such thin

slaty looking tables that they have the appearance of being stratified. The

slaty masses are, generally, vertical ; but in one hill they were observed dipping

80° to the south-east. The direction of the tabular masses is mostly across the

oblong summits of the hills. The appearances of stratification were not observed

a 2
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lo extend through a whole hill, and seemed, in fact, to be confined to the more

decomposable granites; but the naked rocks are everywhere traversed by

smooth fissures. The blocks, which lie under the cliffs, have sometimes a tabular

form, but more generally come nearer to a cube or rhomboid, and present one

or two very even faces. Few veins were noticed. In the more sheltered vallies,

some clumps of white or black spruce trees occur ; but the hills are barren.

The point of land which lies between M'Tavish and M'Vicar Bays has low

shores ; but five or six miles inland an even-backed ridge rises gradually to the

height of three or four hundred feet, and abuts obliquely against the primitive

hills. I did not visit this ridge, and the snow prevented me from seeing any

flat beds of rock, if such exist on the shore. On one point, however, near the

north end of Dease Bay, many large angular blocks of whitish dolomite were

piled up, and I have little doubt of the rock existing in situ in that immediate

neighbourhood.

M'Tavish Bay is forty miles long, and twenty wide, and its depth of water,

near the eastern shore, exceeds forty-five fathoms. Some shoals of boulders

skirt the coast near Point Leith. M'Vicar Bay is about seventy miles long,

and from eight to twelve wide ; and at the " fishery," in a narrow part, not far

from its bottom, its depth of water, two miles from the shore, is twelve fathoms.

Dease Bay is equal to M'Tavish Bay in extent, and opens to the S.W. into

the body of the lake. The high lands at the N.E. end, or bottom of this bay,

have an even outline, and appear to attain an elevation of eight or nine hundred

feet, at the distance of six or seven miles from the shore. Near its east side lie

the lofty islands of Narrakazzffi, which rise seven hundred feet above the lake.

Dease River, the principal feeder of the lake, falls into the bottom of Dease Bay.

It is two hundred yards wide, and from one to three fathoms deep near its mouth.

A few miles up this river a formation of soft red sandstone occurs, which will be

noticed hereafter.

LIMESTONE.—GREAT BEAR LAKE.

At the mouth of Dease river there are hills five or six hundred feet high,

228* composed principally, or entirely, of dolomite in horizontal strata. Some

of the beds consist of a thick-slaty, fine-grained dolomite, containing
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dispersed scales of mica, which is most abundant on the surfaces of the

slates. Most of the beds, however, consist of a thin-slaty, dull, purplish

228 dolomite, traversed by veins of calc-spar. The structure of this rock is

compact, approaching to fine granular ; and some of the beds have what

quarry-men term " clay-facings," that is, they are encrusted with a thin film of

indurated clay.

Greenstone slate ? occurs in horizontal beds on the north shore, eight or nine

miles to the westward of Dease River: and at Limestone Point,* about twenty

miles from the river, a small range of hills terminates on the borders of the

lake, in shelving, broken cliffs, about two hundred feet high. These cliffs consist

chiefly of nearly compact light-coloured dolomite, interstratified with greenstone,

and a brownish- red limestone, such as occurs in the hills at the mouth of Dease

River. In contact with the greenstone, there is a bed of talcose limestone,

• Section of the cliffs at Limestone point—strata dipping to the N.N.W.

In the section the strata are represented much more inclined than they really are.

231 Fine-gTained, nearly compact, yellowish-gray dolomite, forming the summit of the hill, but U»o

first, or lowest stratum, in the language of geologists. .

232 Compact, splintery dolomite, with a couchoidal fracture, and wax-yellow colour—second stratum.

233 A cherty dolomite
; containing calc-spar—third stratum.

234 Bluish-gray dolomite, traversed by calc-spar—is nearly compact, and has an uneven, splintery

fracture—forms the uppermost portion of the fourth stratum.

235 Talcose ? limestone, having a curved, slaty structure, and containing cherty portions—from the

lower part of the fourth stratum.

236, 237 Earthy greenstone ? forms the fiflh stratum.

239 Brownish-red dolomite, with an uneven fracture, scarcely splintery. It has a compuct structure,

and is intersected by veins of calc-spar—from the sixth stratum.

239 Light yellowish-gray dolomite, passing into chert—seventh stratum.

240, 241 Thin-slaty beds of brownish-red dolomite, like 238—eighth stratum.

242 Bluish-white porcelain chert, sometimes mixed with red dolomite—243—ninth stratum.
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having a curved, slaty structure : most of the beds of dolomite are hard, and pass

into chert.

ALUMINOUS SHALE.—GREAT BEAR LAKE.

The north shore of Bear Lake is low, and is skirted by many shoals, formed by

boulders of limestone. No rocks, in situ, are exposed between Limestone Point

and the Scented Grass Hill, a remarkable promontory, which separates

Smith and Keith bays. Its height above the lake is betwixt eight and nine

hundred feet, and in form and altitude it corresponds with the Great Bear

Mountain, which, lying opposite to it, separates M'Vicar and Keith bays. I

did not ascend cither of these hills ; but cliffs, corresponding in character to those

of the aluminous shale-banks at Whitby, flank their bases ; and the same forma-

tion probably extends along the north shore of Keith Bay and some way down

Bear Lake River. The ground skirting the Scented Grass and Great Bear

Mountains is much broken, and consists of small, rounded, and steep eminences,

separated by narrow vallies and small lakes. Several shelving cliffs, about one

hundred feet high, and some miles in extent, are washed by Bear Lake. They

consist of slate-clay and shale, more or less bituminous, and the dip of

251 the strata is in several places to the N.W. by N. At the foot of

the Scented-Grass Hill a rivulet has made a section to the depth of one

211 hundred feet, and here the shaly beds are interstratified with thin layers of

246 blackish-brown, earthy-looking swinestone, containing selenite and pyrites.

247 Globular concretions of the same stone, and of a poor clay iron-stone, also

occur in beds in the shale. The surfaces of the slates were covered with

249 an efflorescence of alum and sulphur. Many crystals of sulphat of iron

250 lie at the bottom of the cliff, and several layers of plumose alum, half an

248 inch thick, occur in the strata. At the base of Great Bear Mountain, the

bituminous shale is interstratified with slate-clay, and I found imbedded

in the former a single piece of brown coal, in which the fibrous structure of wood

is apparent. Sections of slate-clay banks, and more rarely of bituminous shale,

occur in several places on the north shore of Keith Bay. In one place, about

seven or eight miles from Bear Lake River, a bed of plastic and bituminous clay

occurs, and in another, near Fort Franklin, there is a deposit of an earthy coal,

which possesses the characters of black chalk.
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It is probable that a magnesian limestone underlies this formation of bitu-

minous shale. I have already mentioned the beds of dolomite, which are ex-

posed on the north side of Bear Lake, and similar beds occur to the southward

of the Great Bear Mountain, forming cliffs on the shores of M'Vicar Bay. At

Manito Point, on the west side of the isthmus that connects Great Bear Mountain

to the main shore, a low ridge of limestone rocks terminates on the borders of

the lake, forming some bold cliffs and a remarkable cave. The stone has a gray

colour and bituminous smell, and contains much interspersed calc-spar. The
strata dip to the north-west.

VICINITY OF FORT FRANKLIN, GREAT BEAR LAKE.

Fort Franklin stands on the northern shore of Keith Bay, about four miles

from Bear Lake River, upon a small terrace, which is elevated twenty-five or

thirty feet above the lake. The bay, contracting towards the river, is about four

miles wide opposite to the fort, and the depth of water there does not exceed four

fathoms. Farther from the river, the east and west shores of Keith Bay recede

to the distance of thirty miles from each other, and the depth of water in the

centre of the channel greatly increases. The bottom of this bay, wherever it

could be distinguished, was observed to be sandy, and thickly strewed with round

boulders* ofvarious primitive rocks of large size, which were particularly abundant

* Lint of boulders gathered on the beach at Fort Franklin.

261 Coarse crystalline {granite ; felspar flesh-red

in large crystals
;
quartz gray

;

262 Granite; felspar paler, and less distinctly

crystallized ; quartz in small quantity,

pray ; mica blackish, and rather abundant.

Granite ; felspar partly reddish, partly yel-

lowish-white, quartz in small B.-...» ,

mica equalling the quartz in quantity, black.

264 Granite, fine-grained; quartz and felspar,

white, the former nearly transparent, black

268 Granite ; quartz in regular crystals

;

mica blackish, in small quantity.

266 Granite? red felspar in large crystals;

quartz gray ; mica replaced by chlorite ?

267 Granite; felspar gray; chlorite? in small

quantity.

269 Granite, small grained, passing into gneiss
;

reddish-brown felspar and gray quartz,

intimately mixed, and having in the ag-

gregate, a vitreous lustre ; mica iu layers.

270 Granite coarser-grained than the preceding,

quartz; the mica

portions

272, 274,

271, 273 Granite with little mica,

of the felspar tinged green.
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near the river, and with large square blocks of limestone, most plentiful near the

cape formed by the Scented Grass Hill. In the small bay between the fort and

the river, shoals are formed by accumulations of boulders, and the shores are

thickly strewed with tbem. Many of these travelled blocks consist

.

261 to 308 of flesh-red granite, having only a small quantity of black mica,

exactly resembling the primitive rocks seen in M'Tavish Bay,

but noticed no where else near the lake. Boulders of the same description occur

in shoals at the mouth of M'Tavish Bay, and on the shores which skirt the

Scented Grass Hill which faces that bay, to all which places they may have been

brought from the parent rock, by a current flowing from the east. On the

northern shore of Bear Lake the great majority of the boulders consists of

limestone. Two varieties of granite, which occur amongst the boulders,

266 282 were recognised as being abundant rocks at Fort Enterprise, which

is situated about one hundred and seventy miles south-east from

"M'Tavish Bay. Some of the boulders were of a peculiar-looking porphyry,

porphyry.

Granite, grayish and small grained,

black.

272, 274,

275, 277,

278, 279,

280

276 Granite ; brick-red felspar
;

quartz ; and

augite ?—no mica.

The mica is mostly black in all the granite

Ixmldcrs that occur here, the felspar most fre-

quently reddish.

28 1 Porphyrilic granite ? felspar imperfectly crys-

tallized, containing large, imbedded crys-

tals ; quartz ; and chlorite ?

282 Granite ? composed of felspar, or quartz,

with, perhaps, a few minute grains of

chlorite ?

283 Granite? contains little quartz, and a few

scales of mica, with some chlorite?

284 Sienite ; felspar somewhat granular, a little

quartz and chlorite ?

285 Porphyritic sienite? having a basis of

slightly granular felspar, with light-co-

loured crystals of felspar, some quartz

and disseminated grains of chlorite?

2S7 Crystalline greenstone.

288 Fine-grained greenstone.

289 Porphyritic greenstone.

290 Pitchstone porphyry.

291 Greenstone slate with pyrites.

292 Amygdaloidal claystone porphyry.

293 Compact grayish-blue dolomite.

294. Splintery dolomite.

295 Cellular dolomite.

296 Swinestone.

297 Limestone with corallines.

298 Chert.

299 White quartz.

300 Quartz-rock.

301 Coarse sandstone.

302 Fine-grained white sandstone.

303 Fine-grained red sandstoue.

304 Fine-grained striped sandstone.

305 Fine-grained spotted sandstone.

306 Slaty sandstone verging towards slate-clay.

307 Dark-red claystone.

309 Light-coloured claystone.
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exactly resembling that which occurs in the height of land betwixt the Copper-

mine River and Dease Bay ; several of sandstone and conglomerate, which

probably came from the same quarter ; of greenstone, perhaps, from the Copper

Mountains, and of limestone from the northern shores of the lake, and from

the isthmus of the Great Bear Mountain ; all these places lying to the eastward

or north-east.

The soil in the immediate vicinity of Fort Franklin is sandy, or gravelly,

and covers, to the depth of one or two feet, a bed of clay of unknown

thickness. Gravel taken from a spot thirty feet above the present high-water

level of the lake, and out of the reach of any stream or torrent, contained rounded

pebbles of granite, of greenstone, of quartz rock, of lydian stone, and of various

sandstones, of which some were spotted, and others presented zones of different

colours. These sandstones form a considerable portion of the gravel.*

. The clay which lies under the soil is of a bluiah-gray colour, and is plastic

but not very tenacious. It is more or less mixed with gravel. During the

greater part of the year it is firmly frozen ; the thaw in the two seasons we

remained there never penetrating more than twenty-one inches from the surface

1 ciiplubolic ^r&mtCj r&thcr course
^*^J

sLiilliiic* fiplsp£ir flesh***red

2 Ditto, approaching to gneiss.

3 Gneiss approaching to mica-slate, felspar white, and in small quantity.

4 Greenstone with much felspar and minute disseminated pyrites.

5 Quartz rock? having brownish and imperfect crystals, and a reddish disintegrated mineral dis-

seminated.

6 Brownish-red and fine granular quartz-rock, with a somewhat splintery fracture. It has the

aspect of compact felspar.

7 Quartz rock, reddish crystalline texture, and vitreous lustre, but with small rounded grains im-

bedded in it, bringing it near to sandstone.

8 Coarse sandstone ; rounded grains of quartz united by a clayey basis.

9 Fine-grained purplish sandstone, with grayish spots. This sandstone occurs in $itu near the

Copper Mountains, between Dease Bay and the Coppermine River.

10 Fine-grained yellowish-white sandstone.

1 1 Yellowish-gray sandstone, composed of small rounded grains of quartz united by a powdery

* List of Specimen* from Diluvial Gravel, Fort Franklin.

white basis.

12 Yellowish-gray sandstone, (

13 Sandstone, having different

14 Lydian stone.

composed of fine grains of vitreous quartz,

t shades of brownish-red colour, in layers.

b
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of the earth. In spots where the sandy soil is wanting, the clay is covered a foot

deep, or more, by mosses, mostly bn/um pahutre, and some marsh h/pna and

dicrana, in a living state, for they seem to be converted very slowly into peat m
this climate.

The ground rises gradually behind the fort, until it attains, at the distance of

half a mile from the lake, the height of two hundred feet, forming, when viewed

from the southward, an even ridge, running nearly east and west—which ridge

is, in fact, the high bank of the lake, as it corresponds in height with the

summit level of the banks of Bear Lake River, and of the southern shore of Keith

Bay. The country extending to the northward, from the top of the bank, is nearly

level, or has a very gentle ascent for about five miles, when a more abrupt ridge

rises to perhaps three hundred or four hundred feet above the lake. The view*

from the summit of this second eminence is very extensive, the whole country as

far as the eye* can reach appearing to be a level, from which several narrow pre-

cipitous ridges of limestone arise. But, although the country around these ridges

appears from a distance to be level, or very slightly undulated, yet it abounds in

small eminences and steep-sided vallies of various shapes, some being rounded

and basin-shaped, others long and narrow. Lakes and swamps are here so

numerous, that the country, for at least sixty miles to the northward, is impassable

in summer, even to the natives. There are many mounds of sand and gravel,

and fragments of sandstone are frequent ; but having travelled in this direction

only in winter, when the ground was covered to the depth of upwards of three

feet with snow, I had not an opportunity of examining its geological structure.

White spruces cover the drier spots ; larches, black spruces, and willows abound

in moist places ; the sandy hillocks are clothed with aspens, and the sides of the

vallies support some canoe birches, with a thick undergrowth of dwarf birches,

alders, and rose-bushes. The eminence from whence the view just described

was obtained, appears like a ridge only in approaching it from the lake, for it

rises very little above the general level of the country behind it. It has a

direction from N.W. by N. to S.E. by S., and terminates about eight miles to

the eastward of the fort, in a small bluff point on the shores of the lake, and there

the strata consist of slate-clay slightly bituminous. The banks immediately

behind the fort also exhibit, in their ravines, a bluish slate-clay.

• See Sketch, No. 3, Plate 31.
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The land on the south side, or bottom, of Keith Bay, presents a nearly similar

aspect to that just described, rising, on the borders of the lake, to the height of

one hundred and fifty feet, and then running back to a great distance nearly level.

It may be characterised as full of hollows, narrow vallies, ravines, and lakes

;

but it is not hilly, although it is traversed by ridges of limestone, which rise

like walls through the flat country. The nearest of these ridges terminates on

the borders of the lake at the Manito Point, (noticed in page vii.) It may
be proper to remark here, that, in addition to the limestone ridges visible

from Fort Franklin, or from the heights behind it, the summit of Clark Hill,

bearing south, and forming part of a ridge about fifty miles distant, was

distinctly seen. This hill lies behind Old Fort Norman on the Mackenzie, and

has more the outline of a granitic rock, although some of the peaks which skirt

it have the serrated crests which the limestone ridges in this quarter show. It

was guessed to be 1500 feet high above the Mackenzie.

This sketch of the general features of the country about Fort Franklin being

premised, the ensuing geological notices follow in the order of the route of the

Expedition.

BEAR LAKE RIVER—SANDSTONE, LIMESTONE.

Bear Lake River is about seventy miles long, from its origin in the lake till

it falls into the Mackenzie, and throughout its whole length, its breadth is never

less than one hundred and fifty yards, except at the Rapid, a remarkable place,

about the middle of its course. It is from one to three fathoms deep, and very

rapid, its velocity being estimated at six miles in the hour. Its waters are

clear as they issue from the lake,,but several branches of considerable size bring

down muddy water, particularly one which flows from the north, and falls in

below the rapid.

Above the rapid the valley of the river is very narrow, the banks everywhere

sloping steeply from the level of the country. Their summit line, which is nearly

straight, is about one hundred and fifty feet above the bed of the river. In some

places they have an even face elevated at an angle of about forty-five degrees,

and they are not unfrequently cut by ravines into pretty regular figures,

resembling hay-ricks, or the parapet of a fort, the ravines representing the

b 2
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embrasures. Sections made by the river presented generally sand or clay | the

sand probably proceeding from the disintegration of a friable, gray sandstone,

which showed itself occasionally in a more solid form. The rapidity of our

voyage, however, afforded us little opportunity of searching for the solid strata

which are generally hid by the debris of the bank. About twelve miles above

the rapid, a small-grained, friable sandstone, of a yellowish gray colour,

and irregular earthy fracture, is associated with beds of bluish-gray slate*

clay. These beds consist of concretions of various sizes and irregular shapes,

but which may be said to approach in general to a depressed orbicular form

;

their surfaces are coloured purplish-brown by iron, and studded with crystals of

sulphate of lime. This slate-clay contains many small round grains of quartz,

and is exactly similar to that which occurs at the rapid, and which will be after-

wards noticed. In other places the banks are covered by the debris of a slate-

clay slightly bituminous, resembling wacke in its mode of disintegrating.

The Rapid is caused by the river struggling through a chasm bounded by two

perpendicular walls of sandstone, over an uneven bed of the same material.

On escaping from this narrow passage, it winds round the end of a lofty

cliff" of limestone, which forms part of a ridge that is continued through the

country on both sides of the river. The annexed sketch* presents the outlines

of the ridge and banks of the river as seen from the middle of the stream a short

way above the commencement of the rapid.

Viewed from the summit of this ridge, which rises about eight hundred feet

above the river, the country towards Bear Lake appears level. The view down

the river presents also a plain country, bounded on the Mackenzie by another

limestone ridge, which, unless the eye was deceived by the distance, gra-

dually inclined to the one at the rapid, and appeared, by joining it to the

northward, to form a great basin. These ridges are also prolonged to the

southward. The plain is covered with wood, intersected by chains of lakes,

and seemed to lie rather below the summit level of the banks of Bear

Lake River. It is only comparatively, that the country deserves the name of

plain, for its surface is much varied by depressions, ravines, and small eminences,

that do not, however, destroy the general level appearance when seen from a

• Sketch No. 2., plate 31. See also plate 4 of the Narrative, for a view ofthe same hill from the

!
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distance. The view from the hill is terminated, to the westward, by the distant

chain of the Rocky Mountains, running nearly N.W. by N. A little below the

lapid, a small stream from the southward flows into the Bear Lake River, near

whose sources the Indians procure an excellent common salt, which is deposited

from the springs by spontaneous evaporation.

The walls of the rapid are about three miles long, and 120 feet high. They are

composed of horizontal beds, the lower of which consist of an eartby-

25 looking stone, intermediate between slate-clay and sandstone, having

interiorly a dull yellowish-gray colour. Concretions, with smooth surfaces,

about the thickness of a swan's quill, pass perpendicularly through the beds

like pins, are prolonged beyond the partings, and bear some resemblance to

portions of the roots or branches of a tree. The seam surfaces are very

uneven. These beds are parted by thin slaty layers, of a stone similar in ap-

pearance, but rather harder, and containing many interspersed scales of

18 mica, and also some minute portions of carbonaceous matter in the form

of lignite. The thin layers contain impressions of ferns, and from the

19 debris at the bottom of the cliff I gathered impressions of the bark of a

1827 tree (lepidodendron) and some ammonites in a brown iron-shot sandstone. •

The upper beds are composed of a fine-grained, quartzose, gray sandstone,

18,20,21, having an earthy basis, and occasionally interspersed carbonaceous

22,23,24, matter. Some of the beds are a foot and a half thick, and have

26, 27 sufficient tenacity to be fitted for making grindstones ; most of the

sandstone is, however, rather friable. Near the summit there is

28 interposed a bed of fine-grained dolomite, and a friable sandstone,

which forms the crest of the cliff, and exhibits in its weathering bat-

tlement-shaped projections and pinnacles. Covering this sandstone, but not

quite to the margin of the cliff, there is a layer of slaty limestone,

29 having a bluish or blackish-gray colour, a dull fracture, and rather compact

structure. In the lower beds of the cliff there are some globular and disk-

* Mr. Sowcrhy, who inspected all the specimens containing organic remains, says of this species of

ammonite, " it is, as far as I can discover, new. It contains sulphate of barytes, and is probably

referrible to some of the Oolites near the Oxford clay." Although it was found lying on the beach,

I have no doubt of its having fallen from some of the beds of clayey sandstone, which form the walls,

of the rapid.
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shaped concretions, of an indurated iron-shot slate-clay, or poor ciay-irou-

30 stone, containing pyrites. They vary in magnitude from six inches to

a foot and a half in diameter, and appear to be formed of concentric layers,

which are rendered apparent by the weathering of the stone. The sandstones

and shales of the rapid have a strong resemblance in appearance to those of the

coal measures ; but pitch-coal was not detected at this place. Several distinct

concretions of indurated slate-clay, assuming the appearance termed cone in cone,

were picked up among the boulders on the banks of Bear Lake River, some

way below the rapid, but they were not traced to their parent beds. They effer-

vesce with acids.

Between the walls of the rapid and the limestone ridge there is a piece of

meadow-ground, having a soft, clayey soil, in which, near the base of the hill, a

small rivulet flows to join the river. The bed of this rivulet presents accu-

initiations of boulders of large size, arranged so as to form two terraces, the

upper of which is considerably above the highest level either of the rivulet, or of

Bear Lake River. The boulders consist of varieties of granite, gneiss, mica-

slate with garnets, greenstone and porphyry. One of the porphyries is

50 a beautiful stone, composed of hyacinth-red felspar, and irregular crystals

of milky quartz, with a few specks of a dark green mineral, and very much

resembles a rock which is not uncommon in the gneiss districts about Fort

45 Enterprise. Many of the boulders consist of conglomerates and sandstones

47 that strongly resemble those of the old red sandstone formation, which

50 forms the height of land between Dease Bay and Coppermine rivers.

51 Also some flinty slates, mixed, in thin layers, with compact, yellowish

49 limestone, and some pebbles ofjasper interleaved with flinty slate.

The limestone ridge below the rapid stands on a narrow base, whose transverse

diameter does not exceed a quarter of a mile. Its summits are generally

conical, but very rugged and craggy ; the highest peak I had an opportunity of

visiting is about a mile from Bear Lake River, and it has been already stated to

be estimated at eight hundred feet above that stream, or nine hundred and fifty

above the sea. The general direction of the ridge is from S.E. by S. to N.W.
by N., or nearly parallel to the great Rocky Mountain chain, and to the smaller

ridges betwixt it and that chain. Its prolongation through the flat surrounding

strata, to the southward of Bear Lake River, can be traced for at least forty

miles, and it is visible at nearly an equal distance, as it runs through the still more
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level country to the northward ; but here, as has been already said, it appears to

incline towards the similar ridge * which is cut by the Mackenzie, at the mouth of

the Bear Lake River, and is about twenty-five miles to the W.S.W., in a direct

Moe. That part of the ridge which I had an opportunity of visiting, consisted en-

tirely of limestone, generally in thick beds. Its stratification was not very evident,

and in my very cursory examination the general dip was not clearly ascertained.

A precipitous cliff, four hundred feet high, facing the S.E., and washed by the

Bear Lake River, presents strata, inclined to the S.W. at an angle of 45°, which

may be perhaps considered as the general dip ; for the ridge on that side slopes

down to the surrounding country at an angle of about 30° or 40°, while on the

N.E. side it presents lofty precipices formed by the cropping out of the strata.

Many of the beds in this hill consisted of a blackish-gray fine-

39, 34 grained limestone, intersected by veins of calc-spar ; but several layers

40 of gray and dark coloured dolomites, and some of a yellowish-gray

rauckwacke, were interstratified with them, and the upper parte of the

precipitous cliff, and also of the highest peak, consisted of a calcareous

35, 36 breccia, containing rounded pieces of brown limestone, and angular

fragments of chert ; and the faces of some cliffs, on the N.E side of

42,43,44 the hill, were incrusted with a fine crystalline gypsum to the depth of

from one to two feet.f

* Part of this ridge is seen in sketch No. 1, plate 31.

t 33 This limestone appears as if composed of an aggregate of small crystals, and presents many

drusy cavities.

34 Is an adjoining bed of a similar colour, of a fine crystalline texture, but without the drusy cavities.

It appears to be a dolomite. These (wo beds dip to the northward.

35, 36 Calcareous breccia. The two preceding beds (33 and 34) were from the summit of the

portion of the hill which forma the cliff, but taken a little farther to the N.W. In the cliff the bed*

dip, as has been stated, to the S.W. The following beds occur in going to the north-westward,

white quartz, not crystallised.

38 A very compact, opaque limestone, of a smoke-gray colour, having a flat and slightly splintery

fracture. Effervesces briskly.

39 Blackish gray rather compact limestone, having a flat and dull fracture, and interaected by small

veins of calc-spar. This La a prevalent stone in the hill, and also occurs in quantity in other

limestone ridges in the neighbourhood. 40 An
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The banks of Bear Lake River below the rapid have a more gentle declivity

than those above it, and they occasionally recede from the stream, so as to leave

a grassy slope varying from a few yards to halfa mile in breadth. The sections

of these banks by torrents present only sand or clay ; and the hollows of the

ravines are lined with boulders principally of primitive rocks. No stone was

observed in situ from the rapid until we came to the junction of the river with the

Mackenzie.

The Bear Lake River flows into the Mackenzie at a right angle, and on its

north bank, at its mouth, there is a hill,* which has been already noticed as

forming part of a ridge visible from the one at the rapid, with which it probably

unites to form a great basin. These two hills seem to belong to the same

formation. The body of the hiU consists of highly-inclined beds of

61, 62 blackish-gray limestone, with sparry veins, and of brownish-gray dolo-

60 mite, which cannot be distinguished in hand specimens from that of

the hill at the rapid. The superior beds are formed of a calcareous

57 breccia,f Associated with these strata, however, there are beds of lime-

68,59 stone, highly charged with bitumen ; and at the base of the hill there are

*63, 64 beds of bituminous shale, some of which effervesce with acids, whilst

40 An ash-pray, fine-granular dolomite.

-41 A conglomerate, forming the summit of the highest peak.

* See sketch No. 1, plate 31.

t 57 This breccia has a white calcareous basis, which incloses angular fragments of compact, yel-

lowish-gray limestone, with smooth dull surfaces.

68 Grayish-white limestone, having a fine crystalline texture, with drusy cavities, incrusted with

bitumen.

69 Limestone, apparently composed of crystalline fragments, highly charged with bitumen, cemented

by a whitish carbonate of lime in minute crystals. I could not satisfy myself whether this variety

of colour proceeded from partial impregnations of bitumen, or from a brecciated structure.

Specimens 58 and 59 were from beds near the western part of the hill.

60 A fine-grained dolomite, approaching to compact, having a flat and somewhat splintery fracture,

and a brownish-gray colour.

61, 62 Limestone in the body of the hill, resembling No. 39 in the hill at the rapid in Bear Lake

River, but with larger veins of calc-spar.

63, 64 Dark blackish-brown bituminous shale, •veined with calc-spar, and passing into bituminous

marl-slate. It contains nodules of iron pyrites. 65 Thin
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65 others approach in hardness, and other characters, to flinty slate. These

shaly beds were seen by Captain Franklin and Mr. Kendall in autumn

1825, and they also saw, at that time, some sulphureous springs and streams of

mineral pitch issuing from the lower parts of the limestone strata ; but the whole

of them were hid by the height of the waters of the Mackenzie in the spring

of 1826.* The same cause prevented me from seeing some beds of lignite

2?' ra and sandstone, at the same place, of which Captain Franklin obtained
07, Do

specimens.

LIGNITE FORMATION.—MACKENZIE'S RIVER.

•

Having noticed the general features of this portion of the river, I have next to

state, that the formation constituting its banks may be characterised as consist-

ing of wood-coal in various states, alternating with beds of pipe-clay, potter's

clay, which is sometimes bituminous, slate-clay, gravel, sand, and friable sand-

stones, and occasionally with porcelain earth. The strata are generally horizontal,

and as many as four beds of lignite are exposed in some parts, the upper of

which are above the level of the highest river-floods of the present day.

The lignite, when recently detached from the beds, is pretty compact, but

soon splits into rhomboidal pieces, which again separate into slates more or less

fine. It burns with a very fetid smell, somewhat resembling that of phosphorus,

with little smoke or flame, leaving a brownish-red ash, not one-tenth of the

original bulk of the coal. The blacksmith found it unfit for welding iron when

used alone, but it answered when mixed with charcoal, although the stench it

created was a great annoyance. Different beds, and even different parts of the

65 Thin bed of indurated shale, approaching to flinty slate, lying at the foot of some beds of bitumi-

66, 67, G8 Bluish-gray, fine-grained sandstone, some of them passing into slate-day, and scarcely

to be distinguished from those at the rapid in Bear Lake River. Capt. Franklin took these

specimens from horizontal beds at the foot of the hill facing Bear Lake River.

• Sir Alexander Mackenzie, in p. 95 of his Voyage to the Arctic Sea, states, that he saw several

small mineral springs running from the foot of this mountain, and found lumps of iron ore on the beach.

C
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same bed, presented specimens of the fibrous brown-coal, earth-coal, conchoidal

brown-coal, and trapezoidal brown-coal of Jameson. Some of the pieces have the

external appearance of compact bitumen, but they generally exhibit, in the cross

fracture, the fibrous structure of wood in concentric layers, apparently much com-

pressed. Other specimens have a strong external resemblance to charcoal in

structure, colour, and lustre. A frequent form of the lignite is that of slate,

48 of a dull, brownish-black colour, but yielding a shining streak. The

slate is composed of fragments, resembling charred wood, united together

by a paste of more comminuted woody matter, mixed, perhaps, with a small

portion of clay. In the paste there are some transparent crystals of sulphate of

lime, and occasionally some minute portions of a substance like resin. These

shaly beds bear a strong resemblance to peat, not only in structure but also in

the mode of burning, and in the light whitish ashes which are left. The external

shape of stems or branches of trees, is best preserved in some fragments im-

pregnated with slate-clay, and occasionally with siliceous matter, which occur

imbedded in the coal. The bark of these pieces has been converted into lignite.

Some of them exhibit knots, such as occur where a branch has decayed, and

others represent the twists and contortions of wood of stunted growth. The lignite

is generally penetrated by fibrous roots, probably rhizomorpha, which insinuate

their ramifications into every crevice.

The beds of lignite appear to take fire spontaneously when exposed to the

atmosphere. They were burning when Sir Alexander Mackenzie passed down

the river in 1789, and have been on fire, in some part or other of the formation,

ever since. In consequence of the destruction of the coal, large slips of the

bank take place, and it is only where the debris has been washed away by the

river that good sections are visible. The beds were on fire when we visited

them, and the burnt clays, vitrified sand, agglutinated gravel, &c gave many

spots the appearance of an old brick-field.

The gravel interstratified with the lignite, consists of smooth pebbles

81 of Lydian stone, of flinty slate, of white quartz, of quartzose sandstone,

and conglomerate, like the sandstones and conglomerates of the old red

sandstone formation, of clay-stone, and of slate-clay, varying in size from a pea to

that of an orange. The gravel is often intermixed with a little clay, which gives
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separating, in the attempt to break off hand specimens. It is seamed by thin

layers of fine sand : beds of sandstone are of occasional occurrence.

Potter's clay occurs in thick beds, has generally a gray or brown colour, and

passes, in some places, into a highly bituminous thick-slaty clay, penetrated

by ramifications of carbonaceous matter resembling the roots of vegetables.

The pipe-clai/ is deserving of particular notice. It is found in beds from six

inches to a foot thick, and mostly in contact with the lignite. It has commonly

a yellowish-white colour, but in some places its hue is light lake-red. The natives

use it as an article of food in times of scarcity, and it is said to have sustained

life for a considerable time. It is termed white mud by the traders, who white-

wash their houses with it. It occurs also in lignite deposits on the upper branches

of the Saskatchewan, and is associated with bituminous shale on the coast of

the Arctic Sea. Mr. Nuttall mentions a similar substance, under the name of

pink-clay, as being found in the lignite deposits on the Arkansa.*

The porcelain earth was observed only at one place where the beds were

highly inclined, and there it appeared to replace the sandstones of other parts of

the deposit. It has a whitish colour, and the appearance, at first sight, of chalk

;

but some of its beds, from the quantity of carbonaceous matter interspersed

through them, have a grayish hue. Its beds are from two to three yards thick.

In a notef I have mentioned the most remarkable sections of this formation

* Travels in (he Arkansa, p. 52—54.

t Section I.

The section of the bank at the mouth of the Bear Lake River is as follows, beginning with the

lowest bed :—

81 Gravel, with thin layers of sand rising from the water's edge in a perpendicular

cliff, to the height of 30 feet

Lignite (70 to 60 and 84) 1

83 Potter's clay of a bluish gray colour, alternating with layers of sand 40

A sloping uneven brow, covered with soil, extends to the summit of the bank 20

91

Lydian stone is the most abundant, and whitish quartz the least so of the pebbles mentioned in

the text as entering into the composition of the gravel.

A little farther up the Mackenzie, this bed of gravel passes into sand, which, in some spots,

82 has sufficient coherence to merit for it the name of sandstone. During a gn»at part even of

the summer season, all the beds of sand are frozen into a hard sandstone ; but a piece having

been broken off and put into the pocket, speedily thawed into sand. 83 Specimens

C 2
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which occur on the banks of the Mackenzie. The depth of the formation was

not ascertained, but the sections will show the thickness of the beds which were

83 Specimens of the clay, which I have denominated potter's clay, taken from near the beds of

lignite, have a colour intermediate between yellowish-gray and clove-brown, a dull earthy frac-

ture, and a slightly greasy feel. It is not gritty under the knife, and acquires a slightly shining

smooth surface, adheres slightly to the tongue, and, when moistened with water, assumes a darker

Section II.

About five miles above Bear Lake River, the cliff consists of

Slaty sandstone evidently composed of the same materials with the friable kinds

described in the text, but having tenacity enough to form a building-stone.

It incloses some seams of lignite 10 feet

Lignite 4|

Clay and Sand 50

Irregular slope from top of cliff to summit of bank 90

Section III.

A little farther up the river than the preceding :—

85 Pipe-clay on a level with the water 1 foot

86 Lignite 1

90 Potter's clay 14 feet

87 Pipe-clay 1 foot

89 Lignite 1

91 Potter's clay 10 feet

Lignite 1 foot

Sandstone 8 feet

Lignite 2$

Potter's clay 10

94 Friable sandstone and clay 20

Sandstone a little more durable 12

Sloping summit 40

121

The pipe-clay, when taken newly from the bed, is soft and plastic, has little grittiness, and when

chewed for a little time, a somewhat unctuous but not unpleasant taste. When dried in the air it

acquires the hardness of chalk, adheres to the tongue, and has the appearance of the whiter kinds

of English pipe-day, but is more meagre.
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exposed. The height above the sea of the summit of the banks it forms on the

Mackenzie, was estimated to be from two hundred and fifty to three hundred feet.

Section IV.

A little above the preceding :

—

A precipitous bank of gravel 18 feet

Lignite and clay, the beds concealed by debris 40

Friable sandstone 30

Height of the cliff 82

Section V.

Ten miles above Bear Lake River, at the junction of a small torrent with the Mackenzie, there is

forty feet high, in which the strata have a dip of sixty degrees to the southward.

98 Bed, No. 1 Porcelain clay 2 yards

2 Potter's clay, slightly bituminous I

99 3 Thin-slaty lignite, with two seams of day-iron stone, an inch

100, 101, thick 2h

4 Pipe clay, (nine inches) i

104 5 Porcelain clay 3

105 6 Bituminous clay 3

106 7 Lignite, with a conchoidal fracture 2

8 Pipe clay 1

107 9 Porcelain clay 3

10 Bituminous clay 3

110 11 Lignite, earthy paste, enclosing fibrous fragments 2

12 Porcelain earth 1

13 Bituminous clay > 9

14 Porcelain earth J

31 yards.

The three last beds, it is probable, once inclosed seams of coal which have been consumed, but the

quantity of debris prevented this from being ascertained satisfactorily during the hurried visit I

paid to them.

Over these inclined beds there is a shelving and crumbling cliff of sand and clay, covered

108 by a sloping bank of vegetable earth. A layer of peat at the summit has a thin slaty struc-

ture, and presents altogether, except in colour and lustre, a striking resemblance to the shaly

lignite, forming bed No. 3 in the preceding Section. The
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NOTICES OP OTHER LIGNITE FORMATIONS.

Similar formations of lignite occur near the foot of the Rocky Mountain range

farther to the southward ; but I have not, after many inquiries, heard of any

traces of them in the eastern parts of the Hudson's Bay lands. Sir Alexander

Mackenzie, after describing the general course of the Rocky Mountains, says,

that (< along their eastern edge, there occurs a narrow strip of marshy, boggy,

and uneven ground, which produces coal and bitumen ;*' and that " he saw these

on the banks of the Mackenzie in lat. 66°, and, in his second journey, on the

Peace River, in lat 56° and 146° W. long. and further, that « the same was

observed by Mr. Fidler, on the south branch of the Saskatchewan, in lat 52°,

long. 1 124° W." Mr. Alexander Stewart, an intelligent chief factor of the Hud-

son's Bay Company, and well acquainted with those countries, informs me that

there are beds of coal on fire, on the Smoking River, or east branch of the Peace

River, and on the upper parts of the Riviere la bicht, or Elk River ; and that coal,

although not on fire, occurs at Lesser Slave Lake, on a line with the other two

localities. Mr. Small, a clerk to the Hudson's Bay Company, likewise acquaints

me, that coal occurs at Edmonton, on the north branch of the Saskatchewan, in

beds, sometimes seven or eight feet thick. Most of the coal is thin-slaty ; but

some beds yield shining, thick lumps, which break, as be expresses it, like

Spanish liquorice. It lies over beds of bluish-gray sandstone, and is associated

with a white clay, which froths in water and adheres to the fingers.

101, 98. The substance composing beds Nog. 1 and 5, which I have denominated Porcelain clay,

has a fine, granular texture, and the appearance of some varieties of chalk. It adheres slightly to

the tongue, yields readily to the nail, is meagre, and soils the fingers slightly. There are many specks

of coaly matter disseminated Ulrough it, and some minute scales of mica, and perhaps of quartz.

TVhen moistened with water, it becomes more friable, and U not plastic. It does not effervesce with

acids.

Bed No. 9 is the same mineral that forms beds 1 and 5 ; but it has a grayer colour from the greater

quantity of coaly particles, and its structure is slightly slaty.

The bituminous clay of bed No. 6, has a thick-slaty structure, a grayish-black colour, and a shining

resinous streak. It is sectile, but does not yield to the nail. Pieces of lignite occur imbedded in it,

and it is traversed by fibrous ramifications of carbonaceous matter.

Specimens 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, are of substances altered by contact with beds of burning
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Mr. Drummond brought specimens from the spot which Mr. Small alludes to,

and remarks, that the lignite occurs in beds from six inches to two feet thick,

separated by clay and sandstones. His specimens of the

1051, 1052, 1053 lignite are precisely similar to the slaty and conchoidal va-

rieties, which occur at the mouth of the Bear Lake River;

1055 and there is an equal resemblance betwixt the sandstones from the two

places. The slaty beds of lignite, at Edmonton, pass into a thin, slaty,

1053 friable sandstone, much impregnated by carbonaceous matter, and con-

taining pieces of fibrous lignite. In the neighbourhood of the lignite,

there are some beds of rather indurated, but highly bituminous

1056, 1062 shale, and the clayey banks contain clay-iron stones, in form of

septaria. Mr. Drummond likewise found beds of a beautiful bitu-

minous coal, which Professor Buckland, from its peculiar fracture, considers to

be tertiary pitch-coal. The banks of the Saskatchewan, near the same place,

exhibit beds of a very compact stone, having a brown colour, and inclosing many

fragments of bituminous limestone and some organic re-

1058, 1059, 1060 mains ; likewise beds of a somewhat similar stone, but full

of drusy cavities, and more resembling a recent calcareous

tufa. I could not leam how far these beds were connected with the lignite

deposit

Captain Franklin* saw beds of lignite and tertiary pitch-coal at Garry's

Island, off the mouth of the Mackenzie, and there is an extensive deposit of

it near the Babbage River, on the coast of the Arctic Sea, opposite to the termi-

nation of the Richardson chain of the Rocky Mountains.

MACKENZIE RIVER FROM SLAVE LAKE TO THE BASE OP THE ROCKY
MOUNTAINS.

Having now described the strata in Bear Lake River, together with the ex-

posed beds of the lignite at its mouth, as far as opportunities of observation

enable me, and also added a slight account of similar formations which occupy

a like situation at the foot of the Rocky Mountain range, were I to adapt the

* See Page 61 of the Narrative.
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order of my notices strictly to the route of the expedition, I should next de-

scribe the banks of the Mackenzie from the junction of the Bear Lake River

downwards to the Arctic Sea. It seems, however, more advisable to commence

at the origin of the Mackenzie, in Great Slave Lake, and give as connected a

view as I can of the principal geological features of that great river.

The west end of Slave Lake is bounded by horizontal strata of a limestone,

whose characters shall be afterwards given in detail ; and I have merely to remark,

at present, that it forms flat shores, which are skirted by shoals of boulders of

limestone, and of primitive rocks. Much drift-timber is accumulated in the small

bays at this end of the lake, which, in process of time, is converted into a sub-

stance like peat. A chain of islands extends obliquely across the lake at the origin

of the river, or where the current is first felt ; and the depth of the water there is

less than six feet. Below this, there is a dilatation termed the first little lake, and

the river afterwards contracts to less than a mile in breadth
;
forming in one place,

when the water is low, a strong rapid. A second dilatation, about twenty-

five miles below the first, is termed the second little lake. The shores throughout

this distance are generally flat and covered with boulders of limestone,

compact felspar, granite, gneiss, and sienite, and there are many of these stones

imbedded in a tenacious clay, which forms the beach. A ridge, having an

even outline, and apparently of small elevation, commences behind Stony Point,

in Slave Lake, some distance inland, and, running nearly parallel to the river,

disappears about Fishing River, a stream which joins the Mackenzie, below the

Second Little Lake. The Horn Mountains, a ridge of hills, of considerably

greater elevation, and having a more varied outline than that on the south shore,

are first visible on the north side of the Second Little Lake, and continue in sight

nearly as far as the junction of the " River of the Mountains," or " Forks of the

Mackenzie," as the traders term the union of the two rivers. The only

120 rocks seen in situ between Slave Lake and the Forks, were a bituminous

121 shale of a brownish-black colour, in thin slates, and a slate-clay of a pure

yellowish-gray colour, which, as well as the bituminous shale, forms steep

banks.
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ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

About twenty-five or thirty miles below the forks, the first view is obtained of

the Rocky Mountains, which there appear to consist of short-conical peaks,

scarcely rising two thousand feet above the river. Some distance lower down,

the river, changing its course from W.N.W. to N.N.E., turns sharply round

the mountains, which are there disposed in ridges, having bases from one to two

miles wide, and a direction of S.S.W. or S.W. by S. being nearly at right angles

to the general course of the great range to which they belong. The eastern

sides of the ridges present a succession of wall-sided precipices, having beneath

them shelving acclivities formed by debris, and exhibiting on their faces regular

lines of stratification. The western sides of the ridges are of more easy ascent.

The vallies which separate these ridges and open successively to the river, are

narrow, with pretty level bottoms, but very steep sides well clothed with trees.

In the first ridge the strata seemed to dip to the northward at an angle of 35°.

In some of the others they were horizontal, or had a southerly dip. The third

ridge presents, when viewed from the westward, a magnificent precipice, seem-

ingly about one thousand two hundred feet high, and which extends for at least

fifteen miles.* After passing this ridge, the river inclines to the eastward, and

the forms of the hills are less distinctly seen. The views, taken by Captain

Back and Mr. Kendall, will give a better idea of the appearances of these remark-

able mountains than can be communicated by description.

As I could not visit the Rocky Mountains, I know nothing of their structure

except from report. An interpreter in the Hudson's Bay Company's service,

who had travelled over them, informed me that there are fourteen or fifteen

ridges, of which the three easternmost are the most rugged, those that succeed

being broader and more rounded. This man gave me a specimen of a

122 pearl-gray semi-opal, resembling obsidian, brought from the third or

fourth ridge. The natives, by means of fire, cause this stone to break off

in thin, flat, conchoidal fragments, with which they form arrow-heads and knives.

The thin pieces are nearly transparent on the edges. He also gave me a

123 specimen of plumbago, from the same quarter, and some specular iron.

• Plale 31, «ketch 1.

d
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Mr.Macpherson, ofthe Hudson's Bay Company, in a letter respecting the Rocky

Mountains, near Fort au Liard, on the River of the Mountains, or south branch

of the Mackenzie, informs me, that * these mountains may be traced into some-

what uniform ranges, extending north-westerly and south-easterly, nearly parallel

with the River of the Mountains, and are in appearance confusedly scattered and

broken, rising here and there into high peaks." This gentleman had the kind-

ness to send me specimens of a clierty rock, some of which, he

124, 125 states, were from the third range westward from the river, and others

from a spur which projects in a southern direction from the fourth

range, and rises about six hundred feet above the adjacent valley. These spe-

cimens cannot be distinguished from those of Limestone Point, on the north shore

of Great Bear Lake, (noticed in page v.)

Mounts Fitton and Conybeare, two remarkable peaks which terminate the

Eastern range of the Rocky Mountains on the shores of the Arctic sea, were

found by Captain Franklin to consist of transition rocks, of which an account is

given in the subjoined note.*

* List of specimens, collected by Captain Franklin, on the sea-coast, to the westward of die

From Mount Filton, in the Richardson Chain.

344 Grauwacke-slate in columnar concretions, detached from the rocky strata by an Esquimaux.

348 Grauwacke-slate, resembling the preceding, from the same place. Used by the Esquimaux an

a whetstone.

345, 346 Globular balls of dark, blackish-gray, splintery limestone, and of flinty-slate, traversed by

minute veins of calc-spar. Picked up at the base of the mountain.

347 Worn pebbles of quartz, lydian stone, splintery limestone, and grauwacke, from the same

spot.

349 Fine-grained, mountain-green clay-slate, approaching to potstone
; quarried by the Esquimaux

in the Cupola Mountain of the same chain, and used to form utensils.

850 Rock-crystal, from the same chain of mountains.

From the beach between Point Sabine and Point King.

851 Brown-coal, woody structure scarcely perceptible. There are beds of this coal in the earthy

cliffi, where the party was encamped on the 13th and 14th July, near Point King.

352 Clay-iron stone, forming boulders in the channels of the rills, which cut the earthy banks con-

taining coal.

353, 354 Pitch-coal, having a fibrous structure and a very beautiful fracture, presenting a congeries

of circles. (This coal was recognised by Professor Buckland to be a tertiary pitch-coal, and

«
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Sir Alexander Mackenzie, towards the conclusion of toe interesting narrative

of his voyages, says, of the Rocky Mountain range, ,rThe last line of division

is precisely similar to specimens brought from the up|»«r branches of the Saskatchewan, by
Mr. Drummond: see page xxiii.) The specimen was picked up from the gravelly beach at

the mouth of the Babbage River.

355 Greenish-gray limestone, with a somewhat earthy granular aspect ; containing shells which Mr.
Sowerby considers to be very like the cydn* media* of the Sussex weald-clay. Picked up at

the same place with the preceding specimen.

Captain Franklin remarks, that " the Babbage flows between the mountains of the Richardson

Chain, and that there were no solid strata nor any large boulders near its mouth. The gravel con-

sisted of pebbles of red and white sandstone, slaty limestone, greenstone, and porphyry, much worn

by attrition."

From Mount Conybeare, in the BuiMand Chain.

356 Greenish-gray grauwacke-slate, (resembling No. 348,) with specks of effervescent carbonate of

lime. The surfaces of the slates exhibit interspersed scales of mica. The specimens were

broken from the summit of Mount Conybeare, at the western extreme of the Buckland Chain

:

latitude 69° 27', longitude 139° 53' west.

358 Fine-grained grauwacke-slate in columnar concretions, from the same place with specimen 356.

357 Grauwacke-slate, in thick-slaty columnar coucretions, besprinkled with scales of mica. Taken

from a bed about the middle of Mount Conybeare. The resemblance of this stone to that of

Mount Pitton (No. 344) is very remarkable.

360 Similar rock to 358, with an adhering portion of a vein of crystallised quartz, and on one side

a bit of bluish-gray slate. From the middle of Mount Conybeare.

359 Columnar concretion of a slaty rock, like 356, but more quartzose, breaking into rhoroboidal

fragments. From the middle of Mount Conybeare.

361. 362 Grauwacke-slate. with a thin adhering vein of carbonate of lime and numerous particles of

disseminated mica. From the middle of Mount Conybeare.

363 Bluish-gray grauwacke-slate, resembling Nos. 318 and 344. From the Upper Terrace, at the

base of Mount Conybeare.

304 Dark-bluish-gray und very fine-grained grauwacke-slate, with a glimmering lustre, traversed by

a vein of quartz. From the same place.

365 A thick-slaty angular concretion of a very quartzose grauwacke-slate, (similar to Nos. 348 aud

358,) decomposed on the surface and breaking into rhoroboidal fragments. From the Middle

Terrace, at the base of Mount Conjbenre.

366 A somewhat rhomboidal portion of flinty slate, apparently part of a bed. From the Lower

Terrace of Mount Conybeare, which is composed of this rock. The terrace is ten miles

distant from the sea-coast, and the intervening ground is swampy.

The whole series of specimens from Mount Conybeare, (Nos. 356 to 366.) appear to belong to

transition rocks; and the continuity of the formation with that of Mount Fitton is rendered probable,

both by the resemblance of the specimens and the geographical situation of die mountains.

da
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is, the immense ridge, or succession of ridges of the stony mountains, whose

northern extremity dips in the Arctic Sea in latitude 70° north, and longitude

135° west, running nearly south-east, and begins to be parallel to the coast of

the Pacific ocean from Cook's inlet, and so onwards to the Columbia. From

thence it appears to quit the coast, but still continuing with less elevation to

divide the waters of the Atlantic from those of the Pacific. In these snow-dad

mountains rises the Mississippi, if we admit the Missouri to be its source, which

flows into the Gulph of Mexico ; the river Nelson which is lost in Hudson's Bay

;

Mackenzie's river that discharges itself into the North Sea, and the Columbia

emptying itself into the Pacific Ocean. The breadth of the mountains from

Cook's inlet to the Columbia is from four to eight degrees easterly." I may
add, that the great rivers mentioned by Mackenzie not only take their origin

from the same range of mountains, but almost from the same hill ; the head

waters of the Columbia and Mackenzie being only about two hundred yards

apart in latitude 5 U°. Mr. Drummond, who crossed the mountains at that

place, informs me, that the Eastern side of the range consists of conglomerate

and sandstone, to which succeed limestone hills exceedingly barren, and after-

wards clay-slate and granite.

James, the intelligent naturalist, who accompanied Major Long on his first

expedition, says of the Rocky Mountains to the southward of the Missouri,

"They rise abruptly out of the plains which lie extended at their base on the

east side, towering into peaks of great height, which renders them visible at the

Captain Franklin saw no rocks, in tiiu, on the coast to the westward of the Richardson Chain

;

but he gathered boulders of the following rocks from the bed of the Net-setting Rivulet, which flows

from the British Chain of the Rocky Mountains, and falls into the Arctic Sea, between Sir P. Malcolm

River and Backhouse River.

367 Greenstone; 368, yellowish-gray sandstone ; 369, dark-coloured splintery-limestone ; 370,371,

372, dolomite ; 373, quartzose sandstone, like the old red sandstone ; 374, grauwacke-

slate ; 375, quartz and iron pyrites.

Boulders of the under-mentioned rocks were gathered on Flax man Island.

378 Fine-grained, greenish clay-slate, obviously of primitive rock, abundant in the neighbourhood,

and supposed to have been brought down by the rivuleU which flow from the Romanzoff

Chain. 879, quartz.

876 and 377 were from Foggy Island, and are rolled specimens of flinty-slate ; one of them con-

taining corallines.
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distance of more than one hundred miles from their base. They consist of

ridges, knobs, and peaks, variously disposed, among which are interspersed many
broad and fertile valleys. James's peak, one of the more elevated, was ascer-

tained by trigonometrical measurement to rise 8500 feet above the common

level. The rocky formations are uniformly of a primitive character, but a deep

crust of secondary rocks appears to recline on the east side of the mountains,

extending upwards from their base many hundred feet." In another place, he

says, H The woodless plain is terminated by a range of naked and almost

perpendicular rocks, visible at the distance of several miles, and resembling a

vast wall parallel to the base of the mountain. These rocks are sandstone, and

rise abruptly to an elevation of one hundred and fifty or two hundred feet."

The sandstone walls seem to present an appearance not very dissimilar to some

of the cliffs seen from the Mackenzie.

Having thus mentioned as briefly as I could the extent of the information I

was able to collect, respecting the Rocky Mountain range, I may remark, that

a formation of primitive rocks, but little elevated above the general level of the

country, appears to run from near the west end of Lake Superior, gradually and

slightly converging towards the Rocky Mountains, until it attains the east side

of Great Bear Lake. In lat. 50°, the two ranges are nearly seven hundred miles

apart, and there, and as far as lat. 60°, the space between them is principally

occupied by horizontal strata of limestone. There is also much limestone in the

narrower interval north of 60°, but the strata are more inclined, and form abrupt

hills and ridges, particularly about lat. 66°, where the primitive rocks on the east

of Bear Lake are within two hundred miles of the Rocky Mountains. Sir

Alexander Mackenzie has noticed that a chain of great lakes skirts this eastern

range of primitive rocks> where they are approached by the flat limestone strata

which lie to the west of them. Thus the primitive rocks bound Great Slave-

Lake to the eastward of Slave River, and the flat limestone strata occupy the

country westward of that lake, as has been already mentioned.

After this digression, which seemed necessary for the purpose of giving a

general idea of the structure of the country, I return to the description of the-

banks of the Mackenzie.

-
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MACKENZIE RIVER FROM THE FIRST SIGHT OF THE ROCSLY MOUNTAINS
TO BEAR LAKE RIVER.

At the sharp turn of the river round the Rocky Mountains, its east bank swells

gently into a hill several feet high. Below this the banks are broken into conical

masses by ravines, and present a finely variegated outline. A pretty high

ridge, looking like a continuation of the Horn Mountain, is visible on the east

side some distance inland. Opposite to the Big Island there is a green hill

three or four hundred feet high, which, as we descended the river, showed itself

to be part of a range that had a direction apparently to the N.N.W., and

towards its northern end became more rugged and craggy, exhibiting cliffs and

rude embrasures, at the same time increasing in height to eight hundred or one

thousand feet. The boulders on the beach change their character considerably

about this place. Farther up, the yellowish-white limestone which occurs in

Slave Lake formed a great portion of them ; but here a greenish-gray, and rather

dark-coloured, compact limestone, with a flat-conchoidal fracture, replaces it.

Variegated-sandstone, and some purplish, felspathose-sandstone, or compact

felspar, also occur pretty frequently, together with slaty limestone, bituminous-

shale, lydian-stone, pitchstone-porphyry, and various sienites, granites, and

greenstones, almost all porphyritic

The Rock by the river's side* presents the first solid strata that occur on the

immediate banks of the river after passing the Forks. It is a round bluff

hill about five hundred feet high, with a short obtuse-conical summit. A
precipice three hundred feet high, washed by the river, is composed of strata

of limestone, dipping N.W. by W. at an angle of 70° ; but the strata in other

parts of the hill have in appearance the saddle-formed arrangement. The

127 limestone is of a blackish-gray colour, slightly crystalline structure, and

much resembles the stone of the principal beds in the hills at the rapid

and mouth of Bear Lake R iver. Its beds are from one to two feet thick, and much

intersected by small veins of calc-spar. There are also some larger veins a foot

and a half thick, which traverse the strata obliquely, having their sides lined with

• Plate 2.
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calc-spar, and their centres filled with transparent gypsum. I observed

128 a small imbedded pebble of white sandstone in the gypsum. Some of

127 the beds of limestone consist of angular distinct concretions. A small

island lying off this rock, having its strata dipping south at an angle

131 of 20', presents abed a foot thick, entirely composed of these angular

132 concretions, covered by a thin-slaty limestone, and reposing on thicker

beds, all of which are dark-coloured. No organic remains were observed.

A few miles below the " Rock by the river side," a very rugged ridge appears on

the eastern bank. It has sharp craggy summits, and is about five or six hundred

feet high. For nearly sixty miles below this place the river continues about

eight hundred yards wide, bounded by banks chiefly of clay ; but in some places of

a clayey shale having a bluish colour. The banks are in many places one hundred

and fifty feet high, with a beach beneath covered with boulders. A little above

the site of the Old Fort Norman the river dilates, and is f ull of islands ; and a

short way inland, on the east side, stands Clark's hill, which is visible from Fort

Franklin, and is supposed to be near 1500 feet high. It is shaped somewhat

like the amphibolic-granite mountain of Criffel in Galloway, and in its immediate

neighbourhood there are some less lofty, but very rugged and precipitous hills,

resembling in outline the ridges of limestone on Bear Lake River. From this

place to the commencement of the lignite formation, already described, the banks

MACKENZIE RIVER FROM BEAR LAKE RIVER TO THE NARROWS.

Below Bear Lake River the general course of the Mackenzie for eighty miles

is about N.W. by W., when a remarkable rapid is produced by ledges of

stone which cross its channel. The width of the river varies in this distance

from one to three miles, but the water-course is narrowed by numerous islands,

and the current continues strong. The Rocky Mountains are visible, running

in a direction from S.E. to N.W. Judging merely by the eye, we did not

estimate their altitude above four thousand feet, and I may remark, that the snow

disappears from their summits early in the summer. A back view of the hill at

the mouth of Bear Lake River is also obtained for upwards of twenty miles, but

the ridge of which it forms a part curves inland, probably uniting, as was formerly
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remarked, with the one which crosses Bear Lake River near the middle of its

course. The banks of the Mackenzie are in general from one hundred and

twenty to one hundred and fifty feet high in this part, and there are occasional

sections of them, but we had little leisure to examine their structure. In the

voyage of 1826 we drifted down the stream night and day, landing only when

necessary to cook our provisions ; and in the following geological notices, as far

as the passage of the river named the Narrows, I have done little more than

describe the specimens collected by Captain Franklin, when he ascended the

river by the tow-line in 1825. The few notes that the rapidity of our voyage

permitted me to make, as to the direction of the strata, &c., were inserted in the

book that was purloined by the Esquimaux at the mouth of the river.

About fifty miles below Bear Lake River there is an almost preci-

pitous cliff of bituminous-shale, one hundred and twenty feet high, strongly

-resembling the cliffs which occur near the bases of the hill of Scented-Grass and

-Great Bear Mountain in Bear Lake already described *, and at the mouth of the

Clear Water River in lat. 56J. In the two former localities the shale is in the

neighbourhood of horizontal strata of limestone ; and in the latter it actually

reposes on the limestone, which extends in horizontal strata as far as Great Slave

sLake, is connected with many salt springs, and possesses many of the characters

ascribed to the zechstein formation. Captain Franklin observed the

133 beach under the shale cliffs of the Mackenzie to be strewed not only with

fragments of the shale, but also with much lignite, similar to that which

occurs at the mouth of the Bear Lake River. Twelve or fourteen miles below

these cliffs there is a reach seventeen or eighteen miles long, bounded by walls

of sandstone in horizontal beds. Specimens obtained by Captain

134 Franklin at the upper end of the reach consist of fine-grained quartzose

135 sandstone f of a gray colour, and having a clayey basis, resembling those

• Page vii.

t 134. These specimen* have a wood-brown colour internally, and appear to be composed of

minute grains of quartz, variously coloured, white, yellowish-brown and black, cemented together

by an earthy basis. It is a hard and apparently durable stone, occurring in layers an inch thick, and

having its seam-surfaces of a grayish-black colour, with litUe lustre, as if from a thin coating of

bituminous clay.

135, are specimens of a more compact, harder, and finer-grained quartzose sandstone, with less

cement, and of a deeper bluish-gray colour.
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which occur in the middle of Bear Lake River. At the commencement

of the " Great Rapid of the Mackenzie " there is a hill on each side of the

river, named by Captain Franklin the Eastern* and Western mountains of the

Rapid. The Rocky Mountains appear at no great distance from this place,

running about N.W. by W., until lost to the sight ; and as the Mackenzie, for forty

or fifty miles below, winds away to the northward, and, in some, reaches a little to

the eastward, they are not again visible, until the river has made a bend to

the westward, and emerges from the defile termed "the Narrows."

The " Eastern mountain of the rapid" seems to have a similar structure, with

the " Hill by the River's side," the hill at tho mouth of Bear Lake River,

and the other limestone ridges which traverse this part of the country. From

some highly inclined beds near its base I broke off specimens of a

136 limestone, having an imperfectly crystalline structure, and a brown

colour, which deepens into dull black on the surfaces of its natural

seams. A piece of dark-gray, compact limestone, having the peculiar

137 structure to which the name of "cone in cone" has been given, was found

138 on the beach ; also several pieces of chert, and some fragments of a trap-

139 rock, consisting of pieces of greenstone, more or less iron-shot, cemented

141 by calc spar.

Immediately below the rapid there are horizontal layers of sandstone which

form cliffs, and also the bed of the river. Captain Franklin obtained specimens

of this stone, which do not differ from the sandstones above the rapid.

142 And amongst the debris of the cliff he found other specimens of the

143 " cone in cone," such as it occurs in the clayey beds of the coal measures,

140 and also some pieces of crystallized pyrites.

About forty miles below the rapid, the river flows through a narrow defile

formed by the approach of two lofty banks of limestone in highly-inclined strata,

144 above which there is a dilatation of the river, bounded by the walls of

144" sandstone, which have weathered, in many places, into pillars, castellated

* Mackenzie attempted to ascend this hill, but was compelled to desist by clouds of mosquitoes,

(July 6th, 1789. Voyage, to the Arctic Sea, p. 40.)

136. This limestone effervesces strongly with acids, breaks into irregular fragments, but with an

imperfect slaty structure, and has a brown colour, with considerable lustre in the cross fracture.

The specimens collected by Captain Franklin were as follows:

—

144' Sandstone of an ash-gray colour, composed of rounded grains of semi-transparent quartz

e
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145 forms, caves, &c. The sandstone strata are horizontal, have slate-clay

146 partings, and seams of a poor clay-iron stone, but do not differ in general

147 appearance from the sandstone beds at the rapid, except that a marly

144b stone containing corallines, and having the general colour and aspect of

the sandstone beds, is associated with them at this place.

The very remarkable de61e, below these sandstone beds, is designated " the

second rapid " by Sir Alexander Mackenzie, and " the ramparts " by the traders,

a name adopted by Captain Franklin. Mackenzie states it to be three

hundred yards wide, three miles long, and to have fifty fathoms depth of water.

If he is correct in his soundings, its bed is probably two hundred and fifty feet

below the level of the sea. The walls of the defile rise from eighty to one hun-

dred and fifty feet above the river, and the strata are inclined to the W.N.W.,

at an angle of seventy or eighty degrees. It is worthy of remark, that the course

of the river through this chasm is E.N.E., and that just above the eastern moun-

tain of the rapid it runs about W.S.W. through the sandstone strata, as if it had

found natural rents by which to make its escape through the ridge of hills which

cross its course here. Similar elbows occur in various parts of the river, as a

reference to the map will show ; and they may be almost always traced to some

peculiarity in the disposition of the hills which traverse the country.

Captain Franklin gathered many specimens of the limestone strata of the

Ramparts, which are specified in a note.* Some of the beds at the

148, 149 upper part of the Ramparts consist of a granular foliated limestone,

which was not noticed elsewhere on the banks of the river, but the

of various sizes, imbedded in a considerable proportion of a powdery basis which effervesces with acids.

This bed weathers readily.

145. Thick-slaty sandstone passing into slate-clay, having a very fine-grained earthy fracture,

and a light bluish-gray colour. It is very similar to some of the softer sandstones that occur in the

coal field at Edinburgh, particularly in the Calton Hill.

146. Sectile ash-gray slate-clay which forms the partings of the beds.

144" Bluish-gray marl, impregnated with quartz, forming a moderately hard stone, and con-

taining coralline* (amplexut.)

• Upper part of the ramparts.

148 A fine-granular, foliated limestone, of a white colour, having large patches stained yellowish-

brown, apparently by bitumen.

149 A yellowish-gray slightly granular limestone, with disseminated calc-spar.

150 Compact, white limestone, which, when examined with a lens, appears to be entirely composed
of madrepores. 151
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gTeater part are of limestone, strongly resembling that which has been already

described, as forming the ridges in this quarter. Most of the beds are impreg-

nated wholly, or in patches, with bitumen. Some of these specimens contain co-

rallines and terebratulae ; and at the lower end of the defile there are horizontal

strata of limestone, covered by a thin layer of flinty slate.

Below the ramparts the river expands to the width of two miles, and for a reach

or two its banks are less elevated. In lat. 6Gi°, about thirty miles from the

ramparts, there are cliffs which Captain Franklin, in his notes, remarks, " run

on an E. by S. course for four miles, are almost perpendicular, about one hundred

and sixty feet high, and present the same castellated appearances that are exhi-

bited by the sandstone above the defile of the " ramparts." The cliffs*

m' IAo
are ' in fect' comPosed of 8andstones similar, in general appearance, to

• » those which occur higher up the river ; but some of the beds contain

151 Specimens of limestone, having a crystalline texture, a brownish colour and slaty structure :

152 the seams are dark, as if from carbonaceous matter—portions of this bed hare the ap-

pearance of old mortar ; but contain obscure madrepores.

From the middle, of the rampirt*.

153 Fine-granular limestone, having a pal*, wood-brown colour, and a splintery fracture. It re-

sembles the limestone of the hill at the mouUi of Bear Lake River.

154 Pale yellowish-brown limestone, with a dull fracture, but iuterspersed with small, shining,

sparry plates, and traversed by concretions of culc-spar, that appear to have originated in

corallines.

155 Yellowish-gray limestone, passing into a soft marl slate.

156 Some beds contain a shell, which Mr. Sowerby refers, though with doubt, to the specie* i

terebratula sphccroulalts, a fossil of the corbra>h. The substance of the shells is pr

Some of the specimens contain producti, and fragments of the coral named ampUxu*.

Lower end of the rampart*.

157 Fme -grained limestone, of a dark-brown colour, containing some small, round, smooth balls of

dark limestone— occurs in horizontal strata.

158 Brownish-black flinty-slate, which forms a layer an inch thick, and covers the horizontal beds

of limestone last mentioned. (157.)

• Specimen* from the cliffs in lat. 66%.

159 Very fine-grained sandstone, with much clayey basis—portions of the bed iron-shot.

160 Sandstone, fine-grained, and appearing, when examined with a lens, to be composed of minute

grains of whitish translucent quartz, black Lydian stone, and ochre-coloured grains, probably

of disintegrated felspar.

161 Rounded grains of nearly transparent quartz united without cement—this stone is friaWc.

162 Sandstone composed of grains like the preceding, united by a basis, and forming a firmer i

e 2
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the quartz in coarser grains, with little or no cement. The beds are
163, 164,

horizontalt and repose on horizontal limestone,* from which Captain
165, 166, Franklin broke many specimens in 1825. We landed at this place
167, 168,

jn jg2g to gee tne junct ion 0f the two rocks, but the limestone was
169, 170, poncealed by the high waters of the river. Captain Franklin's

specimens are full of shells, many of which are identical with those of the

flat limestone strata of the Athabasca River. One bed appears to be

171 almost entirely composed of a fine large species of terrebratula, not yet

described, but of which Mr. Sowerby has a specimen from the carbo-

niferous limestone of Neho, in Norway. Some of the beds contain the shells in

fragments; in others, the shells are very entire.

About forty miles below these sandstone walis the banks of the river are com

posed of marl-slate, which weathers so readily, that it forms shelving

172 acclivities. In one reach the soft strata are cut by ravines into very re-

gular forms, resembling piles of cannon shot in an arsenal, whence it

was named Shot-rcach.'f

The river makes a short turn to the north below Shot Reach, and a more con-

siderable one to the westward, in passing the present site of Fort Good Hope.

The banks in that neighbourhood are mostly of clay, but beds of sandstone

occasionally shew themselves. The Indians travel from Fort Good Hope nearly

due north, reach the summit of a ridge of land on the first night, and from thence

following the course of a small stream they are conducted to the river Inconnu,

and on the evening of the 4th day they reach the shores of Esquimaux Lake.

The situation and supposed extent of this lake are marked on the map : its water

163 Hard, thin, slaty, bluish-gray sandstone, much iron-shot

164 Fine-grained bluish-gray sandstone, not to be distinguished in

the sandstones which occur at the rapid in Bear Lake River.

* Horizontal limestone bed* lying under J

166 Fine-grained limestone, with an earthy fracture, coloured brown and grayish-white in patches.

167, 168 Similar stone to preceding, containing many shells. Some beds contain only broken shells.

169 Bed of imperfectly crystalline limestone, of a brownish-gray colour, traversed by veins of

170 Fragments containing madrepores and chain coral—occur amongst the debris of the

cliffs.

t See Plate, No. 31, sketch 3.
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is brackish, the tide flowing into it. The neck of land which the Indians cross

from Fort Good Hope is termed " isthmus " on Arrowsmith's map, from Mack-

enzie's information ; and its breadth, from the known rate at which the Indians are

accustomed to travel, cannot exceed sixty miles. The ridge is named the Car-

rebceuf, or Rein-deer Hills, and runs to lat. 69°, forming a peninsula between

the eastern channel of the Mackenzie and Esquimaux Lake.

A small stream flows into the Mackenzie some way below Fort Good Hope,

on the banks of which, according to Sir Alexander Mackenzie, the Indians and

Esquimaux collect flints. He describes these banks as composed of " a high,

steep, and soft rock, variegated with red, green, and yellow hues ; and that, from

the continual dripping of the water, parts of it frequently fall, and break into

small, stony flakes, like slate, but not so hard Amongst these are found pieces

of petroleum, which bears a resemblance to yellow wax, but is more pliable."

The flint he speaks of is most probably flinty-slate ; but I do not know what the

yellow petroleum is, unless it be the variety of alum, named rock-butter, which

we observed in other situations, forming thin layers in bituminous shale.

About twenty miles below Fort Good Hope there are some sand-

173, 174 stone cliffs,* which Captain Franklin examined in 1825. The sand-

stones are similar to those occurring higher up the river, but some of

the beds contain small pieces of bituminous shale ; and they are interstratified

with thin layers of flinty-slate, and of flinty-slate passing into bitu-

175, 176 minous shale. The flinty-slate contains iron pyrites, and its layers

are covered with a sulphureous efflorescence. Some of the beds pass

into a slate-clay, which contains vegetable impressions, and some veins of clay-

iron stone also appear in the cliff.

Sixty miles below Fort Good Hope the river turns to* the northward, and

makes a sharp elbow betwixt walls of sandstone eighty or ninety feet high,

which continue for fifteen or twenty miles. Captain Franklin named this

* Sandttone cliffi twenty mile* below Fort Good Hope.

173 Friable sandstone, composed of grayish-white quartz, in smooth, rounded grains, cemented by

a brownish basis. Some carbonaceous matter is interspersed through the stone, and it

contains small fragments of bituminous shale.

174 Calcareous sandstone passing into slate-clay—bluish-gray colour,

175 Black, flinty-slate, with a flat conchoidal cross fracture. Some of the pieces appear to bo

176 Dull, flinty-slate, with an even fracture.
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178 passage of the river " The Narrows."* The sandstones of the Narrow

179 lie in horizontal beds, and have generally a dark gray colour. They are

180 parted by thin slaty beds of sandstone, containing small pieces appa-

181, 182 rently of bituminous coal, and some casts of vegetables. Most of the

183 beds contain scales of mica, and some of them have nodules of indu-

rated iron-shot clay which exhibit obscure impressions of shells. A bed

of imperfectly crystalline limestone was seen by Captain Franklin underlying

the sandstones.

MACKENZIE RIVER BELOW « THE NARROWS."

The Mackenzie, on emerging from the Narrows, separates into many branches,

which flow to the sea through alluvial or diluvial deltas and islands. The Rocky
Mountains are seen on the western bank of the river, forming the boundary of

those low lands; and the lower, but decided ridge, of the Rein-deer Hill holds

nearly a parallel course on the east bank. The estuary lying between these two

ranges, opens to the N.W. by N. into the Arctic Sea. I have already mentioned

the specimens of rocks obtained at the few points of the Rocky Mountains that

were visitcd.f and therefore shall now speak only of the Rein-deer Hills. We
did not approach them until we had passed for thirty miles down a branch of the

river which winds through alluvial lands. At this place there are several conical

hills about two hundred feet high, which appeared to consist of limestone.

Specimens taken from some slightly-inclined beds near their bases, consisted of

a fine-grained, dark, bluish-gray limestone. After passing these limestone rocks,

the Rein-deer Hills were pretty uniform in appearance, having a steep acclivity

with rounded summits. Their height, on the borders of the river, is about four

• Mackenzie notices the precipices of " gray stone," which bound the river here, p. 71.

178 Thin-slaty blackish-gray sandstone, much indurated, containing scales of mica.

179, 180 Bluish-gray sandstone, containing many minute specks of carbonaceous matter ; also, in

obscure casts of shells. Scales of mica are interspersed through this stone.

181, 182 Sandstone, containing specks of bituminous ? coal, and casta ofsome vegetable ? substance.

183 Gray limestone, much impregnated with quartz, and having an imperfect crystalline structure

t See page xxvii.
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hundred feet, but a mile or two inland they attain an elevation of perhaps two
hundred feet more. Their sides are deeply covered with sand and clay, arising

most probably from the disintegration of the subjacent rocks. A section made
by a torrent, showed the summit of one of the hills to be formed of

184, 185 gray slate-clay, its middle of friable gray sandstone much iron-shot,

and its base of dark bluish-gray slaty clay. The sandstone predomi-

nates in some parts of the range, forming small cliffs, underneath which there are

steep acclivities of sand. It contains nearly an equal quantity of black flinty

slate, or lydian stone, and white quartz in its composition, and greatly resembles

the friable sandstones of the lignite formation at the mouth of Bear Lake
18G River. In some parts the soil has a red colour from the disintegration of

a reddish-brown slate-clay. The summits of the hills that were visited

187 were thinly coated with loose gravel, composed of smooth pebbles of lydian

stone, intermixed with some pieces of green felspar, white quartz, lime-

stone, and chert. In some places almost all the pebbles were as large as a

goose-egg ; in others none of them exceeded the size of a hazel nut. The Rein-

deer Mountains terminate in lat. 69°, having previously diminished in altitude

to two hundred feet, and the eastern branch of the river turns round their

northern extremity. White spruce trees grow at the base of these hills as far

as lat. 68^° ; north of which they become very stunted and straggling, and very

soon disappear, none reaching to lat. 69°.

Sir Alexander Mackenzie, who, on his return from the sea, walked over these

hills, says, " Though the country is so elevated, it is one continued morass,

except on the summits of some barren hills. As I carried my hanger in my
hand, I frequently examined if any part of the ground was in a state of

thaw, but could never force the blade into it beyond the depth of six or

eight inches. The face of the high land towards the river is, in some places,

Tocky, and in others a mixture of sand and stone, veined with a kind of red

earth, with which the natives bedaub themselves." It was on the 14th of July

that he made these observations. On the 5th of the same month, in a milder

year, we found that the thaw had penetrated nearly a foot into the beds of clay

at the base ofthe hills.
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ALLUVIAL ISLANDS AT THE MOUTH OF THE MACKENZIE.

The space between the Rocky Mountains and Rein deer Hills, ninety miles »

in length from lat. 67° 40' to 69' 10', and from fifteen to forty miles in width, is

occupied by flat alluvial islands, which separate the various branches of the river.

Most of these islands are partially or entirely flooded in the spring, and have

their centres depressed and marshy, or occupied by a lake ; whilst their borders

are higher and well clothed by white spruce trees. The spring floods find their

way, through openings in these higher banks, into the hollow centres of the

islands, carrying with them a vast quantity of drift timber, which, being left

there, becomes water-soaked, and, finally, firmly impacted in the mud. The

young willows, which spring up rapidly, contribute much towards raising the

borders of the stream, by intercepting the drift sand which the wind sweeps from

the margin of the shallow ponds as they dry up in summer. The banks, being

firmly frozen in spring, are enabled to resist the weight of the temporary floods

which occur in that season, and before they are thawed the river has resumed its

low summer level. The trees which grow on the islands terminate suddenly, in

lat. 68° 40'.

I have already mentioned, that a large sheet of brackish water, named Esqui-

maux Lake, lies to the eastward of the Rein-deer Mountains, running to the

southward, and approaching within sixty miles of the bend of Mackenzie's

River at Fort Good Hope. This lake has a large outlet into Liverpool Bay, to

-the westward of Cape Bathurst, and there are many smaller openings betwixt

that bay and Point Encounter, near the north end of the Rein deer Hills, which

are also supposed to form communications betwixt the lake and the sea. The

whole coast-line from Cape Bathurst to the mouth of the Mackenzie, and the

islands skirting it, as far as Garry and Sacred Islands, present a great similarity

in outline and structure. They consist of extensive sandy flats, from which

there arise, abruptly, hills of an obtuse conical form, from one to two hundred

feet above the general level. Sandy shoals skirt the coast, and numerous inlets

and basins of water divide the flat lands, and frequently produce escarpments

of the hills, which show them to be composed of strata of sand of various colours,

sometimes inclosing very large logs of drift timber. There is a coating of black
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vegetable earth, from six inches to a foot in thickness, covering these sandy

hummocks, and some of the escarped sides appeared black, which was probably

caused by soil washed from the summit.

It is possible that the whole of these eminences may, at some distant period,

have been formed by the drifting of moveable sands. At present the highest

floods reach only to their bases, their height being marked by a thick layer of

drift timber. When the timber has been thrown up beyond the reach of ordinary

floods, it is covered with sand, and, in process of time, with vegetable mould.

The Elytnus mollis, and some similar grasses with long fibrous roots, serve to

prevent the sand-hills from drifting away again. Some of the islands, however,

consist of mud or clay. Captain Franklin describes Garry's Island as present-

ing cliffs, two hundred feet high, of black mud, in which there were inclined

188 beds of lignite. Specimens of this lignite have the same appearance

with the fibrous wood-coal occurring in the formation at the mouth of Bear

Lake River, and, like it, contain resin. Imbedded in the same bank, there

189 were large masses of a kind of dark-brown calc-tuff, full of cavities con-

190 taining some greenish earthy substance. Some boulders of lydian stone

strew the beach. The cliffs of Nicholson's Island also consisted of sand

and mud, which, at the time of our visit, (July 16th,) had thawed to the depth

of three feet. This island rises four hundred feet above the level of the sea, and

is covered with a thin sward of grasses and bents.

SEA-COAST.—BITUMINOUS ALUM SHALE.

The main land to the east of Nicholson's Island, as far as Cape Bathurst, pre-

sents gently swelling hills, which attain the height of two hundred feet at the

distance of two miles from the beach, and the ground is covered with a sward of

moss and grasses. At Point Sir Peregrine Maitland there are cliffs forty-feet

high of sand and slaty clay, and the ravines are lined with fragments of whitish

compact limestone, exactly resembling that which occurs in Lakes Huron and

Winipeg, and which was afterwards seen forming the promontory of Cape Parry,

bearing E.N.E. from this place. The beach, on the south side of Harrowby Bay,

not lar from Point Maitland, was thickly strewed with fragments of dark red

f
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and of white sandstone, together with some blocks of the above-mentioned lime-

stone, and a few boulders of sienite.

From Cape Bathurst the coast line has a S.E. direction, and is formed by

precipitous cliffs, which gradually rise in height from thirty feet to six hundred.

The beds composing these cliffs appear to be analogous to those of the alum-

shale banks at Whitby, and similar to those which skirt the Scented-grass Hill

and Great Bear Mountain, in Great Bear Lake. The Scented-grass Hill is

distant from Cape Bathurst about three hundred miles, on a S.E. bearing, which

corresponds, within a point, with the direction of the principal mountain chains

in the country. A glance at the map will show a striking similarity in the form

of the ground plan of these two promontories. At the extremity of Cape

191 Bathurst the cliffe consist of slaty-clay, which, when dry, has a light

bluish-gray colour, a slightly greasy feel, and falls down in flakes. The

rain-water had penetrated the cliff to the depth of three yards from the summit

;

and this portion was frozen, on the 17th July, into an icy wall, which crumbled

down as it thawed. On proceeding a little further along the coast, some beds

were observed that possessed, when newly exposed to the air, tenacity

enough to be denominated stone, but which, under the action of water, speedily

softened into a tenacious bluish-clay.

At Point Traill we were attracted by the variegated colours of the cliff,

and on landing found that they proceeded from clays baked by the heat

192 of a bed of bituminous-alum-shale which had been on fire. Some parts

193 of the earth were still warm. The shale is of a brown colour and thin

197 slaty structure, with an earthy fracture. It contains many interspersed

198 crystals of selenite ; between its lamina there is much powdery alum,

199 mixed with sulphur, and it is traversed by veins of brown selenite, in

slender prismatic crystals. The bed was much broken down, and

hid by the debris of the bank, but in parts it was several yards thick,

200 and contained layers of the wax-coloured variety of alum, named Rock-

194 butter. The shale is covered by a bed of stone, chiefly composed of

195 oval distinct concretions of a poor calcareous clay-iron stone. These con-

196 cretions have a straight cleavage in the direction of their short axis, and

are often coated by fibrous calc-sinter and calcedony. The upper part

of the cliff is clay and sand passing into a loosely cohering sandstone. The

strata are horizontal, except in the neighbourhood of ravines, or of consumed
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shale, when they are often highly inclined, apparently from partial subsidence.

The debris of the cliff form declivities, having an inclination of from fifty to

eighty degrees, and the burnt clays variously coloured, yellow, white, and deep

red, give it much the appearance of the rubbish of a brick-field. The view of the

interior, from the summit of the cliff, presents a surface slightly varied by emi-

nences, which swell gently to the height of fifty or sixty feet above the general

level. The soil is clayey, with a very scanty vegetation, and there are many

small lakes in the country.

Ten miles further on, the alum-shale forms a cliff two hundred feet high, and

presents layers of the Rock-butter about two inches thick, with many crystals of

selenite on the surfaces of the slates. The summit of the cliff consists of

201 a bed of marly gravel two yards thick, which is composed of pebbles

of granite, sienite, quartz, lydian-stone, and compact limestone, all coated

by a white powdery marl. The dip of the strata at this place is slightly to the

northward.

A few miles to the south-east of Wilmot Horton River the cliffs are six hundred

feet high, and present acclivities having an inclination of from thirty to sixty

degrees, formed of weathered slate-clay. Some beds of alum-shale arc visible

at the foot of these cliffs, containing much sulphate of alumina and masses of

baked clay.

Two miles further along the coast the shaly strata were on fire, giving out

smoke, and beyond this the cliffs become much broken but less precipitous,

having fallen down in consequence of the consumption of the combustible

strata. These ruined cliffs gradually terminated in green and sloping banks,

whose summit was from one to two miles inland, and about six hundred feet

above the sea level. Considerable tracts of level ground occurred occasionally

betwixt these banks and the beach. WJierever the ground was cut by ravines,

beds of slate-clay were exposed. On reaching the bottom of Franklin Bay,

we observed the higher grounds keeping an E.S.E. direction until lost to the

view, becoming, however, somewhat peaked in the outline.

f2
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SEA COAST.—LIMESTONE.

Parry's Peninsula, where it joins the mainland, is very low, consisting mostly

ofgravel and sand, and is there greatly indented by shallow bays, but it gradually

increases in height towards Cape Parry. The bays and inlets are separated

from the sea by beaches composed of rolled pieces of compact limestone ; and

which, although they are in places only a few yards across, are several miles in

length. The northern part of Parry's Peninsula belongs entirely to a formation

which appears, from the mineralogical characters of the stone composing the great

mass of the strata, and the organic remains observed in it, to be identical with

the limestone formations of Lakes Winipeg and Huron.

202 On the north side of Sellwood Bay, in lat 69° 42', cliffs about

204 twenty feet high are composed of a fine grained* brownish dolomite, in

angular distinct concretions, and containing corallines and veins of calc-

spar. In the same neighbourhood there is a bed of grayish-black

203 compact lucullite, with druses of calc-spar, very similar to the limestone

which occurs in highly inclined strata at the " Rock by the River

Side," on the Mackenzie, and in horizontal strata in an island near that rock,

where it forms angular concretions.

After passing Sellwood Bay, the north and east shores of Cape Parry, and the

islands skirting them, present magnificent cliffs of limestone, which, from the

weathering action of the waves of the sea, assume curious architectural forms.

Many of the insulated rocks are perforated.! Between the bold projecting cliffs

of limestone there are narrow shelving beaches, formed of its debris, that afford

access to the interior. The strata have generally a slight dip to the northward,

* Specimens from Sellwood Bay.

202 Fine-grained dark brownish-gray dolomite, with corallines filled with white calc-spar.

203 Lucullite grayish-black, compact, and without lustre.

204 Gray dolomite.

205 A rolled piece, evidently of the same rock with the preceding, containing the impression of >

cardium.

206

f See Plate 26.
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and the most common rock is a yellowish-gray dolomite which has a very com-

pact structure, but presents some shining facets of disseminated calc-spar. This

stone, which is not to be distinguished by its mineralogical characters from the

prevailing limestone of Lake Winipeg, and at the passage of La cloche in Lake

Huron, forms beds six or eight feet thick, and is frequently interstratified with

a cellular limestone, approaching to chert in hardness, and exhibiting the cha-

racters of ranch wacko. In some parts, the rauchwacke is the predominating

rock, and has its cells beautifully powdered with crystals of quartz or of calc-

spar, and contains layers of chert of a milky colour. The chert has sometimes

the appearance of calcedony, and is finely striped.

The extremity of Cape Parry is a hill about seven hundred feet

208, 209 high, in which beds of brownish dolomite, impregnated with silica,

are interstratified with a thin-slaty, gray limestone, having a com-

pact structure*. The vegetation is very scanty, and there are some spots

covered with fragments of dolomite, on which there is not the vestige even of a
lichen. Many large boulders ofgreenstone were thrown upon the N.W. point of

Cape Parry. The islands in Darnley Bay, between Capes Parry and Lyon, are

composed of limestone.

SEA-COAST.—FORMATION OF SLATE-CLAY, SANDSTONE, AND LIMESTONE,
WITH TRAP-ROCKS.

From Cape Lyon to Point Tinney, the rocks forming the coast-line are slate-

clay, limestone, greenstone, sandstone, and calcareous puddingstone.

t

• Specimens from the Promontory of Cape Parry, which rises into a hill, seven hundred feet high.

Strata dipping lightly to the northward.

207 Yellowish-gray dolomite, imperfectly crystalline, being similar to the limestone of Lake

Winipeg.

208 Brownish dolomite impregnated with silica.

209 Thin-slaty, gray limestone. Very common also in Lake Winipeg.

210, 211 Boulders of dolomite.

212

213 Brown dolomite, with drusy cavities and veins, lined by calc-spar.
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214 Near the extremity of Cape Lyon the dalt-day predominates, occur,

ring in straight, thin, bluish-gray layers, which are interspersed with

detached scales of mica. It sometimes forms thicker slates, that are impreg-

nated with iron, and occurs alone, or interstratified in thin beds with a

215 reddish, small-grained limestone. The strata, in general, dip slightly

to the N.E., and form gently-swelling grounds, which at the distance of

about fifteen miles to the southward terminate in hills, named the Melville

Range. These hills are apparenUy connected with those which skirt the coast

to the westward of Parry's Peninsula, have rather a soft outline, and do not

appear to attain an altitude of more than seven or eight hundred feet above

the sea. Ridges of naked trap-rocks, which traverse the lower country betwixt

the Melville hills and the extremity of the Cape, rise abruptly to the height of

one hundred or one hundred and fifty feet, and have, in general, an E.N.E. di-

rection. When these trap ridges reach the coast, they form precipices which

frequently have a columnar structure, and the nearly horizontal strata of slate-

clay are generally seen underlying the precipices. In many places the softer

clay strata are worn considerably away, and the columns of greenstone hang

over the beach. Columns of this description occur at the north-eastern extre-

mity of the Cape, and the slate-clay is not altered at its point of contact with

the greenstone. The soil in this neighbourhood is clayey, and some small

streams have pretty lofty and steep clayey banks ; the shaly strata appearing

only at their base. A better sward of grasses and carices exists at Cape Lyon,

than is usual on those shores. Many boulders of greenstone and large frag-

ments of red sandstone strew the beach.

At Point Pearce, four or five miles to the eastward of Cape Lyon, a reddish,

small-grained limestone forms perpendicular cliffs two hundred feet high, in

which a remarkable cavern occurs. Near these cliffs the slate-clay and reddish

limestone are interstratified, and form a bold rocky point, in which the strata dip

to the N.E. at an angle of 20°. The coast line becomes lower to the eastward,

and at Point Keats a fine-grained, flesh-coloured sandstone occurs. This sand

stone is quartzose, does not possess much tenacity, and is without any apparent

basis.

At Point Deas Thompson the limestone re-appears, having reddish-brown

and flesh-red colours, and a splintery fracture. There are some beautiful Gothic

arches formed in the cliffs there by the weathering of the strata.
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Five miles farther along the coast, near Roscoe River, the same kind of li mo-

stone forms clifls twenty-five feet high, and is covered by thin layers of soft

slate-clay. On the top of these cliffs we observed a considerable quantity of

drift-timber and some hummocks of gravel. The spring-tides do not rise above

two feet. The Melville Range approaches within three miles of the coast there,

and presents a few short conical summits, although the hills composing it are

mostly round-backed.

At Point De Witt Clinton, a compact blackish-blue limestone, traversed by

veins of calc-spar, forms a bed thirty feet thick, which reposes on thin

217 layers of a soft, compact, light, bluish-gray limestone or marl. The clifls

218 at this place are altogether about seventy feet high, but their bases

219 were concealed by accumulations of ice. Veins filled with compact

and fibrous gypsum traverse the upper limestone. Naked and barren

ridges of greenstone, much iron-shot, cross the country here, in the same

manner as at Cape Lyon. The soil consists of gravel and clay ; the former

mostly composed of whitish, magnesian limestone ; and the vegetation is very

scanty.

At Point Tinney, in lat. 69° 20", clifls of a calcareous puddingstone, about

forty feet high, extend for a mile along the coast. The basis, in most of the beds,

is calc-spar ; but in some small layers it is calcareous sand. The imbedded

pebbles are smooth, vary in magnitude, from the size of a pea to that ofa man's

hand, and are mostly or entirely of chert, which approaches to calcedony, and,

when striped, to agate in its characters. Perhaps, much of the gravel which

covers the country is derived from the destruction of this conglomerate rock.

SEA-COAST.—LIMESTONE.

From Point Clifton to Cape Hearne, the whole coast consists of a forma-

tion of limestone precisely similar to that which occurs on Lake Winipeg and

Parry's Peninsula.

Dolomite, the prevailing rock in this formation, is generally in thin layers, and

has a light smoke-gray colour, varying occasionally to yellowish gray, and

buff. Its structure is compact, with little lustre, except from facets of dissemi-

nated calc-spar. It sometimes passes into milk-white chert, which forms beds.
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In some places the dolomite alternates with cellular limestone, which is gene-

rally much impregnated with quartz, and has its cavities powdered with crystals

of that mineral. No organic remains were observed in the strata, but fragments,

evidently derived from some beds of the formation, contained othoceratites, like

those of Lake Huron. The strata, though nearly horizontal, appear to crop out

towards the north and east, forming precipices about ten feet high, facing in that

direction, and running like a wall across the country. In many places, however,

and particularly at Cape Krusenstern, the strata terminate in magnificent cliffs

upwards of two hundred feet high, the country in the interior remaining level.

Mount Barrow is a small hill of limestone, of a remarkable form, being a natural

fortification surrounded by a moat. The coast line is indented by shallow bays,

and skirted by rocks and islands.

In the whole country occupied by this formation, the ground is covered with

slaty fragments, sometimes to the depth of three feet or more. These slates

appear to have been detached from the strata they cover, by the freezing of the

water, which insinuates itself betwixt their layers. At Cape Bexley the frag-

ments of dolomite cover the ground to the exclusion of all other soil ; and in a

walk ofseveral miles, I did not see the vestige of a vegetable, except a small green

scum upon some stones that formed the lining of a pond which had dried up.

In this neighbourhood there are a number of straight furrows a foot deep, as if

a plough had been drawn through the loose fragments. After many conjectures

as to the cause of this phenomenon, I ascertained that the furrows had their

-origin in fissures of the strata lying underneath.

At the commencement of this formation between Point Tinney and Point

Clifton, the coast is low, and a stream of considerable magnitude, named Croker

River, together with many rivulets, flow into the sea. Its termination to the

southward of Cape Hearne is also marked by a low coast line, which is

bounded by the bold rocky hills of Cape Kendall.

FORMATION SIMILAR TO THAT AT CAPE LYON.

The beach between Cape Hearne and Cape Kendall is in some places composed

of slate-clay, and of a clay resembling wacke. Many large boulders of green-

stone occur there. Cape Kendall is a projecting rocky point, about five or six
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hundred feet high, and nearly precipitous on three sides, which are washed by

the sea. On the north its rocks consist entirely of greenstone, but on the south

side of the Cape the greenstone in lofty columns reposes on thin-slaty beds of

fine-grained, bluish-gray limestone. Back's Inlet presents on each side a suc-

cession of lofty precipitous headlands, which have the shape termed, by seamen,

" the gunner's quoin." * Most of the islands and points near the mouth of the

Coppermine have this form, and are composed of trap rocks. One of

220 Cowper's islands on which we landed consists of beds of greenstone

cropping out like the steps of a stair.

A low ridge of greenstone exists at the mouth of the Coppermine river,

and from thence to Bloody-fall, a distance of ten miles, the country is nearly

level, with the exception of some low ridges of trap which run through it.

The channel of the river is sunk about one hundred and fifty feet below the

surrounding country, and is bounded by cliffs of yellowish white sand, and

sometimes of clay, from beneath which, beds of greenstone occasionally crop

out.f

At Bloody-fall, a round-backed ridge of land, seven or eight hundred feet high,

crosses the country. It has a gentle ascent on the north, but is steep towards

the south. The river at the fall makes its way through a narrow gap, whose

nearly precipitous sides consist of tenacious clay, the bed and immediate borders

of the stream being formed of greenstone. J From thence to the Copper Moun-

tains, gently undulated plains occur, intersected in various parts by precipitous

ridges of trap rocks, and the river flows in a narrow chasm, sunk about one

hundred feet below their level. A few miles above Bloody-fall, strata of light

gray clay-slate, dipping to the north-east, at an angle of 20°, support some green-

stone cliffs on the banks of the river. From this place to the Copper

222 Mountains the rocks observed in the ravines were a dark reddish-brown,

223 felspathose sandstone, and gray slate -clay in horizontal strata, with

• S«e plate 28.

t An accurate view of the banks of the Coppermine, as seen from Bloody-fall, sketched on the

•pot by Lieutenant Hood, is given at p. 350 of Captain Franklin's narrative of his first journey.

{ In the geological notices appended to the narrative of Captain Franklin's Journey to the

Coppermine, I have termed this rock a dark purplish-red felspar rock. On examining it again on

this journey, I perceived it to be a greenstone, whose surfaces weather of a rusty brown colour.

g
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224 greenstone rising in ridges. The soil is sandy, and in many places

clayey, with a pretty close grassy sward. Straggling spruce trees begin

to skirt the banks of the river about eighteen or twenty miles from the sea.

COPPER MOUNTAINS.

The Copper Mountains rise perhaps eight or nine hundred feet above the

bed of the river, and at a distance present a somewhat soft outline, but

on a nearer view they appear to be composed of ridges which have a

direction from W.N.W. to E.S.E. Many of the ridges have precipitous

sides, and their summits, which are uneven and stony, do not rise more

than two hundred or two hundred and fifty feet above the vallies, which are

generally swampy and full of small lakes. The only rocks noticed when we
crossed these hills on the late journey, were clay-slate, greenstone, and dark

red sandstone, sometimes containing white calcareous concretions, resembling

an amygdaloidal rock. On our first journey down the Coppermine River, we
visited a valley, where the Indians had been accustomed to look for native

copper, and we found there many loose fragments of a trap rock, containing

native copper, green malachite, copper glance, and iron-shot copper green ; also

trap containing greenish-gray prehnite with disseminated native copper, which,

in some specimens, was crystallized in rhomboidal dodecahedrons. Tabular

fragments of prehnite, associated with calc-spar and native copper, were also

picked up, evidently portions of a vein, but we did not discover the vein in its

original repository. The trap-rock, whose fragments strewed the valley, consists

of felspar, deeply coloured by hornblende. A few clumps of white spruce trees

occur in the vallies of the Copper Mountains, but the country is in general naked.

The Coppermine River makes a remarkable bend round the end of these hills.

After quitting the Copper Mountains, and passing a valley occupied by a chain

of small lakes in lat 67° l(y, long. 116° 45', we travelled over a formation whose

prevailing rocks are spotted sandstone and conglomerate, and which forms the

height of land betwixt Bear Lake and the Coppermine River. The ascent to

this height from the eastward is gradual, but the descent towards Bear Lake is

more rapid. The country is broken and hilly, though the height of the hills above

the sea is perhaps inferior to that of the Copper Mountains. The vallies through
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which the small streams that water the country flow, are narrow and deep,

resembling ravines, and their sides are clayey. The ground is strewed with

gravel.

The sandstone has very generally a purplish colour, with gray spots of various

magnitudes. It is fine-grained, hard, has a somewhat vitreous lustre, and

contains little or no disseminated mica.

The conglomerate consists of oval pebbles of white quartz, sometimes of very

considerable magnitude, imbedded in an iron-shot cement Many of the pebbles

appear as if they had been broken and firmly re-united again. The conglomerate

passes into a coarse sandstone.

Porphyry and granite form hills amongst the sandstone strata.

The porphyry has a compact basis, like hornstone, of a dull brown colour,

which contains imbedded crystals of felspar and quartz, and occasionally of

augite. It forms dome-shaped and short conical hills.

The granite is disposed in oblong ridges, with small mural precipices. It has,

generally, a flesh-red colour, and contains some specks of augite, but little or no

mica. The granite and porphyry were observed only on the east side of the

height of land, the brow of which, and its whole western declivity, is formed of

sandstone. Boulders of granite and porphyry, precisely similar to the varieties

which occur in situ on the height of land, are common on the beach at Fort

Franklin, and on the banks of the Mackenzie above Bear Lake.

To the westward of the height of land, the country on the banks of Dease

River is more level, and few rocks in situ were seen, until within five or six

miles of Bear Lake, where the stream flows through a chasm, whose sides are

composed of a sofi, fine-grained red sandstone, like that which occurs in the vale

of Dumfries, in Scotland. Several ravines here have their sides composed of

fine sand, inclosing fragments of soft sandstone.

About three miles from the mouth of Dease River we came to a limestone

formation, which has been already noticed in the account of the geological structure

of the shores of Great Bear Lake.

EASTERN CHAIN OP PRIMITIVE ROCKS.

The preceding part of the paper describing the rock formations which were no-

ticed on the route of the expedition from Great Slave Lake down the Mackenzie

g 2
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along the shores of the Arctic Sea, the Coppermine, Great Bear Lake, and Great

Bear River, being a distance of three thousand miles, I shall, by way of sup-i

plement, mention very briefly some of the more southern deposits.

The first I have to speak of is the chain of primitive rocks to which I have alluded

in page xxix. as extending for a very great distance in a north-west direction,

and inclining in the northern parts slightly towards the Rocky Mountain Chain,

Dr. Bigsby , in his account of the geology of Lake Huron says, that *' The primitive

rocks on the northern shores of that lake are part of a vast chain, of which the

southern portion, extending probably uninterruptedly from the north and east of

Lake Winipeg, passes thence along the northern shores of Lakes Superior,

Huron, and Simcoe, and after forming the granitic barrier of the Thousand Isles,

at the outlet of Lake Ontario, spreads itself largely throughout the state of New
York, and there joins with the Alleghanies, and their southern continuations."

It is not my intention to say any thing further of the rocks in the districts

of which Dr. Bigsby speaks, although in travelling from the United States

to Lake Winipeg the expedition passed over them. That zealous geologist

has already given, in various publications, many interesting and accurate details

of the formations on the borders of the great lakes ;—an account of those which lie

some degrees farther to the north is inserted in the second volume of the Geolo-

gical Transactions,—and there are some notices of them in the Appendix to the

narrative of Captain Franklin's First Journey. My object at present is, merely

to trace the western boundary of the primitive rocks in their course through the

more northerly parts of the American continent.

I have already quoted Sir Alexander Mackenzie's original and important

remark, of the principal lakes in those quarters being interposed betwixt the

primitive rocks and the secondary strata, lying to the westward of them—Lake

Winipeg is an instance in point. It is a long, narrow lake, and is bounded

throughout on its east side by primitive rocks, mostly granitic, whilst its more

indented western shore is formed of horizontal limestone strata. The western

boundary of the primitive rocks, extending on this lake about two hundred and

eighty miles, has nearly a north-north-west direction. From Norway Point, at

the north end of the lake, to Isle a la Crosse, a distance of four hundred and

twenty miles in a straight line, the boundary has a west-north-west direction.

For two hundred and forty miles from Isle a la Crosse to Athabasca Lake, the

course of the primitive rocks is unknown to me ; but from Athabasca Lake to
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M'Tavish's Bay, in Great Bear Lake, a distance of five hundred miles, their

western edge runs about north-west-by-west, and is marked by the Slave River,

a deep inlet on the north side of Great Slave Lake, and a chain of rivers and

lakes, (including Great Marten Lake,) which discharge themselves into that

inlet.

Captain Franklin on his first voyage crossed this primitive chain nearly at

right angles to its line of direction, in proceeding from Hudson's Bay to Lake

Winipeg—it was there two hundred and twenty miles wide.

The hills composing the chain are of small elevation, none of them rising much

above the surrounding country. They have mostly rounded summits, and they

do not form continuous ridges ; but are detached from each other by vallies of

various breadth, though generally narrow, and very seldom level. The sides of

the hills are steep, often precipitous. When the vallies are of considerable

extent, they are almost invariably occupied by a lake, the proportion of water

in this primitive district being very great ; from the top of the highest hill on the

Hill River, which has not a greater altitude than six hundred feet, thirty-six lakes

are said to be visible. The small elevation of the chain may be inferred from

an examination of the map, which shows that it is crossed by several rivers,

that rise in the Rocky Mountains, the most considerable of which are the

Churchill and the Saskatchewan, or Nelson River. These great streams have,

for many hundred miles from their origin, the ordinary appearance of rivers, in

being bounded by continuous parallel banks ; but on entering the primitive dis-

trict, they present chains of lake-like dilatations, which are full of islands, and

have a very irregular outline. Many of the numerous arms of these expansions

wind for miles through the neighbouring country, and the whole district bears

a striking resemblance, in the manner in which it is intersected by water, to the

coast of Norway and the adjoining part of Sweden. The successive dilatations

of the rivers have scarcely any current, but are connected to each other by one or

more straits, in which the water-course is more or less obstructed by rocks, and

the stream is very turbulent and rapid. The most prevalent rock in the chain is

gneiss ; but there is also granite and mica-slate, together with numerous beds of

amphibolic rocks.
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To the westward of the chain of primitive rocks, through a great part, if not

through the whole of its course, lies an extensive horizontal deposit of limestone.

Dr. Bigsby, in the Geological Transactions, has described, in detail, the lime-

stone of Lake Huron, and is disposed to refer " the cavernous and brecciated

limestone of Michilimackinac to the magnesian breccia, which is in England

connected with the red marl ;" whilst the limestones of St. Joseph, and the

northern isles, he considers as more resembling the well-known formation of

Dudley, in Staffordshire. The limestone of Thessalon Isle, in which there occurs

the remarkable species of orthoceratite which he has figured, he describes as

decidedly magnesian. I observed this orthoceratite in the limestone strata of

one of the isles forming the passage of La Cloche in Lake Huron. The lime-

stone deposits of Lake Winipeg and Cape Parry exactly resemble that of La
Cloche in mineralogical characters, and in containing the same orthoceratite

which was also found by Captains Parry and Lyon at Igloolik.

The colour of the limestone of Lake Winipeg is very generally yellowish-

white, passing into buff, on the one hand, and into ash-gray on the other. A
reddish tinge is also occasionally observed. Much of it has a flat fracture, with

little or no lustre, and a fine-grained arenacious structure. A great portion of

it, however, is compact, and has a flat conchoidal and slightly splintery fracture.

This variety passes into a beautiful china-like chert. Many of the beds are

full of long, narrow vesicular cavities, which are lined sometimes

1001, 1014 with calc-spar, but more frequently with minute crystals of quartz.

The beds of this formation seldom exceed a foot in thickness,

and are often very thin and slaty. The arenacious and cherty varieties fre-

quently occur in the same bed ; sometimes they form distinct beds. The softer

kinds weather readily into a white marl, which is used by the residents to

whitewash their houses. Wherever extensive surfaces of the strata were exposed,

as in the channels of rivers, they were observed to be traversed by rents crossing

each other at various angles. The larger rents, which were sometimes two yards

or more in width, were, however, generally parallel to each other for a conside-

rable distance.

Professor Jameson enumerates terebratuUe, orthoceratitcs, ericrimtct, caryopht/I-
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and linguke, as the organic remains in the specimens brought home by
Captain Franklin on his first expedition. Mr. Stokes and Mr. James De Carle

Sowerby have examined those which we procured on the last expedition, and found

amongst them tcrebratulites, ifirifers, madurita, and coralline*. The maclurites

belonging to the same species, with specimens from Lakes Erie and Huron, and

also from Igloolik, are perhaps referrible to the Maclurea magna of Le Sueur.

1015
Mr* Sowerby determined a shell, occurring in great abundance in the

strata at Cumberland-house, about one hundred and twenty miles to the

westward of Lake Winipeg, to be the Pcntamerus Aylatfordii.

The extent to the westward of the limestone deposit of Lake Winipeg is not

well known to me ; but I have traced it as far up the Saskatchewan as Carlton

House, and its breadth there is at least two hundred and eighty miles. For

about one hundred miles below Carlton House, the river Saskatchewan flows

betwixt banks from one to two hundred feet in height, consisting of clay or sand,

and the beds of limestone are exposed in very few places. The plains in the

neighbourhood of Carlton abound in small lakes, some of which are salt. The

country which the Saskatchewan waters for one hundred and ninety miles before

it enters Lake Winipeg, is of a different kind. It is still more flat than that

about Carlton, and is so little raised above the level of the river, that in the

spring-floods the whole country is inundated, and in several places the river

sends off branches which reunite with it after a course of many miles. In this

quarter the soil is generally thin, and the limestone strata are almost every-

where extensively exposed. To the southward of Cumberland House, the Bas-

quiau Hill has considerable elevation. I had not an opportunity of visiting it

;

but in the flat limestone strata, near its foot, there are salt springs, from which

the Indians sometimes procure a considerable quantity of salt by boiling ; and

there are several sulphureous springs within the formation.

I observed no beds of conglomerate in it, and no sandstone associated with

it ; but the extensive plains which lie betwixt Carlton House and the Rocky

Mountains are sandy, and beds of sandstone are said to be visible in some

of the ravines.

The line of contact of the limestone with the primitive rocks of Lake Winipeg,

is covered with water ; but at the Dog's-Head, and near the north end of Beaver

Lake, they are exposed within less than a mile of each other. To the southward

of the Dog's-Head in Lake Winipeg, and in a few other quarters, some schistose
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rocks, belonging to the transition series, are interposed between the two

formations.

Before quitting the formations of Lake Winipeg, I may remark, that the

height of that lake above the sea is perhaps equal to that of Lake Superior,

which is eight hundred feet.

LIMESTONE OP THE ELK AND SLAVE RIVERS.

The next formation I have to mention is one which appears to possess most

of the characters ascribed by German geologists to the zechstein. It extends

from the north side of the Methy carrying-place down the Clearwater, Elk, and

Slave Rivers, and along the south shore of Great Slave Lake to the efflux of the

Mackenzie. The line I have traced was the route of the expedition, and is also

very nearly that of the eastern boundary ofthe limestone. Primitive rocks occur

in Lake Mammawee, Athabasca Lake, and on the Stony River ; and on several

parts of the Slave River they are separated from the limestone only by the

breadth of the stream. On Great Slave Lake, the Stony Island, on the north-

east side of the mouth of Slave River, is composed of granite, whilst the lime-

stone strata are exposed at Fort Resolution on the south-west side.

The limestone in this extensive tract is commonly in thin and nearly horizontal

beds, and much of it exactly resembles in mineralogical characters the dolomite

and chert of Lake Winipeg. It is interstratified with thin beds

1027, 1028 of soft white marl ; and in a few places with a marly sandstone.

Extensive beds of stinkstone also occur, and many beds of lime-

stone containing fluid bitumen in cavities. The bitumen is in such quantity,

in some quarters, as to flow in streams from fissures in the rock ; and in an ex-

tensive district, around Pierre au Calumet on the Elk River, slaggy mineral pitch

fills the crevices in the soil, and may be collected in large quantities by digging

a well.

A calcareous breccia also exists in various places, particularly on the Slave

River. Springs depositing from their waters sulphur, and sulphate of lime,

slightly mixed with sulphate of magnesia, muriate of soda, and iron, are common

and copious. A few miles to the westward of the Slave River, there is a ridge
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of hills several miles long, and about two hundred feet high, having several beds

of compact, grayish gypsum exposed on its sides. From the base of this hill

there issue seven or eight very copious, and many smaller springs, whose waters

deposit a great quantity of very fine muriate of soda by spontaneous evaporation.

The collected rivulets from these springs form a stream which is, at its junction

with the Slave River, sixty yards wide and eight or ten feet deep.

1020 to 1026 The organic remains in this deposit, according to a list kindly

furnished by Mr. Sowerby, consist of*pirifcrs, one of which is

1029 to 1032 the spirifer acuta ; several new terebratitla , of which one re-

sembles the T. resupinata, a cirrus, some crinoidal remains, and

corals.

At the union of Clearwater and Elk Rivers, the limestone beds are covered

to the depth of one hundred and fifty feet with bituminous shale.

I have stated, that on Slave River this limestone formation succeeds imme-

diately to primitive rocks, but I am not acquainted with the rocks that lie to the

eastward of it on the Elk River. The traders report that there are extensive

deposits of sandstone on the eastern arm of the Athabasca Lake, and, perhaps,

these sandstones extend nearly to Clearwater River. Sand covers the limestone

on that river to the depth of eight or nine hundred feet, and the fragments of

sandstone in it are large, numerous, and not worn.

The quantity of gypsum in immediate connection with extremely copious and

rich salt springs, and the great abundance of petroleum in this formation, toge-

ther with the arenacious, soil, marly, and brecciated beds interstratified with the

dolomite, and above all, the circumstance of the latter being by far the most

common and extensive rock in the deposit, led me to think that the limestone

of the Elk and Slave Rivers was equivalent to the zechstein of the continental

geologists. My opinion, however, on this subject is, from a total want of practi-

cal acquaintance with the European rock formations, of little weight ; and several

eminent geologists are, after an examination of the organic remains and minera-

logical characters of the specimens brought home, inclined to consider the forma-

tion as analogous to the carboniferous or mountain-limestone of England.

As to the limestone formation of Lake Winipeg, I have no doubt of its identity

with that occurring in the islands at the passage of La Cloche, in Lake Huron, and

also with that at Cape Parry and at Cape Krusenstern, on the coast of the Arctic

Sea. It is probable, also, that these four deposits belong to the same epocli

h
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with the limestone of Elk and Slave Rivers, although they differ in containing

little or no petroleum. It is proper to mention, however adverse it may be to the

opinion I have ventured to hint at above, of these extensive horizontal deposits of

limestone being referable to the zechstein, that the limestone of Lake Huron is

generally considered as belonging to the mountain-limestone ; and Professor

Jameson, from a review of the organic remains occurring in the Lake Winipeg

deposit, considered that it also belonged to that formation. The formation of

Cape Lyon may be, with less danger of mistake, referred to the transition or

mountain-limestone.
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METEOROLOGICAL TABLES,

ARRANGED FROM THE REGISTERS KEPT AT FORT FRANKLIN BY THE
OFFICERS OF THE EXPEDITION,

JOHN RICHARDSON, M.D., F.R.S., &c
Surgeon and Naturalist to the Expedition.

TABLE L

The following Table exhibits the temperature of the Air and principal

Atmospherical Phenomena observed at Fort Franklin for one year, from the

commencement of September 1 825, to the end of August 1826, with the exception

of the month of June.

From September to the end of May the temperatures were registered hourly,

from seven in the morning to midnight, and at four in the morning. An
observation was also made in the spring at sunrise. The means for the twenty-

four hours were calculated from eighteen, and sometimes from twenty, hourly

observations, by interpolating the remaining hours. This interpolation could

be made without hazard of material error, because the descent of the temperature

was generally gradual from midnight to sunrise, and the mean so obtained is

evidently more correct than it would have been, had the length of the intervals

between the observations at midnight, four and seven in the morning, not been

taken into the account.

The temperatures were registered at the observatory, a building of rough deal,

ha
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about one hundred yards from the Fort, thirty feet above the surface of Great

Bear Lake, and guessed to be about two hundred and thirty feet above the level

of the sea.

The thermometer which was used was a coloured spirit one, made by

Newman, and was selected from ten by the same maker, because, on several

trials, it gave nearly the mean temperature of the whole. All the thermometers

corresponded at the zero point, but they varied from each other as the tem-

perature decreased, and at 45* below zero, they differed eight or nine degrees.

They disagreed also in their ascending scales, but to a less amount. The

thermometer that was chosen, agreed very nearly with one made by Dollond,

which was regularly noted for the purpose of comparison.

In the month of May the sun rose, and set so far to the northward, that it was

difficult to find a situation for the thermometer which was not heated by its rays,

and the following contrivance was therefore adopted. The bulb and lower part of

the scale of a mercurial thermometer was inclosed in a brass cylinder, an inch and

a half in diameter, having a cover and a bottom of the same material, fitted

loosely to allow a free passage to the air. The brass cylinder was shut up in

another cylinder of tinned iron, four inches in diameter which also gave free

admission to the air. This apparatus was constructed to obviate the effect of

solar and terrestrial radiation, and it answered the purpose ; for even when the

sun shone bright on the outer case, the inclosed thermometer indicated as low,

and frequently a lower temperature, than one hung in the most shady spot that

could be selected.

The temperatures of the first twenty days of June were noted at the Fort, but

the book in which they were inserted was unfortunately stolen by the Esquimaux.

To supply this defect in the calculation of the mean annual temperature, the

mean temperature of that month has been assumed to be + 48°, which cannot,

at the utmost, be more than one or two degrees from the truth.

Mr. Dease, who accompanied the Expedition to Fort Norman on the 22nd of

June, returned to Fort Franklin on the 9th of July ; and from that period to the

end of August, he had the kindness to register the temperatures every three

hours with the mercurial thermometer, inclosed in the metal cylinders as above

described. The temperatures of the first eight days of July are supplied from

observations made on the Mackenzie. It is proper to notice, that Mr. Dease

having lent his watch to the Eastern Detachment of the Expedition, the hours

at which his temperatures were registered were in some degree uncertain,

particularly when the sun was obscured.
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ABSTRACT ofMETEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL for Se TEMbKH 1825, kept at Fort Franklin.

17av ol

Temperature of the Atmoiphera registered
PurTAlLINO U'tATIlTR,

18 Times in the 24 Hoaim.
Prcvailino Wi

the AND

Mooth.
Me*n.

»

Lowe* Direction. Force.

OTBIK K t MARir.

1

o 0

1 I <;.,-i

"P *° V

o

_L OVA-p 03 V

9 l ii.j) T «** w
•

3 I OA-JO T 43 u 1 gl.n
• ps on..— 1 he l bermonieter waji nung

4 -4- 41-42 •4- 300 •bout three feet from the ground

-j- 43 U4 OV U 1 4 l.Ap 4 I U
oo the north tide of the Obaer.

5
Titory, until the mooth of M -i y.

6 4- 44 Uo 3U U l «V7•p 03 # It wu * r*»it.rcilour*»<i .nirit nn»

7 -p OS OX -p 4.4 O -p «»3 U
• *

8 -p 41 41 4_ 52-5T wet »F + 43-4
-

o + 45 5)2 + 550 + 380

10 + 40 fJ T 33 V 1 «7-A

11 -t- 44 -f- OS 0 f 43 J N.N.E., Calm. 1 Gloomy and rainy.

12
-J- 43 IS 1 .1 R.A

f" 43 U 1 JA- Si-p 4U 3 PalmV- til 1X1. • • * •
Misty. Rainy.

laAv -f- 4o y* •p 4 # o J. Jl .ft Rainy and misty.

1 44-r.oJO + 42*0 Pnlm V*KsWlU • i> . 1 j . 1 Rainy and misty.
•

15 -p 1 , oo 1 4U-Q"p 4C» O 1—

2

Fine and clear.

M -J- 4^*71 1 4C-A 4- 38 0 1 sj:. 8 Clear.

-J- 44^»» -p QW O -tV 39*0 4 Ditto.

18 + 48'01 i to.7
I 40 * sj:. 7 Cloudy.

l lr..lt 1 RJ.A 4- SB-5re

20

-p 43 4a

+ 4759

•p 34 U

+ 605 + 36-8 N.E. 3 Cloudy.

21 ; + 46 74 + 499 + 43-

1

N.W. 1 Rainy.

22 + 4313 + 46-3 + 39'5 North. 6 Cloudy.

23 + 40-49 + 43-8 + 37*7 Calm and E.N.E. 5 Fogpry, afterwards very clear.

24 + 4459 + 52 6 + 890 East. 5 Very clear.

25 + 4390 + 49 5 + 39-7 E.8JL 2 Showery.

26 + 4119 + 44 5 + 38-7 N.W. S Cloudy and hazy.

27 ! + 40-40 + 45-0 + 37-8 N.W. and EJj.S. 1—5 Rainy, afterwards cloudy.

28 I + 36-39 + 377 + 35 4 N.E. 2 Rainy with snow at times.

29 + 3653 + 39-4 + 340 E.b.S.

:

Cloudy with snow showers.

30 + 3679 + 40*6 + 83-7 W.b.N. Clear.

Means + 42-92 + 48 12 + 38-08
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i JOURNAL for O

Day of

th«

T«mp«r.ture ofth.Almotph
f"U1U'" W'

18 Tillies in the 24 Houn.
mm

Month
i

f
.

Direction. 9mm.
Oral* It

r

mahc«.

1 + 32- 10 + 3°60 f 281 N.W. 2 Clear.

2 + 2890 + 34 5 + 240 N.E. South. 2—1 Clear.

3 + 31 44 + 34 4 + 280 N.N.W. 1 Gloomy. Snow showers.

4 * -81-36 + 33-2 + 290 S.E. 4 Clear.

5 + 3122 + 35-8 + 271 S.E. 3
|
Clear.

6 + 8518 + 40 3 + 270 E.b.S. 8—7 Cloudy and hazy.

7 + 3502 + 88-8 + 30-2 N.N.E. I Rain and snow.

8 -f 2602 + 29-2 + 22-6 N.W. 3 Clear.

9 + 23-93 + 290 + 19-8 N.W. 1 Clear.

10 + 21-80 + 29-6 + 13-4 N.W. 4 Clear.

11 + 23*71 + 320 + 12-7 S.E. 3 Clear. Fir, # 8h. 18 P.M.

12 + 24*00 + 81-5 + 16 7 N.W. 4 Cloudy.

13 + 25-21 + 283 + 20-7 S.E. 7
1 Cloudy.

14 + 2401 -!- 29 0 T * -J v/ N.W. I Cloudy. Snow showers.

15 + 26-76 + 280 + 24-8 E.S.E., South. 7
|

Cloudy.

16 + 21-53 + 24*6 + 15-4 N.E. 2
|

Cloudy, with snow.

17 + 11-74 + 149 + 9-5 N.W.b.N. 2 Cloudy.

18 + 9-53 •f 10-8 -f 80 West. 3 Cloudy. > at7h. 6m. a.m.

19 + 934 + 111 + 6-8 W.S.W. 1 Cloudy.

20 + 19-28 + 20 9 + 12.2 S.E. 4
1

Gloomy. Snow.

21 + 2002 + 21-5 + 18 0 S.E., N.W. 2 Snow.

22 + 1808 + 20-5 + 160 S.S.E. 2 Partially cloudy.

23 + 1820 + 20-5 + 17-0 S.b.E., N.W. 2 Cloudy. Snow.

24 + 1711 -f 22 5 + 10-9 N.W., West. 1 Cloudy. Snow.

25 + 1750 + 220 + 11-0 N.W., South. 1 Cloudy. Small mow shower*, nail.

26 + 827 + 214 - 80 o j
Oloorav. Snow ihowcrs.

O >t lOh. 2m.

27 - 10-66 - 45 - 160 Calm. W.N.W. 3 Clear.

28 - 147 + 72 - 180 S.E. E.S.E. 5—7 Cloudy.

29 + 10 55 + 144 + 6.5 South. 8 Partially cloudy.

30 + 16 48 + 200 + 120 SiS.E., S.b.W. 1 Cloudy.

31 + 23 23 + 310 + 150 Calm.
. .... Cloudy.

"- + 20-28 + 24 80 + 1418
J
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ABSTRACT ofMETEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL for N<>VE*BSll U$25. kept at Fort FtuTu.ia.

Day of

tne

,
Temperature

ISTu

of the Atmosphere regutered

M m th« 21 Hour*.
Pmvailixo WlWM. !'.:_, . u i i so WlATIIM,

AND

Monti).;

Highest Direction. Force.

V o o

1 + 27-80 + 32-5 + 21-5 East. 3 Misty. Cloudy.

9

S

4

+ 11-11

+ 2-39

- 274

+ 22-8

+ 8-5

+ 8-0

- 0-5

- 80
- 17-5

N.W.
(N.W.; W.S.W.;\
\ N.W. J

N.N.W. ; N.W.

6-1

2

5

Cloudy. Snowy.

Clear. < a.m.

Clear.

5 — 1573 — 8-0 — 20-5 N.W.; W.N.W. 2 Fine.

6 - 1-72 + 8*1 - 13-8 SB. 5 Cloudy. Small snow.

7 + 3-18 + 5-0 + 1-8 S.E.; E.S.E. 7 Cloudy.

8 + + 8-0 + l'l E.S.E; S.E. 4 Snow, afterwards clear.

9 - 8-17 - 20 -13-6 West; N.W. 1 Clear. • ML
+ 6-81 + 14-0 - 3-4 East 6

11 + 1-94 + 9*7 + 0-8 W.N.W. 6 Cloudy. Snow showers.

12 — 6*40 - 1-2 - n-o N.N.W.; N.W. 1 Clear, afterwards cloudy.

13 - 8-99 — 3-0 -19-1 N.W. 3 Clear.

14 - 10*42 - 0-1 — 22-0 E.N.E; S.E. 2—7 Cloudy. Snow showers.

1ft - 1-96 + 1*5 - 7-5 Calms. W.N.W. 1 Partially cloudy.

18 + 1-08 + 3-8 - 4-7 East; E.S.E. 5 Partially cloudy. > p.m.

17 + 10-99 + 18-0 + 30 East. 8 Sleet. Snow.

18 + 11-42 + 17-5 + !•• West. N.W. 1-7 Snow. Cloudy.

i* + 7-19 + 12-5 — 1-0 N.E.; SJE. I Cloudy.

20 + 6-16 + 10'2 + 2*0 Calm. Fine.

„ + 5-07 + 10'0 00 S.S.W.; East. « Cloudy. Snow showers.

22 + 4-30 + 7 m 6 + 1*5 E.b.N. 7 Gloomy.

23 + 5*54 + 9*5 + 1-7 5 Gloomy.

24 + 9-48 + 10-0 + 8-2 Ditto. 4 Gloomy. Snow.

25 + 4-64 + 8-0 + 20 Ditto. 6-7 Much snow. O A.M.

26 — 611 + !»• — 120 Ditto. 3—6 Clear occasionally.

27 - 8-74 — 4-5 - 11-9 Ditto. 8-3 Clear.

28
[

- 6-29 - 5-0 - 8-0 Ditto. 3—8 Clear. Parahelia and Halos.

29 + 12*11 + 28.5 - 50 E.b.N. 2—6 Cloudy.

30 + 2365 + 29-4 + 19-2 S.W.; NJf.W. 1 Cloudy.

+ 2-79 + 8.39 + 3-72
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ABSTRACT ofMETEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL for December 1825, kept at Fon Fbankxin.

D«jrof
Temperature of the Atmosphere registered

15 Time ii ti the 24 Iloun.
PkKTAJUKO WlSPI. P«tTAIU»0 WutXU,

the AXD

Monlli.

Umn. IlighciL Low.*. D.recLo... Furce.

Othis Riimui.

1
o

•t* 13 78
0
,
-

,

-+ «7 J
0

i a .a
•4- 4 0 XT W ItWJX.TT.D. VT. 1 Fine. Clear.

2 +- lO /J 1 AO.

A

— 1 U p v p 1 Q Gloomy. Hazy.

3 + 17 01 1 £.0 XT W • < \Vix . yi . j 0.w

.

1 I1 Clearand fine. C LM.

4 + lie 04 + i£J 2 + 15 XT W 4 Clear.

xJ — O 43 + 14 xi wIX. * »

.

fi 1 Partially cloudy.

ft 1 i.oc— 14 30 — 5 / OO.J— 22 4 Knrth • N E 1—

0

Cloudy.

i
— 20 4

1

— 14-1 — 27 0 \ir q w . iv XT VV aM Hazy.

fio — 24 71 — 20 - 5 — SCSI 6
,

XT WIN. >'

.

am Fine. Clear.

Q — 30 21 — 30 -8 4 - > j
-

N.W. 1 Clear. • A.U.

in — - 1 »o — li» U MM. § Gloomy, low clouds.

1

1

_ Q ,!ifiIf .10 — O 0 la U A Cloudy.

1*2 — ft-32 — 4 o x' wIX . Vf . 4 Purtially cloudy.

13 J.fl
*l o 7*7 8.E 5 Cloudy; gloomy. Snow.

14 i-n E S E 4 Cloudy.

15 At* — to S E • E N E 1 Partially cloudy.

16 — 4 6 — IU u XT W Snow & much drift. J> p.m.

17 — 11 ifO — 6 5 — 0 xt or
IX . » • Clear.

18 1 1 J - - J J— i J a a. o OM Cloudy.

10 Vi7 1 -n — 1 1*0 East. s Cloudy.*

20 — O iU — 2 0 — HO XT WIX. Snow. Much drift.

21 - 1532 - 10.0 - 19-5 N.W. 2-6 Snow. ^Vliich dritt.

22- - - 20 24 - 180 - 25 2 N.W. 4 Snow

23 —- <tfO o — 41-4 N.W.; West. 4 Clear blue sky.

24 - 40.97 — 360 — 45*6 North. 2 Clear blue sky.

25 — 43-93 - 39 0 — 47-5 N.E. 2 Cloudy. O A.M.

26 - 37 95 - 33 5 - 43 0 West. 1 Clear.

27 - 3183 - 25 0 - 36 0 N.W. 1 Clear.

28 - 26 73 - 20 5 - 31-7 N.W. 2 Partially cloudy.

29 - 12 86 - 80 - 20 6 N.W. 2 Partially cloudy.

30 — 9-71 — 50 — 170 W.N.W. 1 Snow.

31
1

- 17-81 - 7-4 - 33-8 N.W. 3 Cloudy.

j

- .*M - 818 - 21-63
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ABSTRACT of METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL for Jasvlhy 1826, kept at Foax Fiunelin.

ureoflheAl
PurVAIUHO WtMTaiB,I lav of registered PHETIIUNO WlM-ti.

the
19 Time* in the 24 Hours. AMP

Mouth. Ornaa Kimaiki.

I Mem. Highest. Lowest. Dir«cf o Force
•

1
e

—43-60
0— 35"2

o— 49-0 N W 2•*> Clear. d a.m.

Ck — 43 -0S — 36 8 — 47 u East. 4 Clear blue sky with low haze.

3 —2089 — 8 8 — 39 -7 Variable and Cairn 2 Snow.
f

4 —2321 — 130 — 30"5 Hast* 3 Clear.

0 —26 -65 — 240 — 30-5 East. 3 £3 11 _ IT _Small snow. Haze.

O —33-04 — *D"0 — 3/-6 East : N E. 2
•

Clear.

7 —27*33 - 11 4 — 420 N W
t

Snow and drift. • p.m.

Qo — 1774 — 140 — 30-0 N W 7—4 Gloomy low clouds. Much drift.

ft —26-37 — 200 — 32-6 V W . V v
J.S . TT . | J.H . Ed. 2 l Partially cloudy.

10 —35*36 — 310 — 38-7 Is • W9 . 2 Clear.

11 — 27'32 — 200 — 35-2 XT W 1 Clear.

1 112 —32-80 — 20-

5

— 38-0 N W • FmI 2
•

Clear.

13 — 1558 — 118 — 20-

5

J junl

.

1 t Clear, afterwards cloudy, with soow

\ ibowers.

14 — 15-05 - 50 — 26 5 6 Heavy snow storm.

15 — 11-27 - 30 — 152 TT .O. YS . 4 Heavy snow. ) p.m.

10 — 10-89 — 8-7 — 130 Is . »? . 5—8
•

Gloomy low clouds.

17 — 15-33 — 10-3 — 22-6 N.W. 6 Uloomy. Much drift.

18 —3290 — 24 0 — 875 N W 5 Cloudy.

—33*52 — 296 — 3/4 N W • East 2 Cloudy.

20 -2472 - 21 5 - 29-6 East. 3 Cloudy.

21 -1845 - 8-5 8 PIi>ii<I.i Chow JJACloudy. Miow dnlt.

— 6*52 — 3-0 — 11-4lit E.N.E.; N.W. 1 Cloudy, afterwards clear.

23 - 7-82 00 - 129 Cloudy.

24 + 2-54 + 118 - 86 East; West. 1 Cloudy, afterwards much anew. Ot.U.

25 - 0-30 + 8-9 - 9-2 East. 1 Snow.

26 —26-69 - 10 3 - 40 0 Calm. Clear.

27 -42-97 - 35 0 - 47-5 Variable. 1 Clear.

n -37-69 - 314 - 45-8 N.W. 5 Clear.

29 1 -2713 - 160 - 42 0 3 Clear.

SO -20-59 - 158 - 29-8 N.W. 6 Cloudy. fl p.m.

31 - 84 84 - 27-8 - 413 Variable. 1 Clear.

Mean. -23 78 -1617 - 8125

i
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ABSTRACT ofMETEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL for Febecahy 1826, kept at Fort Fiansijn.

ore of the At

Day of Putituso Worn, Pmvailimo Wiatom,
18 Time, in the 24

the

Month Oth I* RlMUUU.
Mean. Highest. Lowe»t. Direction. r tree.

0 o o

1 —2565 — 168 - 35 0 East; N.W. 3 Clear.

9 — B U - 184 W.N.W. l Snow.

3 1 t.tg— ID [J - 1 1*4in - 210 N.W. 4—6 Snow.

4 — 41 30 — la o — 23-8 N.W.; E.S.E. 1 Cloudy. Snow.

5 — 27 -54 — 214 - 39 0 W.N.W.; S.E. 1 Clear.

6 -MM Mi' - 37 2 East. 1-6 Cloudy. Solar halo. # P.M.

7 — 1860 — 14 7 - 20-8 N.W. 1-7 Cloudy.

8 . qq.i a
1

4o IB — 44 4 - 36-4 N.W. 4 Clear.

9 — sU BU — IO u — 280 East. 3 Clear. Parahetia.

10 — 17*0 - 21 0 N.W. 4 Cloudy. Parahetia.

11 — -> 1 ! - 314 N.W. 4 Cloudy, afterwards clear. Farahelis

12 —29*54 — 22 0 - 38 0 Vnriable. 2 Clear.

13 + 504 + 13 0 - 180 Calm. • | •
, Cloudy. Small enow. Paranelia.
1 Wood thawinr^ • * uv\i (Flawing.

14 + 5 71 - SO Calm. • • • •
Cloudy. Snow. )r.M.

15 +2252 + 27-8 + 192 N.W. 7 Cloudy. Much drift. Snow softening.

16 + 372 + 17 6 - 15-8 2 Misty.

17 - 9 73 - 30 — 150 CulmV- ill III

.

PorTrry>

18 - 7 32 - 30 - 150 N.W. 6—7 Cloudy. Drift.

1Q — 20 -24 — 9*8 — zo o South; N.W. 2 Clear.

20 -19-76 - 10-2 - 25 0 West. 2 Clear. In the evening- small gnow.

21 -21 61 - 130 - 28 0 N.W. 3 Clear.

22 -1979 - 92 - 34-6 East 1
{ mist from the open water. O A.M.

23 -14 12 - 9-6 - 18-8 South. 1 Clear.

j
24 + 801 + 221 - 9-2 N.W. 6 Snow.

25 + 11 69 + 180 + 5-0 N.W. 8—4 Snow. Cloudy.

26 - 3 60 + 66 - 11-8 N.W. 6—10 Cloudy. Much drift.

27 -1581 - 93 - 31 4 N.W. 6-3 Cloudy.

j
-17-96 - 85 - 30 3 S.E.

i Clear. Hear fowl deposited In the
28 1

I Morning. Q P.M.

Means.r" - 4 95 - 2171

•
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AB 3TRACT CAL, JUL ltNAL lur March 1 S2fi kpnt At Fort Franklin10*U| fkCJJV III X VRI * •

Day of

the

Temperature of the A
repitered

18 Time* E the 24 Hour..
PaKvautKO Wixm, Pritjmmng Weatmk*,

ASH

Month.

Mean. Highest. Lowest Direction. Force.

Ornta Rehabki.

1

a
— 0-17

o
+ 128 - 13-7 Calm. NW. 6 Cloudy. Snow.

2 — 8-02 + 3-0 - 19-6 N.W. 6 Cloudy.

3 — 19-24 — 11 8 - 29 3 N.W. 3—

7

Cloudy.

4 —21-13 — lo-o - 28 7 N.W. ; East 3 Clear.

5 — 14-37 — 3-0 - 21-6 East 2 Clear.

6 — 2-07 + 95 - 16 0 West; East 1 Clear.

7 +22-62 + 81-8 + 8—10 Cloudy. Snow softening.

8 1 1 .&o+ lb3 + 16-9 - 17-2 N.W. 5—9 Cloudy. • A.H.

9 — 329 + 95 - 18 0 N.E.
'

2 Cloudy. Considerable refraction.

10 + 5-84 + 208 - 10 8 N.W. 5—11 Gloomy low clouds.

11 — 15-39 — 7-0 - 32 0 N.W. 4 Cloudy.

12 — 30-10 — 198 - 39 0 S.E. 2 Clear.

13 —32'39 — 18-9 — 430 S.E. 2 Clear.
I

14 — 21-62 — 3-8 - 42 5 Variable; N.W. 2 Cloudy.

15 —22-40 — 100 -87-4 S.E. 1 Clear, very great refraction.

16 - 8 71 + 69 - 29 0 S.E. ; S.W. ; N.W. 1—6 Clear, afterwards cloudy. > p.m.

w kr _ ee m— 5-55 + 4-5 - 26 0 N.N.W. Cloudy.

18 -22-75 - 60 - 38 0 Calm. « • Clear.

19 - 9-42 + 7-2 - 30 0 Calm; West I
j

Partially cloudy.

20 — 11-54 — 0-4 - 25 5 N.W. 2 1 Clear.

21 - 13-76 + 34 - 310 S.E. 1 Clear.

23 4- 20-0 - 13 2 West; N.W. 1—10 Clear.

23 - 16-69 - 6-8 - 27-5 N.W. 4 Clear. O
24 -16-28 - 30 - 26 7 West; East 1-4 Clear.

25 - 8-73 + 0-2 - 190 5 Clear.

JiO - 4-99 + 40 i a.a— 15 0 East. 6 Clear.

27 + 0-31 + 70 — 7-0 East 5—8 Cloudy. Small snow.

28 + 6-48 + 140 — 20 East. 2—4 Clear. Small snow occasionally.

30

31

+ 340

+ 0-20

+ 909

+ 140

+ 14-5

+ 20-5

- 90

- li b

- 8-2

S.E.

S.E.

East

2 Clear. Very great refraction.

(Clear. Objects inverted by re-

| fraction. fl p.m.

Clear. Great refraction.

Means. - 8-26 + 387 -2201

1 2
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ABSTRACT ofMETEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL for April 1826, kept at Fort Frakuin.

•

D.yof

Hie

Temperature of the Atmosphere
refutered

18 Time* in the 24 Hours.
Prevuuko WlATNSe,

Me**. Highe»t L.we.1. Direetio*. Force.

Otiies RsMajum.

1 - 2 88 + 100 - 100 S.E. 4 Clear.

2 _ 1-42 + 9 0 — 16 0 East 5—8 Clear.

8 + 451 + 13 0 - 40 3 Snow.

4 — 1 86 + 70 - 110 N.W. ; East. 1—4 Cloudy.

5 000 + no - 9 2 N.W. 4 Cloudy.

6 — 842 + 0-2 — 19 6 N.W. 7 Clear. 0 a.m.

7 -nil + 4-2 - 23 0 N.W. ; S.W. ; East. 1—3 Clear.

8 + 138 + 12-2 - 19-7 East. 4—8 Clear.

9 + 19 23 + 270 + 9-5 S.E. 4 Cloudy.

10 +2810 + 20-5 Calm East 2 Cloudy.
•

11 +2838 + 40 0 + 16-9 Calm. N.W. 5 Clear.

12 + 19-40 + 302 + 110 East. 2 Cloudy.

13 + 1412 + 23 2 + 7-0 East. 6 Clear.

14 +22 09 + 32-0 + 5-5 East. 5 Cloudy. Snow. J p.m.

15

16

+21 45 + 29 5 + 46 East. 6 Clear.

+ 13 81 + 25-8 - 10 S.E. 5 Clear.

17
' + 1462 + 266 + 20 East 5 Clear.

18
' + 29-20 + 416 + 101 Eaft 4 Clear. Smart thaw.

19 +29 87 + 411 + 195 N.W. 4—7 Cloudy.

20 + 18-87 + 240 + no N.W. 4—6 Cloudy. O p.m.

21 + 18-46 + 30-3 00 N.W.; SJ2. 3—5 Cloudy.

22 I * v> -> East. 5 Clear. Cloudy in the afternoon.

S3 + 2461 + 33 2 + 140 East. 6 Clear.

M +2757 + 34 0 + 20-5 East. 6 Clear. Cloudy p.m.

2, +2737 + 340 + 22 5 East. 5 Cloudy.

26 +27 39 + 340 + 215 East. 6 Cloudy.

27

28

+20-47 + 270 + 120 East. 6-9 Cloudy. 4 p.m.

+ 1621 + 24 2 + 70 East. 7
J
Snow and much drift.

29 + 19-40 + 29 5 + 120 East. 8 Cloudy snow and drift.

30 + 22 78 + 29-5 + 12-5 East. 6—4 Cloudy, afterwards clear.

Means

J

+15-21 + 24 83 + 3 99
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ABSTRACT of METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL for May 1826, kept at Fort

ire of the Atmosphere

Day of

the

registered

20 Times in the 24 Hours.
PrEVAIUSO WlKDl. PaiVAtUlO WlATatR,

Monlli.

Mean. Highest. Lowest. Direelio™. Forte.

Oral. Remarks.

1

o

+ «4 ZJ
0

1 QQ.Q+ jsy 0
0

1 1 c.flT l*" pep av

1

Cloudy.

2
j

"f- &o Uo 1 1 Vfilvv per 4 Cloudy.

3
!

1 1 n.n-p t" t/ + lo l—O Partially cloudy.

4 i i i-nn 1 ao-0 _l 1 .A E.S.E. 1 Cloudy.

5 *f 0 1 u 1 Ql«K !
rer 0* Cloudy. Small snow.

6 _L 0.7.70.+ 3/ 7» + 4a v 1 qn.c+ JU D
-

q Clear.

7 +JO 88 1 10.0+ 43 O + «4 East. «0 Clear.

B +31 W + SO O 1 an-A+ ~-C U 0 Clear.

9 i on.on+3U ZU 1 OR.n+ 3a u + <f4 0 N.W. c. 7 Cloudy.

10 j. i.14 1 ga.n N.W. K
IS

Cloudy.

11 1 't 1 .aa+ 34 UU *t~ to V 1 1 7.t+ If J N.W. 4 Cloudy. Showers of rain.

12 1 QA-A East. Clear.

13 TOO 1* 1 on.n+ oW U EasL 0 Clear.

14 +3'J 7Ji + 4y 0 1 on.

a

NW • EasL q Clear. Parahelia.

15 +33-87 1 4 1 .A+ 41 U I an.n+ zy 0 Bilfl 0
«» Cloudy. Rain.

16 111 .07 1 JO. St+ 4!/ 0 . OA.

J

+ 3tJ"4 East r. 7a—

#

Clear.

17 +43 3U 1 ti.s.T 31 3 + 30 4 N.E. 0 7 Cloudy.

18 +3597 1 ia.a
-f *1V IF

1 OQ.G+ £J O S.W. 1H Mist, small rain and snow.

19 k Qc.17 1 Ji.n
-f 9m V 1 on.n N.W. a Cloudy.

20 +3359 + 370 + 29-5 N.W. 7 Snow.

21 +36-90 + 41 0 + 320 S.E. 1 Rain.

22 +39-53 + 480 + 33-4 Calm. • • Rain.

23 +38-64 + 440 + 280 East. 2 Rainy and cloudy.

24 + 41-32 + 503 + 290 East. 4 Clear.

25 + 43 43 + 536 + 32-6 East. 3—5 Clear. Showers in the night.

26 +4691 + 570 + 382 East. 4—6 Clear.

27 +47-91 + 60S + 36-5 N.W. 4 Clear.

28 +44-70 + 530 + 37 2 East. G Clear.

29 + 49 65

+4310

+ 57-5 + 41 0 E.N.E. 7—1 Cloudy and rainy. Thunder.

30 + 520 + 340 E.S.E. Cloudy.

31 + 47-32 + 610 + 391 East; S.W.
1
Cloudy.

Mean*. +3635 +4389 +27-47
J
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AJ1STRACT of METE HCAL JOURNAL for July]1826, kept at Fo»t

Uty of

UIO

Temperature of the Atmosphere
registered

S Times in the 24 Hour*.
Putaiuko V

AND

Month.

! Mean
i

" Highest. Direction Fore*.
Othm Hz (ARK la

1
|

+4300 + 580 + 50-2

9 + 57 67 + 655 + 500

3
: +50 01 + 540 + 47-0 The Obeeration* of Temperature for

4 !
+5731 + 640 + 460

these right dayi w
S Mitfciiull, end for

ire un.ie oe the

the remainder of

5 • +5256 + 60-0 + 47-0 the month at Fort Fraaklin by Mr.

6 +43-87 + 500 + 32-0

7 +44 00 + 510 + 860

8 + 4681 + 520 + 41 0

9 + 4487 + 51-5 + 350 W.N.W.; E.8.E. 4—1 Partially cloudy.

10 +41-81 + 460 + 30-0 N.N.W.; East. 2 Clear.

11 +51.59 + 570 + 405 E.N.E. 4 Cloudy.

12

13

+ 52-88 + 800 + 383 West; E.SJL

E.S.E. ; N.E.

1—4

14

+ 53 56

+5546

+ 64-5

+ 57-0

+ 37'0

+ 530 N.N.W. 4

15 + 54- 10 + 620 + 42-0 E.S.E. 1
r*t I.,L loud).

16
|

+53 06 + 65-5 + 400 S.E. 2
rm
Hear.

17
,
+5450 + 68-0 + 41-0 East 2 t lear.

18 + 52-77 + 600 + 42-5 S.E. 1
[

Cloudy.

19 1 +53 00 + 640 + 40-0 S.E. 3 Clear.

20 + 53-37 + 64 0 + 42-0 N.W. ; West 3 Cloudy; afterwardsnun.

21 + 51-29 + 54 0
. + 48-0 N.W. 5 Cloudy.

22 +5015 + 560 + 44-0 S.E. 1 Clear.

23 + 51-97 + 620 + 42-5 East. 2 Clear.

24

25

+ 5369

+ 56 64

+ 700

+ 660

+ 430

+ 45 3

S.E.

S.S.E.

3

2

Clear.

26 + 61-50 + 730 + 48-0 S.E. 2

27 + 60-56 + 650 + 49-0 East. 2 Cloudy.

2ft + 59 84 + 640 + 500 N.W. 6 Cloudy.

29 + 50*81 + 590 + 43-5 S.E. 2 Cloudy. Rain.

30 + 45-77 + 505 + 420 East 4 Cloudy.

31 +4585 + 540 + 340 East 6 Cloudy.

+ 5210 +60-24 + 42 64
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ABSTRACT ofMETEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL for Acgusx 1826. keot at Fort Franklin.

Day of

(he

Temperature of the Atmosphere
retji»t*re<i

8 Tiin« io the 24 Hours.
pRrtiiLisa Winds.

Prevailing Weather,

Monlb
Mean 11 ig ucst. Lowest. Directs Force.

Othe/remaiu.

1 +47 -96
o

+ 520
e

4. S9-5 BaalJ jar* I.
RV Cloudy.

QK +4537 + 57*0 + 34*0 S E. 4—9 Clear.

s +49*40 + 58*0 + 33*5 O
|

Clear.

A + 5163 + 57*0 4- 44-0
•

Clear.

K
' +5590 + 64*5 + 470 East. 6 Clear.

© + 5644 + 680 + 45-0 E N E • SS

W

• • Clear. The Observation, for Ten.-

*

ft

+ 5304\ **** v *

+ 56-19

4- 64-0

4- 63*0

vvur

s E

1

•

^
pcrxlurr io Au£uit were

made by Mr. Dmm every

Clear. ,,iree H)mr».

nV + 61*93 + 69*0 5V Cloudy.

1 A10 + 62-29 _i_ 74-0 T ™ **• ft ft IT • W ft W Q Cloudy.

11 + 61*47 + 71*0 E S E 7 Clear.

1 o
lit! + 51*15 + 55*5 -4- 49-0 East 5 Rain.

Id + 50-44 -4- 48-5 East. a Cloudy.

+ 5116 4- 48 0 East o
Clear.

15 + 51-27 •4- 56 0 4- 46-5 N W Rain.

+ 48-73 M Vl'O 4- 4 ">•**> N W • N E
•

Misty.

1 7 +4406 + 41*5 N.E. a Cloudy.

1 ft + 44-37
-f "J # V + 42*5 E "N E Rainy.

1 0 + 48*40 4. WO + 43*5 East. a Misty.

+ 48*53 + 51 0 + 450 East ; N.W. 3 Misty.

at.

1

+ 4509 + 51 0 + 350 N.W.; S.E. 4—2 Cloudy.

oo&i +4316 + 48 0 + 350 East. 7 Cloudy.

23 +47 43 + 520 + 430 East. 3 Cloudy.

24 + 49 44 + 58*0 + 42*0 East. 6 Clear.

25 + 5253 + 600 + 48*5 East. 4 Clear.

26 + 49*81 + 59*5 + 390 N.E.; S.E. 3 cietur*

27 + 49*84 + 54-7 + 37*5 N.W. 6 Rain.

28 +46*50 + 56*5 + 400 N.W. 3 Rain, afterwards clear.

29 + 54*50 + 670 + 420 S.W. 4 Clear.

30 + 53 54 + 680 + 400 West. 8 Rain.

31 + 50*56 + 60*0 + 40*5 West. 18 Cloudy.

+5109 + 58*21 +42*98
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TABLE II.

TABLE OF DURATION AND DIRECTION OF WINDS

AT FORT FRANKLIN, 1825—6.

DRAWS UP BY CAPTAIN FRANKLIN.

North N.B. Eut S.E. South 8.W. We«t N.W.

Month*. to

N.EA.N.

t»

E.b.N.

to

S.E.b.E.

to

S.b.E.

to

S.W.b.S.

to

W.b.8.

to

N.W.b.W.

to

N.b.W.

Calm.
on which

Snow fell.

ortODer . .
o* 4

a i
i

11
ql

'a 11 6

November .

1

1 6} 3 4 5 2 4

December . li S 14 2 4 8 94 3? 3

January . . 4 44 n 24 2 7

February . . 4 3 3 4 5 n li 6

March . . . 14 84 1* • • 4| 4J 5

April .... 4 14 24 • • 1 5 31 4

*
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TABLE III.

TABLE OP DURATION AND DIRECTION OP WINDS

AT FORT FRANKLIN, 1826—7.

North

to

N.E.b.N.

N.E.

to

E.b.N.

But

to

S.E.b-E. Sb-E.

?
S.W.b.S.

s.w.

to

W.b.S.

West

to

N.W.b.W.

N.W.

to

N.b.W.

Calm.
Snowy

D»ys.

October . . H 2
• H i 2 3i 12

November . s H • • i 7 104 3 7

Deccml>w . • •
* H H 2| • • * 1 2 10 s* 7

January . . i 3 4i 2i . . • i 3 13} •J 10
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TABLE IV.

BEING A REGISTER OF PHENOMENA CONNECTED WITH THE PROGRESS OF
THE SEASONS, KEPT IN THE YEAR 182^—6, AT FORT FRANKLIN,

In Lat 65° 12', Long. 123° 12'.

In this Table the mean temperatures for periods of ten, or eleven, days, when

the months contain thirty-one, is given in the column following the date. The

means were obtained in the same way with the means in the preceding meteor-

ological tables from a register of eighteen observations each day. Next

follow two columns containing the extreme temperatures for the decade. The

column which succeeds is appropriated to the difference betwixt the temperature

at sun-rise, which was generally the lowest in the twenty-four hours, and that at

two p. m., which, on an average, was the highest. This difference may be

considered as affording an approximate estimate of the effect of the sun's rays

in heating the atmosphere. Of the two last columns, one contains the greatest

temperature indicated by a thermometer, with a blackened ball placed in the

sun's rays, and the other the greatest excess of temperature shewn by that

thermometer over another hanging in the shade. The reader is referred to the

tables of Radiation, for a fuller explanation of the way in which the thermometer

placed in the sunshine was prepared.

The times of sun-rise given in the column of remarks, were calculated by a

table of semi-diurnal arcs to the nearest minute, without allowing for the effect

of the great refraction at low temperatures.

k2
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Vrtro a l'i P»IIH riECKDIKO DATi. 1

L U Power of the Sun

Dais.

»lhe»h«d

III

P
Ml"V

CALENDAR AND REMARKS.

Mean. HigheiL Lowest. m
1825 1

SeptlJ
• • • • On the 1st of Sept. the sun rises at Fort

Franklin at 4h. 48m., and the length of the

day is 14h. 23m.

1-10 +425 + 55-0 + 330 20 • • On the 10th the sun rises at 5h. 58m., and

remains 13h. 24m. above the horizon.

On the 1 1th many sand-flies were seen about

noon, but the musquitoes by this time had

were mostly faded, and dropping from the

trees.

By the 18th most of the birds which are

summer visitors to these regions, had

gone, a few water-fowl only remaining.

11-20 +452 +60-5 +368 8'2 On the 20th the sun rises at 5h. 51m.

21—80 +410 +52 6 +387 4-8 On the 30th the sun rises at 6h. 25m., and

remains 1 lh. lOro. aboTe the horizon.

October

i

l

1

1

On Oct. 2nd the Jirtt ice was observed.

Swam passing in flights to the southward.

On the 3rd the Jirtt mok.

On the 5th the last twant seen this season.

The brown ducks (ana* fu$ca) still re-

mained in flocks. The soil at this time had

thawed to the depth of twenty-one inches,

the subsoil remaining frozen to an un-

known thickness.
•

On the 7th the latt rain this season fell.

The surface of the ground not yet frozen.

On the 9th the small lakes began to be co-

vend with ice. The black ducks (ana*

pertpicillaiaj had not yet gone.

l—io

|

+ 297 +403 + 13 4 7-2 On the 10th the sun rises at 6h. 59m., and

remains lOh. 2m. above the horizon.
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Fob Tin Pt KCIDISO DaT*.

Temperature of the Air

in the shade.

Datx.

ft M
m

CALENDAR AND REMARKS.

Mean, Highest Lowest. P «j
1825 )

October/
.. • • On the 11th the snow was lying on the

ground. A brown duck, the last which

was noticed, was killed this day.

10—20 + 19 4 +320 +68

•

5-1 + 50-0 252 On the 20th the sun rises at 6h. 59m., and

remains 8h. 54m. above the horizon.

On the 21st, during a heavy fall of snow.

Great Bear Lake began to freeze. At this

time the smaller trees were nearly frozen

through, but the larger ones were still

moist in the centre. The greatest degree

oi cola wmcn naa nitnerto been ooserveu

was +8 8,

On the 25lh there fell a shower of hail, which

mpltpfi tin renrhmcr the oTnnnrliuc i icu uu i rut 1 1 1 1 1 ^ i lie £i uuiiu.

On the 29th the mall lake near the fort,

which was one mile wide, was frozen over.

11—31 + 13-7 +310 -180 + 30 0 17-5 On the 31st the sun rises at 8h. 13m., and

remains 7h. 34m. above the horizon.

Novcuib. On the 4th Nov. the ice which hat! formed

in the boy of Great Bear Lake, on which

the Fort stood, broke up in a gale of

wind, and several nets which had been set

beneath it were lost.

•

On the 9th Great Bear Lake was frozen

over opposite to the Fort, where it is from

four to seven miles wide, and from three

to five fathoms deep. The water still con-

tinued open at the head of Bear Lake

River, as it did to a trreater or less extent

all the winter. The quantity of mist which

rose from this open water varied much,

according to the state of the weather. It

was geuerally most abundant when the sky

was cloudless.
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Fo» T«* Psicidimi Day«.

i of the Air

Dati.

1825 T
Nov. V

1—10 j

+29

11—20 + 11

+325

+ 180

-20-3

r

-22 0

!

Power of the f

4-6

86

+280

III!

+320

350

232

On the 10th the sun rises at 8h. 49m., and

sets at 3h. 11m. It was nearly dark this

day at 4h. 45m., the twilight being lh.

34m. long.

On the 19th there was a shower of small

hail.

On the 20th the aun rises at 9h. 24m. by cal-

culation. By the watch it rose this day

at 9h. 5m., th

On the 26th at 4h. 10m. p. m. a beautiful

mt-tcor was seen, which had the appear-

ance of a star of the first magnitude,

descending slowly and obliquely from the

sky. It retained its brightness until near

Uie earth (the brow of a piece of rising

ground distant about a quarter of a mile

above it) when it burst, without

emitting a beautiful yellowish-

green light, disappeared. The moon

shone bright at the time, but the light of

the meteor seemed more vivid. The twi-

light had not gone from the sky, for the

peak of a hill forty miles distant was

distinctly visible. As this peak, in the or-

dinary states of the atmosphere, was hid

by the intervening grounds, the refraction

must have been very great at this time.

The sky was cloudless, except a few hori-

eontal streaks of cloud near the

On the 27th from lOh.

k. m. to 2 p. m. the sun

seen through a fog rising ^* O
from the open water at the head of

of the lake, exhibited parahelia, which at

one time had the appearance of the an-

nexed cut.
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Fos Tin Pmccdino D.ivs, T
Temperature of the Air

Dat*.

1825
Nov.}

21—30

Dec.

M
m

-12*0 15 + 400 175

On the 28th at 101). 10m, the altitude of

the sun was ascertained by Lieut Kendall

to be 1° 5'. The outer arch of a halo, in-

cluding perahelitt, had at that time a

radius of 2*2° 50/
, and an inner one a ra-

dius of 21° 58'. The refraction of the

atmosphere was very great. In the

evening the radius of a halo round the

moon, ascertained by tht same observer,

was 26° 41'.

On the 29th at sunset, a large portion of the

south-west quarter of the sky was cloud-

less, and of a bright emerald-green co-

lour, which soon fa-led into mountain-

green. The few clouds visible at this

time in other quarters of the sky were

tinged gold-yellow by the rays of the

On the 30th the sun rises at 9h. 53m., and

sets at 2h. 7m. The twilight this afler-

noon did not completely disappear until

4h. 30m.

On the 1st of Dec. the apparent altitude of

the sun at noon measured by Lieut Ken-

dall was 2° 55' 35" for the lower limb, and

the altitude of its centre corrected for re-

fraction, Ac, by the tables was 2° 57' 54'.

By the 2nd the trees were clothed with

of

On the night of the 3rd many shooting Han

On the 5th the sun ought by calculation to

have remained above the horizon only 3h.

56m., but the actual time measured by the

was 4h. 5m., the

of 9

-
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Fo« cim*o D*r».

rHur« of th« Air hi Power of the Sun.

Dati.

fa the shad

1

Hs

m
CALENDAR AND REMARKS.

Sinn.
m
i

> n h\

1825 J
Dec. J !

About the 6th Great Bear Lake was com-

pletely frozen over, according to Indian

On the 7th an imperfect fog-bow was seen.

Much hoar-frost was deposited, and a

beautiful corona borealu occurred in the

night The magnetic needle was much

disturbed at the time. The deposition of

rime or hoar-frost continued on the 8th,

ana uie aeviaiiou oi uie neeuie remaiiieti

great.

On the 9th the sun by calculation ought to

have been 3b. 14m. above the horizon, but

the time measured by the chronometer

was Sh. 55m., the difference being 41m.

1-10 +71 +275 -426 27

1

+44 5 280 On the 10th the sun rises at 10b. 26m., and

On the 1 5th the sun by calculation ought to

have been 2h. 48m. above the horizon, but

the time measured by the chronometer was

3h. 15m., the refraction making a difference

of 27m.

11-20 -8-3 -0-5 -293 26 + 110 160 On the 20th the sun rises at 1 Oh. 40m., and

remains above the horizon 2h. 40 m.

On the 21st the radius of a lunar halo was

ascertained by Mr. Kendall to be 23° 10*.

On the 22nd (the thortett day), at 11 a. m.

the radius of a solar fog-bow was found

by Mr. Kendall to be 22° 8' 30', and the

altitude of the sun at noon, corrected for

refraction, &c. was 1° 20* 23". The length

of this day by the tables, was 2h. S8m.
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Fo» Tun Pk ICEDINO DaTI.

Temperature of the Air f *

i

Power of the Sun.

Dat«.
in tin- that CALENDAR AND REMARKS.

Mean. HighMt. LoWCAt.

1

m
Jl

s

l

\.

1825 \
Dec. f

On the 25th there was a beautiful s\

) c

Sulphuric ether exposed to a temperature of

— 47-5 this night remained fluid.

21-81 -26 5 -50 -47-5 1-9 -*» 255 On the 31st the sun rises at lOh. 30m., and

sets at lh. 29m., the length of the day

• •

being 2h. 59m.

182f! 1

Jan. (

• • On the 1st Jan. the lowest temperature ob-

served during the winter occurred (49°).

The vapour of ether took fire at this

perature on the approach of a taper.

1 in -29 7 -8-8 -49 0 33 23*0 On the 10th the sun rises at lOh. 3m., and

1

remains 3h. 54m. above the horizon.

The temperature of our sleeping apart-

1

ments could be easily kept up to 74* at

this time by an open wood fire al-

1 though numerous wide cracks in the walls
t

gave free access to the external air. The

fires were allowed to go out wheii we

went to bed, and the temperature in the

morning frequently sunk to 20° or 30°

I below Zero, without injuring our health

in any way.

On the 15th a lunar halo with paraselene;,

radius 20°.

On the 17th ditto ditto.

ii on11 — *u -21-9 -30 -380 .. • • 270 On the 20th the sun rises at 9h. 30m.,

During the whole of this decade the sun

|

hud very little power, the blackened ther-

mometer seldom indicating a rise above

the thermometer in the shade. The sky was

cloudy, with small snow, and snow drift.

during the greater part of the time.
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Da«.

Foe Tin Puckuino Days.

1826
Jan.

21—31

Temperature of the Air j _ a

i, the .had* \h

Mem

1H—200
u 1

Feb. \
1—10 |

+ 11-8

-210 -30

11-20

21-28

Uweil
nil m

-475

-39 0

55 H+ 170

+ 8-8

-78 +27-8

-9-2 +221

-380

-346

68

44

420

30 0

+390 57 0

+883 509

On the 31st Jaii Uie sun rises at 8h. 50m.

6h. 20m. above the horizon.

On the 10th of Feb. the sun rises at 8h.

the

On the 14th there was thaw enough to

cause the snow to stick to the shoes,

and the trees on the 1 5th were partially

thawed, the temperature being then +27 8.

The refraction was as great on the 14th,

as we ever saw it during our residence at

Bear Luke, and many objects in the ho-

rizon were refracted in an inverted po-

sition. At midnight on the 13th, the

thermometer indicated + 13, but sunk to

Zero at 9 a. m. on die 14lh ; two hours

afterwards, when the refraction was at the

greatest, it had risen to +4, and a mist

which hung over the open water at the

head of Beur Lake River was beginning to

clear away. A considerable deposition of

rime or hoar-frost took place on the nights

of the 13lh, 14th, and light breezes and

calms prevailed. Two parahelia were

seen when the refraction was at the

greatest.

On the 16di at

On the 18th there

a radius of 18°.

fog-bow was

halo, having

On die 20th the sun rises at 7h. S9m., and

remains 8h. 42m. above the horizon. On

the 22nd there was a lunar halo.

On the 28th the sun rises at Th. 10m., and

remains 9h. 40m. above the horizon.
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Dati.

Po« Tin P«IrlDIXO Da>«.

CALENDAR AND It KMARKS.

Temperature of the Air

in the shade.

ft

Power o

f

Mi

r the Sun.

PiMe«n. Highest Lowe»L 1

1826 1

March/ • • • * • • On Marcli 7th the first decided thaw pro-

duced by the turit rayt. Snow sticking

to the shoes.

1—10 -3-8 +318
^-29 3 10-3 + 50-8 460 ,

On the 10th the sua rises at 6h. 34m., and

remains 10b. 52m. above the horizon.

On the 16th the snow softened in the sun-

shine, the temperature in the shade being

Zero.

On the 18th small patches of earth, which

had been denuded of snow by the wind.

began to soften in the sunshine.

11—20 -180 +72 -430 220 + 520 650 On the 20th the sun rises at 6h. lm.. and

remains 12b, 2m. above the horizon.

Summer-clouds (stacken-ciouds, or cu-

muli) first seen this day since the be-

gmning 01 winter, inere was u lunar naio

at midnight.

On the 21st the sun by chronometer was

I2£h. above the horizon. Great re-

fraction.

On the 29th a thaw in the sunshine.

At Ol21—31 — 3 4 +20-5 182 +62 0 »30 Un the 31st the sun rises at 5h. 24m., and

remains 13h. 12m. above the horizon.

The snow at this date averaged three feet

I

in depth. It was beginning to consume
1_ • l«n n „U 1 _ ' f*l , _ ... ill... ... nn il. In**id the sunshine I he willow catkins

were expanding so much that some of tbeir

outer scales were dropping ofT. The trees

tbuwed at this period is one days, but

froze again in the uight. At 4 o'clock in

the uioriuug of the 31st, there was light

1

enough in the open air to permit us to

read the scale of the thermometer. Many

bstlos, paraselene, and parahelia this

:

month, and mirage with double refraction

was frequent.

12
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Fob Tin Phscidixj Dat«.
1

enture of the Air
Power of tbe Sun

Datb.

ia lb. *h*J

iii

i.il
Mi? ml

CALENDAR AND REMARKS.

Mean. Highest. Lowest.
.=

-
.

\Vj
:. 1

1826 \
April /

I

On the 1st April, a wolf, which had been

prowling round the Fort for some days,

was found dead of hunger, the depth of

the snow at this time being too great for

wolves to succeed in the chase.

1—10 +28 +98 7 -197 166 + 900 51 0 On the 10th the sun rises at 4h. 49m., and

The temperature this day was nearly

40a, and it was the first in the season in

which a decided thaw in the shade was

perceived.

On the 1 1th the melted snow was dropping

from the caves of the houses, and patches

of ground, where the snow had been thin,

were now bare. A house-fly very active

in one of the bed-rooms. On the 17th a

house-fly was seen in the open air. The

thaw continued throughout this decade.

On the 18th a lunar halo, radius 23° 48'. At

11 p.m. the stars were only faintly visible,

owing to the light remaining in the sky.

11-20 + 212 +41-6 -10 16.4 +820 42-7 On the 20th the sun rises at 4h. 15m., and

remains 15h. 30m. above the horizon.

21-30 + 217 +34 0 -65 143 +526 23 5 On the 30Ui the sun rises at 3h. 40m., and

remains 16h. 20m. above the horizon. The

last decade of April was cold and cloudy.

May

,

,
1

• * • • • • • • •
On the 6th of May Swans were first seen.

On the 7th geese (ana* CanadentitJ ap-

peared, and on the 8th ducks (ana*

crecca, ana* acuta.) Many Jiic* buzzing

about.

On the 9th gull* arrived. The first hail

since the winter fairly set in -fell this day.
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Date.

Fob Tin Pricidinu DArs.

Temperature of the Air

in (U- shade.

182G
May
1—10

11—20

+272

Highest

.

+450

+37-5

Lowest

+10

Hi

I

131

+515 +175 12 0

Power of the Sun.

m
+715

M
323

+ 85-5 42-8

CALENDAR AND RKMARKS.

On the 10th the sun rises at 3h. 5m., and

remains 17h. 50m. above the horizon. At

this period the southerly winds were fre-

quent, and the blackened thermometer

exposed to them did not show so high

a temperature as one also blackened, but

protected from the wind by glass. The

latter showed an excess of 47° above one

in the shade, and the highest temperature

it indicated was +93°.

On the 1 1th the first shower fell this season.

On the 14th parahelia. On the 16th the

mosses were observed to be sprouting ;

the snow melting fast.

On the 17th various tinging bird* and oriola

made their appearance. White geese

some Swifts arrived. Heavy rain all night.

On the 18th sleet, and small snow in the

night.

On the 20th the sun rises at 2h. 32m., and

remains 18h. 56tn. above the horizon. The

greatest temperature indicated in this

decade (1 1—20th) by a blackened thermo-

meter exposed to the sun, but sheltered

from the air, was +89 0, and its greatest

excess over one in the shade was 49 8.

The little river which flows into the lake-

near the Fort, burst its icy chains this day.

Snow to-day, which melted aa it fell.

On the 22nd Stock-ducks (anas botchas)

were seen. Snow lying only in sheltered

places where it had drifted up in the

winter. Quite light at midnight. The

singing-birds are silent at Bear Lake in

the day, and serenade their mates gene-

rally near midnight.
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Foil Ten Preceding D*t».

Temperature of (he Air

iatb.ih.de.

Dat«.

1825
May.

21—31 + 43 5 +610 + 28-0

m

202 + 850 250

On the 25ih it thundered for the first time

the

On the 27th the Laughing-geese (anas

atbifronx) were first seen. The ice ofBear

Lake breaking up from the shores, but

solid in tlie middle. Thunder. The win-

ter-green (chryiotplenium allemifolium)

observed pushing out its flowers to-day.

On the 28th the sky to the north appeared

red at midnight from the suit's rays. On

On the 31st the sun rises at lh. 57m., and

remains 20h. 6m. above the horizon. The

sheltered thermometer exposed to the sun

rose to 96° in this decade, and its greatest

excess over one in the shade was 49 8.

The dwarf-birch (betula glandulotaj was

now coming into leaf in sheltered situa*

Hons. Goatsucker* were first seen, and

the geese had mostly left us to go further

to the northward.

On the 1st of June the Red-pole (fringilla

linaria) was observed hatching on five

eggs. Clark hill, distant fifty miles, could

be distinctly seen at midnight.

On the 3rd a flight of gulls passed to the

northward. The Dwarf-birch was now

generally in leaf, and several willow* and

the Potentilla fruticota were also pushing

out leaves. Some anemone*, tussilago*,

the Lapland rote, (rhododendron lappo-

nicum) and several other early plants were

at this time in full flower.

On the 8th the small lake was clear of ice,

having been frozen 240 days.
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Fon Tin Puckoino D.trs.

Dats.

1826 V

June -

1-10 j

11—20

July

10—20

Temperature of the Air

in the *hade.

Me»n. Highest Lowest,

+ 53 4

21—31

August

1—10

11—21

+ 53 5

+ 540

+494

21-31 1 + 492

+ 80 0 +370

l

li

H
i'A\

+ 730

+74 0

+ 710

+34 0

189

mi
n

+ 97-0

+ 990 350

137

+335

+ 415

+ 64-7

131

51

+350

+ 1070

+1095

+975

385

15-2 + 109-0

420

820

CALENDAR AND REMARKS.

On (he 10th the sun rises at lh. 30m., and

remains 21 hours above the horizon. A
navigable channel for a canoe had opened

at this time along the shores of Great

On the 20th the sun rises at lh. 10m., and

remains 21h. 40m. above the horizon. The
ice in Great Bear Lake broke up at this

down the river.

From June 20th to July 9th no

kept at Great Bear Lake.

On the 10th July the sun rises at lh. 50m.,

and remains 20h. 20m. above the horizon.

On the 20th the sun rises at 2h. 21m., and

19h. 18m.

On the 26th ripe whortleberries ft

vliginotum) were brought to the Fort.

415

On the 31st the sun rises at 2h. 58m., and

remains 18h. 4m. above the horizon.

Thunder several times in these eleven days.

On the 2nd Aug. the stars began to appear

On the 10th the

16h.

at 3h

above the

On the 20th the sun rises at 4h. 6m., and

remains 15h. 48m. abore the horizon.

Very hazy this decade.

On the 23rd an aurora borealis was faintly

seen. It was the first since last season.

On the 25th the aurora was brilliant.

On the 28th while gene were migrating

southwards, after an interval of about one

hundred days since the van of their flocks

passed Bear Lake on their way to the

breeding and moulting places.

On the 31st the sun rises at 4h. 15m., and

14h. 80n
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TABLE V.

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL KEPT AT FORT FRANKLIN, FROM THE

BEGINNING OF SEPTEMBER 1826. TO THE MIDDLE

OF MAY 1827.

The temperatures were registered every three hours, by Captain Franklin,

Captain Back, and Lieut. Kendall, from their spirit thermometers, in different

situations in the shade, two of them being within the observatory, and the third

enclosed in the metal cylinders, as described in page lx. The temperatures

shown by the latter are registered in Table III. ; but as the enclosed thermo-

meter used on this occasion was one which at low temperatures stood below the

mean of the other thermometers in the possession of the Expedition, the means

of the three thermometers are noted under each month, in Table V. and used

in the construction of Table VI.
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ABSTRACT of METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL for Sar tember 1826, kept at Forr Franklin.

»«yof
Temperature of the Atmosphere regitiered

8 Times in the 14 Houri.
I'utaimno Winds. Pktailino Wkathib,

AID

on n.

Mean. Highest. Lowe,t bain. Force.

Othik Kemahas.

0 o 0

1 + 440 + 54 0 + 34 0 N.W. 3—

9

Clnurlv

2 + 342 + 360 + 32-5 N.W. 5

a + 345 + 36 0 + 330 NW - West 2 Cloudy. Snow,

4 + 85-0 + 43-0 + 27-0 N.W. 1 Clear

5 + 47-4 + 548 + 400 s w<J. WW • 3 Cloudy.

$ + 50-4 + 618 + 39 0 N.W. 3 Pnrtinllv rlmiflv anrl Mmr

7
' + 58 5 + 66 5 + 38-5 N W 2—7 Clear.

8 + 36-5 + 43 0 + 300 N W• WW •
4 Partially cloudy, and clear.

g + 40-5 + 470 + 34-0 East. 4 Hazy and cloudy, afterw. clear.

10 + 47*5 + 590 + 360 E.S.E. West. 1—5 Blue sky. Partially cloudy.

11 + 47*1
• + 540 + 40-2 N.W &

12 + 330 + 350 + 310 N.E. ; N.b.W. 2 Cloudy.

IS + 84-8 + 41-8 + 27-8 S.W. ; N.W. 2 Clear.

14 + 380 + 518 + 24-2 West. 2 Clear blue skv

15 + 39-2 + 50-2 + 28*2 E.S.E. N.W. 4 PlmiHvVIUUU) .

16 + 40-3 + 48 6 + 320 N.W. 7 Dnin

17 + 31«> + 83 0 + 29 0 N.W. 2 Snow.

is 4_ 04 -ft _l_ 9Q-0 + 20 3 no Snow and sleat.

19 + 180 + 310 + 5 0 2
•

Clear.

+ 84-0 + 890 + 29 0 E.8.E. 7 Clear.

21 + 30-5 + 38-5 + 22 5 S.E. 6

22 + 375 + 520 + 230 S.S.E. 1 Clear.

23 + 420 + 570 + 270 N.E.; E.S.E. 2 Clear.

24 + 48 0 + 510 + 450 E.N.E. 6 Clear.

25 + 466 + 53-2 + 400 Calm.
• Blue sky.

26 + 490 + 550 + 430

91

28
|

29

30

+ 39*08 + 46-97 + 31-20 1
Mean of 26 Day».
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ABi3TRACT of METEOR*3LOGICAL JOURNAL for 0CTOBEB 1826. kept at Foar FaaNKLiM.

Day of

the

Temperature of the Atmoapli

8 Times ia tit* 24 t-

ere registered

lour*.
PaieatuNo Waaniia,

AND

M.*D. Highest. Leweet. Direction. Fore*.

1 4- 37-6T 91 O
o

i. 1 III i OA.

a

+ 34 I fcast ; a.S.Ei. «—

4

Cloudless, but haxj.

2 1 QQ.C +• 3H U OA.

A

+ 29 -0 XT XT 117 . XT \A7
JN.iM.V*.; W.W. 1

4 Rain and snow.

8 -J- 3T/ / 4- 3U 3
1 £%C ./a+ 25 0 XT V 1 Clear, afterwards snow.

4 T SO O •+• 4JS 5 i -J i -iiT 31 U Calm. S.E. 4 Clear.

6 -4- 37 O •4- 47 U + 28"0 Calm. Variable. Very clear.

6 + 47 U + 29 5 XT iL
North. Clear.

7 4- 33 U + 30 0 + 300 w xt urW.N.W. 1 Hazy and cloudy.

8 + 31 8
nn.e+ 33 5 + 30*2 XT WN.W. 1 Cloudy.

9 + 29 '1 i or. .a
-f- 35 0 + 5*4 5 C3 \*T t XT XT'S.W. ; L.N.E. 2 Cloudy. Snow.

10 + 24'5 + 26'5 + 22' 5 7 Dark cloudy weather. Snow.

11 • AC «K+ 25 5 -t* 2V D + 23 5 E.N.E. Cloudy.

12 1 AT . c+ 27 D 4- xv a + 255 XT XT tUf Cloudy.

IS + 28'2 1 OA.A+ We + 27*5 S"E. Snow.

14 + 26 9 + 298 + 24 0 N.N.E.; N.W. < Snow.

Id + 21 3 N.W. JNortn. Snow.

16 + 18-8 + 200 + 17 6 S.E. Clear.

17 + 219 i ao .a+ 23 8 + 200 S.E. Cloudy.

18
t A 1 . £+ 215 AC.

A

+ 25 0 + 18 0 xt xt 117 a a TPN.N.W. ; S.S.L. q Clear.

19 + 17 7
1 Al £+ 21 .*> + 14'0 xt xt r< xt iJaXN.N.E. ; N.W. A Clear.

20 + 190 + 212 + 16.5 S.S.E. 8 Hazy.

21 + 19 5 + 21-0 + 18*0 S.S.E., N.W. 2 Snow.

22 + 230 + 270 + 19 0 Calm. Cloudy.

23 + 251 + 27-8 + 22'5 S.E. 8 Cloudy.

24 + 25 3 + 265 + 24-0 S.E. 4—6 Cloudy.

23

26

+ 28 2

+ 29 9

+ 325

+ 310

+ 240

+ 288

S.E.

f S.S.E. ; East; \
\ N.N.W. f

8

2

Cloudy.

Cloudy.

27 + 27'3 + 29-7 + 250 N.W. Cloudy.

28 + 168 + 210 + 125 N.W. Cloudy, and snow.

29 + 106 + 128 + 85 N.W. Clear.

80 + 4-8 + 160 - 65 N.W. ; S.S.E. Clear.

81 + 81 + 62 ... W.b.N. F°gffy.

1

+ 25-01 + 28 36 + 21-67 The Mean Tempera

of three fhermotneter* i

ure for tliia Mmilh by 8 Obeerrali/Mia each day

n the ihade wu r 24 67.
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ABSTRACT ofMETEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL for No

Temperature of the Atmosphere
Daw r\(Umy Ol

lb«

refutered

8 Tunes in the 24 Hoar*.
PalVAIUNO Wm MI*,

Month.

M«n. Highest. Lowert. Direction. Fore*
Oiaaa Rbmmu.

1

0
— 4'8

o
+ 05

e
10*0 West. Clear.

2 - 30 + 6-5 — 12-5 W.N.W. 1 Hazy, partially cloudy.

3 - 11-8 - 60 - 17-5 N.W. 1 Hazy.

4 - 184 — 8-8 — 280 N.W. 3 Hazy.

5 - 15 5 - 05 - 30 5 S.E. 8 Cloudy.

6 — 4-5 + 10 — 10-0 8.E. 4 Hazy.

7 - 13-8 - 100 — 17-7 N.W. 4 Cloudy and hazy.

8 — ll-7 _ 4>o — 19-5 N.W. 2 Clear.

9 - 72 - 50 — 95 N.W. 6—9 Cloudy and hazy.

10 - 20 2 - 160 - 24 5 W.N.W. 5 Clear.

11 - 11-8 - 7-5 - 26 0 N.W. ; S.E. 3 Cloudy; afterwards clear.

12 - 37 + 0-5 — 80 S.E. ; W.N.W. 2 Cloudy.

IS - 7-5 — 5-6 — 9-5 West. 2 Cloudy.

14 - 9-8 — 8-2 — 11'5 N.W. 2 Cloudy and hazy.

15 - 23 0 - 170 - 29 0 N.W. 3 Clear.

16 - 171 — 9-0 — 253 N.E. ; East. 3 Cloudless, hazy.

17 - 0-8 + 4-5 - 60 E.N.E. 3 Hazy.

18 - 5-0 + 10 - 110 N.W. 6
t

Cloudy.

19 - 17-8 - 135 - 22 0 N.W. S Clear.

20 - 13 0 - 9 5 - 16 5 N.W. ; S.E. 3 Cloudy.

21 + 02 + 50 - 4-5 E.S.E. 10 Hazy. Cloudy.

22 - 0-3 + 63 - 70 W.N.W. 2 Cloudy.

23 + 08 + 10-5 - 90 S.E. ,-6 Cloudy.

24 - 20 + 20 - 60 N.W. 1 Clear.

25 + 41 + 11 2 - 30 East. 2 Clear.

26 + 40 + 110 - 30 N.W. 1 Cloudy. Hazy.

27 + 90 + 120 + 60 East. 7

28 + HI + 180 + 4-3 S.E. 5 Cloudy. Comet seen.

29 + 18-2 + 20 5 f 16 0 S.E. 8 Cloudy.

30
j

+ 13-3 + 180 + 8-7 S.E. 6 Cloudy.

Mean*. - 5-40
j

+ 0-26 — 1107 The Mean Trmperature for thin monih by 8 Observations each day of
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ABSTRACT of METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL for Di cember 1826, kept at Fort Franklin.

Day of

the

Temperature

8Timcs in the 24 Hour*.
Prkvaili.no WlSDi. pRFVAiiisa Weather.

ASD

Mooth.
Mean. Highest. TV •

Direction. Force.

Otbes laun.

1

o
+ 25

o

+ 10*9 — 5'2 \XT XT W« .IN .W . 1 t artiaiiy ciouay, clear nigiit.

2 + 85 + 100 + 7'0
ti n T> XT W Cloudy. Hoar irosi.

3 — 1*8 + 45 — 70 N.W. 2 Cloudy.

4 — 7"8 + 6 0 — 9*5 East. 4—

8

Clear.

5 + 3 -0 + 80 — 2-0 East 8—

4

Cloudy.

6 + 3'5 + 70 o-o N.W. 2 Clear blue sky.

7 — 10 + 30 — 5'0 Calm. • • Very clear.

8 + 192 + 11*8 + 17*2 E.b.S. 7

9 + 155 + 225 + 87 S.W.
A2 Hazy.

10 + 13 6 + 172 + 100 E.N.E; N.W. 4
j

Cloudy.

11 + 32 + 6-5 00 N.W. ; 8.E. 2 Cloudy.

12 - 100 — 4-0 — 16'0 N.E. 3 Foggy.

13 - 9-2 — 60 — 12-3 E.N.E. ; S.E. 6 Hazy and cloudy.

14 — 100 — 8-7 — 11*1 S.E.
a Hazy and cloudy.

15 — 125 — 90 — 16-0 S.W. om Hazy and cloudy.

16 - 26 *2 - 21-5 — 31 0 N.W. 2 Clear blue sky.

17 — 24*5 - 20-5 — 285 West. 1
fit J i_Cloudy and hazy.

18 — 235 - 16-5 — 30-5 TAT WN.W. 3 Clear lilue sky.
j

19 — 245 — 226 — 26-5 N.W. 3 Clear blue sky.

20 — 268 - 190 - 34 5 N.W. 2
/~»| a a *

Clear blue sky.

21 - 34-

1

- 25 2 - 43 0 N.E.; S.E. 3 Clear blue sky.

22 - 29-5 — 21 -0 — 38-0 East. N.W. 2 Clear blue sky.

23 — 42 6 - 38 7 — 46-5 N.W. 4 Clear blue sky.

24 - 23-5 - 155 - 31-5 S.E. 6 Cloudy.

— 125 - 86 - 165 S.E., N.E. 3 Cloudy and hazy.

26 - 5-3 - 12 - 9-5 N.E.; N.W. 3 Cloudy and hazy.

27 - 110 - 95 - 12-5 East. 3 Clear.

28 - 66 - 20 — 11-2 Variable. 1 Cloudy and hazy.

29 - 148 - 102 — 195 East ; E.N.E. 2 Cloudy.

30 - 174 - 80 - 26-8 East; N.W. 2 Clear blue sky.

31 - 148 — 11-2 - 185 East. E.S.E. 8 Cloudy.

- 1033 - 5 64 - 1503
The Mean Temperature for thi* month hy 8 Ohtervalioai each day

|

of three aptril Thermometer- io the shade »a» - 742.
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ABSTRACT of METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL far JakuaitY 1827, kept at Fort Fiankum.

Day of

the

Temperature of the Almoipherc

reflatered

8 Time* in the U Hour*.

Pairaiuno Weithib,

am

Mean, HigheaL Lows*. Foeoa.

O.Mr,, —|—

1
0- 26 9 - 22 3 - 3°l-5 Variable. 2 L loudy.

, - 25'8 - 17 0 - 34 5 East; W.N.W. 8
/~a| _ . J— — -

* « L. * - » - f _1 1
Cloudy, wiUi intervals of clear sky.

3 - 44-8 - 422 - 47-5 N.W. 2 Clear.

4 - 47 6 - 43 2 - 52 0 North. 2 Clear.

5 - 32 6 - 26 7 - 38 5 East ; N.N.W. 3 Gloomy low clouds.

6 - 22 6 - 20 0 - 25 2 N.E. 6 Cloudy, with clear intervals.

7 — 255 — 14 2 - 36 8 S.E. ; N W. 6—2
i Moudy, atterwaras clear.

8 - 190 — 125 - 25-4 N E • 8 E Clear, afterwards hazy.

9 - 212 _ go o - 22-5 N E • N W Clear.

10 - 23 0 - 20-7 - 25 3 N.W. 10 Cloudy.

11 - 28-8 - 21 5 - 36 0 W.N.W. 4—

6

Clear sky, hazy near horizon.

12 - 192 - 15-0 - 23 5 N.W. 4—2 Hazy and cloudy.

13 - 27 2 - 24 5 - 30 0 N.W. 2 Clear.

U - 26 9 - 24 5 - 29 3 3 Clear.

15 - 85 + 95 - l«-5
;

N.W. 8 Cloudy. Squally.

16 - 261 - 23 0 - 29-2 N.W. Moderately clear, hazy horizon.

17 - 23 4 - 156 - 31 3 N.W. : WS.W 4 Moderately clear, hazy horizon.

18 - 30 6 - 197 - 41-5 N.W. ; N.E. 6

19 - 16-6 - 150 - 18-3 East 4 Cloudy.

20 - 25 6 - 20 2 - 310 N.W.; S.E. 4 flout] v and hasrv» 1 1/(411 j «a a.1 v» 1 1 as aV a m

21 - 155 - 135 - 17-5 East; S.E. 6 v. icux b*j, jiazy near nun/on.

22 - 6-9 - 15 - 12-3 E.S.E. 8 Clear.

23 - 14-4 - 92 - 19-7 N.W. 1 Clear.

24 - 7-8 - 55 - 100 S.E. 4 Cloudy.

25 - 115 - 80 - 150 N.W. 3
a a

Cloudy, hazy.

26 - 168 - 15 5 - 180 N.W. 4 Cloudy.

27 - 28 2 - 210 - 35-5 N.E. 2 Clear.

28 - 34 a — 300 - 39 0 E.S.E.; N.W. 2
1

Partially cloudy and hazy.

29 - 30 0 - 24 6 - 35-5 E.S.E.; E.N.E. 2 Clear, hazy near horizon.

30 - 31-4 - 24 0 — 88*8 N.W. !
Clear.

31 - 40 6 - 33 5 - 47-7 N.W. ; W.N.W. Clear.

Mean, -24-34 -1918 - 29 51 Tbe Mean Temperature for January by 8 Observations day of lore. Spirit
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ABSTRACT ofMETEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL for February 1827, kept at Fort Franklin.

Day of

the

Temperature of the Atmosphere
reentered

8 Times in the 24 Hoars.
AMD

Month
Me*.. Higbeat Low«.t.

|

Direction. Pore.
Otbkr Rmaaaa.

Q

1
*-

o

g

- 35 7

- 30 8

- 36-5

- 315

- 26 2

- 32*5

- 40-0

- 35 5

- 40-5

N.W.

N.W.

West.

2-5

2—6

2—4

Clear blue isky.

(Hazy afterwards cloudy. A
1 lunar halo.

* I'MifiN wiiu Clear iiiitrrvaia*

4 - 45 0 - 42 0 - 48 0 East. 2

5 — 46 5 - 43 5 - 49 5 1-6 V liar, V uH-icimsFi.

6

7

8

9

- 52 6

- 50 0

- 46 1

- 36 5

- 48 0

- 42 0

- 40 0

- 34 0

- 57-2

- 58 0

- 04 M

- 391

N.W.

N.W.

East.

N.W.

1

2

8—5

3

V. lt*<tr, Willi iiu/.t iir.ir iKin/.tiii.

\Cl#*r blue sky. The \ovtmi Temp.
1 occurred al f past n a. at., ami w» :iH

|
bv the Tin no. employed, but by the

J Mean of three Therm-', it was M 8°.

Cloudy.

10 - 26 5 - 20-5 — 32*5 East 8 Cloudy.

11 - 22 9 - 19-8 - 26 0 West; S.E. 1 Cloudv and hazv

12 - 26 0 - no - 4 10 East 3-8 Cloudy and aqually.

13 — im - n-o - 123 Calm. NW. Cloudy.

14 — 146 - 80 - 21-3 S.E. 2
1

f wninv u 1

1 1 K r'l*»ii r itit<*rv ji!V ill tit i i j n 1 L 1 1 t ii it 1 1 1 1 l l i v til v#

15 - 132 - 62 - 20 2 East; N.W. 4—1 Cloiidv aOtTWarcta rlmwllpttfiv iv'uvt i , nnci naius iiuuujcpb.

16 - 1*8 - 1-5 - 24 2 Variable. 1 Clear

17 - 93 - 45 - 142 W.S. 1 PlmiHv

18 — 1-4 + 15 — 4-3 3 Clear.

19 + 115 + 21 0 + 2-0 E.N.E. 3 Cloudy.

20
! + 2 2 + 135 - 90 N.W. 7—9 Cloudy and hazy.

91A 1
1
- 85 - 30 - 140 N.W. 4—8 Clear.

22 - 170 - 12 0 - 22 0 N.W. 6—10 Cloudy and squally.

23 - 26 2 - 210 - 81-5 N.W. 6 Clear.

24 - 31 5 - 23 0 - 40 0 East. 3—7 Clear.

25 - 20 5 - 16 5 - 24 5 5—8 Clear.

26 - 22 0 - 12 0 - 32 0 N.W. Clear.

27 - 21 1 - 102 - 32 0 Variable. Clear.

28 - 23 8 - 110 — 36 -5 Easterly. Clear.

Mm
J

-24-12 -17-68 - 30-56 The Mean Temperature of this month by 8 Observation* each day of three

|

Spirit Thermometers in the shade was — SO-BO.
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ABSTRACT of METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL for M**ch 1827, kept at Fom-r Fra«»ui».

Dm of
*

the

Temperature uf (he Atrouaphete

regiilered

8 Times in the 24 11

hMftM Wind*. P«tV All INC WeATH I R,

Highest. Lowest D.rect10n. Fore*.-
- 2°0-l

e— 180ft <s v
0

— 32-2 East. 6 Clear.

_ 18-2 — 152 — 21-2 East 7 Hear.

_ igg — 160 — 21-5 East. 4 Clear.

A — 15*5 — 10-0 — 210 East. 4—7 L ] »> i r 1 *ii r't ri *>1 1 *»
v. Ic4.li. I uruilcilu.

a9 — 6 4 00 — 12 5 East, 2—8 ( *li*;tr f Mftiirlv n nrt c/11 1 **l 1 \"w itror. viuuuj aiiu si|Udii>.

ft _ 14 + 6-8 — 9-5 3 CIpar

7

g

— 2-5

+ 51

4 1201 M »

+ 13 0

— 7-0* **

— 2-8

East

S.E.

4

1

j
Cleer. Icicfet forming at the civet of the

\
buildings which were covered with snow.

Cloudy.

g 4- 8'0 4- 20'0 — 4 0 W 8 W East 1 vicar, v i

'

k 1
1 . \ . i^unar nam.

in 4- 81 4- 11*2 4- 50 W N W 3 Six > \s

1

1

+ 7'5 + 210 — 6 0 N W • N E 2
1
P»rti»lly cloudy and hiiy. Pinuelen*v.it>

llaaat hilo wHWtfaj pritnutic colour,.

12 4- 85 4- 17-5 _ 10-5 East. 3

4- 18 + 8-5
I v — 5-0 N.W. 5 nmail snow.

14J.

1

— 0-5 _ 3 .8 Punt 9
*# ISnow.

15 4- 0*8 + 6 5 — 5-0
1 East. 5—8 PlnuHv

16 + 0*8 + 5-0 — 3-5 Fast a VlUUUf.

1717 - 10 4- 3 0 - 5-0 E.b.N. 7—8 l II 'III J V .

18 - 08 + 6 5 - 80 3—7 Clear

19 — 40 4- 80 — 160 N.W. 2 6 viinr. oiion in ioe nijFnw

20 + 38 + 95 - 20 North ; E.S.E. 3 ( 'loudv

21 + 20 + 55 - 1-5 East. 5—9 Snow.

22 4- 62 + 8-7 4- 3-5 East. 3 CI our! t. Snow showers

23 - 61 + 10 - 13-2 5 Cloudy.

24 - 131 - 30 - 23-2 E.b.S. 4 Cloudy.

25 - 11-2 - 75 - 25 0 E.S.E. 4 Clear.

26 - 35 + 20 - 90 East. 5—8 Cloudy.

n - 158 - 1-5 - 20 0 S.E. 6 Clear.

28 - 20 + 30 — 70 E.N.E. 6 Cloudy.

29 + 15 + 110 — 8-0 W.N.W. 2 Snow. Cloudy. •

SO
(

- 65 + 90 - 22 0
;

N.W. ; E.N.E. 2 Cloudy.

81 - 20 2 - 11-5 - 29-0 E.S.E. 3 Clear.

- 3 82 + 3-51 -11 16
|

The Mean Temperature of this month by 6 Obserr*lions each day of three

Spirit Trtcrmoineter* in the i»ha<Jc wm — 2 ">0
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ABSTRACT ofMETEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL for April 1827, kept at Fort Frj.nrm.iw.

Uay ol

Uie

Temperature of the Atmosphere
registered

8 Time* in the 24 Hour*.

Phuaiuko Wisds.
Pbevailivo Weather,

MM
Month

Me*.. Highert. Lowest Direction. Force.

OtHI» RtMAlKl.

1 - 10-2 - 5-5 - 20 0 S.E. 1 Clear. Mirage.

2 - 65 - 50 - 80 Calm. .... Clear.

3 + 0-5 + 40 - 30 East; W.N.W. 6—1 Cloudy.

4 - 2-8 + 03 - 60 N.W. 3—7 Snow.

5 - 78 + 25 - 18-2 W.N.W. 2—5 Partially cloudy.

6 - 120 - 20 - 26 0 East. 6 Cloudy.

7 — 70 - 20 - 160 S.E. 3 Clear.

8 - 9-7 + 0-6 - 20 0 Fast. 4 Clear.

9 + 25 + 8-0 - 30 S.E. 2 Clear. Thaw in sunshine.

10 + 5-5 + 110 00 S.E. 3 Snow.

11 + 6-5 + 152 - 22 N.W. 3 Partially cloudy.

12 + 08 + 12-8 - 112 East. 5 Partially cloudy.

13 + 101 + 20-2 00 S.E. 3 Cloudy.

14 + 106 + 175 + 3-8 E.S.E. 1—5 Cloudy. Summer clouds.

15 + 8-5 + 130 + 40 E.S.E. 2 Cloudy. Small snow.

1G - 73 + 2-8 - 17 5 N.W. 6—8 Clear.

17 - 20 + 10 5 - 14 5 East. 5 Clear.

18 + 12 + 14 5 - 120 E.S.E. 4 Clear. Snow birds appearing.

19 + 192 + 265 + 120 East. 8 Cloudy. Sleet.

20 + 20-6 + 26 0 + 15-2 East; W.N.W. 4 Cloudy.

2121 + 11-5 + 27 0 + 60 East. 6 Clear.

22 + 17*8 + 295 + 60 East. 5 Partially cloudy.

23 + 211 + 14 0 + 28-2 E.b.N. 5—8 Partially cloudy.
j

24 + 28-5 + 330 + 240 East. 6 Clear.

25 + 32-2 + 375 + 270 East ' 7 Cloudy. Sun eclipsed.

26 + 31 0 + 370 + 25 0 East. 5—7 Partially cloudy.

27 + 359 + 418 + 300 S.E. 3—6 |
Partially cloudy. Poots of water on the

28 + 402 + 49 0 + 31 5 S.E. 1 Clear. Hout-fliet ttirring.

29 + 33 2 + 400 + 26 5 E.S.E. ; S.W. 1 Cloudy. Plovm seen.

30 + 34 5 + 450 + 24 0 East. 2
f Partially cloudv. Crmada-grntttt

X beginning to lay.

Mean*. +1024 +1766 + 2-83
Mem Temperature for this month by 8 Observations each day of 3 Spirit

Thermometer? in the shade was + 9"50.

11
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ABSTRACT ofMETEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL for Ma* 1827, kept at Fort Frame,lin.

Day of

the

Temperature of the Atmosphere
registered

8 Tunes in the 34 Hours.
Pskvuuno Winds.

PUTAJLIKO WtATBSB,

AMD
Month.

Mean. Highest. Lowest Direction. Pore*.

OtHES Ri.kU.HKt.

1

2

+ 55-

1

+ 545

+ 630

+ 600

+ 47-2

+ 49-0

N.W. ; East.

East.

2—7

8

( Cloudy. Ihirkt $een and Afauowtfeef

.

1 Small lakes open. Goose killed.

I Partially cloudy. Only patches of enow
t now remaining. Brooks mooing.
1 Clear. Oman, tier*, and butterjliet teen

\ Ice covered with water.

Clear. Peregrine Falcon teen.

3

4

+ 560

+ 400

+ 69 0

+ 480

+ 43-0

+ 320

Calm.

N.W.

• •

4—8
5 + 34 4 + 37 5 + 31-2 E.b.S. 5 Cloudy. fTtUowt budding.

6 + 35 2 + 370 + 33-5 East. 5—7 Cloudy. Sleet.

7

8

9

+ 421

+ 125

+ 170

+ 450

+ 210

+ 260

+ 39 2

+ 40

+ 8-0

East; South; N.W.

S.E.

East.

1

6

2

Cloudy.

1 Partially cloudy, fine snow.
(Moon eclipsed.

^ ^
10 + 231 + 36 2 + 1O0 East. 7 Thick snow.

11 + 174 + 26 8 + 80 E.b.S. 3 Clear. Gidls Ken.

12 + 23-

1

+ 362 + 100 E.S.E. 6—7 Clear.

13 + 26 2 + 36-6 + 158 E.S.E. 5 Partially cloudy.

14 + 270 + 32'0 + 22-0 East. 5—7 Clear.

15 + 352 + 505 + 200 East. 8 Clear. Scpially with showers.

16 + 455 + 53 0 + 380 E.S.E. 2 Clear.

Means. +8402 + 4236 +2568
|

Means of 16 days.
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TABLE VI.

ABSTRACT OF OBSERVATIONS ON THE TEMPERATURE OP THE AIR AT

FORT FRANKLIN in L.t. 65° \V N., iu the Years 1825-6. 1826-7.

Month*.

Yemrs
1825-1826.

Ytan
1826—1827.

Season*.

IftiJ—1826.
Y«v*

1826—1827.

October ....

+ 42-92

+ 20-28

+ 89.08

+ 24-67

Six Summer month*.

^

+ 40-94

November ,

.

December .

.

+ 2-79

- 1396

- 801

- 7 42

Six Winter montht. \

October—March, j

- 5-94 - 4-99

January ....

February . .

.

- 23-78

- 12-70

- 20-89

- 20-80

Spring. March,
]

April, May. fl

+ 14-48 + 13-67

April

- 8 26

+ 15-21

- 2-50

+ 9-50 July, August. J

+ 50-40

May + 36-35

+ 48 00

+ 84.09

October, November. J

+ 22 00 + 20-25

July

August ....

+ 5210

+ 51-09

fFinler. December, \

January, February. J

- 1681 - 16-40

Annual Means + 1750 Annual Means. + 17-50

n 2
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TABLE VII.

ABSTRACT OF A METEOROLOGICAL, JOURNAL KEPT IN NOVEMBER AND
DECEMBER 1826. AT PORT RESOLUTION, ON GREAT SLAVE LAKE,

In Lat. 61° lO' N., and Lon. 113f°W.

BY Da. RICHARDSON.

The temperatures were ascertained by the same coloured spirit Thermometer

made by Newman, which was used at Fort Franklin in 1825—6.

The height of Great Slave Lake above the sea is supposed to be betwixt

300 and 400 feet.

Dale.

Temperature in

the ihide,

for ten d»y«.

REMARKS.

t

November.
1-10 + 1835

»

Much of the lake was frozen on the 1st, but it broke up during

a heavy gale on the 9th. Deep snow.

11—20 + 15-30 Snow near the lake upwards of two feet deep. There was much

less snow in other parts of the country.

21—30 + 17'50 On the 24th a temporary thaw occurred.

+ 17-05 Mean temperature for November. The highest temperature in the

month was + 36, the lowest + 3. North east winds prevailed.
December.

1—10 + 17-42 Great Slave Lake was open in the centre on the 1st of December,

which is very unusual so late in the season. Rain fell on the 6lh,

and there was a thaw in the sunshine on the 9th.

11-20 + 130 The Thermometer fell below zero on the 14th, being the first time

21—23 - 20-08

- 0-59 Mean for 23 dayt in December. The highest temperature observed

this month was + 32°, and the lowest -25°.

*
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TABLE VIII.

ABSTRACT OF A METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL KEPT IN 1825—26, AT FORT

CHEPEWYAN, in Lat. 58° 43' N. ; Long. Ill
0 1* W.

Mean KM.
jMonths. Temperature

Wind..
in the *ha«le.

Highest. Lowest.

1825

•

October . . + 32 02 + 58 + 10 N.W.

November . + 26 70 + 37 + 2 N.W.;'jN.E.

December . + 282 + 39 25 N.W.; N.E. The Thermometer was placed in

1826 a shady spot inclosed by wooden

January . .
- 9' 56 + 10 81 N.W.J N.E. buildings about 35 feet above

the surface of the lake. The
February. .

- 426 + 15 26 N.W.; N.E. radiation from the surrounding

March. . .
- 055 + 33 26 N.E. ; S.W.

buildings perhaps caused the

Mean Temperatures to be rather

April . • . + 2586 + 48 9 N.E. too high. The Mean Tempe-

May. . . . + 46-50 + 70 + 30 N.E.
rature is the Mean of the daily-

extremes for the month.

June .... + 65-70 + 97 + 45 East ; West.

July . . . . + 63-42 + 78 + 44 N.E.; S.W.

August. . . + 58-10 + 72 + 41 ' N.E.
j

September . + 43-53 + 65 + 24 N.; N.W.

Annual Mean + 31-59

—
+ 5 1-83 + 6-59

|

The above Table is an Abstract of a Journal furnished to us by Messrs.

James Keith and Alexander Stewart, Chief Factors of the Hudson's Bay

Company.
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TABLE IX.

ABSTRACT OF A JOURNAL OF TEMPERATURE OF THE ATMOSPHERE,

KEPT BY Ma. DRUMMOND AT EDMONTON HOUSE,

In Lat. 54° 00 N., Lon. 118° 00 W.

Month.

Miami Extreme Temperature*.

Temperature of

the Month.
of Until of Minima.

1827

January . + 11 -05 + 1868 + 842 + 42 0 - 27 0

+ 14 32 + 29 96 + 8 68 + 47-0 — 250

TABLE X.

ABSTRACT OF A JOURNAL OF TEMPERATURE OF THE ATMOSPHERE.

KEPT BY Dr. RICHARDSON AT CARLTON HOUSE, •

In Lat. 52° 51' N., Lon.l06°l3'W.

Hun Extreme Temperature.

Temperature of
ofM in,ma.

1827

February, 10 last days + 5-65 + 12-50 - 120 + 810 - 29 0

+ 11-92 + 2810 + 0-74 + 420 - 26 0

April ...... + 29-75 + 40-97 + 18-58 + 59 0 + 20

May, 20 first days. . + 47-92 + 6190 + S3 95 + 750 + 22 0
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TABLE XI.

PEtOGRESSi OF TH]C* SPDTVf1 AT ni lit TrtV tl/^TTCfb ornllNu Al CAKL, KJIN HOUSfc..

Temperature ofthe Air ia the

s-hade for 10 days.

Hi

REMARKS

February * • • • .... • • • •
On Feb. 1 5th the snow was thawing in the sunshine,

and on the 17th many sandy hummocks on the plains

were becoming bare. The snow-birds (cmberiza

nivaiuj made their appearance uus day at Carlton tor

the first time since winter set in. The thaw continued

18—88 + 5.65 + 31-0 -290 in the sunshine till the 24th.

March * • * • • • • • • • • • About the 6th of March the trees were thawed in fine

days, and on the 8th the black earth on the river bank

was softened to the depth of two inches by the power of

the sun** rays. The westerly winds generally bring

mild weather at Carlton, and the east winds arc attended

by fog and snow. On the 6th the nest of a Cinereous

1—10 + 9-50 + 36-2 - 20 0 crow was fount!, with four eggs in it.

On the 13th, sparrow-hawks (falco tparveriiuj arrived

from the southward, and several small birds which are

11-20 + 990 + 360 -26 0 summer visiters, were seen by the Indians on the 19th.

• On the 21st, a young gnzly bear which had newly issued

from his winter den was killed. On the 23rd one foot

of snow fell, but two days afterwards it began to thaw.

IjSit^y flocks of show-IjiixIs cfliTic ftbout tijc Fort on the

29th, and by the end of the month steep banks which

21—31 + 42*0 had a southern aspect were clear of snow.

April • • • .... • • • •
Un tne 1st 01 April mati\ oirus 01 tnc sparrow tni>e were

seen in the neighbourhood of the Fort. On the 2nd

swans arrived, and by the 3rd much of the snow had

disappeared from the plains. On the 4th it was

thawing in the shade, and the sap now began to flow

in the maple trees (negundofraxinifaliumj. On the

1—10 +2585 + 47-5 + 20 I 6th geese arrived.

1

Stormy weather about the middle of the month retarded

t
* the arrival of summer birds ; the plants, however, were

growing fast On the 20th the tell-tale plover, and

11—20 +2865 + 470 + 7-0 1 i) b l * 3
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PROGRESS OF THE SPRING AT CARLTON HOUSE.

Temperature of the Air in the

ide for 10 day*.

Date. REMARKS.
Mean. n igne&L Lowell.

»
Apnl • * • • •in • • • • On the 22nd, the turdtts migratonuM, pyrrhula ludavi-

ciana, and lanun excubitor were seen. On the 25th,

the flowers of the anemone Xutallii were expanding, and
It* 1 J* ft. r 1 1 J

seedling plants of a chenopodtum had appeared. On

.

the 27th, the frogs began to croak, and the tee in the

river gave way. On the 28th, Canada cranes arrived.

On the 29th, an umbelliferous plant of a new genus
21—30 \ t n a aw m+34-75 _1_ \0 • A + 7 y) flowered.

May .... • • . • m m • • On Mav 1st, the sturnus ludoticianwt arrived, and the

last snow-birds took their demirture for the north. The

irtfru* nhcrnicrut and femieinnit were seen on the

2nd. and most of the water-fowl had now arrived. On
the 4th, phlox Hoodii flowered. On the 5th, ranunculus

rhomboideus, viola debilis, tunilago palmata, and se-

veral caricet flowered. The hirundo viridit and many

gulls arrived on the 6th. On the 7th, the sap of the

sugar-maple, which for ten days past flowed scantily,

ceased altogether. Avocetta Americana arrived. Po-

pului trepida in flower, and several willows. On the 9th,

purple grakles were nrst seen, ana the root leaves ot

anemone dichotoma unfolded. On the 1 0th, corydali*

aurta, corylus Americana, ntpjtopha Canadensis, Iher-

moptis rhombifolia, veticaria arcnona, and alnus

1-10 +4865 +75-0 + 22-0

On the 12th, potentilla concinna* aster excapus, and a salix

flowered.

Gooseberry bushes began to push forth leaves. On the

14 th, vegundo fraxinifolium and androsace rlongala

flowered. The picut variiu arrived in considerable

numbers on the 16th. On the 19th, the viola NutaUiana

11—20 + 17-20 +710 + 28 0 flowered.

On the 2 1st, I left Carlton nnd went down the Saskatchewan to Cumberland-House in latitude

53-57 N., and Iongitudc 102 17 W. The elm flowered at the latter place on the 24th of

May, and the leaves of the aspen began to expand ; being about ten days later than at Carlton.

On the 12th of June almost all the forest trees were in leaf.
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The following Table and remarks on the climate of Penetanguishene, furnished

by Mr. C. C. Todd, Medical Officer of the Naval Depot there, are inserted for

comparison with the Meteorological Tables constructed at Fort Franklin, and to

give a view of the change of climate which is produced by a difference of upwards

of twenty degrees of latitude.

TABLE XII.

ABSTRACT OF A METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL KEPT IN THE YEAR 1825-6, AT

PENETANGUISHENE ON LAKE HURON, Lat. 44° 49' N., Lon. 80° 40' W.

by C. C. TODD, Esq., Surgeon, R. N.

Means of Winds and Weather.

Temper, for

the Month.
Maxima. Minima. Prevalent Wind*.

Number of days

of rain.

REMARKS.

1825

May. . + 55-09 +63-96 + 46 23 East and N.W. 8 ,
May 17, all the forest trees

I in leaf.

June . +67-85 +74-30 + 61-40 N.W. 2 showery days
j
June 15, barley and oats

( sown.

July. .

August

Sept. .

October

Nov. .

'

+7315

+ 69-72

+ 54-93

+48-83

+37 85

+77-40

+74-20

+ 58-45

+ 54 06

+ 42-71

+69-90

+63-25

+ 51-41

+ 43-61

+33 00

N.W. and S.W.

East.

N.W. and S.E.

• *

N.E. and South.

5

3

9

t 8 days rain Sc 1

\ 2 days snow J

f 5 days rain ic 1

\ 7 days snow J

)
July 2, melons and cucum-

t ber* in blossom.

jAug. 13, rij>e melon* pro-

duced without artificial heat.

[17, Barley and oats ripe.

I 8*p. 1. mailt n tw. 10, Por»t
t trees begta to ihaogt tkeir hee.

(Oct. 1-1, leases dropping.

16,Geese flying to the south-

! «ard. 25, First suow.

Dec. .

1826
+ 24-38 +27-61 +21-16 E.N.E. and S.E. (11 days snow & 1

\ 3 days rain J

1
On the 8th Dec. bays in Lake

\ Huron frozen over.

Jan.. .

Feb. . .

March

April .

+22-50

+ 21-23

+ 30-82

+37-48

+ 27-87

+ 26-80

+35-74

+4183

+ 1712

+ 15-67

+ 25-90

+33 06

E.S.E. and N.E.

E.S.E. and N.E.

N.;N.W.&N.E.

N.W.; N.E.

i 1 1 days snow >

( & 2 days rain J

j 8 days snow & 1

\ 2 day* rain )

f 4 days snow & 1

I 4 days rain J

( 2 day* snow & 1

\ 3 days rain J

, On the 18th Jan. snow 3 feet

|
deep, ice 10 inches thick.

(On the 17th Feb. depth of

1 snow 5 ft. Ice 16 ins. thick.

I On the 8th and 24lh March,
< thunder. On the 31st, ice still

(sound and strong, 2 ft. thick.

1 April 2. Geese Hying nortn-

l wards. 29th ice disappeared.

Annual)
Means. 1

+45-28 + 50-41 + 40-06 N.W. 99

The above Table requires little explanation. In the column headed Means
of Maxima are recorded the monthly means of the highest temperatures of each

o
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day ; the next column contains the means of the lowest temperatures ; and the

mean for the month is obtained by taking the mean of these two columns. The

temperatures were recorded regularly at eight in the morning, at noon, and at

five and eight in the afternoon. When the highest or lowest temperatures for

the day occurred at other periods, they were registered.

In the month of May 18*26, the mean of the highest temperatures recorded

each day was 70"06, of the lowest 54 83, and the mean temperature for the

month was 62*44. The mean temperature at eight o'clock in the morning for

the entire year 1820, was 45-42.

GENERAL REMARKS ON THE CLIMATE OF PENETANGUISHENE,

By Mr. TODD.

Penetanguishene is situated on a sheltered bay of Lake Huron, about one

degree of latitude to the north of York, the seat of Government of Upper Canada.

The height of Lake Huron is estimated at five hundred and ninety feet above

the tide-waters of the River Hudson, and the thermometer with which the

observations were made was placed about thirty feet above the lake. Between

York and Penetanguishene, and thirty two miles from the latter, lies Lake

Simcoe, a sheet of water forty miles long, thirty broad, and one hundred and

twenty in circumference. Its surface is about one hundred and thirty feet above

Lake Huron. Settlers are beginning to locate themselves between the two

lakes, but the cleared places are but specks in the woody wilderness. Cul-

tivation to a small extent is carried on in the neighbourhood of Penetanguishene,

and the wood has been cut down for firing, for about a mile round the estab-

lishment. The village stands on the lower part of a sloping bank, which rises

from the harbour to the height of one hundred and eighty feet. It faces the

west, and is sheltered from the winds which sweep Lake Huron by a stripe of

land which forms the west bank of the harbour, rises to the height of two hun-

dred feet above it, and is from seven to fourteen miles wide.

The spring sets in very suddenly. The snow continues until the latter end of

April, but in this respect the progress of cultivation makes a material difference,

the snow remaining a month longer in the woods than it does in cultivated

places. The changes of temperature are very abrupt, a variation of forty degrees

in twenty-four hours being no uncommon occurrence, and I never observed that

these sudden vicissitudes Droduced anv ill effects upon the health of the inha-
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bitants ; on the contrary I have reason to infer that they are salutary. In June or

July the temperature occasionally rises to the oppressive heat of 92°, but this

continues only for a few days at a time, and is terminated by heavy thunder-

storms and drenching rains, which speedily cool the atmosphere to 56° or 60°,

and give new growth to the drooping vegetables. The temperature in the nights

is much lower than during the day, particularly in the months of August and

September, and a very heavy fall of dew takes place.

The weather in March is clear and cloudless, and the ice, which in the winter

has attained a thickness of sixteen inches, now begins to dissolve, particularly

near rocks or stones, or wherever it is affected by radiant heat. . Towards the

end of the month maples are tapped, and the sugar harvest commences. Flocks

of Canada geese and various ducks make their appearance about the same

time, and are the harbingers of fine weather. The ice becomes weaker first on

the shoals and rocky places, and finally disappears, upon an average, on the 24th

of April. The alnus glulinosa and various willows blossom about the middle of

April. The hepatica triloba Bowers about the 25th.

From the 1st to the 20th of May potatoes are planted, and cucumbers and

melons are usually sown between the 2oth and the end of the same month. In

May, spring wheat, oats and barley are committed to the ground. Various

plants, such as Viola blanda, Xt/losteum, Caulophyllum, En/thronium, &c., blossom

in this month, and about the 19th musquitocs begin to be troublesome. In the

month of June the temperature rises to 90° in the day, and heavy dews fall in the

night. Towards the end of the month garden peas are fully podded, and the male

flowers of maize spring up. The lilium philadelphicum blossoms at this time.

In July and August the weather is usually very sultry and dry. About the

beginning of the former month the Pcmttmon pubescaut, RJius typhinum, garden

melons and cucumbers blossom; and towards the middle of August melons

grown without artificial warmth are ripe, and the wheat and oat harvest com-

mences. Maize is fit for pulling at the end of the month.

In September numerous flocks of the iurdus migratorius and other birds arrive

from the north, and remain for a time feeding on the berries of various species

of tubus. Near the end of the month the frost destroys the cucumber and melon

vines, and potatoes are dug and stored for winter. The forest assumes a variety

of autumnal hues in the beginning of October, and about the middle of the month

many flocks of geese and ducks pass to the southward, and their appearance

precedes a series of cold weather which strips the leaves from the trees. A fall

o 2
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of snow usually occurs about the 25th. About the end of the month many

white fish (corrcgonm albu$J are speared by the Indians.

November is usually calm and pleasant when compared with the more stormy

preceding month ; and at this period a peculiar state of weather occurs, which is

sometimes of three weeks continuance, and is named the Indian summer. It

is characterised by a fog or haze rising from the earth or water, through which

the sun is seen obscurely, and there is little or no wind.

In December the thermometer sinks a few degrees below zero ; the sky is

cloudy and much snow falls. The harbour freezes in the beginning of the

month. In January the thermometer sinks twenty degrees below zero, but I

have once seen it for a few hours as low as 32° (January, 1822). The snow

attains a depth of three feet in the woods this month, but the ground under it

is not frozen, nor have I observed it to be so at any time during the winter.

In February the sky is cloudy, and a great fall of snow takes place, and there

is usually a temporary thaw about the end of the month, accompanied by heavy

rain and sometimes by thunder. The winter months in other parts of Canada

are attended with a cloudless sky, and much less snow than occurs at Penetan-

guishene, and this difference may, I think, be attributed to the vicinity of the Blue

Mountains which skirt Lake Huron, thirty miles to the S.W. of Penetanguishene,
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No. III.

OBSERVATIONS ON SOLAR RADIATION,
BY

JOHN RICHARDSON, M.D., F.R.S., &c.

In the table of observations on solar radiation, the first column under each

month, up to the end of April, shows the temperature of the air by the same spirit

thermometer, hung in the shade on the north side of the observatory, which was

used in forming the register from which the abstract of the Meteorological

Journal, Table I., was taken. The succeeding column exhibits the excess of tem-

perature indicated by a spirit thermometer hung on the south side of tho

observatory where it was exposed to the rays of the sun. The two thermometers

had spherical bulbs half an inch in diameter, and their scales corresponded very

nearly with each other. The one exposed to the sun was prepared by covering

its bulb with silk paper, and a pretty thick coat of China ink mixed with

indigo.

When the air was calm, or when the wind blew from any of the northern

points of the compass, and the thermometer in the sun was sheltered by the

observatory, I considered its excess over the one in the shade to be a measure

of the force of solar radiation, which could be readily compared with other

observations ; but when the wind blew on the blackened thermometer, the heat

was abstracted from its bulb with a rapidity proportioned to the strength of the

breeze, and these observations being obviously incorrect are marked in the

tables with an asterisk. During the winter months, southerly winds were rare,

but they became more frequent in the spring ; and in the month of May, a

mercurial thermometer, having its bulb covered with paper, and blackened in a
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similar manner to the spirit one, was inclosed in a square bottle of thin glass,

four inches wide, to protect it from the wind. The excess of this thermometer

when the sun shone on it, over the mercurial one in the metal cylinders described

in page lx. is registered in the second column of the tables of radiation for

the months of May, July, and August. During May, there is also a third column

for each hour, headed " Exposed," which contains the observations made with

the blackened spirit thermometer used in the preceding months, and which still

remained suspended on the south side of the observatory ; as in the preceding

tables the instances in which the wind blew on the latter thermometer are noted

by an asterisk. The glass bottle no doubt intercepted a portion of the sun*s

rays, particularly when they fell obliquely on it ; and as the heat it gained

was continually abstracted by the wind, the observations were, to a certain

extent, inaccurate, but the contrivance was suited to the limited means we

possessed at Fort Franklin. It stood three feet from the ground on the top of a

detached post, and was exposed to all winds.

In the months of October, November, December, and January, the amount of

the solar radiation was noted occasionally only, the cloudy days when there was

little sunshine being omitted ; but in February, March, and April, the obser-

vations were regularly made every hour from sunrise to sunset, and it is the

highest for each day which is given in Table I. The remark made in page lx.

of the Appendix, on the uncertainty of the hour at which the temperatures were

observed in July and August, applies also to the register of solar radiation for

these two months.

The intensity of solar radiation shown by the blackened thermometer was

generally greatest when the sky was of a deep blue colour, and it was not much

affected by scattered clouds, however dense, unless when they passed over the

face of the sun. The temperature produced by the sun's rays (except when the

exposed thermometer was cooled by southerly winds) generally increased, as

might have been expected, gradually from sunrise to noon, and decreased again

to sunset, but on an average the radiation was more powerful in the forenoon

than at corresponding altitudes of the sun in the afternoon. It was also much

stronger in the spring months when the ground was covered with snow, than in

the summer months when the altitude of the sun was greater.

The difference of intensity of solar radiation at equal altitudes of the sun is,

I believe, dependent upon variations in the clearness of the atmosphere;

and perhaps the greater transparency of the air in the spring, before the snow
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disappears, may be explained somewhat in the following manner. In the month

of March, for instance, the sun in the latitude of Fort Franklin has sufficient

power to heat the atmosphere considerably, but the snow then lies unmelted on

the ground, and the temperature sinks very low in the night, frequently as low as

itdoes at any time during the winter. The night-cold causes much of the moisture

of the atmosphere to be deposited in the form of hoar frost or rime ; whilst, on

the other hand, the warmth which the air acquires after sunrise renders its solvent

power greater than the slow evaporation from snow, cooled most frequently

below zero, can satisfy. The consequence is that all the haze or mist floating in

the air is completely dissolved shortly after sunrise, and the sky becomes clear

to a degree which is unknown there in the summer, or in any season in more

southern latitudes*. The greater haziness of the sky after the sun has passed

the meridian, probably depends in some degree on the currents of air produced

by the heat of the sun mingling portions of ihe atmosphere at different tern-

peratures.

In cloudy nights, the blackened thermometers, whether exposed to the air, or

sheltered by glass, showed generally the same temperature as the one on the

north side of the observatory ; but when there was a clear blue sky, both the

blackened thermometers frequently indicated lower temperatures, sometimes to

the amount of four degrees. In the tables of radiation for July and August, the

mark minu* in the second columns for two a. m. and eleven p. m. denotes that

the blackened thermometer in the glass bottle showed a lower temperature than

the one in the metal cylinders.

As in some degree connected with the subject of radiation, I may notice in

this place, that those who travel over the snow in this country, in the spring,

experience a sudden sensation of cold in moderately clear weather, just as the

upper limb of the sun begins to rise above the horizon. This is probably owing

to the first rays of the sun clearing the atmosphere in the way alluded to above,

and thereby permitting of greater radiation of heat from objects on the earth's

surface to the clear blue sky. It is evident that the rays of the rising sun

impinging on the clouds, possess the power of heating the atmosphere, before the

luminary is visible from the earth.

In the summer-time, the power of the sun was perceived to be greatest when

partial thunder-clouds were floating over a deep blue sky, and after a few large

• Mr. Daniell has pointed out the greater power of the sun's rays in high latitudes ; but seems

inclined to attribute it to the smaller depth of the atmosphere near the poles.
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drops of rain had fallen. When the sun shone out at such times its heat was

very oppressive.

The amount of solar radiation shown by Leslie's Photometer was regularly

noted in March and May, and occasionally in the other months, but when the

temperature of the air was low, and the sun bright, the coloured liquid was

frequently driven entirely out of the limb of the instrument to which the scale is

attached, and in twelve different instances in the month of March, the whole of

the liquid was forced into the colourless bulb. Whether this was owing to the

instrument not being calculated for measuring great solar radiation when the tem-

perature of the air was very low, or to a defect in its construction attributable to

the maker, I am unable to say ; but as the results could only be guessed at, after

the liquid had descended below the scale, I have not inserted them in the Tables.

In May, the liquid in the Photometer seldom entirely left the stem to which the

scale is applied, and in general, in that month, a degree of its scale corresponded

to a greater number of degrees of the blackened thermometer than in March.

The effect of the sun in heating the atmosphere in the northern parts of

America, and especially in the spring, when the accidental changes of temperature

are very small if compared with the morning rise, may be estimated by taking

the mean difference for a number of days between the temperature at sunrise,

and at two p.m. in the shade. These two periods, in fact, correspond, particularly

in the spring months, almost uniformly with the extreme temperatures of the

twenty-four hours, and accordingly a comparison of the daily range of tempe-

rature in more southern latitudes with that shown by the Meteorological Tables

•to exist at Fort Franklin, will corroborate some of the preceding statements as to

the greater solar radiation in high northern latitudes, consequent, as I have

inferred, on the state of the atmosphere*. The heat which the atmosphere

acquires in the day-time is not, however, exactly commensurate with the power of

the sun's rays indicated by a blackened thermometer, for the air must doubtless

frequently acquire heat from the clouds which intercept the sun's rays in their

progress to the thermometer. When the whole ground is deeply covered with

snow, it is evident that no heat can be communicated from the earth to air whose

temperature exceeds 3-2°.

The highest peak of a chain of hills, distant about forty miles from Bear Lake,

was visible in clear weather, and in particular states of the atmosphere a con-

• In the Table of the progress of the seasons at Fort Franklin there is a column which indicates

the mean difference between the temperature at sunrise and two r. M. for every ten day?.
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siderable portion of the range was seen, so that the amount of refraction of the

air was in some degree indicated by the extent of hill that appeared over the

intervening low grounds. The refraction measured in this way was greatest in

a clear sky, when the temperature had been very low in the night, but was

rising rapidly in the day, evidently through the influence of solar radiation.

Table V. contains observations made by Captain Back and Lieutenant

Kendall on Solar Radiation, with the thermometer sheltered from the wind by

glass, from September 1826 to May 1827. And Table VI. contains Observations

made at Carlton House during March and April 1826 with a blackened ther-

mometer exposed to the air.
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TABLE I. OBSERVATIONS ON SOLAR RADIATION

October, 1826. November. December. January. 1827. .February. March.

iSL

c

n
th. (bade, ntk.Su.

Teaip<r»tttrc

ia

tt***d«.

^ M „/

Temper.

mtH*ricui

T*mj>.rotarr

IB

ttwateoV

K 1 t J f

i.

Teoipcraiare

b
1 X r •

«

Tamper.

i.tfc.S..

T#tnprT*t'ir*

i.

Tonpermiart Fjm.

1

i* lb. >•

1 .... .... « g + 145 280 - 42 5 230 - 19 0 200 + 59 220

2 .... .... + 112 08 - 39-7 * 90 - 30 50 - 50 200

S .... • • • + 220 22 5 — 180 45 - 12 1 82 - 15 5 30

4 .... .... - 27 0 • 60 - 170 180 — 10 0 460

5 .... - 60 4 0 - 24-9 • 4 1 - 21 4 •173 - 47 27-0

6 .... • • • • • . . - 13 0 100 - 36 0 42 - 19 8 158 - 91 46-0

7 • • • • + 5-0 80 -211 • 4 5 - 150 25 - 19 8 66 - 29 2 150

8 • • • • + 7-0 • 40 - 22 8 140 • • • • • . - 22 5 300 + 3-4 1*0

9
1

• • • • . . - 55 350 -328 208 - 20-0 70 - 16 0 256 - 40 15-0

10 .... + 10 5 • 2 5 .... - 17-5 14 0 + 208 15-0

11 + 31-8 •150 + 20 26 - 23 5 12-5 - 20 2 13 5 - 12 6 18-0

12 + 31 1 20 - 85 31 0 - 94 64
j

- 32 5 27 0 - 26 0 47 0
|

- 34 2 m
13 .... - 50 23 5 - 6 5 • 20 .... a . + 9 5 83 -242
14 + 250 23 5 - 9-0 21-5 .... • • - 160 32 + 41 202 - 26 0 m
15 + 268 02 + 20 20-5 - 50 160 .... • » + 27-5 95 - 20 0 •422

16 • • • • + 2-5 • 2 5 • • * • • • - 140 47 + 9 9 132 - 16 0 m
17 .... + 102 • 2 0 « • • * a . ....

.

- 40 234 - 36 222

18 .... .... . , - 150 12 5 .... - 50 117 - 8-4 650

19 + 9 5 •1-5 + 105 • 23 - 4-2 10 2 .... - 150 57 9 - 140 34-5

20 • • • a

.

+ 8-8 232 .... . . .... - 150 399 - 70 440

21 • • • + 4-2 * 08 - 16 3 4 1 .... - 16 0 409 - 13 0 •400

22 + 205 95 " • • • * * - 180 5-2 - 30 14 0 - 180 338 + 15 0 365

23 + 18-5 25 - 32 0 220 - 100 • 82 - 12 5 •50-9 - 80 380

24 » »• i • - 40 5 25 5 + 9-8 4 5 - 40 •300

25

:

- 43 0 50 + 12 5 26 0 — 48 •28-4

26
|

- 6-5 105 - 39 0 •142 - 23 0 *29 0 - 40 5-2
j

+ 10 •255

27 - 5-8 178 - 99 *10'9 - 28 0 30 - 410 410 - 98 24 3 + 62 •248

28 - 50 120 - 24 2 160 - 38 5 480 - 11 0 253 + 90 •250

29 + 9-5 35 - 90 42 - 20 0 •150 • • • | + 130 55-0

30 • + 210 17 5 - 170 3 0 - 162 250 . a • • + 98

31 • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • ^-315 395 • • • • + 18-8 362
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AT PORT FRANKLIN, Lat 65° 12' N.. Lon. 12512 W., 1825—6.

April. May. July. August.

Id. l-% % c! Tsgperats re 1 tniprrs? ire Kxeet. of

Temper. In Temp*. fee, Temper. h Tenner.

the akade. m lh« Itu. the shade. the shade. in ifctMa the »hn Jp. in the Son i

-H
+ 80 430 # *» * » . . .... • • - + 52:0 19*0 I

00 23-0 .... lit** • • + 530 820 *

+ 130 34 3 .... ... . • • + 580 420 3

+ 70 26 5 • * • | • • + 570 340 4

+ 7-3 40-9 + 850 425 » • • • • • + 645 35-5 5

- 1-8 44'8 + 440 485 • • * • • • + 611 370 6

- 95 305 + 430 470 • m • m - • • + 64 0 38-4 7

+ 50 27 0 + 380 40-0 • «.••». • • + 630 350 8

+ 140 140 + 35 0 200 + 51-5 20-5 + 69-0 350 9

+ 34-9 51 0 + 390 295 + 450 33*5 + 740 35-5 10

+ 38-0 360 + 450 340 + 550 150
j

+65-7 320 11

+ 22-8 83 + 37-5 465 + 500 275 + 500 i 4-0 12

+ 200 •208 + 392 38-8 + 64-5 31 0 + 500 8*0 13

+ 19 0 • 40 + 470 370 + 550 30 + 55-5 11-5 14

+ 29 0 •153 + 400 41 0 + 59-5 335 + 56 0 40 15

+ 210 402 + 470 420 + 63* 350 + 53 3 11-7 16

+ 210 42 5 + 500 39 0 + 66-5 835 + 47-0 160 17

+ 391 •28-

1

+ 350 9«0 +-58*0 33-0 + 460 60 18

+ 370 20 0 + 440 39 0 + 580 35-5 + 53 0 160 19

+ 282 39-8 + 33 0 170 + 570 140 + 50-5 5-5 20

+ 24<8 120 + 39 5 37-9 + 52 0 14-0 + 51?0 31 0 21

+ 10 4 *20-6 + 460 375 + 56 0 31*0 + 480 360 22

+ 280 •20-8 + 440 250 + 61-5 385 + 51-5 260 23

+ 302 224 + 50-2 498 + 560 33-5 + 53-0 36 0 24

+ 330 15 0 + 520 31 0 + 660 34-0 + 555 41-5 25

+ 320 •10-8 + 570 390 + 68-5 38<5 + 59-5 33-5
j

26

+ 21-5 *23-5 + 650 340 + 640 35-5 + 64-7 380 27

+ 21-5 5 - 5 + 52 0 380 + 64 0 155 + 550 35 5

+ 28 5 65 + 570 275 + 53 0 20-5 + 670 31 7 29

+ 29-5 •227 + 520 32 0 + 480 34-0 + 53-5 160 30

+ 610 320 + 51*5 + 600 26 5 31

1

Noti.—In this Table all the Observations

up to the end of April were made with

two Spirit Thermometers, one hung in the

shade, three feet from the ground, on the

north side of the Observatory ; the other

hung on the south side of the same build-

ing, and at an equal height from the ground.

silk paper, blackened with a mixture

of China-ink and indigo. The second

column under each month contains the

excess of the Thermometer in the sunshine

over the one in the shade.

In May, July, and August, Mercurial

Thermometers were used, and the one with

the blackened bulb w
wind by a glass bottle, and

sheltered from radiant heat by being in-

ches*! in two brass cylinders, as described

in page U of the Notice annexed to the

Meteorological Journal.

The greatest excess of the blackened

Thermometer observed each day U re-

corded in this Table, but the Observation,

are given for each hour in the months of

May, July and August, in Tables llland IV.

* The asterisk denotes that the wind

blew on the blackened Thermometer.

P 2
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—
TABLE II. OBSERVATIONS ON SOLAR

At 5 A.M. At 8 A.M. At 9 AM. At 10 AM. At 11 A.M. At Noon.

EkCM* of
bUrkcnnl ThOT.

IVlEpt-T.
Exc*ta of

bU«*k«i«l7W Tern r.

Kxcm of
bUrL?**] TTiot.

Trrrjj • r.
Excfu of

LUrkenrUThrr. Temper.
Bun* of

TrafOT.
Y-Ltt*k

is

Ih« J i.iv'.r

Mrrcohil

Tber.

in Ihe Snatbwc. ia

(he &ha4«.

Mercurial

Ther.

In the SuDfrhioe. IB

th*tft»d«.

Mrr«n»l

. TVr.

I* the Sam nine. in

Um thud*.

Mcrrnrul

Tb«.

in Ike Santhme. ta

tl.flU.lr

Merrsrill

ThOT.

in tan in

!•;.• .

:

Nftrntal

TWr.

la IM Ha» »

-
|OT«L
Mot.

Exposed.

Spirit.

and-
fered.

M«r.

fc*po#eu.

Spin t.

1

Skel-

l«r»d.

Mrr.

K&pOMd.

Sj'irit.

M
Mr r

1

SM-
t»rpd.

Mot. Spirit.

Sh* }\,'T-

U* i *»«

1 + 175 • 30 +245 • 00 +282 • 0-4 + 29-2 • 0-3 + 29-8 +285 ' i>j

2 220 • •
• 15 242 • 34 ,

26-5 • 01 280 • 0-0 28-0 • > 283 • H
3 80 2-5 120 31-9 150 175 180 120 170 • 160

4 1-5 2-0 • 1-5 100 100 • 70 130 385 •130 150 350 •15-5 16-0 420 •170 17 2 30*8 1

5 235 40 * 10 300 170 • 80 315 19-5 • 6-5 32-

1

25-9 • 74 33-0 38-5 •190 350 •it":

6 32 5 30 • o-o 850 370 •185 370 32-5 •200 390 420 •22-2 400 440 •260 425 455 •a;

7 330 25 • 00 360 370 •13-5 390 320 •22-5 370 38-5 •190 400 41-6 •206 428 16-2

S 230 1-0 00 330 330 •240 32 5 31-8 •283 36-3 30-8 •25-5 380 400 •320 860 3 i'O *fM

ft 24-5 0-0 oo
I

290 85 60 30-2 10-8 74 320 120 82 320 12-0 90 33-2 IB »-»

1

10 280 O'O o-o 29 0 80 40 30-4 14-6 110 32-5 175 12-5 ! 346 22-9 23 7 39-0 29'5 a-;

11 17.5 10 20 30 0 33-5 •17-5 380 330 •26-0 39 0 26 0 •120 44-0 280 240 420 •fi

19 300 2-0 0*0 360 120 • 90 380 29 0 •160 366 38-2 •15-2 365 400 •16-5 36-8 33-3 w<

13 3b-

5

21 0 • 00 392 388 42-8 410 360 •145 410 330 • 90 440 370 •12-5 460 •1J1.

14 360 11-5 1-5 422 250 124 450 300 25-0 472 36-8 22-8 470 37-0 28-6 470 37-0 »j

It •5 50 00 360 170 • 30 380 20-0 • 60 863 50 • 0 0 39-8 29-2 « 5-8 40-0 |M w
IS 80 22-5 * 1-0 38-9 13 1 • 2-7 410 290 • 8-5 430 40 0 •140 450 400 •16-0 45-0 37-0 •lit

17 400 12-6 •w 430 13-3 • 3 0
j

430 150 15-3 480 360 •170 49-5 37-0 •170 51-0 33-0 •is-*

is 37 0 25 0-5 383 62 4-7 37-5 25 • 00 ' 37-2 4-0 • 00 37-0 50 • 1-0 36-0 5-0
*

19 80-8 55 *o 350 240 0-2 36-2 290 310 400 28-0 27-5 440 39 0 314 4 10 315 •lis

20 295 30 • 50 310 85 5-2 315 80 5-8 320 150 70 330 170 8-5 350 15-0

21 338 100 07 360 150 •100 380 29 5 •110 39-5 37 9 •180 39 0 320 •120 390 260

22 35-0 5-5 • 05 380 90 • 30 420 180 • 70 42-0 22 0 • 9 0 46-0 200 •120 50-0 ISi •I*

23 356 40 * 00 420 80 60 43-0 8-8 52 440 100 • 60 420 120 • 60 440 102 • r.

24 350 12-r. * 00 400 30 0 •120 40-3 290 •197 430 25 5 •170 462 22-8 •15-8 50-2 49S

25 36-5 60 * 00 490 240 • 90 500 270 •100 480 29 0 •110 46 0 300 •12 0 440 310 vs.

26 440 220 • 00 474 356 •13-4 500 28-0 •140 510 32 0 •16 0 520 360 •170 570 39-0

27 42-3 00
1

00 46-6 90 50 466 131 9-2 498 300 130 550 340 230 570 290 ;•

28 40-7 4-0 • 0-4 45 0 360 •150 450 28-0 •100 460 320 •120 490 360 •15 0 520 380 «i-

29 160 20 * 00 48-0 120 • 20 500 200 * 80 540 198 • 7-0 570 27-5 •10-6 57-5 265

30 418 6-5 • 00 48-5 29 5 •167 430 230 •130 460 200 • 60 4S0 28-2 •140 46*0 32-0 •*rt|

31 55*7 5o • 00 58-8 21-7 • 6 2 610 32 0 •14 0 450 230 •100 460 14*0H 492 31-3

^|31-79
|

36 86
[

38-10 39 02 4047 41 42 30-74

Nots,—The blackened Mcrtunil Thermometer was thtttrmi iffta*-
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. nr. ON SOLAR RADIATION. cxvii

RADIATION IN MAY 1826, AT FORT FRANKLIN.

At 1 P.M. At 2 P.M. At a p.m. At 4 P.M. At a P.M. At fi P.M.

wjer.

.«

<Uit

Excess of
Slackened Tker.
ia Ik* Sunekiar.

Ternper.

a
tkeskade

Ei
blaek
in Ike

cm of
Faed Tker.
Seatkiae.

Temp,r

a
tkeskade.

Excess of
blaekciu-J Tker.
In the Sauekia*.

1 1"
1 1 ["- r

ia

Excess of

blackened The r.

in toe Sunshine.

Temper,

ia

lac thadc

M lTtq r; It 1

Tker.

Excess of

blsekeard Ther.
in Ike Svnskine. in

the ftLuavif

.

Tker.

Excess of
blackened Tker.
•a Ike Saaikiae.

ruial

\a
Skel-
tered.

Mer. Spirit.

Mercurial

Ther.

Skel-
leted.

M.r.

KxpOssd.

Spirit.

Mercurial

I Tier.

Skel
lered.

Me r

.

Eipoved.

Spirit,

Ike skade.

Mercurial

Tier.

Skel-

terrd-

Mer.

Exposed.

Spirit.

Sbcl-

lered.

Mer.

!.-;.. .1

Spirit.

Ske»-
lered.

Mer.

Expoaed.

Spirit.

290 • 2-B +290 +290 • 00 +29-2 • 00 +294 • 2tf +28-5 * 3 Z 1

26 5

17-8

29 0

190 • 60

274

180

• 60
• 50

250

170 • 8-0

28j3

10-5

220

140 • •

1

3.

200 340 •100 210 300 • 80 220 250 • 60 200 20 0 * 40 go-a 185 • JLfi 200 . » 1

3£a 29-5 • 95 370 340 •230 360 SfiO • 80 350 265 •100 3 IS 21*8 • 50 3 1-fi 17 0 OO 5

44D 495 •290 450 430 ?2i2 430 40-.1 •190 440 360 •140 43-2 10*8 • 8-2 4g-5 27-5 fi

430 470 •20-

1

43 S 43-7 •182 430 380 •170 440 370 •150 45-6 320 •120 440 460 * Z

345 320 •205 330 320 •160 :iti ii 390 •81
-fi 343 38-4 •17-7 340 280 •14-2 34 3 24-7 00 8

35-0 200 160 340 86 75 34 0 105 60 330 110 8-5 330 5-0 3 5 34 5 aED B

39-2 293 400 240 300 4L3 ma 3 28-0 4L2 23-

1

23 N 4Qg 19-8 173 390 1
1

1

1 90 in

45 0 34 O 2L5. 4.V0 2fi0 130 460 200 7-0 430 170 90 44 0 M*fl 9!) 440 150 o U u
37 5 46-5 • 1 JS.Sk

I<> D 390 400 •200 400 36*5 •165 40-0 325 •12-0 40-0 300 •10-0 400 23'

7

fl \ 12

• 7-5 440 330 •190 410 18-5 •100 40-7 18-3 • 80 400 160 • 40 400 14-5 « 40
490 300 320 48-2 34'3 363 480 360 31-7 41-7 298 •130 42-0 310 •10-fi 39-4 295 • U 0 14

40-0 240 • 52 410 39 0 •130 430 •100 •100 400 22*0 • 50 410 21 'fi
• 6-5 110 29 0 • 4 U la

470 420 •1M 475 375 ;<:>.- 495 143 131 492 *13 3 480 310 •110 470 270 •
1 n lfi

5O-0 390 •190 SOI 200 • 76 51-5 22fi • 95 49 0 130 50 49 0 490 80 •
Lfi 12

15-S 80 * 20 34 0 50 • 10 35 0 90 » 20 37-2 2J3 2 0 ah a 70 • 0 0 360 50 * 00 IS

300 "190 395 14 5 •41 385
I

165 • 40 430 120 • tn Jj_L 9-7 • 3Ji 400 30 • 10 19

120 120 35-5 120 120 360 86 86 360 60 60 360 40 24 36-0 00 00 20

® 5 280 • 80 400 170 • 40 400 200 • 00 410 200 * 00 38-5 7 0 • Lfi 39 0 40 * 00 21

LL4 ?9H • 86 480 350 •20fi 460 375 •140 460 330 •140 46-0 300 •10-6 41 190 • • 22

83130 24 0 * 90 430 220 • 7 4 430 170 • 40 44 0 165 • 40 440 250 • 5Ji 410 13*0 * L2
iO-2 410 •un :in--> 327 •124 50 3 371 •112 500 320 •113 480 290 • 60 460 270 10 24

25.
>20 290 •no 420 120 • 50 520 310 •150 53 fi 17-4 • s^a 504 144 • 4j6_ 4 lfr 2i5 LZ
>6o 37 0 •140 520 250 •ISO 480 140 •160 456 17-0 • £L4 53 0 70 • 20 51 g 20 10 2fi

J70 270 280 600 245 250 560 250 1±1 fifcfi 240 51-0 290 • 30 |
504 290 00 27

i30 290 •lfl-8 500 320 •130 470 34 0 •110 450 310 •100 46-5 27 0 • 60 480 270 10 2h
.7-3 267 •140 562 160 100 552 &a 60 55 7 60 ail 560 30 L& 530 LA 2iA 22
18-0 310 27 5 520 320 300 47-0 170 • 60 450 90 • 40 460 9 0 • 40 440 6-4 * 10 3U

17-2 17 ft • 73 432 8£ • 08 47 0 80 • 00 470 fi R • 00
'

470 60 • o-o 420 30 * 00 31

•73 41 65 41-61 41 17 40-59 39-45

The • a*terUk Ueootcs thai the wind blew on the erpoted blackened Spirit Thermometer.
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cxvm APPENDIX. [No. III.

TABLE HI
OBSERVATIONS ON SOLAR RADIATION. IN JULY, 1826, AT FORT FRANKLIN.

A» 2 A.M. At 8 A.M. At 11 A.M. At 2 P.M. At 5 P.M. At 8 P.M. At 11 P.M.

1
q

Temper.

L la

Ui« Sk.to>

Temper,

ia

the Shade

'• Ki reta ot

1 TVoipr.

the Sub,

Tamper,

ia

rh r Shu If

Temper

in liit» t^nn

Temper

ia)

-"-lii
1

.

m i

Tamper.

ill tht S'an

Temper.

IB

he Stimde

Exrrmaof

_
Tem|>M\

is Ui€ 8un

.

•

Temper,

la

'he Shade.

Eitflao/

'I .-.uji.-r.

in the Sun.

Temper,

ta

the Shade

i
i

o

*>

\l
• *

7

a

r*

..

.'

51*5 20-5 48*5 128

1

413 3-4 35-0 1*0

10 +300 10 44-0 24*0 45*0 45'0 33-5 460 3-5 42-5 0*5

fl 1 •10-5 0-5 550 15-0 560 14"5 57-0 145 55 0 14 0 540 14-0 47-0 -2-0

38-3 03 520 13"0 580 32*0 80-0 190 500 27-5 490 1-0 43*J -2D
1

^

370 -2-0 48-0 4'0 61*0 30-0 61-5 310 62-0 21-5 58-0 5*3 55"5 0*0

i * 55-5 00 57-0 20 55-0 3-0 55-0 4-0 57-0 20 550 10 53-5 0 0

510 10' 59-5 15-0 62-0 29*0 595 33-5 53-5 14 5 500 00 42-0 -0-5

16 400 -10 57 0 24 0 63-0 35-0 65'5 29-5 560 300 49-5 20 45-0 -2-0

17 410 00 560 150 685 33-5 680 170 58-0 15*0 53-

5

1-5 445 -21)

1, 460 -60
I

55-0 21-0 60*0 1 1*5 580 33 0 587 10-3 51-5 1-5 425 0-5

400 -05
;

z
5S -0 35-5 64-0 34'5

i
57 '0 34-5 58-0 29-5 50-0 2-0 48-0 -10

20 420 -l-o 57 0 140 640 100 56 0 20 560 0-5 53 0 -0-5 49-5 -1-5

21 49 5 -10 520 14 0 540 7'0 5 4 0 60 52o 30 495 1-5 480 00

22 45-5 0-5 520 130 545 1 8*5 56-0 310 510 29*0 4S-0 230 44 0 - l-o

23 440 -10 575 29-5 61-5 33-5 620 34 5 520 280 45-5 25 42 5 0-5

43-0 -1-7 560 335 570 290 700 28-3 540 270 • 53 0 47 470 -10

25 45 3 -0-3 660 34 0 64 0 34-0
;

620 330 580 270 550 30 46-5 -0-5

26 481 0-5 67 0 33 0 68-5 33-5 : 730 34.0 700 275 59 0 -10 49* -10

27 490 00 620 20-5 64 0 35 5
j

650 27 0 1 670 50 640 4-5 58-0 -0 5

600 00 650 no 62 5 3'

5

640 15-5 600 60 547 1-3 50-6 00
29 480 00 55 0 110 59'0 19-5 530 20-5 510 60 45-5 0 0 43-5 -0-2

30 43 5 -05 47 0 50 505 ia-5 480 340 460 140 44 0 40 42D -10
:ti 340 -2-0 515 34 5 49-5 25-5 54-0 30-5 50-0 135 460- - -10

1 •
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No. III.] ON SOLAR RADIATION.

TABLE IV.

OBSERVATIONS ON SOLAR RADIATION IN AUGUST, 1826, AT FORT FRANKLIN.

At 2 A.M. At 8 A.M. At 11 A.M. At 2 P.M. At 5 P.M. At 8 P.M. At 11 P.M.

Temper. Temper. Kaoewof Temper.

1

Szeanor Teap«r. Ezceu ol Temper. Kxcoh of Tr-U|.'|. Exceaa of Temper.

& ia in Temper. ia Tender. in Temper. ia Temper. ia Temper ia

(3

—

—

the Shade the Shade, ia the San the Shade. ia the Sun the Shade In the Son the Shade. in the San. the Shade. ia the San. the Shade.

1 46*0 -1-0 51-0 16'0 52 0 190 51-7 7 3 480 8-0 47-0 1-0 39-5 -0-5

2 38-0 -1-0 48-0 300 57*0 290 53 0 320 460 220 44-0 6-0 34 0 -10

8 33-5 -1-5 51-0 32-0 540 220 580 42-0 54 0 80 51-5 1-5 510 0 0

4 .

44*0 -10 530 33-0 570 34 0 560 33-5 53 5 21-0 520 10 49-0 - 10

47-0 -10 53-5 32-5 64-5 35-5 630 31-0 600 29-0 580 -10 510 -10

6 48'0 -1-0 61-0 87-0 68-0 370 680 34-7 56-5 250 50-5 1*5 45-0 -10

7 42-5 -0-5 550 32-0 640 384 59 0 270 57 0 1-0 520 o-o 460 -10

8 44-0 -10 57-0 32 0 63-0 35-0 630 30-5 56-5 7-5 53 5 10 620 -0 5

9 62 -0 0-5 67-5 325 69-0 35-0 680 29-5 550 110 50*5 00 64-0 -20

10 61*5 05 66 0 81 0 740 35-5 630 210 605 9-5 49-5 -0-5 600 -20

11 50-5 -1-5 630 26-5 65-7 32-0 710 260 660 60 61 5 00 570 0-0

12 555 0 0 510 10 50-5 20 500 20 500 4 0 50*0 00 49-0 -10

13 485 -10 49-5 3-5 50-0 80 53-0 70 530 6-0 520 25 48-5 - 1*5

14 480 00 51-5 110
;

55-5 11-5 57-0 70 520 1-0 480 0-3 47-5 -0 3

15 465 -0-5 520 30 53-0 3-0 560 4-0 54-5 2-0 51 0 00 48-0 -1*5

16 50-0 -10 51-0 40 53-3 11-7 47 0 11-0 46-5 4-0 46 0 0 0 45*5 -or>

17
!

43*0 00 45-0 4-5 470 16-0 450 7-0 44-5 8-5 41 5 00 420 -10

18 425 -1-5 43-5 3-0 460 60 435 4-5 47-0 30 45*0 00 44-5 00

19 435 -05 45-0 4 0 48-5 9-5 53 0 16 0 52-0 110 51-5 00 49-5 00

20 48-0 0-0 50-5 3 0 50-5 55 51*0 50 48-0 2-5 46'0 0 0 45 0 -0 5

21 440 00 460 125 50-7 11-7 51 0 31 0 48-0 220 410 -0-5 350 -0 5

22 1 35 0 00 46-5 150 48-0 360 470 33 0 ' 440 4-5 420 00 420 00

23 43-3 o-o 480 7-5 520 230 515 26 0
\

510 250 450 -0-5 430 -10

24 420 -l-o 440 220 530 360 580 150 55-5 170 500 00 500 00

25 48-5 -0-5 500 330 55-5 415 600 400 57-5 340 510 23 5 485 -0-5

26 460 -1-0 550 335 595 33 5 580 260 480 120 42 5 -0*5 390 -05

27 37-5 -05 54-5 320 600 260 64-7 380 51-5 34 5 45-5 00 390 -10

28 400 -0 5 44 0 00 565 120 550 35-5 500 27 5 425 190 420 -1-2

29 420 -20
[

480 30-5 67 0 31 7 655 310 600 140 55-5 -1-6 53*0 -10

30 525 -08 53'

5

30 570 120 680 80 53-5 160 510 -0-5 400 -10

31 40-5 -10 50-5 20 600
i

26-5 I
60-5 10 5 530 180 48 5 00 460 00

45-61 ,0.65 5178 1817
j

56-83 23 08
|

56-88 2168 5263 13 37 48-89 • 46-95
1
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cxx APPENDIX.

TABLE V. TABLE OF SOLAR RADIATION, extracted from a Register kept by Captain Btuirf

by a blackened Thermometer expose*! to the Sun's rays, but sheltered by W»

Sept. 1826. November.
1

Dt'ccmber. Jan. 1827. February.

T»i»[wr«lur» E<0«l r.f Einemof I Temftntvn Eicmof
-'

. .1 —irm-rir- -i Kxeeu of

IV T- ; Trmp»r in TVnipr, in T«mprr T«ip*r ia Temper.

tk.Sh.4e iatfeSn. th« SW.. . IK* > (k« SS»d>. mtti«8n». m the Son-

1 + 54-0 95 - 10 170 + 86 214 - 25-5 1-5
' - 35 0 250

2 + 36 0 50 - 20 280 + 8-5 45 - 21 0 1-5 - 25 8 338

3 + 36 0 50 - 80 85 - 02 4 5 - 43 2 90 - 35 5 270

* + 430 320 - 10-2 4 7 - 6-8 130 - 403 20 2 - 42 0 490

+ 348 332 - 50 130 + 20 28 - 32 8 3-8 - 43 5 46 5

6 + 60-8 302 - 68 98 + 20 115 - 22 2 32 - 43 8 470

7 + 65 0 295 - 120 20 + 20 2 4 0 - 155 32 - 450 400

8 + 41-5 37 1 - 50 50 + 20 5 155 - 25-0 108 - 400 39 0

9 + 470 380 68 + 14 0 20 5 - 21-5 220 - 36 0 60

10 + 445 41-3 - 152 22 7 . + 170 3-5 - 21-6 24 - 80 0 65

« + 54 5 337 - 170 305 + 5-2 38 - 35 5 175 - 198 21 3

,2 + 35-0 90 00 40 - 70 4-4 - 23 2 94 - 23 0 510

13 + 41-8 21 2 - 70 40 - 90 30 - 2.V8 233 - 110 68

14 + 51-8 324 - 90 48 - 90 58 - 23 0 340 - 12 6 486

li + 460 400 - 19 8 38 - 98 23 - 100 40 - 52 394

16 + 44 8 8-0 - 138 78 - 21-5 4-0 - 25-0 108 - 45 48 5

17 + 33 0 100 - 35 7 5 - 23 5 7-5
!
- 182 57 - 62 8-7

18 + 29 0 00 - 10 40 - 18-5 30 - 37-8 58 - 1*6 465

19 + 310 420 - 142 292 - 27-5 30 - 15 2 40 + 140 442

20 + 34-2 333 - 146 60 - 190 25 - 26 0 360 + 128 70

21 • • • + o U in — HI J 1U 0 l o-n
1 — O £

22 + 52-0 283 + 5 5 33 - 23 0 2 2 - 1-2 31 5 i
- 13 0

I

175

23 + 570 280 - 63 98 - 40 2 85 - 110 305 1 - 22*0 27 0

24 + 510 21 0 + 4-8 38 - 24 5 2-2 - 82 8-2
\
- 27-0 490

25 + 532 358 - 10 90 - 140 40 - 62 9 2 - 22 0 395

26 • + 80 58 - 100 11 5 - 170 52 - 170 515

27 • m + 65 335 - 100 30 - 22 2 3S-3 - 102 522

28 • • + 60 21 0 - 60 30 - 32 0 165 - 172 532

29 + 200 12 0 - 145 70 - 27 0 36 5

30 • • + 17 5 30 - 9 0 22 - 23 0 24 0
1

- 11-9 20 - 33 0 34 0

"

1
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. III.] ON SOLAR RADIATION.

Kendall, at Fort

Wind, over that by a

in 1826—7 ;
showing the Greatest

by Metal Cylinders.

March. April. May.

Tetnpfraturf i nilj*rr» i ii rs? r". xr^^i of !*>•mtvn 1 ii n** nu|x-iaiu i c H, irfis of

Dev.
fa Temper. h Temper. in Temper

tk.SWe. ft. Shade. in the San. ft* Shsd.. inth.Sw.

- 20 0 510 - 2-5 700 + 568 372 1

- 17 2 364 - 0-5 635 + 54 5 360 2

- 160 •18-9 + 40 285 + 59 0 395 3

- 150 440 00 356 ' + 505 27 0 4

- 45 46-5 + 1-5 59-5 + 37 3 31-7 5

+ 30 45 8
j

- 5-2 580 ' + S70 230 6

+ 3-5 535 - 42 662 + 400 170 7

+ 4-5 510 - 8-2 582 + 242 228 8

+ 210 450 + 7-5 625 ! + 14 2 378 9

+ 11 2 24 0
j

+ 86 484 + 210 450 10

+ 170 68'0 + 164 54-8 + 23-8 502 11

+ 155 600 + 112 58-8 + 34-2 38-2 12

+ 40 490 + 190 600 + 35 2 310 13

+ 20 430 + 162 63-

1

+ 280 265 14

+ 60 200 + 137 618 + 49 5 31-7 15

+ 2-0 47-5 + 42 48-8 + 52-5 37 5 16

+ 25 49 0
|

+ 08 57-2 17

+ 5-4 512 + 110 61 0 18

+ 65 56-0 + 220 420 19

+ 7-5 240 + 210 388 20

+ 36 18-2 + 230 56'0 91

+ 52 453 + 255 575 22

+ 20 295 + 282 518 23

- 50 530 + 330 548 24

- 82 605 + 34-2 458 25

- 10 280 + 37 0 48'5 26

- 100 550 + 395 475 27

- 1-8 21 3 + 495 527 28

+ 110 460 + 395 425 29

+ 90 645 + 39 5 420 SO

- 125 650 31

Note.—The Observations recorded in this

Table were maile by Captain Back ami Lieut.

Kendall, with the apparatus used by rue m
May, and by Mr. Dease in July and August

of the preceding year,— namely, a Ther-

mometer baring its bulb covered with thin

paper, blackened with China ink and indigo,

and sheltered from the wind by a thin glass

bottle : and a Thermometer protected from

radiation by two metal cylinders. From

November to the end of April the Ther-

mometers used were filled with spirit, and

in that respect differed from those u«rd

the preceding spring which were Mercurial

ones; but on the 29th of April the Spirit

Thermometer in the sunshine was replaced

by a Mercurial one.

The hours of observation were 8, 10, 11,

a.m., and 1,2, 4, ML ; and after the middle

of February an Observation was also regu-

larly made at noon. The greatest excess of

the Temperature in the Sun, noted at any of

these hours, is inserted in the Table with the

Temperature opposite to it, which was in-

dicated at the time by the Thermometer in

Digitized* by Google



APPENDIX. [No. in.

TABLE VI. OBSERVATIONS oo SOLAR RADIATION, made at Noon, 1827,

at CARLTON HOUSE. Lat- 52° 51'N., Lon. 106° 18' W.

February. March. April

1%.
IVnaptratuni Kxm« of

!

remprrmlun* f Kxcru e<

in Temper. a Tr»p.r. ta-—

*

..UeSiu.. theStad*. .«J lk* Sh.dc. UUkeSu.

1

1

j

—

-

+ 4 50 + 83

1

20

2 • + 10 •• + 28 30

3 + 20 46 + 25 39

4 + 20 • • + 32 20

5 + 15 40 + 85 87
These Observation* were made with (be

6 + 16 44 + 27 88
Mine Spirit Thermometers that were used

7 + 4 24 + 24 85
lor ascertaining the solar tvadiatiun at rort

8 + 11 60 + 46 22
Franklin from Sentemher to the end of

9 + 32 41 + 47
Apriu i uv one expo»cti w \nc oun «a*

10 + 20 35 + 40 30
liunp againM a piece of rough deal, and had

11 + 10 42 + 47 41
111 iiuiu cotctxu niin win paper* idu owcr-

12 + 6 50 + 42 26
riic'i fliiu a nil Aiurc ui niui iu k arm inu -£^K

13 + 12 32 + 44
It wn in a sheltered snoL hut was not nro-

14 + 20 7 + 43 89 t*cted from the wmd bj gla*.

15 + 23 24 + 45 The Observations were discontinue-l iti

16 + 32 16 + 43 50 lh« Winnint? of Mav Watu* the Soirit inm« Dvginning oi ***jt i>ct»u*c wic opirn in

17 + 8 43 + 33
in© llicrmoineicr, »mcn was id me sun-

18 + 23 45 + 30
I'M*' ihcn rose to the Buminit of the scale

19 + 24 + 26

20 + 23 •36 + 32 38 + 24 40

21 + 31 It 4- 28 32 + 35
'

****

22 * * 34 + 37 35

23 + 4 43 + 34 6 + 42

24 + 4 10 + 28 + 41 33

25 - 4 48 + 26 33 + 45 41

26 - 5 42 + 82 15 + 50

27 - 25 57 + 25 + 50 41

28 + 5 46 + 24 + 50

29 • • • • • • + 27 • • + 54

30 » • • • • • + 33 29 + 59

31 • • • • • + 38 35
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No. IV.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE VELOCITY OF SOUND AT DIFFERENT

TEMPERATURES.

By Lieutenant E. N. Kendall, R.N.

Aarle between
ft. direction of Vetoeity

of the Wind.

Distance

from the 0*»

VeWitr of

d d°"»d
tkatVtk* spend.

*

infest

1825
October 1521 I

1-40

1-35
1-35

1086
1 1 *u
1126
1126

Mean 1-36 1118

3042
<j

2-71
2-71

1122
1122

The evening was calm, and occa-

sional heavy clouds pused slowly

atrosv ine ncavens. i ne Aurora

Mean 2-71 1122

3960 3*52 1 122

31
Bto9 P.M.

The wind nearly

4563

|

4.08
4-09

413
4-08

1 1 18

1113
1105
Ills

Boreali* wis faintly risible, and many

meteors were teen during the obser-

vations. It is proper to observe

that, though the thermometer used,

indicated 28 degree* at the corn-
el

mem-ement of the observations, tad

showed the temperatures respec-

tively, from 29 4 to 28-4, and from

29-0 to 28 0.

opposed the di-

rection (mm Wind o.lr
per>-ejrtiM'«

o o
28 to 27

Mean 409 1114
whence ftesouiul

was transmitted.

5280

4'80

4 83
478
475
4-80

4 81

1100
1093
1105
1112
1110
1098

Mean 4 79 1102

6084

5-51

5 51

551
5 51
5-51-

5-50

1104
1104

1104
1104
1104
1106

Means 5-50-9 11041
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OBSERVATIONS on the VELOCITY of SOUND at DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES.

Anflc brtwcva
the tit reel ion of Vdoeitr

<rflk.W,»d. i rm prr

.

from ft* Gen

in bat.

Seoostdi

elapsed.

Velocity of
N hi r 1

dadseed ia

fact.

1825
Nov. 3
4 P.M.

to 5 SO

125° Only pcrtvp-

tiMr at timet
From
+ 10 to

+ 3°

3960

2640

5280

3 61

241

4-90

1094

1095

1078

Scarcely any wind was stirring

tkc evening was remarkably clear,

and the stars shone with great hrtl*

liancy ; tbe mean of three obser-

vation* were taken al the first and

second stutious, and of two at the

third. Bella were tried this evening,

bat probably the men did not catch

the sound quick enough, as the »e-

locity inferred was under 900 feel

I .tood hv the man at tbe northern

extreme of the base, and the mau at

1 the southern was directed to keep
his mu»ket elevated, and to fire al

the instant when the report of the

••Hut mu»he! -iv Led t.im. \ me in

of three observations gave 9-60 se-

conds, and consequently agreed with

the other; proving, al the same
time, that the results were not af-

fected by wind.

Mean 1089

5 About 39- tlw

.WW would

SaScent to

blow 111*

trooke at as

From
-20 to

- 10

5280 4 86 1098 The day was fine, a bary fog

covered the lake over the open water,

but the wind blew in a contrary di-

rection , and the atmosphere near the

place of observation was clear. This
observation is not included in the

following Table of results, because
the effect of the wind was not deter-

mined.

to ace*]#r*t* the
tr»mmi«*ion of

vouttiL

aa*le o(*6.
1 1 would pro-
ttaMr nrnnfl

.'JBJT
or 4 k*W

14

5 P.M.

To# wild *hi(Ud
d-artnf the otv

Mrratios. Irat

wu »o light that
it rmiL.1 v***-! vIt ™* -# 1^*1 V

h=- ilr:r:i...[ L

front, wlimc* it

Smok-ruiajr
from 10 to A
dearves from
the perpea-

diealer.

-3
to -4

5280

5280

5280

490

4 88

490

1078

10S2

1078

The circumstances were remark-
ably favourable The sky overcast,

but the atmosphere dry, and a man's
voice coum oc ui*iinciij neam at trie

distance of a statute mile. The

Wen*.

Mean 1079 very great all day.

Dec. 23 ISO
a

A gentle
bmrse to

which a >ftip

could carry
Royals on a

wind.

- 36 5274

5274

5274

515

518

520

•

1024

10162

1014-2

The first three observations were
made when the wind was adverse

;

the sound was by no means so dis-

tinct as the three last, when it was
nearly in the direction of the sound.

The breeze was equal at both sets,

Mean when retarded by wind 10181
the mean may therefore be consi-

dered as the motion of sound, at a

temperature of -35 8, and the half

difference the quantity due to the
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OBSERVATIONS on the VELOCITY of SOUND at DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES.

Date.

Aofl* twtwsea
tl.r dim-tinn of

the Wind sad
taut

V»loeity
oftho Wiid. Temprr.

Distance

from thtOgii

Velocity of

1825
Dec. 23 45 -85-8

Mean wlhen ac

Mean when

Mean v elocity at t he Tern

5274

5274

5274

celerated

501

500

501

24 Wind directly
ti|i|-u«

;

ri|f ih •

traasmitsMia of

Mean with

wm diiwttr
favviariiie

T Of

M
M

of the wind

A fntl«
»U; unoke
15° fmtn Ihc

perpeodtonUr.

- 41

- 41

can with

ean with

by wind

by wind

0

perature of

Effect of

5280

5280

the wi nd opposi

5280

5280

5280

Mean velocity

the windfavouri

the wi nd opposi

at the

35-8

Difference

the wind

520

520

520

tig sound

505

505

505

np; sound

nrj sound

Temperature of- 41

105269

1054 80

105339

101878

1036 OS

34-61

17 30

1015-2

1015-2

10152

1015-2

1045-5

1045-5

1045-5

3136-5

1045 5

1015-2

1030 3

15 1

effect of the wind in accelerating and
retarding its transmission. The
evening wai beautifully clear, not a
cloud visible, but, in consequence of

Ibe fog from the river, the opposite
side of lb* Uke four miles distant

in bax«.

The nisjht was
visible, but a halo with fear

on its circumference sur-

e moon, and a mitt hung
the southern horiion. The

same difference was observed in the

intensity of the sound as was re-

!
matied tut night After the six

observations the extreraecoli) caused

the watch to stop ; it however reco-

vered itself on being removed into

its usual temperature. Small icy

;

spicuke wens falling, and on looking

at the moon, tbat body appeared to

haro an irregular motion, oscillating

from side to aide, and moving up and
down, sometimes quickly, and at

others more slow'

been very great

[

I may here

quarter this phenomenon appears to

be influenced more by barometrical

or hygrometrical changes, than by

>wly. The mirage had

at during the day; but

remark, that in this
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TABULAR VIEW OF THE FOREGOING RESULTS.

1 1

VftoeityoT

of r^ir.E NmaabrroT

1

)..«««<!.

+ 28 0 to + 27 0 + 27-5 - 2 22 to + 2 78
o

- 2 50 1112 o

210 24 3 1 15

+ 10-0 to +3 0 + 65 - 12 22 to- 1612 1417 1089 1

9 5 110 I'll
- 20 to - 4 0 - 3-0 - 18-89 to - 20 00 19-44 1079

32 7 41-9 1-28
- 36 0 to 35-5 - 35-7 - 87 78 to - 37 50 87 64 1036-1

58 109
- 410 - 410 1 4056 4056 1030-3

i

Mean 1167

From comparison of these results it appears that the transmission of sound is

retarded 1-167 feet, for every degree of decrease of Fahrenheit's thermometer,

when below the freezing point, and, consequently, that the mean velocity at the

freezing point would be 1118-5 feet per second. No results have been obtained

when the thermometer stood above the freezing point. The want of a barometer

and hygrometer that could be depended on, precluded the possibility of ascer-

taining whether the transmission of sound is influenced by barometric or

hygrometric changes in the atmosphere, and the flatness of the country round

Fort Franklin also prevented the comparison of observations at different

altitudes. All the instrument cases belonging to the Expedition, and everything

in the construction of which wood and metal were combined, were split, not

from their unequal contraction and expansion from great changes of temperature,

for they remained in a room which scarcely ever altered its temperature fifteen

degrees
;
but, as may be fairly inferred, from the dryness of the atmosphere.

REMARKS ON TILE PRECEDING OBSERVATIONS.

The late able investigations of M. Arago and Dr. Gregory into the circumstances

which operate on the transmission of sound through the atmosphere, rendered it

an object of interest to determine whether the laws they ascertained for the

climate of Europe, would apply equally to observations made in the low tempe-

ratures of the northern altitudes, as well as to ascertain any new facts that

would tend to elucidate the inquiries which those already known naturally

suggested.
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If the observations here recorded do not answer these queries, it is in some

degree to be attributed to the difficulty and length of the journey of the Expe-

dition through the wilds of North America ; in the progress of which the delicate

pneumatic atmospherical instruments, most requisite for those purposes, were

broken or rendered useless. They present, however, fewer anomalies than could

have been expected from observations where the thermometer was the only

atmospherical instrument used.

The watch used in these experiments was made by Mr. Massey of Liverpool,

(the inventor of the patent logs and leads,) who, with great liberality, intrusted

it to my care for the purpose. It was a stop-watch, with divisions showing tenths

of seconds, and by practice it could readily be read off to 100th. This instru-

ment, though frequently exposed for more than an hour together to the low

temperatures, only stopped once, and then, on its being placed in its accustomed

temperature, it recovered its usual rate of going, which was remarkably regular.

The force of the wind could only be approximated, in consequence of the want of

an anemometer, but the deviation of the smoke from the perpendicular was gene-

rally noted.

From the want of barometrical observations the height of the place of obser-

vation above the level of the sea could only be inferred from estimation. It

was computed in the following manner : the mean current of Mackenzie's River

is three miles an hour, and the distance from Great Slave Lake, from whence

it flows, to the Polar Sea, is 1044 miles ; the Ganges has a current of the same

velocity, and a course rather longer, viz. 1300 miles, and the winding descent of

that river is estimated by Major Rennell at four inches in the mile
;
allowing

half an inch as the quantity due to the difference of length between the two

rivers, the descent of Mackenzie's River would be 391 feet from Great Slave

Lake, or 220 feet from the mouth of the river flowing from Great Bear Lake,

and no falls obstruct its course ; Bear Lake river has some long rapids, and

its mean descent may be estimated at six inches per mile, which amounts to

43 feet ; this, added to the descents from its mouth, gives 263 feet, for the height

of Great Bear Lake above the level of the Polar Sea.

A small lake contiguous to the Fort, communicating with Great Bear Lake,

was selected for the purpose of measuring a straight line a mile in length,

on the newly formed and even surface of the ice. The snow which had

fallen on it being removed previous to the commencement of the operations,

the straight line was preserved by marks at short intervals, and the
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whole distance divided into quarters, both of a geographic and statute mile;

but lest any confusion should have been produced by this arrangement, the

distance from the musket has been always expressed in feet. A straight fir

pole, that had been exposed for a long time to the action of the frost and air,

and was not so liable to contraction and expansion as a metallic substance, was

used for the measurement of the distance, and, on comparing it with the measure

after the operations were completed, no variation was visible in its length of

fifteen feet The gun used was a common trading gun of 5-8ths bore and loaded

with the usual charge of powder.

I was compelled to discontinue the observations on the velocity of sound

early in the winter, owing to Mr. Massey's watch being required to be used as

a chronometer, and therefore it was improper to expose it to changes of tempe-

rature ; I had otherwise intended to have made a much more extensive series.
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No. V.

OBSERVATIONS

LATITUDE, LONGITUDE, AND MAGNETIC VARIATIONS.

REMARKS ON TABLE I.

The following Table I. contains the results of observations for latitude, longitude,

and magnetic variation, made during our progress through America, and along

the sea-coast West and East of the Mackenzie. The altitudes were taken

with the sextant and artificial horizon ; and when the observations were not

made by myself, the observer's initials are added.

The Expedition was supplied with three chronometers from the Royal Ob-

servatory at Greenwich, No. 3093 by French, Nos. 51G and 541 by Murray

;

and with their rates and errors for mean Greenwich time. My late friend Mr.

Daniel Moore once more lent me his excellent chronometer No. 1733, Baird;

as he had done on my two preceding voyages. Up to the time of our arrival at

New York these watches preserved their rates steadily, but being much shaken

by our travelling on carriages over indifferent roads from thence to Lake

Huron, we found their rates considerably altered on our reaching Penetan-

guishene. Two of them, however, having increased their rates in nearly the

same ratio as the other two had decreased theirs, the mean longitude shown

by them was 80° 00' 52" West, which corresponded with the situation as-

signed to Penetanguishene by Captain Owen and Lieutenant Bayfield. New
rates to be used in the subsequent voyage were there obtained by equal altitudes,

and by a series of morning and evening observations on eight successive days.

We only remained two days at Fort William (Lake Superior), and had not the

opportunity of ascertaining whether the chronometers were preserving steady

r
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rates. The longitude of that place, deduced from the mean of the four, was

89° 16' 30" W. ; but since my return to England I have learned that the commis-

sions for settling the boundary line have laid it down in longitude 89° 22' 40" W.
Its longitude by No. 1733, which we considered as the standard, was

89 °2Qf 03"W. During our stay there, No. 3093 stopped without any apparent

cause, and being, in consequence, useless, it was left in charge of Lieutenant

Bayfield. The party divided at this place; Dr. Richardson and I preceding

the rest in the journey to Fort Chipewyan. I retained the chronometer No.

1733, Nos. 516 and 541 being left with Lieutenant Back and Mr. Kendall to

enable them to carry on the survey until they should gain the route of the

former Expedition.

In our progress through the interior the chronometers were suspended round

our necks, inside the dresses, and the greatest care was taken to preserve them

as much as possible from being shaken in travelling over the portages. This

could not be altogether effected, though from the following notices it will appear

that they preserved their rates much better than might have been expected,

especially Nos. 1733 and 516. At the French portage the longitude observed

by Mr. Kendall differed 1' 30" from mine, at the Fort in Rainy river 1' 35", and at

Fort Alexander near Lake Winipeg, his longitude by 516 exactly agreed with

that shown by 1733. In the passage from Fort William to the latter place No. 541

altered its rate, and a new one was procured there by dividing the difference

between its longitude and that shown by the others, by the number of days since

their departure from Fort William. We joined the track of the former Expedi-

tion at the Grand Rapid, Saskatchawan river ; cloudy weather prevented my

obtaining any observations there, but Mr. Kendall did, and his results place its

west end in longitude 99° 27' 44", which we laid down in 99
s 2& 03" by the

mean of three chronometers in 1819. At Cumberland House the mean results

gave longitude 102° 21' 46" W., which, on our former visit, was placed in 102°

16* 40" W., and at Isle k la Crosse Fort 107' 54' 36", instead of 107° 16' 40" W.

as settled in 1820. These differences, however, being small when considered

as actual distance, and these results having been obtained from single obser-

vations, butthose on the formervoyage by the mean of several sets, I did not think

it necessary to alter the position of these places in the map. I was confirmed in

this determination by finding on arrival at Fort Chipewyan, whose position had

been ascertained by a series of lunar observations in 1820, that the mean of the

chronometers only differed 40" in longitude from that in which it had then been

placed. The rates and errors for 1733 and 516 obtained at Fort Chipewyan

were continued through the remainder of our journey during the year 1825, but
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a new rate was procured at Fort Norman for No. 541, previous to its being

wnt for the use of Dr. Richardson in his survey of Bear Lake. The greatest

difference in the longitudes of 516 and 1733 in the descent from Fort Norman
to Garry Island, and up to the time of our arrival at Fort Franklin, was 1' 23".

The longitude of the Fort by the mean of the chronometers was 123° 5f W. Its

position, however, was afterwards determined by lunar observations taken in

the autumn of 1825, and the spring of 1826, viz.
• i u

Mean of thirty-two sets of observations Q East, and West & , by Captain Franklin. 123 11 38

Mean of twenty-eight sets O East, and West J, by Mr. Kendall 123 13 54

Mean Longitude of Port Franklin 132 12 44

-

The longitudes observed by Dr. Richardson and Mr. Kendall in their surveys

of Bear Lake were reduced to this meridian before the map of the discoveries

was constructed. In the course of the winter 1825—6, the chronometer No. 541

was rendered useless by the main-spring breaking. Every care was taken to

ascertain the rates of the two remaining watches, before the commencement of

our sea voyage in 1826. Several transits of Arcturus over the meridian were

observed, and for the six weeks preceding our departure, morning and evening

observations of the sun's upper and lower limbs were obtained when the weather

permitted. Their errors for mean Greenwich time were deduced from the lon-

gitude 123° 12 44" W. The longitudes of the different points on the western

coast was established from the mean results of these chronometers. They kept

well together, not varying more than two miles in longitude for the first month,

and the difference between them during the whole voyage was never greater

than six miles.

An examination of the column of variation will show that, between the

longitudes of 90° and 110° W., or where the magnetic pole is placed by the

computations of Professors Barlow and Hansteen, the greatest number of curves

of variation were crossed by a course at right angles to the magnetic meridian,

and that but slight differences of the variation were observed in steering on a

true meridian line. Beyond the longitude of 1 10 West, greater differences in

variation were on the contrary found, when the places of observation were north

and south of each other, or when we were travelling on a meridian line. In

navigating the Polar Sea to the westward of the Mackenzie in the mean latitude

of 69^" North, the variation was found to decrease, though slightly, until we had .

passed the longitude of 145° West; and Dr. Richardson observed that the variation

increased as he went to the eastward, until he ceased to steer to the North of

East, in longitude 121°, and his course was directed more to the South.

r 2
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TABLE L RESULTS of the OBSERVATIONS for LATITUDE, LONGITUDE, and VARIATION.

Date.

Lalifule

North.

1925
March

Apr. 11

28

May 2

12

14

18

19

17

20

21

29

17

23

20

23

20

21

21

25

40 42 7

44 22 "55

44 48 42

46 10 26

46 30 57

48 23 40
K.

48 24 52

48 49 49

Long'.tiade

by

Chronometer

74 1 15

79 63 41

80 00 52

82 39 14

84 23 7

84 23 64
K.

89 16 8

89 34 30
K.

I 89 50 M
K.

48 57 33 90 00 50
«•

90 2 19
r.K

Variation

K,,t.
Date.

48 54 59
K.

48 54 26
K.

48 42 57
K.

43 39 4
K.

48 36 14

48 20 30

48 19 4
K.

* ...

90 3 15
K.

90 15 38
K

90 42 55

91 6 47

91 8 24
K.

91 25 7
K.

91 45 5

92 22 57

92 33 34

1 30 48
W.

East
0 56 16

16 •

|
2 32 47

j

7 17 28

9 43 •
H.

11 2 48

11 30 59
K.

5 58 •
R.

5 58

9 23 53
K.

New York.

Hi

An Idwl at wtit oallct

Wert aide of Portage.

6 38 •

Dog Portage. N.E. ead.

Dog Lake, north end.

Joardaa Portage.

Meadow Portage, middle.

Wwt enJ of the aame
l'ortagv.

Savannah Portage, N.K.
end.

S.W. end of the tame Port-
age.

Oa tie Savannah Rirer.

Near the month of ike Sa-
Rjver.

1825
May 26

23

24

31

June 1

Barrel Portage, ^ .K. aide.

Preach Portage, eaat end,

Wret end of Uie aame
Portage.

May 2"

June 5

1.'

1

S

3

15

18

20

latitude

North.

Furt.re of the Two Rivers,
Weal ead.

Portage of the Dead.

Portage of the Oreat Rocka.

( An Uland two miles and
! a hair from Upper Port

I ageuf RieeroftheCroaa.

Lower Portage of Rirer
of the Croat.

Lake Verenikoa.

Nemicsa or Sturgeon Lake.

48 36 18

• a* a«e>

49 21 19
K.

50 18

50 21 4
K.

50 36 49
K.

I. •>{,.• lie

Variation

West.

92 58 14
B.

93 28 33

94 43 40

94 37 31
K.

94 38 16

93 24 07

K.

95 36 59

96 21 25
r. uj k.

60 41 2 96 25 46

22

June 17

20

20

22

50 42 29
aV

51 13 11

51 37 15

51 46 3

K.

53 1 8
I

53 57 33
K.

53 56 40
F.

54 20 10

55 22 42

96 31 38
K.

96 34 24

96 45 42

97 3 27

97 41 32
K.

98 37 06

98 34 29
K.

99 27 44
K.

99 28 2
B.

102 21 46
K.

102 16 40
t.

103 19 33

104 47 46

• 10 42 331
\10 58 •)

... aa.

10 38 9
K.

12 13 39

12 58 •

13 51 5
X.

15 15 41
K

13 16 59

14 25 30
K.

13 47 •

14 45 59
K.

14 33 35
K.

19 52 29
K.

17 58 38
K.

19 14 21
r.».K.

17 17 29
r.

20 19 •

Place of

Lake of the Wo<

Jacob'. Falls.

Woody Poiat, Slav* Fall

Bonnet Portage.

Fort Alexander, near lake
Winipeg.

I„ihi Winii*g.

Point
Wiaipeg.

Point
Wiaipeg.

Commencement of the Ol
Straits.

Nearly opposite the Dog's

Head.

Sandr Island, three aula
N.W. of Dog-eHead.

A Poiat

A Point of Lake Wiaipeg.

Estreme of I.ona* Poiat,

Lake Wiaipeg.

Hone

Grand Rapid
Saekateka

The aame laid dowa inUU

i- j .i. 1 i i- I H..-.fc

The aame laid down ia 18It

Month of Sturgeon Rirer.

Roek 5j mikr* below the

Frog Portage.

Weat rod Frog Portage.

Great
Ead.

The Asterisk* denote the variation by © 's bearing at noon. The

by myself. The order of the places on the route ha,

point out the observers when the observations were not made

followed, and not the dates of the <
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RESULTS of the OBSERVATIONS for LATITUDE, LONGITUDE, and VARIATION.

Date.

Latitude
U>|Had*

•r
Vanatio.

Plata of Obecnration. Date.

Latitude
Longi tude

hy
Variation

Place of Observation.

__________
IK »'i o t «

55 57 35
o * H

• •*. ••• • • ••• Lower Portage Lake Pri-

i a*o
Aug. 11 67 28 21

at**
130 51 48 47 28 41

K.

Fort Good Hope.

M .

27

July 5

•• »•*

55 25 25

56 26 30

106 44 36

107 54 36
y »n.t

107 53 55
r.

109 52 54

23 19 20
ItK.

22 15 48
PJS.

23 3 3
ft.

lata hlaCroase Fort.

Do. laid down ia 182ft

Ut Stajre Met bye Portage.

12

...

13

67 27 53

68 15 50

133 15 28

134 20 30

48 32 45
at

47 28 •

51 4 21
K.

52 13 •
K

Narrow*. Mackeatie River

Expansion of tbe River-

Middle ChaimeL

9

11

56 40 17

56 42 51

109 57 54

109 59 8 27 54 27

Ea»t >ida of Little Lake,
j

Methye Portage,

West end Methye Portage,

15

18

69 3 45
K.

69 7 14

135 47 33

135 50 33 48 43 •
K.

f Mooee Deer Eneampmeat,
} Mouth of tbe Mackeatie
(River.

Remarkable Huitmock.

58 42 32 111 19 00 25 29 37
F™l II.

22 49 32
ruin

29 15 9
K.

Fort Cbipewyaa. 17 69 28 52 135 40 55 51 42 11
K.

39 9 00
38 49 41

• *• • a

Garry Uland, 8.W. tad.

...

30

58 42 37

61 10 26

111 18 20

113 45 00

Do. laid dowa io 1880.

Port Reeolotioa, Great
Stave Lake.

Various

times.

*• M
s.S

65 11 56
[123 5 Oi

f 123 1244 >

Uylaa.oheJ

122 30 21

By Ax. Comp. Ft. Fraaklla

By mean of 4 months Ob*.
ub i uc *-M u rri.ti > a r i itl ion

Point 9, Great Bear Lake.

31 61 00 55 ... ... Great Slave Lake. || 11
1

121 59 56 ... ... PoiatJT. Do. Do.

Atsg.1 60 52 50

114 18 27

••• ...

28 20 43
K.

••a

Hie of tke Dead, Great
Slave Lake.

Sandv River, Great Slave
Uke.

U
— o

'ti-
66 4 04

120 54 04

... ...

36 0 42

... m>

Poiat«L Do. Do.

Point 46. Do. Do.

A.at. ... ••• 114 67 10 ••• •••

ll"
121 22 36

(41 11 101

\42 27 27/
Point 51. Do. Do.

f.M.

AM. 2

•> •••

pm m

115 47 46

IK 11 32

33 13 21

32 35 33
K.

Eutraece iato the Mac-
kenzie Uiver.

X = Jit

7**1

120 59 20 • an in

43 37 39

PoiatTS. Do Do.

PoialW. Do. Do.

tM. 2 MB) • 116 35 27 ,
... ... is* 66 56 39 46 58 • Point 100. Do. Do.

*.M.3
•

**• 117 42 13 34 28 27 OpP»He_*e lakea af the MaM 66 52 38 118 34 42 47 25 56 Below Rapid on Drase R.

... 61 26 32 ... •• Poialia tke Utile Lake.
I ?

j! 26
* •

119 41 15
/44 57 7$
146 10 22|

Toint O. near Cape
McDonald.

f.M.4 118 53 54 ... ... Mackenzie River.

id
?? 17
1 I

66 31 31 An Island. Point Q.

4 ... ... 119 47 26 ... .... Moath of Fish River. 66 21 41 119 59 18 44 3 43 An Inland, Point Y.

6

• >

61 26 31

62 49 22

123 31 2 17 41 49Or 1J

Point of Mackenzie River.

|
Elbow in tke Maekeaiie

. below Fort Simpeon. River
(tieod. (o tbe North.

Below the bend.

* 1 28

1826
Apr. 10

B»

66 15 40

65 2 51

65 59 15

33 48 •

39 0 •

Centre of Ike Lake*

Point 3, Mrath shore. Bear
Lake.

Point 4. n-Nu Mamtoa
Cove.

7

AM. 9

6-1 40 38

K
124 44 47

128 23 35

39 57 52
rutK.

Fort Norman laJane 16*5.

Island above thelst Rapid,

I

"

64 58 5

64 58 22

121 7 51

120 43 7

Sa-ehob Ktba Portofc.

Fiihery M-Vicars Bay.

65 44 22 42 13 • Below the Rapid.
1^16 65 1 21 120 13 27 42 29 • M-Viear>s Bar.

r.m. 66 10 44 128 52 32 41 05 3
K.

J«t above the Ranparts. Uhr 65 7 25 119 46 33 40 23 • M Viesr-s Bay.

10 ... ... 129 26 37 46 25 15
K.

65 18 51 119 13 39 ... im M'Viear-e Bay.

... 66 45 12 ... It" Do. Do. 65 30 43 •a S.K. Poiat, Bear IsUad.

XV»r. m t imp- tne Longnmii-s uy i»r. mcnaniwri were u
first arrival, but after its position was as

for the construction of the map.

enticed io rort. rianaun, supi>ir»in

certaioedby luoantobcin 123*1
{ ii io im- id .» v».as siiown t>y iuo LiimuraKici. u.i uur

2' 44' W. ; an addition of V 44" was made to cacb longitude
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JUATION.

latitude
Lo*ftt*d« XawptaJo

by

Cnrocometer

Variation Utitodo Varialioii

Date.
M r-

PUc« erObMrr»iiM.
ha

rtoce o rraim.
Worth. Ka»U Norta. Kaot.

Wwu W.fttw rai.

1**6

Apr. 20 & 34 24
O # -m o 0 m

N.W. r«4>(, Unt I»Uad. 1826 a 0 0 a o 0 - o » »
at.. OJuly v £Q '17 1ftf}y of 0V *r,n it a

110 OQ OO
i iv «v *r«. Parf»c» oppotil* Bern

aT^Tpli wkrr-.10 69 42 37 131 57 37 ... ...
.
£ J . At Jrt ,in 1 1Q 1*1 11 14 it « « j*44 04 16 Point Lcitk.

IS
*

i \13 7lk I 1 1 r"/0 II Jo K-rCapoB«a».
et 4J on03 Jl . • - « •

jIO IA *
4*5 30 n«i tw u«ir«< :t(U.

1 it16 Sat at 1 ON •«" Iftlaol uiUT«rpocl Say.
f,R 'JA OfiDJ e>V *>U jo Aa •4.5 ua • » rtt tbor. of 8>vclMh-Xtk».

17 oV •>•! -lo ... ... Kit n o Near Potat Sir P. Mali-

65 20 I'M JiIaW ^*«>
ja jy jq•iV *!/ 45f i'o.bi 4,. of Sa chok K lia.

laad.

Db R. 0. I".

18 70 JO 4o ... ... Capo ftataoffft.

u
5

s
fis -in siw *v .F*

r.i in ik

i > •

1-4 4'1 4/

•••

10 NT No0» »>/

vnore S*-ebub EtKa.

Fort Nonn«m.
19 70 19 5 50 0 • Poiat Trail.

21 69 3/ 57 ... ... Tkroo miloo tooth of Bar-

28 0«i JJ 1 • •• ... *•• Mnrkroti« River, 41 milci
li.?ar ljakc KiTcr. 22 69 42 54 52 0 •

Bot River.

LimrftUioo Poiltt, Wnoti'l

29 03 «*V •• • • •• a . • Mar^emt^ Rir-T. ne.ir
Bar-

Mftitutein of Rapid. 22 69 58 124 0 55 46 45 Perforated Rook, aav

30 1 »>t 11I -o .H -v3 JJ ->4 10 lf.^iflK .vf n*M.ftLin Dia«raiuoxn oi uare.ftiftiA uirer. D. |V CapoParrr.

24 89 49 7 123 33 32 56 33 • Barrow lalaad.

July 1
•*

f.7 2°. 51 lift i ia •• •• WW Hop..

67 27 10
69 42 123 17 R. 1 AA Ifi54 00 lb Ci.pt«l« IUaad.

3 133 35 14 4R. ic iy4J Jo J/ J„,b,Io1rRwlRiTW.
P. rl. D. R.

BJK - 69 4.1
1 An if i /ft122 lo 30 re t i Art55 54 00 Bay soar Capo Lroa.

4 67 51 22 •a a • W«t V ranch of Mackcaur
Rin f

.

...

P. H.

63 46 20 Cape I.yon.

7 68 52 5 1 > r, m inIOU lO 1 J *"* >#*f »» til oluct ot Alar'

kniic. on otf 44 £: •o* a..
RI A •SM 0 * Near Point Doaa T>ini|—

9 £Q t 1
lv9 I - i

I 17 oj jft 1 i AA i A40 40 40 r74*a "^si, « e»i 01 flaa**-

rj. krn iiy River. 29 £u On 1

9

o«o III >•• ooo NaarPoaatDoWiuCliaNa

12 £Q 1 NO' 1 J . > .
i * IX. TV TViVOi 1^0. i^*0.

31 69 20 1 MM Poiat r»«y.
15 fin iaUJ JO «|J i ia in ia AH 1 a» 4A40 Id 40 Month of Habbftgo RiTar,

... 69 17 119 28 51 28
17 *v; oa n.3 IJ •• • * • •*• P. K.

eo ii oq
%,J »«s HA 1 1ft

Aug. 1 OJ 1.) 13 •a. •••• Poiat Clifton.

19 • t,.H iV T>A.*\t IfjaK.- .,»]

AO Ifi Tftuif Jo lo

Inlawd,
2 ro a.'. 1768 5j 4/ ««• ... ... Near HardiafJUve*.

19 10 JO oq 40 J ^4 XmtW i.r r.-,. »- Kfnnnt

69 36 27

Comjlxmrt. t 68 52 44 •• »*• 52 0 • Stapjltoa Bay.

23 140 H 2 Small River,

4 68 58 23 ... • 52 30 • Cape Sir W. Bopo.

24 €9 36 26V»J .>u HU It. Ou Mft MM

5 W M 19 50 0 *

M

Near Poiat Cookbara.

2; 69 38 26VoT UO AO 140 46 22 • HI

6 68 36 30 • «• *•*. ftaatll lilaada. .

30 69 38 23 140 51 JS 41 rt1•tj fa *o »" IW»TI1 V- M* 1 » lift- f» nilCI

a aad I'uiat i-^tnajxatiou 7 99 13 25
"

ooo a.o • 01 Past locker, Oorosatks

Anj. L 69 43 30USF "*)»J> •!« 141 29 45lit *iJ |M T> mm ticy Uf«. QaK

8 67 53 26 115 18 >M ftM
Cape ReOAlall.

4 70 5 11 143 54 55 45 36 04 O. R.

67 47 50 115 36 49 48 0 0 kloath of Coppermine

5 70-7 U 145 29 45 ••• •••
River.

145 49 57
11 67 32 58 MB »•»

.. :\x: I Coi.icr
n,L R.v«.

Foot of Copper Moaalaiai

6 70 11 22 42 55 52
B.

Klaxmaa Ialaod, No,th

,2 67 18 59 O.* ..0 aoa

8 70 1C 27 147 33 04 43 15 12 Toggj ttlanil.

17

B 13 67 13 21 .a. •<. IX. Da.

70 25 53 148 52 00 41 20 • Rttern Rwf.

14 67 10 18 ••• ••• •• o.a

Sept. 4 67 42 12 Forki of Mnrkf«i««, soar
Pool Riror- 17 66 58 •Ml SM

July 8 69 28 59 49 26 58 RofoeoCoTO. Soa Coatt
£aot of tao MaoliOMio.
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LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE.

aEMARKS ON TABLE II. CONTAINING THE DD? OF THE NEEDLE.

We were provided with a Meyer's Dipping Needle of six inches diameter,

made by Dollond, on the plan suggested by Captain Sabine, in P/iil. Trans.

1822. Art. I., and with two other needles of the ordinary construction. In the

following Table the letters C and M imply whether the dip was obtained by

Meyer's needle, or by the common needles ; and the agreement between the

results by Meyer's needle and by the common needles at those stations where

they were both used, show that the latter were very nicely balanced. The dips

observed on this Expedition, at the stations that we visited on the former

voyage, were about four degrees less. I have already mentioned, in the

Appendix of my former Narrative, the reasons 1 had for doubting the correctness

of the instrument then used ; and on this occasion, I have only to add, that I

have every reason to confide in the results now obtained.

Accidental circumstances prevented us from obtaining satisfactory observations

on the Magnetic Force.
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CXXXV1 APPENDIX. [No, V.

TABLE II.

CONTAINING the DIP of the NEEDLE, and the POSITION of the MAGNETIC POLE,
computed by Professor Barlow.

I-»ti tu fit

'

Loae/itade
,

W*»L
Dip Nor*.

Vim: ir, Nee-

tU.
Ober. Place of Ohjerrmtw*.

Computed Potitioa of

M»ftwtic Pole.

LauN. Loaf. W.

1825.

March

9 0 0

40 42 7

O t #»

74 1 15

© * m

73 27 3 1 30 49 W. M. F.

0 t

71 24

0 .

76 28

Apr. 18 44 48 42 80 00 52 76 16 0 0 56 16 E. M. F. PratUafuLtheiie. 70 34 78 46

M»jrll 48 23 40
f

89 16 08j

7S 22 0

78 18 5

1

> 7 17 28B. {c
F. 1

F. K.J

70 37 81 os

„ 20

27

48 54 00

43 36 18

90 3 15

93 28 33

78 39 5

77 18 5

5 53 0 K.

10 42 43

C.

C.

B.K.

B.

SarAniimH ForfArf,
».w. ai

71 8

71 56

83 18

79 14

June 6

„ 20

. 28

Juy 11

. 24

50 36 49

53 I 8

53 56 40

55 25 25

58 42 32

96 21 25

98 34 39

102 16 40

107 51 36

HI 18 20

78 47 8

79 50 5

80 21 7

79 55 0

81 26 8

15 15 41

19 52 29

19 14 21

23 19 14

25 29 37

c.

c,

c.

c.

c.

B.K.

K.

B.K.

U.K.

F.K.

Fort AlrnoJer, Wimi
ftf Rhrer.

Loaf Point, Lake Wi-
n'Pf

Cumberland IImh.

I 4 in, rout . Bliirhj

{ thuoder ar.,1 lighta'.nt;
}

\ d«nng Ihw Ob.
j

Fart Ceipewjaa.

70 43

70 56

71 53

72 48

79 17

83 22

82 37

86 24

Aug. 5 62 11 00 121 38 00 81 53 8

82 57 0

37 42 00 c.

M.

K.

p. \

72 8 88 35

Sept.19 65 11 56 123 12
44|

82 49 1

83 1 9

^8
59 20

, c.

c

F.K.I

P K 1

82 56 1 «...

1820.

June 1

5

65 11 56 123 12 •»!

1

83 3 27

82 57 24
jj9 00 00

[c. F.K.J
"On t rtat.hn

.

69 16 98 8

S3 00 25 Mean,

July 3

• io

„ 28

67 27 10

69 1 24

69 38 23

133 35 34

137 24 40

1 10 51 00

82 36 1

82 22 3

83 27 4

45 36 37

46 40 40

45 43 00

c.

c.

c.

K.

F.B.

F.B.

Near Red Rim, Mao-
keniiff River.

Sea Com. Wnl of tae
Maekeaaie River.

Sea Caaet.

73 20

73 57

92 59

95 22

Aug. 9 70 16 27 147 38 04

|

82 26 8

82 25 4 J43

15 12 c ''IF.B.j
Fokt Up* 77 51 91 6

Sept. 29 65 11 56 123 12 44|

82 44 2

83 10 3
|39 00 00 c F.K.J

Fori Franklin.

82 57 7
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No. V.] INCREASE OF VARIATION.

TABLE III.

SHOWING the INCREASE of VARIATION BETWEEN 1819, 1820, and 1825.

Latitude

Variatioa
Kut.

observed on
th* Ant

E.poditioa.

Variation
Kut,

observed on
the >*<-nn4

Eipeilitioo.

lacrease of

Eaet
Variation
^for tlw

Annual

lacreufr
PU-ofOWatioo.

53 56 40 102 16 40 17 17 29 in

Oct 1819

19 14 21 in

June 1825

1 56 52

0

20.5

55 25 25 107 54 36 22 15 48 in

March 1920

23 19 20 in

July 1825

1 3 32 17.7 lata a la Crow. Fort.

56 42 51 109 59 8 25 2 30 in

July 1820

27 54 27 In

July 1825

2 51 57 34.4 West side Methre Portage.

58 42 37 111 18 20 22 49 32 in

May 1820

25 29 37 in

July 1825

2 40 5 30.8 Fort Chipe»ran-

61 10 30 113 45 00 25 40 47 in

July 1820

29 15 9 in

July 1825

3 34 22 42.8 Fort Rrwliition and Moot* Deer Uland,
8l.«re Lake. T>e.e observation, were
nide about three mile* apart.

67 47 50 115 36 49 46 25 52 in

July 181.1

48 0 0 in

Aug. 1826

1 34 8 18.4 Month of the Coppermine Hirer.

65 11 56 113 12 44 39 9 36 in

Sept. 1825

39 13 32 it.

Sept. 1826

• • 3.56 Fort Franklin.

At the roc uth of the Mac keniie an increase of 15° in the variation WU ob.er.ed ainee the visit of Sir AJUackeniie

b 1 789, au average of 25 minute a year.

s
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No. VI.] MAGNETIC NEEDLE. *

CXXX1X

No. VI.

OBSERVATIONS
ntLATlVl TO THE

DAILY VARIATION OF THE HORIZONTAL MAGNETIC NEEDLE.

The daily variation of the Horizontal Needle having been recently supposed

to be intimately connected with the theory of terrestrial magnetism, I was

desirous of attending to it as much as possible during our residence in winter-

quarters. Our observations, therefore , commenced very soon after our arrival, viz.,

on the 6th of October, 1825, and were continued every day from that time to the

30th of April, 1820, and again from the 1st of October, 1826, to the 30th of April,

1827*, during which period they were registered hourly from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Tlie instrument was placed in the observatory, at such a distance from the

dwelling-houses as to be quite free from any radiation of heat, or other disturbing

causes, which their proximity might have occasioned. The stand on which it

was fixed was constructed in the following manner :—A post, six feet six inches

long, was planted three feet deep in the earth, and the upper part surrounded by

a square frame of deal, four feet in diameter, which was rammed full of mud and

sand, and when the earth became frozen the sand was as firm as a rock.

The Needle was of a lozenge shape, and six inches long ; some of the

observations were made with it when suspended, and others when resting on the

pivot, as noticed in the following table. The graduated circle of the instrument

being divided to ten minutes ofdegrees, could be read to the nearest minute with

a magnifying glass. The Needle was protected from currents of air by a closely

fitted glass cover.

Two gold leaf electrometers and a thermometer were placed within the

observatory, at four feet six inches from the ground, and were, as well as the

* The register for October, 1825, not comprehending the whole of the month, that for April,

1826, comprising only my own observations, and those for the months of February, March, and

April, 1827, having been made by two observers only, I have confined the abstract to the eight

complete months.

S 2
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APPENDIX. [No. VI.

direction of the wind and the state of the weather, examined at the same times

with the Needle.

The extent of the tables of observations preventing their being given in detail,

I have, therefore, at the suggestion of Professor Barlow, made the abridgement

contained in the following Table No. I. This table, however, conveys a very

inadequate idea of the daily fluctuations of the Needle, which can only be seen

by referring to the daily registers, and in order to afford the opportunity to any

person who may wish to do so, I have lodged the whole at the Admiralty.

The daily fluctuations for one month will be observed in Table II., which con-

tains the whole register of my observations for October, 1826, when the Needle

was placed under a reduced directive power by opposing magnets. This method

of increasing the amount of the daily variation was first suggested by Professor

Barlow, in the Philosophical Transactions, part 2, for 1823. I was, however,

indebted to Professor Christie for the directions which I followed in making the

observations.

I have endeavoured to show, by subsequent tables, that many of the deviations

of the Needle are attributable to the appearance of the Aurora Borealis, and I

think it not improbable that many of the fluctuations during the day may be due

to the same cause, though, owing to the day-light, the coruscations were invisible

;

because we scarcely ever observed any material change in the position of the

Needle during the day, without a correspondent alteration in the state of the

atmosphere, which was supposed by the whole party to be in some measure

connected with the Aurora Borealis.

It will be observed that the readings from October, 1826, exceed those in the

first series ; but, whether this be due to any error in replacing the instrument, or

to an actual change of the variation, I have no means now of determining.
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cxlii APPENDIX. fNo. VI.

REMARKS ON TABLE I.

It appears from the preceding table that the Needle had its greatest easterly

bearing at 8 a.m., and its least easterly or greatest westerly at midnight, the mean

daily difference being eight minutes, which is certainly much less than might have

been expected, considering our proximity to the Magnetic Pole, as indicated by

the dip of the Needle being 83°. The mean between the two extremes is 39° 1 1',

which is the bearing between noon and 1 p.m.

The position of the Magnetic Pole, as computed from our observations by

Professor Barlow, is in f>9° 16' north latitude, and 98° 8' west longitude, and by

the observations of Capt. Parry in lat. 70° 43' north, long. 98° 54' west, its mean

place being in lat. 70° O1

north, long. 98° 31' west, which is between Poit Bowen

and Fort Franklin ; the former being situated in lat. 73° 14' north, long. 88° 54'

west, and the latter in 05° 12' north, long. 123° 12* west. It appears, therefore,

that for the same months, at the interval of only one year, Capt. Parry and myself

were making hourly observations on two Needles, the north ends of which pointed

almost directly towards each other, though our actual distance did not exceed

855 geographical miles ; and while the Needle of Port Bowen was increasing its

westerly direction, ours was increasing its easterly, and the contrary,—the

variation being west at Port Bowen and east at Fort Franklin ; a beautiful

and satisfactory proof of the solar influence on the daily variation.
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TABLE II.—OBSERVATIONS on the HORIZONTAL NEEDLE, under a Directive

Power, reduced by opposing Magnets, for October, 1826, by Cart. Franklin.

The M*Snc!s were pla. c.l aTtt-r ti,p rimim'r .u*g*«U-i) hy Pruf.^-or C\ ristii
, »f the R..% -.1 M ! 'an ActiNg -

W.i W» t

The Asterisks denote when the Aurora Boreal is was risible.

Days. 8 A M. 12 A.M. 3 P.M. 6 P.M. 9 ML 19

1
e

\39 27e
o

n39 23e

-

n39 33k
o

n39 08k
o

n38 52s
o

st39
/

In
e

\39
/

10e

2 39 11 39 45 39 42 39 AA42 39 35 39 33 39 33

3 39 51 40 25 40 23 40 10 38 45 38 48* 39 15

4 39 12 89 18 39 18 39 15 39 12 39 15* 37 30*

5 39 44 39 44 39 34 39 A t\40
nn
39 85 39 33* 39 35»

6 39 35 39 85 39 35 39 35 39 35 39 85 39 35*

7 39 35 39 35 39 33 39 32 39 35 39 34 39 35

8 39 35 39 85 39 33 39 35 89 35 39 35 39 35

9 39 34 39 33 39 33 39 33 39 33 39 33 89 33

10 39 48 39 50 39 47 39 47 39 45 39 48 89 28

11 38 40 38 48 38 48 38 48 39 50 89 50 89 48

12 38 48 38 50 88 50 38 48 88 52 88 52 88 52

IS 40 55 40 56 40 50 40 35 40 82 40 05 37 35*

14 40 25 40 25 39 43 39 43 39 45 39 35 35 10

15 39 15 39 20 39 18 39 15 39 15 39 38 50

16 38 50 38 51 38 50 88 50 38 51 38 52 39 11

17 40 00 40 SO 40 05 39 05 39 05 88 48 37 35

18 45 35 41 58 39 35 89 15
ran
38 58 39 12 40 25

19 42 22 40 45 89 50 39 05 39 03 39 45* 86 15*

80 42 25 41 10 89 50 39 33 39 30 39 50 40 08

21 39 40 39 45 89 35 39 35 39 38 39 40 39 35

22 38 50 38 48 88 55 38 50 38 55 38 57 38 55

23 39 40 40 55 40 05 39 55 39 53 39 55 39 20

24 40 33 40 S3 39 38 89 35 39 35 39 35 37 25

25 41 13 41 12 40 05 39 42 39 18 89 20 89 20

26 39 35 39 85 39 35 39 85 89 30 39 80« 39 30

27 40 40 40 38 40 30 40 23 40 17 88 05 38 S3

28 40 10 40 05 40 00 39 55 39 48 89 45 39 38

29 40 28 39 50 39 30 39 08 39 15 39 12 39 10

80 39 16 39 15 39 20 39 15 39 15 39 15 89 15

31 39 43 40 15 39 13 39 20

Mean 40 05 39 58 39 38 39 29 39 26 39 24 88 55

The Mean at Twelve p.m. in this Table is the least, in other respects it agrees with the preceding Tables.
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REMARKS ON TABLE II.

The minimum of variation is in this table at midnight, as in the others, but it

differs from them in showing a progressive decrease to the latter hour, and in not

exhibiting the fluctuations we perceive in Table I. between 3 p. m. and 10 p.m.

As to the amount of deviation shown in the daily columns as well as in the

means, it is considerably greater, as was to be expected, when the directive

power was reduced by the opposing magnets.
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No. VII.

ON THE AURORA BOREALIS.

The results of the observations on this phenomenon made during the present

Expedition, coinciding with the remarks on the same subject given at much

length in the Appendix to my former Narrative, I shall here confine myself to

the mention of a few brief deductions from a careful examination of our registers

at Bear Lake.

The observations were made without intermission for six successive months,

in the years 1825-26, and again in 1826-27, but as their insertion would occupy

too much space I have endeavoured to illustrate the general effect of the Aurora

Boreal is on the magnetic needle, by first giving, in Table I. the observations

at length, for five days, when the coruscations were extremely active, accom-

panied by the remarks made at the time ; and secondly, in Table II. by showing

the deflections of the needle which occurred during a series of observations

when the Aurora was in motion.

My opinion recorded in my former Narrative *, that the different positions of

the Aurora have a considerable influence upon the direction of the Magnetic

Needle, has been repeatedly confirmed during our residence at Bear Lake. It

was also remarked, that, from whatever point the flow of light, or, in other words,

the motion of the Aurora proceeded, if that motion was rapid, the nearest

end of the needle was drawn towards that point almost simultaneously with the

commencement of the motion. This fact, I think, will be apparent from an

examination of the following tables, and more particularly of the registers for

the five days in Table I. The exceptions to this course, which are very few,

are pointed out by asterisks in the tables.

A careful review of the daily registers of the appearance of the Aurora has

led me to form the following general conclusions : 1st, that brilliant and active

coruscations of the Aurora Borealis cause a deflection of the needle almost

* Appendix, p. 551.

t
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invariably, if they appear through a hazy atmosphere, and if the prismatic

colours are exhibited in the beams or arches. When, on the contrary, the

atmosphere is clear, and the Aurora presents a steady dense light, of a yellow

colour, and without motion, the needle is often unaffected by its appearance.

2nd. That the Aurora is generally most active when it seems to have emerged

from a cloud near the earth.

3rd. When the Aurora is very active, a haziness is very generally perceptible

about the coruscations though the other parts of the sky may be free from

haze or cloud.

4th. That the nearest end of the needle is drawn towards the point from

whence the motion of the Aurora proceeds, and that its deflections are greatest

when the motion is most rapid. The effect being the same whether the motion

flows along a low arch or one that crosses the zenith.

5th. That a low state of temperature seems favourable for the production of

brilliant and active coruscations ; it being seldom that we witnessed any that

were much agitated, or that the prismatic tints were very apparent when the

temperature was above zero.

6th. That the coruscations were less frequently visible between the first

quarter day, and the full moon, than in any other period of the lunation, and

that they were most numerous between the third quarter and the new moon*.

7th. That the appearance of the Aurora was registered at Bear Lake in

1825-26, 343 times, without any sound having been heard to attend its motions.

8th. The height of the Aurora was not determined by actual observation, but

its having been seen on several occasions to illuminate the under surface of

some dense clouds, is conclusive that its elevation could not have been very

great. When Dr. Richardson and Mr. Kendall made their excursion on Bear

Lake, in the spring of 1826, the former saw the Aurora very brilliant and

active, displaying the prismatic colours in a cloudless sky (on 23d April);

while Mr. Kendall, who was watching at the time, by agreement, for its appear-

ance, did not see any coruscation, though he was only twenty miles distant

from Dr. Richardson.

9th. The gold leaf Electrometer which was kept in the observatory was

never affected by the appearance of the Aurora.

10th. On four occasions the coruscations of the Aurora were seen very

distinctly before the daylight had disappeared, and we often perceived the

* The proportion of coruscations seen at these periods, from the month of October, 1825, to

April, 1826, was 38 to 125. The moonlight being strong between the first quarter and the fall

moon at those hours when we more particularly watched for the Aurora, may, perhaps, account

for our not having seen its coruscations so often during this part of the lunation.
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clouds in the day-time disposed in streams and arches, such as the Aurora

assumes.

The opinions I have ventured to advance above, are at variance with the

conclusions drawn by Captains Parry and Foster, from their observations at

Port Bowen,—those officers inferring that the Aurora does not influence the

motion of the needle ; but the discrepancy may be perhaps explained by the

difference in activity and altitude of the Aurora at the two places. I have

stated that the needle is most affected when the Aurora is very active and

displays the prismatic colours. Captains Parry and Foster have informed me
that the Aurora seen at Port Bowen was generally at a low altitude, without

much motion in its parts, and never exhibiting the vivid prismatic colours, or

the rapid streams of light, which are so frequently recorded in our registers of

its appearance at Fort Enterprise and Fort Franklin. At both these places we

as often witnessed the coruscations crossing the zenith as at any other altitude,

and under such a variety of forms and in such rapid motion as to baffle de-

scription.

From the difference in the appearance and activity of the Aurora at Port

Bowen, and Forts Enterprise and Franklin, an inference may be deduced that

the parallel of 65°N. is more favourable for observing this phenomenon and its

effect on the needle, than a higher northern latitude.

The observations contained in Table I. were made by Lieut. Back, Mr. Ken-

dall, and myself; the two latter being stationed to read off the arc at each end

of the needle, while the former remained with Dr. Richardson on the outside of

the Observatory to note and inform us of the changes in the coruscations. The

height of the arches was estimated by the eye, and their bearing by reference

to the dwelling-houses and other marks which had been previously determined.

The bearings of the Aurora in this, and the following table, are reckoned from

the true meridian ; and for the information of the general reader it may be

stated that the position of the needle was about 3£ points of the compass to

the east of the true north.

t2
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TABLE I.

Dale. Interval.

North end

of the Needle

at the previous

regUter.

North end of

the Needle

during these

Deflection*

during these

coruscations

to the

Appearance and position of the

Aurora.

Oct. N38 9E N39 18E* An arch of 20° elevation extending from

1825. No Aurora 39-25
>v.;>.v>. 10 c..\.ri- oy tiie norlu. the motion

a of the light rushed at the tint from the former

visible. 40-00
•i-4'i

to the latter point, and then backwards and

5o 40 50 forward*, aod ultimately passed off to the

«
s

40 00
© 39-30 • • I 20

26th.

-3

§
38 -40* • • 50 A beam shot along the arch from W. by N. to

3815 25 Beam front north across, the senith to south
s horizon.o

39-30 115 Motion of light from W.N.W. along the arch.

© 3S-25 105 Motion rrom N.W. to N.B.at an elevation of 8".

a 38 05 1

twee 37-25
J

100 Beam from north to the lenith.

3T 50 Needle atationaryi the Aurora bavins; diap-

REMARKS ott ran 26tb.

Thesk coruscations were extremely brillinnt, and in continual motion. The principal feature

, was a broad band of light that extended along the northern port of the sky

A
'™p /+ |o 2 from W.N.W. to E.N.E. at an elevation of 20°, from which beams of a less

Wind modern, N.w.,
jntense |jgh, wcre frequently projected across the zenith from north to south,

clear in the upper purl °
.

of the say. liny near or in the contrary direction ; and they sometimes reached the opposite

horizon before they disappeared. The band as well as the beams seemed

to be composed of an infinite number of slender rays which were highly inclined, and exhibited

the prismatic colours, the strongest tints being red, yellow, and green. The whole of these

coruscations appeared to be interposed between the spectator and a thin filmy mass of cloud.
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TABLE I.

—

continued.

North end

of the Needle

»t the previous

North cod of

the Needle

during these

Deflections

during these

Coruscations

to the

West.

Appearance and position of the

Oct.

1925.

27th.

I

-
a
B
d
I
o

f
1
£

N 3*8.4 E N 37. 50 El

Aurora then

Visible.
37.25*

36.50

37.30

36.15

36.50

38.8

° ,

39

35

of light extending from K VI. to

The motion

I

j
A stream of light extending fro

\ the north, «t an elevation of 15°

| of hi parts very rapid.

40
,

35

A beam from north to the tenith ; <

that part, it instantly spread across the

xenith, and iu extremities were pointed S.W.

by W. and E.N.E.

1.15

1.18

the tenith, as the former had done, having its

points directed W. by S. and E. by N.

The whole, coruscation then disappeared,

and the needle gradually recovered its usual

position.

Temperature Observatory,_ 16 e
, wind west,

Air — 15^, clear sky.

Hazy in the parti near the coruscations.

REMARKS on the 27th.

It should be observed that there were two distinct issues of light from E.N.E. along the

above-mentioned stream, which, on reaching the north point, rushed towards the zenith, and

in both instances similar arches were formed across the zenith. The needle betrayed the

same course of deviation in both cases. The motion of the light was extremely rapid.
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TABLE L

—

continued.

[No.vn.

North end North end
Deflections

Date. hlwul
r.f the Needle

at the previous

of the Needle

during the»e

during each

Congestion

to the

Appearance and position of the

register. Coruvilions.
East. Wot

1825
o (

N.39- 2E.
1 '

N.3S48E.
o >

.14] [Motion from N.WJi.N. along a band of light

"Irelrhint to the eastward, elevated 15 . and

Dec. Aurora
38-15 about 2° broad.

8th visible. 38' 16

38- 3

37 32

37 -4a

87-48
J .16

1.16

• •

\TVie colour* very vivid—notion rapid.

Needle stationary for Bte minutes at this po-
^ lition.

1 Motion returning from the eastward along the

|
uanu to .Vm .!?..>.

37.48 • * • *
The needle stationary at this position for fire

minutes, during which interval the light was
rushing from each extreme of the band, meet-
..... in Ik* V 1, 1.' „„.„• Tti>M »»• kill l.tll.wg in tnc in .U.K. point. lucre was out litue

i
disDlav of colour.

37-38 1 ft The motion from the N.W. prevailed.

M 36-35 • • 1.03 A stream of light, about 207 broad, darted

across the zenith from N.W.b.N. to S.S.E.

37 35 1.00
a OC . An3S 03

'

1
A beam darted from the senith to N.W.bN.,

m
B followed by the whole mass that had ascended

a 38-25 .50 . i
from this point.

"aH 38 -Od • • •20 Motion alon the first mentioned band f om
10
o»

s
1

'
N.W°b.N. to

e
tL

e

Ea7t»Trd
nU<>B

37 15 • •
• r,n5»u A stream from N.W.b.N. to the traits).

a
hi 37-40 .25 A beam from zenith to N.b.E.

ft 87-35 • • .5 Needle stationary for some minutes, the motion
C

s

rolling from opposite directions of the arch

that extended from N.W.b.N. to East, and
rl i>hlnn in Ina ranlra(.lal^UlllJZ III ((IC i cnirc

aj
V 38-03 .28 • • Mot ;on from N.W.b.N., in nearly a horizontal
E direction to W5 W"111 14 IH1I1 111 11 .T.**.

B
pa

38- 8

87' 8
|

3515
J

36- 5

36-48

• •

.50

.43

1.001

1.53J

Stationary for 5 minutes.

A stream of an irregular shape darted from
N.W.b.N. to S.SJS. across the zenith.

Aurora generally diffused in filmy stream*,

without motion.

Motion from E.S.E. to N.W.b.N., in a band
similar to that first described.

9th At 1-20 • • 38-03 1.15 • • The Aurora appeared ia an arch from N.E. to

A.M. North, hut motionless.

Temperature ofObservatory, - 26 3, nearly calm
Air -30 5, clear!

Genkbal I'd marks.

The changes in the coruscations were so various and rapid, as to render their description

impossible. The band of light first mentioned, as extending horizontally from N.W.b.N. to

the eastward, remained nearly the whole time.
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TABLE II.—SHOWING THE DEFLECTIONS OF THE NEEDLE WHEN UNDER
THE INFLUENCE OF THE AURORA BOREAI„IS *.

T».e initial* he Observer.

Prrrlmu NrwRradmif m of tht r™ P .

E Rradiag NeedUtoth. IW!w.of the J.O1.0B of
of Ob-

Hoar. North end of Wirf and W«U«.
i
0

North tnd of

Needle. Kaat. W«t
theAirora. •erre-

ti'irv.WW J.

o 1 o

si"'" 9 r.M. K. N. 38 20 B. N. 38 28 E. 8 A ftath froei K»»t while I + 19-5 C«Kcle*r.
wu looking at the injtro-

m nt.

* 29 7 P.M.

between

BD. • * •

Qo tlA*hr* from N.N.w. +11 '5 a.a.fc... twtrong, clcftx.

1 f ill £ 1 t iK
l(f « 10"

20' p.m.

B. 38 08 38 48

38 20

40 -17 5
.

• . Kro.K.N.K.aWa.trea.n
tfxtriuitnf to N.W.

•

38 00 58 .

iVacii*. d*rtiw)C xipwn.nl* hr-

tw«n N.N.K. and N.N.W.
-17-5 Cttlm.clm.

• .« • • 37 50

• • • • 38 25 35 Krom K.NJC. in two itrram.,
30° high.

38 00 .. 26 Towards the lenith from
N.N.W.

between 37 54 37 58 .
•»

-18-5
5 10" & 10»

10' tM.

B.

37*50 !..

Fron K.S E. to N.N.W. Calm, clear.

11 r.M. K. 37 50 37 28 * From N.N.W. to K.N E. -19 North, light, clear.

arrh 40° high.

i
"' 10 r.M. B. 37 26 37 30 ft Kl«h« horn E.8.E. N.N.W., dear.

3" 13
1
«

5 r.n.

between

F. 37 42

37 43

37*47

37 50

5 • Been fro. North to with.

Aurora v«*ry rmd, darting

-15-5

1 • l 2 l. & 12" B.

37 35 L'
m«(i»nttuv<r<mxl r arruaa

oifK, altrrnfttfly from tilt
-20-5 Calm, clear.

MY n Miu r.M. W .D,I>, Uiu J". :
H. [•-'IBM.

" P.M. F. 38 22 38 43 efi 1 * * Krom Kftct to North. _ 7.5

28 10 P.M. B. 38 23 38 54 31 • •
Frwn W.N W to K. b. S. ra-

intilviM-rL^.rn.th.
- 9 Eaat by North, fresh,

Dee.l 12 10 p.m. B. 38 16 38 20

I.. J
IVuwih <iari nig nr»i to iftc

gvutta, from ft bftatl itteod-

Iftf irora n. to iv. t. ri. + 2-5 Calm, dear.

i
33 18

.5
2 1 A.M. F. • 38 26 7 _1_ 1T 1 Ditto.

•2

M
o between

SO * * 10»& 10» B. 38 05 37 48 17 .

20' p.m.
1

l 12 Aurora stationary, l

0 S
• • • • 38 00 + 17-5 Calm^rery gloomy

I

• • e * • 37 55

37 52 1:

5

3

Anoihrr Wain (hot from I

N.N.E.

Another Imam from N.N.K. ^

Midnight F. 38 13 38 5 • • 8 Kro« N.N.W. to East. + I- N.W. irale, gloomy
weather.

i
6 11 P.M. K. 38 19 38 18* 1 Krom E.S.E. to N.N.W. - 9. Calm, clear.

a
12 9 P.M. K 38 58 39 8 10 From K.N.E. to N.b.W. - 7-3 East, light, cloudy.

• Thia Table h*» been coofined to the notice of those coruscation, only when the motion of the Aurora was perceptible.
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TABLE II.—continued

Hoar

t
t

1

Pier iimu

Reading

North end of

North end of
Needle to the

Direction of the Motion of

Aaron.

Temp,

of Ob-

serra-

Wind ud Weather.

W»»t, tory.

Dec. 17 9 r.M. V. N.39 30 E N.3B 45 E.

o t 0 1

.

«

* " * " 38

38

52

48

7

i ' • " J

From North. TW deSer-
to..*. M V W M^l— j__

c

on
10 P.M. B. 38 30 38 32 8 Mm* of light from E»»t. — 19-0 Ditto, ditto, ditto.

1 23 Midnight ?. 38 42 38 88 4 Flash from N W, to mitt, -38-5 West, moderate, dear

• 38 41
«O

1826
Jan. 4 11 40 p.m. B. 38 20 38 20 N« n<- None -24 5 Cain, hazy

.

I
8 R. 38 37 38 36

} 11 Fro- a-ithUinorthlmriMm -29.0 N.W., light, clear.

• • •• .. .. 38 I f

IU P.M.

P.

38 50 38 59

49 1
'

t

1
ml

Motion rtvpid, mlt>r»-te!y

from Zut ud Writ poiiu.
-25 0 East, clear.

Feb 3 1 A.M. r. 38 55 J7 52 1 03 iran aoum wi anuria.
-225 Calniy very Iiezv.

Midnight B. 38 39 37 26 1 13 A •-».,, -Ut from N V\ |o -22 N.W,fpesh,verj-tlox»

Qo 11
J
P.M. k; 38 40 38 48 8 Motia. from K.N.K. to N.W. -31 0 Nl'^r»le,cle-r.

• « Midnight F. 38 42 6 Motion fro. 8.K. -322 Ditto, ditto.

10 P.M. a 38 37 38 35

}:.

!

!

Motion rapid- from 8.W. -22-2 Nearly calm, dnr.
t • • 30

11 P.M. E. 38 44 38 58 14 Fr»mF.N.K. to M N.W. -20 N.W., fresh, hazy.

1
10 P.M. B. 38 45 38 35 10

Benim darting to the Sooth
from Sentt h.

-29 7 Nearly calm, clear.

• • IU P.M.•
K. 37 15 1 20 Very rap><l. from N.W. Io

N.K. pri«iiiati'*oilo»irs.
-30- Ditto, ditto.

Midnight F. 38 45 1 30 K„ motion, Nee.Uo stationary. —29 8 Ditto, ditto.

J9 10 P.M. B. 38 38 38 31

25 }.. 13
Mo! on rapid, from N.W to

Kb** Prirmstir oohtari
-22 Calm, cloudy.

March 2 Midnight F. 38 40 38 .in 10
From N.W. tog.K. — 17-5 N.W., moderate, very

clear.

11 P.M. K. 38 39 38 41 2 ••
From ftgJL Ditto, ditto.

* • Mi inijjhl F. • • • 38 48* 7
Krom K.W. in lowrrp%rt of -28-5 Ditto, ditto,

i
' 8 P.M. K. 38 38 38 27 11 From N.W.B.M. +20 N.W., strong, dear.

9 P.M. F. 38 29« 2
From N.W.h.M. +17 6 Ditto, ditto

11 P.M. K. 38 18 11
Krom North to SJS. behind + 17-8 N.W, gale, hary.

J

"

F. 38 29 11
Very little Anrore. Notdle

stationaiy.
+ 16.8 Ditto, ditto.

8 11 P.M. K. 38 40 38 35 • • 5
Motion from the extremes of

n hand N.W. ud K 8 K,

meeting in the centre.

-14 Calm, clear.
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TABLE U.-cautwued.

1

Hoar.

|!a
t

1
o

Prnioas

Reading

North Hi of

Sror Raiding

North end of
Nandl

gut.

tOlh*

|

West.

Direction of the Motion of

Aurora.

i pmp

ofOb-

aersa-

tary.

rt lna ana n ratfler.

March 8 Midnight F. N3B 40 E. N.38 36 K.
o I 9 1 o .

• • * 32

38

4 Rap,d mot or, from N.W.

Krom KJ*.K-

-14-2

9 1 1 P.M. K. 39 01 39 14 13 From K.li fj . to smith. + 15 Calm, gloomy.

10 11} TM. K. 38 40 38 47» 7 From 3.E. acron xritith. -10 5 N.\N n strong, dear.

Midnight P. 38 35

}
,

12 Beam <Urted from S,S }:.

aero** jeotla.

—11- N.W., gale, haxy.1

• • 37 Aurora disappeared.

11 7 tM.

1 1 P.M.

B.

E.

38 35 38 43

38 40

38 43

8

3

3

Bright Bath from K.I..8.

Disappeared.

Aurora sta.umnry.

-21-5 Calm, clear.

i ..

o 13
o

Midnight F. • • • • 39 15 32 Rapid motion from KbS to —34-0 Calm, clear.

11} P.M. K. 38 39 38 46 7 Motion iron, K.S.K. -32-8 Nearly calm, clear.

at

1
" Midnight F. 38 40 6 Aurora dlffuaed orer the thy,

without motion.
-34-5 Ditto, ditto.

z 14 Midnight R H 38 34

a • • *

38 30

38 25

1

}" 9 Maas of ran ihot towards
(

aenithfrom&E. J -215 Calm, clear.

15 4 A.M. F. 39 15 50 Motion rery rapid,from E.S.K.

11 mi. K. 38 41 38 49 8 IM.ta.lM -19-5 Calm, dear.

Midnight F. • • • • 38 44

38 42
I

1.. 7 Fran, N.W. faiat. —21-2 Dttto.

26 11 P.M. K. 38 44 38 45 1 • Aurora mnrh diffused, motion
from N.W.

Midnight F. 38 43 2 Motion from North. —5-5 Veryjclear.

28 11 P.M. K. 38 48 38 53 5 Motion from E.b.S. +5-8 Kaat, gloomy.

• • Midnight F. 38 48 5 Aurora spread orer th« shy.
No motion.

+6 0 Gloomy, small mow.

29 1 If P.M. K. 39 30 39 20 10 Motion from S K. -3-5 (aim rlpar

April 3
h. ,

11 SO P.M. B. 39 8 39 42 34 Motion rapid^from K.B.S. -1- Calm, very haxy.

6 10 P.M. a 39 10 39 2 8 -15 5 N.W., clear.
•5
> Midnight F. 39 2 None None Aurora spread orer the sky,

without motion.
— 1/ o -N.W., moderate, clear.

8 13 11 P.M. F. 38 57 38 54

\:

3 Motion rapid, from N.W.b.N.
arrow arailh.

+105 S.B, moderate, clear

• • . | 49 5

v.

Midnight P. • • • • 38 58 9 + 10-8 Ditto.

23 11 P.M. F. 38 55 39 00 5 +271 Kaat byNorth, moderate,
very clear.
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clvi APPENDIX.

TABLE

[No. VII.

Moatl,.

Heir.
North end of

Needle.

New folding

North end of

i ii i

Needle

Ea.C

of the

to the

We»t.

Oct. 4 Midnight F.
o •

N 39 15 E N 37 30 E • •

f AM
1 45

8 13

li£ I

1*

Midnight

between
12>>&12h

5' r.u.

F.

F.

40 05

39 45

37 35

38 15*

2 30

fl 30

1Li

li-
• • F. • « 39 35

i on

I

•

.

F. . » a * 36 15 (3 20

:r 30 9 r.M. F. 39 15 39 15 None None

No* 1 10 r«. B. 39 45 40 11 26

• • Midnight F. • . •

.

39 48 23

i
* Midnight F. 39 42 40 15 23

V
Midnight F. 39 40 39 05 35

5 r.M. K. 39 55 39 50
K
D

1
B

11 r.u. K. 39 57 39 20 J/

o
Midnight F. • • • 39 17 • * 3

i"
10 r.M. B. 39 57 39 52

i1 20

Midnight F. 39 49* 3

« A.M. P. 41 36 1 47

Midnight F. 39 48 40 00» 12 ••

r Midnight F. 39 56 39 5S 2

24 11 r.M. K. 39 47 39 43*
* * 4

Midnight F.

1

39 40 13

Dec. 4 11 F.M. K in An in to39 3i

19 11 r.M. K. 39 57 39 58 1

rf
= §

••

12" 0' to

12" 3' r.M.

F. 39 55

* • e •

39 52
}

40 06 I

40 15 1

14

9

* *

If 26 11 r.M. K. 39 50 39 00 50

Midnight F. 38 55 5

1827.

Jan.

3 Midnight P. 39 58 39 33 25

la

r 11 r.u. K. 39 46 39 45 1

u - Midnight F. 39 05 40

IWtion of the Motion o<

Aurora glraminc 1 Kru»gh
iltm-f cki'itU, N.N.K

la q.ick moiwo.from W.N. W."
to U.K.

JloUmmr-dataW.

Uolion eer}

N.N.K. tod.K,

I S.K.

Aurora vrry bright.

Bright aemui ten i to, motion
from N.W,

From Keat to N.W. rapid,

light Trry brilliant.

Krooi N.W. motion rapid.

From North.

Anror» |r»tM-ra.l I jr

motion tnwu North.

Aurora dilto, motion alow

from N.W.litiWnMKloe.

Fro. N.K. ditto.

Aurora had been verjr aetirr

dvriae the ftifhL Motion
front N . K.

Gleaming throtagh dense

cloeda. N.b.E.

From K S K. Utile motion,

thoogh bright light.

Generally diffimad, little

neuyion from E.8.K.

From 8.E. artire.

From N.^.sctiT*.

Ran hot from irailh to

Temp.

of Ok-
WinJ end Weather.

+31

+26.

+14

+ 6

—

1

— 3.

—14,

II

15

1—9

— 6.

N.W. light, cloudy.

5 Calm, very clear.

Calm, clear.

N.W., light, clear.

Calm, clear.

N.W., light, hary.

W.N.W., dear.

Ea«t, clear.

East, clear.

hTb.N.
'

2

+ 2.

2

— 3

—17

ll.r

i We»t to —25.3

From N.N.W. rapid. gleam- — 4.0
tug trirough cloud*.

From N.W. Aurora aeen I— 4.2
through eland*.

Motion quick from N.N.W.

Motion rapid from the ex-
tremes of three arrkes,

20 30 and'.>0 high »tS K.

and N.W. pointi meeting in

tkei-eutre.

Motion rapid from N.W.
Aurora generally diffiuwl.

-33.5

—33

—35

Calm, clear.

8.B.,

Ea*t,dark

W.N.W.,
clear.

Nearly calm, very dear.

N.W., hazy.

W. by S.,

It

N.W., very gloomy.

Ditto, ditto.

N.W., light,

.

N.W., light, clear.

Ditto,

.
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No. VII ] ON THE AURORA BOREALIS. clvtf

TABLE II.—continued.

Month.

t8S7.
Ho«r.

Si

t

J
o

i

Pntiwa

Rcading

North end of

Needle.

NVw Reading

North end uf

Needle.

Ratal

h*

; to the

Wert.

Direction of the Motion oi the

Aurora.

Temp.

fifOb-

u»rjr.

WU and Weather.

o • o O ,
c

Feb. 3 8r.n. K. N.39 22 K. N.39 20 E. • • 2 Alternate motion, from S.K.
and N.W. meeting ia the
centre.

-31.5 W.N.W, moderate,

clear.

• • B. 39 15 5 ArtiTc from N.N.W. -28.5 Ditto.

• •

i
-

11 r.«.

Midnight

K.

P. .. ..

39 18*

39 13

3

••

From N.W.

-31.5 Ditto.

£ 4

§
11 Mb K. 39 16 39 18 2

itarm donion.
-36. K«t, light, clew.

Midnight F. 39 16 2 Notion from W.N.W. -36.7 Ditto.

1. Midnight F. JO JU 38 48 2 From N.W. -42.2 N.W., light, clear.

7 Midnight F. 38 45 38 40 5 KromSX -42.5 W.N.W., light, clear.

2J lOr.M. a 38 15 38 13 2 From N.W.b.N. -31.5 N.W, very clear.

25 Midnight K. 38 15 38 15 None None From AX. -15. Eajt,atrong, clear.

It is evident frorr i the prece ding Tabl cs, that the Deflections of the Needle caused by the Aurora,

were greater when it was suspended than when it rested on the pivot; and greatest when sus-

pendec! between opposing magneto, as in the month of October, 1826.

1

!

i
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ERRATA.

IS
19
44
72
8f>

102
liW

242

I

6
7

20
3
6

23
14

for
for 01.
from the !»ottom, for aspm, rr<i</

from the bottom, for parhelia, r.
[

for Tuesday, read Thursday.
for immovable, rtnd immoveable.

f»r object srunre, read object*

for Kayaok, read Kaiyack.

for K iyacks. read Ksiynrks.

for Godwin. r*"a*f Goodwin.
Heading of the Chapter, line 4, for Boi-

27fi

307

12

8

2^
8

do. do.

do. do.

do. do.

do.

d...

do.

do.

fur no, rend o?i.

Ik the Pl
No. 21. facing p. 103. for drawn by

read by Lieut. K. N. Kendall.

No 27, facing p. 2."ifi, for drawn by C'apta Book,

read bv Lieutenant E. N. Kendall ; and for Ricaar'*,

read kichard'i
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